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FOREWORD
Considerable progress towards demonstrating the feasibility of controlled
fusion as well as economically favourable fusion reactor characteristics was
reported at the Ninth IAEA Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled
Nuclear Fusion Research. This progress extends to all approaches to controlled
fusion and fusion technology.
The Conference was organized by the Agency in co-operation with the
United States Department of Energy, with the assistance of the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory. It took place on 1—8 September, 1982, in Baltimore,
Maryland, USA, and was attended by 488 participants and 145 observers from
31 countries and five international organizations. One hundred and forty-seven
papers were presented at the technical sessions, including two poster sessions.
They included contributions on theory, open and closed magnetic confinement
systems, inertial confinement systems, and related technology. The traditional
Artsimovich Memorial Lecture was given at the beginning of the Conference.
These Proceedings, which include all the technical papers and four conference summaries, are published in English as a supplement to the IAEA journal,
Nuclear Fusion.
The Agency promotes close international co-operation among plasma and
fusion physicists and engineers of all countries by organizing these periodic
conferences on controlled nuclear fusion and by holding seminars, workshops
and specialists' meetings on appropriate topics. It is hoped that the present
publication, as part of these activities, will contribute to the rapid demonstration of fusion power as one of the world's future energy resources.

EDITORIAL NOTE
The papers and discussions have been edited by the editorial staff of the International
Atomic Energy Agency to the extent considered necessary for the reader's assistance. The views
expressed and the general style adopted remain, however, the responsibility of the named authors
or participants. In addition, the views are not necessarily those of the governments of the
nominating Member States or of the nominating organizations.
Where papers have been incorporated into these Proceedings without resetting by the Agency,
this has been done with the knowledge of the authors and their government authorities, and their
cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. The Proceedings have been printed by composition
typing and photo-offset lithography. Within the limitations imposed by this method, every effort
has been made to maintain a high editorial standard, in particular to achieve, wherever practicable,
consistency of units and symbols and conformity to the standards recommended by competent
international bodies.
The use in these Proceedings of particular designations of countries or territories does not
imply any judgement by the publisher, the IAEA, as to the legal status of such countries or
territories, of their authorities and institutions or of the delimitation of their boundaries.
The mention of specific companies or of their products or brand names does not imply any
endorsement or recommendation on the part of the IAEA.
Authors are themselves responsible for obtaining the necessary permission to reproduce
copyright material from other sources.
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Distinguished guests, Ladies and Gentlemen:
It is my greatest honour and pleasure to be given the opportunity of
delivering the Artsimovich Memorial Lecture at this 9th International Conference
on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, organized by the
International Atomic Energy Agency in Baltimore.
First I would like to give some personal reminiscences about Academician
Artsimovich, and this can be done best by introducing myself. I am at present
serving the entire Japanese scientific community as president of the Science
Council of Japan and, in particular, serving the Japanese fusion community
as a member of the Fusion Council, under the control of the Japan Atomic
Energy Commission. It is already nine years since I retired from the directorship
of the Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University. This Institute was
established in 1961 and I was chosen as the first director. 1961 was the very
year when the 1st International Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled
Nuclear Fusion Research was held by the IAEA in Salzburg, and the late
Academician Lev Andreevich Artsimovich, at the end of the Conference,
delivered the famous review address in which he used the word "purgatory" to
describe the not necessarily bright state of affairs in fusion research at that time.
I was among the somewhat bewildered audience. Three years later I attended
another conference, this time the 3rd United Nations Conference on the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy at Geneva. This was the occasion of my first
personal contact with Academician Artsimovich, and I dared to ask him to allow
me to visit the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow. He said he had no power to
deal with such matters, but he was extremely kind and introduced me to
Mr. Petroshants, Chairman of the State Committee for Atomic Energy. I succeeded
in getting a letter of invitation directly from Petroshants. This letter had the
magical power of obtaining a visa and an enjoyable tour in Moscow and
Leningrad.
I met Academician Artsimovich for the second time in his office at the
Kurchatov Institute, and he gave me a very extensive explanation of what
was going on as well as a tour of the laboratories. I saw an array of different
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tokamak models, OGRA and a mirror with Ioffe bars. The latter topic, the
validity of the minimum-B principle, had been a favourite one at the Geneva
Conference, and hence naturally became the main subject of our discussion.
I learned that the idea of minimum-B had been formulated by Artsimovich
many years ago and was contained in his textbook. However, to my great
regret, we didn't enter into the details of tokamak performances. In those
days the tokamak concept had not yet been fully appreciated. I felt greatly
privileged to have personal contact with recognized genius. I found we had
much in common in spite of our apparent differences: among other things, we
were both deeply concerned with international co-operation and shared
a firm intention to contribute to world peace by this means.
Now I must curtail my reminiscences about Academician Artsimovich,
although our friendship continued. I want to make some criticisms of our
past failures. 1 said I had failed to recognize the importance of the tokamak
concept. I think I was not alone, and shared this opinion with many other
plasma scientists. There may be a certain value in critically examining this
failure. In the early 1960s a great variety of magnetic confinement schemes
were proposed, each inevitably in its infancy, but each striving eventually
to grow into a fusion reactor. I, together with others, cancelled the tokamak
entry from the list of proposals simply because its plasma current should
sooner or later decay; a fusion reactor based on the tokamak principle would
therefore operate intermittently and there was no hope of materials that could
withstand the consequent thermal and mechanical fatigue. This disfavour
proved to be unjustified in the early 1970s,when the tokamak became the only
viable machine that could produce sufficiently hot dense fusion plasmas. This
failure to recognize the value of the tokamak in its early phase teaches us that
we ought to evaluate ideas in their proper historical perspective. It is worthy
of note that the value of the tokamak was recognized as the result of a dramatic
international collaboration. After the Novosibirsk Conference in 1968 a
British team with laser diagnosis technology, headed by Peacock, joined the
Soviet group working on the T-3 machine, to demonstrate that T-3 actually
produced plasmas of temperatures of the order of kilovolts. Now, however,
when we can produce fusion plasmas and experiment with them, when we can
deal with an almost ideal plasma state which can and must be interpreted in the
light of theory, and when we are nearing the stage of actually designing fusion
reactors, the story is quite different. We must correct the most obvious defect
of the tokamak, the pulsed operation! Can we maintain or sustain the plasma
current once induced, or, more directly, can we drive plasma current without
using the induction mechanism? An obvious idea is to apply a running RF
wave round the torus. A pioneering trial in this direction was made by
Matsuura and others at IPP, Nagoya, many years ago using a toroidal machine,
Synchromak. But their result did not achieve wide recognition. I believe this
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was the first experiment with the aim of maintaining toroidal current by RF.
More recently, Fisch predicted the feasibility of RF-driven current theoretically,
and Wong made preliminary experiments. In 1980 the group at JAERI were
able to demonstrate currents of 0.1 kA with RF powers of ^1 kW in their
tokamak JFT-2. This experiment was followed by JIPP-TII in Nagoya, by WT-II
in Kyoto, by Versator-II at MIT, and the most conspicuous result was obtained
in the PLT tokamak at Princeton, 200 kA by 100 kW of LHW. Their results
also indicated a limitation; it does not work for denser plasma beyond 10 13 cm" 3 .
Another proposal by Okano and others, and independently by Bhadra and
others, is to use ICRF in interaction with a-particles produced by fusion
reactions. A more recent paper by Dawson and Kaw discussed the possibility
of utilizing synchrotron radiation emitted by hot magnetized plasma itself.
This paper particularly attracted me because it dealt with the positive role of
radiation in hot plasma for the first time as far as I am aware. Until now, we
have considered radiation only as a necessary evil and neglected its active side.
So much for current-sustainment in tokamaks. I should like now to discuss
the low-/3 character of tokamaks and similar devices. Artsimovich remarked on
several occasions that the Iow-j3 approach has an advantage over the high-/3
approach in that the plasma structure and behaviour can be observed and
understood theoretically in more detail than in the case of dense plasma. Has
this ideal been reached? My opinion is that it has not. There are many theories
to explain this-and-that particular phenomenon of plasma, but I think we still
lack a comprehensive theory that can deal self-consistently with the many
different aspects of plasma behaviour in terms of a single model. Is a complete
revision of our theoretical framework required? I don't know. Probably I am
demanding too much. The difficulty might be inherent in the nature of plasma,
where many effects of comparable magnitude are competing and where the
usual way of understanding the overall behaviour in terms of local parameters,
such as thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficient, may be invalid because
of strong correlations between spatially separated points. It is an urgent task
for theoreticians to give solid theoretical foundation to the various semiempirical scaling laws on the basis of which many future reactors are being designed.
It was a very nice idea to name our conference series by two key terms:
plasma physics and nuclear fusion. Actually, almost all fusion research has so
far been limited to pure plasma physics, and there has been scarcely any work
on nuclear reactions. This was a historical necessity. But since we are now in a
mature state with respect to the plasma, it is quite in order to start enquiring
about the nuclear reactions, probably in close connection with the plasma
aspects. Since fusion reactions bring energetic particles into play, they
introduce a new degree of freedom into plasma behaviour. Apart from these
physics interests, we of the fusion community are forced to deal with fusion
reactions, since the public has for a long time been eagerly waiting to see the
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production of fusion energy. However, we must be extremely careful to
avoid contaminating our environment by radioactivity. It was this prudence
that led the Japanese fusion community to choose a pure hydrogen machine
for JT-60, while other major tokamak projects dared to conduct D-T burning
experiments. Now we are entering the phase where radioactivity must be
dealt with, and with this in mind the people at IPP, Nagoya, are planning to
construct a modest-sized tokamak in which D-T reactions can take place.
The gravest problem we are facing in designing fusion reactors is, of course,
that of materials exposed to neutron flux. In this kind of problem we are
often tempted to learn from the experience obtained during the development
of fission technology. I would like to stress, however, that fusion presents far
more serious problems than fission because we have to deal with the fact that
80% of the energy released is carried by neutrons, while in fission only a small
percentage of energy is carried by neutrons, the greater part being confined
in the narrow space of the fuel rods. Materials scientists working on the
design of fusion reactors speak about 100 d.p.a., which means that every atom
of the material will be knocked out of its position a hundred times during
the lifetime of the reactor. The role of nuclear phenomena is far more
important in fusion than in fission, and we must study radiation effects in fusion
reactors on their own, not in analogy with fission reactors.
Why are we at such a primitive stage of study of the nuclear reaction
aspects? I think this is due to our state of mind at the infant stage of fusion
research. During that phase we had great freedom of choice among various
nuclear reactions between light nuclei, as well as among various confinement
schemes. If someone raised an objection against using tritium because of its
limited availability, then a fusion scientist would often reply by adopting
another reaction, for example D+D. When one asks about the radioactivity
nuisance produced by the fusion reactions, the answer may be the reaction
p+ n B , where only non-radioactive nuclei appear on the stage. We had too
many options in those rosy, dreaming days, when we saw only the good points
of various schemes. As we approach the realization stage, we are forced to
choose only one option and thus give up the advantages of options left unused.
We are still often tempted to make other choices than the D+T tokamak, but
we shall probably continue to adhere to it because it is imperative for us to
have as soon as possible a machine that can produce fusion plasma. There is
always the reservation that this first fusion reactor may not be the final one.
I have touched upon various errors we have committed during the last
quarter century. What was the greatest error? I think this was the ease with
which we started. Everyone thought fusion would be realized within a decade
or so. Artsimovich introduced the word "purgatory" in his speech in 1961
in order to warn fellow scientists of the difficulty of achieving the final goal
of fusion research. I should like to repeat his warning in a more straight-
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forward way. Fusion technology is an extremely difficult art! Again I would
like to compare fusion with fission. In contrast, I dare say, fission is an
extremely easy technology. Fission of heavy nuclei is liable to occur; it
requires no input energy; fission is accompanied by emission of neutrons so that
a chain reaction of fission is possible; chain reaction can proceed, increasing
or decreasing exponentially according to the design or disposition of materials, and
it can be regulated by managing neutron-absorbing rods (control rods);
control is facilitated by the presence of delayed neutrons; fission reactors
are inherently safe because of the Doppler effect; the impeding component 238 U
turned out to be useful if transmuted to plutonium; and so on. A rare
combination of lucky circumstances! A proof of the ease of operating a
fission reactor is provided by the discovery of a natural reactor in the Oklo
mine in Africa. Nature was cunning enough to make a fission reactor long
before Fermi invented it. My advice is: don't rely on the experience obtained
in fission research. Fusion is a different technology.
In the introductory chapter of a recent book on fusion, E. Teller cited
Niels Bohr's definition of an expert as a man who, through bitter experience,
has learned what should not be done. With this definition Teller announces
that we are nearing the stage of expertise. I agree with him as far as plasma
physics is concerned, but hesitate to agree in other areas. At any rate, he
found another way of expressing the extreme difficulty of fusion technology.
In stressing this difficulty, I must be careful not to go too far. Difficulty does
not cause despair; difficulty invites courage, particularly when the goal is splendid.
I have the privilege of being born in the same year as Artsimovich, in 1909.
According to a newspaper report, he said before an audience of academicians
that fusion would not be realized while he was alive. He died soon after this
remark, and thus his prophecy came true. But I am still surviving and firmly
believe that fusion will be realized, or at least the more important obstacles
to fusion will be overcome, mainly through intensive international co-operation,
well before I close my eyes.
Thank you for your attention.
Note: Someone remarked that the current induced by ion cyclotron waves
was observed and analysed theoretically very early by Yoshikawa and Yamato
on the classical C-Stellarator (Phys. Fluids 9 (1966) 1814). I pretend in no
way to be exhaustive in literature.
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HIGH-BETA EXPERIMENTS WITH NEUTRALBEAM INJECTION ON PDX*
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T. CROWLEY, S. DAVIS, F. DYLLA,
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R. GOLDSTON, B. GREK, R. GRIMM,
R. HAWRYLUK, H. HSUAN, R. KAITA, S. KAYE,
H. KUGEL, D. MANOS, D. MARTY**,
J. MANICKAM, D. MANSFIELD,
E. MAZZUCATO, R. McCANN, D. McCUNE,
K. McGUIRE, R. MOTLEY, D. MUELLER,
K. OASA+, J. OLIVAIN**, M. OKABAYASHI,
K. OWENS, J. RAMETTE**, C. REVERDIN**,
M. REUSCH, N. SAUTHOFF, G. SCHILLING,
G. SCHMIDT, S. SESNIC t t , R. SLUSHER§ ,
C. SURKO§ , J. STRACHAN, S. SUCKEWER,
H. TAKAHASHI, F. TENNEY, P. THOMAS§§ ,
H. TOWNER, J. VALLEY§
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University,
Princeton, New Jersey,
United States of America

Abstract
HIGH-BETA EXPERIMENTS WITH NEUTRAL-BEAM INJECTION ON PDX.
Experimental investigations of high-beta plasmas produced in PDX with near-perpendicular
neutral-beam injection are reported. Systematic power scans have been performed over a
wide range of toroidal fields (0.7 T < B T < 2.2 T) and plasma currents (200 kA < I p < 500 kA).
At high toroidal fields, the change in total stored energy due to beam injection increases linearly
with input power and also increases with plasma current. At lower toroidal fields and low
injection power levels, the stored energy also increases with power and plasma current. However,
at high power and low toroidal fields, a saturation in heating is observed. This result suggests
the onset of a /3T limit for circular cross-section tokamaks with near-perpendicular injection.

* The PDX project is supported by the United States Department of Energy,
Contract No. DE-AC02-76-CHO-3073
** Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai, Japan
+t
Institut fur Plasma Physik, Garching, FRG
§ Bell Laboratories, Murray Hill, New Jersey, USA
§§ JET-Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, United Kingdom
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Scaling experiments indicate that this/3T limit increases with rising 1/q. Values of Pj = 3% at
q^, = 1.8 have been achieved. At high values of j3Tq, short bursts of MHD activity are observed,
synchronized with sharply increased fluxes of perpendicular charge-exchange neutrals and rapid
decreases in the rate of beam-driven neutron production. When strong bursts occur, there is a
significant depletion of the fast-ion population. Estimates of the fast-ion loss indicate that it
could explain the observed decrease in heating, although an additional reduction in thermalplasma confinement cannot be ruled out. Numerical studies using measured pressure profiles
predict that the equilibria obtained become unstable to the ideal n = 1 internal mode, at
about the same value of )3jq where the new fluctuations are observed.

I. Introduction
Extensive studies have been made of plasma heating in the
PDX tokamak with high power neutral beams. The PDX device
operates in several divertor and limiter configurations [1/2]
and is characterized by B T < 2.4 T and I < 500 k&. The four
neutral beams use 50 keV, 100A duopigatron sources [3] which
deliver up to 5.5 MW of H° or 7.2 MW of D° beams through the
vacuum vessel ports, for pulse lengths up to 300 msec. The
beams inject at an angle of 14° from perpendicular at the
center of the vacuum vessel. Unless specifically noted, the
data presented here result from operation with carbon rail
limited H + discharges with R, a = 143, 42 cm and with D°
injection along the direction of the plasma current.
The first objective of the PDX program was to evaluate
the effectiveness of near perpendicular injection.
As
reported in Refs. [4,5,6], for limiter discharges (R, a = 143,
44 cm) with n in the range 2.2 - 3.4 x 10* 3 cm" 3 at high
field (2.2 T^ and high current (500 k A ) , ion heating
p
of
up
to
4
cm
efficiencies m = (nexe^Ti^/
*^ x ^
i a abs
b s
kev/MW were obtained with central ion temperatures reaching 6
keV. (P a k s here denotes the portion of the neutral beam power
ionized in the plasma.)
These values are comparable to
results in similar discharges with tangential injection on PLT
[7] . The parameter n^ was found to increase with plasma
current (200 - 500 kA) and to be comparable in divertor and
limiter discharges with the same current, f} + i^/2 was
measured magnetically for power scans at 200, 300 and 480 kA.
Subtracting 9.^/2 calculated from the measured Te(R,t) by
solving the magnetic diffusion equation, the results show a
linear increase in stored energy with absorbed power, and a
favorable scaling of heating with plasma current.
Using
measured n (R,t), T (R,t), and radiation profiles along with
T^(0), transport analysis [6] of these discharges yields
global thermal confinement times TE(a) of ~ 22 msec for the
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FIG.l. Range of Ip and Bj covered by PDX ^-scaling experiments. Circled points represent
fully documented, controlled power scans, R = 143 cm, 40 <La <L44 cm. The <?cyi= 1.7 line
is drawn for a = 42 cm.

higher currents and ~ 12 msec for the 200 kA case.
These
values are significantly less than the corresponding ohcnic
values, but show no significant dependence on absorbed power.
Recent work has concentrated on studying high ^ plasmas
at lower toroidal fields (0.7 - 1.5 T ) . These experiments are
the primary subject of this report. Concurrent efforts have
addressed the questions of power loading and impurity control
[2] and pellet fueling [8] , particularly as these relate to
operation with high power neutral injection.
II. High Beta Operating Parameter Range
A data base from over 1000 PDX discharges has been
assembled during the neutral beam heating experiments. An
important criterion for selection of the data is the MHD
character of the discharge: plasmas with continuous m = 2
activity or disruptions prior to the analysis time have been
discarded. For all discharges in the data base, equilibrium
magnetic data is available, while for discharges with Q^ < 1 • 5
T diamagnetic data is also included.
For the majority of
cases Thomson scattering profiles of T Q ( R ) , n (R), central ion
temperatures, and radiated power profiles have also been
measured.
A wide range of additional magnetic, kinetic and
fluctuation
measurements
necessary
for
confident
interpretation of the data is also available. Figure 1 shows
the ranges in B T and I for the subset of ~ 600 discharges
used in the scaling discussion which follows. The principal
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FIG.2. Scatter plot of diamagnetic measurements of f}P and /3x, for BT < 7.5 T. The hatched
region roughly separates discharges which show distinct 'fishbone'MHD activity from those
which do not.

boundaries of the operating region illustrated in Fig. 1 are
I > 200 kA and q c y j > 1»7 (q^ > 1.9). Neutral beam injection
below 200 kA, while possible, results in the loss of > 10% of
the
heating
power
through
classical
bad-orbit
losses.
Operation at q™ » 1.7 has been achieved at a = 40 cm, but to
reach even our typical operating values q
2.0 requires
•y
careful tuning of the discharge.
Each circled cluster of points in Fig. 1 represents a
fully documented, controlled power scan.
Power scans were
performed typically at constant field and current, varying the
beam power by changing the number of beams injecting.
The
density could not be maintained precisely constant.
Ohmic
values were typically n e ~ 2.5 x 10
cm" while the density
with 1 - 4 beams could be maintained close to a chosen level
of typically 4 x 10 ° cm . At the highest beam powers, plasma
currents, and toroidal fields, however, n e exceeded the
selected value, reaching 6 - 8 x 10
cm
in the most extreme
cases.
While this variation affects the partition of the
stored energy between ions, electrons, and beam particles, and
thus affects the thermal confinement analysis, experience at
B T ~ 2 T [4] and limited scaling experiments at low field show
no consistent variation of total stored energy with density in
this range.
Z
eff measured from visible bremsstrahlung emission,
ultra-violet spectroscopy, and plasma resistivity, is in the
range of 1.5 ± 0.5 for all of the recent discharges with Rj, <
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FIG.3. 56-point Thomson scattering profiles taken across the horizontal midplane. Discharge
parameters (4 beams): B-y = 1.5 T, q^, = 2.05, Ue = 49 kJ, Tg = 22 msec. The asymmetry
seen in the density profile is a regular feature of beam-heated discharges in PDX, but is not
discussed in this paper.

1.5 T. Radiation from the central region of the plasma (r <
a/2) was measured by bolometry to constitute a negligible
drain (<10%) on the electron power balance.
III. Comparison of Measurement Techniques for Beta
Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the diamagnetic
measurements of $ p and ffcp for each discharge in Fig. 1 with Bj,
< 1.5 T.
Toroidal betas of 3% have been achieved at gp « 1.
Also shown in this figure is a rough boundary between points
which clearly exhibit a strong new form of MHD fluctuation,
and points which do not. These new fluctuations have come to
be known as "fishbones" and will be described in detail later
in this paper.
The data in Fig. 2 are based on a determination of the
diamagnetic flux using measurements of the voltage and current
in the toroidal field coil system [9]. A second method [10],
uses values of B and I to obtain 3 + &./2. A simple model
of the form 9.^/2 = f[qfa)] is used to arrive at equilibrium
beta values. The 1^/2 model has been developed on the basis
of magnetic diffusion calculations which use measurements of
T e (R,t), as for the high field cases.
1

We use g = 2 M o <P>/B 2 where p = p e l + p ± o n + p ^
for the
diamagnetic
values
and
p
=
p
+
p
+
va
e
l
i
g
equilibrium
values;
B
=
Rj,
P
)
1 / 2 ( p beam
beam
beam
j
ted
the
evaluated at the geometrical center and B = pQI /2ira for
toroidal and poloidal cases respectively.
< > indicates
volume average.
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FIG.4. Main graph: Comparison of jij calculated from kinetic data with 0j from diamagnetic
measurements. Inset: Comparison ofpj derived from plasma equilibrium and diamagnetism.

Two other techniques make use of large-scale numerical
codes.
One code, adapted from the PEST equilibrium package
[11], simulates MHD equilibrium in PDX. It uses the pressure
profile shape derived from Thomson scattering n e (R) and T g (R)
data,
poloidal
flux
and
poloidal
field
coil
current
measurements, and the location of the q = 1 surface determined
from X-ray measurements to determine beta.
Finally, a
transport analysis code [12] uses measured values of n e (R),
T g (R),
and
T^(r=0),
and
assumes
classical
beam
ion
therraalization to calculate
beta values.
A sample of the
single-shot Thomson scattering profiles used in these codes is
shown in Fig. 3.
Two of the possible cross-comparisons of these techniques
are shown in Fig. 4. The agreement is close at low beam power
in both cases.
For beam heated discharges, the diamagnetic
beta is, in general, slightly greater than the equilibrium
value, as expected on the basis of classical beam ion
thermalization. There is a class of cases at high beam power
and low toroidal field where the kinetic code consistently
calculates a higher value of beta than determined from the
other analyses. A possible explanation for this is that there
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FIG.5. ftp versus total power at three values of B-p, for approximately fixed plasma current
(220-270 kA). Total power Ptot, denotes the sum of the beam power ionized within the
plasma and the Ohmic-heating input power; beam charge-exchange and bad-orbit losses have
not been subtracted.

is a s i g n i f i c a n t loss of fast p e r p e n d i c u l a r b e a m ions in these
c a s e s , w h i c h i s n o t taken into a c c o u n t in t h e t r a n s p o r t
a n a l y s i s c a l c u l a t i o n s shown h e r e .
IVt High Beta S c a l i n g
From the scaling of neutral beam h e a t i n g with p l a s m a
c u r r e n t a n d t o r o i d a l field o b s e r v e d in PDX [ 4 ] , ISX-B [13] a n d
DITE [ 1 4 ] , the region o f p a r a m e t e r space where t h e h i g h e s t fjj,
is expected in PDX is a t low B^, h i g h beam p o w e r , a n d the
lowest q ^ o b t a i n a b l e .
In a p p r o a c h i n g this r e g i o n , h o w e v e r ,
e i t h e r by i n c r e a s i n g p o w e r at fixed low B ^ a n d low q, o r by
lowering B T a t fixed low q a n d h i g h p o w e r , t h e full expected
increase in 0,p w a s n o t obtained.
A t t e n t i o n t h e n focussed o n
s t u d y i n g t h e a p p a r a n t limitation i n frp, b o t h through s c a l i n g
s t u d i e s d e s c r i b e d in t h i s s e c t i o n , a n d through M H D f l u c t u a t i o n
measurements
reported
in s e c t i o n
V.
Unless
otherwise
indicated, t h e scaling results derived in this section a n d
supporting
data
presented
result
from
the diamagnetic
d e t e r m i n a t i o n o f @.
F i g u r e 5 shows f} from three p o w e r scans c o n d u c t e d a t B^,
= 1.5, 1.2, a n d 0.7 T , w i t h I in t h e range of 220 <I < 2 7 0
kA.
It i s c l e a r t h a t d e s p i t e t h e s i m i l a r c u r r e n t s in these
p
s c a n s , t h e functional d e p e n d e n c e o f
P*-oo*. (the total
ohmic plus ionized beam power) depends significantly on Rj,, in
contrast to results reported from ISX-B [13]. At high powers,
the low field data show clear saturation, while the high field
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FIG.6. (3T versus Ptot at B T = i.2 T for different currents. Curves have been fitted to the
data to guide the eye.

points continue to rise linearly•
Evidently it would be
inappropriate to use a simple power law scaling of the form gp
« p
I^ BZ to fit this data,
tot p T
Figure 6 shows 3 T versus total power for the controlled
current and power scan at B~ = 1.2T. Saturation curves of the
form 3 T = C 1 [1-exp(P tot /C 2 )] have been fitted through the data
as guides for the eye. Ohmic heated plasmas, which have been
omitted from all the scaling studies reported here, generally
fall above the fitted curves (i.e. have better gross
confinement) and, in general, show quite different scaling
from that obtained for beam-heated discharges.
In all cases
employed in these scaling studies, even with one beam
injection, P o n / p tot < 2 0 % #
A striking feature of the curves shown in Fig. 6, and
common to all of our scaling studies to date, is that at fixed
B T only the amplitude of the curves varies with I , while the
shape remains fixed.
Insofar as these curves each show a
similar degree of saturation with increasing P^ot' this
indicates that the limiting g T for each case will depend
favorably on 1/q, consistent with results from [13] and
[14]. Averaging the somewhat different q-scalings observed in
the wide current scans at 1.5 T and 1.2 T, and in the more
limited range of currents at 0.7 T and 1.0 T (see Fig. 1 ) , we
find that plotting g T q£ y i against P^ot' with x = 1.15,
succeeds in generating a unique curve for each value of B T
(Fig. 7a-d). The degree of curvature in 3 T q C y { 5 vs P fcot is
evidently a monotonically decreasing function of BT« This
explains why our previous results at Rp = 2.2T showed no sign
of saturation, even at low currents and g^ = 2.0 ( e3p = 0.6).
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versus Ptot. The exponent of q is chosen to give the best overall fit for

The curves shown in figures 7a-d are highly suggestive of
a limit to g T q 1 * 1 cyi i n t h e vicinity of 0.055, which is
approached with varying degrees of severity as a function of
toroidal
field.
(We
cannot, of
course, eliminate
the
possibility of a much higher limit, or no limit at all, for
the 1.5T data, which shows no discernable curvature.
In
addition, no aspect ratio scaling of the limit can be deduced
from this data set, since a and R are held constant.)
In
order to collapse the four curves of Fig. 7, together with the
rest of our data base (including 0.8T and 0.9T, and a = 40 cm
data) , into a single universal curve, we are free only to
scale the horizontal axis with a function of B T . The best fit
for the diamagnetic measurements, using a horizontal axis of
the form Ptot/By
, is shown in Fig. 8. Evidently the shapes
of the curves at different values of B^, fit together into a
single tight curve with the chosen scaling of P tot «
The
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FIG.8. 0T<?'' 1 5 versus Ptot/B1'*data at R,a= 143, 40-42 cm.

Universal curve for all beam-heated PDX

diamagnetic

limiting value of PT^CVI :''S c^-ose^-y approached by data in the
range of 0.7 T <B T < 1.0 T. There is only a modest q cy ]_ range
in the strongly saturated data (1.6 < <lCyi < 2.1). Thus the q
scaling of saturation rests in large part on the similar
degree of curvature of the 1.2 T data at various q's. (Fig.
6).
It is also supported by the agreement of the nonlinearity of the higher-q 1.2 T data with that of the lower q,
B = 0.7 - 1.0 T data, which shows strong saturation at higher
However, to determine accurately the precise power
P
tot/'BT
limit is not possible on the basis
of the q scaling of the
of this data set.
B
a t
Insofar as the variation of $TQCV1
~''ow P t o t /
approximates simple proportionality, one can derive the low
power scaling of "diamagnetic" global confinement,

* = 2il - B^2
g

2ji

T

T

A s
study
I * /B
/B *
to be TT
t u y of the scaling
l g of equilibrium
qu
values of 3 T similar to that which has been described here for
the diamagnetic values, but also including the 2.2 T data,
gives close to the same saturation limit, and results in a low
power confinement scaling xq « I p /B T • The favorable scaling
q

p

T

with current is, of course, not unexpected, but the weak
inverse B T scaling at low power is perhaps surprising,
although not unprecedented [14]. It is, however, a consistent
feature of our data set (see, for instance, the one-beam
points in Fig. 5 ) . This scaling result would be further tested
by
systematic ftp scans at fixed I and fixed (very low)
power, which we have not performed.
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V. High Beta MHO Fluctuations and Loss of Fast Ions
As shown by the boundary in Fig. 2, which approximates a
line of constant &p"3cvl' n e a r ^ Y a ll the high beta discharges
are characterized by "rishbone" activity. The name "fishbone"
derives from the appearance of repetitive short bursts of
oscillation on the Mirnov traces, which form an overall
pattern reminiscent of the bone structure of a fish. At its
highest levels this MHD fluctuation is so pronounced that it
is observed on nearly all diagnostics with sufficient time
response.
The soft X-ray emissivity and the B measurement of the
Mirnov coils are used to characterize tne evolution of MHD
activity as beam power increases. At low beam power and low
toroidal field ( &pq < 0.025) the m = 1 sawtooth precursor
oscillation observed near the q = 1 surface on the soft X-ray
system couples out to higher m mode magnetic oscillations at
the plasma boundary, which are detected on the Mirnov coils.
At higher injected powers ( 3Tq ~ 0.045) envelopes of m = 1
activity are seen on the soft X-ray signals not only at the
sawtooth fall, but also at frequent intervals during the rise
of the sawtooth, without an accompanying drop in the central
chord X-ray emissivity. These m = 1 bursts also couple out to
the Mirnov coils as higher m modes. At low B T and the highest
beam powers, the fishbones do cause drops in the central X-ray
emissivity and the sawtooth structure disappears, so that the
fishbones dominate both the X-ray and Mirnov signals as shown
in Fig. 9.
The mode spectrum of the magnetic oscillations seen on
the Mirnov coils contains a mixture of components with m > 2.
The period between bursts ranges from 2 to 10 msec and scales
roughly as BT«
The frequency of the oscillations internal to
the fishbones ranges from 8 to 20 kHz and scales about as
E^ -/I which is similar to the scaling of the precession
frequency of the injected fast ions. At highest beam powers,
an
additional
high
frequency
(50-150
kHz)
precursor
oscillation is observed.
Spikes of greatly increased charge-exchange neutral
efflux are observed to be phase and frequency correlated with
the Mirnov signal, as seen in Fig. 9. At moderate instability
levels, the spikes are observed in the energy range from
E
At
i n j / 2 t o E inj'
high fishbone levels the spikes extend
from thermal energies up to 1.5 x E^n_=, well above the extent
of the usual high energy tail.
In the absence of fishbones,
measured charge-exchange slowing down spectra, as functions of
both angle and energy, show good detailed agreement with
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EFFECTS

OF MHD ACTIVITY ON THE FAST IONS
0.5-j

0.4-

460
TIME

(ms)

450

447.5
TIME (ms)

FIGS. Typical signatures of strong fishbone MHD activity on soft X-rays (central chord),
Mirnov coil, charge-exchange flux, and neutron emission on slow and fast time scales.
Each individual burst of oscillation is called a fish bone.
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FIG. 10. Energetic particle loss rate determined from neutron flux modulation viossversus
the scaling parameter j}Tq1A$.

Monte-Carlo calculations.
At high fishbone levels, however,
there is a marked depletion in the fast ion distribution
between E ^ . / 2 and just below R^n^• In the angular scan range
available,
from
counter
near-perpendicular
to counter
parallel, the charge-exchange spikes and depletion are seen to
occur primarily at the near-perpendicular angles.
Also shown in Fig. 9 is the rapid drop observed in the
neutron emissivity.
The peak-to-peak modulation _can be as
high as 40% of the average emissivity (i.e., AI /I = 0.4).
One can estimate a loss rate for high energy particles on the
basis of this modulation and the fishbone repetition time

V
v

s

un

loss =

^tfiriKl

loss '"" £ ° ^ to increase rapidly with increasing &j,q (Fig.
10).
Rough calculations [15] indicate that the neutron
production
in these
D° + H + plasmas has comparable
contributions from beam-beam and beam-target reactions. Thus
the relevant numbers to compare in order to estimate the
importance of the fishbone beam-ion losses are perhaps
(2/3)v;Logs, a n ^ ^ e i nv erse of the time required for a typical
ion to slow down from EJ_J to Ej
i nrljj/2 which is 1/0.01 sec = 100
in}
inj
- = 0.045, where we
Hz, for typical PDX parameters.
At p
begin to see saturation in heating efficiency, v^ o s s - SO Hz,
and fishbone losses can be expected to begin to compete
significantly with classical slowing down.
More detailed
calculations in the transport analysis code, using a fishbone,
loss model calibrated to the neutron modulation and chargeexchange measurements, indicate that, within the considerable
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PEST Code thresholds •

- Fishbone Onset

FIG.11. Overlay of experimental $1 from 1.2 T current and power scan with typical values
of critical $j computed from PEST for stability of various pressure-driven modes, plotted
against qsb. Labels n = 1W, 3 W, °° signify fixed-boundary modes with indicated toroidal mode
numbers. The hatched area marks onset of fishbone activity in the 1.2 T scan.
uncertainties of the model, fishbone losses of fast ions can
serve to explain the observed saturation of heating, although
an additional loss of thermal confinement cannot be ruled
out.
In the 1.0 T power scan, which shows a moderate degree
of saturation in heating at the three and four beam levels,
TE(a) in the ohmic plasma was 35 msec, and in the two beam
case was 17.5 msec.
At four beams, if the effects of
fishbones on the fast ions are ignored, then T^i&) is
calculated to be 13.5 msec. However, if the fishbone model is
included, the calculated net heating power is reduced by 25%
for this case, and xE(a) again is calculated to be 17.5 msec,
as at the lower power. See reference [16] for a more detailed
discussion of the fishbone observations and the fishbone loss
model.
Stability limits on beta in PDX have been studied with
the PEST code [17], using the numerically computed equilibria
described in section III.
In Fig. 11 typical values of the
critical beta for stability of ideal pressure driven internal
modes are plotted as a function of 1 s h(a) for toroidal mode
numbers n = 1, 3 and infinity.2
The PEST code results are
2
We define q sh (a) = q c y l (a) {1 + a 2 /R 2 [1 + 1/2 ( B p + Aj/2] 2 )},
the lowest order correction to the cylindrical aperture safety
factor.
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overlaid on the data from the 1.2 T current and power scan.
The critical $^ values decrease monotonically with q. Onset
of the pressure driven n - 1 internal mode (discussed in more
detail in [13]) coincides with the appearance of fishbone
activity.
However the marginal points are sensitive to the
exact form of the pressure and q profiles.
These results
suggest that pressure driven (possibly non-ideal) internal
modes may be responsible for fishbones, and may contribute to
limits on beta in PDX. The highest g T cases obtained in PDX
approximately reach the calculated threshold for infinite-n
ballooning modes.
VI. Summary of Other Injection Experiments
High beta power scans with deuterium targets show better
low power confinement (improved by a factor of order 1.5, as
previously observed in divertor ohmic deuterium discharges
[1] ) but similar limiting gTq values and MHD characteristics,
when compared to the hydrogen target data described above.
Divertor discharges (D° •+ H + ) with near-circular cross section
follow the scaling of Fig. 8.
Most recently a short counter injection experiment was
conducted by reversing the direction of the plasma current.
High betas, identical to those obtained at comparable injected
powers with co-injection, were obtained, in spite of classical
orbit losses calculated to be >50%, and central radiation
levels comparable to the total local input power to the
electrons. Transport analysis for these discharges results in
TE(a) a 35 msec, as compared to 15 - 20 msec for the
comparable co-injection case.
No fishbone activity was
observed, and the sawtooth drop extended over ~2 msec, as
compared to ~100 ysec for comparable cases of co-injection.
These results suggest intriguing questions about the effects
of radial electric fields on thermal plasma confinement, and
about the interaction of beam ions with MHD activity.
A
differing q profile, specifically with higher q(o), may play a
role in the improved MHD stability of the counter-injection
plasma.
VII. Conclusions
The major features of beta scaling in circular crosssection tokamaks with near perpendicular co-injection have
been delineated.
At relatively low injection powers or high
toroidal fields, giving low values of 3Tq, the gross energy
confinement deteriorates relative to ohmic values, especially
at low plasma currents, but total stored energy increases
linearly with beam power.
In this regime gross confinement
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with beam injection scales approximately linearly with I and
may have a weak inverse dependence on B T . At high beam powers
and low toroidal fields, saturation in heating efficiency is
observed, dependent both upon plasma current and toroidal
field. The parameter (3Tq characterizes well the approach to
saturation, indicating that both fjrp and fL, play a role in the
pressure limit, as indicated by ideal MHO theory.
grp values
of ~ 3% have been achieved, at q» = 1.8.
At high values of gTq a new instability is observed,
which causes substantial loss of injected beam ions.
The
estimated reduction in heating efficiency due to these losses
can, within reasonable uncertainties, serve to explain the
observed saturation.
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DISCUSSION
S.O. DEAN: Do you have any results on confinement time scaling as
you heat PDX?
D. JOHNSON: The gross confinement time, as determined from the
diamagnetic flux measurement, scales approximately linearly with plasma current,
with perhaps a weak inverse dependence on toroidal field, during neutral-beam
injection, until /3xq ^ 4.5, at which point the heating saturates. Perhaps
Dr. Kaye can say more on this subject.
S. KAYE: We have not yet had a chance to examine all the kinetic analysis
results, but we have covered about two thirds of them. The results show that
the strongest scaling of thermal confinement is with plasma current. For the
beam-heated discharges there is little dependence on toroidal field, beam power,
or density. In the 12-kG power scan, for instance, we found an 80% increase
in confinement with a 60% increase in current. We also found that the main
problem lies in the electron confinement, where the largest power loss is due to
electron thermal conductivity.
J.D. CALLEN: Dr. Johnson, do you have experimental evidence that a
significant fraction of the fast ions are lost from the plasma, rather than just
re-distributed from the central to the external regions of the plasma?
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D. JOHNSON: In the near-perpendicular channels of a charge-exchange
analyser which can scan in both angle and energy, a depletion in the slowingdown spectrum from 35 keV to 50 keV is observed during fishbone activity.
If the ions were being re-distributed to the outer regions, where the neutral
density is higher we would see an enhancement rather than a depletion.
H. GRAD: At reduced Bj you have seen a /3-limit depending on the
product J3JBT; is it possible to extend this scaling to normal Bf (and lower/?)?
D. JOHNSON: Since jSif1 «1/q and 0^ w P° wer oc IP/B2+X where x is
0.2-0.5, we have j3^p/j3^m « P/B 1+x . Hence, as Bj rises you need to increase
the power by B 1+x to reach the same fraction of the limit. With our maximum
power, we have observed signs of saturation at 1.2 T, but the power dependence
looks approximately linear at 1.5 T.
H.L. BERK: Is there a theoretical explanation for the fishbone oscillations?
D. JOHNSON: Simulation of the plasma equilibria indicates that the
ideal n = 1 internal mode has a critical beta which corresponds to the observed
onset of fishbone oscillations.
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HIGH-/3 INJECTION EXPERIMENTS WITH SHAPED
PLASMAS IN DOUBLET-III+
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Abstract
HIGH-/3 INJECTION EXPERIMENTS WITH SHAPED PLASMAS IN DOUBLET-HI.
High-(3 and energy confinement characteristics in beam-heated (maximum 2.8 MW)
plasmas are compared for D-shaped and circular cross-sections. <jST> values in excess of 3%
have been obtained with no indication of saturation against beam power in low-q* elongated
discharges. With high power heating, the energy confinement time is proportional to I p ,
independent of BT and has a weak dependence on ne. It appears that the magnitude of
the plasma current is the most essential device parameter determining the energy confinement
of beam-heated plasmas. For the same B T , q a * and heating power, r E and (j3) increase with
elongation, largely because of the increased plasma current allowed in D-shaped plasmas.
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NAG AMI et al.
INTRODUCTION

Joint U.S./JAPAN cooperation to investigate the high-g
dee-shaped plasmas began in September of 1979 in D-III at the
General Atomic Company. In preparation for the research toward
this goal, during the ohmic heating phase (September 1979 to
March 1981), we studied the low-q regime for dee-shaped plasmas
as well as circular cross section plasmas. In this low-q
discharge study [1], an extremely high plasma current regime was
found for D-shaped plasmas. This is due to the strong toroidal
and shaping field effects associated with the l>-shape formation
which reduces the rotational transform by 50% at the outer
plasma edge.
The neutral beam injection experiment started in late 1981.
This paper presents the heating experiment results with
injection power of up to 2.4 MW. A detailed description of the
D-III beam system is described in Ref. [2]. In the present
experiment, a 64-72 kV hydrogen beam is injected
near-perpendicularly into the deuterium plasma. Table I shows
the operational regime of the beam heated plasma. The unique
feature in this study is a very high plasma current up to IMA
and D-shaped plasma formation. P I N J is the hydrogen beam power
injected into the plasma, K a the vertical elongation of the
outermost magnetic surface of the plasma, and <3> the
volume-averaged total beta.

TABLE I. OPERATIONAL REGIME OF BEAM-HEATED
D-III PLASMAS

R
a
BT

Ip
K^
qa*
neR/BT

0.8 - 2.4 MW
143 cm
44 cm
0.7 - 2.4 T

H° * D+

0.2 - 1 MA
1.0 - 1.5
2.0 - 7.0
0.8 - 10 x 10 1 9 m~2 T" 1
0.13 - 3.3 %
0.2 - 1.2
9 - 6 0 msec
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1.2

HIGH-g RESULTS

To conduct the high-& study, we primarily use a
diamagnetic loop [3] to measure the <3>. The gp measured with
the diamagnetic loop agrees with the plasma kinetic pressure
measurement plus heam pressure within 15-20% when g p is larger
(hence I p is lower) than -0.4 (~700kA).
Figure l(a) shows the comparison of <g> for D-shaped
(Ka~1.4) and circular plasmas (Ka~1.06) vs. l/q^ at B T = 1 . 2 T and
Pj{^j=2.2 MW. Also shown is the Tg*, the energy confinement time
of the plasma and fast ions derived from the total 0 measurement
from the diamagnetic loop. For both plasma shapes, <8> and T]j*
increase linearly with l/qa^ or I p . For the same qa^, D-shaped
a
d T E p* by -40% and 70-80%.
plasmas provide higher <g> and T E * by -40% and 70-80%.
From the parameter range explored to date shown in Fig.
l(b), we find the <B> scales as
<3>[%] =

3.3 B T [ T ] " 2 I [MA] (0.5+0.4 P a b s [MW]) Ka"0.5
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FIG.2. Time evolution of the highest <|3> discharge. 3% o/<(3> achieved with PlN!
5 T = 0.7TandK3 = 1.46.

= 2.2MW,

where Pabs •'•s t^le t o t a ^ absorbed power due to neutral beams,
Pl),_plus ohmic dissipation, PQH* The scaling shows that <8> has
no n e dependence.
The P a b s dependence employed in eq. (1) is based on
experimental observations of additive <$> changes with heating
power. Since T^* = 3<3> B T 2 v/4y 0 P a b s > T E * s c a l e s a s !p
(0.4+0.5/P abs ) K a 0.5 } W here V is the volume of the plasma.
This Tg* scaling indicates that 70-80% improvement in xg* by the
D-shape formation is due mainly to the higher plasma current
capability in D-shaped plasmas since Ip(D-shape)/Ip(circular) «
1.7 at the same q a ^[l]. The Bf~ dependence on <3> implies no
Xg dependence on Bj.
The scaling indicates that, for a given injection power, a
maximum <3> can be realized with lowest B^ and lowest q ^
(largest Ip/B-j). Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the
highest <3> discharge with P I N J = 2.2MW, B T =0.7T, I pMAX =460kA
and K a =1.46. The <B> achieved 3.3% with the diamagnetic loop
measurement. Also shown is the kinetic measurement (soft-X-ray
T e ( r ) , neutron counter T^(0)). The energy confinement time
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estimated from the kinetic measurement is TE(a)=30msec at
Ip=440kA. D-shaped discharges with similar Ip but with higher
B T (2.4T) and lower <g> (0.2-0.3%) have similar T E ( a ) ,
indicating that there is no deterioration in energy confinement
associated with a high-3 state in excess of 3%. With beam
injection, the sawtooth period is increased by a factor of 2
over that of a comparable ohmically heated discharge, but no
deformation of the sawtooth waveform by high frequency MHD
oscillations [4] was observed.

1.3

ENERGY CONFINEMENT

We mainly studied the energy confinement at 2.4T because:
1) the electron cyclotron radiometer (far-infrared Michelson
interferometer) provides the electron temperature profile
every 14msec, and 2) the most important plasma parameter, I p ,
can be stably extended up to IMA. We used the n e (r) measured
with tangential C 0 2 laser interferometer array, Ti(0): neutron
counter. The ion temperature profile is determined by solving
the neoclassical heat diffusion equation.
We used a similar procedure to the energy confinement
analysis of beam heated plasma as in Ref. [5]. The fast ion
birth distribution is calculated by analytical method [6]. The
energy transfer from the fast ions to electrons, p b e , and to
ions, Pb-L, are calculated using an analytical solution of the
Fokker-Plank equation [7]. The orbit loss and charge exchange
loss of fast ions are evaluated by using a Monte-Carlo code
[8]. These losses are typically 9% of the hydrogen injection
power.
In order to study the energy confinement time dependence on
Ip, we scanned the I p from 0.2 MA to IMA at B T = 2.4T. With
PjNJ=2«2MW, stored plasma energy increased continuously with I p
up to 120-140 kJoule at Ip=lMA. TE(a)=40-50ms and n e x E (a) ~
4x10 1 2 cm" 3< s were obtained with P a b s ~ 3MW and I R = IMA.
Figure 3(a) shows x E (a) • (0.4+0.5/Pats)"1 • K a "0« 5 vs. I p for
discharges with B T =2.4T, circular and I>-shaped discharges. The
figure shows that with constant P a b s and K a , T E (a) increases in
proportion to I p up to 700kA, above which some saturation is
observed. One possible reason for this saturation at I p > 700kA
is P b /P OH =2-3 with the present injection power, where the
discharge may not be beam dominated. At each Ip,_vertical
scattering of the data points corresponds to the n g scan. The
lowest x E (a) in the figure_generally corresponds to_ the
discharge with the lowest n p . Neglecting the weak n e dependence,
x E (a) for discharges of I p < 700kA can be expressed as
TE(a)[msec]

=

100Ip[MA](0.4+0.5/Pabs[MW]) Ka0-5

(2)
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F1G.3. (a) Energy confinement time scales as TE(a) [ms] = 100Ip [MA] (0.4 + 0.5/Pabs [MW])X
Ka°-S atlp< 700 kA. (b) Comparison of three different / p circular discharges with Br = 2.4T.
The analysis indicates that the difference in total stored kinetic energy for the three discharges
depends essentially on the heat transport property at r> 0.6a.

Using the total <0> scaling shown in equation (1), Tg*
including the fast ion energy is described as Tg* = 108 Ip[MA]
(0.4+0.5/P abs [MW])K a °« 5 [msec]. Taking into account the
typically 10% contribution of the fast ions in total <3>,
kinetic and diamagnetic measurements show reasonable agreement.
Figure 3(b) shows a comparison of energy confinement
characteristics for three different I p circular discharges:
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1) I p = 300kA, 2) 480kA and 3) 690kA with Rj. = 2.4T "n"e =
5.0-5.6xl0L3 cm" 3 . As is shown for the I p = 480kA discharge,
most (75%) of the injected power goes to electrons. Since n e is
the same for all the discharges, and also the fast ion orbit
effect is small for those discharges, the power deposition is
almost the same for the three discharges. The radiation loss
power P r measured with a 21-channel bolometer array shows that
^r^abs a t r ^ 0.75a is less than 20%, and is not the dominant
factor in the power balance for these discharges . In solving
the neoclassical heat diffusion equation, the ion energy
confinement is evaluated by finding Xi/xHH f ] , which provides
an ion temperature consistent with the observed neutron yield
due to D-D reaction. From the observation of H a and D a line
emission, during and after the Injection, the hydrogen content
in the discharge is less than 5% and therefore neglected in the
present analysis. In these and many other discharges, Xi/XHH •'•s
4-5 on average and electron energy loss appears to be dominant
i.e., T Ei/ T E e ~ 3-6, where T E e = /3/2n e T e dV//Potf^be"^!^ a n d
T
E i = /3/2n i T i dV//P bl +P ei dV.
In the comparison of the electron heat conductivity, Xe i s
mostly the same at r<0.6a but differs substantially at r>0.6a.
This indicates that the difference in total stored kinetic
energy depends essentially on the heat transport property at
r>0.6a, since a similar Xe an<^ t n e same heating power provide
a similar dTe/dr at r<0.6a. The improvement of T E with increasing I_ therefore seems to be attributed to the improvement of
the electron conductive (and/or convective) heat transport at
r>0.6a.
1.4

CONCLUSIONS

1) The energy confinement time of beam heated plasmas is
proportional to I p , has weak dependence on n e , and no dependence
on B j . Plasma stored energy continuously increases with the
^increase of I_ of up to IMA. At Ip=lMA, Tg(a)=40-50msec and
n e «T E (a) ~ 4xlO 12 C m~3«s were obtained with 3MW heating power.
2) The D-shape formation improves the energy confinement time of
circular plasmas by ~80%, due to the higher plasma current
capability at the same qa*. 3) <B> values greater than 3% have
been obtained. The increment of <g> is linear to that of the
heating power. No deterioration in plasma characteristics were
found associated with this high-(5 state.
2.1

Introduction

The primary objective of the General Atomic Doublet III
program is to obtain reactor relevant betas and determine the
impact of plasma elongation on high beta transport and stability. A series of ohmic experiments were conducted to determine
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the energy confinement dependence on fTe, I_, and minor radius,
a_. We then selected the optimum ohmic target discharge for the
neutral beam injection studies.
We report here initial results from studies of T E scaling
with I p , n e , K and B T with up to 2.8 MW of neutral injection.
In particular, we have exploited the high current and shaping
capabilities unique to Doublet III to obtain low qt, high <3T>
operation and have found that 1% a Kl p and <gT> <* Ip/B T 2 . These
experiments have attained a volume-averaged toroidal beta of
<g T > = 3.5% at 8 kG, K = 1.6, q^ = 2.2 with only 2.4 MW of
injected power.
2.2

Device and Diagnostics

The Doublet III tokamak has the unique features: i) the
largest plasma current of any operating tokamak, I_ < 1 MA; ii)
the ability to produce high current, low (ft discharges of variable elongation, 0.9 < K < 1.7. Routine operation can be
obtained over a large range of parameters: 7 < B T < 25 kG, 0.5
x 1 0 1 3 < n e < 10 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 , 1.6 < q^ < 12.0. With the use of
Ti gettering, we have routinely obtained stable, low q^ operation (1.6 < qt < 2.2) at high and low field, with and without
beams. Gettering has also allowed high density discharges at
low B T with ne R/B T < 11 (13) x 1 0 1 4 cm" 2 kG" 1 in ohmic (beamheated) discharges.
Diagnostics include: T e (r) from 2toce (B T > 20 kG), T e (0 <
r < 28 cm) from soft X-ray, T e (0) from Thomson scattering; T ^ O )
from neutrons and charge exchange; some T^(r) information from
Doppler broadened impurity lines; density profiles from one vertical and 3 horizontal interferometer chords; and total radiated
power profiles from a 21-channel bolometer array.
The MHD equilibrium calculations [10] determine both K and
either (0 p + J^/2) for K < 1.3, or J^ and g p (with an error of <
± 0.13) separately for K > 1.3. The diamagnetic & p [3] has a
measurement error of ± 0.15 and is typically 0.1 greater than
the equilibrium £ p . Over the range of parameters studied during
neutral beam injection experiments the kinetically and magnetically measured g p agree to within their respective accuracies.
2.3

Ohmic Heating Experiments

In preparation for high beta studies with neutral beam
injection, we investigated the dependence of electron energy
confinement, T E e G = W e /P 0 H> o n * p a n d " e for D 2 plasmas with the
following parameter ranges: B^ = 24 kG, 1.1 < K < 1.2, 0.5 x
1 0 1 3 < n e < 10 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 , 120 < I p < 750 kA, a = 23, 32, 44
cm, R Q = 143 cm [11]. £ was reduced by moving the primary limiter inward. At low density, Tge 6 = "He a 2 q 3 ' . However, at
high density, typically for n e > 4 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 , T g e G increased
with plasma current and increased only weakly with ^ and _a.
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FIG.4. TE * and <j3T> (as determined from diamagnetic loop) normalized to the plasma current,
is shown as a function ofBT. The data indicate that T E * and <(3T> are « / p and independent of
BT for beams of if injection into D discharges, 3 X 1013 cm'3 <he<8X
10" cm'3, and
300 < / p < 650 kA, 1.1 < K < 1.25, 1.6 <Ph< 2.6 MW.

This apparent saturation in xge^ at high rig can not be
explained by radiation, which accounted for <30% of the ohmic
input power for r/a < 0.6, but can be explained by enhanced ion
transport, ^ I / ^ I H H ~ ^~^

2.4

[9],

Neutral Beam Heating Experiments

Two beamlines are currently installed, each designed to coinject up to 3.6 MW of neutrals at an angle of 27° from normal
at R Q . All of the results reported here are for H° •»• D + discharges with 0.9 « P b < 2.8 MW at energies of 69 ^ E b < 73 keV.
Beam injection occurs^only#after the ohmic discharge has reached
steady state, e.g., I p = iie = VJJ = 0. The density profiles are
consistent with ng(r) = n e o (1 - r 2 /a^)^'^. Zeff on axis, as
determined from T e o and V^, is typically 1 - 2 . 5 with no systematic change during injection heating.
In the initial heating experiments [2] we assessed the T^*
(the notation Tg indicates total energy confinement calculated
from the diamagnetic loop) and <£5T> dependence on fig and I p .
Operation at B^ = 24 kG, a = 44 cm, K = 1.2 was selected to
obtain T e (r) from cyclotron emission. Tg* and < B ^ increased
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FIG.5. TE* and (0T>, determined from diamagnetic loop, versus K for 12 kG, 3.8 X 10n
cm'3 < ne < 8.6 X 1013 cm'3, fixed q*', Ohmic-and beam-heated discharges: fa) TE*
versus K for fixed q*, (bj <|3T> versus K for fixed q^.

linearly with I p over the range 350 < I p < 800 kA at fixed n
and weakly with n^ over the range 3.5 x 1 0 1 3 < n e « 7.0 x 10* 3
cm" 3 at fixed I p . With 2.1 MW of injected power T E * was 1/2 to
2/3 of that for the comparable ohmic discharge, with the higher
densities showing the lesser deterioration. The calculated fast
ion pressure contributed 25 •* 5% to the total energy for the
respective density range of n e = 3 + 8 x 10* 3 cm" 3 .
Based on the ohmic confinement results at high density
[11], we reduced the minor radius to 39 cm to maximize x^/a^ and
systematically decreased Bf to attain higher <6f>. Over a wide
parameter range T E */I p is independent of B T and <BT> °= I / B T 2
(Fig. 4 ) . Over the range of parameters included in the B T scan,
T E * « H e 0 ' 1 * 0 ' 1 f o r fixed I p , K , and B T .
The T E * and <3T-> dependence on < were investigated at low
q^, to maximize internal flux surface elongation, and at 12 kG,
to insure sufficient I p for fast ion confinement at K = 1.0.
For fixed I p we found x E * « K and <3x> independent of K (consistent with the increase in volume). However, for fixed q^ (2.3 <
q^ £ 2.6), we find a strong increase in T E * with K for beam
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diamagnetic loop, Prai is the total radiated power. MHD equilibrium calculations indicate
a peak <0T> of 3.37c

heated discharges, see Fig. 5(a). The larger K discharges show
the least deterioration in T E * as compared to the equivalent
ohmic discharges. In Fig. 5(b) we see that for fixed q^, <&j<> «
( 1 + K 2 ) / 2 . This favorable scaling of <gx> w i t h K is most likelydue to the increased plasma current and is thus equivalent to
<g T > ~ I p for fixed q<f\
To date <Px> i n excess of 3% has been obtained in elongated discharges with 1.7 < qt < 2.2 at 7, 8, and 9 kG. These
low q't' discharges exhibit T e profiles which are broad and flat
out to r/a K 0.4, the approximate location of the q=l surface.
T e 0 from soft X-ray is slightly less than or equal to T e o from
Thomson scattering, time averaged over a sawtooth. Beam injection increases the electron temperature without significant
modification of the profile shape out to r = 28 cm. Oscillations correlated with sawteeth are seen in T e o (AT/T ^ 50%),
T io (AT/T ~ 15%), the fast ion flux and the radiation power. No
significant oscillation is observed in the diamagnetic loop,
indicating that total kinetic energy is conserved during a
sawtooth.
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FIG. 7. Scaling of </3T>, from diamagnetic loop measurement, with total power for 12 kG,
low q

The highest toroidal beta value attained to date is
3.5 ± 0.3%. The discharge evolution is shown in Fig. 6. With
the injection of the first 1.2 MW, Tg* decreases by ~30% but
varies little when P b increases to 2.4 MW. The incremental
increase in p> is approximately the same for the first and the
second beam with no apparent saturation in 3. The soft X-ray
sawteeth show no large MHD activity even though the total input
power has more than tripled from the ohmic phase. The radiated
power increases, but accounts for only 20% of the input power.
2.5

Analysis and Discussion

Transport analysis is performed by inputting the measured
T e (r) into the transport code [12] and adjusting the multiplier
of *ijjc 1^1 until the code predicts the measured neutron flux.
Peak electron and ion temperatures of 1700 and 1600 eV respectively are obtained for P b = 2 MW at 800 kA and n e = 4 x 1 0 1 3
cm" 3 , K = 1.2 and B T = 24 kG. Owing to these temperatures, significant beam power is coupled to both ions and electrons. The
reduced confinement with beam heating as compared to ohmic is
clearly due to increased transport, since Prad/^OH + ^b) * 0.35
for r/a < 0.5, but it is difficult to ascertain whether the
electrons or the ions are the main loss channel.
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For the low-q^' high-£i discharges ~75% of the beam power is
coupled to the electrons because of the low electron temperature. The radiated power tends to be peaked toward the outside,
accounting for only 15 ± 10% of the total input power for r/a <
0.5, K ~ 1.5 and 2 < P b < 2.8 MW. The P e i term is considerably
smaller than P b e + P Q H a n ^ the electrons are the primary energy
loss channel. Because the T e profile is centrally flat with
steep edges, there is a large uncertainty in the derived X e .
The centrally determined * - I A I N C i s 1 + 5 with many discharges
indicating X^ ~ X ^ Q . When sawtooth modeling is included in the
analysis the electron and ion conduction loss coefficients may
decrease by a factor of two.
The scaling of <gf> with increasing power is somewhat
uncertain owing to the limited power range available to date.
However, in Fig. 7 we see that <£ST> scales linearly with total
input power, but a linear fit does not pass through the origin.
This indicates a different, although constant, confinement for
ohmic and beam dominated discharges. The data may also be fit
by <gT> = p0.45±0.055 w hich is somewhat at variance with the
DITE [14] and ISX-B [15] results.
Overall there are many similarities between our results and
those of other machines. For circular discharges we achieve B's
comparable to those from PDX [16] at the equivalent B^, I_ and
P^. However, we observe a positive dependence of Tg* and <&•£>
on K , which was not observed on ISX-B [15]. This may be due to
the operation at low qY realized here, which results in a
greater increase in the elongation of the central flux surfaces.
The fact that we have attained <gT> of 3.5% with no apparent
saturation and no significant MHD activity, as seen on ISX-B and
PDX, may be due to i) low-q operation, which results in 0- < 1.1
and egp < 0.3, or ii) the reduction in the average power density
at large K . Our maximum <6f> of 3.5% was attained with an average power density of less than 0.5 MW/m^. This power density is
well below that of ISX-B, but is comparable to the projected
power densities of future large tokamaks.
2.6

Conclusion

We have observed that the use of significant plasma elongation can minimize the deterioration in the energy confinement
of beam-heated as compared to ohmic-heated plasmas. For fixed
q* we find T E * <* K T a n d <gT> cc (1^2/2) <* r
Q^^ a w l d e
range of B T , I p , and Sg, but fixed K , we find T E * « I p n e ° * 1 ± 0 < 1
independent of B T and <&x> <x W ^ T 2 *
The incremental change in
<&X> is approximately linear with the incremental change in beam
power; it also fits <gT> <* pO.4510.05, A maximum <3T> o f 3.5%
has been achieved at low q^, B T = 8 kG, K = 1.6 with only 2.4 MW
of injection. These high beta discharges have g p < 1.1 and an
average power density < 0.5 MW/m^, which is relevant to future
tokamaks.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOF
After this paper had been written, a high-beta value of 4.5% was obtained and
reported at the Conference.
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DISCUSSION

B. COPPI: The Doublet-Ill team should be congratulated on the spectacular
values of (jSj) it has obtained in spite of the significant degree of collisionality
it had to operate with.
Dr. Ohkawa, could you compare the observed scaling of the electron energy
confinement time in the absence of auxiliary heating (pure Ohmic heating)
with that for the case of negligible or small Ohmic heating (strong auxiliary heating)?
T. OHKAWA: With regard to the total energy confinement time in Ohmically
heated discharges, a neoclassical-like scaling appeared for n e ^ 4 X 1013 cm" 3 .
Specifically, r£ was weakly dependent on n e , presumably owing to being in the
transition regime from the low-density Alcator scaling TE OC n e to the highdensity neoclassical scaling TE °C l/n e . There was an increase in TE with current
and elongation, K. Most of our beam-heated discharges lie in this same regime,
and similar dependences on n e , Ip, and K are seen. The dependences on I p and K
are somewhat stronger in the beam-heated case. The ion confinement appears
to be about the same in Ohmically heated and beam-heated discharges. However,
the total energy confinement is lower in the latter.
F. SOLDNER: You observe an improved energy confinement in D-shaped
plasmas as compared with circular plasmas. What would the contribution of
the greater effective plasma radius of D-shaped plasmas be if you assumed a
quadratic scaling of the energy confinement time with the plasma radius?
T. OHKAWA: I presume you have in mind a simple translation of the
well-known Alcator scaling, rg <* n e a 2 to TE ^ n e ab for the case of an elliptic
plasma. Although this idea has some intuitive merit, we must first understand
the fundamental diffusion process which underlies the Alcator scaling before
we can speculate on how elongation should enter into the scaling.
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Abstract
CONFINEMENT AND 0p-STUDIES IN NEUTRAL-BEAM-HEATED ASDEX PLASMAS.
Neutral-injection experiments into toroidal limiter and divertor discharges in ASDEX
are described. Two operational regimes have been observed in neutral-injection-heated divertor
discharges. One regime is characterized by deteriorated energy and particle confinement. The
global energy confinement times are comparable to those of neutral-injection-heated limiter
discharges. The other regime has particle and energy confinement times comparable to those
of Ohmic discharges with Tg ~ 40 - 60 ms at beam powers up to 3.1 MW. This regime is
further characterized by high /3p-values comparable to the aspect ratio A(/3p = 0.65 A), by good
electron heating (i?e 3= 2.5 X 1013 eV-cm^-kW"1) and ion heating (r); = 4.2 X 1013 eV-crrf ^kW
The high-/3p regime develops at an injection power of > 1.8 MW, i e > 3 X 1013 cm"3 and
q > 2.6, and is so far only observed in divertor discharges. There are indications that this
may be due to the broad profiles with high edge temperatures which can develop in divertor
discharges. An indication of broad current density profiles is given by the lack of sawtooth
activity in these discharges.
* On leave from Academia Sinica, Peking, The People's Republic of China.
** The neutron spectra measurements are supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
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INTRODUCTION

The ASDEX device /I/ (R=165 cm, a=4o cm, BT-2.8 T, 1^-500 kA)
has been operated as a double-null poloidal divertor tokamak and
as a classical tokamak with a material limiter. The limiter configuration was established using a toroidal carbon limiter located at
the bottom side of the plasma 111. With the carbon limiter, only
single-null divertor discharges were possible with a vertically
displaced plasma column. Neutral beam injection (NI) experiments
have been carried out with both limiter and divertor plasmas. The
NT. system of ASDEX /3/ is presently capable of delivering 3.1 MW
for 2oo msec at a source voltage of 4o kV. The power is delivered
by two beam lines both oriented tangentially in the direction of
the plasma current. Hydrogen is usually injected into deuterium
plasmas. The power PJ^I injected into the plasma vessel can be
measured accurately during an actual plasma discharge by a retractable calorimeter located within the vacuum vessel.
2.

NI INTO LIMITER DISCHARGES

The increase in the quantity (Bp + l-j/2) deduced from the
plasma equilibrium is plotted in Fig.1 versus P^x f ° r hydrogen
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FIG.I. Increase in (pp + H-J2) with respect to the Ohmic phase versus the power P N i injected
into the vessel for toroidal limiter discharges with hydrogen (H° -* H* j and deuterium (H° -»• D+)
target plasmas.
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FIG.2. Time dependence of various plasma parameters of (A) L-type and (B) H-type
(Fig.2.2) discharges: a) line-averaged density ne, b) electron temperature Te (no signal during
the dotted intervals because of an offset check), cj f{$p + 9.J2) from plasma equilibrium and
0pl from the diamagnetic loop.
The dashed vertical line indicates the transition from the L- to the H-regime, P^I = 2.42 MW.

(H°-> H + ) and deuterium (H°-*- D + ) target plasmas (l£ is the internal inductance). The increase in (S p + 1^/2) primarily reflects
the increase in Up. Comparing MlJp + 1^/2) deduced from the required vertical field or from poloidal field probes and flux
loops, with I3pi measured by a diamagnetic loop, it is concluded
that l£ does not change much with NI. (As the T e profiles tend
to be broader with NI, a slight reduction in 1^ cannot be excluded.)
For both H + and D + plasmas A(B +1^/2) increases linearly with
P{jl up to the highest injection power. No saturation is observed.
However, there is a clear difference in the slope of A(Kp + lf/2)
versus P^i for H + and D + . The difference cannot be explained by
the smaller beam contribution to Bp of an H+-plasma. A similar
difference is observed in B p i and in the dependence of T e (0)n e
versus P^i, indicating that the difference in 13p of H + - and D + -plasmas is a thermal property. The higher energy confinement time
observed in ohmic deuterium plasmas in comparison to hydrogen
plasmas seems to apply also to Nl-heated plasmas. This is remarkable because a Nl-heated D+-plasma with H°-beams is actually
a mixture of H + and D + .
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discharges.

3.

NI INTO DIVERTOR DISCHARGES

3.1 L- and H-type discharges
With NI into divertor plasmas two types of discharges are observed M / . The characteristics of the two discharge types are
plotted in Fig.2(A) (L-type) and Fig.2(B) (H-type). The only difference in the external controls is a slight change in the preprogrammed density during the ohmic phase. The line-averaged electron density n e is 2.7x lo'3cm-3 during the ohmic phase of the
L-type discharge and when it was raised to 3.1 xlo'3 c m ~3 a n
H-type discharge occurs. Figure 2a shows n e during the NI pulse
(hatched time interval) as it develops with density feedback
control. In the case of an L-type discharge n e tends to decrease.
The H-type discharge starts like an L-type with decreasing density. But shortly after initiation of the NI pulse n e suddenly
increases (as indicated by the dashed line) without modifications
from the external controls. The measurement of OVI- and FeXVIline radiation and the bolometer signal rule out an enhanced
impurity influx. Figure 2b compares the central electron temperature T e . Despite the higher density, T e of the H-type discharge is higher by 35o eV. The improvement in electron energy
content of the H-type discharge is obvious from a comparison of
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(Bp + li/2) and B p , as plotted in Fig.2c. The increase in fi«
due to NI of an H-discharge is nearly twice the increase of an
L-type discharge.
The increase in (6 p +li/2) due to NI is plotted in Fig.3
versus PJJI both for L-type (Fig.3a) and H-type (Fig.3b) discharges (H°->-D+). A(B p +li/2) of L-discharges increases linearly
with PJ^J for all plasma currents in the range from 2oo to 38o kA.
Like in the limiter case, no saturation is observed. The
A((3p + li/2)-values of the H-type discharges are far above those
of L-type discharge for all investigated plasma currents. Figure 3b
also reveals that within the range of the present measurements,
the H-type discharge only develops above an injection power of
1.8 MW.
So far, the highest 13 -value measured at a plasma current of
2oo kA (q=5.4) is 2.65 (-0.3 is the beam contribution). This
value corresponds to 65 % of the aspect ratio A (A=4.1). However,
fip does not vary a I p 2 as expected when the confinement time is
independent of plasma current. ExperimentallyABpa Ip' t 2 ~ * 5 ' is
found for both L-type and H-type discharges. The highest observed
value of the volume averaged toroidal beta is:<l3>= I.o6 % at
q(a) = 2.8 (I p =38o k A ) .

3.2 Variation of particle confinement
The changes in density (see Fig.2a) in Nl-heated discharges
are largely caused by variations in particle confinement /5/. Because of a deterioration in particle confinement of L-type discharges the density decreases even though the feedback-controlled
external gas valve opens and the beams introduce an additional
5 mbar-litre-s^-MW"1. The total ionization rate increases and an enhanced ouuflux of plasma ions into the boundary layer is observed. The confinement of runaway electrons is also observed to decrease. From
a global particle balance, the reduction in the particle confinement time (tp) is estimated. Tp drops from 35 msec during the
OH-phase to 2o - 25 msec in the L-phase.
At the transition into the H-phase the particle confinement
suddenly improves allowing the density to increase even though
the external gas valve closes. Ionization rate, plasma ion outflux and runaway electron losses are reduced nearly to their
values during the ohmic phase. From the global particle balance,
it is concluded that Tp of the H-type discharge is comparable to
T
p of the ohmic phase.
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FIG.4. Thermally (T-^, plotted as crossesjand magnetically (T£, plotted as circles) measured
confinement times for two plasma currents and for L-type and H-type discharges.

3.3 Variation of energy confinement
In several tokamak experiments /6/, it has been observed that
the energy confinement is degraded in NI heated discharges. The
global confinement time (Tg) of ohmically heated ASDEX discharges
(deduced from temperature and density profiles) varies between
4o - 6o msec in hydrogen, and between 5o - 7o msec in deuterium
discharges. The range of ohmic Tg-values is indicated in Fig.4.
With NI into limiter deuterium (hydrogen) discharges, Xg (deduced from the diamagnetically measured (3p, ) drops to 3o msec
(25 msec) at PNi=1.2 MW and to 2o msec (15 msec) with P NT =2.5 MW.
With NI, xg and Xg are calculated from p a b s + P 0 H ^ P a b s = absorbed
beam power).
A similar decrease is observed in Tg and Tg o f L-type discharges. Figure 4 shows Tg and Tg (measured simultaneously in one
discharge series) plotted against P^j for two plasma currents.
Tg and T^ decrease significantly from the ohmic value with an injection power equivalent to the ohmic input (PJJJ=0.3 M W ) . With
PN-j-=0.6 MW, Tg and T^ have reached the low values typical for
NI»heated plasmas. Increasing the power beyond this level causes
only a moderate further decrease in Tg or Tg, respectively. In
limiter and L-type divertor discharges, no variation of T* with
density is observed in the density range between 2 - 8 x lo'3cm~3.
As demonstrated by Fig.4 the H-type discharges have high
confinement times comparable to those of ohmic discharges. This
result is based on magnetically and thermally measured confinement times. For both L- and H-type discharges the energy confinement time is reduced at lower plasma current. This result was already indicated by the deviation from the 15 « I ~2 scaling.
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FIG.5. Central electron temperature versus actually absorbed beam power normalized against
density for L-type and H-type discharges, r)e is the electron heating efficiency.

3.4 Electron heating efficiency
Figure 5 shows the central electron temperature versus the
absorbed beam power (P a b s ) normalized against the density n e for
L-type and H-type discharges at Ip=38o kA. T e of H-discharges is
above the temperature of L-discharges. The electron heating
efficiency is n e = 2.3 x lo13eVcm~3kW~1 (n e = AT e n e /P a b s ) at
B T = 2.2 T (q(a) = 3.6) for H-type discharges.

3.5 Ion heating efficiency
In Fig.6 the central ion temperature Tj^(O) is plotted versus
the absorbed power normalized against the density for Ip=3oo kA
and 38o kA. The heating efficiency ni(ni = ATj_n~/Pat,s)f or L-type
discharges is between ( 1 . 6-2. 8) x lo'*eVcm~.3kW~f, for H-type discharges, it is between (2.5-4.2) x lo'3eV-cm~3kW~l , and ri£ is observed to increase with plasma current. It seems likely on the
basis of the power transferred from the ions to the electrons,
that the higher heating efficiency of H-type discharges is the
response of the ions to the increased electron temperature.
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Ion temperature measurements by neutron energy sP_e£traj_ The
T^-values plotted in Fig.6a are measured by three different techniques including the standard methods of passive charge exchange
and total neutron flux analysis. The triangles in Fig.6a are the
results of a new technique for measuring T^ by energy analyzing
the neutron outflux with nuclear emulsion plates. As DD-reactions
occur within a thermal plasma the neutron flux has a spectrum
centred around 2.45 MeV. Figure 7 shows an example of a neutron
spectrum of a plasma with T^= 1.7 keV ± 50%, where the emulsion
was exposed over 1 I similar discharges behind a collimator,
viewing tangentially to the plasma axis towards the injection
line and observing 22 1 of the total plasma volume.
Apart from determining T^, this technique has the advantage
of detecting non-thermal contributions to the neutron production
rate. Figure 7 shows a small non-thermal peak (containing about
20 % of the total neutron yield, Y) in the energy range 2.7
^0.05 MeV corresponding to deuteron relative energies of around
40 keV, the full injection energy. This energy coincidence indicates that the non-thermal emission may be caused by trace amounts
of deuterium in the injected hydrogen beam. According to the nonthermal fluence the beam should contain about 0.5 % deuterium.
At high injection power (PNJ > 2 MW) a strongly enlarged nonthermal neutron flux is observed whose origin is not yet known.
The intensity of these contributions can be high enough to falsify
considerably the ion temperature values deduced from the total
neutron flux. Generally, the ratio of thermal to non-thermal contributions is determined from the energy spectra yielding a correction of the flux-deduced Tf-values. In H-type discharges, however,
the non-thermal emission is too intense to allow a reliable T —
determination from the spectra or the total flux.
3.6 MHD observations
The attainment of H-type discharges with the improved confinement properties is independent of the presence of sawteeth oscillations during the ohmic phase. However, it is generally easier to
maintain a stable OH-discharge with sawteeth present. With NI the
sawteeth period T s .t. increases. Figure 8 shows T s . t . versus injection power for limiter and divertor discharges. Sawteeth are
observed in limiter discharges up to the highest injection power.
For P N j > 1 MW, the sawtooth period is roughly constant around
30 msec. The sawtooth behavior of divertor discharges is different.
Ts.t. increases with PNI> and above P N I = 2 MW there is generally
a single sawtooth appearing shortly after beginning of NI but,
thereafter, the Nl-phase is free of sawteeth. Though the power limit
of K2 MW for sawtooth-free injection seems to coincide with the
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FIG.8. Sawtooth repetition time rs-ti versus beam power for limiter and divertor discharges.
The NI-pulse length is 200 ms as indicated.

power limit for H-type discharges, above this power level, L-type
as well as H-type discharges are free of sawteeth. The sawtooth-free
Nl-phase seems to be more a characteristic of divertor discharges.
In H-type discharges the center is sawtooth-free but relaxation phenomena occur which affect the outer plasma range between
r=a/2 and a. A burst is detected as a high frequency (80-120 kHz)
low amplitude oscillation by Mirnov coils and as a heavily
damped low frequency (6 kHz) oscillation with high amplitude by
those soft X-ray diodes which view the outer plasma zones. The
radiation occurs in the spectral range hv < 800 eV. Amplitude and
frequency of the m=l mode observed by diodes oriented to the plasma center remain unaffected by such bursts. The nature of these
oscillation is not yet fully diagnosed. These bursts cause transient reductions in edge density and temperature. The central
electron temperature remains unaffected. As (3p is reduced at a
burst, the plasma shrinks radially by AR z. 0.5 cm. The particle
loss, caused by a burst, is easily observed in all recycling signals. They also cause periodic runaway losses. Depending on their
frequency, these fluctuations affect the achieved fi_-values and
confinement times and partly cause the high scatter of data points
in Fig.3b and Fig.A.
3.7 Operational regime of H-type discharges
H-type discharges are at present observed at an injection
power P N I 2: 1.8 MW (see^e.g. Fig.3b) and at a plasma density
n e 2. 3 x 10 13 cm~ 3 / 4 / . At the highest densities that were
studied (ne = 8 x 10 1 3 c m -3)^ t h e achieved Bp-values show a decrease with density and L-type discharges can develop possibly
because of the limitation in available injection power and beam
deposition depth.
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H-type discharges have been obtained at plasma currents
between 200 and 400 kA. A decrease of the toroidal magnetic
field resulting in a lower q(a)-value can lead to a transition
into the L-regime. H-type discharges have not been observed for
q(a) < 2.6.
The H-regime is characteristic of divertor discharges in
ASDEX and have never been obtained in ASDEX limiter discharges.
This may be the result of the higher impurity content of limiter discharges. It has been observed that small amounts of
impurities introduced into divertor discharges cause the H-type
characteristics to deteriorate or prevented the transition to
the H-regime altogether.
H-type discharges have been obtained in deuterium plasmas.
With one exception with a very weak increase in Bp, it has
never been observed in hydrogen discharges. This may be caused
by the generally reduced confinement of hydrogen discharges
with respect to deuterium discharges as indicated in Fig. I.

4.

SUMMARY

Nl-heated limiter and L-type divertor discharges in ASDEX
are characterized by a degraded and density-independent global
energy confinement time in comparison to the ohmic phase. An
injection power of twice the power input during the ohmic phase
is sufficient to cause the confinement to deteriorate. A numerical transport code analysis of L-type discharges 111 shows that
the degradation of confinement with NI is due to enhanced electron losses and particle diffusion. As found in the ohmic phase,
the confinement time seems to be higher in deuterium than hydrogen discharges.
With NI into divertor discharges a new operational regime
has been discovered with high I3p and good electron and ion
heating. It is documented that these Nl-heated discharges have
energy and particle confinement times close to those of ohmic
discharges. The observation of restored energy confinement may
indicate that the generally observed degradation in confinement
with NI is not an unavoidable consequence of NI as a heating
method, nor a general property of high temperature, or of highBp plasmas.
The new regime extends over a wide range of q-values, plasma
currents and densities, although, thus far, it has only been obtained
in divertor discharges. A premise for its formation seems to be
the development of broad temperature prof iles , which are compatible
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with the divertor configuration with i t s lack of additional edge
cooling, and where high edge temperatures do not lead to an intolerable impurity inflow. (In H-type discharges Te and T^ r i s e
above 800 eV at r = 7/8 a.) A broad current density p r o f i l e is
indicated by a lack of sawtooth a c t i v i t y in the plasma center.
Although a sawtooth-free discharge may not be sufficient in
i t s e l f to develop the H-regime, the resulting broad pressure
and current density p r o f i l e s may represent the necessary c r i terion for the formation.
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DISCUSSION
D. OVERSKEI: In your conclusion you state that broad Te-profiles are
observed in the H-mode. Is it likely that low-q^ operation would further
improve TE owing to the even broader Te-profiles?
F. WAGNER: The reduction of q by increasing the plasma current does
indeed result in a higher confinement time. A reduction of By, however,
causes a transition into the L-regime at q < 2.6. It is not clear whether this
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is an absolute q-limit, as no effort has been made so far to optimize the plasma
parameters at low q.
D. OVERSKEI: Do you feel that the increase in the sawtooth period or
the complete elimination of sawteeth is responsible for the improved confinement in the H-mode?
F. WAGNER: This behaviour is characteristic of the divertor configuration
and is observed for both L- and H-type discharges.
R. GOLDSTON: Would you comment on the density scaling of confinement in the H-mode?
F. WAGNER: An increase (decrease) in density during the H-phase causes
an increase (decrease) in 0 p , as deduced from the plasma equilibrium or as
measured by a diamagnetic loop. The positive density scaling of the confinement
time, however, is not observed over a wide density range, possibly because of a
limitation on beam power or on deposition depth at high density.
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Abstract
BETA SCALING EXPERIMENTS IN ISX-B.
This paper describes results of beta and confinement scaling experiments using highpower (up to 2.5 MW) neutral-beam injection in the ISX-B tokamak. The studies have
focussed on the deterioration of confinement which is responsible for a non-linear response
of beta to applied power Pb. Systematic parameter scans have confirmed the earlier
empirical scaling, /3p a Pb"3 Ip" 2 . Since the beam power appears to be delivered to the
plasma, this indicates that confinement improves strongly with plasma current but
deteriorates with increasing beam power (or poloidal beta (3p). Detailed confinement
analysis indicates that the deterioration of confinement is most strongly correlated with
increased electron energy loss, particularly through electron heat conduction, although ion
energy, particle, and parallel momentum confinement are also degraded. There is considerable
support for assigning a major role in the deterioration of confinement to transport effects
of resistive ballooning modes: the Carreras-Diamond model for electron thermal diffusivity
Xe fits well with the experimental Xe, ar>d transport simulations with the theoretical Xe
reproduce key experimental observations. However, beam-induced plasma rotation affects,
at least, ion energy transport and still remains as a possible candidate.

1.

INTRODUCTION

At the l a s t IAEA conference, comparable maximum volume-averaged betas
<B> of 2-3% were reported for three tokamaks of similar s i z e , a l l using
intense n e u t r a l beam i n j e c t i o n : ISX-B [ 1 ] , JFT-2 [ 2 ] , and T - l l [ 3 ] .
* Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy, US Department of Energy,
under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.
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Since then, efforts have been made on ISX-B to increase beta within an
expanded operating parameter space obtained from higher beam power (from
1.7 to 2.5 MW), shaping, and titanium gettering. However, none of these
efforts have led to <6> values beyond 2.5%, as opposed to 4% expected
from a linear extrapolation of the low power results, indicating progressive worsening of energy confinement as power is increased. Therefore,
recent studies in ISX-B have concentrated on the problem of the confinement deterioration with increasing beam power P..
Following brief descriptions of the ISX-B experiment and analysis
methods employed, we discuss the empirical scalings of beta and global
confinement derived from systematic scaling experiments. Then, we
consider power balance based on the profile analysis and derive the local
electron thermal diffusivity Xe- <->ur discussion of mechanisms possibly
responsible for the confinement degradation leads to emphasis on transport effects due to MHD activity and plasma rotation. In particular, we
present correlations between the experimental Xe an<^ t n e theoretical
model based on resistive ballooning modes described in the companion
paper [4].

2.

EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS METHODS

The device characteristics of the ISX-B tokamak (Ro = 0.93 m, a =
0.26 m) and the results of the high-beta experiments in 1980 are summarized in Ref. [5]. Since 1980, the device operating space has been
expanded in that elliptical plasmas with a maximum elongation K of 1.6
have been used in addition to circular plasmas (< ^ 1.15) and in that
low q operation has been facilitated by titanium gettering, with a
minimum q. [exact MHD form of safety factor 5 B R § ds (2n R 2 B )-1] of
P
2.2 obtained [6].
The accumulated data from these experiments fall into one or both
of two data bases. The most thoroughly documented discharges are in the
"profile" data base. These have complete Thomson scattering profiles,
and, thus, each point in this data base is the result of a long sequence
of identical shots under fixed conditions. The documentation of these
benefits from maximum utilization of the other diagnostics. There is
also the "magnetic" data base, which does not have the spatially detailed
Thomson scattering results but for which the poloidal magnetic measurement [7] provides information for empirical scalings of beta and global
confinement. A few reproducible discharges under a particular set of
conditions is sufficient for inclusion in the magnetic data base, as
opposed to the 15-40 reproducible discharges required for inclusion in
the profile data base. The magnetic data base has been constructed
largely using single-parameter scans, which explore the results of systematic changes in only one of the main operational parameters (B , I , n ,
and P b ) . From this data base we have inferred global scaling laws for
ISX-B. Data from the profile data base form the basis of our detailed
confinement studies. Although the former contains fewer cases, there
are substantial overlaps and the overlaps are increasing with diagnostic
improvements (e.g., 2-D Thomson scattering [8]).
Our profile analysis development has continued in the direction of
improved consistency both with MHD equilibrium theory and with the
various available experimental observations. This consistency is more
critical for the analysis of high-beta, noncircular plasmas than for
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the "simple" low-beta, circular cases; for the former, distortion in the
internal flux surface geometry is not only an important aspect for theoretical studies, but is also critical in interpreting various diagnostic
measurements. The internal distortion is conveniently characterized in
terms of radial (p) variations of shift, elongation, and triangularity.
The variational moment equilibrium analysis [9] bridges the gap between
this characterization and the Grad-Shafranov equation.
Our profile analysis code (ZORNOC) [10] is built around the variational moment analysis, using as input data: (1) midplane Thomson
scattering profile measurements; (2) classical beam deposition and
slowing down calculations; and (3) an ion power balance with an enhancement factor for neoclassical heat conduction adjusted to match the
measured central ion temperature T-j^O). We have combined (l)-(3) to
construct the pressure profile. Additional input requirements are: (4)
the plasma current profile, which although not directly measurable is
modeled to give the radius of the q=l surface consistent with that
observed with the soft x-ray diagnostics [11]; and (5) the form of the
outermost magnetic surface, which is determined from the poloidal
magnetic measurements [7].
Self-consistency checks are made to compare predictions of the
analysis with experimental observations which are not used explicitly as
input [12]. Large magnetic axis shifts (of up to ^20% of the plamsa
radius) predicted in the analysis are usually consistent with the Thomson
scattering profiles on the midplane. Another check is made in elongated
plasmas [<(a) ^ 1.55] by comparing predictions based on the equilibrium
surface mapping with measurements of off-midplane T e and n e profiles and
multichord far-infared (FIR) laser interferometry [12]. Furthermore,
beta values derived from the profile analysis are usually in good agreement with those from the poloidal magnetic analysis [5]. Exceptions to
this are cases at the highest 6p's, where the 6p values from the profile
analysis are significantly larger than the magnetically determined 6_
values. Although the absence of direct toroidal current profile measurements is a major source of uncertainty in the analysis, some reduction
in this uncertainty has been obtained [1A] by adjusting the parametrization so as to reproduce the magnetic measurements of both the current
multipole moments and the external multipole field. Efforts toward
further improvements in modeling of ISX-B equilibria continue, together
with improvements in diagnostics (e.g., 2-D Thomson scattering, diamagnetic measurements [14]).
3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1

Empirical scalings

Data from the magnetic data base,
scans, clearly demonstrate the problem
overall results are summarized in Fig.
P
b
p
/ B T ^ + <2 ^" T h e exPression
empirical scaling [5] B I '/2 <* f(Pfc)

primarily from single-parameter
of beta saturation [15]. The
1, where <6> is shown to scale as
is equivalent to the earlier
where f(Pb) is now quantified to

be Pblj/3- The nonlinear dependence of <6> with P b and the difficulty in
achieving <B> above 2.5% are evident in this representation.
Since beam power does appear to be delivered to the plasma (as will
be discussed later), the beta saturation mainly represents a deterioration
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of energy confinement. To emphasize this aspect, the above expressions
ressons
a
can be expressed in terms of a global energy confinement time x*
* a In
In II
P^"2'3. The parameter x*, which is based on poloidal magnetic e q u i l i brium measurements, is defined as (W + W + W )/(P + P ) where W
1

L

D

vjtl

6

are the total electron, thermal ion and fast ion stored energies, respectively, and P
is the ohmic heating power. It differs from the more
conventional definition x = (W + W.)/(P, + P ) in the inclusion of
On
E
e
x
b
a usually small (<10%) W f . Although the above expression is written in
terms of P^ and thus might be taken as an indication of beam-specific
effects, we can equivalently
T* in a form that indicates high
tly express
xpre
pressure effects: x* a I 11//22 8 ~ 2
E
p
p
Individual parametric dependences in the above scaling laws have
been established through single parameter scans. (1) In a Bj scan,
where B T was varied from 0.76 to 1.4 T, 6p and T* remained constant whereas <g> decreased from 2.4 to 0.6% [12]. The lacfe of dependence of x* on
<8> implies that in any physical model explaining these scalings the pressure must enter through the poloidal beta rather than (toroidal) beta
itself. (2) In an I scan (shown in Fig. 2 ) , x* (« <6>) shows a strong
improvement with the current (<* I 3 / 2 ) .
Since 8 a I ~ 1 / 2 , x* is also
P
P
Pk
consistent with the equivalent expression (a I ~''28 ~ 2 ) .
(3) A recent
P^ scan (shown in Fig. 3) has demonstrated the 6p scaling which was previously established by data from an aggregate of various single parameter
scans at various Pj, values [12,15]. The x* vs P^ plot clearly shows a
progressive deterioration of confinement with increasing P^,, consistent
with the x* (P^) scaling, rather than a sudden drop of x* to a constant
value during neutral beam injection. This can also be interpreted as
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deterioration with increasing 8 p ) which is consistent with the T*(8p)
scaling. (4) In an n e scan, <6> was observed to be constant (to within
10%) over the entire range of n e = 2-13 x 1 0 1 3 cm"3. The flat response
of <6> in the low n e range may well be a result of two competing trends:
an increasing fast ion contribution and a decreasing plasma energy contribution with decreasing n e . Nevertheless, at high n e and high Pj,,
which are typical to the ISX-B high-beta experiments, T* is observed to
be almost independent of n e , in contrast to the Alcator/Intor scaling.
Once the basic parametric dependences are established, dependences
of betas and confinement times on other parameters can be explored by
studying variations of the proportionality constants. Two such dependences are discussed here. (1) We observe that the proportionality constants are roughly independent of elongation [12]. Since a larger I p is
allowed in elongated discharges for fixed q^, this observation indicates
that T* in elongated discharges is larger (by factor of £ K ) than that
in circular discharges with fixed Pj,, Bj, and q,j,(a) . However, these
statements must be qualified by noting the restricted range of both external (1.1-1.6) and internal (1.1-1.3) elongations. (2) When the discharges are somewhat contaminated, the proportionality constants are
observed to increase by V30% from those obtained from clean plasmas with
gettering [16]. The higher values have been obtained with two different
conditions: without gettering (with discharge cleaning alone), and by
puffing nitrogen impurity into clean, gettered discharges. Reasons for
the improved confinement are under investigation.

3.2

Beam power deposition

One obvious mechanism that would account for the less than linear
response of <6> to applied beam power is an anomalous loss of fast (beaminjected) ions that becomes increasingly severe at high Pj,. The power
deposition from the Fokker-Planck calculation [17], which is usually used
in the ZORNOC analysis, agrees well with Monte Carlo calculations [18];
these show small (<10%) losses due to fast ion orbits and charge-exchange
losses, even at low plasma current. Although direct verification of
power deposited to the plasma is very difficult, there has been no evidence to date of deteriorating fast ion confinement with increasing beam
power. (1) During the P^, scan described earlier, fast neutral fluxes
were observed to scale approximately (within 30%) linearly with the product of beam power and central neutral density. (2) Shapes of measured
fast ion spectra are consistent with classical calculations [5]. (3)
The decay rate of neutron production following a rapid turn-off of a 17.
deuterium mixed hydrogen beam is consistent with calculations based on
classical slowing down. These observations suggest that the nonlinear
response of <6> to Pf, is due to deteriorating energy confinement rather
than deteriorating beam power deposition.

3.3 Energy confinement
The gross energy confinement time T in a steady state is related to
the electron (T ) and thermal ion (t-.T confinement time through

w+w.
e
T
E " "p

I
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Under t y p i c a l ISX-B experimental condi-

tions, the effect of ion confinement on overall confinement is rather
small, because the weight (P./P
) is substantially smaller than that
for electrons. The central ion temperature is usually determined from
charge-exchange analysis with a diagnostic neutral beam. The T.(p) profiles are calculated from an ion power balance with a radially constant
enhancement factor for neoclassical heat conductivity [19], adjusted so
that the computed and measured T-^(O) agree. The resulting Ti(p) profile
is close to that of Te(p) except near the magnetic axis, leading to a relatively small electron-ion heat transfer P . and to a W. similar to W .
ex
1
e
Furthermore, the beam power input to ions P ^ is substantially smaller
than that to electrons P b e (as shown in Fig. 4) because of the low T e
typical under ISX-B experimental conditions. Therefore, T
> T
and
til

hi6

?£ < P , both of which lead to the conclusion that ion confinement is less
important than electron confinement for overall energy confinement. Among
various ion energy loss channels, heat conduction is dominant; losses by
convection and charge exchange would require [10] a much higher reflux
edge neutral source at higher edge temperatures than those inferred from
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the recent spectroscopic measurements. For ohmic plasmas the neoclassical
heat conduction enhancement factor is in the range of 1-2; with 2 MW of
heating this increases to 2.5-4. A more accurate ion power balance requires inclusion of the finite aspect ratio correction in neoclassical
heat conductivity [20] and self-consistent treatment of toroidal plasma
rotation, both of which tend to decrease the enhancement factor.
The dominant energy losses are through the electron branch. This
is demonstrated by the fact that the magnitude and scaling of T E are
similar to those of T : I p dependences are shown in Fig. 4 and n e dependences in Fig. 5. Ss seen in Fig. 5, for ohmically heated ISX-B discharges, both confinement times increase linearly with n e , consistent
with Alcator/Intor scaling, although with a slope larger by a factor of
^2. However, both T E and Tg e are reduced in beam-heated plasmas to
levels of one-half the Alcator/lntor scaling values. Preliminary profile
analysis of the P b scan data show both T E and T E e decrease progressively with increasing P, in a fashion similar to T*.
b
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Of the several channels for electron energy loss, the electron thermal conduction is the dominant. The radiative loss Praij is determined
from energy flux measurements using a 12-channel pyroelectric detector
array located toroidally opposite the limiter. The radiative power profile in a typical (co-injected) discharge indicates that Pracj is small
(<20% of the total input power) except near the edge (p ^ 0.8a) [21].
Recent energy flux measurements near the limiter show that the energy
flux (radiation plus some charge-exchange flux) is highly peaked (by a
factor of up to 8) at the limiter but decreases sharply with toroidal
angle t> (with FWHM of <30°). Although inclusion of the enhancement
around the limiter may increase the radiative loss to M 0 % of the total
input power, the radiative loss within p 2; 0.8a is still not substantial.
As with ion convection loss, the electron convection loss is considered
to be relatively small, based on the standard neutral model [10]. The
remaining power loss is assigned to the electron thermal conduction,
which is by far the largest loss fraction of the input power to electrons.
To further focus on the large electron heat conduction loss, we
derive the electron thermal diffusivity:
Xe(P) =

be

+ P
-P
OH
e

- P
- P
rad
3T

n A
e p

3p

where A is a factor which reduces to the flux surface area in the lowbeta high aspect ratio limit. The electron temperature and density
profile are based on Thomson scattering measurements along a major radius,
usually at 12 separate radial positions at 3-cm intervals. Considering
the uncertainties and assumptions made in the analysis, the accuracy of
determining x (s) is estimated to be within a factor of 2, which is
sufficient to assess gross trends.
The radial dependence of x e i s conveniently described by a three
plasma-region model: a central core region (P < P q = i ) , dominated by
effects of the m=l/n=l mode (discussed later); a confinement region
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outside the core where a pressure gradient is sustained; and a plasma
edge region (p >_ 0.8a), where power balance is dominated by atomic
physics effects and/or recycling of plasma particles. As long as the
central core region is not too large (which is the case for ISX-B plasmas
with q^ >_ 2.5) and the plasma is clean, heat conduction in the confinement region determines the confinement. Indeed, Fig. 6 shows that l/xe
in the confinement region (as represented by the value of p = 2a/3) correlates well to i E e , which in turn correlates with the gross energy confinement time T . Since T (as well as T*) for high power injection
Eh
b
cases scales differently from that in ohmic discharges, it is not surprising that standard models of x e (all of which fit ohmic discharges
reasonably well) do not represent x e in beam-heated high-g discharges
in either magnitude or scaling. The notable discrepancy is the strong
increase of x e with increasing P^. However, as we noted before, this P.
dependence can also be a gp dependence. For example, a regression analysis of x for the profile data at 6 >1 leads to x e a <S > 1 > 9 T ^ 0 - 5
with little n e dependence.

This expression is descriptive of the global

scaling 1/x* a g 2 //l~, since a higher I operation produces an increase
E
p
p
p
in T e in the confinement region through profile broadening. This suggests that the confinement deterioration may be less severe in future
large devices due to high T e and/or low Bp (resulting from high I p capability). In future ISX-B experiments the higher I capability will
enable us to test for this response.
4. POSSIBLE MECHANISMS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CONFINEMENT DETERIORATION
We consider various effects as they relate to the problem of deteriorating confinement in ISX-B. We arrive at a focus on resistive ballooning modes and effects of plasma rotation. Related theoretical studies
and additional details of experimental observations are described in the
companion paper [4].
4.1

High pressure effects

The ISX-B scaling results are sometime referred to as a "soft-B
limit," since they show a progressive (as opposed to sudden) deteriotaton of confinement as B p (rather than beta) is increased. Two theoretically predicted limits might be expected to cause a sudden deterioration:
the equilibrium limit and the ideal MHD stability limit.
We rule out
the equilibrium limit since our magnetic probe signals show that the
separatrix is still far removed from the plasma even at highest values
of Bp. Ideal MHD stability limits continue to be studied theoretically
[4]. Several recent refinements to the analysis (in particular, more
accurate modeling of the ISX-B equilibria) have altered the previous
conclusion [1,5]. As discussed in the companion paper [4], plasmas at
highest pressure are too close to the stability threshold to permit a
reasonable judgement as whether they are ideally stable or unstable.
Resistive MHD instabilities have been the subject of intense
theoretical and experimental investigations [4]. The most obvious MHD
activity observed at relatively low B_(<1) on soft x-ray detector arrays
and Mirnov coils is the 8 p distortion of m=l/n=l mode, which drives other
helicities through toroidal and nonlinear coupling [12]. However, results of I and B T scans show no correlation between the presence of
these modes and global confinement (at least outside the q=l surface).
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However, the theory also predicts that as B increases, an increasingly
important role is played by resistive ballooning modes. The nonlinear
analysis of these resistive ballooning modes predicts broad saturated
n-spectrum [4]. These modes have been calculated by Carreras and Diamond
to have a strong effect on electron transport through x [4,22].
Theoretical predictions for transport effects of resistive ballooning modes compare favorable with the experimental indications [22].
Theory predicts that electron heat conduction is the dominant loss channel
at high 6 , as observed in the experiments. Furthermore, the theoretical
TH
predictions for the thermal diffusivity (x ) , evaluated with experimental
parameters of specific high B p discharges,6agree well in magnitude and
EX
radial dependence with the experimental values (x ). Figure 7 shows
T; V

TTJ

the radial dependence of x an<l X
for two typical high 8 discharges.
e
^
TH
^
Unlike standard models, the Carreras-Diamond model x
fits closely with
e
EX
X e in the confinement region (Pq=i < P < 0.8a) for these discharges.
Figure 8 illustrates this agreement more clearly by directly comparing
EX
TH
X e and x e for scans of I (at P = 2 MW) and of B (at P = 0.6 MW).
In this figure, three x values are given for the confinement region of
each discharge, at p/a = 0.50, 0.67, and 0.75; x
agrees well with x
over nearly two decades. Comparisons of x e ' s i n a larger ISX-B data
base indicate that the theoretical values are much smaller than most of
experimental values at low B (Bp < 0.9). This is expected since the
pressure-driven term of the ballooning modes is reduced, and the resultTH
ing x
is no longer dominant.
Transport simulations of high B p ISX-B discharges using the tokamak.
transport code (PROCTR) [23] support the idea that the confinement degradation with 6p in ISX-B is the result of resistive ballooning modes.
p
The s i l t i
l to the
h sum of
f twice
i
h Carreras-Diamond
X equal
the
The simulations assume £
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value and 1/2 (x
) in the region where q >1, and an arbitrarily large
X e in the region where q £ 1. By solving time-dependent transport equations with input parameters matched closely to actual experimental time
dependent parameters (n , I , B , gas puff, etc.) the code reproduces
the essential experimental features (T (p), T.(0), n (p), V (t), B(t),
6

1

6

JC

etc.) over the entire range of the I_ and B T scans described earlier.
As an illustration, Fig. 9 shows comparisons between experimental T profiles and those from the simulation for two discharges in the I scan.
The simulation with the INTOR-type x alone with I = 150 kA ani P. = 2
MW would have produced a T (0) of ^ 1 . 3 kV and <g> ^ 4.5%, which are
higher by about a factor or 2 than the experimental values. Preliminary
comparisons at different plasma densities are also satisfactory although
they are complicated by time-dependent and wall recycling effects [24].
As discussed in the companion paper [4], fluctuation measurements
made using Mirnov coils and collimated soft x-ray detectors have not yet
resulted in positive identification of ballooning modes, but they do
show some features consistent with their presence. High frequency "tails"
exist in the spectra from both these diagnostics, these tails are present
independently of the m=l/n=l mode, the amplitude level of the B increases
with beam injection in a fashion similar^to the development of 8 , and
p
the poloidal correlation lengths of the B are short.
4.2

Beam-specific effects

High power neutral beam injection is a substantial source of momentum
and particles as well as a source of energy. Particle transport is modified significantly by injection, as evidenced by "density clamping" [1,24]
and impurity transport, both observed in ISX-B [4,25] and in other
tokamaks. Although the density clamping phenomenon is interesting
(particularly from the standpoint of its similar parametric dependences
to those of T* [26]), the associated convective loss is small in the
confinement region. Similarly, beam-induced modifications of impurity
transport and associated changes in total radiative power profile [21]
are substantial, but radiation loss is not important in the confinement
region.
Effects of plasma rotation on energy transport are potentially
significant, and they remain possible candidates for mechanisms responsible for deterioration of the ion confinement. Significant toroidal
momentum is imparted to the plasma by the unidirectional tangential
beams. Recent Doppler shift measurements [4] of 0 , 0 , and Ne
lines in the vacuum UV range indicate that the central toroidal rotation
velocity v (0) is ^ 1 x 10 5 m/s (with a sheared velocity distribution)
at P b = 2 MW and n g = 3.5 x 1 0 1 3 cnT3.

The v (0) value is less than that

expected on the basis of classical perpendicular viscosity [even when the
recently calculated correction factor (1 + 2.3 q 2 ) , to Braginskii's n 2 is
included [27] in addition to charge-exchange and ripple diffusion [28].
This indicates that the parallel momentum confinement may be anomalous
(T *• 10 ms). It is possible that the above mentioned resistive ballooning mode turbulence affects the momentum confinement. The measured
velocity is on the order of 1/3 of the ion thermal velocity and larger
than impurity sound velocities. This might be sufficient to modify the
ion power balance.
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FUTURE PLAN

The confinement issue continues to be pursued at the highest priority
in the ISX-B experiment with improved experimental and diagnostic capabilities. Although the effect of resistive ballooning modes is a promising candidate for explaining the confinement deterioration in ISX-B,
much more work remains to be done. We will continue and expand the
fluctuation measurements (including soft x-ray detectors, FIR laser and
microwave scattering), and we will extend comparisons of theoretical and
experimental x to include a wider range of plasma conditions and x
values determined by the technique of heat pulse propagation [29]. To
investigate effects of beam-induced plasma rotation, a counter-Injection
beam line is being installed to control the momentum input, and in the
near future a heavy ion beam probe will be added to measure the radial
ambipolar electric field. These studies will benefit from the increased
plasma current capability (up to 300 kA), which will also enable us to
improve plasma confinement and to explore the low q regimes with circular
and noncircular plasmas.
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DISCUSSION
R.J. TAYLOR: Why is the change in the electron thermal conductivity
large while there is little change in the electron temperature?
M. MURAKAMI: The electron temperature does change substantially,
particularly at larger radii (i.e. in the confinement region); plasmas with good
confinement times (at high I p ) have a broad T e profile, whereas plasmas with
poor confinement times (at low I p ) have a peaked T e profile. The large
difference in the experimental Xe in these plasmas is due to differences in
dTe/dr, Ne and power deposition, as well as in T e .
R.J. TAYLOR: If the thermal conductivity is profile-dependent, how do
you deal with this in modelling, and what happens at the plasma centre?
M. MURAKAMI: In transport simulations, we use a specific electron
thermal diffusivity (the sum of twice the Carreras-Diamond Xe and one half
the INTOR Xe in the confinement region, where q > 1, and arbitrarily enhanced
Xe (1/10 Bohm) at the centre, where q < 1. In spite of the complicated
appearance of x e (with highly profile-dependent quantities, such as dp/dr and
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dq/dr, etc.), the model is numerically stable and well predicts key experimental
features, including T e profiles.
J. HUGILL: Have you revised your estimate of the effects of elongation
on energy confinement since the time of the Moscow Conference (i.e. the
10th European Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Moscow,
USSR, 14-19 September 1981)?
M. MURAKAMI: No, we have not. We observe that the proportionality
constant of the global scaling r | <* Ip/2 Pb 2/3 is almost independent of the
elongation K(a). Hence the advantage of elongation lies in the higher current
allowed for a given safety factor q^ at fixed B-p and Pb- The improvement
factor in the gross energy confinement time inside the plasma is somewhat
smaller because the internal elongation (K(a/2) <, 1.3) is considerably smaller
than the external elongation (K(a) <J 1.6) for the q^ values we have operated
at so far (i.e. q^ 2> 3.5).
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Abstract
TRANSPORT STUDIES IN THE JFT-2 TOKAMAK.
The effects of intense heating with neutral-beam injection (NBI) and in the ion-cyclotron
range of frequency (ICRF) on transport processes have been studied in the JFT-2 tokamak, and
the following results obtained: (1) Typical global energy confinement time is about 10 ms in
beam-heated discharges of 0.3 to 1.7 MW, and about 20 ms in only Ohmically heated discharges
under optimum conditions. The global energy confinement time in beam-heated plasmas
depends weakly on the plasma density and the toroidal magnetic field, but increases with plasma
current. Up to a power level of 2.2 MW(1.7MW NBI and 0.5 MW ICRF), the increase in poloidal
beta is roughly proportional to the net input power. (2) The global particle confinement
time in beam-heated discharges is 20-30% lower than for Ohmic heating. (3) The density
clamp observed during beam heating is due to decreased recycling of neutrals from the plasma
boundary. (4) The toroidal plasma rotation induced by the momentum input associated with
NBI is unimportant in transport processes of high-0 plasma. (5) No rapid impurity
accumulation occurs during counter-injection. (6) Sawtooth oscillations change into the
continuous mode when 0p exceeds a critical value. (7) Significant plasma heating is observed
with simultaneous NBI and ICRF heating. With a net power of 2.2 MW (1.7 MW NBI and
0.5 MW ICRF) into D + plasma at a plasma density of 6 X 1013 cm"3, the central ion temperature
increases from 0.4 to 1.4 keV.
Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Japan.
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]. INTRODUCTION
High-)3 studies have been made in JFT-2, and toroidal-^ values of 2—3% due
to thermal components were obtained [1,2]. In the present paper, we describe
the characteristics of plasma confinement and impurity transport in JFT-2 plasmas
subject to intense heating. A 2-MW neutral-beam injection (NBI) system and
a 1-MW ion-cyclotron-range-of-frequency (ICRF) system [3] were installed on
JFT-2 (major radius Ro = 90 cm, plasma radius a p = 25 cm). The injectors are
run in H2. The NBI system consists of a co- and a counter-injector with an
injection angle of 40° with respect to the plasma axis. Each beam line provides
an ion beam of 65 A at 40 kV. The maximum power is 1 MW at the injection
port of each beam line. A toroidal field By and a plasma current I p as high as
1.6 T and 160 kA can be produced, although, in the transport studies described
here, the Bj and Ip values are 1.2 —1.3 T and 130-145 kA, respectively.

2. GLOBAL CONFINEMENT PROPERTIES
2.1. Global energy confinement time
A typical global energy confinement time r E in JFT-2 is about 10 ms in
beam-heated discharges (NBI discharges) with a net input power P net of
0.3 to 1.7 MW and about 20 ms in Ohmically heated discharges (OH discharges).
Here, P n e t is the total deposition power, which is defined to be the injected beam
power minus the shine-through, the charge-exchange and the orbit losses.
To study the effect of high-power heating on TE, we have examined the
dependence of the poloidal-j3 value (3p on P n e t by magnetic and diamagnetic
measurements. The results are summarized as follows [4]:
The time r E increases with the plasma current (I p = 70-130 kA). Above the
line-averaged electron density, n e = (4-5) X 10 13 cm"3, r E in NBI discharges is
a weak function of n e , in contrast to the OH-discharge case. r E depends weakly
on B T (B T = 1-1.5 T). Up to a power level of 2.2 MW (1.7 MW NBI and
0.5 MW ICRF), the increase in )3p is roughly proportional to P net .
2.2. Global particle confinement time
The global particle confinement time r_ is measured by the electrostatic
double probe method. The time Tp is defined as r p = N e /F, where N e is the
total electron density and F the total loss flux to first wall and limiter. r p
in NBI discharges is reduced, compared with OH plasmas, but the maximum
reduction of r p is 20-30%. No appreciable difference was found between
co- and counter-injection as far as the reduction of r p is concerned.
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A density clamp was observed for both co- and counter-injection. This
phenomenon is due to the deterioration of r p and/or decreased recycling of
neutrals from the plasma boundary. The density clamp cannot be explained by
a deterioration of r p only. In JFT-2, by measuring the scrape-off layer plasma
temperature and estimating the recycling coefficient, it is concluded that the
change in the recycling coefficient plays a dominant role in the density clamp [5].

3. CO- AND COUNTER-INJECTED PLASMAS
3.1. Time behaviour and radial profiles of plasma parameters
Figure 1 shows the time behaviour and the radial profiles of plasma parameters
in a typical discharge with 1 MW co- and 1 MW counter-injection of hydrogen
beams into a deuterium plasma (H° -> D ). The solid and dashed lines denote
co- and counter-injection, respectively. Here, B T is 1.3 T. The current I p (Fig. la)
is programmed to increase gradually during the discharge. A pre-programmed
gas puff keeps the plasma density values, n e , equal in both cases (Fig. lb). The
injection is turned on at t = 100 ms. The electron temperature T e 0 , from Thomson
scattering (Fig. Id), increases, leading to a decrease in the loop voltage VL (Fig. la).
The values of A + 1 = j3p + 9.-J2 for co- and counter-injections are 1.8 and 1.5,
respectively, fy being the internal inductance (Fig. If). The radial profiles of
T e (r) (Fig. lj) are measured at five points along the vertical chord through the
centre of the vacuum vessel at R = 90 cm [6]. The density profiles (Fig. Ik) are
substantially broader than the temperature profiles (Fig. lj). The central ion
temperature T i0 (Fig. le) is measured by anE||B-type mass separation neutral-particle
energy analyser [7]. No density correction is made in Fig. le. The radial profiles
of Tj(r) (Fig. li) are obtained by using a VUV spectrometer. A neutron detector
is also used to monitor the ion temperature (Fig. lg).
Figure 2 shows the charge-exchange spectra of bulk fast D° and beam fast
H° neutral atoms during a time of 120-125 ms for the discharges shown in Fig. 1.
The measurements are made along two midplane chords. Solid circles in the
figures correspond to the value along a chord perpendicular to the magnetic
axis (R T = 0 cm), while open circles correspond to the values along a nearly
perpendicular chord (R T =» 16 cm). Here, R T is defined as shown in Fig.2a.
In the charge-exchange spectrum along the perpendicular chord (except bulk
energetic D° atoms in counter-injected plasma), a depletion of fast atoms is
observed. On the other hand , the charge-exchange spectrum along the nearly
perpendicular chord exhibits a Maxwellian velocity distribution. The depletion
of fast atoms may be due to the ripple [8].
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FIG. 1. Typical time behaviour and radial profile of plasma parameters in l-MW co-injected
(solid lines) and l-MW counter-injected (dotted lines) discharges, with Bj = 1.3 T; (a) plasma
current and loop voltage; (b) line-averaged density; (c) radiation power; (d) central electron
temperature; (e) central ion temperature (without density correction); (f) values of magnetic
measurement; (gj neutron emission; (h) plasma boundary temperature behind limiter; (ij radial
profile of ion temperature; (j) radial profile of electron temperature; (k) electron density
profile.

3.2. Power deposition profiles
The power deposition profiles in both co- and counter-injected plasmas
were calculated by using an orbit-following Monte-Carlo code. In the code, birth
profiles of the fast ions are also calculated by the Monte-Carlo method, including
the diffused-beam effect. For the discharges of Fig. 1, the ratio of deposition
power with counter-injection to that of co-injection is 0.76 over the whole plasma
column and 0.54 for the core plasma (0 < r < a/2). The large orbit loss in
counter-injection is due to low I p in JFT-2 (I p = 130-145 kA). If we take
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FIG.2. Charge-exchange spectra of bulk fast D° atoms and beam fast H° atoms in co- and
counter-injected plasmas for two observation angles. Solid circles (*) correspond to values
perpendicular to magnetic axis (Rj = 0 cm). Open circles fo) correspond to values nearly
perpendicular to magnetic axis (Rj ="^16 cm). R^ is defined as distance between viewing
chord of analyser fCXEA) and the tokamak axis. Discharge conditions are the same as in
Fig. 1.

account of the contribution of Ohmic heating to j3p during the beam discharge,
the ratio of the increase in j3p in counter-injected plasma to that of co-injected
plasma is about 0.5. Transport analyses show that there is no appreciable
difference in the heat transport coefficients between co- and counter-injected
plasmas, i.e. the electron thermal diffusion coefficient, neXe =
( 4 - 6 ) X 1017 cm" 1 -s"1, the particle diffusion coefficient, D =0.3x e . and ion
diffusion coefficient Xi = (1-5 — 3)XNC. where n e is the plasma density in cm"3
and XNC t n e neoclassical ion heat conductivity. The total radiation power
estimated from bolometric measurements (Fig. 1 c) is nearly the same for coand counter-injected plasmas. These experimental results indicate that the
observed values of r E are strongly affected by the power deposition profile.
3.3. Impurity transport
The main mechanism of metal impurity production is ion sputtering [1 ]
in NB1 as well as in OH discharges. In counter-injection, a relatively large
amount of injected power is deposited around the plasma boundary and increases
the plasma boundary temperature, compared with the co-injected case, as is
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FIG.3. (a) Time behaviour of line-integrated intensities of iron spectral lines ofFe X (I 74.5 A),
FeXV (284 A) and Fe XVIII (93.9 A) in co-injected (solid lines) and counter-injected
(dotted lines] discharges; (bj soft-X-ray signals; (c) normalized radiation profiles Fe X
and Fe XVIIIin co-injected (solid lines) and counter-injected (dotted lines) discharges at
120 ms. The discharge conditions are the same as in Fig.l.
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FIG.4. Toroidal plasma rotational velocities induced by 1-MW co-injection, estimated from
Doppler shifts of appropriate spectral lines (Ti XIV, 0 VII and C V). Time behaviour of plasma
density and central ion temperature is also shown.
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shown in Fig. lh. Thus, the metal impurity level is higher for counter- than for
co-injection.
Theories predict beam effects on impurity behaviour in tokamak plasmas
[9, 10]. That is, owing to the beam effect, impurity ion accumulation and impurity
extraction near the plasma centre will occur in counter- and in co-injection respectively,
To study the beam effects on impurity transport, the line radiation profile
of iron, which is an intrinsic impurity from the wall or the limiter, was
measured during beam injection.
Figure 3a shows the time behaviour of line-integrated intensities of iron
spectral lines (Fe XVIII, Fe XV and Fe X) in co- (solid lines) and counter(dotted lines) injection of Fig. 1. Soft-X-ray (PIN-diode)signals along the
horizontal central chord over the whole duration of the discharge are also
shown in Fig. 3b. In both cases, sawtooth oscillations were observed. The
radial profiles of iron line radiations at t = 120 ms are shown in Fig. 3c. No rapid
impurity accumulation occurs during counter-injection. These experimental
results show that the neoclassical, beam-induced effects are not so strong as the
anomalous diffusive effects.

4. PLASMA ROTATION
Toroidal plasma rotation induced by the momentum input associated with
unbalanced neutral-beam injection was studied to clarify the possible effects
on transport processes. Rotational velocities V^ of the plasma were estimated
from the Doppler shifts of the appropriate spectral lines (Ti XIV, O VII and
C V) [ 11 ]. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of V^, T i0 (without density

FIG.5. Observed regions in ({}p, qa) -plane for typical MHD modes. Enhanced sawtooth
oscillations are mainly observed in white regions (c^nj. Continuous mode due to internal
kink mode is mainly observed in black regions {**). In hatched regions (za), mixed mode,
i.e. internal kink mode on sawtooth oscillations, is observed.
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FIG.6. Typical time behaviour of plasma parameter for simultaneous NBI and ICRF. Numerical
analysis of 24 probes gives A + 1 =2.3-2.5; 4 probes give A + I =2.1

correction) and n e in a relatively low-density discharge (n e = (3 - 4) X 10 13 cm"3).
The radial positions of the maximum intensities of the Ti XIV, O VII and C V
spectral lines are about 5, 10 and 15 cm, respectively.
Before beam injection, the central rotational velocity V0of 1.3 X 106 cnvs"1
in the counter-direction is seen. The maximum rotational velocity near the centre
is V^Cr =a 5 cm) = 1.5 X 106 cm-s"1 (in the co-direction), corresponding to 1-MW
co-injection, for a hydrogen beam injected into a hydrogen plasma (H° -* H+).
In the relatively high-density region (n e = (6 - 7) X 10 13 cm" 3 ), as shown in
Fig. 1, V^ is smaller than 1 X 106 cm-s"1, corresponding to 1-MW co-injection, for
a hydrogen beam injected into a deuterium plasma (H° -> D + ). In both the highand the low-density case, the central ion thermal velocity is several times as large
as V^. These experimental results suggest that the plasma rotation cannot be
relevant to transport processes of high-/3 plasma in JFT-2.
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5. MHD ACTIVITY
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) activity was studied by using pickup loops for poloidal fluctuations and PIN-diodes for soft X-rays.
The characteristics of the observed activity vary as shown in the
(j3p, qa)-plane (Fig. 5). Here, qa is a cylindrical safety factor. Enhanced sawtooth
oscillations are mainly observed in the white regions (HZD). The continuous mode
due to an internal kink is mainly observed in the black regions ( • • ) . In the hatched
regions (V777X), a mixed mode, i.e. an internal kink mode on sawtooth oscillations,
is observed [12]. These experimental results are consistent with theoretical
predictions [13]. However, even in nearly identical discharge conditions with
almost equal injection powers, different types of MHD activity were sometimes
observed in higher-qa discharges (qa «» 4). These experimental results suggest that
the plasma profile affects the MHD behaviour.

6. SIMULTANEOUS INJECTION OF NBI AND ICRF
NBI is the most reliable heating method since not only the heating process
but also the loss mechanism of fast ions is well understood. On the other hand,
ICRF heating is quite effective in a wide range of plasma parameters because no
density limit exists for wave propagation. However, ICRF heating in relatively
low-density and/or low-temperature plasma is less efficient, owing to weak
damping, and the impurity problem is also severe. The following scheme
seems therefore to be attractive for the production of reactor-relevant plasmas:
NBI offers relatively high-temperature and high-density target plasmas to ICRF.
Simultaneous injection of NBI and ICRF will be done in the high-density region.
Figure 6 shows the typical time behaviour of fie, T i0 , A + 1 and neutron
emission during simultaneous NBI and ICRF heating. Significant plasma heating
is observed. These experimental results, together with the charge-exchange spectra,
show that ICRF power is efficiently coupled to the bulk plasma.

7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The experimental results obtained in JFT-2 show that intense additional
heating does not significantly affect the plasma transport process near the plasma
centre. However, even with the low-power beam injection of 0.3 MW comparable
to Ohmic input power, deterioration in r E was observed, while the increment in
the j3p values is roughly proportional to the net additional input power, P net .
Without control of neutral-gas flux, the boundary temperature rises
significantly, and a density clamp occurs in the NBI discharges. To overcome the
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density clamp, intense gas puffing is necessary. Broader density profiles are
inevitably obtained because the low-temperature neutral gases are mainly ionized
at the plasma boundary because the boundary electron temperature is higher than
that of the Ohmic discharge. The higher plasma density at the boundary region
increases the deposition power near the boundary and thus decreases the deposition
power of the plasma centre. Thus, the density profile control may be one of the
key factors in improving r t in beam-heated discharges.
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Abstract
INVESTIGATION OF PLASMA CONFINEMENT AND INJECTION HEATING IN THE
T-l I TOKAMAK.
Results of investigations of diffusion and electron thermal conductivity in an Ohmically
heated deuterium plasma are presented. It is shown that the values of D and Xe *n a
deuterium plasma are approximately \Jl times lower than those in a hydrogen plasma, the
ratio D/Xe being approximately 1/5 in both cases. Results of numerical modelling of the
plasma energy balance during injection heating are presented. It is found that the plasma
energy parameters obtained in experiments at an injection power of 0.6 MW satisfactorily
agree with the results of calculations assuming xe ~" \/T e and neo-classical ion thermal
conductivity. Results of the first experiments carried out at an injection power of
0.8-0.9 MW are discussed. Plasma energy characteristics in regimes with ultra-low values
of the safety factor q^(a L ) = 1.4 are given for iTe = (6-8)X10 1 3 cm~ 3 .

1.

INTRODUCTION

Investigations of the electron thermal conductivity and diffusion of
Ohmically heated plasmas have continued on the T-l 1 tokamak, experiments
have been initiated at injection heating powers of ~1 MW and the study of
regimes with ultra-low values of the safety factor q^(aiJ = 1.4 has continued.

2.

PARTICLE LOSSES AND ELECTRON THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
UNDER OHMIC-HEATING CONDITIONS

In earlier experiments on the T-l 1 tokamak [ 1, 2], we determined the
plasma electron thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficient in hydrogen
discharges. In recent experiments, we have made similar measurements for
deuterium discharges and have attempted to determine the difference between
the values of D and Xe f° r hydrogen and deuterium plasmas. The measurements
83
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distance from this, H^and D^, as a function of the gas puffing rate; calibration of the
Ha and Da line intensities from the values of r G P measured in experiments with
hydrogen and deuterium; values of the fluxes V w and the sum Tyy + FQP calculated
assuming that r\y + Top remains constant for varying FQP and F\y-

were made in a discharge regime with I p = 107 kA, q(aL> = 2.5, n e =
(1.5-2.5) X 10 13 cm" 3 for a limiter radius aL = 20 cm.
The total rate of charged-particle losses P e was determined from the
relationship Te = r t o t - dN e /dt, where r t o t = T w + TL + TGp is the rate of
volume ionization for incoming neutrals from the wall (Pw), the limiter
and the gas puff (PGP), N e is the total number of electrons in the plasma.
The ratio of the ionization fluxes Pw : PL •' PGP = H& • 2TTR : H^ J2^ff;
H

a P '^etF w a s determined from the ratio of the H a (D a ) line intensities at
appropriate points along the torus, allowing for the effective lengths of
inhomogeneities in the emission of this line at the gas puffs and limiters (Fig.l).
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q,

The value of Pop was determined from the variation in the derivative
of the electron density dn e /dt when the gas puffing was doubled (Fig.2). Two
gas puffs (1 and 4 in Fig.l) which doubled the flux FGP within the time
At = 1.5 ms < r p , were used in these measurements. This enabled us to
calibrate the flux FGP over times comparable with r p with small changes in the
plasma density and its radial profile and negligible variations in the wall flux
F\y. According to estimates, the calibration accuracy for the gas puffing was
10-15%.
The largest error in the determination of P e using this method was due
to errors in the measurements of the effective inhomogeneity lengths £eff
which were estimated by comparing the 1.6-2-KeV charge-exchanged atom
fluxes leaving the plasma in two different sections of the torus, at a point
where inhomogeneity was observed and at a point far from this. Measurements
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FIG.5. Soft-X-ray emission spectrum for the discharge regime shown in Fig.

made for hydrogen and deuterium discharges gave values of £ ^ of 45 ± 10 cm
and 50 ±15 cm, respectively. Using these data and neglecting variations in
the flux F L , which made a negligible contribution (~7—10%) to the value of
Plot in the regimes under study, we obtained the following estimate for the
ratio of the values of Fe in hydrogen and deuterium plasmas: r e H /F^ = 1.6 ± 0.8.
The values of the fluxes FV in hydrogen and deuterium discharges were
determined more accurately in a series of experiments in which the wall flux
was varied by a factor of 1.4—1.5 by means of different degrees of saturation
of the chamber walls with the working gas. This was achieved by varying
(within an order of magnitude) the gas pressure in the discharge chamber in the
intervals between pulses. The plasma density was kept constant by varying
the gas puffing rate. Figure 3 shows emission intensities of the H™, H^ p , D w
and D^ p lines as a function of the gas puffing rate in two series of measurements
made for hydrogen and deuterium. Knowing the values of FGP and making
the logical assumption that for the same values of n e and dn e /dt the total
flux FGP + Fw should be the same, we obtained the ratio F ^ / F ^ = 1.35 ± 0.3.
Thus, on the basis of these measurements we can conclude that the
charged particle confinement time r p = N e /F e in a deuterium discharge is
approximately \Jl times longer than that in a hydrogen discharge.
Figure 4 shows radial distributions of the plasma electron temperature T e (r)
and density n e (r) in a deuterium discharge for n e = 1.8 X 1013 cm"3. The
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value of Te was determined by laser scattering and the n e (r) profile was obtained
from measurements of the microwave phase shift along nine chords.
The soft-X-ray emission spectrum measured in this discharge regime by
making observations along the central horizontal chord is shown in Fig.5. The
electron temperature T ex determined from the slope of the spectrum was
close to the temperature on the plasma axis measured using laser scattering
and the factor by which the intensity of the continuum exceeded the hydrogen
continuum calculated using the profiles n e (r) and T e (r) shown in Fig.4 was
found to be close to 1. From this it followed that Zeff = 1. The absence of
appreciable deviations from the linear profile in the X-ray spectrum at high
energies (up to 10 T e ) indicates that there are no significant quantities of
non-thermal electrons in the plasma.
Figure 4 shows the currents calculated assuming neo-classical conductivity
(allowing for the bootstrap current, I n e o , and neglecting this, Ig eo ) for Zeff = 1.
It can be seen from the figure that the calculated total current I n e o is close to
the measured value. The current distribution shown in the figure corresponds
to q(0) 2= 0.6. Also shown in this figure are the values of neXe. neDeff and n e D.
The value of neXe was determined from
PoH(r)-Pei(r)
neXe =" 4TT2 Rr dT /dr
e
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where P O H W ar>d Pei(r) are the Ohmic-heating power input and the Coulomb
heat transfer power within the region of radius r, respectively. The value of
neDeff was determined from the measured flux F e = 1.6 X 1021 s"1 and the
radial deuterium atom density profile calculated assuming that the energy
of the atoms at the plasma edge is 2 eV. The value of D was determined from
Ddn e /dr = Deffdne/dr — n e v r , where vr is the neo-classical pinching rate. It can
be seen from the figure that neXe and n e D vary negligibly over the radius in the
region 0.4 <J r/a^ ij 0.9 and their ratio Xe/D is approximately 5, as in the case
of a hydrogen plasma [2]. The absolute values of n e x e and n e D in a deuterium
plasma were 1.3—1.6 times lower than those in similar hydrogen discharges
(Fig.6).
We note that the value of neXe given here was determined neglecting energy
losses due to diffusion. Allowance for these losses reduces neXe and the ratio
Xe/D in the outer region of the plasma by 30-50%.
3.

PLASMA HEATING BY FAST-ATOM BEAMS

At the beginning of this year, the fast-atom injectors on the T-l 1 tokamak
were fitted with new IPM-1 ion sources having a peripheral magnetic field
and an increased emitting surface area. At an accelerating voltage of 20 kV the
ion current in each source reached 55-60 A. The total power of the fast-atom
beams on input to the tokamak at the beginning of the injection pulse was
~1 MW. During the injection pulse the beam power decreased (by approximately
20% in 20 ms) as a result of the low capacitance of the high-voltage supply banks.
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FIG.8. Comparison between experimental data and results of numerical modelling for an
injection power of0.6MW, / p s 100 kA, q(aL) a 2.5, aL = 20 cm.

In the first experiments with the new ion sources, we attempted to
determine the dependence of )Sp on the injection power for values of rfe =
(5—6) X 1013 cm" 3 , corresponding to the maximum on the curve |3p(ne) [3].
The experiments were carried out in a discharge regime with I p = 100 kA,
aL = 20 cm, q(aL) = 2.5 by injecting hydrogen beams into a deuterium plasma.
The value of 0 p was determined from the diamagnetic effect.
The values of |Sp obtained using each injector separately and with two
injectors operating simultaneously are shown in Fig.7. Also given are the values
of |3p obtained in earlier experiments using lower-power sources. It can be
seen that the dependence of /?p on the total power deposited in the plasma Ptot
deviates from linear, indicating that the integrated plasma energy confinement
time TE decreases as the injection power increases.
Plasma injection heating was modelled numerically for the discharge
parameters given above and various injection powers. A two-dimensional
(velocity, pitch-angle) linearized Landau-Fokker-Planck equation was solved for
the fast-ion distribution function on ten magnetic surfaces. The plasma energy
balance was calculated using the Dnestrovskij-Kostomarov transport code [4]
with the electron thermal conductivity and diffusion coefficientsXe~D~\/T e
proposed in Refs [ 1, 2] on the basis of data obtained in Ohmic-heating regimes.
The ion thermal conductivity was assumed to be neo-classical.
Experimental and calculated data for a discharge regime with an injection
power of =0.6 MW are compared in Fig.8. It can be seen that the measured
electron and ion temperatures and the time dependence of the parameter j3p
satisfactorily agree with the calculated results.
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FIG. 9. Typical oscillograms of the discharge pulse and time dependences of the parameters
q^, /Jp, and (j3T> in a regime with q(aL) = 1.3.

The value of j3p obtained at an injection power of 0.8—0.9 MW was found
to be appreciably lower than the calculated value. We note, however, that
only a preliminary series of experiments in which the discharge conditions could
not have been optimized, was carried out at this power.

4.

DISCHARGES WITH ULTRA-LOW VALUES OF q(a L ) AT HIGH
PLASMA DENSITIES

In Ref. [ 1 ] we described the characteristics of discharges obtained on the
T-l 1 tokamak for values of the safety factor q(aiJ = 1.3—1.4 and 1.6—1.7
and a relatively low plasma density n e = 2 X 1013 cm"3. The values of the
integrated energy confinement time TE = 1.8 ms obtained for q(aiJ = 1.3 were
approximately 2.5 times lower than those for q(aiJ ~ 2.5. The fact that the
decrease in rg was greater than that described by the dependence of q on
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transition to regimes with q(aiJ < 2 was evidently due to the enhanced MHD
activity of the plasma in these regimes. This was observed not only as
perturbations of the current-induced magnetic field and discharge voltage but
also as oscillations of the diamagnetic signal and the plasma displacement signal.
A characteristic of these regimes was the low internal inductance of the plasma
£; = 0.6 which corresponds to an approximately homogeneous current density
distribution. The low value £; = 0.6-0.7 was also found in a regime with
q(aij = 1.3 when the average plasma density was approximately doubled.
Figure 9 shows typical oscillograms of the current, discharge voltage
and average plasma density in a discharge regime with Bj = 6 kG, aL = 21 cm,
q(aiJ = 1.3 when the density n e reached (6-7) X 1013 cm" 3 . Also shown is
the time variation of the safety factor q^(aL) calculated allowing for toroidal
corrections, and the values of j3p and <)3T> obtained from diamagnetic measurements. At maximum current the value of q^(aL) is =\A.
Discharges with q(aiJ = 1.3 invariably terminated with the evolution of
a major disruption. In the discharge regime shown in Fig.9 a disruption
occurred 60-70 ms after the beginning of the discharge when q^(aL) approached
the value =1.5 as a result of the decrease in current. In the range q^ = 1.35-1.45,
the discharge was comparatively quiescent: there were no appreciable
oscillations of the diamagnetic signal and the plasma displacement signal.
The plasma energy parameters in this regime were fairly high: TE = 5 ms,
T e (0) = 300 eV, T;(0) = 135 eV, 0 P = 0 . 3 1 , and <)3T> = 1 -7%. When the
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plasma density was varied between 6 X 1013 cm" 3 and 8 X 1013 cm" 3 , the
values of (j3-j-} and TE varied negligibly. Profiles of T e (r) and n e (r) measured
by laser scattering for n e = 8 X 10 13 cm" 3 are shown in Fig. 10.
We note that the duration of the discharge stage with q^pia^) = 1 -4 was
comparable with the plasma skin time Tsk ~ 20 ms. This is possibly the reason
for the broad profile T e (r) and the low value offi^obtained in the experiments.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The main results obtained in the present paper may be summarized
as follows:
(1) The plasma diffusion coefficient and electron thermal conductivity in
deuterium discharges are approximately -y/mrj/mH times lower than those
in hydrogen discharges.
(2) The plasma energy parameters in the T-l 1 tokamak at an injection power
of 0.6 MW and /5p = 1 satisfactorily agree with results of numerical
modelling for Xe ~ \ / T 7 and assuming neo-classical ion thermal conductivity.
From preliminary results, increasing the power to 0.8-0.9 MW causes a
greater decrease in the plasma energy confinement time than that predicted
by this model.
(3) Discharges with fairly high energy parameters: T e ~ 300 eV, /3p = 0.3,
<|3j) = 1.7%, TE, = 5 ms, which conserved macroscopic stability during the
plasma skin time rSk ~ 20 ms, were obtained for a safety factor
= 1 -4 and the plasma density iTe = (6-8) X 1013 cm"3.
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DISCUSSION

W.B. KUNKEL: Were you able to infer anything about impurities (such as
oxygen) in your neutral beams, since you seem to observe a Zeff = 1 ?
N.N. SEMASHKO: According to our estimates the neutral beam contained
up to 97-98% hydrogen atoms (of energies E o . E o /2, E o /3).
R. GOLDSTON: What was the highest value of /?T obtained in T-J 1,
and at what q-value (either cylindrical or with corrections) was it obtained?
N.N. SEMASHKO: In the regimes with ultra-low q^j, = 1.35-1.45,
calculated with toroidal correction, the value of ((Sj) was equal to 1.7%, as
determined from diamagnetic measurements. In the regimes with q = 2.5,
the value of </3T> reached 2.8%.
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STUDIES OF STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING
IN A CO2 LASER-PLASMA INTERACTION
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Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada
Abstract
STUDIES OF STIMULATED BRILLOUIN SCATTERING IN A CO2 LASER-PLASMA
INTERACTION.
Thomson scattering has been used to obtain time- and wavenumber-resolved spectra of the
ion waves produced by stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) during a CO2 laser-plasma interaction.
At sufficiently high pump powers, the ion wave at 2k p u m p exhibits, at first, harmonic generation,
then saturation. The results are consistent with a strong non-linear damping of the ion wave and
account for the saturation seen in the backscattered reflectivity, at around 10%.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The physics behind the evolution of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS)
continues to be of great relevance to laser fusion research. In this paper, we wish
to expand on some recently reported results on this instability which were
obtained during a CO2 laser-plasma interaction experiment [ 1 ]. These results
showed that ion wave non-linearities play an important role in the stimulated
scattering process. Such a result is of interest because for high-intensity, longwavelength lasers, the ion wave amplitude is not sufficiently affected by linear
Landau damping to prevent a high reflection of the incident laser pulse.
In our experiments, we have not only measured the backscattered radiation
(both the spectrum and the amount) but also the amplitude of the ion wave itself
which is responsible for the scattering. This latter accomplishment has been
achieved by using Thomson scattering, with a visible-wavelength probe laser.
These observations have permitted us to conclude that some form of non-linear
damping definitely limits the wave amplitude, and acts to saturate the percentage
of CO2 radiation which is reflected by SBS from the plasma.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

Most of the details concerning the experiment have been published
previously [ 1 ] and only a brief summary is given here for completeness. The
97
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pump

FIG.I. Streak records of light scattered from ion waves, fcpump <fe w < 5fcpump, along kpump.
Attenuations of scattered signal differ on each shot. The 0.53-nm monitor is to the extreme left
of each picture. C02 energies for each shot are: fa) 4.4 J; (b)9.5J; fcj 17 J; (d)26J. Note
different modulation periods in (cj and (d).

plasma is formed independently of the CO2 laser, with T e = T[ = 100 eV,
n e =(0.1-0.2)n C j with Z = 3-4, and a density scale-length (n"1 dn/dx)" 1 =300jum.
Here, n c refers to the critical density for CO2 laser radiation, n c = 1019 cm"3.
The plasma was irradiated by a CO2 laser (< 30 J, 1 ns pulse), which was
focused to a spot size d < 200 jum. At 20 J incident, the peak focused intensity
was estimated to be I = (0.8-1.0) X 1014 W-cm"2. Allowing a heating of the
plasma to about 200 eV, the corresponding ratio of electron quiver to thermal
velocity, (v o /v e ), is approximately 3.2.
The principal diagnostic employed was that of Thomson scattering, using a
3-ns, 50-mJ probe laser pulse at Aprobe = 0.53 /urn. This was focused to a shot
size 2a0 = 100 pm. The optics for the scattering experiment where arranged so
that (1) the scattering volume overlapped the focal volume of the CO2 laser;
(2) the collection optics spanned a range of angles which corresponded to scattering
from waves of magnitude k p u m p < k w < 6k p u m p , where k w , k p u m p are the wavevectors of the plasma wave and the CO2 laser; and (3) the scattering optics were
oriented so as to probe waves travelling in a direction parallel to k p u m p . Conditions
(2) and (3) ensure that ion waves pumped by the Brillouin instability (k w = 2k p u m p )
will be observed. The scattering light was k-resolved by imaging the collecting lens
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inside the target chamber onto the entrance slit of a streak camera which was used
to time resolve the scattered signal [2]. The k-resolution technique is discussed
more fully in Ref. [ 1 ]. A spectrograph was used to isolate the ion (low-frequency)
component of the scattered spectrum.
The ion waves pumped by SBS are expected to have a well-defined wavelength
(5.3 jum). Consequently, the 0.53-jum probe light will scatter from these waves as it
would from a grating, at the Bragg angle d = k w /k pro t, e . The ratio Ps/Po of the
scattered to input power is then given by P s /P 0 = 1/4 n 2 ro XprobeL^. where n is the
amplitude of the ion wave and r0 is the classical electron radius. Lz is the dimension
of the scattering volume along k p r o b e and is here of the order of d, the shot size of
the CO2, since ion waves are only excited inside this region. Because of the
constancy of the other parameters, variations of Ps/Po with time or CO2 power are
then directly proportional to changes in IT2.
We show four experimental streak records in Fig. 1, obtained with varying
amounts of CO2 energy. When no CO2 was present, the light scattered from the
pre-formed plasma showed a broad, uniform spread of waves in k-space. With the
CO2 laser, non-thermal behaviour was observed (Fig. 1). The predominant feature
is the appearance of a well-defined ion wave at 2k p u m p (Fig. l(a)), exactly as
expected of SBS. The duration of this ion wave is about equal to that of the CO2
laser. At higher CO2 energies, a second ion wave is observed, at k = 4 k p u m p
(Fig. l(b)). It is reasonable to assume that this wave is a harmonic of the one
driven by SBS at 2k p u m p . Hence, a steepening of the ion waves is occurring. Such
behaviour is predicted when the wave amplitude n/n ~ (k w Xo) 2 [3]. The amplitude
of the harmonic can be comparable to that of the fundamental, as Fig. l(c) shows.
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We also observed a harmonic at 6 k p u m p ; it was, however, generally considerably
weaker than that at 4kp Ump . Ion waves of even shorter wavelengths were also
observed in earlier experiments.
A second feature of the data, shown most clearly in Figs l(c) and d, is a
periodic modulation of the scattered signal. The modulation is not present in the
probe and so is a true change with time of the amplitude of the driven ion wave.
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As the data in Figs l(c) and (d) suggest, the periodicity of the modulation depends on
the incident CO2 laser energy. In Fig. 2, we show the period, averaged over several
oscillations during each single shot, as a function of CO2 energy. It decreases from
150psat 7 J to 60 ps at 25 J.
The growth rate of the ion wave is also a strong function of the CO2 energy;
in Fig. la (3.4 J of CO2) the ion wave grows to its peak amplitude over a period of
about 0.5 ns but, at the highest CO2 energies (Fig. Id), the wave seems to saturate
almost as soon as it becomes visible.
Since the scattered signal varies as n2, we have been able to measure the ion
wave amplitude at 2k p u m p as a function of CO2 energy from data like those in Fig. 1.
The results are shown in Fig. 3a; it is evident that n2 saturates at CO2 energies
> 10 J. Simultaneously with these observations, the back-reflected energy near
10.6 nm was measured. The data are plotted in Fig. 3b; it is evident that a strong
saturation of the back-reflected energy has also occurred, at a level = 6 — 10% of the
incident energy.
The time-integrated spectrum of the back-reflected radiation was measured
during a separate series of experimental runs. Spectra were obtained on a single-shot
basis, using a pyroelectric detector array in combination with a 2-m infra-red
spectrograph. An example of the spectrum, for a CO2 energy of 28 J, is shown in
Fig. 4. The spectrum is extremely broad and predominantly red-shifted. The
latter result is consistent with scattering from forward-travelling ion acoustic waves.
The spectrum seems to exhibit some periodic structure, with peaks separated by
30 A. This is less than the ion acoustic shift we expect for our plasma conditions,
which is about 70-100 A.

WAVELENGTH

FIG.4. Time-integrated spectrum of the SBS light, at CO2 energy of 28 J. Xo shown is wavelength of incident laser.
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ANALYSIS

We first analyse the data in Fig. 3a to yield the amplitude "n/n of the driven ion
wave. At saturation, the level of signal shown in Fig. 3 is — 106 above thermal
scattering levels. This corresponds to rT/n = (10—15)% at saturation. As a second
estimate of rT/n, we normalize the well-defined fluctuation level in Fig. 3 at which
harmonic generation occurs to the theoretical result [3],ri/n = (kwXrj)2
(= 0.7% here). This method yields an estimate of the amplitude to be rT/n = (20-24)%.
These estimates are for the fundamental (2kp urnp ) only; the presence of harmonics
increases the rms amplitude of the wave.
Next we use this value of rf/n together with the backscatter data at 10.6 nm
(Fig. 3b) to estimate L, the interaction length for the stimulated scattering process.
Using the expression of Kruer [4] for the reflectivity,
1/2

R = tanh

2

7T n

ne

_n^

2 ne nc X p u m p \

nc

and with the experimental data for R, rT/ne and n e /n c , we find L/X pump = 3 - 6 at
saturation. This is much shorter than the plasma density scale-length (L/X = 30).
However, it is quite similar to the interaction length determined by gradient-induced
mismatches in the plasma, which, in the case of a density gradient, is
L=

kpump \ n e

dx

For our conditions, this is about 50 iim, or L/X pump = 5.
The saturation of ri/n at a level of (10-20%) is inconsistent with linear Landau
damping alone. In a steady-state, linear damping situation, the ion wave is driven
to an amplitude such that damping losses are balanced by the power input from the
ponderomotive force. This gives [4]
rT/n = (Zk^e 2
where Ej is the electric field of the CO2 pump, and V[ and w; refer to the damping
and frequency of the ion wave. We assume heavy damping {v\ = o>;) and use values
of R and Ej taken from Fig. 3 b to calculate iT/n (the value of Ej used corresponded
to the average intensity through the laser pulse). The result of the calculation is
plotted as the solid line in Fig. 3a for comparison with the experimental data. The
agreement is reasonable at low intensities, but discrepant at high intensities.
It seems likely then that non-linear effects limit rT/n. Direct experimental
evidence of ion wave non-linearity is provided by the observation of wave steepening.
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This steepening may be simply due to the weakly non-linear nature of longwavelength acoustic oscillations or it may be an indication that some kind of
wavebreaking behaviour is occurring. In their particle simulations of SBS,
Forslund et al. [5] show that the ion wave can break, but only after it has reached
a large amplitude (n/n > 1). In our experiment, ion trapping (leading to wavebreaking) is expected to occur once the wave reaches an amplitude [4]

3-rr"2
which for T e = T; gives rT/n = 10%. It would be expected that the ion wave would
grow to an amplitude much larger than this, and actually this estimate agrees well
with the experimental value.
So far, our arguments have supported the conclusion that non-linear damping
has saturated the amplitude of the ion wave. The damping may be due to ion
trapping and a consequent breaking of the wave, or a wavebreaking phenomenon
such as that discussed by Forslund et al. [5]. The modulation seen in the ion wave
may also be evidence of this, although other explanations are possible. For example,
the modulation could be a beating between different wave modes, each with
k w = 2k p u m p but of differing frequencies, which might be present in the plasma.
Some suggestion of this can be seen in the structure of the backscattered spectrum.
However, to resolve this question satisfactorily, the spectrum would need to be
time-resolved. We are at present attempting this experiment. Up-conversion
techniques are being employed in order that the spectrum can be streaked. This is
the only possible way of achieving the necessary time resolution (< 100 ps).

4.

SUMMARY

To summarize, our Thomson scattering experiments have enabled us to directly
measure the amplitude of the driven ion wave and to observe its saturation at a
level rT/n = (15 ± 5)%. The relatively low level of saturation in the backscatter
(< 10%) seems to be due to both the saturation of rT/n and the small interaction
length. The results may shed some light on why SBS does not seem to be a major
problem for high-irradiance (> 1014W-cirT2) CO2-laser plasma experiments.
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Abstract
EXPERIMENTAL MODELLING OF LASER-PLASMA INTERACTION PHYSICS.
The authors have performed two series of experiments, one using a CO2 laser pump, and
the other a high-power microwave pump, to elucidate the details of laser-plasma interaction
phenomena occurring in both underdensc pellet coronas and the vicinity of the critical layer.
The work includes the study of SBS saturation, the saturation of ion waves produced by optical
mixing, resonant self-focusing due to optical mixing generation of electron plasma waves,
filamentation and the saturation of resonance-absorption-produced electron plasma waves.

1.

Stimulated Brillouin Scattering

1.1

G 0 2 Laser Driver

In earlier work we have confirmed the exponential growth of
SBS from thermal noise,[1J observed Brillouin sidescattering,[2]
measured backscatter saturation levels,f3] anci checked its dependence on focusing f-number and target Z.L^J However, the physics
of the interaction is more richly revealed by studying the SBS
ion wave directly.L^J
In our SBS experiment, the SBS backscatter
wave grows and saturates at a reflectivity of about 5% at an imput
CO2 laser intensity of 3x10-'--'- W/cm^. If the ion wave amplitude
is assumed to be uniform over the interaction length L then the
reflectivity R is given by the usual Bragg formula as R =
(TrnoLn/ZncAono) -, where fi/n0 is the density fluctuation level
normalized to the electron density. However, for our experimental
conditions, the SBS instability is in the convective regime,[6]
which means that the ion wave amplitude varies greatly over the
interaction length L. In the strong damping case, ZTe/3Ti = 0(1),
the ion wave amplitude decreases exponentially with distance x
from saturation level to noise level in the direction of the laser

* Work supported by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Inertial Fusion Program
and DOE-DEAS08-81DP40166.NSFECS 80-03558.
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ID
FIG.l. Space and time evolution of the SBS-driven ion acoustic wave obtained by collective
Thomson scattering.

beam; n(x)/no = ( N R V B L ) exp (-NA/2L) where 6 = (n o /n c ) ( T A O ) and
N is the number of e-foldings growth. We have experimentally
verified the nature of the SBS instability (whether absolute of
convective) by employing collective Thomson scattering to probe
the behaviour of the ion wave.
For backscatter with n << n c , the propagation constant of the
ion wave is fixed at _ks = 2_ko = 11900 cm-1. The Thomson scattering relation |k.s| = 2 k p r o b e sin(B/2) leads to the scattering
angle 6 of ±7.5° for k. = kprot,e + kg. Also since |ks| << |kprobe|>
|k.| - |.kprobe| and the probe ruby beam comes in at an angle of 86°
to the C0£ laser axis. The scattering parameter a = l/ksAj) is
about 10 for n = 2xl0l? cm" 3 , T e = 20 eV. The probe beam is an
=200-mJ, 30-ns ruby laser pulse focused using an f/20 lens. Light
scattered in the forward direction at 7.5° is collected, dispersed
by a grating, and recorded by an optical, multi-channel analyzer
(OMA). The spectrograph-OMA resolution of 0.05 ft per channel is
sufficient to allow the acoustic shifts to be measured. The scattered light is clearly red- or blue-shifted (depending on whether
8 is - or + 7.5°), corresponding to u s = 9-12 GHz, in agreement
with the measured SBS redshift. The ks spectrum was checked by
varying the scattered angle 6. The scattered ruby light was
sharply collimated within 1/4° of 7.5° (FWHM), showing that the
acoustic wave is sharply collimated along jc,-,, in agreement with
observations of optical ray retracing of SBS. There is a reasonable correlation between the level of Thomson scattered power and
SBS reflectivity. To probe for the axial variation of the ion
wave amplitude, a cylindrical lens was used to focus the ruby to a
line focus overlapping the ion wave. The Thomson scattered light
at the k-matching angle was imaged with unity magnificaton onto
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the slit of the streak camera. Spatial variations in the ion wave
amplitude showed up as variations in scattered power across the
slit. This image of the ion wave was streaked in time resulting
in data such as shown in Fig. 1. The ion wave was found to be
hundreds of wavelengths long with a single peak at the CO2 laser
end. The ion wave was seen to come in bursts in time (behaviour
not as yet explained) but was stationary in space, nonlinearly
increasing in amplitude towards the laser, in agreement with the
notion of highly Landau-damped ion waves which do not convect
appreciably in the forward direction.
The level of the saturated SBS reflectivity implies that the
ion wave saturates at an amplitude of a few percent. To test
whether harmonic generation is a possible saturation mechanism we
scattered at 15° to see the second harmonic at kg = 4^k0. This
indeed exists but its dependence on C02 laser power and its
spatial amplitude distribution suggest that the harmonic amplitude
is linearly proportional to the amplitude of the fundamental regardless of the amplitude of the fundamental- This does not fit
the picture of harmonic generation as a saturation mechanism.
1.2

Microwave Driver

We have previously reported the observation of SBS growth in
microwave interaction with an underdense (n = 0.1 n c ) plasma, f'j
the saturation of the reflectivity R at =5% due to ion tail heating and electron main body heating, t^j and finite bandwidth control of the reflectivity. [8] Herein, we report further studies
of SBS saturation, observation of multiple red-shifted peaks in
the reflected spectrum spaced at the sound frequency u S ) the evolution to a turbulent spectrum, and the identification of ion
acoustic waves.
The experiments were performed in an unmagnetized plasma
(n/nc = 0.1, n - 1.4*1010 cm"3, T e ~ 2-3 eV, Te/Ti - 10-15,
and L n = n/(dn/dx)"l - 2.5 m ) . The 3.3 GHz (Xo - 11 cm) microwave
source produced up to 1 MW (vo/vte ~ 1) with a miximum pulse duration T = 47 pm (IOST = 100 for an Ht plasma) and resulted in an
effective interaction length of =70-120 cm. The residual reflectivity r of the back chamber wall into the 17 dB gain input horn
together with rapid turn-on of the pump gives rise to a transient
density perturbation given approximately by L?> ^] n/n o = r^(vo/ve)
(1 _ e ut c o s (i)st) cos 2kpx. which can be decomposed into a steady
zero frequency density perturbation together with forward and
backward propagation ion waves. The forward propagation wave
serves as an enhanced noise level from which SBS grows. [7» 8]
For r = 1%, the SBS reflectivity R saturates at = 3.5% as
shown in Fig. 2. Density profile modification (< 10%) was not a
factor in the saturation nor was ion acoustic harmonic generation
(harmonic content < 10% of the fundamental). Experimentally, both
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FIG.2. Comparison of power dependence of measured SBS reflectivity (dots) versus numerical
predictions. The solid curve represents the complete calculation. The
curve neglects ion
tail heating, while the
curve neglects electron bremsstrahlung heating.

5 0 0 kHz / D I V
FIG.3, Reflected electromagnetic wave spectrum for various input power levels with an initial
chamber wall reflectivity r = 3%.

ion tail heating and electron main body heating (due to inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption on the neutrals) are observed. The
relative importance (in saturation) of each of these effects was
studied numerically, as shown by the curves in Fig. 2; neither
effect alone is sufficient to completely account for the observed
SBS saturation. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows that ion tail heating
is the dominant saturation mechanism.
When the initial chamber wall reflectivity is increased from
= 1% to - 3%, additional phenomena are observed. For example,
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Fig. 3 shows the change in the spectrum of the reflected signal in
He plasma (W S /2TT = 170 kHz) as the input power is increased. Each
red-shifted peak is spaced at the acoustic frequency and there
appears to be a threshold for the appearance of each peak. Often
the 2ojs red-shifted peak can be larger than the w s peak. Note
that multiple scattering from the forward and backward propagating
ion waves as well as chamber reflections would result in a cascade
of red-shifted peaks without separate threshold and with decreasing amplitude. In addition, standing ion wave harmonics (2ws,
4_k0) were observed in the presence of an (w0 - 2w s ) peak. This
observation can be explained by considering the development of
spatial harmonics of the incident and reflected electromagnetic
wave as required by Floquet's Theorem due to the periodic spatial
modulation of the plasma dielectric function. These spatial
harmonics in turn create standing density perturbations of higher
order (i.e. 4 k o ) . Scattering of an electromagnetic wave spatial
harmonic (i.e. w o , 3J^O) with an ion wave harmonic (i.e. 2w S ) Ak^)
can lead to the observed spectra. Figure 3 also indicates that
at higher power the reflected spectrum becomes turbulent. Ion
energy analyzer measurements indicate that a large ion tail
distribution also develops in both directions suggesting the
occurrence of a two-stream instability.

2.

Optical Mixing Studies

Two electromagnetic waves (to^k^) and (w2,k2) occupying the
same volume give rise to a density modulation due to the ponderomotive force FJJL associated with the beat wave (Aw,Ale) where
Ato = W]_ ± «2 and Ak = k^ ± _k_2. The resultant density fluctuations
can become appreciable whenever Aw and Ak satisfy the plasma dispersion relation e(Aw,A_k) = 0. The process is commonly referred to
as optical mixing.
2.1

Ion Wave Saturation Studies

By adding a second microwave source to the experiment described above, we have studied the optical mixing of two antiparallel propagating, electromagnetic waves. The difference frequency between the two sources can be accurately set (and maintained) to within ±100 Hz over the range from zero through the
appropriate ion acoustic frequency and up to the electron plasma
frequency. By setting Aw = w s , we have studied the saturation of
SBS ion waves. This also models the actual laser interaction in
which imperfect absorption of the laser light can lead to the
Doppler shifted light reflected from the moving critical layer
beating with the incoming laser light. The microwave results can
be summarized as follows. At low intensities (v o /v t e = e(E^E2)^/
mAwv t e s 0.08) the predictions of optical mixing were verified
where the ion wave reaches a steady state amplitude limited by
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FIG.4. Ion tail distribution function with and without RF. The inset shows the relative number
of ions with E> 1.5 eV as a function of the microwave difference frequency.

collisions. Specifically, the ion wave fluctuations exhibited a
pronounced maximum (by several orders of mangitude) when Aw =
ks (cs + y o ) where eg is the ion acoustic frequency and Uo the
ion flow velocity (~ 0.1-0.2 cs depending upon ion species).
In addition, the fluctuations scaled linearly with the magnitude
of E]_ E2 and were independent of the individual field amplitudes
over two orders of magnitude variation. Finally, the density
fluctuations were in quantitative agreement with the predictions
of the analytic theory, when we investigated the region
Vo/vte ~ 0.1-0.25, we found in contrast a sharp nonlinear saturation at a level significantly below that predicted by the
collision limited optical mixing theory. Interestingly, the
saturated amplitude was - 5% as in the earlier microwave SBS
studies. However, since the associated microwave power levels
were approximatley an order of magnitude lower than in the pure
SBS case there was no appreciable electron main body heating.
In addition, no ion wave harmonics were observed. However, again
there was strong ion tail heating as shown in Fig. 4. To demostrate the strong resonant nature of the heating process we
varied the difference frequency as shown in the inset to Fig. 4.
As in the SBS case, we obtain complete agreement between experimental results and numerical calculations which account for the
ion tail heating.
2.2

Resonant self-focusing

Longitudinal electron plasma waves (EPW) of wavenumber
kp = Ak. can be resonantly driven if wgpw = Aw. If the two EM
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FIG.5. a) Time evolution of the arc density and scattered power in frequency CJS = cofl0.27ixm)-^3p;
b) forward-refracted light in the 10.27-i±m line versus u>p/Aw with density measured by ruby interferometry (a) and by Stark broadening of a seed gas Ha line. The shaded areas indicate the spread
of difference frequencies in the incident beam.

waves are colinear, then the phase velocity of the EPW, Vp =
"EPw/k-pj is - the group velocity of the EM waves, Vg = c(l-Wp/w o ) 2 ;
and the three waves are locked into synchronism over thousands of
wavelengths if w « w o . Also, since v p - c, there is little Landau damping; and the EPW can grow to a very large amplitude.
We have experimentally investigated the process [9] by focusing the 9.6-ym and 10.27-ym lines of the C02 laser to an intensity
of 10l0 W/cm2 by an f/7.5 lens to a 300-ym spot in a preionized Ar
arc plasma. The transmitted light plus any forward scattered light
was collected by a Hg:Ge photoconductor. The evidence for optical
mixing was obtained by the observation of a new line in the forwardscattered light around 11 ym which is produced by Thomson scattering of the 10.27-pm line from the EPW generated by the beat wave.
Moreover, this radiation was only observed when Aw = w_ as shown
in Fig. 5a. Although the FWHM of the input laser pulse was 75-ns,
the 11-um line was only about 25-ns wide. Another unusual and at
first puzzling effect was observed. Whenever Aw = Up, very strong
refraction of the beam occurred outside the cone angle of the incident beam (Fig. 5b). This phenomenon has been called resonant
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1 mm

FIG. 6. Photograph of the density striations (centre of the picture) produced by the CO2 laser
beam in a 0.1 -nc plasma obtained by using optical Fourier transform techniques.

self-focusing due to the ponderomotive force the EPW. The ponderomotive force of the plasmon can be much larger than that of light.
The amplification factor A is given by
-i

(plasmon)

V <E O >/8TT

(n/n o )'

A =
F NL (light)

- <E >/8ir
P

Using the value of n/n 0 - 0.4% estimated from the absolute levels
of Thomson scattered light from the EPW and I o = 1 0 1 0 W/cm2, we
obtain A > 20. Since the EPW wavelength is about the same as the
focal spot diameter, the longitudinal and transverse gradients of
the electric fields are comparable; and a density depression is
created on axis which causes deflection of the beam by refraction.
It is not clear whether the amplitude fo the EPW in this experiment was limited by relativlstic effects or ion dynamics. However,
the time duration of the EPW was almost certainly limited by ion
motion. The wave potential corresponding to n/n 0 = 0.4% was about
2.5 kV (i.e. << mc2); and since T e was only 5 eV, no hot electrons
due to trapping were expected.
3.

Filamentation

By using optical Fourier transform techniques, we have
obtained photographs of plasma density striations in the focal
region of a 350-MW C02 laser beam focused by an f/7.5 lens into
a hydrogen plasma with density of 0.1 n c . W®\
An example is
shown in Fig. 6. Density variations of 200 vim can be seen near
the focus of the pump beam. The observed spatial frequency and
the estimated density change imply that the striated regions are
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also the regions of self-trapped radiation channels in which the
individual beamlets are nondiffracting rather than self-focusing
filaments.
4.

Resonance Absorption (RA)

Phenomena at densities near critical can be studied in microwave experiments, we have specifically examined hot electron production and localized electric field generation associated with RA
in a fixed density profile. At low intensities, the plasma wave
saturation level agrees with convection out of the critical-density
region; at high intensities, the saturation level follows coldplasma wave-breaking scaling. The transition to wave-breaking
saturation, however, occurs at power levels several orders
below those predicted by the usual models. Finite pump bandwidth AID = 6w o was found, in the wave-breaking regime, to
reduce the electric field Eb, the maximum electron energy £ m ,
and the density n n and temperature Tft of the hot electrons, and
to increase the wave-breaking time xb as follows: n n = 6~0-^3,
T h « 6-0-31,
E b * <5-°-6,
The last
£ m = 6-0.67,
T b oc 60.3.
three of these agree with cold-plasma wave-breaking theory. V^\
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Abstract
HOT-ELECTRON GENERATION IN UV-LASER-IRRADIATED UNDERDENSE PLASMAS.
Experimental studies of hot-electron generation from the two-plasmon decay and
stimulated-Raman-scattering instabilities in purely underdense plasmas irradiated by a 0.35-jum
laser are presented. Plasmas with maximum electron densities less than the critical density
(cop < coo) were produced by irradiating thin-foil targets by a low-intensity large-focal-spot,
1.054-jUm laser pulse which preceded the O.35-/Jm laser pulse by a variable delay. Thus hot
electrons generated by the two-plasmon decay and stimulated-Raman-scattering instabilities
at and below the quarter critical density could be isolated from those generated by resonance
absorption and parametric instabilities in the critical-density layer. The high-energy electrons
in these studies were preferentially emitted towards the 45° direction from the laser axis in the
plane of polarization of the pump wave. This observation gives the first direct evidence of highenergy electron generation by the two-plasmon decay instability, in 0.35-iUm laser-plasma interaction. Electron emission observed out of the plane of polarization is attributed to the Raman
instability. Further evidence for the occurrence of the Raman instability in these plasmas was
obtained by the observations of the spectrum of Raman-scattered light, at and below the quarter
critical density.

High-frequency parametric instabilities excited when an
intense electromagnetic pulse (u o ,t o ) propagates through an
underdense plasma are currently under active investigation. > '
i n the two-plasmon decay instability (2 <jjpe decay)
the two daughter waves are both electron plasma waves, so that
frequency matching can occur only if uQ!il2a)p. This instability can therefore be expected to occur only near the quarter
critical layer of the inhomogeneous plasma. The stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS) instability on the other hand results
Permanent address: Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Suita Osaka, Japan.
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FIG.l. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement.
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from the parametric excitation of an electron plasma wave
which coherently scatters off part of the incident beam and
can occur for ngn c /4.
Whenever one of the daughter waves is an electron plasma
wave, very energetic electrons (T
>>T - ) can be generated.
Experimental observations of the heated electron distributions
is perhaps the only evidence of the non-linear damping of such
plasma waves and gives an idea of both the spectrum of the
electron plasma waves and their phase velocity.
The experiments reported in this paper were conducted on
the GDL laser at LLE. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of the experimental set-up. The plasma was formed on foil targets of
varying thickness by a 1.05-um ( ~ 7 J in 500 psec FWHM) pulse
which preceded the 0.35-ym pulse by a variable delay. The
spot size of th^e 1.054-pm beam was about 2 mm giving an irradiance of 5x10 Wcm~ 2 . The 0.35 ym beam was tightly focussed
to -70 ym with a depth of focus of about 2 mm giving a peak
irradiance exceeding lO 1 ^ W.cm . The maximum plasma density
was controlled by appropriate choice of the foil thickness.
4
Two electron spectrometers were used to obtain the angular distribution of hot electrons between 35 and 350 keV. In
addition two hm visible spectrographs were used to obtain the
Raman spectra in the backscatter and either 45° or 90° sidescatter directions. An array of 6 absolutely calibrated photodiodes with 300 R bandwidth filter were used to monitor the
angular distribution of w o /2 light. A transmission calorimeter and an x-ray crystal spectrograph were used to obtain the
transmitted 0.35-ym beair. energy and continuum x-ray emission
between 1-3 keV, respectively.
An important parameter in the interpretation of these results is the density scalelength of the plasma (L=n/Vn). The
density region of interest is between the tenth and the quarter
critical density: 9xl0 2 0 c m ~ 3 < n g < |. x 1 Q 21 cm" 3 . At these
very high densities it is not a simple matter to use interferometry in order to obtain the density profile. However, the
Raman-scattered light itself is diagnostic of the plasma density if the thermal correction to the dispersion relation is
not too large for the electron plasma wave. We have used this
fact to obtain an estimate of the temporally averaged electron
density profile of thin foil plasmas. The preformed plasma is
nearly one-dimensional since it is produced by a 2-mm diameter, 1.054-um prepulse. In the absence of filamentation,
therefore, we expect the plasma density across the diameter of
the 0.35-ym beam (70-ym diameter) to be nearly constant. Raman
sidescatter light at 90° with respect to the 0.35-ym beam axis
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FIG.2. Density profile for 0. 75-pm aluminium target. 1-ns delay between pre-pulse and main
pulse.
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FIG.3. (a) Convective Raman spectrum for 800 A carbon target.
(bj Convective and absolute Raman spectrum for a solid mylar target.
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FIG.4. Heated electron distributions for several values of maximum electron density.

was imaged using an achromatic lens onto the slit of a space
resolving h, metre visible spectrograph with a magnification of
5. The slit size was about 150 um which gave quite reasonable
spatial as well as spectral resolution. Density profile obtained from an 0.75 pm aluminum target with a 1 nsec delay between the 1.054-ym prepulse and the 0.35-ym main pulse is shown
in Fig. 2. The horizontal error bars represent the regions of
the plasma which emit a particular frequency of scattered light.
In this particular example, information was obtained about the
plasma density between 0.09 n c and 0.13 n c . The density scalelength deduced from this plot is 250+70 jam.
o
The Raman backscatter spectrum for 800-A carbon foil is 0
shown in Fig. 3a. $he spectrum extends from just below 4000 A
to just under 5000 A. The maximum electron density was estimated from the long-wavelength cut-off of the Raman spectrum
below the quarter critical density and was found to be 0.06 n .
For this value of the maximum electron density no high-energy
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FIG.5. Heated electron distributions in (Pj and out (S) of the plane of polarization of the
incident laser beam for 6 = 45°. 6 is the angle measured from the laser beam axis.

electrons were observed. This is due to the lower phase velocity of the plasma waves which results in lower energy electrons (T _%mV ,
) with energies lower than the lowest energy channel of the electron spectometers which is 35 keV.
For comparison, we show the Raman spectrum from a solid
mylar target in Fig. 3b. The features here are very similar
to those previously observed under similar conditions.3 The
spectrum around 7000 A is clearly seen to be split in two lines,
one red and one blue shifted by an amount which is intensity
dependent. The origin of this splitting is not clear. One
possibility is that the two components result from the mode
conversion of the plasmons generated by the two-plasmon ^ecay
instability. The dip in the Raman Spectrum around 6350 A corresponds to a density of 0.2 n c . This dip may be explained in
terms of profile steepening due to the two-plasmon decay instability .3.5
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For 2000-A carbon foil target, the maximum density estimated from the long wavelength cut-off of the Raman spectra is
just over 0.1 n c . However, both the Raman spectra and the
photodiodes show emission signals at w o /2 which would suggest
the presence of quarter critical density surface at some early
stage of the laser pulge. Fig. 4 shows the high energy electron spectra for 2000 A carbon foil targets and solid mylar
targets. The electron spectra show electron energies up to
400 keV with effective Maxwellian temperatures of approximately 35 keV. As the maximum electron density is increased to
above critical density by using a solid mylar target, no noticeable change was observed in the electron spectra, suggesting that the contribution of resonance-absorption-generated
electrons to the observed electron emission was negligible,
and most of the electrons generated result from the instabilities near quarter critical density.

1O3

100

200

ELECTRON ENERGY

300

(kev)

FIG.6. Heated electron distributions in (P) and out (S) of the plane of polarization of the
incident laser beam for 6 = 15°.
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The high-energy electrons observed in these studies were
preferentially emitted towards the 45° direction from the laser
axis in the plane of polarization (p-plane). Fig. 5 shows
the dependence of the electron spectra on the plane of polarization of the incident laser beam. At 45°, the electron emission in the plane of polarization is approximately an order of
magnitude larger than that observed out of the plane of polarization. Furthermore, the temperature of the observed electron
distribution in the plane of polarization was 35 keV compared
to 15 keV out of the plane of polarization. On the other hand,
at 15° from the laser axis, no noticeable polarization dependence was observed, as shown in Fig. 6. These observations
give very strong evidence of high energy electron generation by
the two-plasmon decay instability since electron emission from
this^instability is expected to be localized in the plane of
the E vector of the incident 0.35-um laser and 45° from the
laser axis as shown previously in 10.6-um experiments.
On the
other hand, electron emission observed out of the plane of
polarization may be attributed to the Raman instability. Integrating over the measured spectra for various angles, the
total energy in hot electrons between 35 and 350 keV is about
0.4 mJ.
In conclusion, we have conducted studies of high-energy
electron generation by the two-plasmon decay and stimulated
Raman scattering instabilities in purely underdense plasmas
irradiated by 0.35 um laser pulses. The observed electron distributions give very clear evidence of hot-electron generation by the two-plasmon decay instability at quarter critical
density. Furthermore, it is shown that high-energy electrons
are also generated by the Raman instability near quarter critical density.
We gratefully acknowledge the invaluable technical support
of J. Boles, B. Flaherty and R. Boni of LLE, University of
Rochester.
This work was supported by the Department of Energy under
contracts DE-AS08-81DP 40167 (YALE) and 40166 (UCLA).
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Abstract
LASER-PLASMA COUPLING IN THE SHORT-WAVELENGTH REGION.
Several experiments have been performed to clarify laser-plasma coupling in the
short-wavelength region with 0.27 jum, 0.53 [im and 1.06 flm lasers. In the absorption
experiment, an absorption rate of more than 90% is observed at 0.27 jum in the power
density region up to 50 X 1 014 W-crrT2. At the same absorbed power density, laser-plasma
couplings are more classical and produce lower-temperature plasmas under shorterwavelength irradiations. Ablation pressures and hydrodynamic efficiencies have been derived
from the foil-acceleration experiment. Higher ablation pressure and hydrodynamic efficiency
are observed at 0.27 jum, whose dependence on the absorbed power density Ia and the
wavelength X follow the simple scalings, l a 2 / 3 V 2 ' 3 and l a 1 / 3 X""3, respectively.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The many advantages of short-wavelength lasers over long-wavelength lasers
have attracted considerable attention in laser fusion research. As short-wavelength
lasers interact with plasmas in the higher-density region, they are absorbed more
effectively by inverse-bremsstrahlung [1—3]. Furthermore, even at the same
absorbed power density, they are expected to yield higher ablation pressure and
higher hydrodynamic efficiency [4, 5). These improvements in coupling efficiency
between laser and target will greatly reduce the energy required in laser fusion
[6, 7]. To clarify the advantages of short-wavelength lasers, several experiments
have been performed with the second (0.53 ,um) and fourth (0.27 fira) harmonics
of glass-laser output as well as with the fundamental 1.06-jum laser.
2.

LASER SYSTEM AND HARMONICS GENERATION

The laser system used in these experiments is a phosphate-glass amplifier
system with a YAG oscillator. The glass amplifier system consists of nine
125
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FIG. 1. A bsorprion rates versus incident power density. Targets are Al and CH2 . Results
of both one- and two-dimensional computer simulations are presented.

rod-amplifiers, three Faraday rotators and three vacuum spatial filters. The
diameter of the final amplifier is 80 mm. The YAG oscillator is passively modelocked and works stably in the simmer mode. The pulse width is variable from
30 ps to 350 ps. The maximum final output energy is 10 J at 1.06 nm. The
final vacuum spatial filter placed ahead of the final amplifier improves the beam
profile and at the same time suppresses the beam divergence below 10"4 rad.
The output of the laser system is converted to 0.53 nm or 0.27 jum radiations
by a two-stage frequency doubling system, which uses a 15-mm-thick type-II KDP
crystal for doubling 1.06 Mm radiation, and a 15-mm-thick type-I KDP crystal
for doubling 0.53 /im radiation. In the case of a 200-ps pulse, the maximum power
conversion efficiencies from 1.06 jum to 0.53 nm and from 1.06 nm to 0.27 pm
are 55% and 45%, respectively, and pulse width decreases to 160 ps and 140 ps,
respectively. These harmonic components are separated from residual components
by two selectively reflecting mirrors. In the 0.27-jum experiments, the residual
component on the target is less than 5% in energy and less than 10"3 in
power density.

3.

LASER ABSORPTION

The dependence of absorption rates on incident power density was measured
for 1.06 nm, 0.53-^m and 0.27-jum radiations. These radiations are focused
on massive targets with an f/2 fused-silica lens. A pyro-electric box calorimeter
with fused-silica particle shields was used to measure the reflected light energy.
The energy measured without particle shields agreed with the input energy within
5%. The focal-spot size was measured beforehand with an X-ray slit camera,
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using an Al-foil X-ray filter, a 10-jum-wide slit and X-ray diode-array read-out
and which is sensitive to a 500 eV to 10 keV X-ray. The absorption rates obtained
are shown in Fig.l against the incident power density. No significant incidentangle dependence was observed from 6° to 45° for all wavelength radiations in
our experiments. The absorption rates of the shorter wavelength are higher. In
particular, more than 90% of the incident 0.27-fim energy is absorbed at a power
density of up to 5 X 1014 W-cm~2. Also shown in Fig.l are the results of computer
simulations, which include no anomalous absorption effect. The agreement
between observed and calculated results suggests that classical absorption is the
dominant absorption mechanism in this power-density region.
The charge-collector signals for 0.27 nm do not indicate the presence of
fast ions such as appear at 1.06 jum in the absorbed power-density region above
1014 W-cnrf2. This supports the expectation that the more classical plasma is
produced by the shorter-wavelength irradiation.
The X-ray radiation spectrum was measured in the energy region from
700 eV to 20 keV by three-channel PIN-diode with Al and Cu foil filters.
Assuming bremsstrahlung radiation from Maxwellian plasma, electron temperatures
are derived to be 100 eV to 200 eV and 700 eV for 0.27 (xm and 1.06 Mm
lasers at the absorbed power density of 1014W-crrf2. As expected from the
X4/3dependence of electron temperature [8], the shorter-wavelength irradiation
givus the lower temperature.

4.

FOIL ACCELERATION

To obtain the laser-wavelength dependence of hydrodynamic acceleration
properties, foil acceleration experiments were performed with 0.27 (im 140 ps
and 1.06 jim 200 ps laser pulses. The ablation pressure and hydrodynamic
efficiency are derived and compared with the results from a steady-state ablation
analysis. Also described is the two-spot-irradiation experiment to investigate
the effects of irradiation non-uniformity.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig.2. Targets were Al foils
15 |iim to 50 jum thick. The laser radiations were focused on the target with an
f/2 fused-silica lens. A relatively large spot-size (> 200 jum) was adopted to
ensure the one-dimensional motion of the foil. Motions of the accelerated foils
were observed by optical shadowgraphy as well as by X-ray back-lighting, which
verifies the validity of the optical measurements. Frequency-doubled preamplifier output (180 ps) was used for optical shadowgraphy with delays of
10 to 30 ns. For X-ray back-lighting, part of the 1.06 fim laser was focused on
a copper plate to generate the X-ray source. X-ray pinhole photographs were
taken through a 25-^m pinhole in the energy range of 100-200 eV from the
direction parallel to the target plane. At the same time, the laser-focusing
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FIG.2. Arrangement of the foil acceleration experiment.

conditions were monitored from the front by the X-ray slit camera. A pyroelectric energy detector was set 10 cm behind the target to measure directly
the kinetic energy of the accelerated foil. The optical shadowgrams taken at
various delays showed that the accelerated foil moves one-dimensionally with
constant velocity V. The ablation pressure Pa was derived from a momentum
conservation law as
(1)
where p and £ are mass density and thickness of the target foil, respectively, and
t is averaged acceleration time (about twice the e-folding time of the Gaussian
laser pulse-shape). The ablation pressures at 0.27 jum and 1.06 nm obtained from
the optical and X-ray shadows are shown in Fig.3 against the absorbed power
density. The ablation pressure of the 0.27-/nm laser is about twice that of the 1.06/im.
Although the thermal expansion from the rear surface of the target due to foil
pre-heating might result in misleading higher ablation pressures, the analytic
estimations suggest that, under present experimental conditions, the penetration
depth of the shock wave and thermal wave from the ablation front is sufficiently
smaller than the target thickness for the rear surface to remain at a relatively
low temperature. This is also supported by the experimental facts: (1) No
significant difference in Pa is observed when the thickness of the target is changed
from 15 ^ira to 50 Mm. (2) The ablation pressures obtained from the X-ray backlighted shadow agree well with that obtained from the optical shadow. (3) The
directly measured kinetic energy of the accelerated foil agrees well with the energy
calculated from the optical shadows, as mentioned below.
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The kinetic energy of the accelerated foil was obtained by direct measurement
from the pyro-electric energy detector placed behind the target and by calculation
based on the results of optical shadowgraphy. (Since the ablated mass is negligible
compared with the initial mass in our case, we can calculate the kinetic energy
from \ p CSV2, where S is the accelerated area observed.) Hydrodynamic
efficiencies for 0.27-//m and 1,06;um radiations are shown in Fig.4. Values
obtained in these two ways agree quite well, and the hydrodynamic efficiency for
the 0.27-Mm 140-ps pulse is four times that for the 1.06-;um,200-ps pulse.
In the steady-state ablation model [8], ablation pressure Pa and hydrodynamic
efficiency 7?h are expressed as
Pa = 3.2A~ 2/3 l a 2/3 (Mbar)

(2)

and, when i?h < 1,
T?h = 3.1 X 10"3 r ' t X " 4 ' 3 !

(3)

for Al plasma fully ionized at the cut-off surface, where X is the laser wavelength
in fim and I a is the absorbed power density in 10 13 W-cirf2. These are shown in
Fig.4 by solid lines for the 0.27-(imt 140-ps and 1.06-Mm 200-ps pulses. Although
the model is rather crude and the relatively short pulses may not satisfy the steadystate condition completely, experimental results for ablation pressure and hydrodynamic efficiency are quite well expressed by the I a 2 / 3 A~2/3 and I a 1 / 3 X"4/3
dependences, respectively.

100

10

o.i

1.0
la(x10uW-crTT2>

FIG.3. Ablation pressures fPJ versus absorbed power density (IJ. Open symbols are data
obtained from optical shadowgraphy; closed circles are from X-ray bach-lighted shadows.
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FIG.4, Hydrodynamic efficiency (rj^) versus absorbed power density (I&). Open symbols
are data obtained from direct energy measurement; closed symbols are from calculation
based on optical shadowgraphy.

To investigate the effects of non-uniform irradiation on target acceleration,
a two-spot-irradiation experiment has just begun. The laser beam is focused on
two spots of 200 /urn diameter, separated 200-400 jum from each other, on
target. Target motion is observed by optical shadowgraphy and X-ray backlighting. The dependence of acceleration non-uniformity on laser wavelength
and target material is being investigated.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results of experiments with 0.27-^m, 0.53-jUm and
1.06-jiim light. The shorter-wavelength laser gives higher absorption rate, more classical
plasma production, higher ablation pressure and greater hydrodynamic efficiency.
These improvements in laser-plasma coupling efficiency are very attractive and
encouraging for laser fusion research, although the possible problems on
compression uniformity predicted theoretically remain to be investigated in detail.
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Abstract
CHARACTERISTICS OF UV-LASER-MATTER INTERACTION.
This paper reports results of experiments on the interaction of high-energy UV (350 nm)
lasers with plasmas. The measurements show (1) high absorption efficiency via collisonal
processes, (2) inhibited thermal transport similar to that observed at longer wavelengths,
(3) greatly reduced preheat from fast electrons, and (4) evidence for saturated values of Raman
scattering and 2-plasmon decay instabilities. All these results are encouraging for the use of
shorter-wavelength lasers for inertial fusion.

In recent years significant interest has developed within the
inertial confinement fusion community in using ultraviolet lasers for
implosion experiments. At the Laboratory for Laser Energetics at
the University of Rochester, we have been investigating
experimentally the basic laser-matter interaction physics of near UV
laser irradiation at 350 nm on plasmas. Results to date have
indicated (a) very high absorption efficiency consistent with
collisional absorption(l), (b) thermal transport consistent with kinetic
theory(2) and modified diffusion models(3), (c) efficient conversion
of laser light to monochromatic x-ray radiation(^), (d) the presence of
stimulated processess such as Brillouin and Raman scattering(5) plus
2-plasmon decay, and (e) evidence for a two temperature distribution
of electrons in the corona.
The experiments were conducted on the one beam GDL Nd:glass
laser, frequency tripled(6) from 1,054 nm to 351 nm. The targets for
these experiments were all planar and the target materials were
varied from low-Z (CH) to higher Z (Ni and Ti) depending on the
experimental requirements. Three different pulse widths were
investigated 100 ps, 500 ps, and i 000 ps, with most of the emphasis
on the longer .pulses. The intensities ranged from 1x10 W/cm to
2x10° W/cm.
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FIG.l. Fractional absorption as a function of incident laser intensity for 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0 ns
pulses on CH targets. The solid curves represent theoretical calculations using a 2-D code with
only inverse bremsstrahlung. The thermal transport was taken to be inhibited with / = 0.04.

The measurements of absorption efficiency were carried out
using a 4TT box calorimeter similar to that developed at LLNL(7). The
target intensity was varied by changing either the energy output of
the laser and/or the focal spot area. In the intensity regime of
2x10 W/cm the experiments were carried out with variations in
spot size from 50 to 150 pm radius with no measureable change in the
results. Figure 1 shows the results of absorption measurements on
low-Z targets of CH for the three different pulse widths: 0.1, 0.5,
and J.O nsec.
The solid lines on the figure are results of 2D simulations of the
experiments which assume only inverse bremsstrahlung absorption
and a thermal transport flux limit factor of f=0.04. Clearly there is
excellent agreement between the calculated and observed results.
Experiments with higher Z targets showed even higher absorption
efficiency. The significance of these results is that at wavelengths
equal to or shorter than 350 nm, absorption fractions oi greater than
70 percent are found up to intensities of 1x10 W/cm . Of equal
significance is that all the absorption is collisional which leads to a
thermal electron distribution rather than resonant which has
produced the high energy electrons observed at high intensities in
1,000 nm and 10 000 nm experiments in the past. Thus, one of the
principal sources of fast electron preheat in laser plasmas is not
present at these short wavelengths.
Direct evidence that preheat is greatly reduced
ted by observing the Ka emission from high-Z targets
various wavelengths. Figure 2 shows a comparison of
seen from plasmas produced by 350 nm, 1050 nm, and

was demonstrairradiated at
the spectra
10 600 nm.
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Note that in the 10 000 nm £p- laser experiments the K<x line is
much stronger than the T i + resonance radiation originating in the
hot plasma. In contrast, the 350 nm spectrum for Ni showed essentially no Ni-Kaiine radiation at all. The results for 1,054 nm clearly
fall between the two extremes. Calculations(ll) of the preheat have
indicated that in the UV experiments the observed Kct line intensity
can be completely accounted for by preheating of the cold target
interior by x-rays from the hot plasma rather than by fast electrons.
Prior to these experiments, there was considerable speculation
concerning the presence of "inhibited" thermal transport in plasmas
dominated by collisional absorption. "Inhibited" transport is generally
understood to arise either from ion-acoustic instabilities, or from
kinetic theory considerations. According to the kinetic theory
explanation, thermal transport should be a function of the
temperature gradients alone and thus independent of wavelength.
Experiments were conducted using the same methodology as the 1050
nm experiments(12), namely, glass targets were overcoated with
varying thicknesses of CH and the intensities of the Si
resonance
lines were measured. Figure 3 shows the results of the experiments.
The rapid fall-off of the Si radiation for CH thicknesses greater than
3 Vm clearly indicates thermal transport "inhibition". Comparison of
the measurements with computer simulations suggests a flux limited
factor f=0.04 or just about the same value as required to f i t the 1050
nm data. We, therefore, conclude that it is not necessary to
postulate plasma instability effects to account for the measured
reduction in thermal transport.

| \ = 1.05 ian\

37 J, 0.4 ns

193 J, 0.7 ns

250 J, 1 ns

FIG.2. Evidence for reduced preheat in short-wavelength-heated plasmas. The ratio of the Ka
line to the ion Lyman-a line is taken as direct evidence of significant energy preceeding the
principal heat front. Note that at 0.35 urn the Ni Ka line almost disappears indicating very low
preheat.
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FIG.4. Observed stimulated Raman spectra. Curve "a" was taken just above the detection
threshold while curve "b" was taken at 30 percent higher intensity. Note the sharp peak around
7000 A. attributable to 2-plasmon decay or absolute Raman scattering and the broad spectrum
below 6000 A representing convective Raman scattering.
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Hot electrons can be produced in plasmas by many mechanisms
other than resonance absorption. In particular, stimulated processes
such as Raman scattering and 2-plasmon decay were predicted to be
possible contributors. Raman scattering can lead to spectral
components between w o /2 andw o whereas the 2-piasmon decay
becomes evident via secondary conversion either a t ^ 0 / 2 Or 3/2'J->O.
Both time-integrated and time-resolved spectral observations were
made at the three pulse widths for intensities betwen 2x10 and
2xlO 15 W/cm2.
Representative spectra(5) are shown in Fig. k. The spectrum
shows a narrow peak near 2X0 which arises from processes at quarter
critical (nc/*) along with a much broader spectrum at shorter wavelength attributable to convective Raman scattering at lower densities. The fractional scattered intensity at 7000 A (2\0) as a function
of incident laser intensity is plotted in Fig. 5. The two rapid growth
regions are attributed to 2-plasmon decay below 4x10 W/cm and
Raman scattering above 4x10 W/cm . The solid dots represent
observations with polarizations parallel to that of the incident laser,
while the open squares represent measurements with perpendicular
polarization. Note that the Raman peak does not occur for crossed
polarization. The saturation of the Raman signals at rather modest
levels in these experiments is encouraging.
The plasma waves produced by both the 2-plasmon and Raman
instabilities are expected to give rise to high energy electrons(13).
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FIG. 6. Observed continuum X-ray spectrum from UV-laser-produced plasma. The data are very
well fitted by a spectrum produced by two Maxwellian electron distributions at 0.9 and 24 keV.
We attribute the high-temperature distribution to electrons heated by plasma waves produced
by 2-plasmon decay or Raman scattering.

Evidence of the presence of these hot electrons was found in the xray continuum spectrum measured using filter foil transmission techniques. A typical two temperature fit to the observations is shown in
Fig. 6. Using the Brueckner's analysis(l^) to relate the x-ray spectra
to the energy in the high temperature electron distribution, we find
that a maximum of <f 2x10 of the incident energy appears in the
high temperature component. If this low-level of fast electrons
persists in higher energy experiments using longer scale lengths then
there would not appear to be any significant preheat problems
associated with short wavelength laser produced plasmas.
In summary, experiments on laser produced plasmas irradiated
at 350 nm have given very encouraging results. The expected strong
collisional absorption has been observed. Measured thermal transport
is consistent with our best current prediction. Preheat measurements
indicate a very large reduction compared to longer wavelength cases
with the residual preheat dominated by radiation transport rather
than fast electrons. Stimulated processes such as 2-plasmon decay
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and Raman scattering have been observed to saturate at modest
levels. Evidence of a high temperature electron distribution was
observed but the fast electron energy was found to saturate at
approximately 0.1 % of the incident energy. Thus, from a plasma
interaction standpoint, 350 nm laser light appears to be very
advantageous for future laser fusion experiments and laser
implosions.
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Abstract
LASER-ABLATIVE ACCELERATION OF TARGETS TO NEAR-INERTIAL FUSION
CONDITIONS.
NRL is investigating the physics issues involved in the direct-illumination approach to
laser fusion. Millimetre-diameter planar targets are ablatively accelerated to speeds and conditions
near those required of fusion pellet shells using 3-5-ns, 1.05-f/m light from the PHAROS II laser.
At 5 X 1013 W-cm~2 targets were accelerated to 160 km-s"1 with a velocity uniformity of ± 7%
through twenty times the initial target thickness and while remaining cool (< 10 eV). A joint
NRL-LLNL experiment on SHIVA extended these results to beyond 1014 W-cm"2; the uniformity
of acceleration of dense mm-diameter targets improved to better than ± 3.5% and the interaction
physics remained benign. Also, absorption was above 65% and fast electrons were a minor energy
channel. Thus, the moderate-irradiance direct-illumination approach appears to be an attractive
option for laser fusion. To further verify this conjecture, particular attention is paid to the factors
affecting the uniformity of acceleration of targets such as laser beam and target uniformity
requirements, and various hydrodynamic mechanisms such as Rayleight-Taylor and KelvinHelmholtz instabilities. The study of the behaviour of laser-plasma interactions is also extended
into regimes closer to those expected to be encountered in reactor-sized pellets. Large plasmas
with long scalelengths are generated by using two-pulse methods; backscatter, fast electron
production, etc. are observed as the laser intensity is increased beyond 1014 W-crrf2. New
diagnostic techniques are also discussed for measurements of plasma properties. These include:
double-foil methods, X-ray backlighting, tracer-material techniques, Zeeman splitting measurements of magnetic fields, etc.

INTRODUCTION
NRL is investigating the acceleration of dense material to
high velocity by the direct-illumination of targets with laser
light; specifically we are addressing the four most critical
*
**
*
''
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interaction physics issues for laser fusion viability, i.e.,
coupling efficiency, ablation pressure, fuel isentrope and
target acceleration uniformity. •*- It is hypothesized that a
suitable laser irradiance window for 1-ym laser light exists in
the low-101Z| W/cm^ range. We employ planar targets in our experiments since planar geometry affords diagnostic advantages over
pellets in observations of what would be the pellet inner wall
and, for a given laser energy, can access longer plasma scalelengths. Also, many results can be transferred to spherical
geometry. However, neither spherical convergence nor ignition
effects can be addressed.
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT
The NRL PHAROS II Nd-phosphate laser (X = 1.05 Um) has two
beams which are usually combined using a polarizer into one beam
for target experiments.1-^ Each laser beam outputs up to 500 J
in 3-4 ns pulses; experiments are usually performed by focusing
the light to millimeter diameters onto thin planar targets placed
in the quasi-near field of the f/6 aspheric focusing lens. The
intensity is uniform across the focal spot to + 30%, unless
intentionally structured; the focal distribution and pulse
temporal history are monitored on every shot. Sometimes only one
beam of the laser is used to accelerate the target, with the
typical 3-4 ns multihundred joule pulse, while the other beam
delivers about 50J in a short pulse duration (< 500 ps). The
short duration beam is used to generate x rays for x-ray backlighting or directly for interaction studies in large scalelength
plasmas. In addition, a short duration laser probe pulse, also
chopped out of the main oscillator pulse, is used for optical
shadowgraphy, interferometry and scattering diagnostics.
The basic experimental arrangement has been described extensively elsewhere.2-12 standard diagnostics, also described
previously, monitor the scattered laser light, absorbed plasma
energy, velocity and momentum, x-ray emission spectra, underdense
plasma density, and accelerated target temperature. X-ray backlighting images the dense portions of the accelerating target and
the double-foil method is able to measure velocity nonuniformities
down to about the 1% level. The tracer dot technique, to be
described further, enables fluid flow visualization, improved
spectroscopic methods, and even velocity gradient determinations.
Zeeman splitting of CV ultraviolet spectral lines provides selfgenerated magnetic field information.
INTERACTION PHYSICS
The interaction physics of 3 to 4 nanosecond 1-ym laser pulses
for laser intensities below lO 1 ^ W/cm 2 has favorable properties
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for accelerating material.2>^ ^ g i a s e r light absorption, n a , is
high, typically 70-80%, and the energy is deposited in a thermal
electron distribution of 300-400 eV. Also, fast electron population and stimulated Brillouin backscatter are found to be
negligible under these conditions. Ablation pressure, P = m u,
scales with the 0.8 power of absorbed irradiance (P = 10 Mbar at
I a = 5 x lO^ 3 W/cm 2 ); likewise the mass ablation rate, m, and the
ablation velocity, u, scale with 0.6 and 0.2 powers of I a respectively.*^^ Hydrodynamic efficiency, T)^, defined as the
kinetic energy of the target divided by the absorbed energy, as
high as 20% was obtained, resulting in overall coupling efficiencies r)a rijj up to 16%. The pulse duration is long enough to
establish approximately steady-state ablation and the irradiated
areas are deliberately large (1 mm 2 ) and uniform to avoid the
influence of edge eff ects. 2>3,6, 7 •pjjg £iu±& flow of the ablating
plasma, mapped out by using a unique tracer
method,-^>l-> is seen to be approximately one-dimensional and
laminar in the ablating plasma acceleration region near the target.
When 1-ym laser intensities approach 1 0 ^ W/cm 2 the laserplasma coupling begins to exhibit signs of detrimental highirradiance effects such as increased backscatter, fast electron
and ion production, self-generated magnetic fields, and so on.
To address these issues, especially under conditions approaching
the long (mm's) density scalelengths of reactor pellets, we have
undertaken two approaches:
1. Density scalelengths of the target plasma are increased
using a high energy (250 J) 3-ns pulse with a big focal spot,
which creates a large (250-600 \im) plasma. The interactions of a
second, short-duration (< 500 psec) and delayed pulse, which is
focused to high intensity into the large expanding plasma is
observed. Initial results of this study show increased direct
backscatter over that seen at lower irradiances
although the maximum backscatter through the focusing lens has
not exceeded 10% for irradiances up to mid-10 1 ^ W/cm 2 , 1 ^ A
surprising result is a concomitant decrease of both high energy
x-ray emission (fast electrons) and second harmonic emissions
in the large plasma case. Possible explanations for this behavior
include reduced resonance absorption in the larger density scalelengths, or reduced light intensity reaching the critical surface
due to increased inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption or increased
Brillouin scatter.
2. Multi-kilojoule 3-ns single-pulse experiments with large
focal spots (1-mm) above lO 1 ^ W/cm 2 were performed jointly by
NRL and LLNL on the SHIVA laser. The large spot size and energy
creates large (600 ym) underdense plasma. In this
regime the absorption decreased to about 65% but the scattered
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FIG. I. Tracer material diagnostic technique. A schematic of the experimental arrangement is
shown in the upper left; small Al-dots are implanted in a low-Z (CH) target; the enhanced X-ray
emission from the Al-tracer plasma is visualized by a filtered pinhole camera. The upper right
shows a set of four pinhole camera images showing the tracer flow visualization. Use of the
tracer technique for spectroscopic measurements is shown in the lower left and an example of
the improved spectral resolution possible is shown in the lowerright. The data compare the X-ray
pinhole photo and spectra for a solid Al-target,(A)and (B), with an Al-tracer dot shot in (Cj
and (D).

light appeared uniformly distributed over 2ir-sr. Three-halves-w
harmonic light was observed at about the 1% level but no signature
of Raman scattering was seen. Moreover the hot electron fraction
increased to about 3% of the absorbed energy. A two-plasmon decay
instability may be occurring here.18
In both cases described above, changes were seen in the interaction physics above lO 1 ^ W/cm 2 in the presence of large plasmas
which are undesirable for the laser fusion application. Although
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the magnitude of these effects was small enough not to impact a
reactor pellet performance, the physics involved is obviously
poorly understood and, therefore, more investigations of still
larger plasmas are needed to extrapolate to reactor-like conditions.
Several recent advances in diagnostics have enabled us to
characterize the underdense interaction plasma more completely.
Small localized tracer materials embedded in the target
surface, such as illustrated in Figure 1, are collisionally confined by, and flow out with, the blowoff plasma.14-16 when the
spectral emission of the tracer material is imaged the flow properties of the plasma fluid are visualized. When the diameter
of the tracer material flow-tube is correlated with an independent
plasma density measurement, such as interferometry, then flow
velocity gradients are obtained; these are the first such measurements of the velocity profile (which causes an important uncertainty in Brillouin backscatter calculations). Finally, plasma
spectroscopy is significantly improved by using tracers as the
spectroscopic source since source broadening, opacity effects,
and the need to correct for observation along a plasma chord are
greatly reduced.
An example of improved spectral resolution
with tracers is shown in Fig. 1. Complete density and temperature profiles from the overdense region (2 x 10^1 cm 3 ) into the
very underdense region are obtained.
A special technique used to measure self-generated magnetic
fields in ghe underdense plasma is from Zeeman splitting of the
2271-2278 A CV lines.19 Time-resolved observations were made of
the line emission in each of two polarizations and corrections
for opacity effects, Doppler shifts, instrumental and Stark
broadening were incorporated; a 300 kG upper limit on the magnetic
field was established 8 ns after the peak of the laser pulse.

HIGH SPEED UNIFORM TARGET ACCELERATION
Reasonably uniform, high-speed target accelerations have been
achieved in the ablation regime described above; for example; at
3 x 1 0 1 3 W/cm 2 CH targets were accelerated to 160 km/sec with
better than + 7% velocity uniformity. 9 ' 20 The double-foil
diagnostic is used to determine the target speed and uniformity;
this technique is discussed here and elsewhere.6,7,9,11,12,20
The velocity uniformity of the accelerated target represents a
net smoothing of the + 30% nonuniformities in the incident focal
region by a factor of 4. The rear surface temperature of the
target throughout the acceleration phase (.t < +2 nsec) under the
same conditions is below 7 eV; the temperature then peaks at 10
eV after the acceleration phase. These results approach the
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velocity, uniformity and preheat requirements of a high-gain
pellet shell. At 1 0 1 4 W/cm2 the ablation pressure and velocity
uniformity of the accelerated targets improved further. 17
A.

Nonuniformities

For most purposes the accelerated target must have a very
uniform velocity across its diameter; in fact, uniformities of
the order of 1% may be needed to achieve the high pellet compressions required to give high gain performance. Many mechanisms
can degrade target acceleration uniformity. Kinematic mechanisms
are manisfestations of a nonuniform pressure or mass; these
include nonuniformities in the incident beam which reach the
ablation surface (for which 6v « 6 P) and accentuated versions in
targets which are thinning locally due to an intensity dependent
mass ablation rate. Care must be taken not to mistake the latter
effect for hydrodynamic instability since both effects cause
velocity variations which increase more rapidly than linearly in
time. Target areal density variations will also cause a kinematic
nonuniformity, or worse. Incident beam nonuniformities can be
accentuated by macroscopic refraction, self-focusing, filamentation,21 jetting 10,15 an(j magnetic fields, 19,22 ±n j-he
underdense plasma. Also, as previously mentioned, nonuniform
heating of the target interior can cause local blistering. All
these effects can potentially seed or enhance hydrodynamic
instability. Conditions that permit growth of hydrodynamic modes
may occur at several stages in the target acceleration-deceleration
history. Rayleigh-Taylor and Kelvin-Helmholtz modes may occur
wherever a light fluid is accelerating into a denser fluid; Benard
convection cells may develop in response to an inverted temperature gradient. In addition to preventing a high-density final
state, hydrodynamic instability can cause various layers in the
target to mix and degrade the performance.
B.

Beam nonuniformities and smoothing

Nonuniformities of accelerated targets can be observed
using: optical backlighting,2 doppler reflectrometry,^J23
double-target collisions, 11 and x-ray backlighting.^ The latter
two are emphasized here because they are sensitive to the high
density (or momentum carrying) portion of the target and they are
capable of discerning the small nonuniformities (few %) allowed.
In the double-target method, 11 '6-9 t ^ e collision of the
accelerated target with a displaced diagnostic foil is observed
with a streak camera which time-resolves the visible light
emission, caused by impact, across a diameter of the impacted
foil rear surface. Nonuniformities in the target, velocity profile are easily seen as time delays of the emission and observation of perturbations as small as 1% are feasible. 20
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FIG.2. X-radiograph of an accelerated carbon foil target 5 ns after the peak of the laser pulse.

The double-foil method has demonstrated the following
features of targets accelerated with artificially introduced
laser beam nonuniformities:
o

Target velocity nonuniformities are substantially
reduced over those of the applied laser beam
intensity, and,

o

Target velocity variations diminish with both
increasing irradiance and decreasing perturbation
scalelength.

For example, structure in the incident beam with a peak-tovalley distance of 140 ym (A - 280 ym) and 6:1 amplitude ratio
result in only + 10% target velocity variations at an average
irradiance of 1 0 1 3 W/cm 2 .
X-radiographs of accelerated targets, such as the one
shown in Figure 2, show the high-density (P > 0.03 P g d ^ ) regions
of the target intact, to be well-localized (40 ym) in space, and
an acceleration uniformity in agreement with results of
the double-foil method. 2 ^ The target is seen to be intact and
localized even though the x-radiogram was taken at a time (+ 5
nsec) well after the end of the acceleration phase (the laser
pulse is effectively over at +2 nsec) where target decompression
and disassembly can expand the target. Further measurements must
be made to resolve the peak target densities and thicknesses
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FIG.3. Acceleration and velocity uniformity data for a target acceleration with a 10u W-cm 2,
3-4 kJ SHIVA laser pulse. A streak photograph of the X-ray backlit double-foil is seen in (a).
The optical emission across the diameter of the rear of impact foil is seen in (b); the velocity
uniformity inferred from these data is a 8% tilt, ± 3.5% non-uniformity across 800 urn, and
< ± 2.5% non-uniformity across 200-\mi scalelengths.

beyond the limits already given. X-radiographs of accelerated
targets in the double-target mode exhibit nonuniformities which
corroborate the corresponding double-target inferences.
The observed smoothing of the target velocity profile,
relative to that of the incident beam, is due to the thermal
heat diffusion between the absorption region, where the energy is
deposited, and the ablation surface, where the bulk of the
pressure is applied to the target. This "cloudy day" effect most
effectively washes out hot spots when the distance d between
absorption and ablation exceeds the perturbation scalelength A.
Additional evidence that lateral thermal conduction can more
effectively wash out beam nonuniformities at increasing irradiance is seen when the flow lines are mapped out in the ablating
plasma by the enhanced x-ray emission of a linear array of Al
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dots implanted in the plastic target.15»20 classical thermal
transport in this region appears adequate to explain our present
data for I ^ lO 1 ^ W/cm 2 . This inference is based on the agreement of hydrodynamic codes, assuming classical thermal conduction,
with such experimental results as: target accelerations, ablation
pressures and velocities,6 a n d predictions of d which adequately
explain the uniformity data.20>25-27 ^ g smoothing length d
increases with laser irradiance and wavelength like l0.7 \2.1 i n
this spherical model, ° an analytic planar model 2 7 yields a
similar scaling relation, i.e., d « l4/3 ;\14/3. These models
adequately explain the observed enhanced smoothing with irradiance, and predict better smoothing with longer wavelength and
increased irradiance.
To test whether uniformity actually improved with irradiance, experiments were done on the SHIVA facility where 3-4 kJ of
1.06 yin, 3 ns laser light was focused onto 1 mm diameter areas of
planar carbon targets at 1 0 1 4 W/cm 2 by overlapping 10 beams of
the laser. Even though the light absorption fraction decreased
to 65% and edge effects were evident, the ablation pressure
reached 6 Mbar and, most encouragingly, the target velocity
uniformity improved by more than a factor of two over the 3 x 10^3
W/cm 2 case. 1 7 This is as expected from the cloudy day effect
scaling. Figure 3a shows an x-ray backlighting streak photograph
showing the acceleration of the target foil and subsequent impact
with the second foil (impact foil). The final target velocity
was above 1 0 7 cm/sec and clearly remained intact. The corresponding double-foil uniformity measurement from the luminosity of
the impact foil, shown in Fig. 3b, demonstrates the excellent
target uniformity obtained (£+ 3.5%) despite the 30% laser
intensity variations thought to be placed on target. These
results are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I. EXPERIMENTAL STATUS OF ABLATIVE ACCELERATION OF
DENSE MATERIAL TO HIGH VELOCITY
Critical Element

NRL Experiments

Coupling efficiency (total)

0.16

absorption

0.8

hydrodynamic

0.2

Ablation pressure

NRL-LLNL Expt. [17]

0.65 ±0.1

3 Mbar at 3 X 10 13 Wxm" 2
1

target velocity
Target isentrope

160 km • s"
< 10 eV

Acceleration uniformity 5v/v

± 7%, A ~ 200 jum

6 Mbar at 1014 W- cm"2
100 km • s"1
~ 15 eV
± 3.5%, A ~ 800 jum
<±2.5%,A~200jum
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C.

Preheat

Two major methods are used to measure the temperature of
the target material during acceleration (preheat). Time-resolved
optical pyrometry^ monitors the optical emission from the rear of
the target; this is related to temperature through blackbody
emission. This technique has been used extensively for these
measurements and the blackbody assumption has been verified.
Another method, which has been used to corroborate the pyrometry,
involves measuring the free-expansion velocity of the preheated
material.^9 This technique is sensitive to the internal target
temperature.
For experiments done at NRL in the mid-10 -1 W/cro^ irradiance regime and below, the major source of the observed preheating
(^ 10 eV) is believed to result from radiant heating due to x-ray
emission below a few keV coming from the several hundred electron
volt plasma temperature in the interaction region.
The preheat
level is insensitive to irradiance in this region of the spectrum.
The spectral emission and absorption characteristics of the
target are complex due to the presence of atomic lines. Nonetheless, a calculation of the radiant heating of aluminum targets
using observed absolute x-ray spectra above 1 keV and cold
material absorptivities^ adequately explains the heating in
thin Al-targets at low irradiance. Sufficiently quantitative
comparisons of radiant heating with lower Z targets, e.g., CH
and C, have not yet been made; however, preliminary measurements
of photon flux in the 200-300 eV range can account for most of
the observed heating. The role of shock wave heating in these
targets is not well established. The laser pulse risetime in our
experiments, t r % 1.7 nsec, is generally long compared to sonic
transit times through thin targets (y 10 ym/nsec); this minimizes
strong shock formation and shock induced preheat. Electron
thermal conduction and radiation diffusion drive the deposited
heat front towards the rear surface. For these reasons the rear
surface temperature continues to rise after the laser pulse
terminates. Some additional properties of the preheat are found
from the dependence of peak rear surface temperatures on target
areal mass density. There is little preheat dependence with either
target material or irradiance , but the temperature decreases
with increased target thickness. This dependence is encouraging
since a thicker target should be less susceptible to x-ray preheat
even with longer pulse duration.
The experiments done at 10
W/cirr on SHIVA,however,
exhibited temperatures up to 15 eV. 1 7 In this case the. 3% 10 keV
hot electron population could account for the major portion of the
preheat.
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FIG.4. Non-uniformities due to ablative acceleration of non-uniform Al-targets. Left: a sample
rippled foil; centre: the focal spot distribution and experimental conditions; right: doubletarget streak photograph of target accelerations with a plain target (top), a rippled target
(centre) and a stepped target (bottom). Laser pulse duration was 3.5 ns FWHM and was
focused to approximately 10n W-cm~2.

Although the preheat levels observed in our target
acceleration experiments are below 15 eV, it is desirable that
they be further reduced for laser fusion. The thicker walls in
reactor sized targets should reduce the preheat to acceptahle
levels. Additionally, the use of very low-Z target materials
(such as lithium, hydrogen, or beryllium) to reduce the radiant
heat flux, the use of longer rise-time pulses to control shockwave formation, and the use of special target layers for x-ray
and shock-wave shields are preheat-reducing measures that can be
employed if needed.
D.

Target Nonuniformities-^O' 31

Nonuniformities also result from target imperfection and
any resulting hydrodynamic instability. These effects are examined
experimentally in a manner analogous to those used in the beam
uniformity studies, i.e., with purposely structured targets and
use of the double-target method to infer the resulting velocity
profile across the target diameter. Several types of target
perturbations may be envisioned, these include: ripples, areal
density variations, thickness variations, and mixtures of
materials, to name a few, with adjustable initial wave lengths
and amplitudes. Figure 4 shows a typical double Al-target in
which the top (irradiated) foil has a 300 ym ripple.
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In these experiments, the incident beam is relatively
uniform (+ 30%), with intensity distribution shown in the top of
Figure 3b, to provide as uniform an ablation pressure as presently
possible. The velocity uniformity of the resulting accelerated
target, Sv/v ^ + 7%, is shown for reference. When an identical
thickness rippled foil is accelerated under the same conditions,
a 20% velocity perturbation is observed with about the imposed
wavelength implying a spatial amplitude about 28 times that
present initially. Similarly, targets with a 1/2 ym thickness
variation also yield an enhanced perturbation having the imposed
wavelength. A hydrodynamic model describing effects such as these
is found in reference 32. However, a simple kinematic model can
also account for most of the observed perturbation developed
during the acceleration of the targets with thickness (areal
density) variation. Under constant pressure the thicker portions
of the target have a lower acceleration and, hence, lower final
velocities than the thinner region. The observed spatial
amplitude is within a factor of two of this estimate. Targets
with no mass variation but ripples also exhibit amplitude
modulation enhanced over those originally present. The ratio of
ripple amplitude to wavelength was small initially (10~2) and
therefore kinematics due to a mass variation cannot explain the
results. Other kinematic type effects such as those resulting
from refraction of the incident light in rippled underdense
plasma may be capable of causing the enhanced perturbation.
Interestingly, both a constant acceleration Rayleigh-Taylor
model with a growth rate yt = /2kL and a Richtmeyer shock
Rayleigh-Taylor -model, where 6x = kx L, predict 5x/x o of 10 to
20. Experiments and theory designed to provide definitive
identification of the mechanisms are underway.
An important distinction between nonuniformities resulting
from imperfections on the target rather than the beam is that
thermal conduction cannot significantly help smooth out long
scalelength nonuniformities due to target structure since the
temperature is very low at the ablation surface and thermal conduction is poor. Thus, it is imperative to identify and control
the structural mechanisms involved in nonuniform target
accelerationCONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Thus far we have shown that dense targets can be ablatively
accelerated to high speed. That is, targets have been accelerated to speeds of 160 km/sec at mid x 10^3 W/cm^ which are,
simultaneously, uniform to + 7%, and on a relatively low isentrope
T < 10 eV. Coupling efficiency into kinetic energy as high as
16% has been observed. Moreover, nonuniformities present in the
incident beam are more effectively damped out with increasing
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irradiance and perturbation wave number. The final conditions
found our experiments at NRL, shown in Table I, are within a
factor of a few of those required. In a recent experiment done
in collaboration with LLNL on the SHIVA laser it was verified
that the acceleration uniformity improved further at l O ^ W/cm^,
to better than +_ 3.5% and the laser coupling physics remained
benign.I 7
Some additional factors that may be important but are not ot
addressed here include: the effects of spherical geometry,
wavelength scaling of the interaction physics and symmetrizing
mechanisms and the effect of broad bandwidth laser illumination.
A spherical geometry effect that may be important is a
possible reduction of hydrodynamic efficiency by up to a factor
of 3 from the corresponding planar case. The actual magnitude of
this effect remains to be tested. There are also symmetry considerations that will be a function of spherical geometry. If
the distance between laser light absorption and ablation decreases,
due to the higher density gradient in three-dimensional versus
planar expansion, then the uniformity requirements increase for
spherical geometry. Finally, effects of internal pressure of any
material within the shell or the stability of the inner surface
during the compression phases are not addressed in planar
geometry, but indeed may present important symmetry issues.
The scaling of the distance between absorption and ablation
surfaces with laser wavelength has also not yet been explored
experimentally. However, this "cloudy day" effect is generally
thought to scale like d = I 0 - 7 A 2 - 7 from both analytic theory and
numerical hydrodynamic code calculations. Thus, if additional
symmetrization is required to reduce irradiation nonuniformities,
a slightly longer laser wavelength may be desirable. One possibility is the HF chemical system which has broad bandwidth between
2.5 and 3 um, and is also potentially efficient. It remains to be
determined if broad bandwidth increases the threshold for deleterious plasma effects sufficiently for the HF laser to be useful
as a driver for target acceleration.
Another important set of questions to be answered, hopefully
in the near future, relate to the scaling of the interaction
physics and nonuniformity smoothing to larger systems, of several
millimeter dimensions. In addition, the roles of target structural
nonuniformity and hydrodynamic instability need further exploration.
We thank M. Fink, N. Nocerino, B. Sands, and E. Turbyfill for
their technical contributions, and E. Campbell, D. Phillion,
R. Price and M. Rosen of LLNL for their participation on the
joint SHIVA experiment.
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DISCUSSION
C. YAMANAKA: Is it possible to accelerate the second foil by collision
with the first thick foil, which is imploded by laser? If the first foil is
plasmanized, the efficiency might be very low.
B.H. RIPIN: Yes, the second foil is accelerated by impact from the first
foil, but the determination of the elasticity of the collision has not yet been
demonstrated. However, high pressures (>20 Mbar) are induced in the second
foil in the NRL-LLNL experiments, as determined from the observed shock
heating. If thicker acceleration foils are used, they will be nearer solid density,
and a cleaner experiment will be possible.
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INTENSITY DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY TRANSPORT
IN LASER-IRRADIATED FOILS*
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Abstract
INTENSITY DEPENDENCE OF ENERGY TRANSPORT IN LASER-IRRADIATED FOILS.
The inward acceleration of hollow-shell targets by irradiating plane thin-foil targets has
been simulated. The experiments are performed with 300-ps pulses of the iodine laser
ASTERIX III at 1.3 /urn with 100-150 J energy on target. An aspherical f/2 lens focuses the
energy to a minimal spot size of 60 jum in diameter. Plastic films with thicknesses between 0.1
and 20 /urn are used as low-Z targets. — The energy of the accelerated foil is determined in a wide
intensity range from 1011 to nearly 1016 W-cm~2. A fast streak camera is used to register the
motion of the foil as a function of time. The maximum velocities range between 106 and
10s cm -s" 1 , consistent with plasma-calorimeter measurements. — The validity of the planegeometry assumption is checked by shadow photographs using 10-ps dye-laser pulses for
illumination. At the highest intensities (10 l s Wcm~ 2 ), there are indications of lateral energy
losses out of the irradiated region. From X-ray measurements, it is shown that these lateral
losses are caused by fast electrons and do not exceed 1 5% of the absorbed energy. — The
measured foil velocities and energies are compared with plane one-dimensional hydrodynamic
calculations. The heat flux is modelled by classical heat conductivity with a flux-limit factor f.
At low intensities (< 1013 Wcm~ 2 ), the classical free-streaming limit (f = 0.6) has to be taken
to simulate the experimental results. At higher intensities (> 1014 W-cm"2), flux inhibition
(f = 0.01-0.02) seems to occur.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The efficiency of energy transfer from the laser beam into useful compression
and heating of the thermonuclear fuel is one of the key problems posed by the
realization of an ICF-reactor. Answers to this question can be deduced from
complex experiments with pellets irradiated by two or more laser beams in spherical
geometry. Experiments with plane targets [ 1 - 5 ] , irradiated with a single laser
beam and a large focal spot area, can simulate the phenomena in plane geometry,
* Supported by Bundesministerium fur Forschung und Technologie and Euratom.
Permanent addresses:
** Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau, France;
*** University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada;
' Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, Shanghai, People's Republic of China.
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enable more direct measurements of the relevant quantities, and, in addition, have
the advantage of a strongly reduced expenditure in technology. On the other hand,
some phenomena observed on a plane target may not occur, or may be quite
different, in an ideal spherical case and vice versa. Therefore, conclusions drawn
from plane-target experiments have to be examined carefully before being applied
to the spherical situation.
In this paper we report on experiments with laser-irradiated thin foils.
Information on energy transport in dense plasmas as a function of intensity is
derived.

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The experiments were performed with the iodine laser ASTERIX III, wavelength 1.3 /um, pulse energy on target 100-150 J, pulse duration 300 ps (FWHM),
focused with an aspherical f/2 lens to a minimum spot size of 60 ym (half energy).
The intensity on target was varied from 10" to 1016 W-cmf2 by placing the target
at different distances from the focal plane or by attenuating the pulse energy.
The power of the pre-pulse was a factor of 10~10 below that of the main pulse.
As targets, thin plastic films ( C 6 H 7 O n N 3 , p = 1.6 g-cirT3 for thicknesses
dp < 1 jum, or C 16 O 3 H 14 , p = 1.1 8 g-cm 3 for dp > 1 /urn) with thicknesses dp
from 0.1 to 20 jum were used.
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. It includes the calorimeter for
the determination of the energy contained in the accelerated foil, the high-speed
photography diagnostics using a synchronized 10-ps dye-laser pulse for single-frame
shadowgraphy [6] or a /us dye-laser pulse, together with a fast image converter
camera for smear pictures of the moving foil. An array of X-ray pinhole cameras
is used to take photographs of the target in different wavelength regions. Not
shown in the figure is an integrating sphere used for the measurement of the total

calorimeter

thin foil target
multiple pinhole camera'

10 ps dye laser
pulse

FIG.l. Experimental arrangement.
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absorption, an 8-channel X-ray foil spectrometer and a flat-crystal Bragg spectrometer, detectors for measurements of the transmission of the laser light through
the target, ion collectors and a Thomson parabola mass spectrometer [7].

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The total amount of reflected light was measured by an integrating Ulbricht
sphere for two angles of incidence (0° and 30°) and two focal spot diameters
(60 and 400 nm). The total reflectivity as a function of the incident intensity is
shown in Fig. 2. These results are used for determining the 'absorbed intensities'
used as reference in all the following diagrams. An example of a streak shadowgram is shown in Fig. 3: Immediately after the beginning of the laser pulse, the
irradiated front side is obscured by the formation of the hot plasma cloud which
expands with very high velocity towards the laser. The motion of the rear side
starts with some delay. Here an acceleration phase is followed by a constantvelocity motion. The final velocities determined in this way are shown in Fig. 4.
Included are also velocity data derived from calorimetric measurements, on the
assumption that the energy measured in the calorimeter is, essentially, the kinetic
energy mv 2 /2 and that the accelerated foil mass is determined by the focal-spot
diameter. There is a surprisingly good agreement of the data derived from these
completely different measurements. The pressure p in the laser-heated plasma that
accelerates the foil can approximately be determined by the equation of motion
m dv
P = F dt

pdpv
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where m/F is the mass per unit area, p the density, and dp the thickness. The
acceleration dv/dt can be directly taken from the streak photographs or approximated by the final velocity v and the effective acceleration time reff. The pressure
scales like the absorbed intensity, 4>0-57, and reaches 50 Mb at 5 X 10 ls W-cnT 2 .
4.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The experiments were simulated with a lD-hydrocode in planar geometry.
The heat flux was modelled by
i f-ne

q = Min
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FIG.5. 1 -D numerical simulation of foils in plane geometry. Shown are the spatial variation of
the density (solid lines) and the pressure (dashed lines) at various times during the laser pulse.
Foil thickness is 2 y.m (2.2 X 10~* g- cm'2), absorbed intensity is 10™ W- cm'2. In the upper
diagram, the classical free-streaming limit f= 0.6 is used; the lower diagram corresponds to a case
with strong flux reduction f= 0.01. Note the different spatial scale for the two cases.
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where the flux-limit factor f is chosen as a parameter (f = 0.6 corresponds to the
free-streaming limit). In Fig. 5, examples of the simulation of a 2-^m foil
irradiation experiment are shown. Flux limitation with f = 0.01 results in a
reduction of the final velocity by more than a factor of two in comparison with
the classical f = 0.6 case. In Fig. 6, the hydrodynamic efficiency i?, i.e. the ratio
of energy in the accelerated foil to the absorbed laser energy as measured in the
experiments, is compared with the simulations. It is clearly seen that at low
intensities (below 1013 W-cirT2) the experimental data agree with simulation if a
classical free-streaming limit f = 0.6 is used, whereas at higher intensities strong
flux limitation (f = 0.02 and f = 0.01) is required in the code to reproduce the
experimental results. In addition, the code permits the simulation of pre-heat by
fast electrons. A comparison with the experiments shows that less than 5% of the
absorbed energy can be tolerated in fast-electron pre-heat even at the highest
intensities. This latter conclusion is in agreement with direct measurements of the
energy deposited by fast electrons in the focal spot area from the characteristic
K a radiation of the target material [8].
There are indications in the high-speed shadowgraphs [6] that a fraction of
the laser energy is deposited outside the irradiated area. Such lateral transport
might be caused by fast electrons [9] which can move without collisions in the
plasma cloud. The remote deposition of energy by fast electrons was determined
from the spatially resolved measurement of the characteristic K a emission of the
target material by means of pinhole photographs at different wavelengths [8].
With this method, it is concluded that even at the highest intensities not more than
15% of the absorbed energy is deposited outside the irradiated area. Thus, lateral
energy losses by fast electrons can be neglected and do not falsify our conclusions
concerning the energy transport.
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In conclusion, the experiments indicate that the heat flux in laser plasmas
becomes strongly reduced at increasing intensities. However, no final answer can
be given concerning the physical mechanisms that cause the observed phenomena.
Magnetic fields have been observed [ 10] and could qualitatively explain the
inhibition of thermal transport [11]. Ion-acoustic turbulence is another possible
mechanism [ 12]. An improved (non-linear) derivation of the heat flux from the
kinetic equations resulted in somewhat smaller values than obtained in usual linear
theories [13], but cannot fully explain the experimental observations. If laserlight absorption and heat transport are treated simultaneously, the assumption of
a quasi-stationary local equilibrium state is no longer valid, and for high intensities
and/or long wavelength the linear theory breaks down and non-linear effects
become very large,even for small temperature gradients [ 14]. This indicates a
strong interference between heat absorption and transport in laser plasmas.
Further progress towards a definite understanding of energy transport in laser
plasmas needs more detailed investigations which also include the absorption
process. More powerful lasers for high-intensity experiments close to the idealized
geometry of theoretical calculations would be very helpful in achieving this goal.
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Abstract
EXPERIMENTS AND THEORY IN NON-LINEAR THERMAL TRANSPORT, HEAT FLOW
INSTABILITIES AND PLASMA JET FORMATION IN INERTIAL CONFINEMENT.
The paper reports experimental and theoretical contributions to the understanding of
non-linear heat flow and the phenomenon of jet-like filamentary structures in inertialconfinement fusion. When lateral heat flow is minimized, through applying more carefully a
radially symmetric irradiation at 1.05 and 0.53 (Jra on a spherical target, it is found that a heat
flux in excess of 10% of the free-streaming limit is consistent with simulations and experimental
measurements with particle and X-ray diagnostics. A similar result has been found in a
scaled experiment in a plasma of electron density 4 X 10l6crcT when the condition T e = Tj
is satisfied. These results are in marked contrast to earlier assertions, mainly from plane-target
measurements, that the flux limiter is 3%, but in agreement with theoretical calculations of
steady non-linear heat flow using a discrete-ordinate method. Thus, no anomalous inhibition
of heat flow is found, consistent with theoretical predictions that ion-acoustic turbulence is
of no importance in dense (n 3= 1021 cm"3, T "V 1 keV) plasmas. However, in the low-density
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scaled experiment, under conditions where Te P T, is found that ion-acoustic turbulence is
present, and the flux limiter is 4%. By using shadowgraphic and schlieren techniques with
an optical diagnostic probe, fine-scale jet-like structures have been observed on a scale-length
of 'v 10 /jra on spherical targets. They occur even outside the laser-irradiated.region, and are not
connected with irregularities in the laser beam; they are more pronounced with higher-Z
materials and with shorter-wavelength lasers, and have megagauss magnetic fields associated
with them. Electromagnetic instabilities driven by heat flow are the probable cause of the
jets, and of the three known modes the thermal instability, enhanced by radiation loss, agrees
more closely with the experiments than the Weibel and thermomagnetic modes, since the latter
only occur when the mean free path is greater than the collisionless skin depth.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The power fluxes envisaged for laser fusion (10 1 3 to 1 0 1 & Wcm" ) imply that the heat flux in the plasma would be a significant fraction of the free-streaming limit.
Interpretation of
early experiments, particularly with planar targets [l] yielded
a heat flux limit of 3% of the free streaming limit.
This
paper reports on more carefully symmetrised experiments in onedimensional non-linear heat flow and on electromagnetic instabilities that can arise.
Experimentally filamentary and jetlike structures with associated magnetic fields have been found
[2-5] and further results will be reported.
The experiments were carried out at Imperial College and at
the Central Laser Facility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
with participation from the University of Oxford and Queen's
University, Belfast.
2

2.

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF THE HEAT FLUX LIMITER

2.1

Spherically symmetric irradiation

The 6-beam laser system at the SERC Central Laser Facility
was employed to study mass ablation rates and from this to infer
a value of the heat flux limiter.
Care was taken to ensure a
spherically symmetrical irradiation of glass spheres or shells
of radius 36 to 143 ym which were coated with i> 1.6 um of plastic
and ^ 0.1 urn of aluminium.
Two laser wavelengths A were used,
the characteristics being as follows: for A = 1.05 um, 200 J in
1.3 ns, with absorbed irradiance I a 3 x 1 0 1 2 to 3 x 1 0 1 3 W-cnf 2 ;
for A = 0.53 um, 40 J in 1.0 ns, I a in the range 2 x 1 0 1 2 to 9 x
1 0 1 3 W-crrf"2.
The beams were focussed using f/1 lenses to 4
radii beyond the target centre, to ensure the most uniform
irradiation.
The absorbed energy E a was measured using an array
of 8 ion calorimeters.
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FIG.l. Peak ion velocity measured by Faraday cup signals from spherical targets as a function
of the absorbed irradiance I^at (aj 0.53 jum and (b) 1.05 \xm incidentlaserwavelength. Simulation
results (with a 10% uncertainly) are shown for various values of the flux limit f.

Two independent diagnostic techniques were used to obtain
the specific mass ablation rate m s , and from this and the ion
velocity v^ a comparison with numerical simulation gave a value
of the heat flux limiter.
The first technique consisted of the
measurement of ion velocity using 5 Faraday cups placed 38 cm
from the target.
After subtracting the emitted X-ray energy
which was estimated by interpolation of data for Be and Ti targets, the remaining absorbed energy E a * was assumed to be
entirely transferred to the ablating ions.
The mass of ions
ablated M was therefore 2E a */vi 2 and from the initial radius of
the target, R, m s was calculated from

m

= M/(4TTR2CT)

(1)

where c is a dimensionless form factor such that CT is the
f.w.h.m. of the mass ablation pulse in the Faraday cups, T being
the laser pulse length.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the variation of v]_
and iiis with absorbed laser intensity I a (a) for A = 0.53 ym, and
(b) for X = 1.05 um.
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FIG.2. Specific mass ablation rate ms, measured both by Faraday cup ion signals and by
X-ray streak spectroscopy, as a function of the absorbed irradiance / a at fa) 0.53 \xm and
(bj 1.05 nm incident laser wavelength. Simulation results (with a 10% uncertainty) are
shown for various values of the flux limit f.

The second technique for measurement of m s employed high
resolution time-resolved X-ray streak spectroscopy.
Bragg reflection from a plane thallium-acid-phthalate crystal (2d = 25.75
A) dispersed the X-ray spectrum from the laser produced plasma on
to the photo-cathode of an X-ray streak camera located 20 cm from
the plasma.
The spectral range was 5.5 i? to 6.7 A* with spectral
resolution X/AA = 500, and temporal resolution 50 ps.
Fig. 3
shows streaked spectra from the Al XII I-'-SQ ~ 2 ^ 1 and its
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FIG.3. An example of time-resolved X-ray spectra of aluminium- and plastic-coated glass
spherical targets irradiated at 1.05 urn.

dielectronic satellite.
At a time Tb after the start of the Al
emission, emission from the underlying Si commenced.
The specific mass ablation rate As was calculated from is =
ID C
S '/T1J ) where m s is the areal density of the plastic and aluminium coating and c' is a form factor ^ 1 allowing for the time
variation of the ablation rate [6]. The data from the X-ray
streak is included in Fig. 2, there being more shots taken at
0.53 ym with both solid and shell spheres.
There is good agreement especially at high l a between the two quite independent
measurements of ms.
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The well controlled experimental conditions provided by
spherical symmetry permitted a quantitative comparison with a
one-dimensional Lagrangian simulation, using an adaptation of
MEDUSA [7] with a zoning of 3 x 1 0 ~ 6 gm.cnr 2 .
The laser energy
deposition was modelled by averaging a three-dimensional ray
tracing of the six laser beams, this modification leading to
significant deposition at sub-critical densities.
The simulated mass ablation rate was found in a manner similar to the experimental Faraday cups by analysing the mass of material
travelling outwards with a velocity greater than 2 x 1 0 7 cm.sec" 1 .
For times longer than 0.5 ns there was good agreement between m s
and a simulated X-ray mass ablation rate calculated from the
Lagrangian motion of the T e = 300 eV isotherm.
The classical electron thermal conductivity K was used with
a sharp cut-off flux limit, so that the heat flow q was given by
q = m i n ( q c l , fqf s )

(2)

where f is the heat flux limiter, q c l = K V T a n d Ifs = nkT(kT/me)2.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the results of the simulations for vi and m s
for the same laser power and target sizes as in the experiments
for various values of flux limiter.
A flux limit of f = 0 . 1
gives better agreement for both m s and vi.
A flux limit of 0.1
is at variance with previous experiments with plane targets [l]
but such experiments are now considered to be dominated by lateral

heat flow [8].
2.2

Cylindrically symmetric experiment at lower density

By conducting experiments at the lower density of 4 x 10
cm"3 it was possible to make temperature and density measurements
with high optical and temporal resolution using 90 ruby laser
scattering.
The experiment was performed on a slow Z-pinch in
hydrogen producing a reproducible fully ionised plasma of 3 cm
diameter and 25 cm length at a temperature of 4.5 ± 0.5 eV.
A
small volume of this plasma was heated in a controlled way using
a radially directed focussed CO2 laser beam of up to 200 MW in
60 ns f.w.h.m. in a spot which was 350 urn diameter at the axis of
the Z-pinch, giving irradiances of up to 1.3 x 1 0 1 1 W-cm""2.
A
thermal and rarefaction wave was generated, the properties of
which were elucidated using a 3J 35 ns ruby laser focussed to a
150 um diameter at various distances <5 from the CO2 laser axis,
and collecting the Thomson scattered light from a 190 ym length
with a F/10'nine-channel polychrometer.
The temperature variation at each position was compared with a one-dimensional cylindrically symmetric hydrodynamic model in which the heat flux was
represented by eq. (2). The Hall parameter for the diagnosed
plasma was less than 0.1, and the length of the plasma region
heated by the radial CO? laser beam was much greater than the
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FIG.4. Measured electron temperature (crosses) at the CO2 laser focal spot (5 = 0) which
had a peak irradiance of 1.3 X 10n W-cm'2 in the low-density cylindrical experiment. Typical
error bars are shown. Curves are of temperature predicted by the theoretical simulation for
various values of flux limit f. The COi laser pulse is also shown.

values of 6 used, thus justifying the neglect of magnetic field
and two-dimensional effects.
Fig. 4 shows the measured temperature at the CO2 laser focal
spot (<5 = 0) with theoretical curves for values of the flux
limiter of 0.07, 0.1 and 0.2.
In the experiment the maximum
total ratio of the electron mean free path Amfp to temperature
gradient scale length L was 0.12 ± 0.015, and it is clear that
at this value of Xmfp/L the appropriate flux limit f is about
15%.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from measurements at
other values of 6 [9].
When a shorter CO2 laser pulse (3 ns) was employed the electron temperature at 22 eV transiently exceeded the ion temperature by a factor of 4.
^mfp/L w a s 0.48 and the flux limiter
deduced from the simulation was 4% [lo].
The laser scattering
showed a greatly enhanced (x 100) ion feature which was interpreted as strong evidence of ion-acoustic turbulence [ll,12j.
However, as shown recently [l3], at the higher density of 10 2 1 to
1O 2 3 cm" 3 in laser fusion, and a temperature of 1 keV, it is unlikely that ion-acoustic turbulence can play a role in limiting
the laminar heat flow because the classical collision frequency
has a value of about 10~ 3 up e (upe = plasma frequency) and this
is the approximate value of the effective collision frequency in
fully developed ion-acoustic turbulence.

3.

THEORETICAL MODELLING OF CLASSICAL NON-LINEAR HEAT FLOW

It was already being proposed in 1979 [14] that classical
collisions alone might yield the appropriate heat flux limit.
Transient solutions of the Fokker-Planck equation |]l5"l , and Monte
Carlo techniques [ 16J have since been undertaken.
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The canonical problem of steady heat flow between two plates
of fixed temperature, separated by a distance D and with arbitrary Amfp will be reported here.
A 4-moment method has been
used for a Krook collision term [17], and for a Fokker-Planck
Collision term [l8] with and without electron-electron collisions.
Results from this method have been compared with a discrete ordinate calculation using a constant collision frequency mode [l9J
and one which allows for the v1* dependence of Amfp in the
collision operator (involving IJ ' = cos 6 where v x = v cos 8, and
Vrj, is the thermal velocity)
vTH
,
vT4
= - a -?— f + ± a -±- j f (y1) dy'
(3)
l
vh
vh - 1
v at coll
Whilst this corresponds to a truncation of the expansion of the
scattering kernel in Legendre polynomials at the first term,
further work has now included anisotropic scattering.
In comparing the experimental heat flux associated with
^mfp/ L °f 0.12, a corresponding value of Xmfp/D in this model
gives a theoretical heat flux of about 20% of the free-streaming
limit, which is the right order.
It is to be noted that no
single value of the flux limiter is universally applicable, but
it varies according to the value of Amfp/D.
In practice time
dependence might be important, and also the effect of ion motion
which, at the present time, no theory includes.
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4.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION OF JET-LIKE STRUCTURES

By means of optical probing of laser-irradiated targets, two
distinct phenomena have been observed.
One of these, filamentation and self-focussing of the incident laser beams has been
previously reported [2-4], and leads to structures along the
laser rays.
The second phenomenon is the appearance of jet-like
structures [3-5J which are of a finer transverse scale of 7 to 18
urn; they could originate in a deeper region of higher density
than can presently be optically probed and are convected out in
the coronal region; they follow the hydrodynamic flow and have
strong magnetic fields associated with them.
Fig. 5 is an optical shadowgraph of a gold-coated glass
tnicroballoon mounted on a stalk, and irradiated using the 6-beam
Central Laser Facility.
The optical probe beam was obtained by
splitting off a fraction of the main beam, passing it through a
separate amplifying chain, frequency doubling, and then Raman
shifting it from 527 n m to 622 nm [4] for the purpose of frequency
discrimination against the harmonics from the main beam and of
pulse shortening.
Fine-scale density variations associated with
just can clearly be seen in Fig. 5 and these structures also occur
in the region of the stalk, where no laser radiation was present.
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FIG.5. Shadowgram of a gold-coated glass microballoon of 156.4 fim diameter irradiated
at an intensity of 2.5 X 1014 W-cm~2 for a laser wavelength of 1.05 \im, and probed 1.5 ns
after the peak of the laser pulse. The circle indicates the original position of the balloon.

This shows that they are not connected with irregularities in the
laser beam or indeed with the existence in that region of laser
radiation at all.
It confirms recent results [5] comparing the
laser beam profile with an X-ray pinhole camera image and an
optical shadowgram of a spherical target.
The X-ray image showed
an emission intensity in the 1.5 keV energy band similar to the
detailed laser beam profile, whereas in contrast the shadowgram
showed jet-like structure of a much finer scale and visible also
well outside the focal spot region.
When the laser beam was
cleaned up by specularly scattering it from a plane plastic target
so that the spatially smoother energy flux fell on to an adjacent
tungsten target, optical probing still revealed the jet-like
structures.
The jet-like structures have a strong Z dependence, being
much less pronounced on low Z (plastic) than on medium Z (glass)
and high Z (tungsten or gold) [5]. The wave number of the structures appears to be similar for glass and gold, but for gold the
structures are much more pronounced, implying a faster growth
rate.
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When the laser wavelength is changed it is found that at the
shorter wavelengths of 0.53 um and even more at 0.35 um, the jetlike structures are more pronounced, implying that the instability
is more effective, perhaps faster growing, at higher density.
The temporal evolution of the jets has been studied using
separate shots with schlieren images at 0.25, 1 and 3 ns after the
beginning of the pulse [3J and in one shot with shadowgrams at 0.9
and 1.4 ns [5], with the structures being more pronounced at later
times.
Indeed the structures take about 0.5 ns to be distinctly
visible.
Faraday rotation measurements using the same probe beam show
that transverse magnetic fields in the 1 to 10 MG range are
associated with each jet-like structure [3,4], and indeed the
magnetic pressure is of the same approximate magnitude as the
plasma pressure in the jets thus balancing the large transverse
pressure gradients associated with the jets and achieving a
pressure equilibrium.
A tentative result is that whilst the jet-like structures
appear even at a low intensity of 1 0 1 2 W cm 2 there is evidence of
a cut-off in their growth at high intensity of 1 0 1 5 at 1.05 um
wavelength laser irradiation.

5.

THEORY OF HEAT-FLOW INSTABILITIES

Three electromagnetic instabilities have been predicted to
arise through the occurrence of a large heat flow in a plasma,
and have been recently reviewed [20]. A critical parameter is
a, defined as the ratio of magnetic to thermal diffusivity, and
is proportional to the square of the ratio of the electron
collisionless skin-depth to the electron mean-free-path, as
follows:

a

3n k D c 2
= - ^ —
8* O 0 K 0

=

„
3 (
5

n

z2

2

£
u> p A

)

=

U x

io3-5-

(4)

^

The Weibel instability and the thermomagnetic instability occur
for a << 1, while the non-convective mode of the thermal instability generally occurs for a > 1.
Based on the classic paper
of Weibel [2l] for an anisotropic plasma, several authors [22,23]
have shown that the skewed distribution function associated with
heat flow can be unstable to an electromagnetic perturbation with
a growth rate of order kv^(A m fp/L) 2 at a wave-number k of
5idpeAmfp/Lc valid for kAmfp >> 1, though the case of k perpendicular to the heat flow has not yet been treated.
The thermomagnetic instability [24-27] arises from the
coupling of the perturbed temperature, the source of which is the
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Righi-Leduc heat flow and the magnetic field generated by the
Nernst effect and the electron pressure gradient terms in Ohm's
law.
The growth rate has a maximum of v(A m fp/L) 2 for a wavenumber lying between Amfp and L where v is the collision frequency
and, for the validity of the local approximation, the condition
kL >> 1 implies a << 1 under conditions of growth.
The thermal instability [28] arises through modelling a large
heat flow as a flow of relatively collisionless hot electrons in
the direction of the heat flux, with an equal current Jo of
collisional cold electrons flowing in the opposite direction,
driven by the thermoelectric field E Q , and approximately obeying
an Ohm's law, JQ = OQEQ.
If the cold electron temperature T e is
spatially perturbed with a wave vector orthogonal to the heat
flow, the T e /2 dependence of the electrical conductivity a will
cause the cold electron current to be increased where T e is
higher, which in turn causes an increase in Ohmic heating and
hence T e .
Locally the net current will no longer be zero and a
spatially oscillating magnetic field will be set up.
The
optimum wavelength for the fastest growth is determined by the
damping of shorter wavelengths by electron thermal conduction,
and by the effect of Faraday's law at long wavelengths.
Radiation loss enhances instability which occurs for a > 9/8 and
for a heat flux greater than about 3% of qfsThe growth rate
is the Ohmic heating rate and the wavenumber is 1.8 x 10~ 6 n e Z/
T e 2 A§.
For all the instabilities the growth rate is proportional to
the square of the heat flux, strictly requiring second order
transport theory, and y/k is comparable with the ion-sound speed,
thus demanding inclusion of ion motion.
Comparison with the experiments showing jet-like structures
indicates through the Z dependence and the fact that they are
more prominent at shorter laser wavelength (higher electron
density) that the thermal instability is the most likely explanation.
This conjecture requires that the instability should
occur in the overdense plasma and be convected out with the
magnetised structures frozen in.
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DISCUSSION
S. WITKOWSKI: You stated that the larger f-factor of 10% in your
experiments with spherically illuminated pellets, compared with measurements
in plane geometry, is caused by lateral heat losses. We have measured these
losses (see paper CN-41/B-4) and find that they amount to 15% at 1015W-cm"2
and to much less at lower intensities. Could you comment on this apparent
discrepancy?
M.G. HAINES: Two-dimensional heat flow is very much more complicated
than the one-dimensional experiments that I have reported. Magnetic-field
generation and electron trajectories in this field make the lateral transport
rather complex. The discrepancy, I believe, is due to this complexity, and we
can accept that one-dimensional heat flow is non-linear but classical.
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L.M. GOLDMAN: At the University of Rochester, we have also conducted
measurements with spherical illumination and we have observed the same types
of heat conduction. However, we have also carried out spherical illumination
with non-overlapping beams, in which case we find transport inhibited.
M.G. HAINES: What you say is completely consistent with our results.
The case of two-dimensional heat flow is very much more complex than our
careful one-dimensional results, and much work needs to be done to understand
lateral heat flow.
B.H. RIPIN: I should like to point out that the smoothing of laser beam
non-uniformities in the accelerated target velocity, as demonstrated in the NRL
experiments, has been well fitted by hydrodynamic calculations using classical
thermal conductivity. This smoothing is due to thermal conduction in the
distance between the absorption region and the ablation surface. This distance
is sensitive to the value of the flux limiter, which is, apparently, close to
classical. I thus agree with the results of your experiments, as they also suggest
a near-classical value for the flux limiter.
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Abstract
LOWER-HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE AND HEATING ON THE WEGA TOKAMAK.
Two four-waveguide grills are used on the WEGA tokamak whose wave spectra are
centred, respectively, around N|| = 3 and 6. Specific cleaning procedures prevent RF
multipactor breakdowns for power up to 100 kW guide. At low density, current drive
experiments, characterized by a loop voltage drop (to almost zero), are studied with various
RF configurations. The density for which the loop voltage drop is maximum seems to be
correlated with a maximum rate of slide-away electrons. In this case, it is the lower part
of the wave spectrum (N|| 'v 3) which probably interacts with the suprathermal population.
1 kA-kW1 current replacement rate is obtained for ne = 7 X 1012 cm"3. The critical density
above which the loop voltage drop disappears can reach n e = 1.3 X 1013 cm"3 and seems to
depend on the wave configuration and the gas. Electron and ion heating are observed at
higher densities, but only with the grill having a higher-N|| wave spectrum. In the density range
for which there is no wave conversion into the plasma for the main part of the spectrum, no
ion heating is observed while electron heating through Landau damping takes place: ATe = 400 eV
for n e = 1.8 X 10 13 cm" 3 (D 2 plasma) and P H F = 165 kW. When the L.T.P is located inside
the plasma, ion heating is observed with an efficiency (neATj/PHF) UP t o 2 eV-1013 cm~3-kW~l.
Detailed perpendicular charge-exchange analysis shows the importance, for ion heating, of
the Nx spectrum which can build-up in the plasma. At high density (n e = 3.6 X 1013 cm"3),
there is also electron heating and the overall heating efficiency is maximum (5 eV-1013cm~3-kW"1).

1. INTRODUCTION
Steady-state tokamak operation and effective heating
methods are two main goals of today's studies on tokamak configuration /1/. On the WEGA tokamak, current drive / 2 / , electron
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and ion heating /3/,/4/ have been obtained with application of
Lower Hybrid waves (LH). In the LH frequency domain, wave-plasma
interaction is resonant in nature and concerns ions and electrons
whose velocities are close to the phase velocity of the wave. The
energy gain is in the perpendicular direction to the magnetic
field for the ions (v, = c/Nj_ = 3 v.) and in the parallel direction for the electrons (v, ,, = c/N ,, = 3 v ) , where N is the
refraction index of the wave. The N., index of the wave which is
imposed by the grill type launching structure of WEGA, varies
very little during the wave propagation into the plasma while
the N_L index increases significantly with the density. The use
of different grills in WEGA has allowed us to use various N/,
spectra. By varying the density over a large range (0.5.< n
< 4X10 1 3 cnT 3 ), the N_[_ value (calculated with the usual warm
plasma dispersion equation up to the L.T.P.) changes significantly allowing the study of its role on the wave-ion interaction.
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
As presented in /4/, 4 waveguide grills are used in
the WEGA tokamak (R = 72 cm, B T = 22.5 kG, I = 80 kA, a = 13-15
cm). They are fed independently by 4 klystrons at 800 MHz at a
power level of 150'kVJ during 40 ms. Specific cleaning procedures
/5/ have allowed us to launch up to 100 kW for waveguide corresponding to a maximum power density of 2 kW/cm2 at the grill mouth.
We have basically studied three main coupling structures :
. Grill (1) : 4 waveguides with b = 3.5 cm
(N ,, centered a t 3 with A<J> = IT) ,
. Grill (2) : 4 waveguides with b = 2 cm
(N// centered at 6 with A(f> = IT) ,
. Grill (3) : 2 waveguides with b = 3.5 cm,

FIG.l. Spectral power densities for various grill configurations (the density gradient is assumed
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b being the effective width of one waveguide. Some of the possible
spectra /6/ are sketched in Fig.1, showing a rather large range of
excited N// . Crosses indicate non-fed matched wave-guides.
The plasma density range can be divided into 3 zones
(for Deuterium plasmas) :
a) n < 1.3X1Ol3cm~3 where slide-away electrons are important ;

b) 1O l3 cm" 3 < n g < 3X10l3cm"3 [grill (1)] - 2Xi0 13 cnr 3 [grill (2)1.
In that case, the wave corresponding to the peak, value of the
N// has no linear conversion point in the plasma ;
c) n e > 3XiO 13 cnT 3 [grill (1)] - 2X1O l3 cm~ 3 [grill (2)] for which
the L.T.P. is located inside the plasma.
3. LOW DENSITY EXPERIMENTS : CURRENT DRIVE
As usual in tokamak discharges, the loop voltage
decreases and the hard X ray signal (100 < E < 800 keV) increases
when a significant part of the electron population is suprathermal, i.e. for densities such that / 7 / : n < 2X1O 1 3 I /a 2 (kA, cm,
c m " 3 ) . When the RF is applied, irrespective of its configuration,
the following basic features are observed :
- a loop voltage drop which indicates that the plasma
current is partly driven by the RF, due to the
current regulation in WEGA (-AV/V = Iut,/I ) ,
p
nr p
- a strong decrease of the hard X-ray signal,
- a decrease in the soft X-ray signal (3 < E < 30 keV)
with some bursts correlated to loop voltage spikes,
- an increase of the perpendicular plasma pressure :
8 + li/2 which may indicate an increase of the
energy of the electron population or a major modification of the current distribution.
The loop voltage drop depends upon the phasing between waveguides
as indicated in Fig. 2 where the time evolution of the loop voltage signal is shown for different phase-shifts. The current
replacement is maximum when the RF wave propagates in the Same
direction as the electrons generating the ohmic current.
For A(f) = IT, the corresponding standing wave is in fact composed
of two waves travelling in opposite directions. Therefore only
part of the RF power travels in the same direction as the electrons, thus leading to a lower current replacement efficiency.
The central electron temperature, measured by Thomson scattering,
drops from 1200 to 500 eV while the density and T^ do not change.
The power transferred by the wave to the bulk population is lower
than the ohmic power when the RF is not applied.
The influence of the density is shown on Fig.3 in
which data for various configurations is indicated (the initial
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FIG.2. Time variation of plasma current, loop voltage signal and central electron temperature,
for grill (2) for different phasings (PHF s 38 kW).
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FIG.3. Loop voltage drop versus average line density for various grill configurations.

loop voltage signal is the same in all cases). It is to be noted
that :
- the loop voltage drop is maximum when the wave
spectrum is peaked at rather low values of Nyy :
grill (1) with A<f> = TT, grill (2) with Ac|> = TT/2 ;
- the "critical" density above which the loop voltage
drop disappears seems to be higher in D2 plasmas
than in H2 plasmas ;
- in some cases, there is an optimum density for the
loop voltage drop. In fact, the theory predicts a
maximum for the creation of the suprathermal population in ohmic discharges as a function of the
density 111 ;
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- the fast decrease of the loop voltage drop when the
density increases results in the fact that the
figure of merit for current drive effectiveness :
n Iu_/P.._ depends upon the density,
e

rir n r

For tip = 7X10 l2 cm~ 3 , the maximum value of the RF
current replacement is 1 kA/kW.
If we assume that the velocities of the electrons in resonance
with the wave are high enough in order to be suprathermal but
not too high to avoid run-aways, it is possible to relate the
wave index to the density :
v,
= c/N,, 5 u
<P //
//
c
where u c is the critical velocity above which electrons are
decoupled HI. For non-relativistic electrons we have :
v..
( v o l t s , cm, 10l3cm~3)
neR(2
)LogA
J
eff

-V2
n

l2

for WEGA, which gives N,, values of 3 for

33

= 7X10 ccm
m . Therefore the effectiveness of current drive

seems to be well correlated with the number of preexisting
suprathermal electrons in ohmic discharges. At higher densities,
other physical processes compete with wave damping on these
suprathermal electrons.
4. INTERMEDIATE DENSITY REGIME : ELECTRON HEATING
When the plasma density increases, the slide-away
population becomes negligible and interaction between the bulk
plasma and waves with higher N,. may take place. As an example,
the time evolution of a signal corresponding to the neutrals
emitted perpendicularly by the plasma at an energy of 2.25 keV,
is plotted for two cases (Fig.4) :
a) when n stays below 1Ol3cm*~3 during the RF pulse ;
b) when n

Vp 2
(volts).
1.
_

0

10 13 cm-3

increases during the RF.

IM
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HA. J .

\

\i

{ *
..
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TimeOOms/div)

neutral count \
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FIG.4. Time dependence of loop voltage signal, electron density and neutral count signal
atE = 2.25 ke V.(grill (3), H2 gas, P H F = 75 kW).
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FIG.5. Ion temperature increase as a function of transmitted RF power for grills (1) and (2).

In the latter case, the loop voltage drops disappears while there
is a fast increase in the neutral count with a density threshold
corresponding to n
= 1O l3 cm~ 3 . If we assume that the emitted
neutrals are created by ions with mainly perpendicular energy,
the neutral count signal is then representative of the ion population in resonance with the wave spectrum at Nj_ = 600. Thereby,
the N^_ spectrum increases and coupling to the ions becomes possible. But, the density of the fast ions created by the R.F.
remains low and the energy transfer to the bulk ions stays still
inefficient. Therefore, for such densities, the main effect is
bulk electron heating through Landau damping of the wave which
is effective when the following relationship is fulfilled /8/ :

N .. / T

6.4

(keV)

In WEGA this is the case only with the grill (2) which has a
higher N ,, spectrum. Maximum electron heating is observed at
= 1.8X10l3cm~3 (Do) where the conditions for E.L.D. are met
e
I
for a large part of the N ,, spectrum in the central half of

n

the plasma. The central electron temperature increases from
800 eV up to 1200 eV for Pur = 165 kW. Radial power deposition
calculations /9/ indicate that 0.4 W/cm3 are coupled to the
plasma center and a total power of 30 kW to the bulk plasma.
5. HIGH DENSITY REGIME ; ION AND ELECTRON HEATING
The analysis of the fast neutrals emitted perpendicularly to the magnetic field along a plasma chord has led to
the following conclusions :
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- the density thresholds at various energies, which
indicate the upper limit of the Nj_ spectrum which
can propagate into the plasma, are well correlated
with the upper edge of the N ,. wave spectrum for
the grill (1) (N,, max = 6) and for the grill (2)
(N ,. max = 10) ;
- there is a threshold in energy analysis below which
no fast neutrals are observed whatever the value
of the density. Such a threshold indicates that the
Nj_ build-up is limited. This limit corresponds to
the Nj_ values at the L.T.P. (for the N,, max) ;
- the main difference between the two grills is the
value of the starting energy of the fast ion tail
[Eb = 1.6 keV for grill (1), 1.1 keV for grill (2)],
corresponding to a decrease of v, /v ., i.e.
(2E b /T i ) !l, from 3.9 to 2.9.
These conclusions are very important for the design of an ion
heating grill since the ratio between E, and T. is essential for
the effectiveness of collisional transfer between fast ions and
bulk ions /10//11/,a ratio which is determined by the Nj_ wave
spectrum. This is illustrated in Fig.5 where the bulk ion temperature increase is plotted versus the RF power for the two grills
(for the same plasma conditions) . Ion heating is 4 times more
effective for the grill (2) than for the grill (1). This can be
explained with stochastic theories /11/.
The outcome of a parametric study of ion heating with
the grill (2) is summarized in Fig.6, where the ion heating efficiency (defined as n• = n AT./P ) is plotted against the line

3

TW1013cnf3)

FIGS. Ion, electron and overall heating efficiencies versus average line density for grill (2).
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averaged density. Substantial ion heating is obtained on a rather
large density range, from n^ = 2X1Ol3cirT3 up to 3.6x1Ol3cm-3
where the central ion temperature increases from 240 eV to
320 eVe for P
= 165 kW. In that case, the linear conversion
rir

zone of the wave spectrum is located between the center and
the outer part of the plasma. There is also some electron
heating, as indicated in Fig.6, which may be due to :
i/ Landau damping (if the wave can reach the plasma center),
ii/ a decrease of p ., iii/ some direct heating from the fast
ion population. Detailed numerical simulations have been made 191
indicating that 0.4 to 0.8 W/cm3 can be coupled to the central
ion population and up to 60 kW to the bulk ions and 15 kW to
the bulk electrons (n = 3.6X10 13 cm~ 3 , P
= 165 k W ) .
6. CONCLUSIONS
Current drive experiments have been possible only
with low density plasma conditions, the main interaction being
between the lower part of the N,, spectrum and the slide-away
electron population. They have been characterized by a loop
voltage drop, due to the current regulation system on WEGA.
Higher density operation would have required higher N ,,
(N,. ^ 6 ) , with a phasing between waveguides such that the wave
propagates mainly as a travelling wave. Then the wave may
resonate with the bulk electron population.
Electron heating via Landau damping has been observed
in the domain predicted by the theory and is rather effective
with efficiencies up to 4 eV.10 13 cm~ 3 /kW.
Ion heating is very dependent upon the N_j_ spectrum
which can be coupled to the ions. Nj_ values seem to be limited
to their values at the L.T.P.,therefore the wave spectrum
should be concentrated at N ,, values which provide sufficiently
low perpendicular phase velocities as compared to the ion
thermal velocity (v, /v . i 3.5). The obtained ion heating efficiencies, 2 eV.10 13 cm~ 3 /kW, should improve in facilities larger
than WEGA, i.e. with lower local field ripple and, moreover,
higher plasma current.
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Abstract
GENERATION OF A STEADY-STATE CURRENT IN A TOKAMAK WITH LOWERHYBRID AND CYCLOTRON WAVES.
The authors consider, from the theoretical standpoint, the process of current generation
in an inhomogeneous tokamak plasma with the help of lower-hybrid (LH) waves. It is shown
that, by choosing the shape of the LH wave spectrum at the plasma boundary, it is possible to
achieve uniform current density distribution in a tokamak reactor. The dynamics of LH
current generation in tokamaks are numerically modelled by using the plasma energy balance
equation, the kinetic equation for resonance electrons and the equation of LH wave propagation
in the plasma. It is demonstrated that the LH current generates superheating instability in the
plasma. Depending on the discharge conditions, this instability leads either to plasma cooling
and LH current peaking or to plasma superheating and subsequent current peaking at the
periphery. The results of current generation experiments in present tokamaks are compared.
The problem of current generation by means of ion-cyclotron waves in a homogeneous plasma
is considered theoretically. An analysis is made of the current generation efficiency as a
function of resonance ion density and species. The efficiencies of current generation with
lower-hybrid, electron and ion-cyclotron waves are compared.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been intensive discussion of the problem of
sustaining a steady-state current in tokamaks. The high-frequency (HF) methods
[ 1 - 5 ] are among the most attractive. Of these, the method of generation of a
steady-state current with lower hybrid (LH) waves [ 1 - 3 ] is the one that has been
studied most, both from the theoretical and experimental standpoints. So far
theoretical studies have concentrated on determining the dependence of the
current generation efficiency T?LH = JHF/P CJHF *S t n e density of the current
excited by the waves and P the specific high-frequency power needed to generate
the current) on the parameters in the case of a homogeneous plasma. At present,
the generally accepted expression for T?LH is
0.4
2 + Zi

e2-ei
lnCej/e,)

1
3

nee lnA

v

'
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Equation (1) was obtained for the rectangular spectrum of LH waves with phase
velocities y/2ejm < VQZ <y / 2e 2 /M on the assumption that ev » T e .
Equation (1) gives the current generation efficiency acceptable from the reactor
point of view. However, a number of problems have yet to be solved before a
final conclusion can be drawn about the prospects of this method. First of all,
there is the problem of generating MHD-stable (quasi-homogeneous) current
profiles in an inhomogeneous plasma. For the purpose of interpretation of the
experiments which are carried out at present, it is also necessary to take selfconsistent account of the action of the HF generator on the plasma. It is essentially
these problems which are dealt with in the present paper. In addition, the
efficiencies of current generation in a homogeneous plasma with LH and cyclotron
waves are compared.

2.

CURRENT GENERATION BY MEANS OF LOWER-HYBRID WAVES

2.1. System of equations
A self-consistent description of the processes by which there is HF energy
penetration into the plasma, generation of the HF current and an effect by the
current on the plasma energy balance requires the simultaneous solution of the
following system of equations; first of all there is the kinetic equation for
epithermal resonance electrons; in the one-dimensional model used below it can
be written in the form
eE 9f _ _9
m 9vZv 9v

vJ+~~
v733 V
2
Vzz

3v7 /

+

mnv,

~

rdv

(2)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) describes the collisional, and the
second term the quasi-linear, relaxation of the distribution function; E is an eddy
electric field; Wk = (tOpe/u>2) |Ez|£/47r is the spectral density of the LH wave
energy, and vs = [(2 + Zj)/5] Gj£e/(27rnevxe In A). The factor [(2 + Z f )/5] in ve
phenomenologically takes account of the increase in the current generation
efficiency due to the two-dimensionality of collisions [3].
Next, it is necessary to write the equation of HF energy transport deep into
the plasma. Neglecting the toroidal effects, in quasi-classical approximation, we
can retain in this equation only the radial component of the group velocity

(3)
where for LH waves u ** cj 2 /cj pe k z ,
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3£e
3v, v z = co/k.

is the damping decrement of the wave, due to resonance electrons. In Eqs ( 2 - 3 ) ,
the time derivatives are neglected since the characteristic times for establishment
of steady-state distributions of Wk and fe are much shorter than the temperature
and current density relaxation time, for which we write the standard system of
energy-blance equations
3

3T e

1 9

3T:

9j

3t

13

c2 1

=

3T:

3 ^ 3

4ir r 3r

3T e

3r

J-JHF

6

a

Here it is assumed that Ohm's law takes the form j f i = oE = J-JHF> where a is the
Spitzer conductivity; j the total current density, and

e
JHF=

m

J

fM being the Maxwell distribution function; the integration is performed over
the resonance electron region.
The system of Eqs (2-6) with the respective boundary conditions forms a
closed system which was solved numerically.
2.2. Current generation in the tokamak reactor
Evaluations show that under reactor conditions the fusion power release
is much higher than the HF power needed to sustain a steady-state current, so
the latter power should not appreciably influence the plasma energy balance.
We can therefore confine ourselves to analysing Eqs (2-3) for the given temperature and density profiles. The calculations performed under INTOR conditions
(T e = 20 keV, ne = 2 X 1014 cm"3, B = 5T) show that the use of the rectangular LH
wave spectrum leads to an exponential dependence of current density on radius,
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FIG.l. Current density versus radius for INTOR conditions.

and the current profile is either peaked (at sufficiently high HF power) or is subject
to the skin effect (see Fig. 1). In both cases, the Kruskal-Shafranov stability
condition is violated severely (for comparison, the current density for which q = 1
is shown by a broken line in Fig. 1). Our calculations show that the optimum
spectrum for generation of a quasi-homogeneous current is the one in which a large
part of the energy is concentrated in the region of high phase velocities. As an
example, Fig. 1 gives the current profile generated by the spectrum
W

0

O

(N;

2

-N;*)3

for

for

•- =
• <•N
rrun
z
N

z<Nzmin

k

'

c

(7)

and N z > N z m a x

where Nz min = 1 + 2o>pe/c0ge is determined by the condition of accessibility
to LH waves. It should be noted that there is another limitation on the width of
the LH wave spectrum, which is associated with the possibility of the occurrence
of a "fan" instability [6]. Quasi-linear relaxation of LH waves leads to the
appearance of a tail of run-away electrons |9f e /9v z | < |9f e /dvJ and to subsequent
excitation of Langmuir oscillations due to the anomalous Doppler effect. The
necessary condition for instability development takes the form [7]:
(8)
When inequality (8) is satisfied, all electrons with e > e2 will become isotropic
in the velocity space and this is tantamount to the appearance, in their case,
of large anomalous resistance. We hasten to point out that under INTOR
conditions, we obtain from Eq. (8) using e! > 6T e : e2 — 500 keV, i.e. in the
reactor the 'fan' instability should not limit the current.

IAEA-CN-41/C-1-2

FIG.2.
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Current and electric field profiles (a, b, c, d).

2.3. Dynamics of current generation in the tokamak
Let us now consider the process of reshaping of the current profile in the
plasma column through the action of an external force applied to the electron
component. We shall, as before, consider that the density and temperature
profiles are given and do not change in time. If we ignore the fast transient
processes associated with deformation of the distribution function (collisional
times) and with displacement currents (inverse plasma frequency), then an eddy
electric field is induced concurrently with the appearance of the fast electron
current and there arises an anti-current consisting of the bulk of electrons generated
by it. Let us suppose that at instant t = 0 the HF field was switched on, and that
during this process there occurred in some region of the plasma column a positive
current of fast particles j ^ p (broken line in Fig. 2a), together with a Joule anticurrent j n = J~JHF = ~JHF e Q u a l t o ^ b u t opposite in direction. The electric field
at this instant was E = -j^p/a (Fig. 2a). The subsequent reshaping of the current
profile is determined by the diffusion of the electric field (Fig. 2b), as a result of
which during skin time T^. a homogeneous radial field distribution E(r) « const
is established (2c). The total current through the plasma over this time does not
change significantly. Lastly, after the time r = 2(ln(8R/a) - 2 ) ^ = 3 r ^ the
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Joule anti-current is fully dissipated, the electric field drops to zero and the total
current increases by

0

(Fig. 2d).
The picture described above occurs against the background of the steady
state established before the instant t = 0. Moreover, the last stage of the process
occurs as shown in Fig. 2d only when the loop voltage in determined by the
external circuit of the tokamak (in Fig. 2 it is assumed that the loop voltage is
zero). If it is the current through the plasma which is determined in the device,
the distributions j(r) and E(r) shown in Fig. 2c will not change any further.
In the actual situation a number of other factors have to be taken into
account. The first of these is the influence of the inverse electric field (Fig. 2a)
on the magnitude of HF power absorption and hence on the current generation
efficiency. The fact is that such an electric field, just as the force of dynamic
friction, hinders the formation of a plateau in the electron distribution function;
as a result, more HF energy is required to generate the same current density.
This effect shows up most strongly when we consider the scenario of non-inductive
production of the discharge in a tokamak. It is obvious that current generation
with LH waves in a tokamak is advisable under conditions where the current
generation efficiency is high, i.e. at low density. But in that case, the induced
electric field plays a big role. As an example, Fig. 3 shows the profiles of the
current generated by means of LH waves for the initial stage of discharge in
INTOR (n™ x = 1013 cm"3, T e = 1 keV, P = 3 MW). Here the spectrum is chosen
in the form
Nzl<Nz<Nzmax
Nzmin<Nz<Nzl

W k (N z ,a)= 0

N

(9)

z> N zmax> N z< N zmin

The broken line indicates the profile of the HF current at the instant of its
generation, i.e. for the maximum value of the electric field. The solid curve shows
the current profile after damping of the Joule anti-current. It will be seen that
the profiles differ significantly and this correspondingly changes the current
generation and shaping dynamics shown in Fig. 2.
If the absorbed HF power has a substantial influence on plasma energy
balance as a whole, it is also necessary to take into account the reshaping of the
plasma parameters under the action of the HF wave. Such a relationship manifests
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FIG.3.

Profiles of current generated by LH waves for initial INTOR discharge stage.

itself strongly in the present generation of tokamaks, where the HF power is
comparable with the power of the Joule energy contribution. If the efficiency
of current generation with LH waves n ^ (1) is higher than the efficiency of
current generation with an eddy electric field: T?LH > Vn = J/jE = 1/E, then for
application of HF power to the plasma and maintenance of total current the
total heating power will decrease and the plasma will cool. The condition
VQ, can be re-written in the form
U
R

0.2
> 1
Z; N u l n e 2 / e 1

(10)

Here U is the plasma column loop voltage in V, R the major radius of the plasma
in m, N ] 3 the plasma density in 1013 cm" 3 and e]2 the resonance particle energy
in keV. It will be seen that condition (10) can be satisfied in a sufficiently rarefied
plasma in small tokamaks. Figure 4 gives the results of numerical modelling of
the JFT-2 device (the broken line indicates experimental data). In the calculation
it was assumed that the total current did not change and was I = 70 kA, R = 90 cm,
B = IT, n e = 0.5 X 1013 cm" 3 ; electron heat conductivity was taken as equal to
Ke = 1017 cm-si" 1 , ei = 2.5 keV, e 2 = 20 keV. Under these assumptions and for
an applied power of 40 kW the calculation results agree satisfactorily with the
experimental data of Ref. [8]. It follows from the calculations that the LH wave
generates a current of 45 kA.
It will be readily noted that in devices where inequality (10) is satisfied,
a steady-state current cannot be obtained only with LH waves. Indeed, on application of LH power the plasma begins to cool but, as we know, wave absorption
and current density decrease exponentially with the drop in temperature,
thereby leading to further cooling. If the inequality opposite to (10) is satisfied,
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FIG. 4. Results of numerical modelling ofJFT-2 device.

the plasma begins to be heated when HF power is applied and this in turn leads
to peaking of the absorbed power at the periphery. The current peaking at the
periphery caused by this may impair the MHD stability. It is obvious that the
reactor should not have superheating instability of the type considered because
of the predominance of fusion energy release.

3.

CURRENT GENERATION BY ION-CYCLOTRON WAVES

Unlike LH waves, cyclotron waves have practically no longitudinal momentum,
and in their case the current generation mechanism is based on the dependence of
collision frequency on velocity [9]. An evaluation of the efficiency of current
generation by ion-cyclotron waves was obtained in Ref. [9]. In a linear approximation, when ion-cyclotron waves hardly distort the distribution function of the
resonance ions of the minority plasma, the problem can be solved analytically
with the help of Green's function. The analysis was performed on the assumption
that quasi-linear diffusion increases only the transverse energy of the resonance
ions, the spectral density of the ion-cyclotron wave energy being different from
zero for ions with v0 < vz < <». It appears that, in this case, the efficiency of
generation of the minority ion current attains its maximum for

Omax

(11)

Here Mj is the ion mass of the bulk plasma and Ms the ion mass of the minority
plasma. For v0 < v0 max the efficiency of the minority current is proportional to
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(12)

and for v0 > v0 m a x it decreases as
v02.
In the case of electron-cyclotron waves, the efficiency T) EC increases quadratically with v0, according to Ref. [4] (in Ref. [10] a wrong conclusion was drawn
with regard to the limitation of this increase). We should note, however, that it
is not possible to generate a substantial current for v0 » vTfi with electroncyclotron waves since non-linear deformation leads to the appearance of 'escaping'
electrons and to the associated undesirable consequences. In the case of ioncyclotron waves, there is no such escape because of electron-ion collisions;
however, it is these collisions which lead to the decline in efficiency for v0 > v0 max In the case of the ion-cyclotron mechanism, just as in that of current generation with a fast-atom beam, the minority current is screened by the electron
current so that the total current equals the minority current multiplied by the
coefficient |1 — Zg/Z^l. A similar correction is made for toroidal effects.
In a linear approximation the expression for 77 = T?S| 1 - Z s /Z ; | was studied
numerically for the hydrogen and 3He minority in the 50%D + 50%T mixture.
Figure 5 shows the dependences of r?s for H and 3He (the dashed curves) for
Z ; = 1.2, 1.8 on the parameter u£ = v£/v£ . The same figure also shows the
efficiencies of current excitations by a neutral-atom beam for vB s v0 max. It will
be seen that the latter efficiency is somewhat higher than rjj C . It should be borne
in mind, however, that the efficiency of current generation by neutral injection
reaches its peak at beam energies of the order of 500 keV (for T e = 10 keV).
In the non-linear regime, evaluations were obtained for the minority ion
concentration needed for current generation in INTOR. With allowance for
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toroidal effects ( e s O . l ) the density of the hydrogen minority is about 10% of
the elution density, while the necessary density of 3He ions is higher by a factor
of about two.
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Abstract
PLASMA CURRENT DRIVE AND SUSTAINMENT BY LOWER-HYBRID WAVE IN THE
WT-2 TOKAMAK.
Lower-hybrid current drive experiments have been carried out in the WT-2 tokamak.
By injecting radio-frequency (RF) power PRI-- near the lower-hybrid frequency intoanOhmically
heated plasma near the end of tokamak discharge, an RF-driven current-sustained plasma is
produced and continues to exist during the RF injection period, where the toroidal current is
generated by the LH wave only, without Ohmic power. Scaling of the RF-driven current IRJ.
is obtained as neX IRI-71'RK—0.15 X 1013kA-cm"3-kW"1. The RF-driven current is generated
only for low-density plasmas with density ne:S 1.4 X 1013cm"3, i.e. COLH/W S 0.6. Here COLH
and GJ are the LH and the applied frequencies, respectively. The high-frequency instability
(relaxation oscillation) excited by the RF-driven current has been studied. The instability was
observed to be suppressed and stabilized by controlling the velocity distribution of the
electrons by electron-cyclotron heating.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been much interest recently in lower-hybrid current drive in
connection with the realization of a steady-state tokamak reactor [1-8]. In this
paper the experimental results on toroidal plasma sustained by RF-driven current
alone and the suppression of high-frequency instability due to RF-driven current
in the WT-2 tokamak are described.
The WT-2 tokamak has an aluminium shell, major and minor radii
R = 40 cm and a = 9 cm, toroidal field Bx^ 13 kG, and plasma current I p <30kA.
The RF power ( P o < 100 kW, f= 915 MHz, T R F < 20 ms), generated by a
magnetron, is launched into the plasma with a phased array of four waveguides
(inner dimension 13 X 185 mm 2 ). Experiments were carried out in a low-density
slide-away discharge with line-averaged electron density n e ^ ( 6 - 10) X 1012 cm"3.
Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
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FIG.l. Temporal evolution of plasma parameters: (b) loop voltage V L ; (c) plasma current \p\
(d) electron density n e ; (ej electron-cyclotron emission l^; (fj~(h) soft-X-ray emissions. Full
curves are with RF power (a) and dashed curves are without JPRF-

2. EXPERIMENTS ON RF-CURRENT-SUSTAINED PLASMAS
In Figs l(a)-(h), the temporal evolution of the plasma parameters with and
without RF injection is plotted. When the RF is injected into Ohmically heated
(OH) plasma near the end of the tokamak discharge, the plasma parameters
change drastically and the plasma current I p continues to flow with the loop
voltage VL = 0 as long as the RF is injected. The results suggest that the toroidal
plasma is sustained by the RF-driven current only, without the Ohmic current.
In the early stage (t «* 9— 17 ms) during RF injection, when the RF power PRF
is superposed on the OH plasma, the voltage VL decreases, the current I p increases
slightly, and the hard-X-ray emission IHX appearing in the case of no PRF is
suppressed. These changes are due to the generation of the LH-wave-driven
current IRF in the OH plasma. In the later stage (t ss 19-29 ms) the voltage VL
is kept at zero, or a slightly negative value after falling to zero abruptly, and
the current \p(^ 10 kA) continues to flow, although it decreases gradually. It is
noted that all I p is ascribed to I R F . s i n c e V L = 0 and no Ohmic current flows. The
electron density of this RF-current-sustained (RF-CS) plasma is kept nearly
constant (n e « 3 X 1012 cm"3), although this is half the density of the OH plasma.
Signals from the magnetic probes show that the position of the plasma column
along the major radius is not changed during RF injection. The hard-X-ray
signal IHX> after attaining a peak at the end of the OH plasma, decreases gradually
in the RF-CS plasma. After the RF is turned off, the voltage VL changes abruptly
to a positive value and the current I p falls off after a short time. Here, IHX
increases again, the plasma column quickly moves inward, and the plasma
disappears.
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FIG.2. Relative intensities of soft-X-ray emissions are plotted as functions of thickness of
aluminium absorber for fa) OH plasma (t = 5 ms) and (b) RF-CS plasma (t = 26 ms). Full
curves are theoretical ones emitted from the thermal electrons of7e and dashed curves are
from the electron whose energy distribution function forms the plateau in the specified range.

Measurements of plasma parameters of the OH plasma in the absence of
RF (t = 9 ms) in Fig. 1 showed that the ion temperature obtained from Doppler
broadening of the C V line is 60 eV, and the electron temperature obtained from
Thomson scattering is Te = 170 ± 60 eV. For the RF-CS plasma, the quantities
n e , Te and T; are very different from those in the OH plasma. The impurity lines
of high excitation energy (C V and O V) disappear and the line of middle excitation
energy (O IV) is observed to be weaker than that of the OH plasma. However,
the line intensities of low excitation energy (O III and O II) increase, compared
with those in the OH plasma, though the density n e decreases. The result suggests
that Te is fairly low. Its value is estimated to be Te = 30 eV, assuming a stationary
coronal model and comparing the line intensities with those of the OH plasma.
The energy distribution of the electrons is estimated from the soft-X-ray
emission Isx measured by SSB detector, sensitive in the energy range 0.2 - 70 keV.
By inserting Be and/or Al foils of various thicknesses in front of the detector, Isx
is measured in various energy ranges, where the minimum detectable energy
h^min is estimated from the 10% transmissivity of the foils and denoted by
Isx (h^min)- In Fig. l(f), Isx(0.2 keV) decreases drastically in the RF-CS plasma
and is 1/15 that of the OH plasma, although the corresponding density ratio is
about 1/2, showing that Te decreases enormously, as noted before. IsxU- 7 keV)
and IsxU 5 keV) are intenser in the RF-CS plasma than in the OH plasma,
suggesting that fast electrons are produced by RF power (curves (g) and (h)).
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Analyses of the absorption rate of Isx against the thickness of absorber in
Figs 2(a) and (b) suggest that the fast electrons of RF-CS plasma form a plateau
from 10 to 50 keV in the energy distribution function, while the OH plasma has
a high-energy tail with temperature Ttaji = 10 keV. This fast electron beam excites
the second cyclotron harmonic emission 1^ strongly (10 times greater than the
thermal emission from the OH plasma in Fig.l(e)), although ne is low in the
RF-CS plasma. Measurements of the spatial profile of IsxU-7 keV) suggest that
the fast electron beam is distributed somewhat flatly within the plasma column.
The temporal variation of hard-X-ray radiation lux an<4 i t s energy distribution is
measured by a Nal scintillator and a pulse height analyser. Measurements show
that the runaway electrons are produced by VL and that their maximum energy
reaches =» 1 MeV at the end of the OH plasma and decreases to = 0.5 MeV for
RF-CS plasma. The result can be explained by the free-fall acceleration of electrons
with V]_. It is therefore concluded that the electrons of RF-CS plasma are composed
of the bulk electrons (with T e = 30 eV, n e = 3 X 1012crrf3), the beam electrons
in the plateau (with energy range Wb = 10-50 keV), and the runaway electrons, of
=«0.5 MeV. Measurements on Isx show that the toroidal current ( I p ^ 10 kA)
is carried by this fast electron beam with W b ^ 10-50 keV, n b ss2.2 X 10 )O cnT 3 .
In the RF-CS plasma the low-frequency fluctuations, measured from sub-mm wave
scattering, decrease and their frequency spectra become narrow. The result may
be due to suppression of drift instability in the presence of Ohmic current.
Experiments showed that the RF power PRF, required to generate the same
toroidal current in the RF-CS plasmas, decreases with the density n e . In the lowdensity plasma with n e = 1.4 X 1012 cm"3, we obtained IRF = 8 kA with P R F =9kW.
As PRF increases, the RF-CS plasma starts early and IRF increases with PRFIt can be seen from Fig.3(a) that the experimental values of neX IRF are
proportional to PRF and scaling of current generation is obtained as
n e XI R F /PRF=0.15 X 1013 kA-cm"3-kW"1. In the RF-CS plasma, where the
fast electron beam is in a quasi-steady state, the RF power absorbed by the beam
electrons is assumed to be balanced by the loss ascribed to their Coulomb
collisions with the bulk electrons, neglecting other energy losses. Then, we can
obtain
n e lRF/PRF=4e 2 0 (e 3 lnA)- 1 W b /R
The numerical value of the right-hand side is about ten times greater than the
experimental value. The radiation loss P pyr o frorn the RF-CS plasma was measured
by the pyroelectric detector and we obtain Ppyro/ p RF- 0- 3 4 (Fig.3(b)), which is
comparable to that (Ppyro/IpVL = 0.37) for the OH plasma. When high-power
PRF is injected, the current IRF increases, whereas HF instabilities appear, as
described later.
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FIG.3. (a) Measured product of electron density with RF-driven current, neX IR].-, plotted
as a function of injected RF power P^i.
fbj Radiation loss measured by pyroelectric detector Ppyro versus PRJ for ^^-currentsustained plasmas.

3. ELECTRON DENSITY REGION FOR RF CURRENT DRIVE
RF-driven current is produced in OH plasmas with low electron density
above which no RF-driven current is observed ("density limit"). When PRF is
introduced into the OH plasma, the plasma current I p increases slightly and the
loop voltage VL decreases strongly, implying that the RF-driven current IRF is
generated. Here the current is given approximately by I R F = I O H ( A V L / V L ) o r
I R F = (AI p /At)Tp where r p = (L p + L 0 )/R p ; R p , Lp are the resistance and the
inductance of the plasma respectively; and Lo is the inductance of the circuit.
The decrease in loop voltage, AVL, is measured as a function of electron density n e ,
where the density n e during the RF injection period is changed by gas puffing
after the tokamak discharge is settled. The RF-driven current is produced only in
such low-density plasmas with n e <n c r i t = 1.4 X 10 13 cm"3. Suprathermal electrons
seem to be contained in the initial OH plasma in the low gas pressure
(p i 7 X 1CT5 torr) because the intense non-thermal 1^ and I$x a re observed.
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1^ and Isx become weak (thermal emissions) for high-density plasmas with
n
c ~n c r j t , a n ( l n o RF-driven current is generated. This critical density n c r j t ,
which is somewhat higher than those in other devices [5-7], seems to be unchanged
when the toroidal field or the plasma current I p is varied. These results suggest that
the density limit can be ascribed to the existence of suprathermal electrons in the
initial OH plasma. It is reasonable to consider that the phase velocity of the
launched LH wave is much larger than the electron thermal velocity (T e = 170eV),
so that the LH wave can couple only to the suprathermal electrons with energy
greater than 2.5 keV [9]. Here the power spectra of the four-waveguide array
used in this experiment have a peak at the parallel refractive index Nn= 4 and
extend to Nn = 10 in the case of the phase difference between the adjacent waveguides of A0= 90°. In addition, the electron energy distribution of the OH plasma
is settled in the early stage of tokamak discharge, and the existence of suprathermal electrons depends on the gas pressure at the start of discharge. Experiments
showed that IRF increases with PRF, but that IRF becomes saturated as
increases further, owing to the dependence on the electron density.

4. SUPPRESSION OF RELAXATION OSCILLATION DUE TO RF-DRIVEN
CURRENT
When high-RF power is introduced into the OH plasma, positive spikes
appear in the decreased loop voltage, as shown in Fig.4(a). The EC emission Lj
shows a coincident step-like increase and the bursts of hard and soft X-rays are
correlated with the voltage spikes [4]. At the time when the voltage spike appears,
a strong sharp burst of microwave emission is observed in the broad range of
frequency O>LH S « ^ w p e . These characteristics are similar to the relaxation
oscillations observed in runaway discharges in tokamaks and can be explained as
follows. The velocity of the fast electrons is increased primarily parallel to the
toroidal field by LH waves. When the velocity space anisotropy exceeds a critical
level, unstable plasma waves (co = oopekn/k) are strongly excited by the anomalous
Doppler and the Cherenkov effects. The resultant turbulent pitch-angle scattering
of the fast electrons enhances their perpendicular energy, causing enhanced 1^
X-ray bursts. After the subsequent formation of a plateau and isotropization of
the fast electrons in the velocity distribution function, the instability is cut off.
Thus, the behaviour is recurrent. The periods of the relaxation cycles between
successive spikes increased with B j and decreased with increasing PRF and p
(n e increased with p) [4].
It can be noted in Fig.4(b) that the relaxation oscillation excited by LH-wavedriven current is suppressed and stabilized when ECH is applied. Here the microwave power from thegyrotron ( P E C H < 5 0 kW; 5 ms; 35.6 GHz) is injected into
the plasma with a circular waveguide from the top side, where the EC resonance
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FIG.4. (a) Temporal evolution of loop voltage VL with LHH power PLHH = '9 kW (dashed
curve: without PLHH)"""* (bl with both ECH (PF.CH= 2 9 kW) and LHH. W Temporal
evolution of plasma current Ip (heavy curve.-with both P tC H <""? PLHH; tight curve-.with
dotted curve-.Ohmic power only).

layer lies at r = - 3 cm from the magnetic axis [10]. The voltage spikes disappear
and VL decreases continuously and reaches nearly zero voltage during the injection
°f PECH> implying that I p is almost ascribed to I R F - Corresponding to such a
decrease of V L , the plasma current I p also increases continuously during PECH
injection, while its increase is limited when the relaxation oscillation occurs and
the positive spikes appear in the case of PLHH alone, as shown in Fig.4(c). The
EC emission 1^ and the X-ray emissions (Igx and IHX) increase without step-like
increase or emission bursts during the injection of PECH- It is reasonable to
consider that the observed suppression of the relaxation oscillation can be ascribed
to the isotropization of the fast electrons by heating the electrons in the perpendicular direction with EC waves, since the increase of 1^ and Isx with PECH
suggests perpendicular heating of the fast electrons. These relaxation oscillations
and the suppression can be interpreted qualitatively by the instability condition of
HF electrostatic waves in the hot plasma under the magnetic field.
In summary, the experiments demonstrate that the relaxation oscillation
excited by the LH-wave-driven current is stabilized by simultaneous injection of
ECH power, where the energy distribution of electrons is isotropized by increasing
the perpendicular energy of electrons with ECH. Thus, the plasma current I p
increases without the limitations due to the HF instability, and efficient current
drive can be achieved.
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DISCUSSION
ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-41/C-1-1 TO C-l-3
D. HWANG: The instability was observed through the loop voltage during
LH current drive stabilized by ECH. Are there any other diagnostics for identifying the nature of these instabilities?
S. TANAKA: When the instability appears, bursts of soft X-rays, hard
X-rays and HF ( O J L H < w < cope) emissions and a step-like increment of electron
cyclotron emission are observed, with synchronization to the positive spike of the
loop voltage. These characteristics are very similar to the relaxation oscillation
observed in the runaway discharge.
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Abstract
LOWER-HYBRID WAVE HEATING WITH A TITANIUM GRILL AT HIGH DENSITY
IN PETULA B.
The tokamak PETULA has been upgraded in PETULA B with higher current (200 kA)
and a feedback-controlled vertical field so as to run high-density discharges (n e ~ 10I4cm"3)
for efficient lower-hybrid-heating experiments. A new grill has just been installed on the
machine. It has the following features: solid-titanium waveguides, no window near the plasma
and a strong pumping system, in situ baking and glow discharge cleaning. This grill is designed
for ion heating. Its N| spectrum centred on Nj = 5 will result in wave phase velocity, v^/v^-- 3,
low enough for an efficient ion bulk heating. The frequency to be used, 1.25 GHz, together
with the available power (^ 1 MW), imparts good flexibility to the experiment (low-density
current drive and electron heating). Experiments are in progress. Coupling measurements at
low power have so fax been performed. Substantial loop voltage drops have been observed for
densities n e below 2 X 10I3cm~3.

1. INTRODUCTION
Lower-hybrid (LH) heating offers several important features which are
attractive for future experiments: waveguide launching; preferential heating of
ions or electrons; current generation; availability of powerful generators. Although
experiments have been encouraging, they have so far been limited to modest
additional power PRP < Pj2 [ 1 - 4 ] .
209
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Previous attempts to test LH heating on PETULA faced several difficulties
which reduced the heating performances [1 ]. The best ion-heating rate,
n e ATj(0)s lO^eV-cm^-kW" 1 was obtained with 200 kW of transmitted power.
Above this power, the ion temperature saturation was attributed to the discharge
itself which had a very slow vertical controlled field and a low plasma current.
This allowed only a low working density and the fast-ion confinement was not
sufficient. But this saturation was also correlated with outgassing in the grill
which could generate breakdown and compromise the RF power transmission.
At low density, the loop voltage dropped, indicating current drive through interaction with fast electrons [5]. Since then, new results were obtained in other
experiments [2-4, 6J. Among the specific difficulties LH heating has to cope
with, i.e. waveguide launching (multipactor breakdown), wave propagation and
absorption, significant progress in the understanding of the mechanisms involved
have been achieved in the WEGA experiment [2, 6].
To overcome the difficulties encountered, PETULA has been upgraded in
PETULA B with major improvements. The present programme will emphasize the
ion-heating experiments at high density and high RF power, P R F > P S 2 - But
current drive experiments can also be performed at low density with the same
grill. The recent development of a powerful long-pulse RF generator [7], and
the studies of power transmission on RF test lines [8] technically support the
experiment.
2. THE PETULA B EXPERIMENT
The machine is now equipped with a feedback-controlled vertical field
(20 G-ms"1) to run discharges with current as high as 200 kA, thus allowing a
much better fast-ion confinement. Two special toroidal coils have been installed
to allow a tangential line of sight for charge-exchange spectra, and larger ports to
accommodate a multi-wave guide grill for future experiments, However, they
enhance the local magnetic-field ripple (2.8% on the axis, 14% at the largest
plasma radius of 18.5 cm).
So far, discharges in hydrogen, n e < 8 X 10 13 cirf 3 , 200 ms long, I p = 150 kA,
a= 16.5 cm, BT = 2.7 T have been run. For typical discharges at n e =5X 1013cm~3,
I p = 150 kA, Vp=s 1.6 V, preliminary measurements give Tm (0)3*0.5 to 0.6 keV,
T e ( 0 ) s 0 . 8 to 1.1 keV, Zeff= 1.5 to 3, r E = 8 to 12 ms. For some discharges, the
critical density exceeds the 'Murakami limit'.

3. LOWER-HYBRID HEATING PARAMETERS
The recent results of the WEGA experiment [2] tend to confirm the following
ideas: validity of the linear theory [ 10, 11 ]; NJL limited to its value at the linear
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turning point (LTP); ion heating near the LTP through N± spectrum coupling to
fast ions (V0 i /v t i~3), which then heat the bulk by collisions [12]; the same
mechanism for electron heating through NB spectrum quasi-linear Landau
damping [13].
For a given grill (Nyp is the peak Ny value, N the number of waveguides) ion
heating occurs when [10, 11]
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electron heating occurs for NB values such that Niv/Te<: 6.4 (keV), while the
power deposited in the bulk electrons scales as [ 13]
n
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, 212T
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Though relevant only for local values of parameters, the above formulas with the
usual tokamak scaling laws [9] and the PETULA B parameters B = 2.7 T,
f = 1.25 GHz, allow a good flexibility for various schemes of heating. The
N||p= 5 four-waveguide grill (2.5 < N | < 9 ) built for the experiment allows ion
heating (Eb/Tj~5) at high density (deuterium would be better for both tokamak
performances and LH heating). The required RF power for such an experiment
lies within a range of 0.5 to 1 MW. Both the high-density regime and the good
confinement of RF-produced hot ions demand discharges at high plasma current.
Direct electron heating is also accessible with this grill.
More exact ray-tracing calculations including the profile effects and the
actual magnetic configuration [5] show that the coupling condition to ions
( v 0i/vti~ 3) can be fulfilled at half radius for the whole NB spectrum with the
typical hydrogen discharges (n e = 5 X 10 13 cirf 3 ) so far obtained. Such calculations
for deuterium at the same density give the coupling conditions at the centre.
However, the wider range of heating observed in other experiments [2, 3] suggests
that heating in hydrogen should be tried.

4. THE RF EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The RF generator [7] can deliver as much as 1.5 MW for 150 ms (0.3 MW
for 2 s). The RF network, power dividers, insulators, and waveguides, reduce the
actual power available at the grill to 1 MW.
The grill is made of four adjacent waveguides 16.5 cm high, 1.8 cm wide,
separated by 0.3-cm walls. The important features of this grill (Fig. 1) are the
following [16]: use of titanium as a material for waveguides under vacuum [6],
no window near the plasma, and, therefore, an efficient pumping of the waveguides by the use of perforated waveguides located in a large vacuum tank. The
grill can be baked up to 300°C [3], and glow discharge cleaning [6] can be applied
by electrodes at the grill mouth and near the vacuum windows. The grill position
is adjustable and a four-channel movable interferometer can measure the density
in front of the grill.
The grill has been conditioned before installation in PETULA B [16]. By
using baking and argon glow discharge cleaning (about 1 hour), the breakdown
threshold in vacuum was pushed up to about 200 kW per guide, the criterion
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FIG. 1. Sketch of grill on PETULA B.
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FIG.2. Reflection coefficient (R), transmission coefficient IT) of an adjacent waveguide, and
RF phase ( A 0 I R ) between incident and reflected powers of a single fed waveguide of the grill
versus incident power with discharges atne=SX
10 13 cm" 3 .
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FIG.3. Reflection coefficients as functions of grill position (wall at 0 cm, limiter at 7 cm):
a) 0, n, 0, n phasing, b) 0, ir/2, v, 3n/2 phasing.
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FIG.4. Line density measured in front of grill as function of radial position (wall at 0 cm,
limiter at 7 cm): the microwave data from the grill interferometer (crosses) join the infra red
data from the discharge interferometer (open circle). The solid curve represents

/m?C=I013exp(r/3)(cm~2).

being that neither any variation of RF phase between incident and reflected
powers in the fed waveguide, nor any variation of reflection and transmission
coefficients with RF power should occur. However, further glow discharges
were necessary to get rid of the light still measured in the grill so as to make this
conditioning gas-resistant. The grill has been recently installed on the machine.
The conditioning previously obtained on test-stand in vacuo has not yet been
achieved, presumably because of the non-uniformity of the glow discharge
cleaning along the waveguides owing to different boundary conditions. As is
shown in Fig.2, according to the conditioning criterion defined above, only a few
kW can be transmitted in a one-waveguide-fed operation with plasma. With the
four waveguides fed together, 25 kW can be transmitted without breakdown in
the presence of plasma in the 0, n, 0,7r phasing, and about 50 kW in the
0, TT/2, IT, 3TT/2 phasing. RF pulse conditioning can slightly improve this capability,
but it is neither very efficient nor time-resistant.

5. FIRST RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Here we present results of coupling studies performed at low power (20 kW)
with the discharge n e = 5 X 10 13 cnf 3 described above. Figure 3 shows the grill
reflection coefficients as functions of the grill position for the phasings 0, n, 0, IT
and 0, it 12, IT, 3TT/2. With the density measurements in front of the grill (Fig.4),
we tentatively interpret the data of Fig.3 by using a step-density model grill
coupling code [17]. The results of this code for the same phasings as in Fig.3
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(cm)
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FIG.5. Reflection coefficients as functions of grill position from step-density model coupling
code. The density in front of the grill is taken to be n e = 1.2 X 1011 exp(r/2) (cm"3)
(approximate Abel inversion of Fig.4): (a) 0, IT, 0, ir; (bj 0, TT/2, n, 3ir/2 phasing.
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FIG. 6. Loop voltage, plasma current and mean electron density versus time in low-density
regime with and without RF power (78 kW peak).

are presented in Fig. 5. At each position, the density in front of the grill and its
gradient are calculated from Abel inversion of the Fig.4 data. The data obtained
in the 0, ir, 0, n phasing (Fig.3a) show good symmetry as expected, and the shaping
qualitatively agrees with the results of the code (Fig.5a). Near the wall (at 0 cm),
the discrepancy may be due to an actual density profile different from that
inferred from the Fig.4 data, and the step density model may not apply. Higher
values of the experimental reflection coefficients may be attributed to other
modes of the rectangular waveguides not taken into account in the theory [17].
Also geometrical effects (the wall being far from the grill mouth as opposed to
what the code assumes) may cause the reflection coefficient to increase, especially
in external waveguides. This discrepancy is even worse in the 0, TT/2, it, 37r/2
phasing (Figs 3b and 5b).
A few shots at low density have been run for current drive experiments in the
phasing 0, -rr/2, -it, -3ir/2, though at a power where breakdown occurred, thus
reducing the actual power transferred and changing the actual phasing. Loop
voltage drops indicating RF current generation [18], -AV p /V p = I R F / I P = 0.5 have
been observed. As illustrated in Fig.6, with a peak input RF power of 78 kW and
a reflection coefficient of 0.16, the usual current drive figure of merit nelRF/PRF,
reaches 1.7 X 1013cm"3A«W"1 at a density of n e = 1.7 X 1013cm~3, not taking into
account the reduction of the power transfer caused by breakdown. No loop
voltage drop was observed above n e = 2 X 10 I3 cm" 3 .
Experiments are now in progress in order to improve the discharge parameters
and to achieve grill conditioning.
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DISCUSSION
J.J. SCHUSS: Does the presence of the electron cyclotron layer in the
waveguides in vacuum have any influence on your present RF power transmission limit?
G. MELIN: No. At the moment there is no difference in the power
transmission limit, whether there is only a vacuum without plasma or both a
plasma and a magnetic field.
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Abstract
RF HEATING EXPERIMENTS ON JIPP T-II.
Experimental results of RF heating (ICRF, LHH, ECH) on JIPP T-II device are presented.
In the ICRF experiment, a net RF power up to 400 kW is delivered to a plasma realizing a
power density of 1 W-crrf3. The heating efficiency becomes worse for such a high power
density. The mechanism is clarified by an analysis based on a solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation. An interesting wave absorption mechanism is discovered by measuring the antenna
loading resistance. In the LHH experiment, an auxiliary limiter is used and found to
be effective in eliminating surface slide-away electrons in stellarator operation. The low-frequency
fluctuation is thereby suppressed, and a high heating efficiency is realized. In the ECH
experiment, heating procedures involving ordinary and extraordinary modes of low-field-side
injection are compared and nearly identical efficiencies are obtained.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Wave heating is becoming increasingly attractive as an additional heating
method for fusion devices (ion cyclotron wave [ 1 - 3 ] , lower-hybrid wave [4, 5]
and electron cyclotron wave [6, 7]). Heating experiments with these candidate
waves have been carried out on JIPP T-II [8], a stellarator-tokamak hybrid machine
with major radius R = 91 cm and minor radius a^ = 17 cm. The maximum'toroidal
field is 3.0 T, and the rotational transform angle due to helical windings, in/27r,
is 0.25 at Bt = 2.0 T.
Faculty of Science, The University of Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan.
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FIG.l. Time evolution ofT-^ when ICRFpower of 260 kW is applied. Solid line is result of
computational simulation.
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FIG.2. Time evolution of Te when ICRF power of 260 kW is applied. Smooth line is
result of computational simulation.

2.

ICRF HEATING

ICRF heating was applied to tokamak plasmas with the following parameters:
B T = 2.7 T; n e = (2-5) X 10 13 cm"3, I p = 90 kA; and P 0 H = 120 kW. The deuterium
plasma is heated in the two-ion-hybrid regime [1-3].* Experimental results are
presented for three cases: 4% H, 10% H, and 10% 3He. The RF frequencies are
40 MHz and 27 MHz, corresponding to H and 3He minorities.
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FIG.4. Power balance diagram for 4% H. ee and €Q denote the time derivatives of electron
and deuterium thermal energy. All quantities are evaluated at 6 ms afterRFpulse turn-on. Sum
of RF powers absorbed by respective species is 146 kW, while Pnet = 260 kW.
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A favourable result was obtained in the 4%-H experiment. The heating was
successful up to a net power input of 260 kW (0.65 W-cirf3), which corresponds
to twice the Joule input. As is shown in Fig. 1, the ion temperature increases
from 270 to 570 eV, with a heating rate of 1.2 eV-kW"1. The temperatures were
computed from zero-dimensional energy balance equations and the results are
also shown in the figure. An increase in the electron temperature is also observed
(Fig.2). In this figure, the electron temperature rises with time from 0.78 to
1.05 keV, but begins to fall during the heating pulse. The application of higher
power up to 400 kW (1 W-cirf3) does not bring about any further ion heating.
Although a similar heating rate was also obtained in the 10%-H experiment,
saturation of the deuterium temperature occurred at a lower power level of
150 kW. In the 3 He-minority experiment, a heating efficiency twice as large
as in the H-minority case was observed, demonstrating the superiority of
3
He as minority species. In Fig.3, the power dependence of the deuterium
temperature increase is summarized in terms of ATd n e .
What makes the difference between the 4% H and the 10% H is investigated
through an analysis of the power balance equations. Figure 4 shows the power
balance for the typical case of 4% H. It is found that not only the minority but
also e and D absorb wave energy in the 4%-H experiment, while only minority
ions take part in absorbing wave energy in both the 10%-H and 10%-3He
experiments. These results are different from those of TFR [ 1 ] and PLT [2]:
The former reports direct heating of electrons in the high-concentration H
experiment, while the latter reports that only minority ions are directly heated
in the low-concentration H experiment. The apparent difference between their
results and ours is due to the difference in the antenna configurations; our
antenna surrounds the plasma entirely. Lapierre [9] pointed out the presence
of a local cavity mode on the low-field side of the minor cross-section and
how it affects the loading resistance of the antenna. By measuring of the loading
resistance and examining the tunnelling coefficient with the experimental
parameters, we find that this mode is established under the conditions of the
10%-H experiment. Then, the localized wave heats only minority ions via ion
cyclotron damping. In the 4%-H case, however, where the tunnelling coefficient
is around 0.5, the wave absorption is subject to the ordinary-mode conversion
process so that the wave energy is distributed over all the species.
The sum of the RF powers absorbed by the respective species is less than
that radiated from the antennas (Fig.4). With the definition of efficiency
^ = (PRF + P RF + P R F ) / P R F > w e obtain 17 = 0.56 for the 4%-H case and 17 = 0.23
for 10%-H case. The physical picture of rj is given by solving the Fokker-Planck
equation. We generalize the Stix analysis [ 10] to retain the particle flow through
the velocity space and derive an analytic solution for 77. It is concluded from
this analysis that application of power exceeding 100 kW in the 10%-H experiment
does not serve to heat D but only to increase the particle loss of the minority
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H; this value corresponds to the experimental threshold power level where Tp
tends to saturate. The threshold power level is calculated to be as small as 30 kW
for the 4%-H experiment. Since, however, the wave energy is distributed not
only to H but also the e and D, a linear dependence of AT D on the input RF
power is obtained up to 260 kW. In the 10%-3He experiment, the threshold
is so high that there appears to be no saturation within the present experimental
range. A higher efficiency is obtained in the 3 He-minority experiment, as was
shown in the PLT experiment [2].
The degrading effect caused by the application of RF heating first appears on
the electron energy confinement. The radiation losses are enhanced mainly
owing to the heavy impurities Ti and Mo, the former coming from the vacuum
wall and the latter from the limiter. The result of a simulation is shown in Fig.2,
compared with the experimental data. Here, the measured radiation loss is
used as an input in computing the transport equations.

3.

LOWER-HYBRID HEATING

The major emphasis of the LHH experiment was on the application to a
stellarator plasma. In our previous experiment [8], the increase in ion temperature
was saturated when the RF power into the torus, P net , exceeded 50 kW (broken
line in Fig.5a). Whether this is intrinsic to a stellarator plasma or due to some
other mechanism was a question of great concern. In this experiment, an
auxiliary limiter is installed near the RF launcher, and a linear increase in ATj
was realized up to 150 kW. Since this improvement is accompanied by the
reduction of low-frequency fluctuations, we think that the auxiliary limiter
operates as follows: it cuts the peripheral slide-away electrons so that no
electrostatic ion-cyclotron instability grows and the undesirable coupling
between the lower hybrid wave and the low-frequency fluctuations is reduced.

4. ELECTRON CYCLOTRON HEATING
The ECH experiment was carried out in a stellarator plasma (B t = 12.7 kG,
Ip = 40 kA, rotational transform by helical windings th/27r = 0.12, effective
plasma radius aeff = 14 cm) by injecting 40 kW of 35.5 GHz microwave power
[11]. The main purpose of this experiment is to compare the heating efficiency
of the ordinary and extraordinary modes injected from the low-field side. Figure 6
shows the dependence of the electron temperature T e on fie, measured in the
presence of the O- and X-mode injections. The temperature increase is about
150 eV in both cases for n e = 5 X 1012 cm"3 and diminishes to almost zero when
n e exceeds the critical density n c at the centre. It is important that heating
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FIG.5. Dependence of increase in central ion temperature on RF power into torus.
(a) Stellarator (Bx = 2.2 T, Ip = 50 kA, ih/2ir = 0.14, ne = 1.5 X lO^cm'3).
Symbol* refers to stellarator plasma without auxiliary limiter.
(b) Tokamak (Bt = 2.2 T, Ip = 83 kA, he = 1.5 X 10n cm'3).
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FIG.6. Electron temperature as function of electron density when O- or X-mode is injected
from low-field side of torus.
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efficiencies for the 0 - and X-modes show almost the same value
(T e n e /P = 2.2 X 10 13 eV'cm^-kW- 1 when n e = 6 X 1012 cm" 3 ), in spite of the
presence of an opacity region for the X-mode injected from the low-field side.
This result is interpreted as due to the penetration of scattered waves from the
high- and low-field sides; the wave polarization is scrambled by the reflection
at the chamber wall. The result that the heating efficiency is not sensitive to
the wave mode structure brings technological advantages because pure mode
selection becomes more difficult in future devices where higher frequencies
are required.
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DISCUSSION
C.S. LIU: The parametric decay of the LH wave into the ion cyclotron
mode is insensitive to electron distribution. Can you explain why the suppression
of runaway electrons can prevent ion cyclotron instabilities?
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T. WATARI: The instability I mentioned is not parametric decay, but a
current-driven electrostatic ion cyclotron instability. By a simple calculation,
we find that a very small surface current is enough to destabilize this instability.
T. OHKAWA: Have you tried RF heating (e.g. ECH) in the stellarator in
the absence of Ohmic heating current? If not, why not?
T. WATARI: No, we have not tried this, because our power source was not
sufficient for this kind of experiment.
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Abstract
LOWER-HYBRID HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENTS ON THE ALCATOR C
AND VERSATOR II TOKAMAKS.
Lower-hybrid wave heating and RF current drive experiments have been carried out on
the MIT Alcator C and Versator II tokamaks. In the Alcator C experiment, using a sixteenwaveguide array, a total net power of P = 650 kW has been injected at 4.6 GHz. This corresponds to 9 kW-cirf2 RF power density on the ceramic (BeO) vacuum windows. From
Alcator C, results on (1) bulk ion and electron heating at a density of n = 1.5 X 10 H cm"3,
(2) ion tail formation in H + plasmas at a density of n s 2.7 X 1014 cm' 3 , and (3) RF current
drive studies, where flat-top current traces and negative loop voltages have been produced at
densities up to n = 5.0 X I0 13 cm"3, are presented. In the Versator II tokamak lower-hybrid
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experiment, RF power from an 800-MHz klystron is injected by a four-or six-waveguide array
with net transmitted powers up to 100 kW. In the current drive experiments, a relaxation
instability of the electron tail current has been observed and successfully stabilized by addition
of sufficient ECRH power, P ^ 20 kW. Ion heating experiments have demonstrated a maximum
bulk ion heating rate of 1 eV/kW at if = 2.6 X 1013cm~3 and ion tail formation at
n C 1.5 X 1013 cm"3. Related theoretical works are also presented.

ALCATOR C EXPERIMENTS
We have begun a series of lower hybrid heating and current
drive experiments in the MIT Alcator C tokamakD-3], The operating frequency of the klystrons is 4.6 GHz, and the pulse
length is 0.5 sec at the full power rating of 250 kW per klystron. The complete system will consist of 16 klystrons, for
a total power of 4.0 MW at the source. The relative phase of
each klystron is electronically adjustable, and each klystron
feeds one column of a 4 x 4 array of waveguides. The waveguides have internally brazed ceramic (BeO) vacuum windows
located 10-12 cm from the plasma end. In the present paper we
summarize RF coupling, heating and RF current drive results
obtained by both a 1 x 4 waveguide array and a 4 x 4 waveguide
array (with 0.8 x 5.75 cm guides). These waveguide arrays
produce the power spectra NB ± AN|, ^ 3 + 1 at a relative guide
phasing of 180° and IMn - 1 - 2.5 for a relative phasing of 90°.
With appropriate positioning of the waveguide array good coupling to the plasma was obtained at both relative phasings,
namely a total reflectivity of P R / P F X 0.1 could be achieved.
In order to obtain these coupling results, the array was positioned so that the density was overdense at the waveguide
mouth by a factor of up to 50. Such 2 results were obtained
both at low RF
powers (P/A < lW/cm ) and at high powers
(P/A < 9 kW/cm 2 ). Using the four-waveguide array, we injected
up to 160 kW of power 3 into an r = 10 cm radius plasma at B = 8
- 11 T,ft= 2 x IOI - 6 x 10^cm"3, in both Ho and D 2 gases.
As the density was varied, we found the following results:
1. In a hydrogen plasma at densities fi = (3+1) x lO 1 4 cm" 3 ,
B > 8T, energetic ion tails are detected by the charge
exchange
analyzer. At optimal densities (fi = 2.7 x 10 14 cm~ 3 ) during
application of the RF power the energy spectrum extends to at
least 10 keV. In Figure 1 we display the relative enhancement
of the charge exchange flux as a function of density at a magnetic field of B = 8.9T. The RF power was kept constant at P =
100 kW in obtaining these data. We_ see that the ion tail production peaks at a density of n * 2.7 3x 10 14 cnr 3 , and it
exists in a range fi a (2.2-3.5) x 10 ^cm" . The ion tail is
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FIG.l. 10-keVhydrogen neutral-flux enhancement during RF injection versus ne for
PRF= 100 kW and BT= 8.9 T.

believed to originate near the central region of the plasma
column. This was ascertained by a vertical scan with the charge
exchange detector, which showed that the RF induced enhancement
of neutral flux decreased as the detector scanned downward
below the plasma center.
2. In the density band of n a (1.5+0.5) x 10 14 cm~ 3 , we found
bulk ion heating by both neutron and charge-exchange analysis
in both 10 cm and 16.5 cm radii plasmas at magnetic fields of
B a 8 - 11T. Since a density of n =1.5 x lO^cnr 3 in deuterium at B = 11T is an order of magnitude lower than that required for mode conversion, direct ion heating is ruled out
and we conclude that the ion heating is a consequence of collisional equilibration from RF heated bulk electrons. Strong
evidence of electron heating was observed from preliminary data
on the soft X-rayy emission (AT
( e = 225 eV), on Thomson scati (( ATT S = 270
270eV),
V) and
d on the
h 2
i i
Th bulk
b l kion
i
tering
emission.
The
heating was measured by both neutron emission and charge exchange diagnostics. Results from the 10 an plasma, 100 kw
RF power experiments were presented recently!^]. Here we present results from
the 16.5 cm radius plasma where up to 650 kW
(P/A « 9kW/ cm 2 ) of RF power was injected in both hydrogen
and deuterium plasmas at B a 9T. A temperature rise of
AT-J a 100-150 eV was measured by both diagnostics at a density
of n a 1.4 x lO^cm" 3 , P R F a 500 kW. The decay time of the
medium to low energy signals on the charge exchange ana~\yzer
was slow, on the order of 5 - 10 msec, indicating bulk ion
heating. In Figure 2a we display time sequence data from
several diagnostics. The neutron data show a 90% rise in the
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FIG.2a. Time sequence in a deuterium plasma at n = 1.4 X 10 cm 3, Bj = 9 Tand
RF ~ 500 kw- hioce' 'SX- and !n refer to the 2coCe' soft~x~ray' and neutron fluxes respectively.
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FIG.2b. Tj versus time deduced from averages of charge-exchange flux of several deuterium
shots taken both with and without RF; Bj= 9 T,h~e = 1.4 X 10lA cm'3, P^p — 500 kW.

neutron flux during RF injection, indicating a 10% rise in the
ion temperature, AT1- = 100 eV, T-j - 1000 eV. We also see that
the decay time of the neutron signal is of the order of 15 msec,
which is of the order of the ion energy confinement time. In
Fig. 2b we show charge exchange data which indicate an ion
temperature rise of AT-J « 150 eV under these conditions. Similar results were also obtained in hydrogen plasmas. Our code
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FIG.3. Ip, V^and ne with (a) and without (b) RF injection.
waveguide phasing is 7T/2. B = 8 T.
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simulations indicate that in order to obtain an ion temperature rise of AT-J = 100 eV, the electron temperature rise must
have been of the order of A T 6 = 300 eV at P = 500 kW. In the
future we will repeat these experiments at higher power levels.
3. RF Current drive studies have been carried out in Alcator
C using both the 4 waveguidet3J and the 16 waveguide arrays.
In recent experiments the a = 16.5 cm radius target plasma was
allowed to decay inductively after the initial current rise.
In the absence of RF injection the discharge terminated with
the transformer primary open-circuited in approximately 250
msec. RF injection slowed (or even reversed) the current decay
and lengthened the plasma duration. Using the 16 waveguide
array net RF powers up to 650 kW were injected into the plasma.
Figure 3 shows a typical shot at n g « 2.5 x 10 1 3 cm~ 3 where the
injection of 210 kW of RF power results in a rise in I p to a
value of 110 kA and a strong decrease in loop voltage at the
plasma edge to negative values. This discharge was in deuterium
at By = 8 T and the waveguide array was phased 0, TT/2, IT, 3TT/2.
This RF current increase is accompanied by a marked increase
in the total cyclotron emission as the spectrum becomes highly
nonthermal. Such rising or flat-top current effects have
been produced at densities up to n = 5 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 ; this was
the highest density where a flat-top plasma current of 160
kA was maintained for 150 msec by 600 kW of net RF power.
During this pulse V|_ decreased to near zero values. Current
increases have been obtained with both +TV/2 and n relative
waveguide phasing, although a phasing of +u/2 in the electron
drift direction may be more efficient than -TT/2 or n phasing.
The flat-top current drive efficiency obtained in these experiments was n = n(10 1 4 cm-3)I(MA)/P(MW) = 0.13 at B = 8T
and a density range of IT = (1-5) x 1013 cm" 3 (and n - 0.19
at B = 10T). Current ramping was also observed at a rate of
d/dt (nl/P) = 0.16(MA 101 4 cm"3/MW sec) at a density of n =
1.4 x 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 . Current increases have been produced by the
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RF at higher densities (up to n = 1 x 10 ^ c m " 3 ) . However,
at these densities the current increases may be caused by a
plasma conductivity increase due to electron heating.
VERSATOR II EXPERIMENTS
1. Lower hybrid current drive studies at 800 MHz are being
carried out on the. 1Versatar
II research tokamak (R = 40 cm, a =
13 cm, B T < 1.5 T)L » 3 » 4 » 5 J. Identification of 12RF current
drive
in a low density regime, fi < ncr\t = 6 x 10 cm~ 3 , has been
reported^,5]. in the present experiments a six-waveguide
launcher was used to inject up to 50 kW of RF power. The antenna lauches a power spectrum peaked at N u = 7.5 when the relative phasing between adjacent waveguides is 90°. In some of
these experiments the NRL gyrotron was also used for simultaneous injection of ECR power at f 0 = 35 GHz, P £ 150 kW, t R F
< 10 msec. The TEQ^ circularly polarized output power was
transmitted from the high magnetic field side of the torus.
The purpose of the combined LH - ECRH experiments was to
stabilize a anisotropy driven instability (TJJ » T± for the
electron tail) that appears to be enhanced during lower hybrid
current drive, and which tends to limit the maximum current
drive efficiency!^,5]# The macroscopic effects of the tail
driven instability appear as relaxation oscillations on the
loop voltage signal, and sudden drops of dl/dt, as shown in
Figure 4a. The result is a periodic loss of a significant
fraction of the RF driven current. These oscillations are
also accompanied by bursts in therharxl
and soft X-rays, and
oscillations in the 2u>ce emissionL4»b-l. By injecting sufficient amounts (P >. 20 K W ) of ECRH power, stabilization of
the loop voltage oscillations is achieved which results in
increased values of the RF driven current (see Figure 4b).
However, no change in the current drive threshold density is
observed. The mechanism responsible for the stabilizing effect
is believed to be an increase in the effective Tj_ of the electron tail, so that the distribution function tends to become
more isotropic. In Figure 5 we show the behaviour of the
2w c e emission, and signals from an electrostatic probe located
behind the limiter. In Figure 5a we see that even in the initial ohmic discharge a sequence of rapid bursts of RF activity
in the frequency range of 200 MHz to 1.8 GHz (and possibly beyond) is observed on the RF probe. After lower hybrid injection (Figure 5b) the intensity of the instability is enhanced,
as evidenced by increased amplitude oscillations in the loop
voltage and in the 2ioce emission, both of which appear to have
the same periodicity as the RF bursts observed on the RF probe.
When both the LH and the ECRH power are injected (Figure 5c)
the loop voltage, 2toce, and RF probe bursts are nearly completely suppressed, and maximum values of RF driven current
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10
15
t(ms)

F/G. 6. 7} versus time deduced from Doppler broadening of the O VII impurity lines (open
circles) and the C V line (open triangles). The solid circles denote the O VII lines without RF.
ne = 2.6 X /0 1 3 cm'3, Bo = 1.35 T, PRF (NET) = 50 kW.

are generated. Thus, a combined LH-ECRH power system may be
the optimal way of operating an RF current driven tokamak.
2. In ion heating experiments a four waveguide grill (guide
width 2.5 cm) is being used to inject up to 100 kW of RF power
into Versator II discharges. For a phase difference of A<J> =
180° between adjacent waveguides, the calculated Brambilla
power spectrum is peaked at Hti = 5.5 and has a full width
of ANII - 3 at half maximum. Ion heating experiments to date
have been performed with the following plasma parameters: Bj
= 1.35 T, I = 50 - 60 kA, n = 1.4 - 3 x 10 i3 cm" 3 , T *
450 eV, I", =120-180 eV, and Z e f f = 2-3. Good coupling (80-90%)
of the RF to the plasma is achieved for a relative phase between waveguides &$ > 90°. Under favorable circumstances a
maximum ion temperature increase of 50 eV for 50 kW of transmitted RF power is measured by Doppler broadening ofl3 the 3 OVII
and NVI VUV lines at a density of n e = 2.6 x 10 cm~ in
hydrogen. Similar temperature rise is observed by perpendicular charge exchange measurements. Typical results of VUV spectrometer measurements are shown in Figure 6. The variation of
the bulk ion temperature increase with density shows
that the
i3
3
heating band is narrow (n = (2.5
±
0.5)
x
10
cm~
j
and is
centered at a value of f/f[.H(o) = 1-15 where f is the applied
RF frequency of 800 MHz and f|_n(o) is the central lower hybrid
frequency. A perpendicular ion tail is also formed during the
RF pulse. The charge exchange analysis yields a mean ion tail
energy of 1.5 - 0.5
keV as the density is raised from n
=* (1.5 to 3) x 10 l 3 cnr 3 , respectively, at an RF power of P 50 kW. The lifetime of this ion tail is a 100 usec or less.
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THEORY
A computer code has been developed to model lower-hybrid
heating and RF current generation in tokamaks. The code incorporates a one dimensional transport calculation and toroidal
ray tracing. Radially dependent bulk plasma quantities and
the electron distribution of fe(r>vil)> are obtained at each
time step of the transport code. The ray tracing code uses
these profiles to calculate the energy deposition and spatial
evolution of the longitudinal wavenumber spectrum. The wave
spectrum is used to advance the electron distribution in a
quasilinear calculation. The effects of a DC electric field
and runaway electrons are also included. The simulations for
Versator 11C4,5] anci P L J [ 6 ] agree reasonably well with the experimental observations in the low density regimes, namely n c
& 8 x 10 i2 cm" 3 for f Q = 800 MHz, but the code is not able
to reproduce the cut-off in current drive efficiency that is
observed experimentally as the density is increased above the
critical density, n c . Presently we are in the process of simulating the Alcator C current drive results.
We are also carrying out analytical modeling of current
drive by lower hybrid waves. In the first phase we study the
two-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation when the effects of a dc
electric field and an RF diffusion are both taken into account.
The preliminary results from a numerical integration show that
the distribution function in V_L is not a Maxwellian, which
differs from the usual assumptions of the current drive theory
in the absence of a dc field and may explain the enhanced
cyclotron emission. The steady-state phase must take into account the presence of weakly turbulent spectra which have been
shown to produce both diffusion and effective parallel friction
on the tail electrons^?]. In contrast to a recent studyl-8], we
consider the applied lower hybrid waves to be in the vicinity
of the critical velocity, and the pitch-angle scattering spectra
(wpe k||/k) to be convectively unstable. The total distribution
function must be taken to have a perpendicular temperature
which varies with p»„. The lower hybrid waves flatten feu
and impart momentum to the electrons, thus enhancing the current carrying tail, while the (u p e k||/k) waves prevent these
from running away in the dc electric field.
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DISCUSSION
R. HAWRYLUK: Your graph showing the loop voltage during RF heating
indicates that the voltage did not change substantially. Was this due to changes
in Zeff during the RF pulse or to the manner in which the poloidal field system
was programmed?
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M. PORKOLAB: The loop voltage drop is typically 7-10%. However,
there is a rise in the Ohmic current during the RF injection such that I > 0. If
this is taken into account, the 'effective' loop voltage drop is more like 15%,
which is consistent with the observed temperature increase. In these experiments,
Z eff is monitored constantly and there is usually negligible change during RF
injection.
T.K. CHU: What is the figure of merit for current drive in Alcator C, as
compared with that in Versator II?
M. PORKOLAB: The figure of merit, if we define it as nIR/P (where
n(10 14 cm' 3 ), R(cm), I(kA), P(kW)), is 8-12 in Alcator and 1.3-1.8 in Versator II.
However, if we consider nIR/PT e , then they are more comparable, since
T e (Alcator)/T e (Versator) = 6.
F. SOLDNER: Do you have slide-away electrons before the HF at densities
of ~ 5 X 10 13 cm' 3 , where you still observe LH current drive in Alcator C?
M. PORKOLAB: We are not certain. In any case, 'slide-away' is not clearly
defined; I take it you are asking whether there is a pre-formed suprathermal tail
before application of the RF power. We have not measured the hard-X-ray spectra
yet. In any case, we do not see the cope cos6> modes before the RF power is
applied.
F. SOLDNER: The available measurements seem to indicate the absence
of a high-energy electron population before the HF in that case. How do you
explain the current drive at much higher densities than in other similar experiments (e.g. PLT, WEGA)?
M. PORKOLAB: I believe the reason is the higher frequency, which is 4.6 GHz
in Alcator and 800 MHz in the experiments you mention. Incidentally, the density
limit at 800 MHz was discussed first by the Versator II group.
R.J. TAYLOR: You indicate that at higher density the current drive efficiency approaches the Fisch value from above. Do your results make lower-hybrid
current drive look better for reactor applications than previous experiments did?
M. PORKOLAB: I believe the previous experimental results with lowerhybrid current drive gave efficiencies somewhat above that predicted by Fisch.
Therefore, I do not quite follow your comment. Our results are consistent with
those from PLT, for example, if you allow for major-radius scaling of the power.
However, we operate at higher densities, and therefore there does not appear to be
such a thing as a 'density limit', if one has the freedom to choose higher frequencies.
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Abstract
LOWER-HYBRID HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE ON PLT.
Steady currents up to 165 kA for 3.5 s and 420 kA for 0.3 s have been maintained by
800 MHz lower-hybrid waves. For line-averaged densities up to 7 X 1012 cm"3, the current
is maintained with no input power from the Ohmic-heating transformer. The waves are
launched with an array of six waveguides. Measurements of X-rays and electron cyclotron
radiation show that the RF power produces and maintains a suprathermal tail of electrons
apparently independent of the number of fast electrons in the plasma before turning on the
RF power. Measurements of current-drive efficiency and the electron tail provide direct
evidence for a resonant wave-particle interaction. The radial profile of the RF-sustained current
inferred from X-ray measurements is peaked in the centre of the plasma and appears to obey the
same q-value restraints as the inductively driven Ohmic-heating current. Current drive is observed
to be always accompanied by radiation at frequencies ^ u>ce and S>ojpe. The connection
between this radiation and the current-drive mechanism is under study. The current-drive
efficiency is characterized by the figure of merit I Kg/P^p = 0.8 X 1013 A-cm"3W"] for waves
with n|| = 1.5 - 2.0, the efficiency for larger values of ny being significantly lower. Above
n e = 7 X 1012 cm"3, the efficiency drops to zero, although, in certain circumstances, current
drive effects have been seen up to n e = 1.2 X 1013 cm"3. A comparison in H + and D + plasmas
suggests that this density limit would be higher at higher frequencies.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We report here current-drive experiments with an 800 MHz
system operating typically up to power levels of 400 kW and
pulse lengths of several seconds. Waves are coupled to the
* University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742.
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plasma with an array of six waveguides, each waveguide being
driven by a klystron with independent adjustment for power and
phase. This phase control allows us to determine the direction
and the phase velocity (1 < n,, < 4.5) of the waves parallel to
the confining magnetic field.
Coupling measurements show excellent transmission (> 85%)
of the power in good agreement with theory. Initial attempts
to operate above -120 kW led to a sharp increase in reflection
resulting, apparently, from plasma formation within and just
outside the mouth of the waveguide. Recent improvements including carbon coating of the waveguides to reduce secondary
electron emission, removal of the limiters from the coupler
port location and relocation of the gas injection valve have
permitted operation up to the 630 kW level with four waveguides, corresponding to power densities somewhat above 2 kW/
cm^. Operation at higher power levels is limited by circuit
components in the rf source and not by ionization of gas in
the coupler.
At 800 MHz lower-hybrid wave interaction with plasma ions
should take place roughly at densities above -lO-'-^ cnf^ with
the electron interaction increasing as the density is lowered.
The major emphasis in this study has been on the lower-density
region and the wave-ion interaction or "conventional" lower
hybrid heating has not been thoroughly studied. However,
effective collisional heating has been observed in the currentdrive experiments in that plasmas with T e o = 1 keV and T i o ;
400 eV have been obtained with no external source of power
other than the 800 MHz rf. An effort has been made in this
work to use long rf pulses in order to reduce the effect of
transient fields. By simultaneously working with long pulses,
keeping dl /dt = 0, and turning off the ohmic heating input
(i.e., keeping the current in the OH primary constant) we
minimize the electric fields in the plasma in an effort to
allow the rf fields to dominate the electron dynamics.
Figure 1 shows a case where a 160 kA current was driven for
3.5 s. Currents up to 420 kA have been driven for Q.3 s with
the limitation on pulse length determined by the rf generator.
In general, but with exceptions, the current driven by
the rf increases with power and decreases with density. We
choose, therefore, to characterize the current-drive effectiveness with a figure of merit, C, which is normalized with
respect to density and is expressed in units of amperes per
watt times density measured in units of 10^-^ cm" . Here the
current is that which the rf will maintain constant with no_
power input from the ohmic heating circuit. Figure 2 shows
the variation of C with density for three different waveguide
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FIG.2. Current-drive efficiency versus density for three different phase settings for waveguide
coupler. Only those points for which the current could be held constant are plotted.

phase settings. Analysis of the dependence of C on waveguide
phase shows that the efficiency of current-drive increases as
the wave velocity parallel to B is increased. At low levels
of current (<150 kA) we see a decrease in C by a factor of 2 to
3. At higher densities (-7 x 1 0 ^ cm~^) the rf current cannot
be kept constant with the available power. To date the highest
density at which we have seen current-drive effects at 800 MHz
is 1.2 x 1 0 1 3 cm . A -30% decrease in the density limit in
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B: PRF = 250 kW, Ip = 210 kA, Bt = 15 kG.
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changing from D to H plasmas, and an inverse correlation between current-drive and neutron production as
suggest that the density limit may increase with frequency.
The x-ray emission during the rf current-drive reveals
that a suprathermal 50 - 150 keV electron tail is formed
within 20 to 50 ms after the start of the rf power. Radial
profiles of soft x-ray emission (E < 25 keV) indicate that
the tail formation peaks in the center of the discharge. This
x-ray profile broadens (Fig. 3) if the current is increased or
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the toroidal field is decreased. The rf driven current
profile can be estimated from the x-ray profile. The resulting q-profiles show that q approaches unity on axis.
Measurements of the hard x-ray emission from the center
of the plasma, Fig. 4, show that the "target" plasma need not
have a significant suprathermal tail population before the rf
is turned on. The rf power, directly or indirectly, creates
the tail as well as maintains it. Figure 4 also shows that
the slope of the tail is affected by the phase velocity of
waves launched at the plasma surface; faster waves produce
faster electrons, as one would expect in a resonant waveparticle interaction.
Radiation in the frequency ranges u c e < u < 10 u c e and
ui < u)p£ is observed to increase rapidly (by a factor of at
least 10) as the switch-over from inductive to rf currentdrive occurs. The synchrotron radiation intensity rises to a
steady state in about^SO-100 msec. However, if the currentdrive is weak (i.e., I < 0) we see relaxation oscillations in
these radiation signals. The ordinary-mode emission near
(o = w c e oscillates in phase with the plasma frequency emission
and both are out of phase with the extraordinary emission near
to = n w c e where n > 2. A similar instability was predicted and
observed^ in low-density TM-3 discharges, and may play a role
in RF current drive.3 Figure 5 shows the dependence of the
intensity of ID < w p e radiation as a function of time for
three waveguide phase settings.
The magnitude of the current drive (-0.8 A-cnT^/W) an( j its
dependence on density (for n e < .7 x 10-*- cm~^) are consistent
with theoretical calculations^ assuming collisional transfer of
energy from a suprathermal tail to the warm background electrons.
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Many of the future tokamak scenarios planned today involve
combinations of rf and inductive current-drive. In these cases
one encounters a practical engineering question: to what extent
can one reverse the sense of the flux change in the ohmic transformer while maintaining the current-drive? Alternatively,
this question becomes: what happens to an energetic electron
when it is being pushed in one direction by the rf and in the
opposite direction by a steady electric field? Some very preliminary measurements related to these questions are shown in
Fig. 6. Both the primary and secondary (plasma) current in the
ohmic heating transformer are shown with reversed electric field
and no rf power (Fig. 6 a ) ; with rf power alone (Fig. 6 c ) , and
with rf and reversed inductive drive combined (Fig. 6b).
Although the plasma current drops somewhat in Fig. 6b the
reversed electric field (z - 0.2 V) produced no change in the
intensity of radiation from the suprathermal electrons. It
appears likely that the rf power can maintain the electron
tail, but that a reversed ohmic current arises in the bulk
electrons.

SUMMARY
Current-drive efficiency has been measured under circumstances where the effects of electric fields are negligible.
The maximum observed efficiency is 0.8 x 10^3 A / W cm" with a
waveguide phasing of 60°. X-ray emission shows that the rfdriven suprathermals are located in the center of the plasma,
and the presence of large numbers of suprathermal particles
in the target plasma is not necessary for effective currentdrive. Relatively intense radiation at frequencies below
tope and above w c e indicate that waves other than the launched
800 MHz lower hybrid waves may play a role in the currentdrive mechanism. Preliminary results indicate that currentdrive may be effective even if the primary of the ohmic
heating is "recharged", driving an electric field opposing
the direction of the plasma current.
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DISCUSSION

Y.-K.M. PENG: Can you give us an estimate for the energy confinement
time of the current-drive phase of the PLT plasma?
W. HOOKE: We have only rough estimates of the energy confinement
time of the plasma maintained by current drive, but it is about 20 ms.
G. FUSSMANN: What is the energy content of the suprathermal electrons,
as compared with the bulk of the electrons in the hard-X-ray or diamagnetic
measurements?
W. HOOKE: The energy of the suprathermals is 50-100 keV, on average.
Their density is about 5% of the background plasma density, and they are contained within a radius of about 15 cm at the centre of the plasma. The total
energy in the suprathermal electrons is roughly equal to the total in the background plasma.
C.S. LIU: With regard to the interaction of very-high-phase-velocity waves
with slow electrons there is a recent theory (LIU, C.S., CHAN, V., HARVEY, R.W.,
BHADRA, D.K., Phys. Rev. Lett. (April 1982) 423) invoking the LH-waveproduced anisotropy to destabilize the cop cos d waves with a lower parallel phase
velocity. There is a relationship between the excited cj p cos 6 wave and the intensity of the lower hybrid waves. This also affects the efficiency.
W. HOOKE: The current generation may be maintained by the mechanism
you suggest, but the theory you refer to has so far provided no explanation for
the mechanism of generation of suprathermal particles in a nearly Maxwellian
target plasma.
M. PORKOLAB: P. Bonoli and R. Englade of MIT have developed a combined
transport code and ray-tracing code which can model the PLT results quite well.
This capability is explained by the fact that toroidal ray-tracing introduces upshifts
of the N|| spectrum which can then resonate with even a*Maxwellian distribution
without an initial suprathermal tail. Such a code was also used to model the
Versator II results, and good agreement with the experimental results was obtained.
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Abstract
NON-LINEAR THEORY OF FINITE-BETA DRIFT WAVE TURBULENCE.
The theory of low-frequency finite-beta fluctuations is developed to include the nonlinear effect of turbulent electron diffusion. A renormalization is developed following the
principles of the normal stochastic approximation (NSA), as appropriate when the fastest nonlinear process is the decorrelation of electrons and waves resulting from intrinsic orbital
stochasticity. The procedure argues that only the adiabatic response fe = e0/T e f is to be
immune from renormalization and leads to a system of coupled equations for the potentials 0
and X|| that is self-adjoint. This differs from the previous formulation which utilized the
inductive potential \p = coAM/k||C instead of A,,, left the response Fe =-(eFo/Te) (1-CJ* 6 /CJ)^
unrenormalized, and did not^give a self-adjoint system. The present formulation can also treat
tearing parity modes where A|| is finite at the rational surface. As an application, the betadependence of the shear damping for the drift wave is considered in this system using the initial
value code TEDIT. The numerical solutions display very nearly a (3^3 dependence of the shear
damping near saturation, which would imply an inverse density dependence of the anomalous
electron thermal conductivity.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Previous theory of universal drift mode turbulence indicates that small but
finite beta (fie > mjnii) strongly affects saturation, leading to an anomalous
thermal conductivity, x<< scaling inversely with density and in good agreement, in
magnitude, with experimental observations on tokamaks[l].Thc main features of
the thermal conductivity formula were confirmed in a preliminary set of numerical
results [1]. However, more recent detailed numerical studies have found that the
key analytic assumption of the previous theory, namely that the inductive potential,
Research supported in part by US Department of Energy contract Nos. DE-AC0278ET-51013 and W-7405-eng-26.
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ip == ^ / 4 | | , becomes equal to the electrostatic potential. <j>. at the rational surface,
docs not hold. In fact, | rp/<f> | is unifonnly small, of order 0.1. This raises the
questions of how the strong /?<, dependence observed in x< could be produced, and
the corresponding analytic justification. The present paper rcfoimulatcs the finite
beta theory, giving a different prescription for the non-linear theory, or rcnonnalization procedure for the electrons. Applications in this paper will consider the ions to
be linear. The resulting potential equations are self-adjoint and also applicable to
tearing parity modes where Au is non-zero at the rational surface.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM AND FLUCTUATIONS
Our starting point is the drift kinetic equation for the electrons

= C(/,/)

(1)

where C denotes the Landau collision operator transformed to guiding center variables, En is the applied electric field and the tilde denotes a fluctuating quantity.
Equation (1) must be augmented by statistics for the fluctuations. The statistical
average is denoted by angular brackets, ().We now decompose the distribution function according to / = / + /, w n c r c 7 = (/) ' s tJic equilibrium, f is the fluctuation,
and generally, | 7/7 | < 1.
Upon averaging, Hq. (1) becomes

When the fluctuation statistics at saturation arc determined, the second and third
terms on the left in Hq. (2) give a turbulent collision operator acting on J. In
cases of practical interest when the radial scattering is slow relative to velocity
scattering and £<)/£/< < I. Eq. (2) can be solved for f by a straightforward
expansion which generates the transport equations [2]. To leading order, / 0 =
[n{x)/[2*T/m)$ cxp(— f mv2IT\ is a local Maxwellian. The first order piece/!
carries the current as determined by the Spitzcr problem.
The fluctuation equation is obtained by subtracting Eq. (2) from Eq. (1):

dt
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where Q denotes the linearized collision operator and we have made the simplifying
assumption that the density and temperature profiles are stationary, or % — 0. It
remains to devise a treatment for the nonlinear terms, the so-called rcnormalization.
From the result of the next section, we know the effective nonlinear rate to be u>c =
[(fcj,ue)2D]3. This is generally larger than the collision frequency, ve, and often by
a significant margin. Thus, the right-hand side and the applied electric field term,
~ vcE/En. arc negligible. For simplicity in discussing the renormalization, we will
also drop Cj(/) although this can easily be reinstated afterwards.

3.

RENOKMALJZATION
These considerations then reduce the electron fluctuation equation to

the object now being to "rcnonnalizc" this equation. In effect this will recast die
non-linear terms as linear operators (for example, c/BV(<j> — V||/c<4||) X b • V —»
Dd2/dx2), dependent only on equilibrium quantities such as the spatial diffusion
coefficient, thereby making possible a conventional stability analysis of the rcnormalized system. It is by no means clear that such a procedure is always valid. The
argument is at least partially heuristic and requires careful numerical checking. In
the present problem one is motivated by the knowledge that drift wave fluctuations
produce overlapping phase space islands and stochastic electron orbits at virtually
all amplitudes of practical interest. This suggests emphasis on particle diffusion
phenomenon over mode coupling type processes. Both the previous [1] and present
formulations of this problem arc based on a rcnormalization method called the
Normal Stochastic Approximation [3] (or NSA).
This method has been developed in detail for an equation equivalent to

( f+»u*v-|v^—~^n)x*-v)/c = |v^-^4,i)x«-v7 = s (5)
which neglects the velocity scattering nonlincarity and the second driving term on
the right side of Eq. (4), the effects of which arc to be considered below. By using an
integral (Lagrangian) representation of Eq. (5), obtained by solving l b r / t in terms of
the exact orbits, one can exploit the fine scales in the orbit functions and statistically
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average over scales shorter than a typical wavelength, effectively coarse-graining.
To a good approximation the statistics of the orbit perturbations are normal. The
solution to Eq. (5) becomes

,«(*)
JO

(6)

J—OO

where the kernel, G, is given by

G(x, %'\ uy, T) = •

exp[t(w — j

and £> is the radial particle diffusion coefficient. In effect, for the purpose of computing the fluctuations on the scale of the waves, Eq. (5) can be written:

The main assertion of the NSA is that, for stochastic orbit systems, the rcnormalization is expressed in terms of the diffusion coefficient D alone. This point was
well confirmed by numerical integrations of the equations [3].
A more subtle question which has remained open and has practical consequences for drift wave turbulence is to determine which parts of the response are to
be renormalized. Thus, in the pure electrostatic problem [4] the adiabatic response
is clearly immune from renormalization (this can be shown in several ways and is
generally accepted), but in the electromagnetic problem ambiguities arise. 'Hie previous theory of finite-beta drift waves [1] extracted as unrcnorinalizcd, the entire
t>H —* oo limit of Eq. (4), fe = efm/T(\<j> — (1 — u>v/w)V>], where ^ = w/k\\cA\\.
The guiding principle was to make the operand of the orbit integral be flat near the
rational surface (ip has this property for the most unstable drift waves). The resulting
coupled mode equations for 0 and %j) arc not then self-adjoint, however, and the
procedure cannot handle the tearing parity modes where ^> is singular at the rational
surfaces.
We now consider the rcnormalization argument more carefully and attempt
to resolve these difficulties. The first point to appreciate is that from a straightforward ordering of the Eulcrian form of Eq. (4), using typical amplitudes and spatial
gradients of order the wavenumbcr of the modes in question, the non-linear terms
are quite small. It would appear that they could be neglected altogether. The
dominant operator on the left side of Kq. (4) is the linear term involving shear,
U||A • V ~ ik!uV\\x (which is of order the electron transit frequency, wt ^
ve/La).
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The biggest non-linear term, c/BV4> X i ' V ~ c/Bkyk^ ~ W/VL, is much smaller
for typical tokamak parameters. What makes the non-linear term important is the
inversion of the operator on the left side of Eq. (4). In this characteristic orbit integration, the non-lincai term combines with the dominant transit frequency term to
generate a compound process, intermediate in time scale between wjjl and ui^ 1 but
much faster than die purely non-linear time scale. The existence of such intermediate
time-scale processes is not evident from the Eulcrian form of Hq. (4) but appears
in the integrated (Lagrangian) representation [3]. Physically, this occurs because of
stochastic orbit motion resulting from resonance overlap, when the system has shear.
Thus, from the renormalization prescription of the NSA, Eqs (6) and (7), one finds
that the characteristic time scale for decay is [(fcj|Ve)2J9]~i, intermediate between
the transit, Ls/Vc, and non-linear, {k2JD)~l, time scales. To reconcile this with the
original Eulcrian form, note that when the electrons undergo stochastic trajectories,
scales much finer than the basic fluctuation wavelength can be produced in the distribution function, and then the gradient V / e in the nonlinear term can become
larger man ikf€. To summarize this point, the nonlinearitics are intrinsically small
but can generate relatively fast time-scale processes when combined with the shear
term v\\b • V in a characteristic orbit integration.
The difficulty in applying the NSA to Hq. (4) is that one docs not know whether
to extract the adiabatic response before or after rcnormalization. If we renonnalize
Hq. (4) directly, there results (in ky, Ax, w space, and taking / = / 0 )

dr

di!G{x,x';vhT)
J—oo

[

H- \

(— i ' w . J <t>
\

C

-

v

\\ - 1 e/ 0

/i|| I + ik\\v\\4> — iu—A\\\-/

C

J lc

(9)

whereas, letting/, = e0/T,/ o -f- he, in Eq. (4), and then rcnormali/.ing the equation
for Ogives

~L_
le

f<X>
JO

[+
J—o

x [i( W -u,. c )(4>- V^An)~r ~ | V A | , X b- V(e0/ o /T t )]

(10)

The manifestly nonlinear term in Eq. (10) is presumably small, but in any case Eqs
(9) and (10) arc different. If the ik\\V\\<j) term in Hq. (9) is integrated by parts to
extract the adiabatic piece, the result differs from Eq. (10) by order unity terms.
We believe that Eq. (.10), without the last term, is the proper prescription for
the following reasons. Recall that Hie nonlinear terms become important unly upon
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orbit integration and when combined with the dominant term, v^b- V, involving the
transit operator. The term v^b • Ve<j>/TJ0 on die right side of Ec|. (4) presents
special problems because it involves this transit operator. Thus, for such a term we
can write:

If we now solve for fe the first term gives the adiabatic response exactly, and the.
remainder, on applying the NSA, gives Eq. (10). Since the total time derivative
along the orbit appears on both sides, the stochastic orbit integration is "undone"
by the total time derivative and the adiabatic response appears unrenonnalized or
unaffected by the diffusing orbit. In effect, we have eliminated the fastest operator,
V||6 • V c^ tot, in favor of slower ones, d/dt ~ w, which leads to the adiabatic
response.
To summarize, it is the usual adiabatic response, fe — e<f>/Tef0, not the term
fc — [<j> — (1 — u/*Ju>)r}>] of Rcf. [1], that appears unrcnormalizcd. The remainder
can be treated according to the NSA as in Hq. (10) with the manifestly nonlinear
terms ignored. The prescription is then
(12)

v

\

=

v

||

\

• - W - B r T^O x *• v(7°
Tcdt
When the driving terms for 0 and A\\ appear in the combination 0 — v\\lc^\v o n c
can easily show that the coupled system of equations obtained from quasincutrality
and Ampere's law is self-adjoint. The last driving term in Eq. (13) destroys this
property. However, in many cases this term can be dropped to give a self-adjoint
system. Thus, since E/Ea «C 1, the current-carrying equilibrium distribution, 7i, is
generally small compared to 7o- At large t, the equations reproduce ideal MHD and
E\\ = 0. "Che dominant drive in this region is W||/BVi4|| X b • V(f0 -f- Jt), and 7i
is important here as the drive for the tearing mode. The last term in Eq. (13) is again
zero at large x.
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Using this prescription for the electron response and taking a linear ion response,
the coupled equations for 4> and A\\ arc obtained from quasineutrality and Ampere's
law as
-7-2
— A -|- n2x2 — -(w — u*c)Ro + -njwtJLi \<j>
dxi
a
a
J

TV2

( ^2
- -r-5
1 —

[ax

= 0

(14)

= 0

(15)

V2

b + TV1A
a

rv\
c

a

^ ^
c

The factor 77./ = —2jyenv(d/dx\nJ0,
a small number, is the dimensionkss
parallel current gradient. TheRn operators are integral operators whose kernels are
f_^

dv\\ /0°° drl T| 1 J0G(x, x1; v\\, r). Otherwise, the notation employed is that of

Ref.[l].

4.

APPLICATION

Equations (14) and (15) contain the finite beta drift wave in addition to the
tearing mode, including the effects of electron turbulence. In this latter application it
is not necessary to match the equations onto MHD solutions away from the rational
surface, since the equations (14) and (15) arc uniformly valid. In fact, the quadratic
form which gives these equations upon variation reduces to the ideal MHD energy
principle at large x. The effect of electron diffusion on the tearing mode is investigated elsewhere.
In the present paper, we consider the application to the finite beta drift wave
and put qj —> 0. Our main interest is to determine the (5C dependence of the thermal
conductivity at saturation.
The instability of the drift (universal) mode is a competition between two
effects: electron dissipation (-£.) and in shear damping (7*). Balancing these two
effects yields the growth rate:
7 = 7e — 7.
The electron dissipation is proportional to u~l = h{k/nv,)2Dj
, or the correlation time resulting from nonlinear stochastic orbits; 7,- is independent of such. As has
been shown previously, 7, = £ provides a reasonable fit to this electron dissipation
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near saturation (7 = 0). Therefore, by fitting the numerical 7(u>,:) at two different
values of wc, we may determine the shear damping:
7t =

At a given wc, since 7; is independent of wc, wc may then determine the dependence
of 7i on p. Since, as has already been shown in previous calculations, this dependence is almost independent of u)c, determining 7,(/?) is tantamount to determining
the dependence of saturation level (7 = 0) of the mode on /?.

0.02

NUMERICAL
I
CALCULATION^

0.01

O.O1

O.O2

0.03

FIG.l. Shear damping as a function of $: by = 4; T = 1; Ls/Ln = 16; vej/co* = 0.1.

The present calculations arc obtained from the following parameters:
2, r = 1, LS/LN
= 16, and ^ == 0.1. These arc typical of tokamak
parameters. The use of a Fokker-Planck collision operator has several consequences:
(1)
(2)
(3)

The nonlinear mode is somewhat more unstable than the nonlinear collisionless
mode.
Numerical calculations are considerably less difficult because of another structure Of /C(V||).
Physically, the plasma exhibits collisionality on the order of that given.

Thefiguredisplays the results of this /? scaling from the numerical solutions and
shows what is very nearly % oc $. This implies an inverse density scaling of Xe
in that respect, agrees with the results of Ref. [1] using a different renormalization.
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Abstract
THEORY OF TWO-POINT CORRELATION FOR TRAPPED ELECTRONS AND THE
SPECTRUM OF DRIFT WAVE TURBULENCE.
It is argued that some type of incoherent (non-eigenmode) noise is necessary for the
broadening of frequency spectral lines observed in tokamak experiments. A steady state requires
dissipation to balance the incoherent emission. This dissipation determines the frequency linewidth and the transport. Hence, these two issues are intimately related. Incoherent phase space
density granulations (clumps) of trapped electrons are proposed as a possible noise source.
A theory of two-point correlation for trapped electrons is presented, and the incoherent noise
spectrum is calculated. A realistic model treating toroidal effects using the ballooning formalism
is used throughout. Using the noise source calculation, the frequency and wave number spectra of
drift wave turbulence are calculated. An analytical expression which predicts broad frequency
linewidth is obtained. More significantly, the impact of line broadening mechanisms on the
instability process is determined. A novel mechanism for extraction of expansion-free energy is
described. The potential implications of this theory for confinement scaling are discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, studies of microinstability induced turbulence in.tokamaks have pursued two related goals: first, a
prediction of the anomalous electron thermal conductivity x >
second, an understanding of the spectrum of low frequency e
turbulence commonly observed in toroidal devices. However,
the electromagentic fluctuation spectrum is required input for
calculations using any expression for the quasilinear electron
diffusion coefficient, which is commonly associated with x •
Hence, an understanding of the spectrum of low frequency turbulence is, in fact, a prerequisite for a theory of confinement
scaling which is derived from fundamental considerations.
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In this paper, we discuss a recent investigation of the
kinetic theory of the spectrum of (electrostatic) drift wave
turbulence in toroidal devices. The investigation is concerned
with the theory of the two point correlation for trapped electrons, and the calculation of the frequency and wave number
spectrum of drift wave turbulence. An analytic expression for
the frequency linewidth is obtained. Broad linewidth is predicted. The impact of line broadening mechanisms on instability processes is determined. In particular, a novel mechanism
for extraction of expansion free energy is described. The
role of line broadening in the implications of this theory for
confinement scaling is explored. The theoretical model used
here is realistic but incomplete. However, the nonlinear waveparticle interaction mechanisms discussed here can be expected
to be relevant to more complete theories.
Experimental studies of low frequency turbulence in tokamaks have as a common result the observation of a broad frequency spectrum width Aas^ at fixed wave number. Linear, quasilinear, or nonlinear theoretical descriptions of low frequency
turbulence which are exclusively concerned with collective
modes and their interaction are intrinsically incapable of explaining this feature of the observations. This is because all
such theories treat the fluctuation spectrum as being composed
of constituents which are phase coherent with potential fluctuations having frequencies 0) = u>(k) , prescribed by the dispersion relation. Hence, finite A(% requires the incidence of
an incoherent (non-mode) constituent in the fluctuation spectrum. The incoherent fluctuations can be viewed as noise which
excites the collective modes of the system. The existence of
a steady, turbulent state in the presence of such noise is
possible only when the coherent responses of the system (collective modes) are damped. Thus, the turbulent state is one
of detailed balance between noise excitation and dissipation
via damped collective modes. Note that the condition that
e
IM K ^ *•e ^ c > a) ) i s *-h.e dispersion function) is in distinct
contrast to the standard saturation criterion, ej^ = 0. It
follows that Aco^. = ej^/( 3e / 3w) is the width of the collective
resonance centered at U)(k). Indeed, in this scheme the notion
of collective resonances broadened by noise emission replaces
the classic notion of a spectrum of waves. The width of the
spectral line associated with the resonance is determined by
the noise excitation. Also, since the amplitude dependent
piece of e ^ must adjust so that dissipation balances noise
emission, the incoherent fluctuation constituent may have
considerable impact of the level of turbulence in the saturated state, and hence on the prediction of anomalous transport.
It is apparent that a theoretical description of drift
wave turbulence necessitates the calculation of the (renormalized) dielectric function and the incoherent potential (noise
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source) spectrum. The Incoherent fluctuation spectrum is obtained from the total fluctuation spectrum by extracting the
coherent (collective mode) contribution. As the dynamics of
low frequency microturbulence are governed by gyrokinetic
equations, the potential spectrum is in fact ultimately determined by the two point phase space density correlation function and the macroscopic constitutive relation (Poisson's
equation). Therefore, the renormalized dielectric and the
two point phase space density correlation function contain the
basic information necessary for a theoretical description of
drift wave turbulence. The remainder of this paper is concerned with the calculation and analysis of these entities.

2.

THE TWO POINT EQUATION

The dynamics of trapped electrons are governed by the
drift kinetic equation. When the trapped electron bounce frequency is associated with the fastest time scale (linear, nonlinear, or collisional), the exact (nonlinear) drift kinetic
equation may be bounce averaged. Exploiting the ballooning
representation, the collisionless nonlinear kinetic equation
for the bounce averaged non-adiabatic trapped electron distribution function § is [l]:
+

k

co

\

= I I I
co

a

Nk
co

=

i-^J- (a>-c^e)<f> <J>k
e
a)

kkI(2Trms)exp{2TTin'qm}(J)

k'm
CO

(la)

, (n+2TTm)g
=&'

,

(lb)

SHS*

Here n is the toroidal mode number, co is the frequency, T\ is
the extended poloidal coordinate, £ is the energy_normalized
to the thermal energy, k = nq/r, 0 ) ^ = kp g C s /L n > (^ = £ T ^ e ,
s = rq'/q , ^
c

= r/Ln>

L
n

is the density gradient scale length,

is the sound speed, and p is the sound radius. <j> is the
s
s
bounce averaged potential fluctuation. <j>(rtf-2Trm) is to be
averaged with argument evaluated at n+2iTm. § is independent
of n. Note that in the ballooning representation the fluctuation spectrum is parametrized by k and CO, exclusively. For
fluctuations centered on the outside of the torus, the eikonal
representation facilitates obtaining a compact form for the
EXB nonlinearity. Notice that, in such a representation, the
radial wave number is k = -ksn, and the E X B coupling coefficient is k-k1 n = kk'(2Trms)exp{2TTin'qm}.
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Using the nonlinear bounce averaged kinetic equation,
a (Vlasov) hierarchy equation for the two point phase space
density correlation function can be straightforwardly derived.
The evolution of the two point function is driven by the three
point function (triplet). Using the closure method of the
Direct Interaction Approximation [2], the triplet can be reduced (renormalized) to a product of spectra (quartic in fluctuation amplitude). This calculation is concerned with the generation of incoherent fluctuations in a system where waveparticle resonance is the physical process of significance.
Previous investigations of similar cases [3] have indicated
that only those pieces of the renormalized triplet associated
with nonlinear wave-particle interaction need be retained.
Hence, terms associated with induced scattering and the renormalization of ^f) are neglected, and the markovian approximation is made. Thus, the renormalized kinetic equation for the
two point correlation function (in the relative, microscale
correlation coordinate) is:

w
= 2{C + ?}<f >
D_

=

D(l,2)

(2a)

2D - D ( 1 > 2 ) - D ( 2 j l )
2
c y e x p { ± k , y } k ' 2 s 2 ( R e L. ,) X
=
B2 k|
"
&'
a)'
2
—
2
V (2-rrm) exp{2irimr / A ' } <<Kn+27rm) K< , , "
^

—

K. , Ul

(2b)

dn*\
V^w

m
ik' 2 D)}

(2d)

(2e)
e |

/ _JT\

]

where
~
J t
0)'

=

^C
9 t
03'

+

fr>
?i,t

0)'

(3a)

\
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(3b)

Here ff° and g are the coherent and incoherent phase space
^11>22 '. Also,
density fluctuations. At y_ = r = 0, D = D^
v = w'/k, A'=l/k's, (J) is the toroidal angle and, y = r<J)/q.
It is apparent that terms in Eq.(2a) may be divided
into two categories. The left side of Eq.(2a) describes the
evolution of the two particle correlation function. Eq. (2a)
indicates that the two point correlation evolves by relative
magnetic drift and relative diffusion. The diffusion in
toroidal angle is a consequence of the representation of the
EXB nonlinearity in the ballooning formalism. Note that the
two particle evolution operator vanishes in the limit
<f>_ = r = e_ = 0.
Relative diffusion [4] reflects the action of turbulent
phase space mixing on the evolution of the two point correlation. Relative diffusion occurs through the combined
processes of independent diffusion (D, associated with coherent
mode coupling) and correlated diffusion ( D ^ ' ^ ) , associated
with incoherent mode coupling). The phase space scales over
which D' ' ' ^ 0 are the scales of collective correlation for
trapped electrons. The correlation scales are y < k~l,
r

< (kgS)""1, e

< A E T = ( y , , ) " 1 , where T c = (k^D)" 1 and k^ is

the mean-squared wavenumber. Ae is the width (in energy) of
the wave-particle resonance. The content of the £ < Ae
condition is that correlated diffusion can occur only when
particles resonate with the same electric fields. Useful insight can be gained by noting that correlated particles constitute a phase space density clump, which may be thought of
as a macroparticle. Hence, incoherent noise is analogous to
Cerenkov radiation from (test) macroparticles, and the coherent response of the medium to incoherent fluctuations can be
viewed as the shielding of test macroparticle-like clumps.
In contrast to the left side, the right side of Eq. (2a)
remains constant in the limit of zero phase space separation
and is thus referred to as the source term. Using Eq.(la) to
construct_the evolution equation for < f ) , it is easily shown
that C + F = -3<f>/8t t5]. Thus, the source term which drives
the evolution of two point microscale correlation is directly
proportional to the rate of relaxation of (f>, which in turn
is determined by the rate of extraction of expansion free
energy in L . Thus, <ff(l)ff(2)> is determined by input from
gradient source and decay by relative magnetic drift and
diffusion.
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In analogy with %J\e equilibrium fluctuation theory, C
(from gC) and F (from g) can be associated with diffusion and
drag contributions to the evolution of <f>. Hence, it is_
not surprising that the electron-electron drag piece of F
cancels the electron diffusion term C, in precise analogy to
the equilibrium fluctuation theory [5]. Only the electronion drag piece of F survives. Physically, the cancellation
reflects the constraint that conservation of energy and
momentum for a two particle collision in one dimension impose
on particle velocities in initial and final states.
The
particle velocities, which correspond here to the phase
velocities w/w
and w'/to' of interacting incoherent fluctuations, must be unchanged by the collision. Such interactions
leave initial state = final state and cannot relax ( f) or
drive (§§) . Thus, the source term S reduces to:

S

=

d(k
'»wl) 1
2<f > I K O J ' - O Q ' )(Re L ,(e))W ,<gn> , - ^
e
kj l
u1
w1
|d(k\a)')r j

(4)

Here, n is the incoherent density fluctuation. The process
of shielding incoherent fluctuations by coherent response is
expressed by (J>, ,
co'

=

E, ,<)>,,, which relates the potential
~co' a)'
I

eigenmode operator in the ballooning representation. The
quantities W, , and d(k',w') in Eq.(4) are related to the
T

inversion ofT|, , .

The function d(k',w') is the renormalized

0)

dispersion function and W, , is the bounce average of the
shielding response wave function.
T

Large W, , indicates broad
1

extent in r\.
d
is the ion contribution to Im d(k',U)').
For electron drift wave fluctuations (oo^ ) , ion dissipation
is stabilizing and d* < 0. d^ is amplitude dependent and
ultimately determined by the requirement of steady state.
It is revealing to notice that S ~ (w-W. )dj... For
*e IM
(JO1 < (JJJJ. , d-j: < 0, it follows that S > 0, thus driving the
relaxation of <f ) and the evolution of (§§) . The electronion drag allows the electrons to "see" collective ion dissipation, as well as inverse electron Landau resonance dissipation, which is the standard growth mechanism. Since d^M must
be large enough to balance linear growth and incoherent emission, the cancellation uncovers a large source term. Thus,
the incoherent electron phase space density fluctuations yield
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a drag-induced enhanced accessibility of electron expansion
free energy. It is useful to mention here that a similar
calculation performed for the ion species yields S
~
(w-w^.)*!

. Hence, incoherent ion fluctuations permit 0)^.

turbulence to tap ion free energy, normally inaccessible. The
discovery of this novel growth mechanism is the central result
of this investigation. In addition, this crucial result
depends only on the basic properties of g and is completely
independent of the details of the triplet renormalization
scheme.

3.

THE FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM AND LINEWIDTH

Using the relation for S given in Eq. (4), it is straightforward to solve Eq.(2a) [4] and thus obtain the balance equation for the spectrum of incoherent fluctuations:

<g(u)n>

=

2A(k)-^(l-£ u)F(u)/dk' |kf |W , X

k

£

T

<g(u)n> . , ||

1 1
w

T

I

7 5 |
M

(

5

)

Here u = uj/Wp, F(u) = exp(-u) , and A(k) = ( | k | k P g )~ X
(1 - J Q (/2k/k 0 )). Eq. (5) determines <ff(u)n>k up to a factor
N(u). Solution of Eq. (5) yields d , the measure of dissipation in the steady state, which is the primary quantity of
interest. A physically interesting approximate solution of
Eq. (5) for d
can be obtained by expanding d(k',U)'u) (k'-k(u))3(Re d)/9k + i d IM (k,k(u)) (where k(u) corresponds
to the eigenfrequency w(k) ) , and performing the k' integration by treating |d|~2 a s sampling the numerator at k (u).

This y i e l d s :
dIM(k,DQk)

C(k,ui)

=

=

C(k,u>k) 4 M (k,a) k )

2AA(kp ) - £ exp{-ai /ajl — (l
T
" Dl u J

(6a)

w

^)
*e

(6b)
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Here, A(kp ) = I kip A(k) .

s
s
Eq. (6) constitutes the basic result, which is an expression for the collective resonance dissipation at steady
state, in the presence of incoherent emission due to clumps
of trapped electrons. Noting that d T M = d ? M + d* < 0,
1D1

it is possible to eliminate
ing:
k)

=

d

1W

1M

from Eq. (6), thus obtain-

4 M (k,oJ k ) / [1 - C(k,o)k)]

C(k,oak)Yk /[I - C(k,uJk)]

(7a)

(7b)

Y, is the (linear) trapped electron destabilizatlon rate.
Note that Eq. (7b) is an explicit analytical expression for
the frequency linewidth. Alternatively, d T (k,w,) can be
eliminated from Eq. (6a), yielding

|djM(k,O)k) | =

Since d

dj M (k > W k ) /[I - C(k,wk)]

(8)

(k,U),) is amplitude dependent, Eq. (8) constitutes

a saturation condition for nonlinear marginal stability. The
factor [l - C(k,O), )] ~*- is indicative of increased growth
due to drag induced enhancement of free energy accessibility.
Finally, using Eq. (8) to eliminate C(k,w) from Eq. (7b)
yields

\

"

\

This result, which is quite predictable, reflects the fact
that ion damping y, must adjust, by variation of amplitude as
K.

determined by the saturation condition, to balance linear
growth and the incoherent emission associated with the broadening of frequency lines. It should be noted that in the
noise-free limit of C-K), Aw, ->• 0 and the usual saturation
K
condition is recovered. Also, for C(k,oi.) -*• 1, the expansion
of d(k,to) is clearly invalid, and a more careful analysis of
Eq. (5) is necessary.
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Eq. (7b) indicates that Aui is sensitive to (AV^V, and
W, .

The dependence on <A /CCL. arises from the fact that emis-

sion into the collective mode at frequency u, is from spectrum
constituents at the ballistic frequency (ik. associated with
macroparticle clumps.

The dependence on W, reflects the fact

that clump emission into collective resonances is greater for
shielding response structures which are extended in r\, and
which therefore can "see" more of the clump. Eq. (7b) also
indicates that for kp •*• 0, Aw,/u, ~ k 2 p 2 ; for kp ~ 1,
Aw,/w, is flat; and for kp

->• °° , Aw, /w, ~ (kp )"*>.

It is worthwhile to consider some concrete quantitative
results. For kp = 1, e" 1 = 3.5, W ~ (seT/q) (which corresponds to shielding responses with Pearlstein-Berk mode
structure [ 6 ] ) , q = 2 , s = .7, it follows from Eq. (7b) that
Aoi/ca ~ .2.

Also,

[1 - Cfk.w.)]" 1 ~ 2.1.

Thus, a moderate

linewidth and growth enhancement are obtained. However, for
W ~ % , which corresponds to shielding responses with toroidicity induced mode structure [7], it follows that Aw,/w,
~ 1.1 and

[1 - C(k,w,)]~

~ 5.9.

Thus a broad linewidth and

strong growth enhancement are obtained! Finally, it is interesting to note that shielding response structures which are extended in n have k ~ A
~ kfls. Such a spectrum structure
is isotropic in the poloidal plane.
Hence, it appears that
response structures which yield Ato,~w, also are consistent with
with spectrum Isotropy in the poloidal plane. These two phenomena are frequently observed together in experimental studies
of low frequency turbulence in tokamaks.
It should be realized that this discussion is concerned
only with the broadening of the spectral line associated with
the collective resonance at w, . The actual, observed frequency
spectrum may contain additional lines associated with ballistic fluctuations [8], wave-wave interaction effects [9], soliton formation [ 10], etc. All these processes (and many more,
no doubt) will in part determine the observed frequency width.
The interesting feature of this work is the uncovering of a
dynamical relationship between the generation of broad linewidth and the instability mechanism. .
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SATURATION MECHANISMS
Eq. (8) is the saturation condition.

Recall that d

is a functional of the spectrum, which is determined up to N(u)
by Eq. (5). N(u) determines the wavenumber spectrum and the
turbulence level. Since the frequency spectrum (parameterized
by A w ) is known, N(u) is obtained by the solution of Eq. (8) .
Thus, the spectrunuof drift wave turbulence can be calculated;
and is given by < <J> >.
= S(k,w)|$ ,.(ri)| , where S(k,w) =
(k)Aco
/[((jj_O3
)2
Aw2]
( n ) | 2 is a spatial strucN
+
a n d |$
K
R
K
R, to
ture function.
An explicit determination of N(k) requires an identification of turbulent processes which dissipate collective mode
energy by ion heating, and a calculation of the nonlinear ion
dielectric function. One such process, which is particularly
effective, is ion Compton scattering [ 11] . For the case of
toroidicity induced mode structure, perturbation theory can
be used to obtain the nonlinear ion damping ratey* [ 12] :

|Ak'

Here, I, , is a functional of the toroidicity induced mode
structure. In Eq. (10), the integrations of co' over a width

Aw, ,, and kif over a width
tC

It

Akn ~ ( R q ) ~ ^ have been performed.
II

For most k' of interest, A M , »
(Ak.!)v
~
toT , the ion
transit frequency. Thus the width of the ion Compton resonance is determined primarily by the frequency width Aw, , and
not the ballistic width. This is in distinct contrast to the
case of weak turbulence, where A w ^ = 0. Hence, collective
resonance broadening (due to clump emission) enhances nonlinear wave-ion interaction. A physical interpretation of this
phenomenon is that the uncertainty in w' associated with Aw^i
induces a spread in x£ (the driven fluctuation ion Landau
resonance point) and hence enhances the ion Compton scattering
process. The enhanced scattering admits a strong nonlinear
dissipation and local transfer in k, which exceeds its weak
turbulence counterpart by O(Aw2/u)2 ) ~ q 2 /e 2 s 2 . Hence, for
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fixed turbulence level, the line broadening enhances the
efficiency of the saturation mechanism (y?)•
I
N(k) can now be determined by the balance of Yv. with
y, /[ l-C(k,OJ, )] and the solution of the resulting equation.
It is then straightforward to calculate the electron diffusion coefficient. Similon [12] has considered the calculation of k spectra and diffusion in detail, and the reader is
referred to reference [12], It is obvious, however, that the
finite linewidth Aui has significant impact on yjj and hence
on N(k) and the predicted x •
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LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR KINETIC
STABILITY STUDIES IN TOKAMAKS
W.M. TANG, M.S. CHANCE, L. CHEN,
J.A. KROMMES, W.W. LEE, G. REWOLDT
Plasma Physics Laboratory,
Princeton University,
Princeton, New Jersey,
United States of America

Abstract
LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR KINETIC STABILITY STUDIES IN TOKAMAKS.
Results are presented of theoretical investigations on important linear kinetic properties
of low-frequency instabilities in toroidal systems and on non-linear processes which could
significantly influence their impact on anomalous transport. Analytical and numerical methods
in addition to particle simulations have been employed to carry out these studies. In particular,
the following subjects are considered: (1) linear stability analysis of kinetic instabilities for
realistic tokamak equilibria and the application of such calculations to the PDX and PLT
tokamak experiments, including the influence of a hot beam-ion component; (2) determination
of "non-linearly saturated", statistically steady states of three interacting drift modes; and
(3) gyrokinetic particle simulation of drift instabilities.

LINEAR KINETIC STABILITY PROPERTIES FOR
REALISTIC TOKAMAK EQUILIBRIA
Since the presence of low frequency microinstabilities
remains a highly plausible contributing factor to observed
anomalous energy transport in tokamaks, the determination of the
onset conditions for relevant modes under realistic operating
situations is an important problem.
In order to carry out this
analysis, a numerical code has been developed to solve a set of
three coupled integro-differential equations which govern the
large-toroidal-mode-number (n »
1) instabilities of interest.
The calculation is fully electromagnetic with the basic system of
equations
corresponding
to
comprehensive
forms
of
the
quasineutrality condition and the parallel and perpendicular
components of Ampere's law.
In arriving at these equations, a
general form of the perturbed distribution function is used which
is valid for arbitrary mode frequencies compared to the particle
bounce or transit frequency and also for arbitrary perpendicular
wavelengths compared to the particle gyroradius or banana width.
By making use of the ballooning representation (appropriate for
modes with n »
1 ) , the linear properties can be accurately
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FIG.l. Growth rate y and real frequency OJT of the trapped-electron-drift mode as a function
of toroidal mode number n for the PDX cases with Pb=6.6 MW at r =25 cm. The solid lines
correspond to calculations using the numerical MHD equilibrium and including the beam ions.
The dashed lines correspond to the same case but with the beam ions replaced by background
ions. The dash-dot lines correspond to calculations using the model MHD equilibrium with
circular concentric surfaces and again with beam ions replaced by background ions.

determined
with
a
radially
local
(i.e.
one-dimensional)
analysis.
Collisional effects are included in the form of an
energy and pitch-angle-dependent model Krook operator which
reproduces the results of a Lorentz collision operator in the
banana regime in the limits w « v
and co » v
, with v
eff
eff
eff
being
the
effective
collision
frequency
and w the
mode
frequency.
The specific mathematical form of this system of
equations is quite lengthy and will not be presented here. They
are given together with a detailed description of the numerical
procedure employed to solve them in Ref. 2 .
Since the primary goal of these studies is a realistic
assessment of the kinetic stability properties under relevant
experimental conditions for tokamaks, attention has accordingly
been focused on two important features; namely (1) a proper
interface between the stability analysis and self-consistent MHD
equilibria (obtained from codes such as PEST); and (2) an
appropriate treatment of the equilibrium distribution function for
the hot beam-ion species which is strongly anisotropic in pitchangle and strongly non-Maxwellian in energy, in beam-heated
discharges. Regarding the first item, it is found that results
from calculations using realistic equilibria can be quite
different from those using the widely-adopted zero-beta model
equilibrium with circular, concentric magnetic surfaces and large
aspect ratio.
For example, as shown in Fig. 1, a comparison
between the numerical equilibrium cases and the corresponding
model equilibrium cases indicates differences of around 50% in the
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growth rates of trapped-electron modes computed for parameters
appropriate to the PDX experiment. Figure 1 also illustrates the
general trend that, for realistic scenarios, kinetic instabilities
are predicted to be present over a wide range of toroidal mode
numbers.
In calculating the hot beam-ion response, the equilibrium
distribution, F (E,v / v ) , is
obtained
from
the
BALDUR
oneb
II
dimensional radial transport code [3], which also provides the
equilibrium radial profiles of the densities, temperatures, and
safety factor. This profile information is then used in the MHD
equilibrium code to generate the corresponding numerical MHD
equilibrium flux surfaces • The tokamak experimental conditions
considered here are those appropriate to PLT with parallel (co-)
injection and to PDX with nearly perpendicular [v /v = cos(81°)]
injection.
Figures 2 and 3 show representative forms of F b
obtained from BALDUR for these cases.
Also sketched on these
figures are the fundamental transit frequency resonance lines in
velocity
space,
where Re(w) = w - ± w » with a>tb being
the
transit frequency of the beam ions. Note that the resonance lines
for perpendicular injection lie in parts of velocity space where
p. is largest, while for parallel injection they fall in regions
where F b is small. This indicates that beam-ion transit-frequency
resonant effects will be appreciable only in the case of
perpendicular injection.
To determine the quantitative impact of the beam population
on unstable modes, a systematic study was carried out for the
familiar trapped-electron-drift branch. For both the PDX and PLT

/
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Fb(E,v,,/v)

// ' /
y //Z
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// /£s
/^f
// / /
// /
/ / / / / /'

1
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\
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1

///

v,,/v

FIG.2. Typical equilibrium distribution function Fb for hot beam ions with parallel (co-)
injection in PL T. Here Pb = 2 MW for r ss 20 cm at the time when the beam is turned off.
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FIG,3. Typical equilibrium distribution function F b for hot beam ions with nearly
perpendicular (81°) injection in PDX. Here Pb = 6.6 MW for r^25 cm at the time when the
beam is turned off.

cases, the direct effect of the beams on these microinstabilities
was found to be rather weak; i.e. the effects tend to be of the
same order as the fraction of beam ions (typically, n^/ne <
10%).
This is illustrated on Fig. 1 for the PDX case.
With
regard to the question of how the maximum (in n or k p ) growth
9 i
rates, y
> might scale with beam power, P^, it was found that
for the PDX cases, y
decreases only slightly as Pfe increases
from 6.6 MW to 13.2 MW. Similar results were obtained for the PLT
cases as Pv increased from 1 MW to 3 MW.
Hence, substantial
changes in beam power are predicted to have quite a weak effect on
the drift-type microinstabilities. This appears to be consistent
with
recent
experimental observations
of
the behavior
of
fluctuations in PDX [4] .
In addition to the preceding
investigations, the general
procedures described have also been applied to the kinetic
analysis of high-frequency instabilities, thermonuclear alphaparticle effects, and the influence of a poloidal equilibrium
electric field. Results of these ongoing studies can be briefly
summarized as follows:
(1)
Since velocity-space anisotropy can give rise to high
frequency (ion-cyclotron frequency range) instabilities, the
present low frequency gyrokinetic analysis has been appropriately
generalized [5] to investigate this problem. Initial results from
these calculations for PDX cases indicate that such instabilities
can appear provided the beam-ion population is sufficiently large.

IAEA-CN-41/D-1-3
(2) The influence of thermonuclear alpha
microinstabilltles has been investigated
equilibrium
distribution
function
3
3
F « n (r)/(v +v ) .
For the expected
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particles on drift-type
with an analytic model
of
the
form
[6]
case

of

very

sharply

peaked na-profiles, a substantial stabilizing effect is found even
for relatively small values of n /n .
a e
(3)
In the presence of perpendicular-injection heating, the
resultant anisotropic pressure can give rise to a non-negligible
equilibrium poloidal electric field.
This can in turn lead to
electrostatic trapping that is competitive with the usual magnetic
trapping.
When such effects are taken into account, preliminary
results indicate that the linear growth rate of trapped-electron
drift modes can be strongly modified.
STATISTICALLY STEADY STATES OP THREE
INTERACTING DRIFT MODES
The
determination
of
how
low - frequency
drift-type
instabilities actually affect anomalous transport is, of course, a
very important issue.
It is presently believed that drift
fluctuations can achieve a nonlinearly saturated steady state in
which linear growth is balanced by a variety of nonlinear
processes, including resonance broadening and mode coupling.
Hence, a detailed understanding of these processes is required
before the anomalous fluxes at saturation can be computed.
Evidence from both numerical simulations and analytic theories has
suggested that the saturated state is often stochastic.
This
implies that the phase and amplitude of the potential can wander
rapidly and randomly.
In order to avoid considering these
complicated (and largely irrelevant) details, one is led to study
a statistical description which advances in time phase-independent
quantities such as the fluctuation intensity.
The directinteraction approximation (DIA) [7] is a particularly useful
statistical theory, but its validity in a stochastic regime has
been strongly questioned [8].
In order to test the DIA in a stochastic regime of relevance
to drift wave saturation, it has been applied here to a simple
system
[9] consisting of three drift waves, with complex
frequencies,
tha^t _are
quadratically
coupled
through
the
polarization and E x B nonlinearities.
When one mode is growing
while the other two are damped, it is found that this system can
evolve
to a saturated
steady
state which is stochastic.
Comparison of the numerical solutions of the DIA with the "exact"
numerically computed statistical dynamics arising from a Gaussian
ensemble of initial conditions indicates that the predictions of
the DIA are generally in reasonable agreement with the "true"
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FIG.4. Drift instability simulation results from the gyrokinetic code.

values both for the modal intensities at saturation and for the
two-time
correlation
functions.
These
results
therefore
demonstrate that the DIA does
in fact
provide satisfactory
first-principles theory of the statistical dynamics of drift
waves.
Further studies of saturated drift-wave states with the
aid of the DIA are currently in progress together with the
development of related approximations which expedite the analysis
of many modes in a realistic geometry [10] .

GYROKINETIC PARTICLE SIMULATION OP DRIFT INSTABILITIES
It is now widely recognized that the efficient simulation of
low frequency drift-type instabilities under realistic tokamak
operating conditions presents impractical demands on conventional
particle codes.
To remedy this difficulty, a fundamentally
different type of simulation scheme has been developed which
provides substantial advantages in time-step-size and in the
required number of particles without sacrificing essential physics
effects.
Specifically, by adopting the gyrokinetic ordering
(appropriate for studying low-frequency drift-type phenomena), a
gyrophase-averaged form of the Vlasov-Poisson system of equations
has been obtained which can be readily solved by standard particle
simulation techniques [11]. The procedure here eliminates the
explicit dependence on the gyromotion while still retaining finite
gyroradius effects. This new scheme has been implemented into a
two-and-one-half-dimensional (x,y,v > v y,v z ) electrostatic code in
slab geometry. For the simple case of drift instabilities driven
by a density gradient in a shearless system, results from this
code are given in Fig. 4, and corresponding ones from the
conventional code (with full ion dynamics and the guiding-center
approximation for electrons) are displayed in Fig. 5.
This
comparison clearly indicates very good agreement in the linear
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FIG.5. Drift instability simulation results from the conventional particle code using full ion
dynamics and the guiding-center approximation for electrons.

frequency and growth rate, the nonlinear frequency shift, and the
saturation amplitude.
Here the improvement (increase) in timestep-size is about ten-fold.
In order to simulate the more realistic steady-state type
turbulence phenomena (where the background inhomogeneities are
fixed in time), a multiple-scale scheme has been developed in
which the long plasma equilibrium scale lengths are separated from
the short scale lengths of the perturbations. Results from this
modified gyrokinetic code indicate that the dominant saturation
mechanisms are associated with the nonlinear E* x "B* effects of the
ions and electrons and with the nonlinear ion polarization
drifts.
In the saturated state, the spectral density of the
fluctuations is broadly peaked at small k (wavenumber), and the
corresponding
frequency
spectra has the property
that the
frequency spread is of the same order as the frequency, i.e.
Aw /a) = 0(1). Test particle measurements indicate that the
k k
diffusion is Bohm-like at this stage. In addition, a continuous
exchange of energy between the different modes as well as between
the particles and the waves has been observed. The fact that the
results here exhibit some key properties similar to experimentally
observed drift-wave phenomena should serve to motivate continued
investigations of this type. In addition, the improved efficiency
demonstrated by these simulations provides encouragement for
developing more ambitious gyrokinetic schemes involving toroidal
geometry and finite-beta effects in three dimensions.
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DISCUSSION
ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-41/D-1-1 TO D-l-3
P.H. DIAMOND: Did the authors of paper CN-41/D-1-1 consider possible
stabilizing effects of non-linear ion-wave interaction on the drift wave?
M.N. Rosenbluth and myself (IFS No.23) have demonstrated that ion Compton
scattering can saturate the instability at extremely low levels (X c <SC X e ). Why
has this not been considered?
W.M. TANG: Perhaps Dr. Molvig will answer this question.
K. MOLVIG: The work you refer to is interesting, but not yet conclusive.
Since you have to assume an eigenfunction to calculate the effect, and since the
problem is very sensitive to this choice, it may in fact be the details of the eigenfunction, rather than stability, which is sensitive to ion Compton scattering. Your
theory actually suggests that the eigenfunction tails will be strongly cut off without
stability being affected very strongly. Until the self-consistent calculation of the
eigenfunction has been done, one cannot conclude that ion Compton scattering
is as important as you suggest.
P.H. DIAMOND: How does X c compare with the quasi-linear island saturation width? Is X c less than the island width for overlap with m = 3, n = 2? If
not, does the treatment of the turbulent diffusion matter in any significant way?
Note that Laval-Pellat-type m = 2 modes saturate at a narrow island width.
K. MOLVIG: The short answer is that linear stability is affected by electron
diffusion, and so the island never forms if the density is below the threshold. Thus,
some of the comparisons you asked for are irrelevant. However, the value of X c
(for m = 2) determined from observed diffusion levels agrees quite closely with
the island width, W, inferred from A'(W) = 0. This is why we think the effect
may explain the observations on Alcator.
M. COTSAFTIS: Is the D which appears in the modified drift equation
self-consistent, produced by the modification of the flux surface topology itself,
or is it a 'free' parameter added to the usual island equations?
W.M. TANG: My understanding of this work is that the factor D is determined by the turbulence from the drift-wave branch. However, the basic system
of equations used here accounts for both the drift and the Alfven (tearing)
branches.
K. MOLVIG: The D used in the tearing mode is, in effect, a free parameter.
However, since the full system of equations also contains the drift wave at large
m and has been solved for the saturated state (and gives D <* 1/n), the overall
system is, in fact, self-consistent.
D.J. SIGMAR: Dr. Tang, you seem to suggest that energetic particles (e.g.
those from neutral beam injection) do not affect the drift modes. Am I right?
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W.M. TANG: For the parameters and profiles applicable to the relevant
experiments (e.g. PDX), the energetic ions appear to have little influence on
drift-type instabilities. However, both energetic beam ions and a-particles can
have strong effects on electromagnetic high-mode-number instabilities (ballooning
modes).
D.J. SIGMAR: Besides the high-mode-number ballooning mode there exists
a low-mode-number branch of the kinetic Alfven wave such that k||« lq - m ¥= 0
everywhere in the plasma. Energetic particles with velocities greater than the
Alfven speed strongly interact with the wave at the Alfven-resonance point and
destabilize it.
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INFLUENCE OF EDGE PLASMA MODELS
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United Kingdom
Abstract
INFLUENCE OF EDGE PLASMA MODELS ON JET PREDICTIONS.
Two aspects of plasma behaviour in the edge region of a tokamak are discussed in this
paper: a one-dimensional transport code is used to examine the effect that impurities produced
at the metallic limiters of JET have on the overall plasma behaviour; a second problem
concerns the implications of the ion temperature gradient instability for the cool plasma mantle.

1.

Introduction

Two aspects of plasma behaviour in the edge region of a
tokamak are discussed in this paper.
The 1-D transport
models, described in Section 2, are similar for both problems.
The first problem (Section 3) considers the effect a
metallic limiter has on the performance of JET. The indicators
of plasma performance used in this paper are the central ion
temperature, T.(o), the energy confinement time, T E ( a ) at the
wall radius, a, and the total impurity content, N z , after 2s of
heating. The sensitivity to the assumptions for the transport
of hydrogen isotopes and impurities parallel to the magnetic
field, the transport of impurities transverse to the magnetic
field, the recycling of impurities at the limiter and the radial
extent of the scrape-off layer determined by the limiter
position is monitored in terms of these indicators.
Plasma performance is determined to a large degree by
the
production,
transport
and
radiation
properties of
impurities.
In modelling interactions of the plasma with the
wall and limiter surfaces in JET, small variations in the models
for the edge plasma can lead to large variations in the influx
* On attachment from FOM-Instituut voor Plasmafysica, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.
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of metallic impurities, especially for sputtering by heavy
isotopes of hydrogen. With many models for the impurity
behaviour, impurity radiation cools the edge plasma, the
sputtered influx is limited and a cool plasma mantle [1] of high
density and low temperature forms in the periphery and is
separated from the hot central plasma by a narrow radiating
layer. If the restriction of the aperture available for the hot
plasma is too great the plasma performance is reduced
considerably.
The second problem (Section 4) considers the effect of
the ion temperature gradient instability on the cool plasma
mantle. The two main characteristics of the mantle, that is,
the cool edge plasma and the narrow radiating layer so far
have not been seen experimentally. This may be due to the
strong density fluctuations which are seen in the edge region,
preventing
its
formation.
The cause of these
edge
fluctuations is uncertain. A possible explanation is that they
are due to the ion temperature gradient instability, since this
can be shown theoretically to be unstable in the radiating
layer.
The criterion for this mode to be unstable namely n •
(=DlogT/Dlogn)>2 is exceeded by two orders of magnitude
(that is, the parameter n • is of the order of 100) in the
radiating layer.
The enhanced heat transport due to the ion temperature
gradient instability has the effect of flattening the temperature
profile in the region where n- is large and thus increasing the
width of the radiating layer. The precise width of the layer
depends on the expression that is used for the thermal
diffusivity, X » of the ion temperature gradient instability.
Since knowledge of the transport caused by this instability is
rather rudimentry several expressions for x given by different
authors are considered in Section 4 and compared with the
INTOR model.
2.

Model assumptions

The equivalent circular JET configuration (minor radius,
a=1.62m; major radius, R=2.96m) is modelled using the
one-dimensional (radial) transport code, ICARUS [2].
The
heating sources model the full planned power of JET, taking
the sum of (a) ohmic heating with a current of 4.8MA, (b)
injection of neutral deuterium at a power level of 10MW and
energy of 160kV (total power of 17.25MW including the
fractional energy components), (c) a uniform heating profile of
about O.lMWm"3 to represent some form of radio frequency
heating at an effective level of 15MW and (d) alpha particle
heating
by
plasma-plasma
and
beam-plasma
interactions
assuming a 50:50 mixture of deuterium and tritium.
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Additional to neoclassical thermal conduction losses for the
hydrogen isotopes, anomalous electron transport is included.
Of particular interest for the two problems considered is an
anomalous thermal diffusivity of the INTOR form
(A)

= 5 x 1019/n

x

[m2^-1]

(1)

where n is the electron density. In the second problem three
further forms for the thermal diffusivity are used.
(B)

Collisional ion temperature gradient instability [3]

where q is the safety factor and the Bohm-like diffusion
coefficient x B =a.V., where a. is the ion gyroradius and V. is
the ion thermal speed.
(C)

Collision-free ion temperature
gradient instability [4]
o f 1 dT "I 2

Xe = a.Rq [ T f H F J

(D)

Bohm diffusion
(4)
x

e

= X

B

In the scrape-off layer in the shadow of a material limiter
parallel transport is determined by a phenomenological sheath
model [5].
The parallel loss of density, n, in the scrape-off
layer is modelled by a term of the form n/ TH , where the
parallel confinement time, TH = tL/V, is determined by the ion
thermal speed, V, an effective connection length between
limiters, L = uRq, and the parameter t is an arbitrary constant
of order unity. The associated energy loss is taken as 2kT.
for ions and 2kT Y for electrons with Y ^3 taking into account
secondary electron emission. Charged isotopes of hydrogen are
recycled as neutrals with a source distributed radially through
the scrape-off layer and transport modelled by a 1-D diffusion
model.
Recycling of both charged and charge-exchanged
neutral isotopes of hydrogen also occurs at the wall.
Impurities are produced at the limiter by sputtering by
charged particles (hydrogen isotopes and intermediate Z
impurities) and at the wall by both charged and chargeexchanged neutral isotopes of hydrogen. The impurities lost
by parallel flow are recycled by self-sputtering and a source
fn. / T|| where n.
is the local impurity density and the
parameter f represents an arbitrary fraction of impurities
returned to the plasma. Nickel (Section 3) and iron (Section 4)
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are chosen as intermediate Z materials. A coronal radiation
model extrapolated to low temperature is assumed [2]. The
transverse transport of impurities is assumed to be diffusive
with a diffusion coefficient of the INTOR form
D = k 1.25 x 1 0 1 9 / n

[rn^s"1]

The parameter k is an arbitrary constant. k=e:> corresponds to
a model in which all sputtered impurities are distributed
uniformly over the plasma cross-section.

3.

Effects relating to metallic limiters in JET

The edge conditions of low density and high temperature
are at first determined in a pure plasma with the safety factor
q=6 at the limiter. The only observable effect on the central
plasma is deeper penetration of neutrals recycled from the tip
of the limiter. The edge temperature is sufficiently high
(Figure 1) for hydrogen isotopes to sputter limiter material
when impurity effects are included.
Subsequent radiative
cooling reduces the parallel flow, thereby producing a low
temperature,
high
density
scrape-off
layer
whose
characteristics are reminiscent of those in a cool plasma mantle
[1].
3.1. Variation in the parallel transport of hydrogen isotopes
(parameter t)
An increase in the parallel confinement time of hydrogen
isotopes (t>l) would result initially in lower losses, thereby
increasing the edge density and temperature until new steady
state conditions are established. In a pure plasma such a
variation has little influence on the overall plasma behaviour,
with a higher density and greater ionisation of the recycled
flux in the scrape-off layer leading to a marginally lower
central density, but little change in the central temperature.
As seen from Figure 2, however, with sputtered impurities
included and k=°°, f=l the increase in density and temperature
at the limiter tip leads to an increase in the impurity influx
and the radiation loss. For both t=1.5 and t=2 (corresponding
to flow speeds at two-thirds and one-half of the ion thermal
speed, if the connection length is maintained constant) the
impurity radiation is so large that a catastrophic collapse of
the plasma occurs.
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FIG.l. Radial profiles, after 2s heating, of electron density, ne, electron temperature, Te,
and ion temperature, T\, in the scrape-off layer of a pure plasma (
j and a Ni-contaminated
plasma (
j.

3.2. Variation in the impurity transport and recycling
(parameters k, t and f)
~
~
The residence of impurities in the periphery is determined
by the tranverse transport (parameter k ) , the parallel
transport (parameter t) and recycling at the limiter (parameter
f). Self-sputtering at the limiter is unimportant since the
temperature in the scrape-off layer is sufficiently low and the
impurity parallel flux is small compared with that of the
hydrogen isotopes. The assumptions made in Section 3.1 for
the transverse and parallel impurity transport (that is,
instantaneous transport over the plasma cross-section, k=«>,
and the accumulation of all impurities in the plasma, f=l) are
particularly damaging. The effect of relaxing these conditions
is now illustrated.
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FIG.2. Variation, after 2s heating, of T\(0), T^(a) and Nz with parameter t for (a) transverse
impurity transport and perfect re-cycling (k=l, f=l) (X), (b) transverse impurity transport
and no re-cycling (k=l, f=0) (•), and (c) a uniform spatial distribution of impurities and
perfect re-cycling (k=°°, f=l) (A)-

With transverse impurity transport (k=l) but perfect
recycling of impurities (f=l), T.(o) and T E (a) again decrease
and N increases as t increases.
However, a catastrophic
collapse of the plasma does not occur.
The effective impurity influx is reduced considerably if
the impurities are absorbed at the limiter (f=0).
If in this
case t is varied, the net influx of impurities is considerably
higher at early times for t=2 leading to early contraction of the
aperture of hot plasma and degradation of the overall energy
confinement time, although after 2s of heating the net impurity
concentration is only marginally higher for t=2 than for t=0.5
(Figure 2).
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FIG.3. Variation, after 2s heating, of T-JO), T^laj and Nz with parameter k for t=I and
(a) transverse impurity transport and perfect re-cycling (f=l) (X), (b) transverse impurity
transport and no re-cycling (f=0) (•), and (c) a uniform spatial distribution of impurities
and perfect re-cycling (k=tx, f=lj (A).

With a large uncertainty in understanding the transport
properties of impurities it is expedient to examine further
variations in the transverse and parallel transport.
For
perfect recycling of impurities (f=l) the performance shows a
gradual improvement as the perpendicular transport of
impurities is reduced from k=10 to k=l (Figure 3). This arises
from
an early reduction in the
sputtered
influx
by
accumulation of impurities in the periphery and low radiation
cooling of the central plasma for the lower values of k.
However, with no recycling of the impurity flow at the
limiter (f=0) the effective influx of impurities is reduced,
thereby allowing higher temperature and higher sputtering at
the limiter. T.(o), T1?(a) and N exhibit little dependence on k
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FIG. 4. Variation, after 2s heating, of T\(0j, T-g(a) and NZ with the parameter f for t=l and
transverse impurity transport specified by (a) k=l (•) and (b) k=10 (X).

except for the lower values of k when a steady state has not
yet been achieved and the performance is marginally better
(Figure 3).
For both k=l and k=10, T.(o), T E (a) and N exhibit only
small changes as the fraction f or impuritie^ recycled is
increased to 0.5. As this fraction is increased above 0.5 there
occurs the first indication of effective radiative cooling at the
limiter tip and the formation of a wider cool plasma mantle due
to the accumulation of impurities. The reduced parallel
transport and sputtering leads to a lower impurity content,
especially when k=l and impurities accumulate in the periphery
(Figure 4).
However, if all impurities produced
are
constrained to remain within the plasma (f=l), the large initial
influx of impurities leads to the formation of too wide a cool
plasma mantle and the resultant degradation of the performance
is substantial (Figure 4).
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FIG.5. Variation, after 2s heating, of T-JOj, T^fa) and Nz with position of limiter tip for
t=l and (a) pure plasma (o), (b) transverse impurity transport and perfect re-cycling
(k=l, f=l) (X), (cj transverse impurity transport and no re-cycling (k=l, f=Oj (•), and
(dj uniform spatial distribution of impurities and perfect re-cycling (k=°°, f=l) (A).

3.3.

Variation in the radial extent of the scrape-off layer
(parameter a,)

For the model with k=o=, t=l and f=l even with the largest
limiter aperture (aT=1.56m) the cool plasma mantle extends
over 0.4m and rather poor performance results. Pushing the
limiter in degrades further the performance (Figure 5).With
k=l similar results pertain but the larger available aperture for
hot plasma is reflected in the improved global energy
confinement (Figure 5). With f=0 the limiter position has little
influence since an increase in the impurity density also leads
to an additional loss at the tip of the limiter. T.(0) shows little
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FIG.6. Predicted radial profiles, after 4s heating, of the JET plasma from a mean starting
density of 4.4 X 1019 m~3. Both transverse and parallel transport ofNi (k=l, t=l, f=0)
is included.

dependence on the position of the limiter. The total radiation
is similar in all cases with a narrow radiating layer and a large
available aperture for hot plasma (Figure 6).
These results are due to the density at the limiter tip
increasing as the limiter is pushed further into the plasma,
thereby leading to increased sputtering of impurities. The
density gradient on the plasma side of the limiter is greatest
when the limiter is pushed furthest in, since the tip
approaches more closely the peak in the heating and particle
deposition profiles that results from the attenuation in the
periphery of the fractional energy components of the neutral
beam injection. The total particle flow and heat flux to the
limiter are found to be independent of limiter position.

4.

The effect of the ion temperature gradient instability on
the cool plasma mantle

The effect of the enhanced heat transport, due to the ion
temperature gradient instability, on the structure of the mantle
and in particular on the width of the radiating layer is
examined in detail. A simple analytical solution of an
approximate transport equation is given and compared with the
numerical solution of the full 1-D transport equations.
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4.1. Analytic solution
In the mantle region the electron and ion temperatures
are low (^ 100 ev), so equipartition between the two species is
very rapid and their temperatures may be taken to be equal T
= T. = T . The heat transport equation may then be put in
the form
d / n x d T \ = Knn

dx^

£(T)

imp

dxj

(5)

where the term on the left hand side of Eq(5) is the heat
conduction term, with x the coefficient of thermal diffusivity,
and x t h e radial variable of this slab model. The term on the
right hand side of Eq(5) is the impurity radiation term in
which the temperature dependence £ (T) is approximated by a
step function as follows
A(T) = _ 1 ,
2A
£(T) = 0 ,

T R -A< T <TR+A
otherwise

The four expressions for the thermal diffusivity given in
Section 2, that i s , (A) INTOR, (B) Collisional ion temperature
gradient instability, (C) Collision-free ion temperature gradient
instability and (D) Bohm-like diffusion x = X R m a Y all be
expressed in the form
X = g /dT\

a

(6)

[dxj
After multiplying Eq(5) by d T / d x and i n t e g r a t i n g over the
radiating layer

T R -A < T < T R + A we find

g / a + 1 W dT \

a + 2

= Knn,
(7)

where the dependence of g upon T has been neglected in t h e
integration since i t s variation is small (<\,A) and use h a s also
been made of t h e b o u n d a r y condition for t h e existence of
mantle, that i s , t h a t all t h e power is radiated dT=0 a t T=T -A
R
dx"
I n t e g r a t i n g Eq(7) again with respect
temperature behaviour in t h e radiating layer

to

x

gives

the
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r(m)

FIG. 7. Radial electron temperature profiles, after 0.5s heating, for the three anomalous
thermal diffusivities (A) INTOR, (B) collisional ion temperature gradient instability and
(Cj collision-free ion temperature gradient instability. The assumed electron density
profile is also shown. Parameters k=°°, t=°°, f=l apply.

T = TR-A
where

C

=

C(a R -x)'
+1

(8)
)

and a R is the radius of the low temperature side of the
radiating layer. From Eq (8) the width of the radiating layer
fix may then be calculated
(a+2)

(9)

Thus the width of the radiating layer for a given impurity
content only depends on the thermal diffusivity through g and
For typical JET parameters n=4xl019rn~3 and iron impurity^
a.
29
3

(TR=100ev, A=60ev, K=1.25xlO" WM eV) at a density of 6xl(T
m~3, the width of the radiating layer is 0.06m for the INTOR
diffusivity, 0.22 m for the collision-free ion temperature
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FIG. 8. Instability parameter T?J (=D logTJD lognj as a function of radius for the three
anomalous diffusivities of Fig. 7.

gradient instability, 0.17m for the collisional ion temperature
gradient instability, and 0.46m forX = XB- Thus as expected
the increased diffusion due to the ion temperature gradient
instability significantly increases the width of the radiating
region and hence the total radiated power for constant n.
imp

4.2. Numerical results
The 1-D transport equations for k=~, t=<», f=l were solved
using expressions (A)-(C) given in Section 2 for the thermal
diffusivities. The radial profiles of temperature and density,
instability parameter n. = DlogT./Dlogn, and impurity radiation
are shown in Figures Y,8,9 respectively. From Figure 8 it can
be seen that the value of n. in the radiating layer is very
large, of the order of 300 foV the INTOR model. Thus the
condition for the growth of the ion temperature gradient
instability (n->2) is well satisfied. The effect of the enhanced
heat transport due to the ion temperature gradient instability
(cases B and C) is of course to flatten the temperature
gradient and hence reduce n., at the expense of increasing the
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FIG. 9. Radiation profiles for the three anomalous diffusivities of Fig. 7.

thickness of the radiating layer (Figure 9). The widths of the
radiating layer, for the three diffusivities, are also in
agreement with those derived analytically in Section 4.1.
At present, the computations of Section 3 are
extended to include the effects of formulae (2)-(4).
5.

being

Conclusions

One-dimensional
transport
calculations
indicate
that
impurities lower the edge temperature in the scrape-off layer
formed in the shadow of the material limiters of JET, thereby
allowing the parallel confinement and the edge density to
increase. With an impurity transport model that includes both
transverse and parallel flows of sputtered Nickel, simulation of
JET with the full planned heating indicates that after 4s a
high central temperature (23.5keV) is achieved in a large
aperture plasma (at radii less than 1.48m, the ion temperature
is in excess of lOOeV). A narrow radiating layer of width
0.16m accounting for 90% of the total power loss is surrounded
by a scrape-off layer of width 0.1m. If the confinement of the
impurities is good, a catastrophic collapse of the plasma can
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occur, expecially for rapid transverse transport of the
impurities. The edge conditions that are established are such
that impurity-impurity
sputtering at the limiter is not
important.
The limiter is therefore capable of effectively
removing impurities.
As a result, the sensitivity to the
assumptions for the parallel transport,
the transverse
transport and the limiter position is reduced provided no more
than 25% of the impurities are recycled to the plasma.
With regard to the transport in the radiating layer it has
been shown that the ion temperature gradient instability is
strongly unstable in this layer. The main consequence of the
instability is to increase the width of the layer.
This work
shows very clearly the danger of extrapolating simple scalings
like the INTOR one to plasma conditions (with cool plasma
mantles) in which the profiles are very different from those of
present experiments where n. is of the order of unity.
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Abstract
EDGE TURBULENCE IN TOKAMAKS.
The experimental data on the high level of turbulence in the edge of tokamaks is discussed
in terms of theoretical models. The "rippling" resistive MHD instability is-advanced as a
candidate for this turbulence. The linear, quasilinear and turbulent regimes of the rippling
instability are investigated with a combination of computational models and analytic treatments.
Parallel electron heat conduction effects are included and found ultimately to limit the modes'
spatial extent and induced transport. A number of features of rippling mode turbulence (poloidal
and radial correlation lengths of the potential and magnetic fluctuations, dominance of lowfrequency components, etc.) are found to be in reasonable agreement with experimental
observations of edge turbulence. In addition to its possible relevance to tokamak edge turbulence,
the model developed illustrates the interplay and ultimate effects of a number of non-linear
processes in resistive MHD turbulence.

1.

INTRODUCTION
This paper develops a combined analytic and computational
model of turbulence and turbulent transport in the edge of a tokamak plasma based upon the rippling mode. Development of such a
model is important because: (1) turbulent transport in the edge
region determines the design of divertors, limiters and edge pumping schemes; (2) the edge can be well diagnosed and thus the model
can be critically compared with experiment; and (3) the model aids
development of a detailed model of turbulence and anomalous transport in the hotter, more collisionless core of a tokamak. Subsequent sections discuss, in order of presentation, the experimental
observations and inferred theoretical model, linear, and nonlinear
rippling mode theory, and comparison with experiment.
2.

PLASMA EDGE TURBULENCE AND MODEL
2.1. Tokamak Edge Turbulence. Tokamak edge plasmas (n < 1 0 1 3
3
cm" , T < 100 eV) are known [1-3] to exhibit large fluctuations
in density (n/n ~ 0.1-0.4) and electrostatic potential which have
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very broad frequency spectra. Small-amplitude (B /B ^ 10 * * ) , uncorrelated magnetic fluctuations are also present [1]. The turbulent character of the edge plasma is evidenced by the fact [1,3]
that the density, potential and magnetic fluctuations are largely
uncorrelated and the correlation time ( T Q ) is slightly less than
an average fluctuation period, i.e. "tox ~ (2ir x 10 5 sec~ 1 )(10~ 6
sec) £1 [3]. In MACROTOR [1] the relatively long radial correlation lengths (~ 1 cm ~ A p^) of the electrostatic potential
fluctuations and even longer poloidal correlation lengths (~ 3 cm
~ 12 p^ ~ r/10) indicate that the turbulence may be dominated by
moderate poloidal mode number (m ~ 5-20) fluctuations that have
kgP^ << k x P^ ~ P-£ 9/9x « 1. Further, recent experimental
measurements of the frequency dependence of F i <nV > in the
Caltech Tokamak [3] indicate that the cross-field transport is
dominated by the lowest frequency and thus perhaps (because of
Doppler shifts due to a toroidal plasma flow) lowest mode number
contributions. The experimental picture can thus be summarized as
indicating that moderate poloidal mode number (m ~ 5-20) , radially
well localized (Ar ~ 1 cm ~ a/30) turbulent fluctuations seem to
have the largest amplitudes and dominate the cross-field transport
in the edge of a tokamak plasma.
2.2. Plasma Model. As a theoretical model of this turbulence
we consider resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). This model is
appropriate because of the collisional, resistive nature of the
cold plasma edge region. The fact that the resistive MHD instabilities [4] typically have fairly low mode numbers and kgp^ «
k x p^ « 1 in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations discussed above also suggests the relevance of such a
model. [In contrast, drift wave turbulence is usually considered
to have fairly high mode numbers (m ~ 100), 1 ~ kgP^ > k x p^ and
low nonlinear saturation levels — e?/T < 1/k r < 0.01.] The reduced resistive MHD equations appropriate for considering incompressible instabilities in a large-aspect-ratio, constant-density
tokamak are [5]
= nJ + V i = bxV$/B2

,

nJ(| = -(W)<|> - SA^/St

(1)

-(P o /B 2 )(d/dt)(v^) + (B^O(J U /B) = 0

(2)

dn/dt 5 8n/3t + V^'Vn = (W)(2X||/3)(b;V)Ti

(3)

-V2A.. = u J..
(4)
II
o II
Here, Eq. (1) is Ohm's law, Eq. (2) is B^Vx the MHD momentum
balance equation, Eq. (3) is the resitivity (n) evolution equation
arising from the electron temperature evolution in the assumed
fully ionized plasma with x» ~ v | /v being the parallel electron
heat diffusivity coefficient, ancTEq? (4) is the parallel compo-
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nent of Ampere's law. [Since ^'J, = -(P /B2)(d/dt)V2<(>, the divergence of the polarization drift current, Eq. (2) can also be
thought of as the charge continuity equation _V««J = 0.] In these
equations ^b = J3/B is the unit vector along the magnetic field B_;
the subscripts II and 1 indicate components parallel and perpendicular to J$_; <(> is the electrostatic potential; and A., is the
parallel component of the magnetic vector potential.
In addition to approximate analytic solutions discussed below, this set of equations is solved numerically in a periodic
plasma cylinder with the RSF computer codes [6]. For the numerical simulations the equations are de-dimensionalized in terms of
the resistive MHD time and length scales. A key dimensionless
ratio in the resultant equations is S = T R / T H D where x^ = p o a 2 /n
is the resistive diffusion time scale, and T H = R Q /V A is a "poloidal" hydromagnetic time with V^ = B /(u p V /2> the Alfven
speed. The edge plasma in MACROTOR [1] is characterized by
S ~ 10 5 > x" = (2/3)x,,W a 2 /R 2 n. A major complication in the numerical simulations is the fact that S ~ x» » 1> which necessitates taking a fine_spatial mesh that can resolve resistive singular layers (x^ ~ aS 2 / f 5^ an(j advancing the equations for many
(~ S 2 ' 5 ) hydromagnetic time steps. Further, the number of modes
included in the simulation must be increased as S is increased
toward the experimental regime.
2.3. Resistive MHD Instabilities in the Plasma Edge. There
are three basic types of resistive MHD instabilities [4]: tearing, rippling and resistive-g modes. Tearing modes, which are the
resistive analog of kink modes and play a significant role in the
macroscopic behavior of tokamak discharges [7], are stabilized in
the edge plasma because of the large magnetic shear and relatively
weak current gradient there [8] . However, the rippling and resistive-g modes can be unstable in the edge. In toroidal geometry
the resistive-g modes become resistive ballooning modes and the
enhanced transport from the latter modes has been found to correlate well with the anomalous transport in high f5p ISX-B discharges
[9]. However, in the edge region of tokamaks, 3p is very small
(<< 0.1 typically), the instability drive for these modes is weak
and hence we expect the dominant resistive MHD modes there to be
the rippling modes.

3.

LINEAR ANALYSIS OF RIPPLING MODES
3.1. Rippling Mode Literature. Rippling modes [4] are similar to resistive interchange modes in that, instead of convecting
pressure across magnetic field lines, they convect conductivity
(or resistivity) across field lines. Their source of free energy
is the conductivity or electron temperature gradient, which becomes accessible to these modes when a plasma current flows along
the magnetic field. A successful turbulence theory of a partially
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ionized plasma form of the rippling modes called current-convective instabilities was developed by Kadomtsev and Nedospasov [10]
to explain the behavior of positive column plasmas and was one of
the first to suggest a mixing length argument for plasma turbulence. Descriptions of the physical mechanisms involved in
rippling modes can be found in Refs [4,11,12]. Parallel electron
heat conduction and diamagnetic drift effects on these modes are
discussed in Refs [12-14]. Generally speaking, the linear growth
rates of the rippling modes are found_to be reduced by parallel
electron heat conduction effects for x,, > S (T > 25 eV for typical edge plasmas) and the modes become stabilized or converted
into drift-dissipative instabilities when the growth rate drops
below the diamagnetic drift frequency. Additional kinetic effects
due to parallel viscosity, finite ion gyroradii, etc.,have also
been considered [13,15], but don't seem to strongly influence
these modes as long as k^p^ « 1. In what follows we will assume
that the growth rates of the rippling modes exceed the diamagnetic
drift frequency so that Eqs (l)-(4) provide a reasonable model
for them.
3.2* Eigenmode Equations. To consider the linear instability
regime of rippling instabilities, we linearize Eqs (l)-(4),
assume modes of the form <(> ~ <f>(r)exp[i(n<|> - m6) + yt] with
kfl4> = (m/r)<J> « d<|>/dx, where x = r - r is the distance from the
singular surface r g at which q(r g ) = m/n, and utilize the solutions of the 1 and II components of Ohm's law in the other
equations to obtain
"(YP o /B 2 )d 2 ?/dx 2 + ik e «J,/L s = 0

(5)

-(l/w o )d 2 A | /dx 2 = J, = -<n/n o )J |o - i ( k Q x / n o L s H - YA||/nQ

(6)

n = (V dn /dr)/[Y + x2(2k2X,,/3L2)] , V = ik ?/B
X

O

O

II

S

X

(7)

o

Here, we have utilized the fact that _b»V •>• ik = ixk Q /L s , with k Q
= m/r, 1/L = (r/R q2)(dq/dr) = (r/R )(1/L ) -- inverse of the
magnetic shear length. The resistivity or" electron temperature
convection in Eq. (7) that drives the current perturbation in Eq.
(6) is what causes rippling instabilities. Note that this component of the current perturbation is proportional to the product of
the equilibrium radial resistivity gradient and parallel current,
and is reduced by parallel electron heat conduction, particularly
as x increases.
^
3.3. Linear Electrostatic Analysis. In an electrostatic
(A(| negligible, m » 1) limit the eigenmode equation for 4>(x) can
be written as

d2?/dX2 - [X 2 M - X<S/2(1 + bX 2 )]* = 0

(8)
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FJG.l. Variation of the rippling mode linear growth rate with S and the dimensionless parallel
electron heat conduction coefficient \ r

in which X = x/x R is a radial variable that is de-dimensionalized
in terms of a resistive singular layer width x R with

^ ~= [Y( V o /B 2 Hn/y o )(L 2 /4k 2 )] 1 / 4

[(YT R )S- 2 L 2 /4k 2 e]] 1 / 4
e

(9)

6 s

- < V V < V i o / B ) / ( 2 i f V - - (L s /L n )(E l. /B)/(2Yx R )

(10)

b =

2

(11)

(k 2 /L 2 )( X|1 x 2 /Y)

Here, L^ B (d In r^/dr)" 1 , the gradient scale length of n 0 ,
and E.. = V/2TTR = n J
is the inductive electric field applied to
the tokamak plasma, with V being the one-turn loop voltage.
In the absence of parallel electron heat conduction (b = 0)
the lowest order eigenmode is [4] <J> = <j> exp[-(X - 6)2/4] with
eigenvalue 6 = /2 and hence
L

nit-

E../B

, /r

L

(12)

R

2/2
-2/5-2/5

(13)
s
"'n' R
Note that the physical quantity governing the rippling instability
growth rate is the ratio of inward IJxB_ pinch velocity (due to the
induction electric field) to the resistive flow velocity L / T R .
L b
s

m
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3.4. Parallel Electron Heat Conduction Effects. We determine
the rippling mode growth rates and spatial extent for arbitrary x,,
from initial value numerical solutions of Eqs (l)-(4) and a WKB
phase integral equation for Eq. (8) which yields
TT/X2 = I(c) = jlQ dy[(l + c)y/(l + cy 2 ) - y 2 ] 1 / 2

(14)

in which X Q is the solution of X 2 /4 = X 6/2(1 + bX 2 ) and c = bX 2 .
The integral I(c) is a weakly varying function of c that has
limiting values I(o) = TT/8 and I(») = 6r(7/6)r(3/2)/3T(5/3) =
1.82. The numerical and WKB results agree reasonably closely
[12].
Figure 1 shows the variation of the WKB determined growth
rate with S and xn• Note that parallel electron heat conduction
reduces the growth rate for Xi, > S, eventually as XII'1''3* but does
not stabilize the rippling modes — because the XII effects are
negligible near x = 0. Also, note that X Q , the radial WKB turning
point or extent of the mode, only decreases by a factor of about 2
as xit goes from zero to infinity.
3.5. Magnetic Component. Since the rippling modes are predominantly electrostatic, their magnetic component can be thought
of as being driven by the parallel current induced by the electrostatic component and can be estimated from
2~

*' = - ^ / dx —yi- = - ^±- | dxujf,, « -i j-^-

/2T ^ ° _

(15)

"to
in which <f> , A., are the maximum values of <(>, A... as a function of
x. In eva?uajtlng the integral we have utilized the x,, * 0 eigenfunction for <}>. For moderate m values A' ~^j-2m/r = ~2kfi, and
S
utilizing this in Eq. (15) yields (B = i k A ^
(16)
From both analytic and numerical calculations A n (x) is centered
about the rational surface with a radial width Ax ~ l/kfi = r /m.
Since there is a magnetic component to these modes that is symmetric (tearing mode parity) about the rational surface [12], in
contrast^to inferences in Ref. [4], a magnetic island of width
w = 4[r g B r /(nB e dq/dr)] 1 / 2 is formed.
4.

NONLINEAR EVOLUTION OF RIPPLING MODES
4.1. Quasilinear Evolution of a Single Mode. An individual
rippling mode is found from computer calculations [12] to "saturate" by quasilinear flattening of the local resistivity profile,
which occurs at
or e^/Te ~ (Yx R )(eB/k Q T e ) ~ <eV/2irmTe)(L /L^)

(17)
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500

1000

t/r Hp

FIG.2. Evolution of the radial extent of the potential perturbation (Ar) and magnetic island
width (w) for a m/n = 12/7 rippling mode, for x^Q = 0, 102, 10*. For these numerical calculations
So = 10* [12]. Here, X||0 has been normalized to the central value of the resistivity 7? (as is S0J,
which is a factor of 6.25 smaller than the edge value. Thus the results shown are for local, edge
values of S= 1.6 X 103,x,, = 0, 1.6 X101, 1.6 X 103.

However, although the magnitude of the resistivity or potential
fluctuation becomes limited to this level, the V flow at "saturation" causes the mode to convect radially toward the region of
higher resistivity, with its spatial extent growing linearly with
time [12]. This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2 along with the
effect of parallel electron heat conduction which limits this
radial spreading of the mode and hence ultimately stabilizes it.
The final radial exteat of the electrostatic component can be
estimated by relating n to ^ through the fact that J.. = 0 outside
the resistive singular layer and then equating the convective and
X. terms in Eq. (3) to yield, in agreement with the numerical
computations,
ll/3

(18)

At the final single helicity saturation n/n ~ Ar /L . Because
the magnetic component of the mode couples to the electrostatic
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FIG.3. Rippling mode turbulence spectrum for a numerical simulation with S = 1.6 X 10*,
Xj = 1.6 X i 0 3 . The 0M on the left is the maximum amplitude component for each m. The
<<pmn) is the rms sum [S ^mn]" 2 of all components with a given m.

component only near the
affected by this radial
trated in Fig. 2 by the
width at a value nearly

rational surface, it is not significantly
spreading of the mode. This is illussaturation of the mode magnetic island
independent of x M '

A.2. Nonlinear Evolution of a Combination of Modes with the
Same Heliclty- The next level of complexity in the nonlinear computer calculations is to include higher harmonics of the initial
mode, e.g. consider the sequence of modes 5/2, 10/4, 15/6, ... .
The numerical calculations are usually run as time evolution
studies from an initial condition where all the modes are initially
set at small but equal values.
Then, since the linear mode
growth rates scale as m 2 / 5 [cf. Eq. (12)], the highest m harmonics
grow the fastest and saturate first — at the level given by Eq.
(17). As time progresses, successively lower harmonics saturate
at their quasilinear levels. If one or more nearly saturated
higher harmonics are in phase with a mode during its final saturation process, the growth rate of the saturating mode can increase by up to a factor of 2 just before saturation. This
complicates knowing what growth rate to assign to modes in a
turbulent plasma. After saturation of a given mode and all its
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harmonics, the fundamental mode saturates at the quasilinear level
given by Eq• (17), but the amplitudes of the higher harmonics are
found [12] to fall off more rapidly than 1/m.
4.3. Turbulent Regime — Multiple Helicity Calculation. The
fully nonlinear regime with many modes (and their harmonics) of
different m/n's or helicities is investigated with a combination
of the RSF [6] resistive MHD code and an analytic renormalization
of the equations. The equilibrium considered in the numerical
calculations models that of MACROTOR [1]. As with the preceding
higher harmonic discussion, the highest m modes grow most rapidly
and saturate first. The individual modes spread radially until
limited by xj| - (If X|j = 0 the modes spread all the way to the
plasma boundaries and the simulation must be terminated.) After
complete saturation of all the modes, the spectrum is found to
scale as 4> ~ 1/m , 1.3 < a < 2, as indicated in Fig. 3. The
total fluctuation level is larger (factor of up to 5) than the
quasilinear prediction for a single mode [Eq. (17)].
The results obtained from the numerical calculations can depend upon the models utilized, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Namely,
in the calculation shown, the turbulent stabilization takes place
before any quasilinear flattening of the resistivity, as evidenced
by the lack of an effect of freezing the resistivity profile in
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FIG.4. Illustration of the variation of the kinetic energy {V}) under various assumptions in the
computer calculations with S = 1.6 X 103, xB = 1.6 X 102. On the left the kinetic energy evolution shown is for the sum of all modes included. On the right is shown the kinetic energy
evolution for a mjn = 18/8 "test mode ".
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the simulation, if enough modes or couplings are allowed (e.g.
the 50-mode case at the left of Fig. 4 and the 20-mode case at the
right.) For x» > S the turbulent stabilization tends to dominate
as long as enough modes are included.
4.4. Analytic Rippling Mode Turbulence Theory. To determine
the governing renormalized equations in a multiple-helicity,
turbulent regime, nonlinear terms through third order are considered in Eqs (l)-(4). The primary nonlinear effect is found in
the renormalization (Direct-Interaction-Approximation — DIA —
for the response function) of the temperature or resistivity evolution equation, because of the x-dependence of the parallel heat
conduction effects. It becomes
(y
+ xX(x,/r))ri
- D d n /dx
v
mn
6 II s " mn
mn
mn

= -V

dn /dr
xmn o

(19)

where
D
mn

=

I

, ,|2/[Y

|V

, , '
m n'

xm'n'1

L

,

, + XMO,, ~ K)2]

m-m 1 , n - n '

^ II ^ II

II'

(20)
J

is the non-Markovian diffusion coefficient indicating the DIA effects of all modes on the mn mode being considered. Assuming D m n
to be approximately constant in x over the spatial extent of the
test mode, the lowest-order eigenfunction of the operator on the
left side of Eq. (19) is of the form n ~ exp(-x 2 /2A 2 ) in which,
from consistency conditions in Eq. (19), we obtain For the radial
turbulent scattering length A = (L2D /k|X||) 1<">« Setting the
nonlinear damping rate which is givenH&y Y n ~ D /A 2 to the mode
growth rate Y m n (the linear one or a coherent, net single-helicity
one as discussed in Section 4.2), we find the D m n required to
saturate the m/n mode to be D
~ Y 2 L 2 /(k 2 x a )« Since y
increases less slowly as a function or m than the k? = m 2 /r" factor
in the denominator of this last expression, the lowest m modes
require the largest D to stabilize.
Labeling the lowest m mode in a given region of the plasma as
m Q , then the turbulent diffusion coefficient D Q required to stabilize all modes is given by
2 9 ?

2

O S S

O

D ~ A t V x , iyi
O

II

O

2

(21)

O

Note that the turbulent decorrelation rate for the modes is thus
the growth rate of the lowest m mode (Y Q ) and the radial scattering length of the modes is A Q , as determined from Eq. (21), which
is usually smaller than ArQ L defined by Eq. (18). Also, the net
transport produced by rippling instabilities is primarily radial
particle or mass diffusion and concomitant energy convection with
the diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (21); the magnetic fluctuations induce anomalous radial electron heat conduction which is,
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however, less than or of order the energy convection.
lent saturation

or
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e?o/Te ~ ( A ^ X e V ^ m ^ K W l ^ )

(22)

a level that usually exceeds the quasilinear saturation level.
The total fluctuation level e?/T = [Z(e? / T ) 2 ] 1 / 2 is even higher
(by a factor < 2) for typical spectra such as shown in Fig. 3.
Physically, the turbulence produces a radial diffusion via
mode scattering which modifies the resistivity response equation,
as indicated in Eq. (19). The magnetic shear allows the turbulent
radial diffusion to couple with the classical parallel heat conduction. Note that whereas for drift wave turbulence the shearinduced coupling of turbulent diffusion with free streaming yields
A ~ D^ /3 , coupling to parallel heat conduction yields Affl ~ Dm/l*»
The true dissipation effect here on rippling mode resistivity perturbations of rate y = (k2/L2)A2x., leads to saturation when
Y = Y D « The saturation mechanism is the turbulent displacement of
the resistivity fluctuation into the region of large damping due
to parallel heat conduction effects. Note that the turbulent diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (21) can also be understood in
terms of a "mixing length" argument with A being the radial step
size.

5.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT AND CONCLUSIONS
The most fundamental comparisons between a theoretical model
of turbulence and a plasma experiment are those relating to the
correlation lengths and times of the fluctuations. From the
turbulence model we expect the radial correlation length for potential fluctuations to be of order A Q as defined in Eq. (21),
which is fairly short — kgA 0 « 1. The radial and poloidal
correlation lengths for the magnetic fluctuations and the poloidal
correlation length for the potential fluctuations are all of order
I/kg ~ r /m, which is fairly long for the moderate m (~ 5-20)
modes predominant here. Since k., is quite small for the rippling
modes the toroidal correlation lengths are very long. Qualitatively, these features are observed in the MACROTOR experiments
[1], as indicated in Fig. 5 and partially discussed in Section
2.1. Also, as observed in the Caltech experiment [3] the transport is dominated by the lowest frequency and hence presumably
lowest m fluctuations, with the experimental fall-off in the
fluctuation amplitudes and transport with frequency (or m) similar
to the fall-off in the turbulent simulation (Fig. 3 ) . Finally,
the rippling mode turbulence model indicates a broad fluctuation
spectrum with a fairly short correlation time ( T C ~ 1/Y O ), as is
observed experimentally [1-3].
A quasilinear estimate of the rippling mode saturation levels
from Eq. (17) indicates e%/T > 1%, which is significantly lower
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FIG.5. Comparison of correlation lengths from experiment (left [ 1 ]} and numerical results for
rippling mode turbulence fright) with S = 1.6 X 10A, xB = 1.6 X 103. The spread in the
theoretical results indicates the uncertainty due to temporal variations in the turbulence.

than the experimental observations. (An estimate reported at the
last IAEA meeting [16] turned out to be low compared to the quasilinear calculation [12] by a factor ~ 5.) However, taking account
of the higher turbulent mode saturation levels given by Eq. (22)
and the sum over the entire spectrum, the theoretical <j> fluctuation level becomes e<)>/T ~ 5-10% (n/n ~ 10-15%) and thus apjjroaches that observed experimentally. Utilizing the theoretical
^saturation levels in Eq. (16), the magnetic fluctuation level
(B /B) is of order 10 **, which is in reasonable agreement with
experimental observations [1]. Further, from the turbulent saturation level indicated in Eq. (22), e?/T <* m ~ 7 / 5 S " 9 / 1 0 J ~ 6 / 5 *
X ^ 1 / 2 T ~ : [or <* Jjj/m ST g for single-helicity saturation] and n/n ~
V L n " m;^5 s -3/10j2/l x -l/2 [ o r . A Q L / L T I « ( J | ) / m 2 X ) j S ) l / 3 ] . A l s O j
we find Br/B « (moS)"'t/5Jj|/5, utilizing the quasilinear level in
Eq. (17), which is most appropriate for this estimate. For a given
plasma with fixed E^ = V/2ivR , the spatial variation of e$/T ~
T e ( r ) " 9 / 5 [or T e (r) - 1 ] and n/n ~ T e ( r ) " u / 1 ° [or T e ( r ) ~ 5 / 5 ] , which
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increase with decreasing T g (increasing radius), and B /B «
T ( r ) 9 / 1 0 , which decreases with decreasing T g (r) — trends which
are observed in the MACROTOR experiment [1]. (For these comparisons we assume that n/n ~ T\/T\.) Evaluation of the turbulent diffusion coefficient given by Eq. (21) with the linear growth rate
inferred from Eq. (14) yields a value for D (~ 10 4 cm 2 /sec) which
seems somewhat smaller than one indicated for MACROTOR edge confinement. However, the diffusion coefficient depends quadratically
on the mode growth rate which,
as discussed in Section 4.2, may
significantly exceed the linear value.
Thus, in summary, we have developed, through the linear,
single helicity and fully turbulent stages, a theoretical model of
edge turbulence based upon the resistive MHD rippling modes. The
model qualitatively agrees with the correlation lengths and broad
turbulent spectrum observed experimentally, but may need further
development with regard to the levels of potential fluctuation and
turbulent transport.
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DISCUSSION
ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-41/D-2-1 AND D-2-2
R. HAWRYLUK: How is the re-cycling of the metallic impurities handled
in the JET simulations? Do impurities which leave the plasma impact against
the walls and limiters and stick to them?
J.G. CORDEY: I wonder if Dr. Watkins would like to answer that question.
M.L. WATKINS: Metallic impurities are produced by sputtering at the limiter
and wall by the D-T gas mixture. In the reference calculations the effective impurity
influx into the plasma is reduced considerably by parallel flow to the limiter. The
effect of additional impurity influxes, or equivalently longer parallel confinement
times for the impurities in the scrape-off layer, has been examined, and results can
be found in paper D-2-1.
B. COPPI: Dr. Cordey, how does the particle inflow caused by the ion
temperature gradient mode affect your conclusions?
J.G. CORDEY: In some of the calculations the inflow terms were included.
These terms had only a small effect on the density profile, which is dominated by
the high fuelling rate of the neutral beams.
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SELF-CONSISTENT DESCRIPTION
OF THE PLASMA-WALL INTERACTION
IN TOKAMAK PLASMAS
R. CHODURA, K. LACKNER, J. NEUHAUSER,
W. SCHNEIDER, R. WUNDERLICH
Max-Planck-Institut fiir Plasmaphysik,
Euratom-Association, Garching,
Federal Republic of Germany

Abstract
SELF-CONSISTENT DESCRIPTION OF THE PLASMA-WALL INTERACTION IN
TOKAMAK PLASMAS.
For a semi-empirical description of the plasma-wall interaction, the tokamak plasma can
be conveniently split into three zones: the bulk plasma with closed flux surfaces, interacting
with the walls through volume processes (charge-exchange and radiation); the region of field
lines intersecting material structures (the scrape-off); and the immediate vicinity of target plates
or walls, where electrostatic processes dominate. The authors have developed physical and
computational models for each of the regions with the aim of linking them together to a
self-consistent description.

1.

KINETIC SHEATH MODEL

The plasma sheath region in the immediate vicinity of a material wall is
characterized by a strong electric space-charge field which adjusts the fluxes in the
sheath to those coming out of the inner plasma region. The electric field in the
sheath varies on the scale lengths of the Debye length and the ion gyroradius.
Since these scale lengths are small compared to the mean free path of elastic
collisions, a kinetic description of this zone is appropriate.
The numerical model [ 1 ] consists of a 1D electrostatic particle code which
self-consistently calculates the particle trajectories and electric space-charge field.
The wall may be assumed to be either totally particle-absorbing or partially
reflecting. The boundary condition at the plasma side depends on whether or not
one wants to include the upstream region where plasma starts to be accelerated
towards the wall, i.e. the "plasma presheath". If it is included, particle and energy
volume sources must be introduced in order to maintain stationary results. If one
is restricted to the proper non-neutral sheath, fluxes through the plasma boundary
must be prescribed. In this case, the ion inflow velocity has to meet a certain
minimum condition: the Bohm condition. The following results apply to the
second type of boundary condition.
313
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In general, the sheath region is immersed in a magnetic field which strikes the
wall under an angle \p to wall normal. In the case of a divertor plate, this angle may
be near 90°. For oblique angles \jj, the sheath region exhibits a double structure
of a magnetic presheath preceding the electrostatic Debye sheath immediately in
front of the wall. The magnetic presheath is quasineutral; the electric field there
is comparatively small. Its scale length depends on the ion gyroradius at sound
speed and on the angle i//.
The total potential drop across the sheath (magnetic presheath and Debye
sheath) 0W does not depend very much on direction i// and magnitude IB I
of the magnetic field [ 1 ]. But the potential drop across the magnetic presheath
increases and, accordingly, the potential drop across the Debye sheath decreases
strongly for growing angles \fr. This has an effect on the angle of incidence of
the ions at the wall for grazing magnetic fields: since ions are not deflected very
much from their motion along magnetic field lines within the magnetic presheath,
and since for large angles ip the magnetic presheath is a large part of the total
sheath, ions impinge on the wall at nearly the same angle as the magnetic field.
This may change the sputtering yield at the wall [2].
The kinetic model may be used to formulate boundary conditions for a
fluid description of the scrape-off layer upstream of the sheath. This is done for
the electron heat flow. The total energy flow:

through the plasma-sheath boundary is calculated together with the electron flux:
F e = /d3vfeY_
for a temperature Te at this plane. The energy per electron flowing into the
sheath, 6 = Q e i/(F e lTe) is plotted in Fig. 1 for cold and warm ions and for
different field angles >p, tgi// = B///B^, where // and 1 mean directions parallel and
perpendicular to the wall, respectively. For nearly Maxwellian electrons,
6 = 2 - e0/T e .

2.

TWO-FLUID DESCRIPTION OF THE SCRAPE-OFF LAYER

Plasma conditions in the scrape-off layer are determined by the competition
of transport effects parallel and perpendicular to field lines and therefore require
2D treatment for their self-consistent analysis. The present 1D analysis, treating
explicitly only flow and diffusion processes along field lines, has been primarily
undertaken as an intermediate step to complement the usual "radial" transport
calculations in which particle and energy losses on flux surfaces open to the
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FIG.l. Electron energy transfer coefficient 6 = Qf.J(FtiTe)
function of magnetic field incidence angle.

for the sheath boundary as

target plates are simulated by volumetric sink terms [3—6]. It is also expected to
give a qualitative understanding of possible regimes of divertor operation and to
indicate sensitive quantities for experimental measurements.
The model used for the present studies is an improvement of the version
described in Ref. [7]: it includes two-temperature gas-dynamic flow, (finite)
electron and ion heat conduction, and electron-ion collisional heat transfer. The
computational region extends from the midplane of the main plasma chamber
(s = 0) to the target plates (s = 1) using a normalized co-ordinate s along the field
lines. Energy and particle input from the bulk plasma into the scrape-off region
via cross-field conduction and diffusion are simulated by volumetric source terms
in the continuity and energy transport equations over the corresponding region.
The boundary conditions used at the target plates are those following from the
sheath model described in Section 1.
The crucial role in determining the regime for particle and energy transport
in the scrape-off layer is played by the recycling in the divertor chamber (or
near-limiter region) [8, 9]. This is at present described by a global balance model
for the neutral particles, in which the chamber region outside the scrape-off is
filled homogeneously by hydrogen molecules. Upon contact with the plasma,
they are assumed to dissociate, determining (through flux continuity) the neutral
atom density in the scrape-off. The latter is used to compute ionization rates,
the associated electron energy sink terms (including a radiative enhancement) and
charge-exchange losses. While not expected to be quantitatively correct, this
model, together with the temperature and density dependence of the ionization
rate, allows the limitation on recycling due to the finite power flow to be shown
and gives a qualitative picture of parameter variations along the scrape-off
for a closed divertor configuration. The principal adjustable parameter is a neutral
molecule confinement time r^ measuring losses from the divertor region due to
bypasses to the main chamber or due to pumping.
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FIG.2. Contribution of different transport channels to the total energy flux P t o t as a function
of the co-ordinate along the field lines (a) for a low ( r N = 3 X 1 0 " 6 s), and (b) for a high
recycling case.

Conductive flux Q = KedTe/ds + Kj dTj/ds.
Convective flux P t h = (7/7 - 1) (pe + p;)v.
Kinetic energy flux P k i n = nv3 • ra-J2.
Shaded area corresponds to volumetric losses.

The effect of recycling on the energy transport in the scrape-off is illustrated
by Figs 2(a) and (b), which show the variation of the energy fluxes in different
channels (convective energy flow = (7/7-l)(p e + P;)v; kinetic energy flow and heat
conduction Ke dT c /ds + /CjdTj/ds along the field lines for a situation with
negligible recycling (r^ = 6 X 10" 6 s) and one with substantial recycling
(T N = 3 X 10" 3 s). The total charged particle and power flux across the separatrix
into the scrape-off are assumed to be F n = 1022 s"1 and Pg = 2 MW, respectively,
with 90% of the latter in the electron channel. The midplane scrape-off diameter
is taken as 2 cm and the field line length between midplane and target plate is
L— 14 m. In the low recycling situation the ratio between convective and
conductive heat flux is practically determined by the boundary condition at the
target plates. For the energy and particle fluxes taken, the temperature required
for the conductive transport of the former is large (about 200 eV) so that the
conductive part of the energy transport requires only very small temperature
gradients. In the case of strong recycling, a purely convective energy transport
would cause large temperature gradients in the region of particle addition, giving
rise to strong conductive flows. The self-consistent equilibrium that is establishing
itself therefore has most of the energy flow via the conduction channel into the
divertor chamber, where this energy flux is partly used to cover volumetric losses
and partly converted into convective energy flux of the added particles.
The dependence of the scrape-off energy transport on recycling is also
illustrated by Fig. 3, which gives the midplane and the sheath-entrance electron
temperatures resulting from a r ^ scan under otherwise identical conditions. In
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FIG. 3. Variation of the midplane and the sheath entrance electron temperatures with neutral
particle confinement time fN = T N / ( 6 X 10~4 s).

the regime of low recycling, electron temperatures are high and heat conduction
is efficient; the two temperature values stay close together. Increasing the
recycling lowers the temperature in the divertor region, causing in an intermediate
regime - where T e is still high enough for heat conduction to remain effective a parallel decay of the midplane value. At still higher recycling, the midplane
temperatures arrives at a heat flux limit given (in m.k.s. units, with T in keV) by

T 7/2

midplane

2.15 X 10 13

in terms of the parallel electron energy flux density q e r It then decouples
completely from the sheath entrance temperature, which is allowed to continue
to sink.
In a realistic experimental situation, the degree of recycling can be varied,
primarily by changing bulk plasma density and additional heating power.
Figs 4 and 5 show results for T e , Tj and n e in the midplane and at a fixed
location in the divertor chamber for ASDEX-comparable conditions: scrape-off
dimensions like those just described and T N = 3 X 10~2 s (corresponding to the
conductance of the divertor slits in the absence of plasma). Two values of powerflow into the scrape-off were used (F E = 0.3 MW and fE = 1.5 MW), representative
of Ohmic and neutral-injection heated discharges under the assumption of 30%
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radiative losses from the bulk plasma. The charged particle flow across the
separatrix F n was varied parametrically simulating - though in an unknown and
probably non-linear relation - a scan of bulk plasma density.
Results for both power levels show an initially strongly non-linear increase
in particle densities with increasing F n . Beyond a certain value, ionization and
radiative losses, and the heating-up of the new charged particles, consume a
dominating fraction of the original energy input, reducing T 6 in the divertor
chamber to values where the ionization coefficient starts decreasing dramatically.
This causes a saturation of scrape-off particle density with F n as a result of a
power flux limit on divertor recycling.
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In the saturated regime, the divertor electron temperature remains clamped
in the 10 eV vicinity, with an increase in power flux Pg, resulting essentially only
in a corresponding linear increase of n e . In this regime even variations in the
assumed boundary conditions on the electron heat flux via changes in 5 result
only in changes of nfjjy without significantly affecting Tpjy.
The qualitative predictions of these calculations regarding the existence and
the properties of a power-flux-limited regime of divertor recycling have been
verified by the measurements on ASDEX described in Ref. [10]. For a more
quantitative comparison, an elaborate neutral-particle model like that developed
by Heifetz et al. [ 11 ] seems necessary.

3.

1D SIMULATION OF THE BULK PLASMA

In Ref. [6] we have described ID numerical simulations of JET- and
INTOR-type plasmas assuming stainless-steel limiter or divertor plates and walls
(iron as impurity). An improved version of the BALDUR code [3, 4] was used,
including a numerical scrape-off and describing the hydrogen recycling and
impurity effects in a simple but self-consistent way, roughly in accord with the
results described in Sections 1 and 2. It was shown that because of radiationcooling at the edge, the impurity content saturated at a level where central
radiation was low and not critical for thermonuclear ignition. Because of efficient
wall insulation by the cool and dense scrape-off layer, wall sputtering was a minor
effect compared to limiter sputtering.
These calculations have all been made using the coronal model for the
impurity radiation, which may be adequate for high-Z materials but is questionable
for low-Z materials, especially in the boundary layer. An efficient numerical
algorithm for solving the combined diffusion and rate equations [12] has recently
been added to BALDUR as an alternative model. This option provides a check
of our earlier results on radiation cooling and allows for a comparison of typical
low- and high-Z materials. In Fig. 6 the radially integrated radiation loss power
is plotted for tungsten, iron and carbon as limiter materials in a JET-type experiment heated to thermonuclear conditions. Particle transport was purely
anomalous. The coronal model was taken for tungsten, whereas for carbon the
non-coronal model was applied. For iron, both models were compared, showing
rather similar behaviour with respect to the radial dependence of the cooling
rate. The difference in absolute value is partly due to different sputtering models
but is also a consequence of different sets of radiation data in the coronal [13]
and non-coronal [14] models. The distribution of iron ionization stages is
plotted in Fig. 7. For comparison, the radial location of several ionization stages
according to Ref. [ 13] is indicated by arrows.
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V

FIG. 6. Radially integrated radiation loss power as function of the minor radius for
tungsten (W), iron (Fej and carbon (Cj as limiter or divertor plate material.
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FIG. 7. Radial distribution ofionization stages for iron in a JET-type plasma at thermonuclear
condition. The position of charge states calculated from the coronal model is indicated
by arrows.
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The radiation loss profiles of Fig. 6 were taken one second after the end of
a ^magic" heating pulse, which was adjusted to reach thermonuclear ignition for
iron (28 MW, 5 s). With the same heating pulse, and tungsten as a limiter material,
the plasma just failed to ignite since in this case the radiation loss is significant
over three quarters of the plasma volume (up to about 10 keV). On the other
hand, a carbon limiter resulted in thermal runaway owing to the absence of line
radiation inside the separatrix. The absence of a photosphere in front of the
limiter also means that the sputtering rate and, therefore, the limiter erosion are
high. If we would include additional mechanisms for carbon release (e.g. chemical
sputtering), a photosphere-type solution might be achieved, but the necessary
carbon content in the plasma and the corresponding fuel dilution would be
intolerable.
If neoclassical diffusion is included in addition to anomalous diffusion, a
narrow radiating layer near the boundary is also obtained for tungsten, since
impurities are removed from the plasma centre by the neoclassical "temperaturescreening" effect.
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Abstract
A MODEL FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF POLOIDAL DIVERTORS.
The authors have constructed a two-dimensional model for plasma and neutral atom
transport at the edge of a tokamak discharge. A key factor in this model has been the development of a set of plasma transport equations appropriate to high-collisionality plasmas with
transport both parallel and perpendicular to the field lines including such effects as diamagnetic
flows, viscosity, and heat conduction. A computational model based on a subset of the complete
transport equations was used to investigate the operating parameters for poloidal divertors and
pumped limiters. It is found that divertor operation can be divided into four regimes characterized
by the amount of neutral recycling within the plasma edge or in the divertor1. a low-density
(1011 to 1012 cm"3) high-temperature regime with very little recycling in the edge; a mediumdensity (5 X 101-2 to 10 :3 cm"3) and medium-temperature regime with some recycling in the
edge; a high-density (> 1013 cm"3) cool regime with very large recycling in the plasma edge or at
the divertor neutralizer plate; and an even higher density regime in which hydrogen line radiation
is important. The authors believe that the latter two regimes, which have been achieved in the
high-density divertor experiments on D-III and ASDEX, hold the greatest promise for impurity
and particle control in future large fusion experiments. For INTOR heat and particle fluxes, selfconsistent solutions were found in which the temperatures in the divertor near the neutralizer
plate were below 20 eV and the densities were about 1014 cm"3, making impurity control and
pumping possible for INTOR/FED.

1.

INTRODUCTION [1-5]

The next generation fusion reactor experiments such as
INTOR/FED will have very large heat and particle fluxes at the
plasma edge (100 MW and » 1023 particles/sec [4]). These fluxes
must be controlled in a fashion vfhich does not lead to the
introduction of impurities into the main plasma. In addition, the

* Work supported by US DOE contract DE-AC02-76-CH03073.
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particle exhaust must be handled to remove the helium ash without
massive pumping systems and with a minimum exhaust of tritium.
Design of divertors and litniters to solve these problems
requires a detailed understanding of the plasma conditions in the
"scrapeoff" region where there are magnetic field lines which
intersect a material boundary. We first derived a set of twodimensional transport equations including parallel, radial and
diamagnetic particle and heat flows, heat conduction, viscosity,
and currents which are valid in a highly collisional plasma [5],
We apply sheath boundary conditions to a simplified version of
these fluid equations in order to compute the plasma parameters
along adjacent field lines in the divertor or at the plasma edge
for a specified particle and heat flux from the central plasma.
Since recycling and ionization can change the plasma temperature
by as much as a factor of 100 and the density by a factor of 300,
the plasma transport is calculated self-consistently with the
neutral transport to include source terms due to charge exchange
and ionization of the recycling neutral gas .
2.

THEORETICAL AND COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

The theoretical and computational model we use is based on
fluid equations . We expect the fluid approximation to be valid in
the low-temperature, high-density edge plasmas which are the most
interesting from the point of view of impurity control and
pumping.
The details of the theoretical analysis of an
appropriate set of equations are given in Kef. 5.
One result of this study, applicable when the parallel
collisionality L v /(2T /m )
is as large as the square root of
II e
e e
the ion-electron mass ratio and the flow is quite subsonic, is
that the radial scale height for variation of plasma parameters is
(O.HnA )[L.,(cm)](n/1014)
L -0.013 3£ "
TO
e
*
(B/10*)[T ± (eV)] 3/2

(1)

For example, this estimate gives L = 1.2 cm for TFTR conditions
with a high-density (10 1 4 cm~ 3 ), cool (10 eV) edge, which shows
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that the scrapeoff thickness can be quite large due to classical
processes alone .
In order to concentrate on the effects of neutral sources and
thermal conduction, we solved a reduced

set of 1-d

flows along

field lines coupled by a neutral gas transport algorithm which is
2-d

in physical

viscosity,

and

space and 3-d
we

in velocity space.

neglected

currents, and heat fluxes.

diamagnetlc

and

1-fe neglected
radial

flows,

The plasma transport equations we use

are

s= v

,( nu J

0 = -VBP - nm1V1|(u^/2) + F, - n ^ S

(3)

q„
(4)

" QA

where u is the parallel flow velocity; P is the total plasma
pressure; S, F|| , w^ and w e are the density, momentum and ion and
electron energy sources due to ionization, charge exchange and
radiation of the neutrals', q* and q e
are the conducted heat
fluxes; and Q [6] is the heating of ions due to Coulomb
collisions with electrons.
Wa solved Eqs (2-5) by iterating between plasma and neutral
transport calculations.
The transport of neutral atoms and
molecules was computed with an efficient multispecies (H, D, T,
He, H 2 ) Monte Carlo algorithm [7]. The algorithm can handle quite
general two-dimensional geometries.
The atomic physics in the
code includes ion and electron impact ionization and charge
exchange for the hydrogen atoms, ionization and dissociation of
hydrogen molecules, and ionization and charge exchange of helium
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FIG.l. Schematic of INTOR poloidal divertor simulation.

atoms.
Angle
reflection of
transport code
energy, as well

and energy dependent models are used for the
tons and neutrals from the wall.
The neutral
calculates source rates for density, momentum and
as erosion and pumping rates .

The plasraa transport Eqs (2-5) need to be solved in a volume
defined by a pair of bounding magnetic flux surfaces, the plasma
sheath surface Z , , and another surface, jv
such as the
sh
''input»
throat of a divertor channel illustrated in Fig. 1. The system
^qs
(2-5) require
six boundary conditions.
At E
we
input
specify values of the particle, ion energv
and electron energy

fluxes as r.
=fnuj.
; Q]
=V,.IIf*•(5/2)nT.i - K ^II
V . J . );,
•
input v ll;input' inputt
II i input'
and

Oe
= V f(5/2)nT
- KeV T 1
. A t the sheath, we assume
input
ir v 'lne , II ll,e;input ,

uf =vs - ( ( T ^ ) / ^ ) 1 ^ ; ^ ^f/(2 Y nu 1| ) sh ; and V|| (KJV.T, )Sh=O,
where K and Ke are the thermal

conductivities

f6].

The sound

speed at the sheath is the maximum fluid velocity attainable under
the conditions of charge neutrality, and also matches the minimum
velocity

required

for the stability of the solution within the

sheath.

The electron temperature condition at the sheath follows

from the fact that the total electron energy flux is carried by
the

super-thermal

electrons

potential barrier of ~ 3T

capable

of surmounting

the sheath

[8]. Finally, since the conducted ion

heat flux through the sheath is typically negligible, the boundary
condition has been chosen arbitrarily for simplicity.
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FIG.2. Plasma density along a field line for a D-III divertor configuration (50-cm-long,
10-cm-wide plasma), with r i n p u t = 2 X 1019 exp (- iZ/2.5 \)• cm'2• s'1; Q\ u( =
390 exp(-\Z/2.5\) W • cm'2 • s'1 and 2° n p u t = 3900 exp (-\Z/2.5\j W'• cm^s'1,corresponding to
0.5 MW of injection into D-III. V is the particle flux; ne is the electron density; Te is the electron
temperature; and 7"j is the ion temperature. Z is distance across the divertor chamber (Z= 0
defines the separatrixj and f (cm) is the co-ordinate along the field line. All the fluxes are taken
through a surface normal to the magnetic field lines. The field line length is 2000 cm.

The source of neutral particles on the surface E , is equal
sh
to plasma flux incident on this surface. Neutrals crossing the
surface Z
or any pump exit are assumed to be lost to the
input
system forever .
3.

COMBINED PLASMA-NEUTRAL CALCULATIONS

We have applied the combined plasma and neutral transport
model to a variety of divertor configurations appropriate both to
present large tokamaks, such as PDX [9] and D-III [1,2], and to
future large experiments, such as INTOR/FED [4,10].
Tn these
numerical experiments [7,10,11,12,15], we have found that the
major physical parameter in divertor operation Is the amount of
neutral recycling in the plasma edge. This is illustrated by a
typical profile taken along the separatrix for D-III. conditions .
Figure 2 shows that the ionization source (recycling neutrals from
the plasma that flows into the neutralizer plate and recorabines)
is localized near the divertor plate. As would be expected from
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the continuity Eq . (2), the particle flux increases along the
field line due to the ionization of the recycling neutral atoms
19
9
and molecules.
The input flux of 2 x 10
particles/cm -sec in
Fig. 2 is "amplified" by a "recycling" factor (R = 20) to 4.2 x
10

particles/cm

recycling

sec at the plate.

The flux amplification or

ratio R provides a convenient

divertor behavior.

parametrization

of the

The plasma density rises along the field line

toward the plate and the ion and electron temperatures fall from
the divertor throat to the plate.
the sound

speed

The flow speed is limited to

at the sheath boundary and is a maximum there,

becoming smaller away from the plate .
We have reproduced the high-density, cool expanded boundary
diverted plasmas observed on D-III [1,2].
Using a total heat
influx of 500 kW and a total particle influx of 7 x 1 0 2 0
particles/sec, the calculations predict that for a 10-cm-wide
divertor, the ion temperatures at the plate (Fig. 3a) are
approximately 4 eV, and the densities are 3.5 x lO^-^cm" to 1,5 x
10^cm""3 (Fig. 3 b ) . These conditions are reasonably close to the
measured parameters in the D-III experiments [1,2], The electron
temperatures drop from approximately 50 eV to approximately 5 eV
along the separatrix.
The neutral recycling is confined to a
region within a few centimeters of the wall. The recycling ratio,
R, is about 20.
Recent applications have focused on INTOR/FED due to the
severity of the impurity control problems associated with handling
40 MW of heat in each divertor channel . For a particle outflux of
2 x 10^2 particles/sec, each ion-electron pair would carry 12.5
keV of energy. Using sheath boundary conditions with these heat
and particle fluxes results in an average edge temperature and
density of 1600 eV and 10 1 0 C m" 3 .
Such conditions may make
impurity control and pumping difficult problems . Vfe have repeated
our previous studies of this problem [12] with our new code which
allows electron temperature gradients along the field lines
[10] .
In these calculations, we find that the electron
temperature at the neutralizer plate can be between 5 and 20 eV
(Fig. 4) with R's of 50 to 100. The edge density is in the raid
10 cm
range except very near the plate where it may be several
1A
times 10 cm~ 3 .
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(a)

(b)

FIG.3. (a) Ion temperature and (b) electron density profile for a D-III expanded-boundary
divertor simulation. Z is across the divertor channel and X is along the divertor channel. The
wall is at X = 50 cm. The input power is 500 kW and the particle flux 20 ton-litre-s~x.
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FIG.4. Electron temperature profile for an INTOR simulation [9] with the geometry of Fig. 1.
Z is across the divertor channel and X is along the channel. The wall is at X= 70 cm.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The computational results with the divertor code indicate
that plasma recycling near the neutralizer plate plays a key role
in determining the properties of a diverted or limited plasma, a
result consistent with Harrison et al. [13], and Keilhacker,
Lackner et al. [14], We have characterized the performance of
divertors into roughly four regimes ordered in terms of increased
recycling in Table I [15,16]. For low neutral recycling, the edge
plasma has a low density and high temperature.
For high
recycling, the plasma has a high density and a low temperature.
Table I is constructed for a divertor of width b and length a
(Fig. 1 ) . Although the concept is general, the particular numbers
in the table refer to INTOR/FED heat and particle fluxes and
dimensions (40 MW and 10 particles/sec, a ~ 70 cm and b ~ 30
c m ) . The absolute values of the parameters will be different for
other geometries (experiments) and fluxes, but the qualitative
features of the four operating regimes should be the same.
The first regime listed
in which there is little
Neutrals from the plate can
without being ionized.
The

in Table I is a low recycling regime
or no recycling in the divertor.
reach the pump and divertor throat
neutral densities and pressures are
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low, the plasma temperature is high, and the plasma density is
low. The initial estimates of reactor edge conditions were based
on this regime [4].
The second regime is a medium recycling regime.
The mean
free path of neutrals is usually shorter than the length of the
divertor but longer than the width of the divertor plasma. Not
many neutrals can return to the main plasma, but a significant
fraction can reach the pumping duct.
The densities are in the
10 cm
range and the edge temperature is 100-200 eV.
The
neutral pressure is often a fraction of a micron.
At these
temperatures,
only
very
small
gradients
in
the
electron
temperature along a field line can be maintained . It is in this
regime that most experiments with liiniters operate (where the
recycling takes place at the limiter and in the scrapeoff
plasma).
Divertor experiments with extensive pumping near the
neutralizer plate and in which the thickness of the diverted
plasma is small (about a few centimeters) would also operate in
this regime.
The third regime is a high recycling regime in which the
neutral mean free path is less than the width or length of the
plasma or intense recycling is forced by the pumping geometry.
This can he achieved either by using a divertor geometry with
minimal pumping to prevent backflow of the recycling gas except
through the diverted plasma as in ASDEX [3], or by making the
diverted plasma wide enough to prevent neutrals from the center of
the diverted plasma from escaping out through the side as in the
expanded boundary divertor in D-III [1,2,17]. In this regime, the
plasma is cool (~ 10-100 e V ) , dense (10 1 3 - 1 0 1 4 c m ~ 3 ) , with a high
neutral pressure (~ 10~3 torr) .
Large electron temperature
gradients along a field line can exist. It is in this regime that
one would hope to operate FED/INT0R, since the temperature at the
plate can he ~ 10 - 1.5 e^T (Fig. 4 ) , resulting in sheath potentials
below 50 eV and relatively low erosion rates.
Hydrogen line
radiation and charge exchange account for only about ten percent
of the energy flux, so most of the energy is still conducted by
the electrons to the sheath boundary and then transferred to the
neutralizer plate. The large total gas throughputs required for
instance
by
helium
exhaust
for
FED/INTOR
of
~
4
x
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lO^particles/sec
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[4], can be achieved with modest sized pumping

systems due to the high neutral pressures in this high recycling
regime.
There is a fourth regime with even higher recycling which
occurs when T e < 4 eV is reached. Since the conducted heat flux
is ~ 8TT and the equivalent heat flux due to hydrogen radiation is
roughly 30 eV x r, the temperature at which radiation losses are
equal to the power hitting the plate is about 4 eV.
When the
plasma is this cold, hydrogen radiation and charge exchange can be
the dominant cooling mechanisms. It is in this regime that many
of
the P-III
[1,2] experiments
and
high density limiter
experiments operate [18,19], Multistep collision hydrogen physics
is required for a detailed model of the radiation which will be
included in subsequent calculations [20] . Molecular dissociation
is also important .
The
key role that recycling plays is apparent
sheath boundary conditions. The particle flux at the

from the
plate is

r

rhe
heat
flux
sh = n s h u s h K n s h ( 2 T s h / m i > 1 / 2 '
Q s h * 8 T s h r s h = 8 ( 2 / m 1 ) 1 / 2 n s h T 3 / 2 . Tnus, T s h = Q s h / 8 r g h .
For
T
sh ~ 1 0 e V ' v i r t u a l l y a 1 1 °f t n e energy is conducted by the
electrons to the plate so Q s h is roughly constant along a field
line. The continuity equation [11] implies that the particle flux
increases as the sheath is approached because of the ionization

of recycled

neutrals.

Defining

R

=

(T /Y
) , we
see
sh input
that T s h = ( Q i n p u t / 8 r i
).(1/R).
Increasing R decreases T s h .
Similarly, since n g h P = [Q±
/(8(2/m 1 ) 1/2 )] T^ 3 / 2 « R 3 / 2 , n g h
increases as R increases. Basically each particle has R chances
to carry the input energy to the plate. So, as R increases, T g h
goes down and nsjj increases .
The recombination of ions and electrons occurs at the
neutralizer plate. The recombination times for T e > 1 eV are much
longer than the transit times for ions in the divertor so that the
modes of divertor operation described in Table I do not involve
volume
recombination
as
postulated
in
various
"gaseous
neutralizer" concepts, but instead are high recycling divertors .
The role of large gradients in the electron temperature along
field lines is only important in the high recycling regimes, where
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the electron temperature gradient allows one to push R from 20 or
so to 100 by allowing a low temperature near the plate and a
higher temperature (with a higher ionization rate) back along the
field

line, thus

up" near the
2
plate. Since the total pressure (nT^ + nT + run .u /2) is roughly
constant along a field line, a drop in T as well as Tj causes the
rise in u..

keeping

the neutrals

"bottled

and n near the plate .

It is still an open question as to whether INTOR/FED or even
high power injection on D-III, PDX or ASDEX can operate in the
very high recycling regime where intense hydrogen radiation and
charge exchange are the dominant energy losses . However, as we
have shown, all of these experiments can likely operate in the
high recycling regime with edge temperatures at the plate of 10-20
eV, thus making impurity and particle control possible in high
power experiments .
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Abstract
INFLUENCE OF A THERMOELECTRIC-TYPE EFFECT ON ANOMALOUS DIFFUSION.
Deduced from an analysis of the temperature and density time evolution during sawtooth
oscillations in TFR, an empirical transport model is proposed. In this model, the usual Fick's
and Fourier's laws used to describe anomalous diffusion flow of matter and anomalous heat
conduction, respectively, are replaced by generalized expressions which depend linearly both
on temperature and density gradients. Two applications have been made. The first one is
devoted to a neutral-beam experiment in TFR, and the second one to a cold-gas puffing experiment in JIPPT II. A better agreement is obtained with the experiment; in particular, the density
profile is generally closer to the experimental one at every instant of the discharge. Next, from
the ambipolar condition, an expression for anomalous impurity flux is deduced. Applications
are given for oxygen and iron. It is shown that the peak density positions are not really modified
but that the peak density amplitudes decrease at the periphery and increase at the centre.

1.

EMPIRICAL TRANSPORT MODEL

The time evolutions of electron temperature and density during sawtooth
oscillations seem to be governed by very different characteristic times. Indeed,
the central density does not reach its minimum value immediately at disruption,
but several hundreds of microseconds later [ 1 ]. To simulate this experimental
behaviour, it seems, at least, necessary to assume that the particle flux has an
anomalous part proportional to the temperature gradient. Then we write the
following expressions for the particle and heat fluxes F and Q [2, 3]:
(1)
Q = - nTD f7Vlog P + ,uVlog T]

(2)

where D is the anomalous diffusion coefficient related to the heat conduction
coefficient by the following relation:
337
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K = (M + 7)nD

(3)

In these expressions, we have, first, assumed the Onsager symmetry relations to be
valid and, next, 7 and n to be related by a neoclassical relation [4] which we
approximate as follows:

2/

'

(4)

The coefficient 7 has been adjusted so as to recover the experimental
behaviour of the density during the sawtooth. The best agreement has been found
for 7 = - 1.5 inside the q = 1 surface. At the plasma edge we take 7 = - 1.
Between these two values, a linear interpolation is applied. For q(0) > 1, we keep
the vaue 7 = - 1 everywhere. We note that this empirical model not only permits
the temporal behaviour of the density to be fitted, but also the temperature
and density profiles during the different phases of the sawtooth to be recovered.
Finally, this model leads to an expression for the anomalous heat flux close
to the usual one since, generally, Vn <VT. On the other hand, the particle flux is
different since T is the sum of two components: the usual one which is proportional
to the density gradient and an additional one, proportional to the temperature
gradient, inside the q = 1 surface. Note that if the temperature profile is Gaussian,
we recover the Asdex expression [5] in the central part of the plasma. Similarly, if
we assume the temperature profile to be parabolic, an expression close to Coppi's
result is obtained [6).
In the following applications, we shall show that this model leads to a
satisfactory description of the plasma during time scales longer than the sawtooth
period.

2.

TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE PROFILES
DURING NEUTRAL-BEAM HEATING EXPERIMENT IN TFR

In this experiment [1], the average electron density increases from 1.2 to
1.3 X 1014 cm" 3 . The neutral-beam deposition profile is either calculated by
using a very simple model where, after charge exchange, the energy is deposited
on a cylindrical magnetic surface, or given by a Monte-Carlo code [7] where the
actual particle trajectories are taken into account during the slowing-down. The
cold neutrals leaving the plasma are completely re-cycled with an energy of 20 eV.
Without inward diffusion flux, the electron density profile is flat (Fig. 1),
and the beam deposition profile is too peripheral. Then after an evolution of 40 ms,
the plasma state is not stationary, as opposed to the experimental situation. An
additional evolution of about 40 ms is necessary for the stationary state to be
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FIG.2. Normalized density profile in TFR.
calculation (y = ~ 1.5);
experiment.

reached. With the whole transport model, at the end of the injection, the
temperature profile is not substantially modified but the density profile, in a time
comparable with the experimental time, is closer to the measured one (Fig. 2).

3.

GAS-PUFFING EXPERIMENT IN JIPPT II

This application is related to a gas-puffing experiment in JIPPT II [8] with or
without current rise. During the first run where the average density increases from
1.6 to 3.8 X 1013 cm"3 and where the total current is practically constant, the
q(0) values, in our calculation, are greater than unity up to the time t ~ 80 ms.
Therefore, the cross-transport terms are of little importance only. When q(0) < 1,
however, the peaked temperature profile induces a peaked density profile; the
axial density values increase, while the temperature decreases at the centre. At
time t = 98 ms, we recover the final density profile with y = - 1.25 in the centre
( q < l ) ( F i g . 3).
In the second run, a plasma current rise is programmed with the gas puffing.
The average density increases from 1.6 to 6.5 X 1013 cm"3. As previously, our
calculation shows that the density rises on the axis when q(0) < 1, which is
reached about 10 ms after the beginning of the gas puffing. The main results
of this run for the times t = 118 and 148 ms are shown in Figs 4 and 5. In this
case, our transport model does not allow recovering, in the centre, the transient
hollow density profile but only an average profile. We note that the calculated
temperature profiles are, in general, more pronouncedly peaked than the experimental one. This effect does not, however, seem to be sufficient to explain the
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t = 118 ms (with current rise).
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discrepancy completely. With the negative values of y used in these two runs, it
is necessary to assume a small hollow temperature profile inside the q = 1 surface
(Fig. 6) to induce a hollow density profile. At the end of the puff, while the
plasma current decreases slowly, the transport model allows, with good agreement,
the experimental profile to be recovered.
The usual model (with y = - 1) leads to a flatter density profile than the
experimental one at the end of the puff (Fig. 5). During the puff, it leads to a
small hollow profile with a maximum shifted more closely towards the edge than
in the experiment.

4.

APPLICATION TO IMPURITY DIFFUSION

From the ambipolarity conditions, it is reasonable to assume that impurities
have an anomalous diffusion linked to the anomalous electron diffusion [9].
Several expressions can be retained; for T e « T;, we adopt the following expression:
rz=-D|Vnz+(7+l)

VT^ n

z

.
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FIG. 7. O III, O VI, and 0 VIII density profiles
in TFR 400.
calculation (y = - 1);

where the peaked ion temperature profile makes the impurity ions penetrate into
the plasma. In the stationary state, the total impurity density N j satisfies the
following relation at the centre:
NT
The computations have been carried with the transport diffusion coefficient
of Ref. [2], where we use an empirical law inversely proportional to the electron
density in the bulk of the plasma:
D ~ 1/nqT 3/4
At the edge, we choose an expression proportional to the Bohm value. Finally, the
neoclassical flux is added to the anomalous flux [4].
In the first part, we have applied this impurity transport model to oxygen at
low electron density «n> « 0.25 X 1014 cm" 3 ) in TFR 400 [9]. With the inward
anomalous flux, the impurity density decreases for peripheral ions and increases for
central ones. The total oxygen density has a peaked shape mainly due to O IX
accumulation (Figs 7 and 8). Moreover, the peak positions are practically unmodified.
The emissivity corresponding to the 0 III and O VI ions has been calculated and
compared to the experimental observations (Fig. 9). We note a good agreement for
the peak positions, but the O VI emissivity is three times lower than the measured
values. The electron density is not, however, well known at the edge and a modulation of the electron density would provide a better agreement.
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In the second application, we have used experimental results of Ref. [10]
where the oxygen emissivity profiles have been measured in a neutral-beam
experiment in TFR 600, at different times of the discharge, labelled 1, 2, 3 and 4.
The average electron density increases with time (from 0.55 to 1 X 1014 cm" 3 ),
and the temperature in the bulk of the plasma (r > 8 cm) increases regularly. The
oxygen density is deduced from the absolute O VI radiance. In Fig. 10, we have
compared the calculated emissivity of O VII and O VIII, normalized to the
maximum value at time 3, with the experimental emissivity normalized to the
maximum experimental value at the same time. The peak positions are in good
agreement but a variation greater than the experimental one appears between the
emissivity amplitudes for a given ion at different times selected. This result seems
to suggest that, at the edge, either too strong values for the diffusion coefficient,
or too small values for (7 + 1) VT;, have been used in our calculation. The peak
positions are too close to allow a decision between the two effects.
The last two applications were devoted to light impurities in a quasi-stationary
state. A great amount of knowledge can be obtained by studying heavy impurities
in the transient state. We have simulated a numerical iron impurity puffing
experiment. With the inward term (7 = - 1.5), we find that highly ionized ions
penetrate effectively into the plasma. We have followed the density evolution for
two ions, a central and a peripheral one, at radii r = 16 cm and r = 4 cm, respectively,
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FIG. 10. Normalized emissivity profiles
ofO VII and O VIII in TFR 600 at
times 1, 2, 3 and 4.
experiment;
calculation (y = - 1.5j.

close to the density maximum. In Fig. 11, we have plotted the ratio of the two
densities. Several cases are investigated, for various values of y, the wall reflection R
and the diffusion coefficient D. We first show that the variation of R does not
affect this ratio and, secondly, that variations of the diffusion coefficient that do
not modify the peak positions do not strongly affect this ratio either. Thus, by
simultaneously measuring the densities of a peripheral ion and of a central one it
seems to be possible to verify whether heavy-ion penetration is due to some
interaction processes with the wall or to some diffusion coefficient effect, etc.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

In the phenomenological transport model which we have described, the
correction term to the anomalous heat flux has, in general, a negligible effect on
the temperature profile, the density gradient being too small as compared to the
temperature gradient. In contrast, when VT < 0, the inward component of the
particle flux, in general, improves the electron density profile which at every
moment during the discharge is closer to the experimental value. However, when
a current rise is associated to strong gas puffing, our model with y < 0 does not
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permit recovering the transient hollow density profile at the centre as if, during the
current rise, the value of (1 + 7) VT were reduced or changed its sign.
An application to the computation of a quasi-stationary oxygen density
profile permits recovering the peak positions at low and high electron density,
with the diffusion coefficient inversely proportional to the electron density in the
bulk of the plasma. With the additional inward flux, the peak positions are not
modified but the ion density decreases at the edge and increases at the centre.
Though it seems that in TFR a greater value of I7I at the edge will be suitable,
other comparisons are required. Heavy-ion studies in transient state with
peripheral and central peak positions should lead to some supplementary
information.
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DISCUSSION
B. COPPI: In cases where the quasi-linear transport theory of drift modes
can be developed, it is not possible,in general, to write the particle and thermal
energy fluxes as linear functions of density and temperature gradients. What
theoretical basis do you propose for your transport model and, in particular, for
the use of Onsager relations in it?
H. CAPES: There is no theory of abnormal transport by means of which
one can justify perfectly the validity of a linear flux development in terms of
thermodynamic forces; however, there are even fewer theoretical reasons justifying the use of Fick's and Fourier's laws, which are commonly applied in transport codes. We wanted to show that a transport model adapted to the description
of a broad class of irreversible processes would make it possible to explain and to
connect a number of experimental observations. This model explains not only
the difference between the characteristic times for the decrease in density and
temperature in the course of a sawtooth oscillation, but also allows correct
representation of the density penetration upon injection of cold gas.
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Abstract
TOKAMAK REACTOR STUDIES: DT DEMONSTRATION REACTORS AND DD
REACTORS.
Several issues related to the application of tokamak devices as fusion power reactors are
summarized. Most of this work deals with DT plasmas and tokamak devices sized to be
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representative of a fusion demonstration (DEMO) power reactor. Key DEMO issues include
current drive, impurity control and tritium breeding blankets. Current drive topics include
startup and steady-state plasma current maintenance by a variety of techniques. Issues related
to DD-fuelled reactors are also discussed, including effects of synchrotron radiation, nuclear
elastic scattering, and features of DD reactors compared with DT reactors.

1.

TOKAMAK DT DEMONSTRATION REACTOR (DEMO)

The objectives of the DEMO are to demonstrate a level of
performance in a power plant which extrapolates to commercial
plants; a system availability which extrapolates to commercial
plant values; a complete tritium-breeding, power-producing
blanket; and safe operation of a prototype power plant.
Satisfying these objectives requires that the DEMO design
features and performance be as close as practicable to those of a
commercial reactor. Two constraints must be recognized: the DEMO
capital cost should be minimized and the performance requirements
should be consistent with a fusion R&D plan which realistically
accounts for financial and time-schedule considerations. The cost
constraint primarily affects the selection of the DEMO size
(physical size and thermal power). The fusion R&D plan constraint
primarily influences the selection of the availability goal for
the DEMO.
For given technological (e.g. maximum magnetic field) and
physics (e.g. maximum beta) constraints, the minimum size that
can be considered for the DEMO is defined primarily by ignition
requirements. For a maximum magnetic field, B = 10 T, and plasma
elongation, K = 1.6, the major and minor radiimare in the range of
R = 5.0-5.2 m and a = 1.2-1.3 m. For the DEMO, we selected B m =
10 T in order to reduce the design risks and cost associated with
higher fields. Furthermore, results from STARFIRE [1], INTOR [2]
and FED [3] indicate that K = 1.6 is a reasonable compromise
between the benefits (higher beta) of increased elongation and the
equilibrium field (EF) coil requirements, particularly when all
these coils are placed outside the TF coils. The optimum
blanket/shield thickness.for a wide range of DEMO conditions was
previously found to be A__ = 1.2 m. [4]
The size of FED and INTOR is adequate for the DEMO except for
the low value of the neutron wall load, W n , which will likely be
W = 3.0-4.0 MW/m for commercial tokamaks. A higher wall load
can be achieved only by increasing the power density in the plasma
and/or by increasing the physical size of the device. Both will
increase the capital cost of the DEMO. In general, better
economics is obtainable for fusion reactors by increasing the
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power density rather than increasing the reactor physical
In this study, we assume that some improvement in beta
that predicted for FED and INTOR will be achievable in the
Therefore, 3 = 0.075 has been selected as the goal.

For fusion reactors to be economically competitive, a plant
availability of 65-75% must"be achieved. In the DEMO study, the
importance of the availability factor has been recognized in two
ways. First, a plant availability goal of 50% was adopted. Given
that FED and INTOR are planned for ~ 10-20% availability, this
DEMO goal provides an ambitious target for technology development. Second, every effort is being taken to incorporate design
features that enhance the probability of achieving high availability. The most important design feature selected to maximize
component lifetime and reliability in the DEMO is steady-state
plasma operation. By eliminating cyclic loads, steady-state
operation enhances the reliability of components such as the first
wall, blanket, limlters, divertors and magnets. In addition, the
frequency of plasma disruption is reduced.
Component lifetime and reliability are also enhanced in the
DEMO by locating key components away from the harsh radiation
environment. All the superconducting EF coils are located outside
the TF coils except for some small copper control coils. Other
features include locating the vacuum boundary at the shield with
all mechanical seals at the exterior and selecting only eight TF
coils with the use of one blanket/shield sector per TF coil.
The major parameters for the DEMO, along with the STARFIRE
parameters for comparison, are listed in Table I. A cross-section
of the DEMO reactor is shown in Fig. 1.

2.

CURRENT DRIVE IN TOKAMAKS

A simulation code has been developed to address current
build-up problems. Principal features include: (1) a very fast
plasma equilibrium algorithm based on a spectral representation
[5]; (2) self-consistent flux linkages between the driven external
coils, eddy currents in conducting shells (which are required for
electromagnetic shielding from disruptions), and the plasma; (3)
constant q-profile; and (4) variable toroidal flux within the
plasma. Features (3) and (4) depart from the usual ideal MHD
assumptions and model internal current profile relaxation
processes. Stated simply, if current relaxation processes fix the
q-profile of a tokamak, then the plasma current will be directly
proportional to the toroidal flux contained in the plasma.
Because the plasma current must be consistent with flux linkages
involving external coils, the toroidal flux within the plasma and
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TABLE I. MAJOR DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR STARFIRE AND DEMO
STARFIRE

DEMO

Fusion Power, MW

3500

1060

Thermal Power, MW

4000

1290

Net Electrical Power, MW

1200

350

Overall Availability, %

75

50

Average Neutron Wall Load, MW/m

3.6

2.1

Major Radius, m

7.0

5.2

Plasma Half-Width, m

1.94

1.3

Plasma Elongation

1.6

1.6

10.1

8.7

(b/a)

Plasma Current, MA
Average Toroidal Beta, %

6.7

7.5

Maximum Toroidal Field, T

11.1

10.0

12

8

No. of TF Coils
Plasma Burn Mode
Current Drive Method
First Wall/Blanket Structural Material
First Wall/Blanket Coolant
Tritium Breeding Medium

a

Continuous

Continuous

RF (LH)

Noninductive

PCA a (SS)

PCA a

Water

Water

Solid Breeder
(L1A10-)

Solid Breeder
(LiO 2 )

Primary Candidate Alloy (PCA), an advanced austenitic stainless steel.

hence the plasma size will increase as the current builds up.
Initial runs have shown that a stable axisymmetric plasma equilibrium can be maintained for an order-of-magnitude increase in
plasma current with a relatively simple poloidal field coil configuration.
For neutral-beam-driven steady-state operation, we have used
a reactor model which includes beam-driven current physics, plasma
power balance, electrical power flows, and reactor system costs to
determine the optimum plasma temperatures and neutral beam
energy. The optimum temperatures for INTOR are T = 12-15 keV
and T. = 17-21 keV. [6] The net electrical output of the reactor
rises rapidly with deuterium beam energy until it saturates for
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required to drive
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electrical efficiency of the neutral beam
strongly affects the electrical output, which
r\ < 0.6. We find that 100 MW of 2-MeV D° is
I = 6.4 MA in INTOR.

Current maintenance by electron TTMP damping of fast Alfven
waves is crucially dependent on the weak TTMP absorption dominating over competitive processes such as absorption caused by
cyclotron (or perpendicular Landau) damping on a-particles. For a
Maxwellian.the attenuation from TTMP on one pass through the
plasma is e , where

(K\U2

r
X

H

m

\ e/

2 -x
x e

„ 2 -x
» 2x e

'

1/2

Here x = (u/k,, )(m/2T )

3.

3/2

and 3

» 0.06 is the central electron

S|O absorption (A « 10
If we wish to acnieve 10-pass

i

) , then
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x = 4.5 and k = 2.5, given T
= 10 keV. Damping on any ion
species can be avoided if the frequency a) is chosen to lie in the
range ft,, < u> < Q . For B T = 6 T, we obtain u = 75 MHz and
A., = l.o m. The inequality on the frequency can be satisfied
provided the aspect ratio exceeds 5. For other choices of
frequency, calculations show damping on fusion a-particles to be
competitive with electron TTMP. The fast wave antenna will be a
phased array of reentrant waveguides [7]. The long parallel
wavelength implies that only modest evanescent decay will occur in
the plasma scrapeoff region. The weak damping ensures that the
fast wave energy will be deposited in the plasma center where the
electron temperature is high. The principal disadvantage is that
the energy of the current-carrying electrons is low (» 50 keV)
which results in low current drive efficiency because of the drag
on these electrons. Thus, fast wave current drive also benefits
from high-temperature (low-density) operating points.
Pulsed power injection provides reductions in the timeaveraged power, <?A>> requirement compared to purely CW current
drive when combined with density or resistivity oscillations.
Large beam-driven resistivity oscillations may occur during repetitive injection of a relativistic electron beam (REB), and,
ideally, <P<j> approaches the ohmic limit, I R [8]. Net power
production in the DEMO is compared in Fig. 2 for a pulsed REB, CW
neutral injection, and the CW fast wave [9]. The REB technique
has the advantage that plasma density, temperature and current
remain nearly static, but REB radial penetration is uncertain.
If density and temperature are permitted to oscillate, then
<Pj> can also be reduced for neutral beams. A reactor similar to
DEMO can be driven optimally with only 60 MW of beam injectors at
much lower energies than required for strictly CW operation [10].
Present neutral beam efficiencies of 20% or more allow net power
production around 560 MW for 400-keV beams, 500 MW for 200-keV
beams, and 240 MW for 120-keV beams. The higher energy beams
would be required to lower the injection duty cycle to about 5
seconds out of every minute of operation.
Lower hybrid waves [11] can likewise provide current maintenance if cyclic density and temperature operation is used [12],
As with neutral beams, the current drive power is applied during a
low-density period when the inherent current drive efficiency is
higher. Also, the lower density raises the phase velocity at
which mode conversion occurs, thereby permitting the use of higher
phase velocity waves which not only increase the current drive
efficiency but also avoid electron Landau damping in the plasma
periphery. Overall, there is about a tenfold reduction in <P<j>,
and the peak power requirements are reduced by a factor of five.
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FIG.2. Gross power (0.36 X Pf) for DEMO and net electric power for three driver
candidates: continuous neutral injection (3 MeV D°); continuous fast wave (82 MHz);
pulsed REB (1.5 Me V, 4 MJ per pulse). Te is varied with 0 = 8%; Pn = (0.36 X Pf) - 22
) , in MW.

3.

IMPURITY CONTROL ENGINEERING IN DEMO

Impurity control is provided by a pumped liraiter system which
is located at the outer midplane of the reactor (see Fig. 1 ) . The
outer midplane was selected because of the increased accessibility, reduced potential for disruption damage, and reduced magnetic
coil sizes offered by that location. Since the llmiter is anticipated to have a lower lifetime than the first wall and blanket,
the limiter is designed to be replaced separately as part of the
limlter/blanket module. During normal operation, ~ 5% of the
particles escaping from the plasma enter the channels behind the
limiter and are neutralized. The neutralized particles then enter
the vacuum ducts and travel down to the vacuum pumps located below
the reactor.
The limiter consists of a double-bladed structural core,
which provides support and contains the coolant passages, upon
which a surface material is bonded. The limiter is shaped to
produce a roughly uniform heat load of 2.0 MW/m to the surface
exposed to the plasma. The maximum heat load to the leading edges
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is ~ 1 MW/m . The total power handled by the limiter is about 100
MW, which is about 50% of the a-particle power. The remaining
energy is radiated to the first wall. The overall length of the
limiter is 1.5 m, and the width of individual limiter segments is
0.5 ra. The segments are placed together to form a continuous belt
limiter in the toroidal direction. Short limiter segments were
selected to reduce magnetic torques during disruptions, reduce the
voltage drop between segments during disruptions, and eliminate
the need for incorporating toroidal curvature in the limiter
blades.
Two surface materials are required to achieve an extended
limiter lifetime. Beryllium and tantalum have been selected as
the front surface coating material and leading edge coating
material, respectively. Sputtering/redeposition calculations
indicate a net erosion rate of ~ 0.7 cm/a at 50% duty factor for
the Be and zero for tantalum at the leading edge. For comparison,
the erosion rate for Be at the leading edge would be ~ 15 cm/a.
No tantalum impurities are expected to enter the plasma since the
typical mean free path of a sputtered tantalum particle is
only ~ 0.1 mm before it is ionized and redeposited. The major
concern with the use of beryllium is the predicted large (100200 ym) melt layer formation during a disruption. Steady-state
operation should alleviate much of this problem, however. The
major concern with the use of tantalum is that the self-sputtering
coefficient exceeds unity at particle energies greater than ~ 700
eV, leading to a runaway sputtering condition. Tantalum is predicted to ionize to the +4 charge state after it is sputtered,
and, therefore, the tantalum ions are expected to acquire an
energy of ~ 12 T g through the limiter sheath potential. In order
to keep the energy below 700 eV, the plasma temperature at the
leading edge should be less than ~ 50 eV, a condition which is
satisfied for edge temperatures at the limiter tip of about 100 eV.

4.

DEMO BLANKET DESIGN

The DEMO study focused on definition of materials and design
issues for blankets using solid I ^ O breeder and liquid Li-Pb
breeder blanket concepts. For the reference choice of the Li 2 O
concept, pressurized water was selected for the first wall and
blanket coolant. An advanced austenitic stainless steel similar
to Type 316 was selected as the structural material. Its mechanical properties and radiation damage resistance are considered
acceptable for reasonable lifetimes (~ 10 years) at projected
operating temperatures.
Tritium recovery is considered to be the key feasibility
issue regarding the viability of I ^ O as a tritium breeder
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material. An U ^ O microstructure with small grain size (< 1 pm)
and a bimodal pore distribution is recommended. The limited
operating temperature range projected for I ^ O (410-660°C) and the
low thermal conductivity result in difficult design problems. In
the absence of radiation effects, the blanket tritium inventory is
predicted to be < 50 g. However, radiation effects are expected
to substantially increase this value.
The first wall and blanket of the Li 2 0 blanket are integrated
mechanically and structurally into modules. The first wall is a
beryllium-clad corrugated panel. The breeder and first wall are
cooled by high-pressure (11.0 MPa), high-temperature (260°C inlet,
300°C outlet) water. The breeder coolant is contained in smalldiameter tubes connected to manifolds at the rear of the
blanket. The breeder is fabricated at 70% of theoretical density
with bimodal porosity to enhance tritium release. Helium purge
gas (~ 1 atm) flows through 2-mm-diameter holes in the breeder to
remove tritium.
Liquid Li-Pb alloys have several attractive properties. The
neutron multiplication by the lead provides excellent tritium
breeding performance, and the neutron attenuation properties of
the alloy are attractive for radiation shielding. The l 7 Li- 8 3 Pb
eutectic alloy was selected as the reference liquid breeder.
An important initial consideration for the blanket design is
whether to use Li-Pb as both breeder and coolant or to use a
separate gas or liquid coolant. Helium, pressurized water and
liquid sodium were considered as coolants. Sodium is considered
at present to be the best separate coolant, primarily because of
its good thermal-hydraulic characteristics, its low reactivity
with Li-Pb, and its potential to serve as a tritium-recovery
medium without requiring Li-Pb circulation. However, reactivity
of sodium with water and air is a safety concern. Vanadium alloys
or ferritic steels appear to be appropriate choices for the
structural material.
Because of the low solubility of tritium in l 7 Li- Pb, fairly
high tritium pressures (about 1 Pa) are required for acceptable
flowrates if Li-Pb is used as the tritium recovery fluid. The
molten salt extraction process is considered the most appropriate
method for direct recovery of tritium from Li-Pb. For a sodium
coolant, permeation rates into the sodium appear to be sufficient
to use the sodium as the tritium recovery fluid.
Compatibility with the structural material is a key feasibility question for the Li-Pb blanket. Ferritic steels without
nickel should be more resistant to mass transfer effects than
austenitic steels at operating temperatures (> 400°C). However,
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low-temperature (~ 350°C) liquid-metal embrittlement phenomena are
of concern.

5.

DD TOKAMAK STUDIES

This section describes results of DD tokamak studies. These
studies emphasize treatment of the physics processes that are
important for modeling the high-temperature regime of DD reactor
operation. For example, synchrotron radiation is an important
consideration. Although the emission rate is large, reabsorption
of energy reflected from the walls is sufficient to bring the
radiation loss down to tolerable levels. A synchrotron radiation
transport code, CYTRAN [13], is used to calculate the power
absorbed or emitted in a flux shell due to all the other shells in
the plasma. Absorption coefficients are obtained from an updated
OPAKE code [14]. The synchrotron power contribution obtained from
CYTRAN was used in the one and one-half dimensional DD reactor
transport code DDMAK to: (1) self-consistently determine the
total energy loss by radiation and its dependence on wall reflectivity, (2) compare temperature profiles with those obtained from
locally applied formulas such as that of Trubnikov [15], and (3)
estimate the relative importance of radiation and thermal conduction in determining the temperature profile. We find that the
Trubnikov model provides a good estimate of the net radiation
loss. We also find that the standard model can be in error in
predicting temperature profiles. Self-consistent profiles using
CYTRAN are significantly flatter near the center. The profile
shapes may be as sensitive to radiation transport as to thermal
conduction.
Nuclear elastic scattering (NES) effects were also studied
using DDMAK [16]. When NES is included in the slowdown model, the
fraction of the slowdown energy being deposited in the background
ions is enhanced numerically at the expense of the slowdown energy
deposited in the electrons. In a DD reactor, only the 14.7-MeV
protons, created by the D- He reactions, have sufficiently long
slowdown time to be significantly affected by this process. For
temperatures < 60 keV, the ion energy enhancement is < 10%. Ion
and electron steady-state temperature profiles with and without
the NES effects are calculated and are nearly identical. We
conclude from these studies that NES is not a quantitatively
important mechanism in DD tokamaks at temperatures in the neighborhood of ~ 50-60 keV.
High beta will be a requirement if a DD tokamak is to be a
viable reactor. Recent theoretical results on non-linear saturation of resistive ballooning modes [17] indicate a fluctuation
spectrum that is similar to that observed in experiments. These
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results suggest that if present-day experiments are limited by
resistive ballooning modes, this limitation may not be of concern
for reactor-scale tokamaks. Previous work [18] indicates a
possible stable g enhancement of 40%. The most favorable characteristics appear to be equilibria with low shear in regions of
large pressure gradients.
A design of a catalyzed DD tokamak reactor, called WILDCAT,
has been completed. The lower reaction rates of the DD fuel cycle
result in a device that is larger in major radius (8.6 vs 7.0 m ) ,
has higher toroidal field (14.4 vs. 11.1 T ) , and operates at a
higher beta (11% vs 7%) than STARFIRE. The DD reactor must
operate at a higher average plasma temperature (~ 30 keV) and must
have an order of magnitude fewer impurities to achieve ignition.
On the other hand, there are two major advantages of DD
operation: issues and problems regarding tritium breeding are
eliminated,and tritium inventories, handling and releases are
reduced nearly two orders of magnitude.
Designs for both a steady-state (with an Alfven-wave current
drive) and pulsed version have been made. The pulsed version is
about 25% more expensive because of the power supplies and the
required thermal storage system. Since WILDCAT does not have to
breed tritium, the blanket/shield can be optimized to have a
thinner inboard extent (82 vs 120 cm for STARFIRE), leading to
more efficient use of the toroidal field, and to have increased
neutron energy multiplication in the blanket (2.02 vs 1.14 for
STARFIRE).
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Abstract
THE LOW-ACTIVATION FUSION REACTOR CONCEPT.
The authors have done a design study to investigate the implications of using lowactivation materials in a fusion power reactor. The STARFIRE reactor design was used as
a reference starting point. Low-activation design concepts were developed for the various
STARFIRE fusion reactor components, including the limiter, first wall, blanket, shield, and
superconducting magnets. Analyses of the design indicate that the low-activation concept
allows enhanced access for maintenance and repair and reduces waste management and
safety problems.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Fusion energy has the potential to provide an inherently
safe source of nuclear energy. The fusion reactions, however,
release highly energetic neutrons that can create activation
products in the material surrounding the plasma. A unique
aspect of the radioactivity associated with fusion is that it is
not inherent in the fusion reaction. By choosing low-activation
structural materials such as aluminum, beryllium, silicon, and
carbon, radioactivity can be reduced by factors of more than a
million below that induced by the same fusion neutrons in
conventional iron and nickel-based alloys.
In the low-activation fusion reactor concept [1], the
conventional iron and steel materials are replaced with materials less subject to activation by fusion neutrons. The STARFIRE
tokamak [2] was used as a reference design for extrapolation to
a low-activation design. With low-activation materials, this
design has radioactivity levels reduced by a factor of about one
million. Safety and decay heat problems are also greatly alleviated. Waste disposal methods may be changed from geologic
storage requirements for iron and nickel to relatively innocuous
shallow-land burial or surface storage. Access for maintenance
and repair in areas of normally high radiation no longer
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requires fully remote operation; direct personnel access over a
normal working schedule is permitted in the region immediately
behind the blanket.
The reactor components must be made of low activation
materials. An aluminum alloy for the first wall and limiter
with water cooling can accommodate the high heat fluxes. A
blanket module outer shell of SiC contains the l ^ O breeding
material from which tritium is recovered with a low-pressure
purge gas. Helium-cooled SiC tubes collect the heat from the
Li£O breeding material. Aluminum alloys and the newer carbon
and SiC fiber composite materials are used for structure in the
low-temperature, low-neutron-flux regions outside the blanket.
Since shielding materials with low-activation properties are not
as effective at attenuating radiation as iron and tungsten, lowactivation magnets are also needed to preserve the benefits of
low activation. Aluminum stabilizer and aluminum alloy and
fiber composite structures can provide superconducting magnet
performance comparable to that of the more usual superconducting
designs. Electrical insulators made from aramid plastics or
inorganic materials increase radiation damage resistance. The
low-activation fusion reactor concept, if realized, would make
fusion reactors extremely safe and environmentally benign power
sources with a high degree of maintainability.

2.

FIRST WALL AND BLANKET

The first wall and blanket are critical design areas for
all fusion reactors since they are exposed to the highest neutron flux levels with the attendant high radiation damage and
activation problems. Since the neutrons carry the major fraction of the energy output of the fusion reaction, the only
design option to reduce activation in the energy-generating
regions is to employ low-activation materials. Thus, the lowactivation first wall and banket have the same critical design
concerns as conventional materials.
Our concept for a low-activation first wall and blanket
module assembly is shown in Fig. 1. The first wall consists of
a water-cooled aluminum tube bank, and the blanket is a lowpressure module of SiC filled with Li20, cooled by high-pressure
helium in SiC tubes. The module is approximately 0.5 m thick
with 0.5 to 1.0 m sides. The design features low tensile stress
and few mechanical constraints so the high-temperature, highneutron-fluence components can accommodate small volumetric
changes and movement without high strains or stresses on the
ceramic parts. Containment of primary coolant helium is in the
ceramic concentric pressure tubes within the blanket module. A
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FIG.l. A fusion reactor blanket and first-wall module schematic using low-activation materials.

re-entrant flow path is used with an inlet up the center and an
outlet along the annular region between the concentric tubes.
Silicon carbide is an optimum material for these coolant tubes
because it can withstand high tempertures and resists radiation
damage. A 13% volume fraction of SiC is low enough to permit a
tritium-breeding ratio of greater than one in the
The Li20 breeding material surrounds the coolant thimbles
and provides the heat source. A limiting factor in this design
is the maximum allowable Li£O temperature. It is hard to calculate accurately the heat transfer and temperature drop across
the interface between the SiC tube and the" T ^ O because of a
large uncertainty about heat transfer across any gap between
the materials. We have used a value Hg a p = 3,000 W/m^K, using
measurements" of L ^ O pellets in a tube as a basis [3]. There is
a fundamental thermal instability in this geometry, since as the
Li2O heats up and expands away from the tube, the gap widens,
reducing the heat transfer, which in turn drives the L ^ O to
still higher temperatures. Methods of maintaining contact
between the L ^ O and the tube may be needed, such as external
clamping or bonding the materials together.
The outer containment shell for this blanket module is
lightly stressed by a 1 atm purge gas used for tritium removal.
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FIG.2. Schematic of a low-activation limiter fabricated from aluminium alloy.

A shell constructed from SiC could be cooled by radiation at
about 1200°C. Gonvective cooling to maintain 900 to 1000°C
would minimize swelling and stresses induced by radiation damage. An alternate module shell design incorporates an SiC fiber
such as NICALON [4] in an aluminum matrix. This can provide
adequate strength at temperatures up to 400°C with modest cooling to remove the volumetric heat load. This same material
would also be useful for the plenum region at the rear of the
module.
The first wall is shown as a simple tube bank; it removes
a radiation heat load from the plasma of 0.7 MW/m2. Aluminum
alloys are limited to a peak temperature of about 130°C by creep
considerations and their use would preclude extraction of useful
work from this heat source. But the NICALON (SiC fiber reinforced aluminum) material mentioned above could provide coolant
temperatures of 300-400°C enabling useful energy conversion.
Use of ceramic SiC tubes operating up to 1000°C would give still
more efficient energy conversion. All would constitute plasma
interface materials of low atomic number, reducing plasma
impurity problems.
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This blanket module design satisfies all the basic
requirements for a fusion power reactor. It seems to be a good
model for low-activation ceramic materials application. Tensile
stresses on ceramic materials are minimized to the point at
which present-day materials without major improvements could be
used. At this juncture, demonstration of the various aspects,
such as fabrication of the large outer shell, testing of the
pressurized thimble tubes, the ceramic-to-metal joining and
bonding technology, and heat transfer enhancement across the
breeder/coolant-tube interface, would be very useful in the
development of low-activation material design technology for
fusion.
3.

LIMITER DESIGN

A refractory metal toroidal belt-type limiter, centered
around the midplane on the outer side of the plasma chamber, was
designed for STARFIRE. For the low-activation study, we used
aluminum as the structural material and a thermal/mechanical
design for cooling it that incorporates impingement flow for
higher boundary-layer heat transfer. This limiter is shown in
Fig. 2.
The heat-absorbing portions of this limiter are tubes with
hemispherical end caps. Each tube is really a set of concentric
tubes permitting re-entrant coolant flow and direction of the
coolant onto the internal surface of the hemispherical end caps
in impingement flow. The coolant flows in the annulus between
the concentric tubes in returning to the header, providing cooling for the entire limiter surface. Spiral flutes are employed
to enhance the heat transfer along the cylindrical portion of
the limiter. The individual tubes are bonded together to
provide mechanical strength.
The steady-state heat flux on the limiter that was
calculated for STARFIRE peaks at 4.0 MW/m 2 at the spherical tip
and decreases along the tubes to 0.9 MW/m 2 where they join the
cylindrical spine of the limiter. We have investigated the
coolant conditions required for a water-cooled aluminum limiter
tube with the limitation of maintaining an aluminum temperature
below the peak of 130°C. An alternate design is now being
investigated that uses the SiC fiber reinforced aluminum composite in order to permit a higher coolant temperature and thus
improve thermal efficiency.
It appears that a workable limiter design could be developed with either material. The aluminum design uses fairly conventional technology and a material with known radiation tolerance but only low temperature capability. The fiber reinforced
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material provides useful heat for energy conversion, but we do
not know how it is affected by radiation and we have little
application experience. Silicon carbide is not suitable because
radiation-induced differential swelling across the wall under
high-heat-flux temperature gradients causes intolerably high
stresses. A new SiC with enhanced thermal conductivity [5] may
alter this conclusion. A low-activation limiter would mean a
significant reduction in transport of activated materials
through the plasma vacuum system and the coolant systems (e.g. ,
from sputtering and corrosion) as well as a reduction in overall
reactor radioactivity.
4.

SHIELDING

The shielding employed between the blanket and superconducting magnets absorbs about 1 to 5% of the primary neutrons.
Conventional steel and tungsten materials become sufficiently
radioactive to preclude personnel access to the plenum region
behind the blanket. Aluminum, SiC, and magnesium are candidate
low-activation substitutes, but none provides the high attenuation characteristics of iron or tungsten. However, adequate
shielding can be provided with these low-activation materials in
the outboard region with the same reference STARFIRE shield
thickness. Personnel access to all regions exterior to the rear
of the blanket would be possible if low-activation magnets were
also incorporated. The inboard shield region design is more
difficult, since space is at a premium. Substitution of lowactivation materials for tungsten in the inboard region of the
reference STARFIRE requires about 30 to 40 cm of additional
shielding to meet the same performance criteria. Increasing the
major radius of the reactor to accommodate the additional
shielding is not particularly desirable. Improved radiation
damage resistance in the superconducting magnets would allow a
thinner shield to be used. Another solution is to use the
higher activation tungsten in the inboard region only, in a manner that would permit it to be easily removed to shielded containers during shutdown periods. This solution would preserve
(at some cost) the highly desirable personnel access features of
the low-activation design.
5.

MAGNETS

The greatest advantage in using a low-activation shield is
gained by also employing low-activation superconducting magnets
for the toroidal field coils. The low-activation shielding
materials—aluminum, silicon, carbon, boron, and magnesium—are
not as effective in neutron and gamma attenuation as tungsten
and iron. The resulting higher neutron flux levels, for equal
shield thickness, produce troublesome radiation levels within
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the usual superconducting magnet materials. Substitution of
low-activation/high-purity aluminum for the more usual copper
stabilizer [6] permits a smaller stabilizer volume because of
aluminum's greater conductivity. Furthermore, radiation damage
to the aluminum can be annealed at room temperature. Magnet
component hardening against radiation damage can give a further
advantage in withstanding the potentially higher dose rates.
Insulating materials made from aramid plastics have lifetimes
under radiation as much as five times longer than epoxy-based
insulators.
Low-activation structural support for the windings and coil
segments can be obtained by using SiC fibers in an aluminumalloy matrix [4] or carbon fibers. Fiber strengths over
2,400 MPa for SiC and over 2,800 MPa for carbon are available,
so composite strengths at 50% fiber content with aluminum or
epoxy matrix material will give an adequate margin for the
design strength of 560 MPa, which was given for stainless steel
in the STARFIRE magnet design of the same dimensions.
Suitable low-activation superconducting materials are not
presently available, so NbTi and Nb3Sn are retained in the lowactivation design. These occupy only 3 to 4% of the magnet volume and their activation is not particularly troublesome. The
helium dewar may be made from fibers of glass, carbon, SiC, or
aramid in an epoxy matrix. Support of the large bending loads
and adequate fatigue resistance is achievable. The use of nonconducting structuraltmaterials in this region of the reactor
reduces pulsed-field losses and troublesome heat loads from eddy
currents. These same composite materials, and aluminum as well,
are suitable for the magnet vacuum vessel. We have concluded
that a low-activation magnet coil structure can be achieved with
a performance and cost about equal to those of the conventional
designs.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

A low-activation fusion reactor, employing primarily aluminum, SiC, and carbon as materials for the entire structure
within and including the toroidal field coils of a tokamak power
reactor, can be designed to satisfy the major functional
requirements and criteria employed in the STARFIRE reference
design. Problems of safety and containment of large radioactive
material inventories, severely restricted personnel access owing
to high shutdown radiation levels, and radioactive waste
disposal—major troubles in reactor design hitherto—are reduced
by orders of magnitude in the low-activation reactor. The newer
SiC fiber and carbon fiber composite materials offer further
possibilities of improved performance. Developments in ceramic
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and composite materials technology will help assure the success
of the low-activation design, which will ultimately be an environmentally superior fusion power system with a high level of
safety and operability, allowing fusion to achieve its highest
potential. Although the development poses a challenge, it is
clearly worth the effort.
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DISCUSSION
ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-41/E-1-1 AND E-l-2
B. COPPI: When reactors for the so-called advanced fuels are contemplated,
technologies (e.g. high-field supercooled magnets, as we proposed) and confinement configurations other than those used in the WILDCAT studies should be considered. This reactor concept in fact relies on technologies that are appropriate
for D-T reactors, such as STARFIRE, operating at densities considerably lower
than those which should be adopted for D-D catalysed reactors. Therefore,your
comparison of costs of electricity produced by a D-D reactor and by a D-T reactor
should not be extended beyond the limits of the reactor concepts you took into
consideration.
C.C. BAKER: As you say, the purpose of the WILDCAT study was to
compare D-T and D-D tokamaks for the same general assumptions concerning
technology. Our results and conclusions have been stated subject to those
assumptions. I might add, however, that if new physics or technology ideas are
proposed for improving the performance of 'advanced' (or 'alternative', as I prefer)
fuels, then the performance of D-T should be examined under the same assumptions, in order to obtain a fair comparison.
P. KOMAREK: You mentioned the use of an Al-stabilizer for the coils of
your second design. Can you comment on its benefits, taking into account the
smaller magnetoresistance and higher sensitivity to resistivity increases due to
radiation damage?
C.C. BAKER: The increased radiation damage sensitivity of aluminium
could be compensated by additional shielding. I do not know whether the General
Atomic group has examined the effect of smaller magnetoresistivity.
F.L. RIBE: Could you please comment on the toxicity aspects of using
exposed beryllium in the limiter?
C.C. BAKER: It is my understanding that fabrication of Be components is
an already established technology. Appropriate safeguards against toxicity would
have to be employed; this seems to be feasible. Maintenance in a reactor would
have to be by remote control anyway, because of tritium and neutron-activated
components.
F.L. RIBE: What about resource requirements for beryllium as a neutron
multiplier?
C.C. BAKER: Resource requirements are a valid concern, but they may
not rule out beryllium as a neutron multiplier.
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Abstract
A COMPACT REVERSED-FIELD PINCH REACTOR (CRFPR): A HIGH-DENSITY
APPROACH TO MAGNETIC FUSION ENERGY.
Because of the unique magnetic topology associated with reversed-field pinch (RFP),
the compact reactor embodiment for this approach is particularly attractive from the viewpoint
of low-field resistive coils operating with Ohmic losses that can be made small relative to the
fusion power. The cost-optimized Compact RFP Reactor (CRFPR) design would operate with
fusion-power-core power densities and mass utilizations that are comparable to fission power
plants and are an order of magnitude more favourable^than the conventional fusion approaches.
A comprehensive system model predicts the CRFPR point design to be surprisingly resilient
to changes in key (but relatively unknown) physics and systems parameters.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Potential RFPR design points are surveyed using a methodology that predicts those systems with the lowest cost of
electricity (COE, mills/kWeh) [1], By coupling magnetics, plasma
engineering, and costing models into a unified parametric
systems model of a steady-state RFPR, key tradeoffs are
examined at a level of comprehensiveness not achieved by previous reactor studies [2,3]. The physics model uses experimental inputs and is calibrated for plasma profiles with a
373
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time-dependent zero-dimensional (0-D) code based on profileaverages [4] which is verified by detailed 1-D [5] and a 1
1/2-D [6] model. The plasma transport, beta, and profiles
along with the expected first-wall lifetime can only be
estimated at this time and, therefore, are varied over a range
of expected values in order to examine COE sensitivity. Major
design options include the blanket thickness, normal versus
superconducting coils, and DT versus DD fuel cycle. A fully
cost-minimized system is ultimately predicted for both DT- and
DD-fueled systems.
2.

RFP R E A C T O R SYSTEMS M O D E L

The RFP is a toroidal axisymmetric device [7] in which the
primary confinement field is poloidal, as modeled within the
plasma by the Bessel functions Bg <* J,(ar) and produced by the
toroidal plasma current I,. A strong internal toroidal field,
B, = J (ar), reverses near the first-wall radius, r , where
ar = 2.405, and pressure balance defines the plasma pressure
profile, p(r) = J o 2 > and radius, r , to be r - 0.95 rw« Relatively high values of poloidal beta", gQ > 0.5 (ideal MHD) are
predicted, with the total beta being comparable (6 - 3gg/4).
The Bessel-function model is coupled to experimental results
through the pinch parameter 6 = B,,(r )/<B,> - 1.55, the
reversal parameter, F = B,(rw)/<B > = -0.15, where <B,> is the
integral averaged value of B. inside the first wall, and experimentally achieved [8] poloiaal betas of gQ = 0.1-0.2 are
used.
All plasma powers are integrated over the plasma cross
section with the steady-state plasma energy balance imposed by
requiring nTj, = CONSTANT for ideal ignition, where nx E is a
function of plasma Zjrj?]?, alpha-particle trapping efficiency,
profiles, and temperature. The plasma model can be solved for
a given r if a specific transport scaling law for Tp, is imposed, although a physics scaling law is not required solely
from the viewpoint of designing a minimum-cost system [1]. If To
is too long for a specific r , the system power density is too
low (nTg = CONSTANT and n too low), while reduced T E and increased power density ultimately lead to excessive magnetic
field levels and/or first-wall neutron/heat loadings. At each
plasma radius, therefore, a unique confinement time, T E ( 0 P T ) ,
gives a minimum cost, with an overall cost minimum occuring at
a unique plasma radius, r (OPT).
Having defined the plasma parameters, a complete reactor
energy balance is performed with the major radius adjusted to
give a desired net electric power, P £ . In addition, the system
is simultaneously constrained to operate with a specified system
or fusion-power-core power density, P f H ^ c ' w n e r e t n e fusion-
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power-core volume, V , includes the plasma, blanket, shield
and magnet coil. Within this volume a unique thickness of resistive toroidal and poloidal magnet coils, operating with
equal current densities, produces a minimum cost as coil
materials costs are balanced against recirculating
power
penalties. Using nonoptimal plasma transport values, ensembles
of reactor designs at system power densities in the range 2-40
MWt/m 3 for normal conducting systems are generated for a range
of net electric powers using the uniform Magnetic Fusion Energy
costing algorithm [9],

3.

RESULTS

3.1. CRFPR design points
Economic minima for the RFPR are found at 10-15 MWt/m 3
system power densities and energy confinement
times
of
T w (0PT) = 0.28r 1 / 2 and T ^ O P T ) ^ 2.0r 1 / 2
for DT and Cat-DD
fueled reactors, respectively.
Systems with lower
power
densities (longer T p ) incur an economic penalty because of excessive material costs; high power densities (shorter Tg) lead
to excessive first-wall neutron loadings, require frequent
first-wall/blanket changeout, and reduced plant factor. Firstwall/blanket lifetimes of 15 and 8 MWa/m 2 are assumed for DTand DD-fueled systems, respectively, with a 28-day maintenance
penalty being imposed for each first-wall/blanket changeout in
addition to the unscheduled 60-days/year downtime.
A minimum
COE occurs at a FW/B replacement time of » 1 year for both DT
and DD-fueled reactors based on resistive coils, giving optimal
neutron first-wall loadings of 15-20 MW/m 2 for the DT system.
A fully cost-optimized design for both DT- and DD-fueled
reactors is given in Table I. Varying the plasma profile from
T <* CONST to T « Jo(aTT,^ h a s virtually no effect on the final
design, although the plasma temperature must be adjusted to
maintain operation near the maximum power density as noted
parenthetically on Table I. The sensitivity of the DT-fueled
design to changes in beta is predicted by the curve fit, COE
(mill/kWeh) = 40.2[l + 4.65(10)" / B 2 ] .
Only a few percent
increase in COE results as Bg is decreased from 0.2 to 0.1.
Converting from a DT- to a DD-fueled reactor requires the
plasma pressure to increase by ~ 5 (= 3 Q B 2 ) to maintain the
same power density [1,4]. This increase is achieved in the RFP
by increasing the plasma current a factor of two, although the
DD/CRFPR is similar to a DT reactor operating at B Q = 0.04 and
is
considerably more sensitive to beta variations below
B Q < 0.2.
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TABLE I
PARAMETER SUMMARY FOR INTERIM P E = 1000-MWe CRFPR DESIGNS
DEGRADED

FULLY OPTIMIZED

DT

(a)

DDRFP

V

DT (e)

DD^

DD

First-wall radius, r u (m)

0.75

0.60

0.62

0.75

Major radius, R T (m)

4.3

4.4

14.9

4.3

Minor system radius, r s (m)

1.6

2.1

2.32

Toroidal-coil mass, M T F C (tonne)

159

403

2430

Pololdal-coil mass, Mp F C (tonne)

729

1960

7860

First-wall/blanket mass, M F W / B (tonne)

356

304

1060

Mass utilization, M/P TH (tonne/MWt)^

0.37

0.70

3.0

Plasma temperature, T(keV)

20.0(10.0)

35.0(28.0)

28.0

Plasma density, n(1020/m3)

3.4(6.7)

13.0(16.3)

7.9

6.7

Energy confinement time, Tg(s)

0.23

1.8(1.5)

3.2

0.20
18.5

10.0

Toroidal plasma current, I, (MA)

18.5

36.8

27.4

Pololdal field at plasma, B e (T)

5.2

13.0

9.4

Pololdal-coll field, B 6 c (T)

2.6

4.4

2.9

Initial toroidal-coil field, B ^ (T)

3.3

8.3

6.0

Pololdal-coll energy, W B e (GJ)

1.11

6.2

12.0

Toroldal-coll energy, W B t (GJ)

0.54

3.0

6.4

3350

3820

3820

10.0

2.4

16.9(17.9)

0.25

0.25

O.154(.19O)

Total thermal power, P r a (MWt)
Engineering power density,

(^!W/m3)

Reclrculatlng power fraction, c

I/QE

Ohmlc Q-value, Q T = PTu/(PnuM

+

i(d)

2

Neutron wall loading, I u (MW/m )

0.147

3770(3990)

37.1(28.8)

17.8(15.6)

15.8

27.8(22.6)

19.5

10.6

3.0

22.0(23.6)

Unit total cost, UTC ($/kWe)

1490

1810

2605

Cost of electricity, COE (mllls/kWeh)

40.7

47.2

67.2

(a>T(r)<« CONST (T(r)
(b)Power density of DD/CRFPR degraded until the first-wall surface heat flux Is equal to
the fully optimized DT/CRFPR (4.87 M W / m 2 ) .
(c).
Mass of fusion power core (FW/B/C) M = Mj.w/g + Hj. FC + M p F C divided by total thermal
power, PTIU.

(d)

Ratio of total thermal power to sum of resistive losses In
PTR.

(e)1

plasma,

PQHM*

and

colls,

1/2-D code DDRFP comparison (steady state achieved at t - 150 is) to fully costoptimized DT design. Numbers in parenthesis include trapped particle enhancement of
resistivity.
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Power recirculated to the normal conducting coils is less
than 7% and 20% of the gross electric for the DT- and DD-fueled
systems ( 5 Q = 0.2), respectively.
Imposing superconducting
coils to eliminate or reduce this loss is economically marginal
considering the
added
shield
mass,
size,
maintenance
difficulty
and potential reliability problems anticipated for
the superconducting system. If £„ = 0.15-0.2 is not achieved
for a DD system, however, the reclrculating power would become
a serious economic burden, requiring the consideration of
superconducting coils.
As indicated in Table I, the fully
cost-optimized DD system operates at a power density similar to
the DT-fueled reactor with engineering penalties of a two-fold
increase in magnetic field levels and a three-fold increase in
surface heat flux (from 4.97 to 17 M W / m 2 ) . The increased
surface heat flux for the DD system is simply a consequence of
charged-particle/neutron yield fractions of 0.62/0.38 = 1.63
compared to 0.25/0.75 = 0.33 for the DT reactor. If this heat
flux proves too difficult to accommodate, the DD-fueled system
can be degraded to a lower power density having a surface heat
flux comparable to the DT system, although accompanying this
reduced power density is a 40% higher COE.
3.2. Plasma modeling
A one and one-half dimensional time-dependent reactor
code, DDRFP, was used to examine selected physics issues related to CRFPRs.
The DDRFP code is based upon the G2M tokamak
code [10], modified to describe DT, DD and Cat-DD RFPRs. Among
the transport modules included in
DDRFP
are
classical
Braginskii transport [11], Christiansen-Roberts transport [12]
related to MHD turbulence, Alcator transport, and neoclassical
transport [13], the latter
describing electrical resistivity
enhancement due to the number of trapped particles that cannot
contribute to the parallel current. The effect of impurities
is accounted for using radiation loss rates taken
from
Ref. [14].
The DDRFP code was initialized to the cost
optimized DT design point listed in the first column of Table I.
Operating parameters were fixed, and gfi was "clamped" by
enhancing the Alcator transport.
The resulting temperature
profiles are bell shaped, giving higher plasma core temperatures and densities.
Both the total thermal and required
plasma Ohmic dissipation are increased for the DDRFP burn
simulation, with the resulting Ohmic Q-value and recirculating
power fractions being virtually the same as that reported in
Table I for the fully-optimized T(r) « J design; differences
are explicable through profile effects. Using neoclassical
resistivity, the recirculating power fraction increases by only
23% with a resultant decrease in overall plant efficiency of
1%, as is shown parenthetically in the fourth column of
Table I.
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Without the B-clamping transport, as is exhibited by
present experiments [8], the time-dependent reactor plasma
simulations tend to exhibit MHD and thermal instability. In
this case, the average temperature can be controlled by enhanced bremsstrahlung and line radiation with the addition of
uniform concentrations of impurities.
Typical impurity concentrations for 0, Cu and W were 6%, 0.3% and 0.02%, giving
Z
EFF = ^'^' ^'^ a n d 2 # 1 > r e s P e c t i v e : 1 -y' T n e Ohmic Q-value was
degraded
a
factor
of
two
for
the oxygen case and
correspondingly less for higher Z, indicating that high-Z impurities should be used. The introduction of impurities would
be used for burn control only if g-claraping or other enhanced
loss process is not available.
3.3. Economic implications
Economic minima for RFP reactors using resistive copper
coils occur for a system having a fusion-power-core volume of
V = 225 m 3 and mass of M = 1243 tonnes;the entire fusion power
core in mass and volume is comparable to a few toroidal-field
coils being proposed for other fusion systems generating the
same power. The fusion-power-core power density (15 MWt/m 3 )
and mass utilization (M/P T H = 0.37 tonne/MWt) are more than an
order of magnitude better than for any superconducting MFE concepts, these figures of merit approaching values for LWR
fission pressure vessels (0.22 tonne/MWt, 15 MWt/m 3 ).
Typical
superconducting
fusion reactor systems, including earlier
designs of the RFP reactor [2,3], the STARFIRE tokamak [15],
WITAMIR-1 mirror reactor [16], the Elmo Bumpy Torus Reactor
(EBTR) [17], and the Modular Stellarator Reactor (MSR) [18]
have mass utilizations ranging from 3.5-10 tonne/MWt, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, which plots the quoted values of unit
direct cost, UDC($/kWe), before the application of indirect and
time-related costs. If the construction time and plant factor
is the same for all concepts, the COE would be a constant
multiple of the UDC. Economies—of-scale, which reduce COE by
Pg °«'t [9], have been removed for each concept to provide a
direct comparison at P £ = 1000 MWe. The UDC is plotted against
the ratio (reactor plant equipment)/(total direct cost) =
RPE/TDC, where the RPE includes all equipment inside the
reactor containment building and corresponds to a specific cost
account in the MFE costing guideline [9], For a LWR, this
category is typically 25% of the UDC with the remaining balance
of plant (BOP) being relatively invariant for both fission and
fusion systems. Assuming the BOP are equal for all systems,
adding RPE must increase the UDC, as is shown by the dashed
line in Fig. 1. Indeed, the fusion machines follow this relationship, except for the WITAMIR-I tandem-mirror reactor
design [16]; the direct convertors and higher assumed (net)
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thermal cycle efficiency cause this difference. Normalizing
these characteristics, this tandem-mirror reactor also falls
close to the MSR and EBTR design on Fig. 1. Tenth-of-a-kind
costing is generally assumed [15,17],
implying
a
mass
production industry that has yet to be achieved by the fission
industry. Costs of the fusion power core plus auxiliary
heaters (the major RPE components) conceivably could be a
factor of two greater because of economic or physics uncertainties
related to these advanced technologies.
The
sensitivity of increasing the RPE costs by a factor of two is
shown in Fig. 1.
High-power-density systems, such as the
CRFPR, are much less sensitive to reactor plant physics and
economics uncertainties, provided such systems can be achieved
with acceptable recirculating power fractions and can be
operated within the constraints of reasonable technology.

4.

ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS

The realization of the minimum-cost RFPR depends on the
resolution of key engineering issues. The more important of
these include high-heat-flux walls (4-5 MWt/m 2 ), plasma/wall
interactions, a high-power-density (~ 100 MWt/m 3 peak) breeding
blanket for DT operation, and radiation effects in roomtemperature copper coils and associated inorganic electrical
insulation located outside a 0.5-0.6-m thick blanket.
A preliminary design [19] of a high-heat-flux water-cooled
copper first wall capable of 8 MW/m 2 finds no serious thermomechanical problems with the use of a high-strength copper
alloy, excluding radiation effects. Heat fluxes of 5-10 MW/m 2
are typically encountered in neutral-beam grid plates, beam
dumps, and the anode of commercial high-power electrode tubes.
Similar heat fluxes impinge
on limiters required in the
STARFIRE [15]. The plasma/wall interactions is a key issue requiring further study; a dense-gas-blanket for first-wall
protection and refueling may be required, or possibly a
magnetic divertor may have to be incorporated into the RFP
magnetic topology.
Blanket power densities (~ 100 MW/m 3 ) are comparable to
the centerline power density in a LWR fission core. The
applicability of solid tritium breeders at this power density
is questionable, depending primarily on poorly resolved thermophysical properties of ceramic tritium breeders. The lithiumlead,
Pbg2L.ijy(60% 6 L i ) ,
blanket
appears
particularly
attractive. The inherently low magnet fields in the RFP result
in MHD pumping losses of only 1-3% of the gross electric using
stainless steel walls. Tritium-breeding ratios in excess of
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1.13 are achieved with a 0.5-m-thick blanket backed with a
0.1-m-thick
stainless
steel
reflector.
Blanket energy
multiplication of 1.3 is achieved with < 4% of the energy
leaking into the magnet coils. Operating the blanket at 700 K
(800°F) an overall cycle efficiency of 32%-37% is achieved for
first-wall
coolant
exit temperatures of 453 and 573 K,
respectively.
Raising the blanket temperature
to
840 K
(1050°?) produces overall cycle efficiencies in the range
36-42% for the same first wall coolant temperatures.
A
relatively conservative thermal-cycle efficiency of 35% was
used for the reactor design points given in Table I.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The compact RFP reactor approach appears both unique and
promising.
The fusion power core is at least a factor of 10
smaller than conventional (superconducting) fusion systems
generating the same net electric power; the system power
density is nearly equivalent to LWRs. In addition to obvious
cost implications, the low total mass of this system may lead
to a maintenance scheme wherein a major portion of the fusion
power core can be replaced in a relatively short time.
Remarkably, the system may operate on catalyzed-DD fuel using
normal conducting coils at DT-like power densities as long as
S>Q does not fall far below ~ 0.2. Beta values of 0.1-0.2 have
already
been
experimentally
achieved
with economically
attractive normal-conducting DT reactor being predicted for 3Q
as low as 0.04.
In magnitude the transport scaling from
existing and planned experiments of at least Tg « -*-<f)rr,2> o r
10-20% of Alcator scaling, is needed for the reactor. Perhaps
the most promising composite result of this study is the
resilience of the RFP approach to maintaining conservatively
promising costs within realistic physics and technology constraints as parameters related to key uncertainties/unknowns
are varied.
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DISCUSSION

A.A. NEWTON: It is common to quote costs in terms of capital ($/kW(e)),
but here you are quoting cost-of-electricity (COE) in mills kW(e) -h. How are
these two quantities related? What proportion of COE is due to the need for
frequent replacement of the first walls?
R.L. HAGENSON: The relationship between direct costs and cost-ofelectricity (COE) is given as
-n ,. „,, . , , operating costs + 0.15 (direct costs)
COE(mills/kW(e) • h) =
——-r
8760
/-.,-M^

where the operating costs in dollars include the yearly replacement cost associated
with first-wall/blanket (FW/B) replacement, which in most reactor studies (e.g.
STARFIRE) is approximately 2% of direct cost. The compact reversed-field pinch
reactor study explicitly includes FW/B operating (replacement) costs in the COE
computation. These calculations of COE also include a 15% return on investment.
Dividing by 8760 h • a' 1 , the net electric power, PE(MW(e)), and the plant (availability) factor, p f , give the COE. The direct costs for low-power-density (conventional,
superconducting) fusion reactors are typically 1.5—2.0 times those of highpower-density fusion machines such as the compact reversed-field pinch reactor.
Since the operating costs are typically the same for both, the COE must also be
1.5—2.0 times larger for conventional low-power-density fusion in comparison with
the high-power-density option. Since the FW/B lifetime of fusion systems, in terms
of fusion neutron fluxes, is expected to be 10—15 MW-a-m"2, approximately
300-400 tonnes • a"Vl 000 MW(e) must be replaced, whatever the system power density.
The compact systems would simply replace the entire FW/B structure on a yearly
basis, whereas low-power density systems annually replace a mass that is similar, but
represents only a fraction of the low-power-density torus. Although the annual
replacement time is assumed to be similar for both (scheduled maintenance time
is ~28 d • a"1), the opportunity for total 'block' maintenance in compact systems
versus 'patch' maintenance in the others may offer some advantage; however,
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further study is needed on this subject. The same can be said with regard to the
potential reduction in construction/assembly time in the smaller compact systems.
M.J. SCHAFFER: How is the dependence included in your parametric study?
Time-dependent RFP reactor parametric studies by Dr. R.F. Bourque at General
Atomic Company have shown the peak magnetic field at the OH coil to be considerably larger than at the plasma surface in the case of realistic coil placement
and geometry; the resultant mechanical stresses can place a significant constraint
on the parameter variations. Have you considered this problem?
R.L. HAGENSON: Time-dependent computer plasma simulations based on
zero-dimensional profile-averaging models and 1 1/2-dimensional models are used
to benchmark, calibrate and verify the parametric systems code. Once the fullyoptimized design point has been determined, the time-dependent plasma simulation codes are used further to refine the final machine design. We also consider
the problem of magnet coil current levels, during both start-up and operation.
Using relatively uniform conductor coil sets, the field levels at the magnet coils
can typically be held in the range 2—4 T. If the poloidal-conductor sets are concentrated to allow special access and removal properties, then substantial localfield enhancement is produced. Clearly, in a more detailed engineering design
of the coil set, the increased stresses resulting from specialized, less idealized coil
geometries must be monitored. Sufficient design flexibility exists, however, for
reasonable engineering design solutions to be arrived at.
R.F. POST: What assumptions were made in your studies concerning
transport?
R.L. HAGENSON: As in most reactor designs, confinement time scaling
is not used directly in the selection of 'optimal' design points; size, first-wall
neutron/heat fluxes, total power, re-circulating power, etc. play a more important
and direct role. For a given ignition condition the required confinement time is
estimated and compared with existing theoretical and/or experimental scalings
to assure a reasonable correlation. For the RFP specifically, a transport scaling
of I^Tp ^ where l^ is plasma current and r p is the minor plasma radius, is required
to project from present-day RFP experiments to the compact reversed-field pinch
reactor. Preliminary observations from TPE-1 (R)M and OHTE (papers CN-41/H-1
and H-2) indicate an experimental scaling of I ^ r p , which is more than adequate
for projecting to the compact reactor. Equating classical Ohmic-heating power to
plasma loss also produces the scaling T 3 / 2 r p as shown in Fig.A for T « J 0 («r)
and T <x const temperature profiles. Since the experiments generally show I oc T,
this 'Ohmic scaling' is equivalent to I 3 / 2 r 2 p . Good agreement is seen between
this scaling and the experimental results. Projections to both D-D and D-T reactors
are also shown; the required confinement times are lower than the Ohmic times
by a comfortable safety margin.
It should be noted that, in comparison with Ohmically-heated tokamaks of
equivalent current and size, the RFPs have confinement times that are an order
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FIG.A. Comparison of experimental confinement times from a number ofRFP devices
with TE(OHMIC), the latter being obtained by equating Ohmic-heating power density to
transport losses, using pressure balance and assuming stability-limited constant beta. The
expression given for r E (OHMIC) pertains to a flat temperature profile, the Jo(otr) temperature
profile case being reduced by a factor of ~ 1 7.6(1 - PeJ/f2 - &6 =Z 7-8.

of magnitude less than for a tokamak. This lower confinement time for the RFP
is expected, since for the same value of 1^ /N (N = nv2p m) the Ohmic time is proportional to 00, which is an order of magnitude less for RFPs, although |3g is close
to the total beta. Improved rg for the RFP will occur when these devices are
operated with higher currents. Instability-related /3g -limits are assumed to limit
the magnitude of r^, the compact RFP reactor requiring 200—300 ms for the
cost-optimized design point.
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Abstract
PROGRESS IN MODULAR STELLARATOR FUSION POWER REACTOR CONCEPTUAL
DESIGNS.
Recent encouraging experimental results on stellarators/torsatrons/heliotrons have revived
interest in these concepts as possible fusion power reactors. The use of modular coils to generate
the stellarator topology has added impetus to this renewed interest. Studies of the modular coil
approach to stellarators by UW-Madison and Los Alamos National Laboratory are summarized in
this paper.

1. Introduction
The stellarator offers a distinct alternative to the mainline approaches to magnetic fusion by being the only magnetic
confinement concept that can maintain an ignited steady-state
fusion plasma without external power input. The primary
advantages of stellarators are steady state magnetic fields and
continuous plasma operation. This removes complications
associated with pulsed fields such as pulsed power storage and
switching, enormous pulsed loads and fatigue problems on magnet
387
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structures, eddy currents in superconductors, thermal fatigue
on blanket components and,finally, it obviates the need for a
thermal flywheel to even out the load on the power cycle.
Since plasma heating is only required at startup, there is no
recirculating power, and because startup is on existing magnetic
surfaces, plasma control is vastly simplified. Further, the
stellarator has a natural divertor, thus offering a demonstrated impurity control mechanism. Finally, since there is no
net current in the plasma there are no identified plasma disruptionsExperiments with net current free operation which has been
achieved with neutral beam injection [1] and with RF heating
[2] have shown no MHD activity, no major disruptions, an
extremely low level of small-scale turbulence,and transport
losses which are smaller than in Ohmically heated discharges of
similar plasma conditions.
The modular coil approach to stellarators is the subject
of two ongoing reactor studies, one at the UW-Madison called
UWTOR-M and the other at Los Alamos designated MSR. The results and conclusions are summarized in this paper.
2. UWTOR-M Study (University of Wisconsin)
UWTOR-M [3] is a 5200 MWth £=3 modular stellarator reactor
with 18 discrete twisted coils, a major radius of 24 m and a
plasma aspect ratio of 14. This magnetic topology leads to a
rotational transform of 1.1 on the plasma edge producing high
shear, and gives optimism that the assumed 3 of 6% can be
achieved. The natural divertor with externally located
divertor targets is used for impurity control. This study, which
has primarily emphasized engineering aspects, has concentrated
on two areas in its later phase, a credible coil design and
overall system integration.
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The initial constraints on the study were coil modularity
and a magnetic divertor topology. Modularity is deemed
essential for a power reactor to be maintainable. A magnetic
divertor, if it could be accommodated, would be a definite advantage. Although the assumed 6% 3 was not quantitatively
coupled to any stability/equilibrium model, the design goal was
to achieve a high rotational transform with shear, avoid island
formation and provide an adequate magnetic volume within a
practical coil system.
To this end a one-dimensional tokamak time-dependent fluid
code "WHIST" [4] was modified to solve particle and energy
transport and obtain radial density and temperature profiles.
The code allows an externally imposed rotational transform and
utilizes stellarator-like transport coefficients. Diffusion
was taken as tokamak neoclassical with 1/5 Alcator scaling including helical ripple effects. Ion transport was assumed
tokamak neoclassical with helical ripple effects and electron
transport, also tokamak neoclassical plus 1/5 Alcator scaling.
Bohm diffusion is assumed in the scrape-off layer in all cases.
Table I gives the resulting parameters.
A top view of UWTOR-M is shown in Fig. 1. Note that there
are only two different coil geometries. The most difficult
problem in the coil design is the mode of support and force
restraint. Any support concept must consider the radial force
which produces bending and torsion as well as toroidal and
poloidal forces, while preserving modularity. It was determined
that the radial force is best reacted by a separate vertical
structural ring which surrounds each coil at the midplane as
shown in Fig. 1. Toroidal forces are reacted by the coils
making contact at the twist extremities and the centering
force, by the structural rings bearing against a central
column. The stresses are extremely sensitive to how the ring
is fixed to its surroundings and the coupling between it and
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TABLE I. UWTOR-M PARAMETERS
24.1

Major radius (m)
Coil radius (m)

4.8

Average electron density (n-cm 3 )

1.5 X 1014

Average electron temp. (keV)

9.5

Plasma aspect ratio

14

Average ion temp. (keV)

9.8

Number of periods

6

Average toroidal beta (%)

6

Number of coils

Xenon concent. (n-cirT )

3X 1010

4.5

Particle confinement time (s)

4.0

11.7

Energy confinement time (s)

1.5

Fractional T2 burnup (%)

4.4

Edge rotational transform

1.1

18

Field on axis (T)
Max. field (T)
Stored energy (GJ)

170

Neutron wall flux (MW • m"2)
1

1.8

3

Edge field ripple (%)

23

Thermal output (MW(th))

5160

Plasma volume (m3)

1650

Net elec. (MW(e))

1700

DT power (MW(th))

4300

Direct unit cost (US$/kW(e))

1419

Mass utilization (t-MW(e)" )

29.4

3 0 METERS

FIG.l.

Top view of UWTOR-M modular stellarator reactor coil set.
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the coil frame. Detailed analysis with a finite element stress
code has shown reasonable stresses for central fields of 4.5 —
5 T. Less coil distortion would allow a higher field on axis
provided the maximum field does not exceed 12 T.
Although the overall size of a UWTOR-M coil is smaller
than a STARFIRE TF coil, it is somewhat heavier (850 vs. 500
tonnes). Construction difficulty would be comparable to YinYang coils, which have already been built in moderate size for
MFTF-B.
The stellarator flux surface requires twisting in the
toroidal direction and so has no planes of symmetry. This tends
to make the reaction chamber shape more complicated. There
are, however, two mitigating factors in a modular stellarator,
namely that twisting occurs in steps rather than continuously,
and that the magnetic divertor consists of discrete well
focused flux bundles emerging between the bends in the coils.
Moreover, the flux bundles are oriented toroidally. The
blanket can therefore be divided into toroidal segments of
constant shape reaction chamber with no twisting within each
segment. Instead, each adjacent segment has the reaction chamber rotated to accommodate the helicity of the flux surface.
Since UWTOR-M has a multipolarity of three, the plasma shape is
triangular and requires three divertor slots in each blanket
segment. Two segments are needed for each coil.
Divertor targets are located outside the shield and consist of a pair of cylinders for each divertor slot within a
cooled housing. The core of the cylinders is a stationary
actively cooled shield while the surface, consisting of a
graphite-covered shell, rotates slowly and radiates energy both
to the core and the housing. This high-grade energy is converted at a high efficiency in the power cycle. Neutron
streaming from the divertor slot is prevented by the core
shield.
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In the present design the reactor is located within an
evacuated toroidal enclosure. Reactor exhaust is vented into
the enclosure from the divertor housings and recovered by
vacuum pumps. This scheme eliminates seals between adjacent
blanket segments, vastly simplifying maintainability. The
consequences of a T2-contaminated reactor enclosure, however,
have to be evaluated.
Maintainability is provided by radial extraction of every
other coil module, thus providing access to all the blanket
segments and the divertor targets. The drained blanket segments are then removed, one from each side of the coil.
Although such an operation is by no means easy, it can be accomplished with adequate planning.
Initial cost estimates indicate a direct unit cost of 1419
$/kWe for UWTOR-M,which is fairly competitive with other magnetic confinement fusion reactors.
Conclusions
In conclusion, preliminary indications are that the engineering aspects of modular stellarator reactors are within
reasonable extrapolations of present technology. The modular
divertor can be used effectively for impurity control. For
B > 5%, such reactors also appear to be economically competitive with other fusion systems of the 4000 — 5000 MWth range.
Although difficult to access economically, advantages such as
steady state, non-driven ignited plasma and no disruptions make
modular stellarators that much more attractive.
3. Modular Stellarator Reactor Studies (Los Alamos)
Earlier phases of the Los Alamos study of the Modular
Stellarator Reactor (MSR) have characterized parametrically the
critical relationships between the plasma, first wall/blanket/
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shield (FW/B/S), coil set, and overall reactor plant performance. The first model led to consideration of interim designs
[5,6] with P T H = 4.0-4.8 GWt; N = 24 coils; d/rc = 0.30-0.41;
R T = 21.35-23.24 m; r p = 1.94-2.11 m; and <B> = 0.04. Although
"self-consistent", this approach used a yet-to-be-proven,
pessimistic model for stability/equilibrium beta limits based
on diffusion-driven plasma currents. A "beta-decoupled" model
has been adopted for more recent MSR studies [7] in which beta
is treated parametrically in order to better understand the
crucial coupling and tradeoffs between the key elements of the
design. Potentially attractive design points identified by
this parametric survey are being subjected to more detailed
engineering analysis and design verification.
Two representative MSR design points (Table II), respectively emphasizing traditional performance (MSR-IIA, <&> =
0.04) and optimistic performance (MSR-IIB, <3> = 0.08) have
been identified by means of the more recent parametric approach.
Both commercial electric plants are assumed to operate
as ignited, steady-state DT systems with 8% recirculating power
(coolant pumps and cryogenic refrigeration) and 35% thermal
conversion efficiency. These design points are being used to
answer quantitatively two fundamental questions: 1) What is
the influence of key physics parameters and assumptions (e.g.
magnetics, <&> and transport) on reactor size perforance and
cost,and 2) What are the comparative advantages and disadvantages of torsatron and modular-coil configurations?
Three-dimensional magnetics computations are performed
using the TORSIDO magnetics code developed for this study.
Both MSR coil configurations consist of N = 36 Rehker-Wobig
modular coils with modest lateral deformation, d/r~ = 0.23-0.28
in order to reduce individual coil mass, the ratio of peak coil
field and on-axis field, the toroidal-field ripple, and lateral
coil force components. Torsatron coils have lower peak lateral
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TABLE II. MODULAR STELLARATOR REACTOR DESIGN POINTS3

Parameter
Average beta, <B>
Average density, <n> (10 20 nf 3 )
Lateral coil distortion, d/rc
Rotational transform,
Major radius, Rj(m)
Average plasma radius rp (m)
Conductor minor radius, rc(m)
Outer coil radius, ro(m)
Plasma volume, Vp(m3)
Coil surface area coverage'0'
Mass u t i l i z a t i o n , M/PTH
(tonne/MWt)(d)
Module mass (tonne)'**)
Plasma power density, Px H / v p (MWt/m3)
System power density, PJH/VC (MWt/m3)
Total thermal power, PTH(GWt)
Net electric power, PE(GWe)
First-wall neutron loading, Iw(MW/m2)
On-axis f i e l d , BQ(T)
Peak f i e l d at c o i l , BCM(T)
Total coil current, T(MAT/coil)
Stored magnetic energy, E^(GJ)
Unit direct cost. ($/kWe)
Cost of electricity (mills/kWe+i)

MSR-IIA
(m=16) (b)
0.4
1.38

MSR-IIB
(m=20) (b)
0.08
3.64

0.235
0.48/0.43
(0.74/2.0)
27.9
2.25
5.0
6.165
2788.
s: 0.35
8.4

0.28
0.69/0.92
(1.03/1.7)
23.0
0.81
3.31
4.465
298.
s; 0.42
6.1

1280.
1.83
0.27
5.1
1.64
1.0

680.
14.81
0.53
4.0
1.29
1.9

5.72
10.9(11.2)
22.3(50.0)
230.(607.)
1737.
106.

6.56
* 12(10.9)
21.0(37.9)
109.(290.)
1331.
81.

fi=2, m=4, N=36,<T>=8 keV, j c o n d = 19 MA-m"2.
Numbers in parentheses are torsatron systems with same Bo and size.
Fraction of outer shield surface area covered by magnet casing.
M is mass of coil, blanket and shield.
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forces than the MSR cases ( i . e . 9-12 MN/m versus 27-33 MN/m)
and hence require less structural support between coils, but
the fabrication and maintenance questions are more severe, unless l i f e - o f - p l a n t coils can be postulated. Relatively few MSR
toroidal-field periods (m=4) allow radial rotational transform
profiles, -r(r), in the ranges 0.5-0.4 (MSR-IIA) and 0.7-0.9
(MSR-IIB), providing significant non-zero transform on-axis,
avoiding rational surfaces within the plasma, and, with the
addition of appropriate higher-harmonics into the coil winding
law [ 8 ] , providing significant positive shear at the plasma
edge (MSR=IIB). Except for the out-of-plane winding, the
internal coil technology is comparable to other recent superconducting fusion reactor system designs.
Radial energy transport in both MSR systems is assumed
conservatively to scale as xE = 3.0(10)" 2 1 <n>r2 [ i . e . 40%
reducedAlcatorscaling]. This results in similar confinement to
that of UWTOR-M. Use of the Alcator scaling relation allows
convenient minimization of the <&>B r ignition parameter,
which is 2.94 T2 m and 2.79 T2 m at <T> = 8 keV for the respective design points, reflecting a higher trapping of fusionproduct alpha-particle energy in the higher-aspect-ratio MSRIIB case [ 9 ] . The higher beta of the MSR-IIB case is reflected
2
directly in a lower plasma radius, r p , for a <B>B r value
fixed by ignition and nr scaling.
The lower plasma radius for MSR-IIB allows the concentric
annuli of blanket/shield/coil to be reduced in minor radius,
giving higher system power density, PJH/ V C a n d 1 o w e r mass M«
Impurity control is assumed to be provided by a pumped l i m i t e r ,
although divertors are also compatible with the design.
Routine maintenance and replacement of l i m i t e r / f i r s t - w a l l /
blanket components would be acomplished without moving modular
coils in order to promote high plant a v a i l a b i l i t y . The coils
in the MSR-IIA and MSR-IIB configurations cover 35% and 41%,
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respectively, of the outer B/S surface area, compared to 34%
and 41% for torsatron systems designed to similar constraints
(i.e. same, Pj^, Ry, B Q ) . In the worst case the MSR unit
module (i.e. single coil and underlying FW/B/S components)
could be decoupled from the support structure and translated
radially outward without lifting, as is postulated for the
UWTOR-M.
A comparison of MSR costs given in Table II with other
fusion systems is given elsewhere in these proceedings [10].
These costs are based on a conservative ten-year construction
period,10%/y interest and 5%/y escalation, 15%/y capital
return, 2%/y operating costs, and 76%/y plant availability.
The reactor equipment represents 53% and 40% of the direct
costs for the systems. In both respective cases, the dominant
cost item within the reactor equipment category is the coil
set, representing 36% and 53%, respectively.
The following conclusions have emerged to date from the
MSR study.
• Modular-coil configurations sacrifice magnetics performance
relative to continuous-coil configurations [rotational
transform {& 2% less), shear (comparable at high transform),
volume utilization (a 2% less), peak coil field (z 10%
higher for same B Q ) , B C M /B Q » 10% (less), etc.] in return
for fabrication advantages and lower stored energy.
• Radial forces are larger for the torsatron, while lateral
forces are smaller when compared to modular coils. Access is
diminished primarily in proportion to the lateral forces;
the modular-coil approach is adversely affected most by the
lost access as B is increased, but has the option to be
moved as part of the routine maintenance scheme.
c Access to first-wall/blanket components for fixed modular or
torsatron systems is comparable, suggesting a similar
maintenance scheme that does not require coil movement.
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• Modular-coil and torsatron configurations with similar
plasma performance (size, field, beta, etc.) are comparable
in terms of access and cost. Modular coils are preferable
if life-of-plant (LOP) coils cannot be assumed. Availability of LOP coils and desire to maximize plasma performance (beta) would favor torsatron coils. Availability of
breakable joints without LOP coils favors torsatron coils.
Marginally competitive MSR designs are available for <e> as
low as 0.04 at :> 25% higher power. Truly competitive (i.e.
STARFIRE-like) designs at lower power output would require
<3> of at least 0.08. The magnetics performance of simple
modular coils raises questions about obtaining the latter,
based on current understanding of stability/equilibrium beta
limits.
Beta remains the major issue for S/T/Hs.
- If high transform and shear are required, torsatron or
advanced modular configurations (e.g. M&S or Heliac)
are preferable.
- Reactor performance is critically coupled to the magnetics performance of the coil set.
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DISCUSSION
J.L. JOHNSON: In the Wisconsin design an £ = 3 configuration is used and
a perfectly helical cross-section is assumed. When plasma effects are incorporated,
the plasma cross-section is distorted and the plasma is shifted outwards because
of Pfirsch-Schluter current. How will this affect your design?
I.N. SVIATOSLAVSKY: As finite-/? effects are present, the plasma will
obviously move out radially. We think that we can handle this problem with
small external poloidal field coils which will control plasma location as the density
is built up.
P. KOMAREK: You touched only very briefly upon the problem of
maintenance. Could you give us some quantitative information; for example
how many blanket/shield segments are required and what sort of movements
are necessary to exchange them? In the INTOR design, a single lateral movement
of each of the twelve segments is sufficient.
I.N. SVIATOSLAVSKY: There are 36 blanket segments in the reactor, but
only nine coils need to be moved to provide access to all of them. The drained
blanket segments are not too heavy, about 30 tonnes. A small circumferential
translation will be required (~ 2.5 m) to extricate a blanket segment from the coil.
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Abstract
FUSION EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR DEVELOPMENT AT JAERI.
The object of the Fusion Experimental Reactor is to achieve self-ignition and to
demonstrate engineering feasibility of a fusion reactor. The reactor focuses the Japanese
fusion effort for the next decade as directed by the Atomic Energy Commission in its new
long-term programme. The paper outlines JAERPs development activities, including concept
definition, design, physics and technology.

1. INTRODUCTION
In June 1982, the Japanese Atomic Energy Commission issued its Long-Term
Programme of Development and Utilization of Atomic Energy, in which a longrange plan for fusion reactor development was laid out. This concluded a series
of deliberations that started in March 1980 when the Nuclear Fusion Council of
the Atomic Energy Commission established its Review Subcommittee for LongTerm Strategy. Following a report from the Subcommittee in March 1981, the
Council conducted its review and presented its report to the Commission in
September 1981.
The Long-Term Programme is intended to be a vigorous development
programme for fusion energy and, in particular, aims to achieve self-ignition and to
demonstrate engineering feasibility of the Fusion Experimental Reactor (FER) in
the latter half of the 1990s.
Design studies of near-term tokamak fusion reactors at JAERI until about
1980 were carried out in line with an approach in which serial development of
two reactors: the first with the goal of achieving a self-ignited plasma and a limited
test of reactor technologies, and the second for an integrated test of reactor
technologies. Since about 1980, however, a different approach has been considered
399
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and has replaced the first plan. In this new approach a single reactor, with
possible staged operation, has the comprehensive aim of achieving self-ignition and
performing an integrated test of fusion technologies.
This paper reviews the development plan of the FER thus evolved [ 1 ], and
describes the objectives, physics design, reactor design and physics and technology
development plan. Optional alternative concepts of the FER are also presented.
2. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the FER were formulated in the following terms by the
Review Subcommittee of Long-Term Strategy:
1. Self-ignition;
2. D-T burning for about 100 seconds;
3. Definitive demonstration of essential fusion technologies such as
systems integration, plasma heating, plasma control, superconducting magnets,
and tritium;
4. Tests and technical experience in the areas of materials, tritium
production technology, remote maintenance technology, safety, reliability,
durability, and availability improvement.
The FER is being designed with the following additional requirements:
5.
6.
7.
breeding

Tritium-breeding ratio of about unity;
Moderate neutron wall loading of approximately 1 MW-rri"2;
Evaluation of staged operation scenarios, for example, of installing the
blanket in the second stage.

Item 1 reflects the argument that the additional cost of achieving a highenergy multiplication factor Q is worth while in order to obtain a critical understanding of the physics and technology of controlling a self-ignited plasma.
Burn-time of about 100 seconds of Item 2 is required for burn control and other
studies. Longer-pulse or steady operation is considered desirable if made reasonably
attainable. After integrated technology tests and demonstration (Items 3 and 4),
the FER will provide a competent test bed for a great many areas, supplemented
by a materials test in high-fluence neutron irradiation facilities (Item 6). The
schedule and cost of tritium technology development and procurement and blanket
technology development are reflected in Items 5 and 7.

3. PLASMA PHYSICS
The FER design is based on a dee-shaped tokamak plasma configuration
with a double-null divertor. The heating is provided by neutral-beam injection
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TABLE I. MAJOR PARAMETERS OF THE FER
PLASMA
Plasma minor radius, a (m)
Plasma major radius, R (m)
Plasma elongation, K
Plasma aspect ratio, A
Burn average (3 (total) (%)
Average ion temperature, Tj (keV)
Average ion density, Nj(102Om"3)
Energy confinement time, TE(S)
Plasma current, I (MA)
Plasma volume (m 3 )
Field on axis, B t (T)
Safety factor (separatrix), q
Thermonuclear power, Pt(l(MW)
Neutron wall load, Pn(MW-m"2)

1.1
5.5
1.5
5.0
4
10
1.4
1.4
5.3
197
5.7
2.5
440
1.0

OPERATION
Burn time (s)
Duty cycle (%)
Number of pulses during lifetime (X 10s)

100
50
4

HEATING
NBI: Beam power (MW)
Beam energy (keV)
Duration (s)
RF: Power (MW)
Duration (s)

30
150-170
10
30
100

IMPURITY CONTROL
Method
Collector
Power to divertor plate (MW)

Double-null poloidal divertor/pump limiter
SiC etc. on substrate
45

BREEDING BLANKET
Material
Breeder temperature ( C)
Thickness (m)
Breeding ratio
Tritium recovery

Li2O, SS-316, H 2 O(Pb)
400-1000
0.5 outboard; 0.4 inboard, top, bottom
1.05
Continuous He purge

SHIELDING
Inboard (m)
Outboard, coil shield+biological shield (m)

0.4
1.0

TOROIDAL-FIELD COILS
Number
Bore (m)
Conductor
Stabilizer
Maximum field (T)

14
6.1 (width) X 9.1 (height)
Nb3Sn, NbTi
Cu
12

POLOIDAL-FIELD COILS
Total flux (V-s)
Location
Conductor
Maximum field (T)

110
External to TFC
NbTi
8
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and radiofrequency (RF) heating. Since space is limited, a brief description is
given below in reference to the INTOR, Phase I, report [2],
3.1. Plasma parame ters
Plasma parameters of the FER are determined by the following simplified
optimization procedure. The average plasma temperature, T, of 10 keV is
chosen to minimize required /3-values; the elongation of 1.5 is a compromise of
high /3-values and vertical stability control; and the safety factor q of 2.5 is based
on experimental results. These are approximately the same, within 10%, as the
INTOR design values [2].
After fixing the maximum average toroidal field at the coil at 11 T, the
distance from the inboard plasma surface to the maximum field points of the
toroidal and the poloidal coils at 1.55 m and 3.0 m, respectively, the plasma
minor radius is minimized for optimization to the allowable limit of the poloidal
magnetic field at the poloidal coils. The resulting parameters are listed in Table I.
The scaling of confinement times used is the Alcator type with a slightly
larger coefficient than for INTOR. The (3-scaling is based on the ballooning mode
theory and is approximately the same as INTOR [2].
3.2. Heating
Both neutral-beam injection (NBI) and RF heating are selected. Both are
applied until ignition is reached, and RF heating is applied in the subsequent
burn phase.
3.3. Impurity control
Priority is given to the divertor concept for impurity control and ash exhaust.
The pump limiter concept, although possessing a few attractive features, was
considered an alternative, since its overall effectiveness and technical feasibility
are yet to be demonstrated.

4. REACTOR DESIGN
Design studies on the near-term tokamak reactors, in particular the international workshop exercise for INTOR, have bred reactor designs with a number
of common features. Their coil system is primarily superconducting, with the
poloidal coils placed external to the toroidal coils, and is enclosed in a semipermanent common cryostat vacuum chamber. The plasma vacuum chamber is
made of a semipermanent toroidal structure and torus sectors which fit inside
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Vertical view ofFER.

this structure. The assembly/disassembly of the torus sectors can be made without disturbing these semipermanent components.
The FER [ 1 ] (see Fig. 1 and Table I), which shares the above features, has
been designed with emphasis on reducing the reactor size while keeping good
accessibility for maintenance and assembly/disassembly procedures. This effort
is particularly important since the FER, in contrast to other near-term reactors,
aims at achieving a tritium-breeding ratio of unity and hence requires a breeding
blanket fully enclosing the plasma volume, leading to a larger reactor if the same
design concepts and criteria are to be employed.
To reduce the size of toroidal coils, each of the blanket/shield sectors is
divided into three modules which can be removed through a space between the
adjacent toroidal coils; the central module is drawn out by a single radial motion,
and the two side modules are first moved toroidally and then drawn radially.
Special attention is paid to the shield design in order to reduce the coil size. In
a conventional design, unified blanket/shield sectors provide radiation shielding
for coils and for biological purposes. The idea is to reduce the outboard thickness
of the blanket/shield sectors to a value required for the coil shielding and to place
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an additional shield for biological purposes in a space between the outer legs of
the adjacent toroidal coils. This design concept reduces the size of the sector and
hence allows a substantial decrease in the size of the toroidal coils. The bore of
the FER toroidal coils is 9.1 mX6.1 m, against 10.7 m X 7.7 m for INTOR
(Phase I) [2].
The use of a vacuum boundary common to both the plasma vacuum chamber
and the cryostat vacuum chamber also helps to reduce the reactor size and
simplifies the assembly/disassembly procedure since the plasma vacuum chamber
can be sealed in a more open space between the toroidal coils. It also simplifies
connection of adjacent blanket/shield sectors since they can be mechanically
joined by insulated bolts with no need for vacuum tightness.
A double-null, instead of a single-null, divertor configuration is employed to
reduce the major reactor radius and to improve the coupling between OH coils
and the plasma, since there would be a thinner scrape-off layer on the inboard
plasma surface. Three divertor modules cover a space of two sectors and they are
drawn out through a maintenance port located at a bay of the vacuum chamber.
This leaves a wide open space available for maintenance activity. The assembly/
disassembly procedure of divertor modules was analysed in detail using scale
models.
One of the new features in the design is an application of newly developed
SiC as armour plates and divertor plates. This SiC has higher thermal conductivity
than aluminium with its high electric resistivity. The SiC plate is brazed to an
aluminium substrate structure which is cooled by water and has thermal characteristics that may be good enough even at plasma disruption. A method of brazing
SiC to aluminium or copper substrate is being developed. Radiation effects on
this new material will be assessed in the future.
A tritium-breeding blanket with Li2O as breeding material is installed all
round the plasma and at the back of the divertor chambers to enhance the breeding
ratio. A total breeding ratio of 1.15 is obtained with a 10-cm-thick Pb neutron
multiplier cooled by heavy water. Even with some losses due to openings, a total
breeding ratio of 1.0 appears to be achievable.
The toroidal coils and the vacuum chamber are supported by fibre-reinforced
plastic structures with thermal barriers at liquid nitrogen temperature. The
dynamic seismic response of the reactor was analysed three-dimensionally.

5. REACTOR DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
5.1. Swimming-pool type
An optional design [3] of the FER has been made applying the concept of
the Swimming-Pool Type Tokamak Reactor (SPTR). In this concept the cryostat
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FIG.2. Vertical view of FER-SPTR.

vacuum chamber and the plasma vacuum chamber are immersed in a common
water pool (Fig.2). The water acts as bulk shield and also provides effective
shielding for the neutrons streaming through gaps and penetrations. Replacement
of solid shield structures by the water shield allows better use of space and
reduces the size of the toroidal coils. The toroidal coil of the FER-SPTR is
9.1 m X6.1 m in bore, the same as the FER.
The reduction in size and weight of the vacuum chamber is another advantage
of this concept. The assembly/disassembly of the plasma vacuum chamber is
made by running a remotely operated welder/cutter a little way round the
vacuum chamber in a space which is normally filled with water. Technical
issues associated with this concept, such as corrosion, tritium leaks into the
water, and failure mode analysis, are being assessed.
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5.2. Advanced types
Design studies of the FER options which incorporate advanced concepts
are an important part of the FER programme. The FER has been designed with
RF heating and impurity control by a pump limiter. Studies have also been
initiated on the impact of other advanced concepts, such as RF current build-up
and drive, on the FER design.

6. DEVELOPMENT PLAN
To achieve the objectives of the FER in the latter half of the 1990s, start of
construction is foreseen in 1988—9. JAERI's physics and technology programmes,
with vigorous future implementation, should provide a sufficient data base in a
time frame consistent with the above schedule. The benefits of both domestic and
international collaboration are also expected.
Experimental studies in JT-60 (in operation in 1985), Doublet HI (now in
operation with a new modification project under consideration), and JFT-2M
(in operation in early 1983) should provide a sound physics basis for the FER,
combined with theoretical activities. Although these devices have built-in features
for the development of advanced concepts, further promotion of this area is
highly desirable.
In NBI and RF technology for heating and current drive, a solid basis for
future development has been established in conjunction with experimental
programmes in DIVA, JFT-2 and JT-60. Particularly encouraging is the successful
operation of the JT-60 prototype neutral-beam injector and klystron tubes. In
view of the diversity of potential methods in this field, a cost-effective programme
for its development will be necessary.
Superconducting magnet technology development has also progressed successfully. The LCT coil has passed the laboratory test and awaits testing in the test
facility at ORNL. The 10-T TMC-I coil will begin its test in 1983. Fabrication
of the 12-T TMC-II coil and the 20-MJ poloidal coil is being considered.
Construction began in 1982 of the Tritium Process Laboratory, where
tritium technology is tested at a level of 10000 Ci,1 followed by the Tritium
Engineering Facility, which can handle a million curies of tritium. Test production
of tritium in a reactor at a maximum level of 100 Ci is being conducted.
Neutronics experiments started in 1981 in the Fusion Neutronics Source
(FNS). Programmes for development of the armour/divertor plate, and structural
and blanket materials as well as for compilation of nuclear, atomic and molecular
data are in progress.
1 curie =3.7 X 10 IO Bq.
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7. CONCLUSION
Under the 1982 Long-Term Programme of the Atomic Energy Commission,
JAERI is carrying out the FER development programme in which demonstration
of self-ignition and engineering feasibility is to be achieved in the latter half of the
1990s. The design of the FER is based on a high-jS dee-shaped tokamak configuration. Development of a physics and technology database can be made consistent
with this timetable.
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DISCUSSION
A.F. KNOBLOCH: Could you please tell us when decisions on the planned
FER-oriented research and development activities will be taken?
M. YOSHIKAWA: The funds for the 12-T cluster test facility (CTF) and
the 20-MJ poloidal-field-coil test in the superconducting-coil engineering facility
(SETF) will be requested next year. The tritium-engineering facility (TEF) will
follow a few years later.
E.W. SUCOV: What is the annual level of financial support for this
programme?
M. YOSHIKAWA: The level of funding is now at about US $200 million a
year (excluding personnel expenses), and we will need a substantial increase to
implement the FER programme fully.
F.L. RIBE: Can you comment further on the neutron irradiation facilities
referred to in your last table?
M. YOSHIKAWA: The Fusion Neutronics Source (FNS) has a neutron flux
of 5 X 1012 n/s and was constructed for neutronics experiments, not for radiation
damage studies.
F.L. RIBE: Do you plan to conduct blanket studies around the neutron
source?
M. YOSHIKAWA: The FNS has been operating in both blanket and shielding
experiments. Details will be found in paper CN-41/0-4.
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Abstract
PLASMA ANALYSIS OF A TOKAMAK FUSION ENGINEERING DEVICE (FED).
A wide range of plasma assumptions and scenarios has been examined for the current
US tokamak Fusion Engineering Device (FED) concept, which aims at providing a controlled
long-pulse («* 100 s) burning plasma with an energy amplification Q > 5, a fusion power
of 180 MW, and a neutron wall load > 0.4 MW'm"2. The current FED baseline parameters
are R = 5.0 m, B t = 3.6 T, a = 1.3 m, b = 2.1 m (D-shape), and I p = 5.4 MA with superconducting
coils. To enhance the probability of achieving fusion ignition, a limited operating capability
of Bt = 4.5 T, I p = 6.5 MA, and a fusion power of 450 MW is incorporated. The FED assumes
ion-cyclotron resonance heating at the deuterium second harmonic without precluding neutral
beams as an alternate; it includes a pump limiter for particle exhaust with a simplified poloidal
divertor as an alternate; and it aims at achieving a plasma Q > 5 with ignition as a strong
possibility. Advanced performance possibilities of FED based on non-inductive current drive
and operations in a low-q disruption-free regime are also discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

This paper summarizes engineering-oriented analyses of
plasma performance goals and requirements for a tokamak Fusion
Engineering Device (FED) [1]. The key features of the tokamak

'
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TABLE I.

KEY PARAMETERS FOR THE FED BASELINE

Maximum toroidal field (T)
Major radius (m)
Plasma radius (m)
Plasma elongation
Average total beta (%)
Safety factor q^
Heating power (MW)
Initial
Burn
Q
Fusion power (MW)
Typical average D-T density (m~3)
Typical average temperature (keV)
Plasma current (MA)
Field on axis (T)
Average neutral wall load (MW/m2)
Peak neutron wall load (MW/m2)
Inductive burn time (s)
Duty factor
Number of full field pulses
Availability (%)

CRYOSTAT

10

8

5.0
1.3
1.6
5.2
3.2
50
36
5
180
0.8 x

0
00

450

102°

1.2 x 1O 2 0

10
6.5
4.6

10

5.4
3.6
0.4
0.5

1.0
1.2

50

>100
>0.65
2.5 x 10 5
10-20

0.48
2.5 x 101*
10-20

OH SOLENOID
PF COIL

TF COIL
ECRH LAUNCHER
SHIELDS
ICRH LAUNCHER
PUMP LIMITER MODULE
TURBOMOLECULAR
PUMP

FIG.l. FED baseline configuration, elevation view.
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FIG.2. Time evolution of key parameters in FED during an expanding radius startup
from an initial minor radius of 0,4 m, with electron preheating and 3% oxygen impurity.

FED baseline as presently perceived are given in Table I and
depicted in Fig. 1. Our studies aim to (1) form a basis for the
choice of the FED baseline parameters, (2) examine the possible
range of plasma performance for a given baseline device, and (3)
address potential options relative to the baseline approach and
configuration. The principal areas discussed here are the baseline FED plasma operation scenario (Section 2 ) ; FED discharge
simulation, including rf-assisted current startup, bulk ion cyclotron range of frequency (ICRF) heating, and plasma performance
modeling based on neutral injection heating (Section 3 ) ; power,
particle and impurity handling via pump limiter or poloidal
divertor, including supplementary impurity control methods
(Section 4 ) ; and plasma shaping and control, including plasma
beta considerations, poloidal field configuration, and plasma
disruptions (Section 5 ) . Section 6 contains conclusions and a
discussion of advanced performance options of FED assuming
current drive and low-q operation.
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2.

PENGetal.
PLASMA OPERATION SCENARIO

The FED reference plasma operation scenario involves the
following phases: rf-assisted current initiation, current ramp,
bulk heating, burn, and shutdown. Figure 2 depicts the features
of each phase for operation at the 8-T maximum coil field level
(Bt = 3.6 T ) . At the 10-T level the scenario is modified in
that (1) the plasma current reaches 5.8 MA at t = 6 s; (2) the
plasma density reaches ^1.2 x 1 0 2 0 cm" 3 , the plasma current
reaches J^6.5 MA, and the fusion output power reaches ^y450 MW at
t = 12 s; and (3) ignition is achieved.

3.

PLASMA STARTUP, HEATING

AND BURN

In this section, results of plasma simulation from plasma
initiation through burn using electron cyclotron heating (ECH)
and ICRF heating are discussed. Predictions based on neutral
beam injection are also presented.
3.1. RF-assisted current startup
Auxiliary rf heating of electrons before and during the
current rise phase in tokamak reactors has been suggested [2] to
reduce the initiation loop voltage and the resistive flux
expenditure, resulting in large engineering benefits. For FED,
an extraordinary wave at a 1.5-MW level is introduced from the
high field side to ionize the neutrals and to heat the electrons
near the upper hybrid resonance (UHR) for 0.3 s, followed by
ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH) at about a 5-MW level. A
typical set of results [2] is given in Fig. 2, which shows that
by preheating electrons in the UHR region to about 70 eV, current
startup can proceed with an initiation loop voltage of about 25 V
even with 3% oxygen impurity present. The resistive flux dissipation (A4>RES) could be limited to less than 20 Wb through the
current rise phase. A design loop voltage of 25 V is suggested
to account for uncertainties in impurity content (e.g. up to 3%
in oxygen) and initial plasma radius (to as low as 0.2 m ) .
Experiments are needed to confirm rf-assisted current startup
schemes in large tokamaks.
3.2. Ion cyclotron range of frequency heating
The recommended baseline heating mode for FED is at the
second harmonic of deuterium (frequency = 54 MHz, half-wavelength
= 2.8 m for the 8-T operation) with fundamental proton minority
heating used as an option in the early stages of the discharge.
Transport simulations of 10-T operation have been made using the
Baldur code [3]. The average electron density is held constant
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TABLE II. FED BASE PARAMETERS AND MODELS USED IN POPCON ANALYSIS
Parameters
a
so
c /a_

N_

10 cm
0.3
3.6 T
3.2
0.7%
10
150 keV
80:12:8
360 cm

Scrapeoff thickness in midplane
Triangularity
Vacuum toroidal field at R
Safety factor at a
Peak-to-average ripple at a
Number of TF coils
°
Deuterium beam energy
Species mix by power at source
Beam tangency radius
Models

Scrapeoff
Fueling

Toroidal limiter
Gas puffing and recycle at limiter

Electron energy confinement

f+
Xe = 3.0X f

Ion energy confinement

X± = 3.0X f

Particle confinement
Beam neutralization
Impurities

D = 3.0 D N C + 0.2
Ideal equilibrium fraction
None

Xf + xf

3
at 1.3 x 1 0 1 4 cm"
assumed to be 45% D,
m ,, and the ion mixture is a
3
45% T and 10% He by electron displacement. The electron
y x ee is taken to be ^5
^ x ( O / n ^ cm2. s"'(with
s(
thermal conductivity
33
"
i
"
)
d
D
/5
h
i
n e in cm" and e = x e /5. The ion thermal conductivity is
assumed to be twice neoclassical and Zeff is assumed to be 1.5.
Impurity transport, ripple effects, and scrape-off models are
not included in these calculations. A conservative 80% of the
power generated at the rf source is assumed to be deposited in
the plasma.

In a 6-s ICRH simulation, the minimum rf power required to
achieve ignition is estimated to be approximately 27 MW reaching
<8> £ 3.3% and a central ion and electron temperature of 17 keV.
Here ignition is defined to occur when the rate of increase in
plasma energy exceeds the rf input power in the central half of
the plasma volume. Although this low power requirement is
highly encouraging, it is a result obtained using an optimistic
FED transport model. The baseline ICRF power requirement of 50
MW over 6 s is therefore retained, pending more realistic assessments and transport modeling of the baseline ICRF heating approach.
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3.3. Plasma performance modeling with neutral beam heating
A comprehensive set of beam heating calculations has been
performed for FED and can be presented in terms of the Plasma
Operation CONtour (POPCON) plots [4] using the 1|-D WHIST
transport code. The reference physics models adopted are
similar to those used in the International Tokamak Reactor (INTOR)
studies [5] and are summarized in Table II. Ripple trapping
(RT) and ripple plateau (RP) models of the ion thermal conduction
losses are included, but impurities are not treated. Increases
in ripple conduction losses and improved neutral beam penetration,
resulting from an outward shift of the flux surfaces at high
beta, are also included in this analysis.
The results [Fig. 3(a)] show that an operating regime can
be defined that meets the baseline physics goals as given in
Table I. The regime covers a range of 5.5 x 1 0 1 3 cm"3 < <n> <
1.2 x 1 0 1 4 cm"3 and 6.5 keV < <T> < 12.5 keV, but ignition is
not predicted. The results are expected to be somewhat improved
when ICRF is used in place of neutral beam injection since
present deposition models lead to more centrally peaked deposition profiles.
Operation with a higher toroidal field and with a proportional
increase in the toroidal current is expected to extend the
FED operating regime for a given toroidal or poloidal beta
limit. Figure 3(b) shows the case of 10-T operation with q^ =
3.2. Ignition can be reached without exceeding <g> = 5 . 5 % while
producing P f u s i o nft-450 MW. The reduced beam power requirements
relative to 8-T operation result from a decrease in both the
neoclassical and ripple ion thermal conduction losses at the
increased toroidal current.
The potential operating regime of FED has also been calculated to be sensitive to the ion thermal conduction losses due
to toroidal field ripple, whereas startup power requirements are
dictated by electron energy confinement. Our calculations show
that the traditional argument of increased beam energy leading
to increased central heating and, therefore, to greater heating
efficiency in tokamaks is only one of many factors influencing
the choice of beam energy. The shift of the magnetic axis at
finite beta improves heating and relaxes the energy requirement.
Source species mix, neutralization efficiency, and fractional
energy transfer to electrons and ions tend to push the beam
energies to lower values. One-half and one-third energy components of the beam are shown to be the primary sources for edge
heating.
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POWER, PARTICLE

AND IMPURITY HANDLING

A critical area for FED is the handling of large fluxes of
thermal power and plasma particles (including fusion-produced
helium) at the plasma edge without an excessive accumulation of
impurities in the plasma or damage to the first wall. These
functions can be assigned to a magnetic divertor or to a pump
limiter, the latter perhaps being supplemented by schemes for
impurity control. In FED, a pump limiter is considered the
primary option and a poloidal divertor the alternate. Other
schemes, such as radiation-cooled plasma edge and impurity flow
reversal, are supplementary approaches.
4.1. Pump limiter
A pump limiter at the chamber bottom (Fig. 1) has been
chosen because the horizontal toroidal belt affords the greatest
flexibility in accommodating uncertainties in the plasma scrapeoff width, the power and particle loads, and the required particle exhaust rate. The location at the chamber bottom results in
a large simplification in design and installation of the pump
limiter. There is also a lower heat load because the magnetic
flux surfaces are expanded at the bottom relative to the outboard
plasma region.
A semi-analytic model [6] has been used to assess the
plasma scrape-off properties in FED. The plasma scrape-off
properties are estimated by detailed 1-|-D transport code
calculations assuming a scrape-off cross-field transport coefficient of 10 4 cm^s" 1 with PROCTR code [7]. The results for a
wide range of parameter regimes are summarized in Table III.
A low edge power load is the most effective means of increasing
the limiter life, making a radiation-cooled plasma edge attractive
(Section 4.3). The variation in the decay lengths due to the
variations in the power and particle loads is about a factor of 2.
Despite the uncertainties in plasma scrapeoff, a leading
edge location of about 35 cm is estimated to result in a pumping
fraction of 10-15% for all the cases considered, without excessive
heat load at the leading edge (<100 W / c m 2 ) . However, limiter
erosion and plasma contamination by limiter impurities remain
potentially serious problems.
The baseline design particle and heat flux distributions
on the limiter surface for the high-power, high-flux case are
also estimated with A* = 3 cm and A* = 2 cm. Two-dimensional
(2-D) plasma and neutral model are used to account for the
geometric expansion of the scrapeoff at the limiter and performance of the pump channel. The peak heat flux is calculated to
be <250 W/cm 2 . With the leading edge located at about 35 cm

IAEA-CN-41/E-5
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SCRAPE-OFF PARAMETERS FOR FOUR PLASMA CONDITIONS SHOWING THE RANGE OF POSSIBLE
PUMP LIMITER OPERATION
Low power
High flux

Low power
Low flux

50.0

5.0

5.0

3.0 >< 1 0 2 3

1.0 x 1021*

3.0 x 10 2 3

1 1

1.6 * 10 "

3.5 x 10 1 3
38.0

High power
High flux

High power
Low flux

Power load, P T (MW)

50.0

Particle load, H T (s""1)

1.0 >< 10 2 "

Parameters

Edge density, n

(cm"3)

8.9 >< 1 0

13

2.0 >•-

10

1 3

114
5.5

381

11.4

Midplane density decay length, X* (cm)

4.1

9.8

7.2

Midplane temperature decay length, A*

2.9

2.1

5.1

3.8

Midplane heat flux decay length, A*

1.9

1.4

3.4

2.5

Carbon tile lifetime (months)

0.4

1.0

3.0

2.5

57.4

49.4

76.6

65.9

3.3

4.4

0.2

0.2

Edge temperature, T

(eV)

Constant pumping fraction g = 5%
Distance to leading edge, I

(cm)

Heat flux at leading edge, Q(«, )
S
(W/cm-2)
Constant heat flux at leading edge
Q a ) = 100 W/cm^
Distance to leading edge, H g (cm)

40.3

36.2

19.5

21.8

Pumping fraction, g (%)

16.0

15.0

43.0

39.0

from the plasma edge location, the channel is found to remove
60-90% of the incident ions.
4.2. Poloidal divertor
A 2-D model was constructed to assess the divertor performance [8] with the divertor channels characterized as rectangular
channels 70 cm long and 30 cm wide. The neutral gas transport
is calculated using Monte Carlo techniques. The collisions of
neutrals and ions with the walls are handled using experimental
reflection data. The plasma density (for one ion species),
momentum, and energy transport are modeled by a 2-D (along and
across the magnetic field) steady-state fluid treatment. The
parallel electron thermal conduction is assumed to be sufficiently
high to result in a constant electron temperature.
The calculations were performed with a heat flux of 40 MW
and a particle flux of 3 x 1 0 2 2 s"1 into one divertor. Using
the self-consistent source terms from the neutral gas computation, one finds T e ft 40 eV, n e fc 2.5 * 1 0 1 3 cm" 3 , and P o % 0.1
torr at the plate. The ion temperature decreases along the
field line from ^160 to 20 eV at the plate. The ionization
source is localized near the plate, increasing the particle flux
by a factor of 20 from the throat to the plate. The particle
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flow velocity is about 10% of the sound speed at the throat and
increases to the sound speed at the plate.
The neutral pressure is estimated to be £>30 millitorr at
the pump opening. With high density operation the particle flow
rate down the pump is 3 x 1 0 2 2 s" 1 . Maintaining n^ e /n e < 0.05
requires pumping only 4 x 1 0 2 1 s""1, corresponding to a modest
geometric pumping speed of ^2.5 x 10^ Z/s and assuming that
helium and hydrogen are pumped with equal efficiency. About 90%
of the input power is still dumped on the neutralizer plate and
the other 10% on the divertor walls. The total erosion rates of
the neutralizer plate and divertor walls are about equal.
The divertor plates are canted at a shallow angle to the
poloidal flux surfaces so as to spread the heat and reduce the
maximum thermal loads. The heat loads are found to be acceptable and could be further reduced by contouring the divertor
plates. More refined calculations of the divertor and pump
limiter performance are reported at this conference [9].
4.3. Supplementary schemes
Supplementary schemes of particle and impurity control are
of great interest because the pump limiter may not be adequate
for impurity control. A number of schemes such as impurity flow
reversal and bundle divertors are possible, but we limit the
discussion here to radiation-cooled plasma edge. The possibility
of a stable cold plasma edge [10] is examined using the PROCTR
code [7] accounting for impurity sputtering, its ingestion by
plasma, radiation cooling, and impurity transport. Impurity
transport is assumed to be neoclassical with an additional
anomalous spreading and with a diffusion coefficient equal to
the hydrogen diffusion coefficient. Impurity radiation is given
by coronal rates; the impurity sources are sputtering from the
wall by charge-exchange neutrals and from the limiter by ions.
The fusion neutron power for the simulations is 150 MW.
For an ICRF-driven case with an iron limiter and wall, iron
accumulates in the plasma until radiation cooling reduces both
the ion-limiter and neutral-wall sputtering impurity sources to
achieve a steady state. The primary source of impurities in
steady state is ion self-sputtering of the limiter. The iron
density is peaked at the edge and is fully stripped in the hot
core. Almost all of the thermal power is radiated from this
thin edge region, and only 2 MW reaches the limiter by transport.
In the case of neutral beams in the absence of impurity
flow reversal, large impurity accumulation is seen because of
centrally peaked density profiles due to beam fueling. Assuming
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coronal radiation, the case of carbon impurities results in inadequate edge cooling. Our results suggest that the presence of
a radiating layer in FED is not sufficiently certain, and in
view of its potential payoff, refined experimental and theoretical
studies are needed.
5.

PLASMA SHAPING AND CONTROL

Plasma shaping is considered necessary in FED to ensure
achieving high <3>, which in turn strongly influences the
plasma performance. The first part of this section deals with
an assessment of the plasma parameters and shape appropriate for
achieving a <g> value as high as 5.2% (Section 5.1); it is followed by a discussion of the current FED poloidal field configuration design to satisfy the shaping needs (Section 5.2). Preliminary assessments of plasma disruption characteristics are
discussed in Section 5.3.
5.1. Beta considerations
Estimates of achievable beta in tokamak reactor studies
have typically been based on ideal MHD stability limits. Such
studies indicate that for parameters in the FED range, beta
would be limited by high-n ballooning modes. For a plasma with
near-FED parameters (A = 3.7; K = 1.6; S = 0.5; B T = 3.6 T at R =
4.8 m,' q^ = 2.6 at the plasma edge; and q a x i s = 1.0), numerical
calculations indicate that a beta value of <g> ^ 5.5% is possible
with proper pressure profiles [11]. Moreover, recent studies
suggest that finite Larmor radius effects could stabilize the
ballooning modes, in which case the achievable beta value would
be limited by other processes. Although there is still considerable uncertainty in theoretical beta estimates based on stability
criteria, the choices of <g> = 5.2% and eg p = 0.5 seem appropriate
for the baseline FED.
Recent experiments on ISX-B [12] indicate that the electron
energy confinement time x E e decreases with increasing g . The
underlying mechanisms for this deterioration based on nonlinear
resistive ballooning modes have been examined by Carreras et al.
[13], leading to a scaling dependence that can be depicted here
as x E e °= T e / ( e 0 p ) 2 at high values of eg and when q ( a x i s ) & 1It is therefore seen that an eg p value of 0.5 should be achievable in FED, leading to a <g> value of 5.2%, given the plasma
parameters in Table I.
5.2. Poloidal field configuration
A relatively simple poloidal field (PF) coil configuration
has been obtained for the baseline FED with pump limiter. As
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FIG.4. (a) Poloidal field coil configuration and a typical sequence of poloidal flux plots
at (b) t= 0 s, (c) t = 2 s, (d) t = 6 s, fej t= 12 s, and (f) t = 112 s, corresponding to the baseline
operation scenario.
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shown in Figs 1 and 4(a), it consists of an Ohmic heating
solenoid (superconducting) with a separately controlled inner
segment, two D-shaping coil bundles (copper) interior to the
toroidal field (TF) coils, and two outer coils (superconducting)
that provide a large portion of the vertical field. A sequence
of MHD equilibrium calculations has been obtained to verify that
the coil locations are appropriate in producing the initial
field null at t = 0 s [Fig. 4(b)] and properly positioning and
shaping the plasma through the discharge cycle [Figs 4(c)4(f)]. Aside from the solenoid, the total current in the coils
is 22 mega-ampgre-turns (MAT). Each coil bundle in this concept
is required to provide the equilibrium field as well as the
current drive functions, permitting a highly simplified configuration.
The PF coil system for the poloidal divertor needs to be
different from that of the baseline because of different shielding,
access, and separatrix control requirements. Additional normal
coils internal to the TF coil bore carrying limited current (^1
MA) are introduced for this purpose and to reduce currents in
coils external to the TF coils. The interior coils also help
constrain the separatrix shift to <20 cm during plasma heatup.
As compared with the baseline system, relatively large superconducting coils and currents are needed in this case, resulting in
a total EF current of 32 MAT.
5.3. Disrup tions
Comparisons between theoretical models and experiments have
been done on a limited number of disruption events, leading to
some qualitative agreements [14]. These have led us to use a threephase scenario for the disruption process. (1) The island
overlap with m = 2/n = 1 modes and nonlinear generation of high
m and n modes constitute the first phase. The characteristic
time associated with this phase is proportional to the inverse
of the linear growth rate of the m = 2/n = 1 mode. (2) When
the level of fluid turbulence is large enough, magnetic surfaces
are destroyed, degrading confinement dramatically (thermal
quench). .The characteristic time scale is roughly the poloidal
Alfven time modified by anomalous resistivity (THP''^A/'8) •
(3) The final phase corresponds to the decay of the toroidal current
together with a loss of plasma equilibrium position (current
quench). The most pessimistic time scale is given by Tup/fil •
In view of the uncertainties in the disruption projections,
a range of disruption characteristics is proposed for use in the
FED design assessments (Table IV). It is estimated that, although
disruptions introduce severe design requirements, the design is
not sensitive to the variations in these parameters [1].
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TABLE IV. PLASMA DISRUPTION PARAMETERS
Parameter

Proposed value

Range

Thermal quench phase:
Time scale t £
Thermal energy deposition
via particles
via radiation
Region of plasma impact

2 ms
80 MJ
75%
25%
Limiter surface

1-10 ms
60-100 MJ
50-100%
50-0%

Current quench phase:
Time scale tj
Thermal energy deposition
Region of plasma impact

10 ms
20 MJ
Inboard, top

6.

0-40 MJ
or bottom

CONCLUSIONS AND ADVANCED PERFORMANCE FED OPTIONS

These assessments indicate that the current FED baseline
design is appropriate for achieving the plasma performance goals
in spite of the significant uncertainties remaining in several
physics areas. These uncertainties suggest the need to explore
regimes and modes of plasma operation that may dramatically
further the FED performance. Examples include (1) noninductive
current drive to achieve quasi-steady-state or steady-state
operation, as suggested by recent successes in lower hybrid
current drive experiments [15] and (2) low-q operation with
enhanced beta, as suggested by MUD theory and recent tokamak
high-beta experiments [12,16]. The possibly disruption-free
regime when q^ is definitely below 2 [17] could become accessible
via control of current profile,at least at low densities,by
current-drive techniques.
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DISCUSSION
R.W. CONN: Could you say something about what the pulse length might
be if you were to use current drive to raise the current, but did not have current
drive during the high-density phase?
Y.-K.M. PENG: The Ohmic heating solenoid flux capability in this design
is some 3 5 - 4 0 Wb. Assuming that full capacity is applied to maintain a highdensity burn at high temperature, one expects to maintain the burn for about
1000 s.
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Abstract
HIGH IMPLOSION EFFICIENCY TARGET EXPERIMENTS WITH GEKKO LASER SYSTEMS
AT ILE, OSAKA.
ILE, Osaka, is extending the research programme "Kongoh", started in 1980, which aims at
breakeven for inertial confinement fusion. Experimental results are given on high-efficiency target
concepts using lasers of various wavelengths in the Gekko series. Details of the Gekko XII
glass-laser system are given, with reports of several performances. Pressure scaling of the
implosions by various targets, as well as hydrodynamics studied by 1D and 2D simulation
codes, are discussed. Implosion processes, especially those with a "cannonball target" are
described and compared with the characteristics of various target designs. The significant
DT burning conditions in a new type of target are discussed, and a conceptual design of a laser
fusion reactor SENRI is proposed.

1.

ENERGY DRIVERS

ILE, Osaka, is extending research on implosion, using lasers of various
wavelengths, blue, green, red and far infra-red, such as the "Gekko" glass-laser
series and the CO2 laser "Lekko" series, as well as the particle-beam driver
"Reiden" series. Specifications of these drivers are shown in Table I. Gekko XII
is one of the largest lasers in the world and can deliver 40 TW, 20 kJ to two
target chambers by means of twelve beams. Figure 1 shows the Gekko Mil
phosphate-glass laser, the prototype of Gekko XII, a 2-beam 7-TW system, with
fully automatically controlled operation [1]. Using these drivers, wavelength
scaling of the implosion can be obtained in order to estimate the effects of
coupling, preheat, uniformity and efficiency of the targets.
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FIG. 1 . The Gekko Mil glass-laser system.

TABLE I. VARIOUS ENERGY DRIVERS AT ILE, OSAKA
No. of
beams
Glass laser:
Gekko II

2

Power
(duration)

Energy
(duration)

Operation

0.5 TW(0.1 ns)

200 J

(1 ns)
(Ins)

1975
1978

(Ins)

1980

20 kJ (Ins)

1982

(2 ns)

1977

10 kJ (Ins)

1981

GekkoIV

4

4 TW(0.1 ns)

2kJ

Gekko XII-M

2

7 TW (0.1ns)

2kJ

12

40 TW(0.1 ns)

2

0.5 TW (1.5 ns)

Gekko XII
CO2 laser:
Lekko II
Lekko VIII

lkJ

8

10 TW(lns)

1

50 GW (80 ns)

4kJ

(80 ns)

1974

1

10 GW (80 ns)

0.8 kJ (80 ns)

1980

1

2 TW (50 ns)

1980

1

1 TW (50 ns)

100 kJ (50 ns)
50 kJ (50 ns)

Particle beam:
Reiden III REB
LIB

Reiden IV REB
LIB

1980
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SCALING OF IMPLOSION CHARACTERISTICS

Scaling laws for implosion pressure are one of the key issues for ICF. We have
investigated the scaling laws for ablative compression driven by thermal electrons,
hot electrons and X-ray radiations as well as non-ablative compression ("cannonball
target")- Using a self-regulated flow model [2], we estimated the pressure scaling
for these four cases, which are shown with experimental data in Fig. 2. The
cannonball target is a type of double-shell target with holes in the outer shell [3].
The pressure for the cannonball target is essentially determined by the total
absorbed energy instead of the laser intensity. In Fig.2 the pressure of this target
is found to be higher than that for the ablative case in any laser-intensity range.
For the radiation-driven ablation target the pressure can be one order larger than
for direct laser ablative drive, since the density at the Chapman-Juge point is so
great that hydrodynamic efficiency is much higher [4]. From this effect, it is
also seen in Fig.2 that the non-thermal carriers, such as X-ray or hot electrons,
enhance the implosion pressure significantly. Figure 3 indicates the wavelength
scaling of ablation pressure and the mass ablation rate in a conventional target.
This shows that the shorter- and longer-wavelength lasers can have much greater
ablation pressure than the medium-wavelength laser, e.g. 1 ^m. The physical
process of ablation is quite different in these two cases [5].

3.

IMPLOSION PROCESS IN VARIOUS TARGETS

Various targets for different compression schemes have been investigated
to study the uniformity and efficiency of the implosion.
3.1. A vacuum-insulated double shell
Double-shell pellets fabricated by new methods are used [6]. Figure 4 shows
the implosion behaviour of the double-shell target measured by a new two-spectra
X-ray shadowgraph at irradiation of 1016 W • cm'2 with the Gekko IV glass laser
and ID simulation data. The trajectories and deformations of the imploded outer
and inner shells are in good agreement with the 1D and 2D simulation results.
From these data we can say that at laser irradiation higher than 1015 W • cm"2
the non-uniformity of illumination is considerably improved, especially on the
inner shell [7].
3.2. Foam target for uniform compression
A low-density foam ablator target is expected to exert geometrical smoothing
upon the non-uniform irradiation. Flash X-ray images show uniform implosion
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even in the case of strongly non-uniform irradiation on the foam ablator. Figure 5
shows the experimental results for comparison between the low-Z coated simple
GMB and the foam-layered GMB [8]. The physical mechanism of the recovery of
uniformity is explained by the hydrodynamic properties of converging shock-wave
propagating in a foam layer. Moreover, the laser absorption rate is almost independent of the focusing condition; it is considerably improved up to 55%. This
type of target seems to be very useful for smoothing the illumination nonuniformity of the blue and green lasers.
3.3. Cannonball target
The target structure tested is shown in Fig.6. A spherical target containing
a fuel gas is placed inside a spherical cavity of massive material with a larger
diameter. Two laser beams from the Gekko Mil laser are introduced into the
cavity through small holes drilled through the outer material. In several bounces
the laser beams heat the cavity surfaces, and the resultant plasma fills the cavity.
Then the plasma uniformly compresses the inner sphere, in which the inner shell
acts as a pusher and the outer material as a tamper. The main advantages of this
type of cavity targets are the following:
(a) Compression uniformity is improved since the pusher is not accelerated
by direct laser irradiation;
(b) Most of the laser energy absorbed in the cavity is converted to the
inward motion of the pusher, resulting in high hydrodynamic efficiency;
(c) Hydrodynamic efficiency does not depend on the thickness of the
pusher, which is a remarkable advantage for preheat suppression;
(d) By choosing suitable materials for the tamper and the pusher, we can
convert laser energy into short-wavelength radiation, which gives efficient pusher
acceleration with a high mass ablation rate.
The mode of compression depends critically on the target structure and the
laser parameters.
Figure 6 shows X-ray pinhole photographs of the exploding pusher target
directly irradiated by the two beams (Fig. 6(a)), and the cannonball targets
(Fig.6(b)). In Fig.6(a) only the areas irradiated by laser beams are heated and
the compressed core in the centre is far from spherical. In Fig.6(b) the inner
shell is heated fairly uniformly and the compressed core is closer to the spherical
symmetry.
Figure 7 compares the X-ray streak picture of the compression process of a
cannonball target with the flow diagram obtained with a ID hydrodynamic fluid
code. In this case the X-ray emission was spatially resolved by using a slit (instead
of a pinhole) with a magnification factor of 7. The X-ray emission starts from the
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FIG. 7. X-ray streak photograph and ID simulation of cannonball target.

outer surface of the inner shell and maximum emission from the central core takes
place 200 ps after the peak of the initial emission. Compression time and core
size vary depending on the target structure.
X-ray emission was also spectrally resolved by using an X-ray crystal
spectrometer. The resonance lines and the He-like and Li-like satellite lines of
the silicon emissions allowed the electron temperature and the density in the cavity
to be determined. These parameters then gave the pressure and the sound velocity
in the cavity. Ion charge collectors were used to measure the expansion velocity
of the cavity material, which gave the total energy in the cavity.
Neutron yield was measured by a plastic scintillator coupled to a fast photomultiplier placed 16 m or 30 m from the target and by a silver activation counter
placed close to the target chamber. A typical neutron yield was (0.5 to 2)X 108
for DT fuel at a laser energy of 430 J. A neutron yield of 2 X 108 was also
obtained at 270 J with a target of solid gold tamper. In general, a higher neutron
yield was obtained when the tamper and/or pusher were coated with gold. The
ion temperature of the fuel estimated from the velocity spread of the neutrons is
less than 2 keV. Moreover, measurement of the neon spectra gave the ion
temperature as less than 1 keV. The volume compression ratio determined from
the pinhole picture gave the core density as typically 2 g • cm"3 for DT fuel. For
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D2Ne fuel, the edge shift of the free-bound continuum emission of neon resulted
in core density of 7.3 g • cm"3.
To estimate the amount of laser energy absorbed in the cavity, we used a
half-shell of the outer tamper which was irradiated by one of the laser beams.
The laser energy transmitted through the hole and collected by the opposing
f/2.75 lens was measured with a calorimeter. For the hole diameter of 120 jim
and laser energy of 140 J, transmittance was 60%.
Hydrodynamic efficiency is estimated to be 7 - 10%, which is in good
agreement with the adiabatic model described later. It is possible to obtain better
hydrodynamic efficiency by using a target of larger aspect ratio. The pR of the
core is approximately 2 X 10'3 g • cm"2, which is comparable to direct ablative
acceleration of the single-shell target. Owing to the high density and moderate
ion temperature, we obtained a neutron yield comparable to the exploding pusher
compression. This target is thus suitable for high-density compression with high
hydrodynamic efficiency. When the cavity surfaces are coated with high-Z
material such as gold, the role of radiation becomes important and the compression
mode changes. Our experimental data indicate better compression uniformity
and higher neutron yield.
The acceleration process of the cannonball target was analysed with a
hydrodynamic model without taking radiation into account. As shown in Fig.8,
we assume that the laser energy ECQ is initially deposited in the cavity formed
by the inner shell of radius r 0 and mass M p0 and the outer shell of radius RQ
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and mass MtQ. The cavity volume V changes from the initial value VQ according
to the adiabatic relation pV^ = const. Then the implosion velocity of the inner
shell is given by
2E cO
*imp

'

vo\2/3

2E.cO

•V)

1-

1-Crn*)3

2/3

l-(r*)3
(1)

where r* = r/R 0 , when Mp < M t . The acceleration due to cavity expansion
ceases when the sound velocity in the cavity becomes equal to the implosion
velocity.
The sound velocity is given by
1/3
:c

s0

l_(r*)3

(2)

where the initial sound velocity is
ECO

in which AM is the total mass of the plasma in the cavity. Figure 9 plots the
velocities of the inner shell V^,,- and the outer shell V o u t calculated withEq.(l)
as functions of the radial positions normalized by the initial values. Also plotted
is the sound velocity based on Eq.(2) with the initial value CSQ determined either
from X-ray spectroscopy or from the mass ablation rate. The experimental data
on velocity determination plotted in Fig.9 fit this model calculation very
well [9].
The acceleration phase of the pusher described above is followed by the
freely and spherically converging phase and the final compression phase. The
final core parameters depend critically on the amount of preheat of the pusher
caused by various factors such as shock wave, hot electrons, X-ray and thermal
conduction. We have analysed the compression process with the pusher preheat
as a variable parameter. Comparison with the experimental data indicates that
the final fuel density is limited by the pusher preheat. However, the present
compression process differs from the hot-electron-dominated compression of a
single-shell target in that, for the latter case, the implosion efficiency is reduced
owing to the decoupling of the low-density, high-temperature plasma from the
thermal component, whereas in the present case the energy of the outgoing
low-density plasma is utilized for compressing the inner target owing to the
presence of the tamper.
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FIG.ll. Breakeven condition of cannonball target.
(a) Neutron yield calculation by ID hydrodynamic code. Solid circles, open circles and
triangles represent simulation results for implosion velocities of 4 X 101 cm- s~l, 3X 101 cm- s'1
and 2 X 101 cm- s'1, respectively. Breakeven level is given for cannonball target.
(b) Theoretical estimates of hydrodynamic efficiency 77H for ablative-driven target by 0.35-^im
laser and cannonball target. Core energy Econ is defined as ECOTe

Since maximum hydrodynamic efficiency depends only on the cube of the
aspect ratio (r o /Ro) 3 and not on the initial pusher mass Mpo, we can obtain high
implosion efficiency with reduced preheat of the pusher and the fuel. When
radiation is considered as the driving energy, the implosion efficiency does not
decrease even when the diameter of the inner shell decreases during the compression
process. This effect supplements the efficiency limitation for a purely hydrodynamic compression scheme and will therefore further improve the overall
performance.
To summarize, we have experimentally demonstrated the uniform and
efficient compression of the cannonball target. The target structure is suitable
for high-density compression with high hydrodynamic efficiency. Figure 10
compares the behaviour of different types of targets.
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TABLE II. DESIGN PARAMETERS OF LASER FUSION REACTOR SENRI-I
(A)

(B)

Laser

Pellet

Gas phase (CO2 etc.)
Number of beams

8

Output energy

1 to 5 MJ

Shot cycle

lHz

Peak power density

200 TW

Pulse duration

100 ns

Efficiency

10%

Multishell
Fuel DT
Radius

(C)

<** 3 mm

Output power

1240 MW
496 MW (gross electric)
426 MW (net electric)

(D)

Reactor vessel with magnetically
guided inner Li flow
SUS container
SUS3

4.

(spherical)
R 3 = 5.94 m, t = 5 cm

SUS 2

R 2 = 5.72 m , t = 2 cm

SUS1

Rj = 5.64 m, t = 2 cm

Inner Li flow

d « 0.64 m

Cavity

R*5m

BURNING AND REACTOR CONCEPTS

The compression hydrodynamics and DT burning for various targets have
been studied by a 1D fluid simulation code. The results of the code and theoretical analysis indicate (Fig. 11) that significant DT burning could occur for a
20-kJ laser in the cannonball compression scheme [9]. Figure 11 compares the
hydrodynamic efficiency of the cannonball target with that of the usual ablative
target irradiated by a blue laser. For the 2D processes, illumination uniformity
and hydrodynamic stability have been investigated by the 2D fluid codes: the
Lagrange code HISHO and the Fluid PIC code IZANAMI [10, 11 ].
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TABLE II (cont.)
(E)

Cooling system

Li-Na-H2O

(F)

Li Loop

T, = 58O°C, T2 = 400°C (Case A)
2-loop system
Q = 1.6 t • s"1, total 400 t
He-covered double pipe
Pipe material SUS 316
TZM coating (if necessary
at 58O°C)

(G)

Coil and magnetic field

(Under optimization)
Cusp field configuration (B top > B b o t t o m )
Copper coil cooled by lithium
Total current <10 to 20 MA • turn for case A
Thickness of Li

(H)

(I)
a

T-cycle

Controllable and aided
by hydrodynamic shaping
(if necessary)

Recovery limit from Li
Initial inventory
Doubling time

10 ppm
« 1.3 kg
«* 35 d

T consumption rate for
burn rateY= 0.33

51.6 Ci-s"1 (a)

Tritium-breeding ratio
1 curie = 3.7 X 10 I0 Bq.

The unique design feature of the laser reactor SENRI-I is the use of an applied
magnetic field to guide and control the inner liquid-lithium blanket [12]. Its
design purpose is to achieve a compact, long-life and maintenance-free system.
Typical design parameters of SENRI-I are summarized in Table II.
Figure 12 shows a cross-section of the reactor system. There are two
concrete shields of total thickness 3.2 m. In the operation phase the dose rate of n
and 7 outside the second shield is 0.14 Sv • h"1. The lithium flow is driven by
mechanical pumps through pipes which are covered by helium gas to prevent tritium
leakage and fire accidents. Cold lithium flow from intermediate heat exchangers
goes into the outer blanket layer from the bottom and goes up to the lithium pool
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at the top, cooling the outer surface of the stainless-steel first wall. It also acts
as a thermal shield. From the lithium pool, lithium flows downwards guided and
controlled by a magnetic field. The final mirrors are 36 m away from the core.
The total amount of liquid lithium in the two loops of the lithium cycle and the
reactor vessel is 400 tonnes.
ID and 2D hydrodynamic and MHD calculations of liquid lithium were
compared with experimental investigations. Materials tests of compatibility
between liquid lithium and metals or non-metallic materials were carried out,
together with thermal and mechanical analyses. Model calculations of the tritium
recovery system from the liquid-lithium blanket were performed.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The "Kongoh" project aiming at ICF breakeven has begun. Implosion
properties due to wavelength effects and various target designs have been investigated. Cannonball targets, including double-shell and foam structures, are
compared in order to evaluate the ICF performance. Ignition and high-gain
implosion are expected to be achieved by using our new type of targets with
relatively small energy driver. A compact laser fusion reactor concept is also
proposed.
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DISCUSSION
J. COUTANT: What were the parameters (density and mean pore size) of
the foam you used for the foam-ablated target?
C. YAMANAKA: The density of the foam used was about 30 mg • cm"3;
the pore size was about 5—10 jum.
S. WITKOWSKI (Chairman): How did you produce the X-rays for the
experiments to measure the ablation pressure, and what was the wavelength of
those X-rays?
C. YAMANAKA: We used a pair of curved copper plates irradiated by two
laser beams as an X-ray source. The X-ray photon energy was about 1.5 keV,
and the flux intensity about 1013—1014 W-cm' 2 .
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Abstract
WORK AT CENTRE D'ETUDES DE LIMEIL ON LASER-MATTER INTERACTION
AT WAVELENGTHS OF 1.06 Mm AND 0.35 Mm.
The interaction of radiation with matter and laser implosion are studied by means of the
neodymium glass lasers P 102 (50 J, 1 ns, single-beam) and OCTAL (400 J, 0.5 ns, 8 beams,
wavelength 1.06 Mm); by frequency conversion 25 J were obtained on the target at 0.35 Mm
with the P 102 laser. — Conversion of the laser radiation to X-rays and acceleration of thin
targets are studied at 1.06 Mm and 0.35 Mm with the P 102 laser: a conversion efficiency of
up to 40% of the absorbed energy is obtained with gold at 0.35 Mm for fluxes of
3 X 1014 W • cm" 2 , and the ablation pressure is approximately four times greater at 0.35 Mm
than at 1.06 Mm. — The implosion programme is carried out using the OCTAL laser at
1.06 Mm. By studying the influence of the laser pulse rise-time and the anisotropy of irradiation in the exploding-pusher regime, a better understanding is gained of suprathermal-electron
transport. In the ablation regime, the dynamics of implosion is observed by X-radiography
and compared with the results of numerical simulation, whereby final DT densities attained
are approximately ten times those of its liquid state. - The OCTAL laser is modified to
bring its energy up to 1.6 kj in one ns and to improve the quality of the beams. As regards
diagnostics, efforts are concentrated mainly on observation of the soft X-rays emitted during
interaction.

Interaction and implosion experiments are being performed at the Centre
d'etudes de Limeil with two neodymium glass lasers: the single-beam 50 J - l ns
laser P 102 designed for studies on plane targets, and the 400 J - 0 . 5 ns OCTAL
laser used for implosion experiments.

1.

EXPERIMENTS ON PLANE TARGETS

Theoretical work has shown that multiple-mode laser radiation should
reduce stimulated Brillouin scattering. To verify this theory, the P 102 laser
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was fitted with an oscillator emitting two coherent lines in the neighbourhood
of 1.06 jum, the spacing of which could be adjusted between 2 and 20 A with
a high degree of stability. The first experiments were performed with a spacing
of 2 A; for fluxes above 1015 W • cm" 2 an increase in absorption efficiency of
some 10% is seen and is interpreted as resulting from the reduction in Brillouin
scattering and better penetration of the incident wave absorbed by inverse
bremsstrahlung [1].
The studies on X-ray conversion and hydrodynamics of thin foils were performed at the two wavelengths of 1.06 and 0.35 jum, with the P 102 laser being
equipped with a KDP crystal frequency-tripling system, with which 25 J could
be obtained on the target at the third harmonic. In the range of 1013 - 2 X 1014
W • cm" 2 , the absorption efficiency at 0.35 nm is near 95% for aluminium
targets.
The spectrum and the energy of the X-rays emitted in the 30 eV-30 keV
range were measured for different irradiated materials between 3 X 10 13 and
3 X 1014 W • cm" 2 . At 0.35 txm, the conversion efficiency (with respect to the
absorbed energy) is 40% for gold and 10% for aluminium. An empirical formula
derived from the experimental results obtained previously in other laboratories
and at Limeil giving the conversion rate as a function of flux, wavelength, laser
pulse duration, and the nature of the material agrees well with these conversion
percentages. Two examples of spectral distributions obtained with gold are
given in Fig. 1. At 1.06 jum, the temperatures derived from the component
hi>> 5 keV are between 1 keV (3 X 1013 W -cm" 2 ) and 10 keV (3X 10 l s W-cm" 2 ).
At 0.35 iim, no such component is observed with the detectors used.
The hydrodynamic studies related to ablative acceleration of thin foils.
Several diagnostic techniques were applied, for example interferometry, visible and
X-ray time-resolved shadowgraphy for determining the velocities of the dense
part of the target and the free surfaces, the velocity and pressure of ablation
and the hydrodynamic efficiency as a function of wavelength and laser intensity
for different aluminium target thicknesses.
The ablated mass Ma (determined by ion calorimeters) and the ablation
velocity u (given by the charge collectors) are in agreement with the scaling
laws [2,3]: Ma a 0 a , u 0 - 56 <* 0 a ' 22 ,0 a absorbed flux, but have been found to
be 3 - 4 times higher for Ma and twice as low for u, at X = 0.35 fim, compared
to \ = 1.06 ixm. Determination of the ablation pressure is awkward since it is
difficult to evaluate the interaction surface: at 1.06 jum, lateral conduction
propagates a part of the energy deposited beyond the focal spot; at 0.35 /an,
bad'smoothing of the energy may lead to localized acceleration at the site of
hot spots. However, the dimension of the pushed part has proved to correspond
to the diameter of the irradiated area at half intensity of the incident laser radiation. Under these conditions, the ablation pressure is some four times greater
at 0.35 urn than at 1.06 pm (Fig.2).
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FIG. 2. Spectrum of X-rays emitted by a gold target.
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FIG.2. Ablation pressure Pa as a function of flux absorbed, <j>a,at co and 3co: comparison
of experimental results with the rocket model (pc is the critical density).
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The free-surface speeds are also higher by a factor of approximately two
at 0.35 fim than at 1.06 jum. In addition, X-radiography measurements have
shown that at 0.35 #m the dense part of the target (densities greater than 10%
of the density of the solid) had a speed approximately half of that of the free
surface.
As a whole, these observations tend to confirm that the advantages of short
wavelengths (increased absorption efficiency, less pre-heating, greater hydrodynamic efficiency) may be seriously reduced owing to poor smoothing of
energy deposition, especially at low intensities.

2.

IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS

Implosion experiments of two types were carried out at 1.06 /xm:
— A more precise study of the exploding-pusher regime using pulses of
200 ps duration elicited the following information [4]: neutron yield depends
strongly on the laser pulse rise-time: it varies with a law close to E* for the
shortest rise time (90 ps) and with E^ for the longest (200 ps), where E a is the
absorbed energy. When the energy deposited on a hemisphere is varied, with the
other hemisphere receiving constant energy, a significant departure from an
isotropic configuration at the same total energy is observed only if the reference
hemisphere is illuminated alone; in particular, the implosion remains spherical
(core and corona) even if the ratio between the energies deposited on the two
hemispheres reaches one order of magnitude.
These results can be explained as a whole if the following phenomenology
is accepted: suprathermal electrons are emitted at the critical density, preferentially towards the underdense region; they remain trapped in the rapidly
expanding suprathermal corona and this expansion causes progressive de-coupling
between the suprathermal electrons and the pusher. In the implosion codes, the
latter effect can be simulated by adopting a pre-heating rate which is variable
in time.
Experiments on the transition to an ablation regime were performed
with longer pulses (0.5 ns) and thickly coated microballoons. To analyse the
dynamics of implosion, an X-radiography diagnostic technique was developed,
with a special study being made of the influence of photon energy of the X-ray
source and its time shift with respect to the instant of maximum compression [5].
Figure 3 shows an example of detection and its interpretation; the R/t diagram
compares the measurement and numerical simulation. The thermodynamic
pathways of the DT in the case of a bare microballoon imploded in an explodingpusher regime and that of a thickly coated microballoon (transition regime)
are compared in Fig.4. In the case of the coated microballoon, a maximum
density approximately ten times the density of the liquid DT is attained.
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FIG.3. Implosion dynamics of a coated micro balloon: comparison of results of X-radiography
and numerical simulation.

3.

THEORETICAL WORK AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The preparation and interpretation of the experiments described above are
based on fundamental research performed both in a theoretical context and with
a view to developing methods of numerical simulation. Where interaction is
concerned, this work dealt with the following aspects:
Simulation of the absorption of laser radiation as a function of
wavelength and beam and target characteristics [6];
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Production of suprathermal electrons by resonant absorption [7, 8];
Calculation of propagation of p-polarized waves taking relativistic
terms into account [9].
Various studies have been performed on thermal transport:
Theoretical and numerical study of ion turbulence and influence on
absorption and limitation of transport [10];
Reduction of thermal conduction flux by non-Maxwellian heating
due to absorption by inverse bremsstrahlung. Analysis shows that a
non-linear, non-local theory is needed as soon as gradients become
steep [11];
Influence of a toroidal magnetic field likely to be formed during
interaction with plane targets on lateral transport of suprathermal
electrons and accounting for an annular energy deposition far from
the irradiated zone [12].
Models for ionization and radiative transfer in a plasma out of local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) have also been developed, for example, for
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spectroscopic diagnostics [13]. In numerical simulation, emphasis has been
placed on the transport of suprathermal electrons by means of a multi-group
method in the presence of a self-consistent electrical field and also on the
development of a two-dimensional code for interpreting experiments with plane
targets and non-uniform illumination of imploded microballoons.
In addition, a simple analytical implosion model has been worked out,
giving the state of the DT at maximum compression (density, temperature and
number of neutrons produced) as a function of target and laser parameters.
Comparisons have been made with other models and with the results of
codes [14].

4.

THE OCTAL LASER AND DEVELOPMENT OF DIAGNOSTICS

The OCTAL laser was recently modified with a view to increasing the
intensity of the beams and reducing its spatial modulation rate. The changes
made are as follows. A new pilot has been set up: starting with a single-mode
cavity followed by a shaping system of four Pockels cells (power contrast above
109) with a fast rise-time, the beam is then fractioned into two controllable
channels (duration adjustable between 0.2 and 3 ns), an interaction channel
and a synchronized channel for purposes of radiography. A group of 17 afocal
systems equipped with diaphragms for spatial filtering of modulations provides
an optical relay from an apodiser situated at the input to the main channel up to
the last amplifier of each of the eight beams. The energy supplied by the laser
has been increased by the addition on each of the eight beams of three flat-gain
radial-profile rod amplifiers with 120 mm diameter. The performance of the
laser is now limited by the damage level of the dielectric coatings and the output
reaches some 200 J in 1 ns per beam.
With regard to diagnostics, efforts have been concentrated mainly on the
study of plasma X-ray emission and radiography. A streak camera has been
adapted for observing soft X-rays from 150 eV: the photocathode is made up
of an 8000-A polyethylene foil covered with 400 A of gold. In the range 2-10 keV
a prototype high-resolution camera has been developed: resolutions of 50-60/im
and 3 ps have been measured. A shutter tube which can be used to obtain five
images with a minimum exposure time of 300 ps has also been developed.
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Abstract
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY INERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION
PROGRAM.
The goals of the Inertial Confinement Fusion Program at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory are to produce well diagnosed, high-gain laser-driven fusion in the laboratory and to
exploit this capability. Significant theoretical and experimental progress has been made during the
past year in understanding laser interaction with both directly coupled and radiation-driven implosion
targets and their implosion dynamics. Important developments have also been made in fabricating
the target structures. Data from the target experiments are producing important near-term
physics results. The Laboratory has also continued to develop attractive reactor concepts which
illustrate the potential of inertial confinement fusion as an energy producer.

The overall objective of the Inertial Confinement Fusion Program at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is to develop ICF technology. Our
initial objective is to obtain information on the properties of material at high
temperatures and high pressures, but our ultimate goal is the production of energy
from fusion fuel. This goal is much more of a long-term effort and poses a high
technical risk, but, with the promise of energy from fusion fuel, it offers the
highest potential benefit in supplying energy for the future. The achievement of
this goal requires considerable progress both in understanding the physics
of inertial confinement fusion and in technological improvements in terms of
developing the high-energy driver to initiate the fusion reactions, together with
the technology to manufacture the fuel capsules.
The concept of inertial confinement fusion is illustrated in Fig. 1. First a
spherical mass of D-T is illuminated by an array of laser beams or high-energy
particle beams. This spherical mass is heated from the surface, the strong beams,
* Work performed under the auspices of the US Department of Energy under Contract
W-7405-Eng-48.
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at intensities of 1014 W- cm"2 or greater, ionize the surface of the spherical mass
of fusion fuel and cause rocket-like ablation of the material which rapidly
expands away from the sphere. The rocket-like blow-off of the surface material
produces inward-propagating spherical compression waves which compress the
D-T to densities one thousand to ten thousand times its initial liquid or solid
density [ 1 ]. The process of compressing the fusion fuel also heats the fuel, and
when its temperature reaches 108K the fusion reactions occur very rapidly,
releasing energy in the form of a neutron and an alpha particle. The neutron,
however, freely propagates out of the bum region; the alpha particle for sufficient
densities is stopped in the remaining fusion fuel, causing additional heating of the
hydrogen isotopes, making them burn more rapidly, and producing significant
energy gain.
This process requires a few billionths1 of a second for the total implosion
compression and burn. The burn itself takes place in a few hundred trillionths of
a second. Because the fuel is compressed to high densities, the fusion reaction can
burn a significant fraction of the fusion fuel before it has a chance to decompress
and quench the fusion reactions. This process is deceptively simple, and before
the benefits of fusion energy can be realized, a number of important scientific,
economic and technological goals must be reached. To supply the energy for the
laser driver or particle-beam accelerator used to implode and burn the fusion fuel,
we must get back sufficient energy to power this driver and supply energy economically to the electric grid. Our present projections indicate that, for an economic
energy supply, each fusion capsule will need to provide a hundred times the energy
used to drive it, i.e. the target gain must be greater than 100. In addition, the driver
must couple efficiently to the fuel capsule. To achieve these high gains, the fuel
must be compressed to a thousand times the density of liquid D-T. It is also
necessary to demonstrate ignition of the fuel and the propagating burn in order
to achieve the high gains that reactors will need. We believe that these scientific
goals can be achieved with the experimentally flexible but relatively inefficient
Nd:glass lasers we are currently using. However, for an economic reactor, an
efficient, economic driver with efficient target coupling must be demonstrated.
In addition, a practical economic reactor concept must be developed, and economic
fabrication of the fuel capsules on a mass production basis must be demonstrated.
The targets for direct-drive ICF are not just simple spherical drops of liquid
or solid D-T. Figure 2 shows two generic target structures that we have studied:
the single-shell and the double-shell [2]. The single-shell target contains a single
layer of D-T. The fusion fuel is a spherical shell rather than a solid sphere and is
surrounded by a low-Z material which has higher-Z material seeded into it to
provide preheat protection. This material is necessary because in the process of

1

A US billion = 10 9 .
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FIG.2. Single-shell and double-shell ICF targets.

impacting either the laser beam or particle beam with the outer surface (the beam
deposition layer), high-energy electrons or X-rays are generated which can penetrate
through the beam deposition layer into the fusion fuel in advance of the main
compression heating, causing the fusion fuel to be less compressible and raising
the energy requirements to achieve the high densities necessary for efficient burn.
The outer beam deposition layer will probably be beryllium, lithium hydride or
lithium. A low-Z material is preferable in order to achieve the highest ablation
efficiencies.
The double-shell target has two regions of fusion fuel. The central region,
the ignitor, is contained in a high-Z material known as a pusher-tamper. The main
fuel is contained in a spherical shell outside and separated from the high-Z pushertamper, and everything else is similar to the single-shell target. The major physics
difference between these two designs is that the double-shell target can be driven
with a laser or ion beam pulse which does not require a high degree of precision
in the temporal shape of the energy being delivered. The ablation produces
compression waves which drive the preheat shield and solid D-T in towards the
centre. The collision of the main fuel with the high-Z pusher-tamper approximately
doubles the implosion velocity so that the outer fuel only needs to be imploded at
velocities of approximately 5 X 107 cm-s" 1 . The inner high-Z pusher-tamper
reaches velocities of 108 cm-s" 1 . This additional velocity provides the energy for
the central portion of the fuel to reach the densities and temperatures necessary
for ignition. The energy from the alpha particles in this central ignitor region causes
radiation and a shock wave to propagate through the high-Z pusher-tamper, which
raises the temperature of the main outer fuel region to what is required for
ignition. Then the continued deposition of alpha particles from the fusion reactions
in this outer fuel region causes propagating burn and leads to a high fusion yield.
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In the single-shell target the energy addition to the beam deposition layer
must be programmed so that we get a "hot spot ignition" in the centre of the fuel
as it assembles, i.e. in the compressed state there must be a higher temperature in
the centre of the fuel region than in the outer region. This causes fusion ignition
in the centre, with alpha-particle deposition in the remainder of the fuel, raising
the temperature of the fuel to what is necessary for efficient burn. The single-shell
target requires much more precise control of the energy deposition. In any case,
for fabrication technology, it is clear that a simple liquid droplet generator is
inadequate for the production of the fusion fuel for an ICF reactor. Significant
advances have been made in the development of these microspherical shells, and
no physics concepts have been identified that would prevent us from developing
these cryogenic spherical-shelled structures for application to energy production [3].
We have already indicated that the laser beam or particle beam must couple
efficiently to the target in order to achieve high gain. The three candidate drivers
for inertial fusion are high-intensity laser beams, relatively low-Z particle beams
generated with Marx-bank technology, and high-Z particle accelerators using the
RF or induction technology of the high-energy physics community. Most
experiments have been done with the high-intensity laser beams. Sandia
Laboratories, Albuquerque, are developing low-Z particle-beam accelerators and
will be using two large machines, PBFA I and II, to demonstrate the implosion and
burn of fusion targets [4]. High-Z particle-beam accelerators have been studied
conceptually but no experimental devices have yet been constructed [5].
Many laboratories have developed lasers to study ICF. The prime reason for
using laser systems is that the laser can easily be focused to achieve the intensities
necessary to drive fusion capsules. Thus even lasers producing only a few tens of
joules have been used to study the issues of target coupling and have in fact
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produced thermonuclear fusion reactions in small capsules. At Livermore we first
constructed the Janus Nd:glass laser, which operated at 0.4 TW with two beams.
This system was used to study target coupling issues and to produce thermonuclear
fusion in small D-T-filled glass-shelled capsules [6]. We also constructed the Cyclops
laser, which was basically a single-beam 1-TW laser, the Argus, which delivered 2 TW
in 1-ns pulses, and the Shiva, a 20-beam system capable of delivering 10 kJ in
1-ns pulses. All these systems operated at the fundamental wavelength of the
Nd:glass laser, 1.064 pirn. However, when it became apparent that coupling and
suprathermal electron production were important issues at the 1-jum wavelength,
we converted one beam of the Argus system to the second harmonic, 0.53 jum, and
the third harmonic, 0.35 jum, to investigate target coupling at the shorter wavelengths [7].
Figure 3 illustrates how the target coupling improves as the wavelength is
shortened to either the second or the third harmonic. The absorption is plotted in
percentages as a function of the laser intensity on the disc target, which in this
case was made of gold. As illustrated, the target coupling is only approximately 50%
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efficient for intensities of interest at the fundamental l-/im wavelength. However,
at the green or the blue wavelength we were getting 80-90% of the energy coupled
into the disc target. Thus it became clear that the wavelength for the laser driver
should be at least as short as 0.5 jum, and that shorter wavelengths would be even
better. In this series of Argus experiments we also demonstrated that there was a
significant reduction in the production of suprathermal electrons from collective
plasma processes in the low-density plasma ablated from the surface of the ablation
beam deposition region [8]. Fortunately, the candidate high-energy laser drivers
for fusion reactors produce their energy at wavelengths less than 0.5 /um. One of
the most prominent candidates is the KrF Excimer laser [9].
There are two basic methods of coupling the laser energy into the compression
and heating of the fusion fuel: electron-driven or direct-driven, and radiationdriven. The former is the one most prominently featured in the literature. In this
approach the laser energy or ion-beam energy impinges directly on the beam
deposition layer of the fusion target. With lasers, the energy is absorbed by the
inverse bremsstrahlung process and collective wave processes in the plasma density
below the critical density. The absorption heats the electrons in the plasma and
the heated electrons couple to the ions and produce the ablation blow-off which
in turn causes inward-propagating pressure waves to compress and heat the fusion
fuel. The primary advantage of this approach is that the laser or particle-beam
energy is directly coupled to the ablation material, producing efficient coupling
of the driver energy to the ablation process. The major disadvantage is that the
energy must be added to the beam deposition layer with a uniformity of approximately 1% or better. This places very severe constraints on the generation and
propagation of the beam energy to the surface of the target and requires many
beams arrayed uniformly over the surface of the sphere.
The second approach is that of radiation-driven implosions. Here the laser
energy is absorbed by inverse bremsstrahlung and by various collective processes
which heat the plasma electrons and excite electronic states in the material that
radiates X-rays. These are contained in an enclosure and it is the X-rays which
then produce the ablation of the target and produce the compression and heating
of the fusion fuel. The main advantage of this approach is that uniform illumination by the laser or particle beam is not required; the radiation enclosure provides
the smoothing on the implosion capsule. The major disadvantage is that an
additional step is encountered in the coupling of the laser or particle-beam energy
to generate the ablation.
We have demonstrated efficient coupling of short-wavelength lasers to fusion
targets. The two other major problems in achieving high gain with direct illumination targets are (a) preheat of the fuel due to high-energy electrons created in the
interaction of the laser beam with the beam deposition layer, and (b) the stability
of the target shells as they are imploded.
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Figure 4 illustrates the effects of preheat on a simple fusion capsule which
contains D-T gas, a glass pusher and a plastic CH beam deposition layer [10].
The implosion of the D-T gas is shown for three cases: high, moderate and low
preheat. The same capsule is used in each of the three diagrams and the same
driver energy is delivered to the target in the same temporal pulse. We have simply
programmed an energy addition that could be caused by supra thermal electrons
being generated in the plasma corona which would pass freely back and forth
through the D-T gas and the glass, causing an early rise in temperature. In the
high preheat case we see that for one of the fuel trajectories, even before the peak
of the laser pulse and before significant compression of the fuel, the temperature
rose to 30 eV. In the moderate preheat case, the energy deposition due to suprathermal electrons has only driven the fuel temperature at this early time to 5 eV,
and in the low preheat case we have allowed only a very modest energy deposition,
due to the suprathermal electron spectrum, to a temperature of 1 eV. The same
laser energy is delivered to each of the three targets but in the convergence of the
glass interface towards the centre of the target there is a factor of two between
each of the three cases. Thus, from high to low preheat, with the same laser
energy we achieved a factor of 64 times more compression of the fusion fuel for
the low than for the high preheat case.
The other significant physics concern is the Rayleigh-Taylor instability which
occurs when a low-density material is used to accelerate a higher-density material
[11]. Figure 5 illustrates how this situation occurs for three cases in a Helios
design target. For Case I, in the beam deposition region the low-density ablation
product causes a positive acceleration with the light material pushing the remaining
denser ablator material. In Case II we have the beam deposition region and a
second material which might be the pusher-preheat shield material. Again the
interface between these two materials is unstable. In the final Case III the lowerdensity fuel causes the higher-density pusher material to decelerate, which again
leads to the growth of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. If their growth is sufficiently
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large, significant interpenetration of one shell material into the other can be caused,
destroying the effects desired in the design of the fusion fuel capsule. The most
deleterious effect is the mixing of high-density pusher material into the low-density
fusion fuel, which can quench the fusion burn by absorbing the energy from the
alpha particles and not allowing the propagation of the fusion burn into the cooler
dense fusion fuel. Also of concern is the loss of compression of the fusion fuel due
to the 2-D or 3-D nature of the interpenetration of the pusher into the fusion fuel.
These physics concerns will be addressed in future experiments at Livermore and at
ICF laboratories elsewhere.
To deal with these physics problems we are using at Livermore the Nd:glass
laser as the driver for our fusion capsules and interaction experiments. We have
built Janus, Cyclops, Argus and Shiva and performed many experiments with these
facilities during the last eight and a half years [ 12]. In December 1981 we
decommissioned the Shiva facility and are replacing it by two more powerful
facilities, Nova and Novette, with short-wavelength irradiation capability. Nova
will be a ten-beam facility capable of delivering more than 100 kJ of l-//m light
[13]. With frequency conversion it will deliver up to 70 kJ of green or blue light.
The performance of the Nova system is shown in Fig. 6. Novette is a two-beam
large-aperture laser which is being installed in the building that formerly housed
the Argus laser [14]. Novette utilizes much of the Shiva hardware, the Shiva
target chamber and target diagnostics, larger-aperture Nova amplifiers and focusing
optics. It will have frequency-conversion crystals which will enable it to perform
experiments in the 10 kJ range. With this system we shall study target coupling
at scales that will give us confidence that the short-wavelength experiments
demonstrated on Argus will produce efficient target coupling for larger targets
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The 46-cm two-disc amplifier.

and will generate low levels of suprathermal electrons to allow efficient target
compression to high densities.
The Novette system is sketched in Fig. 7. In the basement are the capacitors
and power supplies which provide the energy for the flashlamps in the amplifier
heads. In a separate room four oscillators provide the pulse length flexibility for
target irradiation and holographic interferometry of the target plasma corona.
The oscillators also provide pulses which will be amplified in a third laser chain
to produce X-ray backlighting to allow the high-density portion of the implosion
targets to be probed by flash radiography.
All the Nd:glass laser systems at Livermore have been of the MOPA design,
i.e. a master oscillator and a cascade of power amplifiers of increasing diameter.
The layout of the components in a Nova laser chain is shown in Fig. 8. The beam
from the oscillator is first amplified by the number of rod amplifiers in the oscillator
room and split into ten separate beams. It then enters the main laser chain which
comprises: spatial filter-telescope-image relay systems; rod and disc amplifiers;
retropulse isolation in the form of Pockels cells and polarizers and Faraday rotators
and polarizers; turning mirrors; and, at the output of the laser, a spatial filter
with a plasma shutter at its focus to prevent retropulsesfrom the target being
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amplified when they return down the laser chain. The largest-diameter rod amplifiers
have 5-cm clear aperture and the largest disc amplifiers have 46-cm clear aperture.
After leaving the 46-cm amplifier, the beam passes through the spatial filter with
the plasma shutter and is expanded to a 74-cm clear aperture to reduce the flux
loading on the turning mirrors and target focusing optics. The 46-cm two-disc
amplifier with one side removed is shown in Fig. 9. The flashlamps are arrayed
transverse to the beam axis on either side facing the laser discs. The flashlamp light
passes through the Nd:glass discs,producing population inversion in the Nd:ions in
the host glass material. Because of the large-gain length dimension product possible
in these 92-cm-long elliptical discs, we split the disc in the middle and placed l-/im
absorbing material at the interface of the split, as well as round the entire periphery of the elliptical glass disc. This prevents parasitic oscillations from building
up owing to reflections off the edges of the disc and at the split in the disc. The
20-cm and 31.5-cm aperture amplifiers are of the same design in that the crosssection of the amplifier is square. The 15-cm and 9-cm aperture amplifiers are
circular, the flashlamps being arrayed in a circle round the elliptical discs.
Lasers the size of Nova are now practical as a result of co-operation between
the laser program at Livermore and the optical industry [15]. Eight years ago
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FIG.11. Nova target chamber.

optics of 10-20 cm aperture were at the limit of the fabrication capability of the
optical industry. We have worked with the industry in order to be able to generate
mirrors with surface figures better than X/10 over 1 metre apertures necessary for
the Nova system. The optics after the final turning mirror in the Nova system
include the frequency-conversion crystals, a beam absorber for unwanted wavelengths,
and a doublet F/4 focusing lens (Fig. 10). The largest KDP crystals being grown
for use in the Nova system to frequency-convert to both blue and green have clear
dimension of 25 cm. As a result, the frequency-conversion crystals for Nova are set
into an array of 3 by 3 crystal elements to accommodate the 74-cm diameter beam.
We use an array with two sets of crystals back-to-back. In one position the array
converts 70% of the beam to green. For the third harmonic conversion we rotate
the array by 10° and tilt it by 1/4°. The first crystal converts part of the beam to
green light and the second, which immediately follows, mixes the green and the
infrared wavelengths in a non-linear optical medium, KDP, producing the third
harmonic output. Thus the same crystal arrays are used for both green and blue
conversion in the Nova system [ 16]. The first element of the F/4 doublet provides
the vacuum barrier between the exterior of the target chamber and the low-pressure
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region where the fuel capsule is irradiated. By varying the spacing between the two
lenses, we can focus each wavelength to a suitable focal spot size as desired.
The Nova target chamber is illustrated in Fig. 11. The focusing lenses
are placed at a relatively large angle to the axis of the target chamber. This
angle is 50° and allows both direct electron-driven and radiation-driven target
irradiation. Many diagnostic instruments are mounted on the target chamber to
measure the X-rays produced by the target, the fusion neutrons, the scattered light
and many other parameters of interest in measuring the performance of the fusion
targets. Nova was originally proposed to be a 20-beam system, but, due to
financial pressures, it has been reduced to a 10-beam system. With the Nova system
at 100 kJ we expect to be able to achieve the densities necessary for reactor targets,
i.e. a thousand times liquid D-T density, to produce sufficient fusion reactions to
allow us to use the neutrons to measure the performance of the target by the use
of radiochemical tracers and imaging of the spatial distribution of the fusion burn,
and finally to demonstrate control of the laser-plasma interaction over reactor-scale
plasmas [17].
Figure 12 illustrates the densities reached at Livermore and other laboratories.
The highest density achieved so far has been at Livermore and is a hundred times
liquid D-T density [18]. The fuel density or compression is plotted as a function
of the peak fuel temperature. Higher densities could have been achieved with the
Shiva laser system but we would have been unable to diagnose the density since
we use neutrons from the fusion reactions to produce radiochemical indications
of the fuel density [ 19, 20]. At temperatures lower than 0.5 keV, insufficient
fusion reactions are obtained to make these measurements. Thus the Nova system,
with ten times the energy delivery capability, will make measurable fusion reactions
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possible at densities as high as a thousand times liquid D-T, which is the
density indicated by our calculations as necessary for high-gain reactor capsules.
Another way of measuring the progress of the ICF Program is to plot the
quality of confinement nr in cm"3 • s against the ion temperature achieved.
Figure 13 shows the progress of both the Magnetic Fusion Energy Program and
the ICF Program in achieving the density-confinement time product, nr, and the
temperature necessary for high gain. The Shiva experiments have been very
successful in attaining a high value of nr. Both magnetic fusion machines and Argus
experiments have achieved temperatures which would lead to ignition and
propagating burn if the nr were sufficient. Also plotted are the projections for
Nova's ten beams, known as Nova I, the tandem mirror experiment at Livermore,
MFTF B, and the large tokamak at Princeton, TFTR. Impressive progress has
been achieved in both programs and it is our opinion that they will demonstrate
the scientific feasibility of fusion, whether magnetically or inertially confined, and
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that energy in the future will be produced with whichever of these technologies
is most economic.
Turning to reactors for ICF, we plot the yield as a function of driver energy
in Fig. 14. Our present experience and calculations indicate that the gains which
can be initially achieved are probably in the conservative gain band, i.e. at 4 MJ
we would achieve a fusion yield of 400 MJ for a gain of 100. We also plot the
driver efficiency for a reactor Q = 20. This shows that unless the driver is more
than 10% efficient, and if the conservative gain band obtains, there is no pure
fusion reactor option. However, heavy ion beam drivers may reach efficiencies
in the 20% range. The KrF laser, one of the prime candidates for a laser driver,
may reach 7% efficiency, and therefore in the development of the scientific
feasibility of inertial fusion it is important to obtain a high degree of confidence
in the reality of these gain curves. The optimistic gain band is based on everything
working correctly with essentially no two-dimensional instabilities or mixing to
obtain it. We believe that early experiments will operate in the conservative gain
band and that, with further development, we shall move up into the range of the
intermediate gain band.
To support the construction of a reactor driver we must confirm experimentally
the estimates of our required driver parameters and provide experimental evidence
that high gains can be achieved. Our present predictions are that Nova experiments
will be able to provide target conditions such that (1) we can demonstrate satisfactory ablation efficiencies; (2) we can obtain the required compressed fuel density,
temperature and cleanliness of the fuel, i.e. prevent significant mixing of the various
shell materials; (3) that we can get sufficient sphericity of fuel so that the
minimum density radius product, pi, conditions will allow ignition; and (4) that
the coupling of the driver to the target will be efficient for reactor-scale targets.
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We have examined the question of the design of fusion reactors. Our Systems
Studies Group has identified a number of very attractive features about inertial
confinement fusion reactors [21], and one of the conceptual designs is illustrated in
Fig. 15. As is well known for fusion energy in the D-T fusion fuel cycle, lithium
is needed to breed the tritium; deuterium is obtained from water; and tritium
must be manufactured in the fuel cycle. The neutron from the D-T reaction not
only provides energy but is used in all D-T fuel cycles to produce tritium from
lithium. This additional reaction produces additional energy which is also useful
in the energy cycle. In general, fusion reactors have envisioned the lithium to be
in a blanket surrounding the fusion chamber. For inertial fusion, where the fuel
capsule can survive densities of up to several torr and the laser beams can propagate
through low-density gas without interference, we have the option, as shown in
Fig. 15, of moving the lithium inside the reactor vessel. In our example the lithium
descends through the reactor chamber in a series of 20-cm-diameter liquid jets at
a temperature of 500 K. At this temperature the vapour pressure is 10"2 torr and
thus offers no difficulty for the survivability of the fusion capsule or the propagation of the laser beams. Moving the lithium inside the fusion reactor chamber in
this geometry of a series of descending jets allows most of the neutron energy to
be absorbed in the lithium. Thus one of the big difficulties in the design of a
fusion reactor chamber, the survivability of the first wall, is eased considerably.
The lithium jets are slightly angled in the two midplanes to allow both the fusion
capsule and the driver beams to enter the reaction chamber. Either the heavy
ion beam-focusing magnets or the final turning focusing mirror for the laser
beams are considerable distances from the reaction chamber and thus can be
protected by gas in the laser beam pathway and metal walls round the magnets.
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TABLE I. HYLIFE CHAMBER CHARACTERISTICS
Fusion yield and gain
Driver energy and efficiency
Net electric power
Repetition rate
Tritium-breeding ratio

1800 MJ, G=400
4.5 MJ, 5%
1007 MW(e)
1.5 Hz

Midplane effective Li thickness
Number and midplane diameter of jets
Li array injection velocity and flow rate
Total Li pumping power (35% rf)
Average Li outlet temperature
Average Li temperature rise per pulse

74 cm
175,20 cm
9.5 m-s" 1 ,72.2m 3 -s" 1
22.9 MW(e)
500°C
18°C

First wall fluence (1-D unreflected)
14 MeV first wall fluence
First wall radius
First wall lifetime

0.74 MW-m"2
0.08 MW-m"2
5m
30 years

1.6

versus u . " xviw m

Figure 16 illustrates the dynamics of these lithium jets as a function of time
due to the energy deposition from the laser-irradiated target. The neutron energy
is absorbed in the lithium jets, and this causes them to disassemble. The energy
from some of the X-rays from the target and the debris is absorbed in the early
portion of the lithium jets. The jets then spall, allowing vapour and plasma to pass
through the disassembling jets and impact the wall with a relatively low intensity
impulse of 0.4 MPa. The liquid, which is now a two-phase mixture of liquid and
gas, impacts the wall for about 20 ms with an impact pressure of 0.6 MPa. Thus,
the impulse delivered to the wall by the lithium is quite low and the neutron
spectrum from the target is significantly moderated by most of the 14-MeV
neutrons being shifted down in energy.
Figure 17 plots the initial energy spectrum of neutrons that would be
expected from an IFC high-gain capsule and its spectrum after passing through
the 100 cm of liquid lithium. Most of the 14-MeV neutrons have gone, and the
spectrum that reaches the first wall of the reactor is very similar to that produced
in the light-water fission reactor chamber.
Table I lists the characteristics of a point design for our Hylife fusion reactor
chamber. It assumes a fusion energy of 1.8 GJ with a gain 400 target. The driver
energy is 4.5 MJ with 5% efficiency. The net electrical output would be 1 GW
with a target repetition rate of 1.5 Hz. The tritium-breeding ratio would be 1.6,
thus ensuring excess tritium for other applications. The average lithium temperature
rise per pulse is 18°C out of 500°C. The total lithium pumping power is only
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FIG.18. The protective lithium blanket increases the chamber wall lifetime.

23 MW(e). The radius of the first wall is 5 m and our projection for its lifetime
with a 74-cm effective lithium thickness is 30 years. We achieved this very
impressive reactor lifetime because of the lithium protection of the first wall.
Figure 18 shows the projected helium production and displacement damage
of ferritic steel as a function of the lithium thickness. Without the lithium blanket
inside the reactor vessel we would project a first-wall lifetime of less than ten years.
Thirty years is considered sufficient for the lifetime of a reactor system.
Another approach to using fusion is breeding fission fuel for fission reactors
[22, 23] (illustrated for ICF in Fig. 19). Again we have the lithium blanket
inside the reactor vessel but its thickness is reduced to allow more of the neutron
flux to pass through and go through a blanket region in the wall of the reactor
vessel which contains balls of thorium and liquid sodium for cooling. The thorium
is converted to 233 U by the action of the neutrons from the fusion reaction. The
fission reactions in the thorium produce additional energy which lowers the
requirement for the gain of the fusion capsule. Alternatively the blanket region
could contain depleted uranium which would be converted to 239 Pu. The advantage
of this concept of suppressed fission blanket fusion breeder of fissile fuel is that the
energy generation and tritium-breeding region are separate from the fissile fuelbreeding region. We have the near elimination of fission products, which simplifies
the after-heat cooling and containment systems. We also have a very high support
ratio of light-water reactors of 15 to 20, which means that the system electricity
cost is insensitive to uncertainties in fusion performance and cost. It could very
soon have an important commercial impact on energy production, assuming a well
established fission economy. If we utilize a fast fission blanket producing 233 U
and/or 239 Pu, the additional energy production in the blanket reduces the target
gain requirement to about 10-20 for use with a KrF laser driver.
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Either scheme of pure fusion energy production or fission fuel breeding has
an additional advantage that the high technology of the driver system, be it laser
or particle beam, can be separated from the radioactive containment building.
Heavy ion beam accelerators are potentially useful ICF drivers but they have
been developed only at relatively low currents. Additional development is
required to demonstrate that the high currents and power levels required for fusion
reactors can be generated. Low-Z ion beam accelerators are being developed at
Sandia Laboratories. These Marx-bank-driven diodes are relatively inexpensive,
in comparison with lasers, but they have not yet demonstrated the focusability
necessary to achieve the temperatures required to drive high-gain targets. The
present systems have demonstrated 2 TW-cm~2. To drive high-gain targets they
will have to increase their focusability to more than 200 TW-cnT 2 .
Laser systems that can be engineered to reach MJ levels for ICF experiments
are KrF and harmonically converted Nd:glass. Both are constructable today but
are more expensive than we desire for MJ-level systems. The Nd:glass system has
proven its versatility for ICF experiments; KrF's 3-7% efficiency and repetition
rate capability may make it a useful driver for one of the commercial applications.
During the last eight and a half years, significant progress in demonstrating
the physics for ICF has been accomplished at Livermore and other laboratories.
We have demonstrated efficient target coupling and high-density implosions to
100 X liquid D-T density. In these experiments the initial density was 50 mg-cm~3:
not even the preferable liquid density state of the D-T.
We have shown that both laser and heavy ion beam accelerators could provide
the required driver for reactors in a pure fusion power plant [24]. We have
demonstrated that we have target designs which can achieve the gains necessary for
either pure fusion or a fusion-fission hybrid system. ICF's potential advantages over
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other systems are that the liquid-lithium wall can be used to protect the first wall
of the fusion reactor and we have the capability of separating the high-technology
driver from the radioactive containment system. It is our opinion that ICF is a
prime candidate for two economically attractive applications of controlled fusion:
the hybrid breeder which breeds fissile fuel for fission power plants, and the
attractive pure fusion power system.
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DISCUSSION
C. YAMANAKA: Can you tell, from your comparison between Nova and
PBFA II, which of the two is nearer to break-even conditions?
H.G. AHLSTROM: The data suggest that Nova would produce results much
closer to break-even than PBFA II. Nova's 150-kJ, 1 .OS-jum laser energy can be
focused to appropriate intensities of 10 1 4 -10 1 5 W-cmT2. At present, light ion-beam
machines can achieve 2 X 1012 W- cm"2. If the intensity absorbed by the target
can be increased to 1014 W- cm"2, and if pulse shaping can be provided, then
results from PBFA II could exceed those from Nova.
M.G. HAINES: In carrying out the numerical modelling, what assumptions
are made with respect to the presence of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities?
H.G. AHLSTROM: The growth rates of the various modes are calculated
for the implosion process. The allowable scale of the initial perturbations in the
shells is established. In addition, the fuel burn is turned off as the fall line penetrates the heated fuel.
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Abstract
DIRECT DRIVE LASER FUSION EXPERIMENTS WITH THE OMEGA LASER SYSTEM.
The current research programme at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, directed towards
the study of the physics and technology of direct drive laser fudion, is reviewed. These studies
are centred around multi-beam irradiation experiments performed on the 24-beam, 1.05-^im
OMEGA laser facility which, at present, is capable of depositing up to 3 kJ in 1-ns pulses on
target. The primary purpose of the present experiments is to acquire an increased understanding
of the behaviour of ablatively driven targets and to determine their sensitivity to irradiation
uniformity. While these issues, at present, are being addressed with 1.05-nm laser light, they
presage the study of more efficient implosions anticipated with multi-beam short-wavelength
experiments to be performed on OMEGA.

INTRODUCTION
The successful generation of laser fusion requires the compression of spherical shells, loaded with DT fuel, to densities typically N
1000 times liquid density.(l) To achieve such a high degree of spherical compression it is estimated that the uniformity in drive pressure
on the ablating surface of the imploding shell must be better than
196.(2) In the direct drive approach to laser fusion, laser radiation
from a symmetric multi-beam laser system irradiates the surface of
a spherical target, creating a high temperature coronal plasma
producing high ablation pressures (> 20 Mbar) with good hydrodynamic efficiency and with minimum preheat of the central fuel.
Division of Physics, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada
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Current understanding of the wavelength dependence of coronal
absorption and stimulated scattering mechanisms now dictate that
these conditions are much more efficiently met with short
wavelength illumination. However, it does lead to a greater demand
for uniformity of energy deposition since the proximity of absorption
and ablation regions reduces the smoothing effects of lateral energy
transport.
The commencement of target irradiation experiments in mid
1981 with the 2k beam OMEGA Nd:phosphate glass laser facility at
the University of Rochester (3),capable of providing ^kkl, 1 ns
pulses focussed on target with spatial and temporal precision of 10
um and 3 ps respectively, has permitted for the first time, the study
of the uniformity of irradiation of spherical targets with a symmetric
multibeam system. The results reported in this paper address two
important aspects of this issue.
Firstly, an estimate of the degree of irradiation uniformity on
the surface of the target has been made, for a variety of laser targets and focussing conditions, through precise characterization of the
individual beams, and numerical simulation and parametrization of
the resulting multiple beam superposition. Secondly, the performance of a simple type of spherical target to a known degree of
irradiation uniformity has been measured under 1.05 ym irradiation
conditions approaching those required for short wavelength driven
implosions. These targets irradiation experiments were performed
with incident energies of 2-3 kJ in 1 ns pulses on a variety of DT, D2>
and DT or D^-noble gas filled glass microballoon targets having
diameters oF400-700pm, at intensities in the range of 1-4x10^ W
cm-2. Under these conditions, the radiation coupling efficiency is
relatively high, kO-50%, and is predominantly through inverse bremsstrahlung absorption, although non-negligible generation of superthermal electrons occurs from resonance absorption at the critical
density (n c ) surface, and from parametric processes in the underdense
corona. Under the most uniform irradiation conditions, the final
parameters of the compressed core, including direct estimation of
the core p R by two independent approaches, are compared with the
predictions of one and two dimensional hydrodynamic codes, and
inferences made on the stability of the implosion.
IRRADIATION UNIFORMITY
The overall intensity distribution across the surface of the
target is deduced from a knowledge of the individual beam energies
(the variance of which for a given shot can be >r 5%) and the
measured intensity distribution in an equivalent target plane for each
beam. Data from a typical shot is shown in figure 1. The intensity
profile of which figure l(a) is representative, is used, together with
normalized energies from individual beams, in a beam superposition
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FIG.l. Characterization of uniformity in spherical geometry: (a) typical radially averaged
intensity distribution from one beam. For a particular shot, a representative form of (a) is
used in a superposition code for the multiple-beam array, with given beam energies, to determine
the variation in intensity across the surface of the target) (bj typical isointensity contours
varying between 1.0 and 0.75. Decomposition of this intensity distribution in terms of
variances in intensities in specific harmonic modes renders .a plot of the form shown in (c).

code, including geometric ray tracing with a prescribed density
gradient, and simple prescriptions for collisional and resonant
absorption. This calculation produces, for given target and focus
conditions, an intensity distribution across the surface of the target
of the form shown in figure Kb). This intensity distribution can be
delineated by either analysing specific great circle intensity profiles
or decomposing it into the intensity variances in specific harmonic
modes (fig. 1). The later approach has the advantage of determining
the level of specific low order modes, particularly those withfi, < 8,
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which are most detrimental to symmetric target implosions in that
their effects are least sensitive to thermal smoothing. From the
typical values ol (r RMS deduced for a 2k beam target irradiation
with beam energy variance of ~ 9%, and beam focus situated 8 target
radii beyond target center (F=8R), shown in fig. l(c), it can be seen
that modes havingJl < 8, have an rms amplitude close to the mode
amplitude expected to be necessary for successful symmetric implosions. It is expected that further decreases in the low order mode
amplitudes may be gained by improvement in the target field intensity profile of the beam, and in the inter-beam energy variance.
Having now formulated a description of the degree of uniformity, we explored the sensitivity of given types of target to variation
in irradiance uniformity. The stability of the implosion as determined by x-ray photography, the neutron yield and other diagnostics
was examined for three series of measurements, in which DT (20
atms) filled high initial aspect ratio microshell targets of diameter
400 um and wall thickness of 1 um were used. The effect of varying
the degree pf overlap of the individual beams on target was examined. The effect of varying the number of symmetric sets of beams
was determined for constant energy loading (~ 0.5 J-ng-1 at an
intensity of 1x10^ W«cm-2) on the target, for uniform focus conditions, (F=8R) for symmetric irradiation by 6, 12 and 24 beams. Some
of this data is summarized in fig 2. As the number of beams is
increased there is noticeable improvement in the symmetry of the
core x-ray emission, and a corresponding improvement in the neutron
yield. This must occur through an improvement in the symmetry of
irradiation resulting from the decrease in low order mode nonuniformities of irradiation. In a separate series of experiments,
similar targets were deliberately irradiated with high amplitude low
order modes of near uniform irradiation. In particular, large aspect
ratio targets were driven with single high amplitude &=1 and 5=2
modes. In the former case, a shift of the centroid of the core was
observed to be dependent on the amplitude of the mode. Targets
irradiated with highfc=2mode irradiation produced a highly oblate
core, as expected theoretically.
CORONAL PHYSICS
A significant effort has also been made to characterize the
physical nature of the dominant absorption processes and thermal
energy transport, in this interaction regime. The possibility of performing these studies on limited mass targets in uniform spherical
geometry permitted for the first time an appraisal of these issues in
one dimensional geometry, and thereby made possible a direct comparison with the predictions of the one dimensional hydrodynamics
code, LILAC. Measurements of the intensity and target Z dependence of absorption, and, through the use of Thomson parabola ion
analyzers the measured spectrum of high energy ion flux, were best
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FIG.2. Effect on symmetry of implosion of number of symmetrically irradiating beams
for constant energy loading (~ 0.5 J-ng'1 at an intensity of 1 X 10lAW-cm~2 of DT (20 atm))
on glass microballoons of 400 fim wall thickness: (a) Improvement in symmetry indicated from
X-ray photography of the core, for 6-, 12- and 24-beam irradiation and (cj corresponding
improvement in neutron yield, normalized to energy loading. This improvement in performance
results from reduction in amplitude of lower modes of uniformity is illustrated in (b).
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simulated under the assumptons of (i) inverse bremsstrahlung
absorption and a 10% deposition of laser energy reaching n c into
superthermal electrons, and (ii) thermal flux inhibition^) with a value
of f=0.04-0.05. This description also fitted measurements of thermal
transport on low Z (CH) overlaid solid metal targets utilizing a
number of diagnostics including absorption, ion spectrometry, x-ray
spectrometry, and second harmonic spectrometry. However, a number of x-ray diagnostics, deployed on the same experiments, including
x-ray spectroscopy, x-ray photography and time resolved spectrometry indicated considerably higher mass ablation rates. This
anomaly has not yet been resolved. Spatial, spectral and temporal
measurements of the 2uo> 3/2<J 0 and 5/2<JO emission revealed important features of the corona. The extents of the trajectories of the nc
and nc/«f regions were measured and found to agree with the flux
limited ID model; also second harmonic emission from the nc/4 region
was observed for the first time. The spectra of the 3/2 wo emission
showed a spectral splitting whose dependence on target Z agreed well
with theories of the 2«pe instability (5).
IMPLOSION STUDIES

The implosion of glass microballoon targets of various target
parameters filled with DT and other gas mixtures has been studied
under uniform, 24 beam nanosecond pulse irradiation at energies up
to 3kJ. The principal aim of these experiments, performed at moderate irradiance (1-4x1014 W-cm-2) on targets having high initial aspect
ratio (R/ A R ~ 250) under uniformity conditions (a&RMS < 0»02 for
£< 8), was to relate final core conditions to the predictions of ID
hydrodynamic simulations, and thereby make some general inferences
on the symmetry of the implosion.
A number of diagnostics specifically recorded the state of the
imploded shell at stagnation, including x-ray photography, x-ray spectroscopy, dispersive x-ray microscopy, time resolved x-ray spectroscopy, neutron yield measurements, neutron spectrometry and
direct pR estimation through scattered particle reaction product
spectrometry (6). Three principal series of experiments were performed. An investigation was made of the performance of DT filled
glass microballoon targets having diameters in the range of 400-670
pin, and wall thicknesses of 0.86-2.1 ^m with incident energies up to
3kJ. Symmetric implosions were observed with volumetric compressions of -i--300, based on x-ray images and neutron yields up to 7xlO&.
Shown in figs 3(a) and 3(b) images of the 1-2 keV and 3-4 keV x=ray
emission of targets ~ 400 pirn diameter, from a pinhole camera and xray microscope respectively showing the degree of sphericity of the
final core. Comparison of experimentally determined core
parameters and those predicted by the ID hydro code LILAC, figure
3(d), showed close agreement indicating, to first order, a high order
of symmetry in the implosion. However, although these targets had an
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FIG.3. Representative data illustrating uniformity of implosion of large-initial-aspect-ratio
targets: fa) and (bj X-ray images in the 1-2-ke V and 3-4-ke V range from pinhole camera and
X-ray microscope, respectively, fora typical 400-fim-diameter, 1 -pm-with-DT-filled target;
(c) predicted values of R and R/A R for this type of target; (d) close correlation between
the experimentally determined core parameters and prediction of 1-D hydrocode LILAC
assuming collisional absorption, 10% deposition of energy reaching the critical density into
superthermal, and f = 0.05 flux inhibition.

initial aspect ratio ~ 200, this value rapidly diminishes through
decompression of the shell before it has achieved signfidant velocity
as can be seen from fig. 3(c), which shows the simulated values of R
and (R/AR) of the shell during the implosion of one of these large
aspect ratio targets. In a second series of experiments, a selected
set of targets having outer layers of high Z or low Z material, and,
therefore, higher wall thicknesses were investigated. In general, the
implosion of these targets appeared symmetric, and was in approximate agreement with the expectations of LILAC.
In a third series of target experiments, the implosions of glass
microballoons filled with D 2 - N e or DT-Ar mixtures were studied.(7>
Scattered reaction particle spectrometry and x-ray spectroscopy in
conjunction with dispersive microscopy of DT-Ar loaded targets gave
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independent measurements of the pR product of the DT and Ar constituents in the compressed core. Values of ~ 2.5 x 10-3 gm cm-2 (+
15%) from each diagnostic substantiated maintenance of shell integrity during the implosion. The time sequence of the x-ray emission
from those targets was also recorded with two types of x-ray streak
camera-spectrometers. Although the data will be presented elsewhere, the temporal evolution of the Ar and Si line emission was
similar to one-dimensional predictions, adding further support to the
uniformity of the implosions.
This series of studies has achieved a number of objectives in
establishing uniform direct drive as a viable option toward laser
fusion. The maximum uniformity obtainable with the current 2k
beam OMEGA has been estimated. Although above that demanded
for high gain targets, reduction of the lowest order mode amplitudes
to the required levels is now considered technically possible. The
sensitivity of simple large initial aspect ratio targets, irradiated at
moderate intensities in a predominantly thermally ablative regime, to
known levels of nonuniform irradiation has been observed. In
addition, the implosion of D2 and DT filled targets, some seeded with
noble gases,has been studied under uniform irradiation conditions,
and, with the use of a number of novel core diagnostic techniques,
measurements of the core pR product and the density made which
agree well the expectations of the one-dimensional laser fusion code
LILAC. These studies thus form a firm foundation from which to
investigate the implosions of ablatively driven targets to higher final
densities with both infrared, and ultraviolet laser radiation.
This work was partially supported by the following sponsors:
The Empire State Electric Energy Research Corporation, General
Electric Company, Northeast Utilities, New York State Energy
Research and Development Authority, The Standard Oil Company
(Ohio), The University of Rochester, and Empire State Electric
Energy Research Corporation, and the U.S. Department of Energy.
Such support does not imply endorsement of the content by any of the
above parties.
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DISCUSSION
R. GOLDSTON: You presented some interesting results showing disagreement between experiment and theory concerning burn-through depth in spherical
targets, but you gave no interpretation of those results. Could you comment on
what might be happening in these experiments?
M.C. RICHARDSON: I did not elaborate on our thermal transport measurements, because they are still in progress. The difference between the 1-D model
and the spherical target data may point to a more complex form of the propagating
heat front than has hitherto been assumed. The differences between planar and
spherical targets also mean that lateral transport effects must be taken into account
in interpreting experiments on large planar targets.
C. YAMANAKA: For the thermal transport factor f, your data from
OMEGA X suggest a range of 0.30-0.05. Since f is strongly dependent on the
laser intensity, I wonder whether you have any data for different laser intensities?
M.C. RICHARDSON: Measurements of thermal transport in spherical geometry at intensities other than that at which these data were obtained
(4 X 1014 W- cm"2) are still in progress.
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RECENT LASER FUSION EXPERIMENTS
AT KMS*
D.C. SLATER AND TECHNICAL STAFF
KMS Fusion Inc.,
Ann Arbor, Michigan,
United States of America
Abstract
RECENT LASER FUSION EXPERIMENTS AT KMS.
As part of the US inertial confinement fusion programme, KMSF conducts laser-target
experiments that address specific issues of importance to the entire short-wavelength programme.
Spherical target-irradiation experiments with the all-reflective, triple-bounce illumination
system at 1.05 jum and 0.53 fim explored compression physics with cryogenic targets, and
transport of energy by thermal and suprathermal electrons. These fully integrated campaigns
include the design of the experiments using KMSF-developed plasma and hydrocodes, target
fabrication and characterization, and subsequent theoretical modelling and interpretation of results.

Experimental F a c i l i t i e s
The 20-cm-diameter,, two-beam Chroma laser can produce up
to 2 TW of infrared energy in a 100 psec pulse. Chroma provides
a unique capability of operating at 1.05 pm, 0.53 \sa and 0.35 |jm
with the f l e x i b i l i t y of shaping the laser pulse to any predetermined pulse form from 100 psec to a few nsec. The coherent
pulse stacker is generally configured to form a trapezoidal
shaped pulse with a FWHM of 0.5-1 nsec, but other pulseshapes
are available. Chroma is routinely capable of putting 600 J on
target in a 1 ns, 1.05 iiin pulse.
By using a variety of focusing optics, these energies can
be directed onto the microscopic laser fusion targets in one-or
two-beam f/0.83 to f/6 configurations, or by using a unique
a l l - r e f l e c t i v e triple-bounce ellipsoidal mirror system, focused
onto spherical targets with nearly uniform 4u i l l u m i n a t i o n , as
shown in Fig. 1.
KMSF has emphasized optical diagnostic techniques and
present laser-plasma interaction capabilities emphasize studying
the nonlinearly generated harmonic emission from the laserplasma interaction process as well as the l i g h t scattered by
Prepared for the US DoE under Contract DE-AC08-82DP40152.
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F/2
Parabol

ripleBounce Mirror
Cavity

FIG.l. Triple-bounce illumination system (TBIS) provides nearly uniform irradiation of
spherical targets.

the Raman and Brillouin instabilities by spatially and temporally resolving this emission with micron and picosecond
resolution. A 0.26 \ta holographic probe with 20 psec time
resolution allows simultaneous probing of electron plasma
distribution in the targets both normal to and alonq the main
laser axis. In addition to these diagnostics and the standard
optical diagnostics monitoring the energy and power distributions delivered to the target, KMSF has an extended suite of
x-ray and particle diagnostics to monitor the partitioning of
the energy from the laser target interaction, as well as any
fusion reaction products.
Cryogenic Implosion Experiments
In an idealized laser fusion target, there is an energetic
advantage to having the thermonuclear fuel in the form of a
solid spherical shell with a void in the center of the sphere.
Compared to a uniform gaseous fill, the solid layer configuration starts the implosion of the fuel at a higher initial
density, resulting in the early stages of the implosion
proceeding along a lower adiabat. At the peak of the implosion,
the target should have a higher density than an initially gasfilled one. Ultimately this translates into more thermonuclear
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output at fixed laser input for the target with the fuel in a
solid shell. The fact that i t is cold i n i t i a l l y is of no
consequence.
In practice, laser-driven implosion experiments with
infrared lasers generate copious quantities of high-energy
electrons. Because inverse bremsstrahlung is not very e f f i cient for high intensities,a substantial amount of laser light
reaches the critical surface where i t is absorbed by resonant
processes. These long mean-free-path electrons are capable of
penetrating into a solid-fuel shell and vaporizing i t very
early in the implosion event. This preheat by fast electrons
tends to eliminate the difference between solid-layer and
gaseous fuel targets. It is now possible to substantially
reduce fast-electron preheat by using shorter-wavelength laser
light obtained from frequency multiplication of 1 pm glass
lasers. In addition, absorption via the collisional mechanism
has been shown to be more efficient at shorter (0.53 urn and
0.35 pm) wavelengths. The rapid heat penetration possible at
shorter wavelengths potentially can give a higher driving
(ablation) pressure. The closer proximity of the absorption and
ablation surfaces also results in more efficient energy transfer to the target, perhaps at some expense of the benefit of

The uniformity and quality of the
glass shell is demonstrated by this
interferogram of the target taken
at room temperature. The interferograms below are of the same
target at cryogenic temperatures.

A good cryogenic layer is provided by
heating the cryogenic fuel a short time
and then letting it refreeze rapidly.

A non-uniform cryogenic layer occurs
if the refreezing process is allowed to
occur too slowly.

FIG.2. Cryogenic target layer uniformity is sensitive to the cooling process.
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FIG.3. Neutron yield is slightly higher for cryogenic targets if the fuel layer is uniform.

thermal conduction smoothing at the ablation front. Experiments
in progress at KMSF are investigating the implosion behavior of
glass shell targets, comparing the results obtained with 1.05 pm
and 0.53 ^m light on targets with cryogenically frozen DT fuel
layers.
The techniques for producing uniform solid DT layers were
demonstrated in 1978[i].The basic idea is to cool the target
under a shroud with flowing low-temperature helium gas. The
frozen DT layer is observed with a high-resolution optical
interferometer. If the frozen layer is nonuniform, it can be
melted by heating it with a CW laser. When the DT refreezes,
the layer uniformity can be improved, as described in Ref. 1
and demonstrated in Fig. 2. When an acceptable layer is formed,
the main laser firing sequence begins, with the cooling shroud
retracted a few milliseconds before the laser is triggered.
Test shots were conducted to verify the ability of a cryo-layer
to survive the amplified spontaneous emission generated prior
to the high-power laser pulse.
The current experiments use the output of the Chroma laser
focused by the TBIS that provides reasonably uniform irradiance
(1.2:1 for a smooth laser pulse) over the entire spherical
surface. Most of the data presented here were taken with constant-power pulses up to 500 psec long and at on-target power
levels of 0.6 to 1.0 TW.
The targets for these experiments were simple glass shells
of 115-120 |itn diameter. The wall thickness was varied from
1.8
to 5 |jm. The shells were filled with 100 atm (20 mg/cm 3 ) of
DT, which forms an « 2-um-thick layer when frozen.
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Interpretation of data obtained using 1.05 jjjn laser light
in a flat-topped pulse and targets with various wall thicknesses
show a factor of 2 increase in neutron yield and a 20% reduction
in compressed core size for cryogenic targets compared to identical targets at room temperature as shown in Figs 3 and 4.
Fig. 3 shows the neutron yield normalized by the incident
laser power to the fifth power as a function of wall thickness
for gas and cryogenic targets. There appears to be a distinct
difference in target performance as long as the cryogenic target
layer was uniform prior to laser irradiation. Fig. 4 compares
the size of the compressed core as measured from x-ray pinhole
and x-ray pinhole/streak camera data. The dimension of the
core is defined as the diameter of the central image in the
x-ray photographs as extrapolated to the background (fog) level
on the film (corrected for pinhole image convolution). Use of
this diameter as an indication of compression provides a conservative lower bound for the final fuel density.
By using green (0.53 |om) light, the number of hot electrons
can be substantially reduced. With the concomitant lower
preheat and weaker Shockwaves penetrating the pusher and fuel,
we would expect even flat-top-driven, green-light, cryogenic
targets to stay on the high density adiabat for a longer time
than was possible with 1.05 pm irradiation. This effect is
demonstrated in Fig. 4 which compares the size of x-ray images
at stagnation for two 0.53 |im experiments with the 1.05 pm
results. The data imply four times higher final compressed
fuel density for thin-walled targets irradiated at 0.53 urn.
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FIG.4. Compressed core region is smaller for cryogenic targets, implying that higher fuel
density is achieved.
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ENERGY

FIGS. Ar He Q X-ray lineshape from a 0.53-iim, 50-J shot on a 115-fim diameter, l.O-\xm
wall target. The fitted curve is the Stark-broadened profile for a final fuel density of 2.7 g. cm'3.

Spatial imaging of x-ray emission from Argon tracer gas
has been used at many laboratories as a compression diagnostic.
For a cryogenic target there is some concern that Argon and DT
(or D 2 ) will freeze out in separate layers, and imaging the
Argon emission would therefore give an ambiguous density
measurement. For a room-temperature target this separation
would not take place, and we would expect the size of the
central spike to compare well with the Silicon x-ray emission
data from Fig. 4. This, however, is not the case. The final
imploded density from Argon imaging is greater by nearly a
factor of two. The density inferred from Stark broadening of
the helium-like Argon beta line is in good agreement with the
Silicon x-ray image. The experimental spectrum and the theoretical line profile are shown in Fig. 5. The line is nearly
optically thin so that its Stark broadening is a good measure
of the density. The Stark broadening measurement shows a
density of about 2.7 g-cm"3.
We have performed numerical simulations on many of the
cryogenic and gas-fill implosion experiments discussed above.
The one-dimensional hydrodynamics code TRHYD includes radiation,
a realistic equation of state, and a multi-group diffusion
treatment for non-thermal electrons. The calculations indicate
that the 1.05 |jm temporally flat-topped cryogenic implosion
experiments are dominated by hot electrons. The rapid hotelectron-generated thermalization of the pusher causes the
half-mass position of the shell to remain very nearly at its
original position during the implosion, providing no ablative
acceleration of the pusher. The hot-electron-generated shockwave penetrates the pusher and DT fuel early in the implosion,
destroying the integrity of the cryogenic layer and very rapidly
moving the compression away from the favorable, high-density
adiabat the implosion was on initially.
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Achievement of higher final fuel density is possible by
starting on an adiabat of lower preheat. This may be accomplished by modifying any one (or a combination) of three parameters: laser wavelength, laser i n t e n s i t y , or shell thickness.
One additional method for reducing both the c o l l i s i o n a l and
shock preheat is to shape the laser pulse in time. Slowly
rising pulses, when properly matched to target parameters, are
calculated to drive targets to higher density than would fastr i s i n g , flat-topped pulses. Achievement of another factor of
ten in preheat protection should be possible.
A few experiments were conducted with slowly rising and
stepped-pulse shapes at 1.05 ym. Several different pulse shapes
were attempted. The most complicated was an eight-pulse-stack
with power increasing as t 3 as shown in Fig. 6. Three-and fourpulse linear and t 2 ramps and a number of single-step-pulses
were also t r i e d . In the stepped-pulses the f i r s t pulse in the
stack had half the amplitude of the succeeding pulses.
Qualitatively, the most s t r i k i n g feature of the x-ray
images from the shaped pulse shots is the strong reduction in
core emission compared to the f l a t - t o p pulses. No core emission
was observed on any of the t 3 and t 2 pulse shots, even at
energies up to 380 J . Weak core emission was visible in most
of the linear-ramp and step-pulses.
The results of the shaped-pulse experiments are a l l genera l l y consistent with much lower temperatures in the imploded
core, leading to lower y i e l d , less x-ray emission, smaller core
size, and probably higher fuel density.
Numerical studies show that by combining shorter wavelength
i l l u m i n a t i o n , cryogenic fuel layers and properly shaped laser
pulses, we can approach the ideal Fermi degenerate adiabat in

1.0

Energy on Target
366 J

0.8

Requested t 3 •
Pulse Shape

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Actual
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Shape
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1000

Time (ps)

FIG. 6. Example of a t3 pulse shape generated in the coherent pulse stacker.
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FIG. 7. Calculated fuel adiabats approach the ideal by reducing preheat with shorter
shaped pulses and cryogenic fuel.

wavelength,

future experiments. Fig. 7 shows the typical fuel adiabat that
we expect to achieve. We expect the performance of this target
to be critically dependent upon matching the laser pulse to the
target implosion time and the details of the laser pulse during
the very early phase of the implosion. Even weak shock waves
caused by too high a power level, or local temporal spikes in
the laser pulse during this phase would take the implosion off
the favorable adiabat and severely reduce the final compressed
fuel density.
Transport Experiments
The absorption of laser energy is primarily into two distinct electron populations, the thermal and suprathermal groups.
The exchange of energy among the laser, the directly heated
electrons, and the remainder of the target is not well understood. Two sets of experiments are being performed to study
the transport of energy in spherical targets. One set emphasizes transport by thermal electrons; the other emphasizes
transport by superthermal electrons.
Fig. 8 shows the pie-section of the target used to study
thermal transport. The experimental technique infers the
ablation rate of the low-Z layer by observing the time delay
between x-ray emission of the titanium and aluminum layers.
Similar layered spherical target experiments at the Rutherford
Laboratory!2]have shown marked differences from several layered
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planar target experiments. Our measurements extend the scaling
of 11+spherical
ablation rate with absorbed intensity up to 8 x
10 W/cm 3 , as shown in Fig. 9. Preliminary results from our
transport experiments do not follow an extrapolation of the
results from Rutherford to higher intensities. From the data
it is clear, however, that thermal transport (as measured by
mass ablation rates) is more efficient in spherical geometry.
Final results from these experiments, the calculations and
interpretations should be completed by early fall 1982.
Different targets are used to investigate the penetration
of superthermal electrons into spherical targets. An outer
plastic layer covers Titanium and Vanadium layers that are
separated by an aluminum layer of variable thickness. The
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FIG.8. Thermal transport experiment measures burnthrough rate by observing time dependence
of X-ray signals.
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inner metallic layers will emit K a x-ray radiation as the
superthermal electrons penetrate into the target. The K a yield
from each layer will be measured as the laser intensity and
inner aluminum layer thickness are varied. Preliminary results
suggest the K a yield is about one-fifth the predicted intensity.
Further analysis will be required to determine whether or not
this result is in disagreement with the standard suprathermal
transport model.
Conclusion
KMS Fusion has performed a set of spherical target experiments designed to evaluate the effectiveness of three techniques
for achieving higher convergence implosions. They are
1) cryogenically frozen fuel layers, 2) submicron-wavelength
laser light, and 3) temporally tailored pulse shapes. A second
set of experiments is in progress to provide information about
energy transport by thermal and suprathermal electrons and uses
multilayered targets as an integral component of the diagnostics. These results, in conjunction with existing laser-target
coupling data, will provide a more comprehensive test of our
understanding of laser plasma interaction, energy transport,
and hydrodynamic response of small-scale spherical laser fusion
experiments.
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DISCUSSION
C. YAMANAKA: Do you have eny explanation for the difference between
the mass ablation rates for planar and for spherical targets? Might there be some
effect due to a thermal transport inhibition factor?
D.C. SLATER: We think the differences are due to two-dimensional effects
in planar targets (lateral transport and edge effects), but we have no detailed calculations. A lot of new data are becoming available from several laboratories at
the moment. Comparisons over the next few months should help resolve such
questions.
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THE STATUS OF LASER FUSION RESEARCH
AT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY
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Abstract
THE STATUS OF LASER FUSION RESEARCH AT LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL
LABORATORY.
The basic concept of achieving efficient thermonuclear fusion has been proven conclusively in nuclear weapons. The fundamental issue for inertial confinement fusion (ICF)
is, how small can the fuel mass be? - The ICF programme has two long-term goals. The first
is to provide a laboratory capability for studying weapon physics. The attainment of this
goal is not represented by any one event. Rather, benefits to the weapons programme are
being accrued continuously with greater understanding and improved diagnostics of materials
under the extreme conditions of density and temperature similar to those achieved in nuclear
explosions. The second goal is to provide a controllable source of fusion energy. This goal
will be much more difficult to attain and not only requires the achievement of fusion in the
laboratory but also a demonstration of engineering feasibility. — In the Los Alamos programme
the testing of targets uniquely designed for drive with the carbon dioxide (CO2) laser is
emphasized. The two major facilities for this study are the eight-beam Helios system and the
Antares laser system. Some recent results to be discussed demonstrate the dominant effect
of self-generated magnetic fields in controlling energy transport by hot electrons. An understanding of this physics may permit the design of targets for CO2 that are self-shielding in
terms of hot-electron pre-heat. — Another consequence of the magnetic insulation is efficient
energy conversion to ion motion. This occurs over a much larger surface than originally
irradiated by the laser with in excess of 50 percent of the absorbed energy converted to ion
motion in some experiments.

1.

Introduction
The inertial fusion program at Los Alamos has stressed
the use of the CO2 laser for the goals of providing a
laboratory capability for studying weapon physics and
ultimately providing a controllable source of fusion energy.
In this endeavor the CO2 laser is recognized to have many
desirable attributes as an operational laser system and could
provide the repetition rate needed for energy applications.
It is also recognized that the longer wavelength radiation of
this laser produces hot electrons upon interaction with the
plasma that must be dealt with by appropriate target designs.
The majority of this paper will discuss a portion of the
current knowledge and plans for CO2 laser targets.
497
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2.

Background
When considering the prospects for success with ICF one
must acknowledge that the basic concept of achieving efficient
thermonuclear fusion has been proven conclusively in nuclear
weapons. The fundamental issue for inertial fusion is, how
small can the fuel mass be and still permit successful
ignition and burn?
The achievement of efficient thermonuclear burn (TNB)
requires attaining a constant value for the product of fuel
density, p, and fuel volume radius, R. It then follows that
to keep pR = constant as the fuel mass, M, is decreased, the
compressed density must increase as
p = 1/ /M~

(1)

From this simple relationship some of the problems of
scaling to small fuel masses are observed. The smaller the
driver energy, the smaller the fuel mass that can be heated to
ignition conditions; and the smaller the fuel mass, the better
the target must be fabricated and illuminated to achieve
implosion symmetry adequate to produce the required p.
The relationship between p and M from Eq. (1) is
reproduced graphically in Fig. 1 for a pR = 1 gm/crrr. Also
displayed in Fig. 1 are representative results for compression
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FIG. 1. Maintaining a constant product of fuel density and radius as the target mass decreases
dictates that the compression increase.
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FIG.2. The absorption of 10.6-jJ.m light is observed to increase in experiments (solid line)
and calculations (squares) as the laser intensity is increased. It is also observed that most of
the energy goes into fast ions (dashed line).

with 1 prn and 10 ym lasers. If these results represent the
best possible compressions, then one observes very large
increases in driver energy are required. This is not the
preferred path for ICF.
Instead, one observes that the economic and program
leverage is contained in the target physics. Present
performance is far from optimum in approaching theoretical
limits on compression. The major thrust of the program during
the next several years will be in achieving greater
compression and less preheat to move on a performance
trajectory as indicated in Fig. 1. The target physics issues
that are of greatest importance are: fusion ignition
criteria, energy transport, implosion stability and materials
properties.
3.

The C02 Program
In the Los Alamos program the present facility for
investigating target physics is the eight-beam Helios C02
laser. The operation of this laser has become very routine
with an average of over 5 target shots per day in the 5 to
6 kJ energy range. This large rate of data production has
allowed the establishment of good statistical averages for
many parameters of interest to target design. Three important
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results for target design that have been investigated during
the last year are: the dependence of absorption on laser
intensity, the controlling mechanisms for electron energy
transport, and the energy conversion processes in CO2 laser
irradiated targets. Each of these results will be discussed
in turn.
Previous studies of laser-target interactions for laser
radiation of 1 ym and shorter have shown a general decrease in
the absorption as the laser intensity is increased.(1) For
10 pm radiation the absorption is always found to be in the
range of 25 to 30 percent independent of laser intensity for
values up to about 1 0 ^ W/cm?. Recent studies
with Helios
have extended the intensity range to 1 0 1 6 W/cm2 and a
dramatic increase in absorption is observed. Some of this
data is shown in Fig. 2 (solid line) along with confirming
calculations from the plasma simulation code WAVE.(2) The
calculations
predict absorption of 60 percent at 2 x
10 1 6 W/cm2.
The precise nature of the plasma dynamics that lead to
the higher absorption is not fully understood. However, two
general observations are pertinant. The absorption increases
as the electrons become relativistic. That is, when
kThot/mQC^ ~ 1 where mg is the electron rest mass and
Thot the superthermal electron temperature in the 2 plasma.
For plasmas irradiated by CO2 lasers at 10^-° W/cm
Thot is in the range of 200 keV.( 3 ) Secondly, when the
electron motion becomes relativistic the critical surface, as
observed in the plasma simulation codes, becomes highly
structured on a fine spatial scale. This spatial structure
produces a much larger surface area for absorption of the
radiation. Since the onset of increased absorption is
believed to be determined by the parameter kT no t/moc ,
and kTpot is known to scale as I A S one would expect the
absorption to increase for other lasers when the product of
their wavelength and intensity is of the order Ix* =
lO"* W-pm2/cm'.(4) some recent results with 1 ym
lasers seem to confirm the general nature of this
absorption-rise onset but at a lower value of Ix^ than
expected from the CO2 results.(5)
The energetic benefits of the increased absorption just
described are only realized at the expense of creating target
design problems because of the hot electrons generated at high
intensities. It is in regard to this problem that the new
understanding of hot electron transport physics is so
important. Recent experiments and fully self-consistent
calculations have shown the dominant effect that selfgenerated magnetic fields play in electron transport.(">')
The creation of self-generated magnetic fields in the
corona of laser irradiated targets is well known.(8) Recent
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FIG.3. Schematic representation of interaction of electrons with self-generated electric
and magnetic fields. These fields act as an energy selector of electrons striking the target
and dominate all aspects of transport at high laser intensities.

calculations confirm that, for high intensity CO2 laser
irradiation, the magnetic fields are of sufficient strength
(=1 MG) to severely inhibit axial transport of the hot
electrons and promote rapid lateral transport away from the
laser focal spot.(') This model correlates a wide variety
of previous transport experiments where non-diffusive behavior
of the electrons was observed.
An intuitive understanding of the process is developed by
viewing the coronal physics as described in Fig. 3. An
initially-rapid escape of hot electrons from the laser focal
spot creates an electric field as indicated. This electric
field has a large gradient at the edge of the laser focal spot
support by the electron temperature gradient. A simple line
integral oftfE'dlaround a closed path at the edge of the
laser spot is then seen to have a non-zero value which gives
rise to a finite value for dB/dt from Faraday's Law. The
strong magnetic field generation is thus expected at the edge
of the laser spot and is proportional to Vx E ~
(9n/3z)(3T/3r) where n is the plasma density, T the electron
temperature, z the coordinate normal to the target, and r the
coordinate parallel to the target plane. For CO2 laser
driven targets these gradients may be very large due to the
strong profile modification in n and the large values of
T
hotFor high intensity irradiation the 8 field becomes large
enough to trap high energy electrons in the corona and prevent
them from returning to the target. The electrons then move
laterally away from the focal spot in an E x B driven drift.
The velocity of this drift is estimated to be
(2)
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FIG.4. X-ray photograph of cylindrical targets illuminated by four beams of the Helios laser.
The targets were 25-Hm thick Ni tubes. X-rays show location of electron deposition. Upper
image is filtered with iron foil which passes 5- to 7-ke V X-rays. Second image is filtered into
beryllium foil passing all X-rays above 1 ke V. Bottom image is filtered by Ni-foil passing
X-rays from 6 to 8 keV. The interesting feature is the lack of deposition adjacent to the
laser spot but intense deposition along a line equidistant to the focal position.

where v e is the hot electron thermal speed, a) pe the
electron plasma frequency, and l_n the density gradient scale
length normal to the target.(')
While the energetic electrons that escape the target are
trapped in the corona by the electric and magnetic fields the
low energy electrons are confined to local deposition near the
laser focal spot. Thus, one observes an axial transport that
is representative of colder than average electrons, or the
appearance of inhibited axial transport, coupled with rapid
lateral transport of electron energy. The magnetic insulation
is maintained until interrupted by interference with fields
from neighboring focal spots or fringing fields at the edge of
targets.
The experiments reported in Ref. (6) have pursued the
effects of beam irradiation geometry on electron deposition in
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a variety of planar, cylindrical or spherical targets. In all
cases the results were qualitatively consistent with the
predictions of the magnetic field model. A typical result is
shown in Fig. 4 for cylindrical targets. The picture is
obtained from K a x-ray emission from a Ni layer in the
target that serves as a monitor of hot electron deposition.
The target was a cylinder 500 vm in diameter and irradiated by
four beams of Helios evenly spaced upon the surface. Strong
electron deposition is observed at the laser focal spot and at
the locus of points equidistant from the laser focal spots
where destructive interference of the magnetic fields can
occur. Deposition is also observed on the cylinder edges due
to fringing field effects. Of special significance for
preventing electron preheat of fusion targets is the lack of
electron deposition over a relatively large area adjacent to
the laser focal spots and the ability to control this area
through target irradiation geometry. The magnetic insulation
is effective over an area many times larger than the focal
spot area.
Because of the charge separation maintained by the
magnetic insulation, the area adjacent to the laser focal spot
becomes an efficient ion diode. Previous studies have
indicated conversion of incident
C02 laser energy into fast
ion blow-off from the target.(9) Recent studies have
extended this study to higher intensities.(2) These results
on conversion efficiency are shown in Fig. 2 (dashed line).
It is observed that over 65 percent of the absorbed laser
energy is converted to fast ion energy. Moreover, since the
absorption at high intensities is as high as 60 percent it has
been possible to convert up to 40 percent of the incident
laser energy into the single mode of ion kinetic energy.
Previous studies have shown for protons that this ion
distribution is centered around 1
'^)
4.

Future Directions
Thus the current thinking on CO2 laser targets is to
capitalize on all of the above observations by creating ions
to drive a target while isolating the hot electrons by
magnetic and electrostatic fields. In this design the laser
beams are tightly focused onto an ion converter. The tight
focus leads to efficient absorption and ion generation as
described above. The unwanted hot electrons are confined to
the sheath thickness (~10 ym) of the converter surface by the
self-generated magnetic fields. These hot electrons will
generally move laterally along the converter surface and
deposit at weak field points along the converter edge or on
the side away from the laser. This effectively mitigates the
preheat problem in the fuel region. The energy is then
efficiently transmitted to the fuel capsule by the ion beam
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FIG.5. Schematic of experimental arrangement used to measure brightness of ion diode
created by high-intensity laser illumination.

that is originally leaving at the surface normal of the
converter.
Recent experiments on the focusability of the ions
emitted from such surfaces have shown encouraging results in a
geometry as shown in Fig. 5. It is found that approximately
70 percent of the ion energy is contained in a 15 cone
angle. In fact, using the measured conversion efficiency from
laser radiation to ions, the known pulse length, and the
measured divergence of the ion
beam one can calculate a
brightness of about 50 TW/cm2/sr achieved in Helios
experiments. This is the brightest ion beam source known.
Experiments are continuing on these targets. The major thrust
of the experiments is parameterization of the ion transport
and focusability.
Another critical set of experiments will be the
determination of the hot electron preheat levels in the fuel
region. It is generally believed that the hot electrons will
be effectively shielded by electrostatic and magnetic forces
until the fast ions traverse the gap and cause a shorting of
the diode. If this shorting time is longer than the laser
pulse length the hot electron preheat problem may be
effectively mitigated.
Taken in concert, the new discoveries described here have
opened a variety of new options for designers to follow in the
creation of targets suited to the carbon dioxide laser.
During the coming year we are anxious to try these concepts at
the higher energy levels available from Antares and assess
their potential for future applications satisfying the goals
of the ICF program.
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DISCUSSION
M.G. HAINES: Can you comment on the relative advantages of using the
conversion of laser energy to ion beams and to X-rays for the purpose of inertial
confinement?
S.D. ROCKWOOD: The ion mass can be selected by choosing target materials
such that an appropriate range exists for the ions with energies as created by the
laser-driven diode. Thus it is possible to ensure efficient coupling of the ions to the
target ablator. The problem is symmetry. At present, we do not have enough ion
data, but it is possible that to achieve adequate drive symmetry we will have to
use conversion to X-rays.
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Abstract
HOT-ELECTRON-DRIVEN IMPLOSION IN CO2 LASER EXPERIMENTS AT ILE, OSAKA.
Fusion developments by CO2 laser at the Institute of Laser Engineering (ILE), Osaka,
have been pursued in order to (1) establish high-power CO2 laser technology; (2) demonstrate
the feasibility of efficient implosion by 10-^m light; and (3) obtain design optimization of
fuel pellets, including various concepts of pellet implosion. The 10-kJ CO2 laser Lekko VIII
has been completed and tested along with extensive technical developments. High efficiency
(more than 8%) with multiplexing has been verified experimentally. The results showed
scalability to the MJ system,with high efficiency (more than 10%) and feasibility of construction.
The basic physics relevant to pellet implosion by CO2 laser has been extensively investigated
by the two-beam 1-kJ CO2 laser, Lekko II. The results were compared with the theoretical and
simulation results in order to illuminate the features of the 10-jnm case. Absorption of 40—60%
and hot electron temperature T h scaling on incident laser intensity I as Th « (5 to 7)
(IX 2 /10 ls )°" 25to0-3 were experimentally verified. The ablation pressure and its scaling on
intensity were investigated experimentally in detail by various methods, which gave the scaling
on the absorbed power as Pa <* Iat,s0'9 , whereas the ablation pressure by shorter wavelength scaled
as Pa a IabS°'7 • To explain these results, hot-electron-driven ablation was proposed, and this
showed efficient generation of ablation pressure. Lateral energy transport and preheat shielding
were also considered and it has been conclusively demonstrated that the CO2 laser could be a
feasible candidate for reactor-scale drivers.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The CO2 laser is capable of being used in a laser fusion reactor because of
its high efficiency ( > 10%), scalability to the MJ system, repetitive operation, and
low cost of construction and operation.
The most important key issue in pellet implosion by CO2 laser is investigation
of the behaviour of the hot electrons and their effective use in ablative acceleration
of the target. The hot electrons can be good energy carriers from the absorption
region of the laser beam to the ablation front and hence can efficiently generate
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the driving pressure for target acceleration. Good lateral transport by hot electrons
can suppress the growth of fluid instability and smooth out irregularity of irradiation
or ablation pressure. The long range of energetic electrons may, however, result
in core preheating and inefficient implosion. The fast ions may be a possible
cause of energy loss in generation of ablation pressure. Long-wavelength laser
implosion has been quantitatively evaluated by taking into account the experimental
results of the fundamental process and extending the parameter region to reactor
scale, where the pellet size can be large enough to allow the introduction of a
novel design for the preheat shield and the improvement of efficiency.

2.

DRIVER DEVELOPMENTS

The 8-beam 10-kJ CO2 laser system Lekko VIII (Fig.l) has been completed
[1] and tested along with extensive technical developments such as high voltage,
high current power source, analysis and suppression of parasitic oscillation,
stabilization of the oscillator by injection locking techniques, laser gas composition
optimization, and computer simulation of performance of a large laser system.
The output power of 1.2 TW/beam was achieved with single spectral-line operation,
which showed good agreement with simulation.
The model experiments using one module of the Lekko VIII booster amplifier
have demonstrated high-efficiency amplification ( more than 8%) with multiplexing, and.the results have been analysed for scalability on the basis of quantum

FIG.l. Booster amplifier of CO2 laser, Lekko VIII.
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electronics. Using these data and technologies, a 100-kJ module to set up a MJ
laser of reactor scale has been conceptually designed, with feasibility of
construction [2].

3. COUPLING OF LASER TO TARGET
The absorption coefficient of the CO2 laser was measured by several different
methods in an intensity range up to 1015 W-cnf2. Absorption of 40-60%
was obtained, which is thought to be enough for implosion. Stimulated Brillouin
scattering (SBS) was measured as remaining less than 10% even with a long laser
pulse of 2 ns, which was much lower than in the l-//m case. The low-level SBS
for long wavelength was explained theoretically as due to the generation of hot
electrons [3]. The hot electron temperature T h was .estimated from X-ray
spectroscopy and from the velocity distribution of ions with the model of isothermal expansion. The scaling T h by X-ray on incident laser intensity I was
established experimentally as T h « (5 to 7) (IX 2 /1O 1S ) 0 ' 2510 °-3 (keV, nm, W-cirf2).
This experimental scaling is taken into account in the pellet design by simulation.

4.

HOT-ELECTRON-DRIVEN ABLATION

The ablation pressure and the mass ablation rate for a 10-/im CO 2 laser
were measured [4] using two methods: a ballistic target pendulum and "shifted
X-ray emission" images, which are equivalent to the X-ray back-lighting method.
These results were compared with the other experimental results and with the
theoretical prediction [5, 6].
The dependence of ablation pressure and mass ablation rate on absorbed
laser intensity was measured using a target pendulum.
To examine the validity of the pendulum method, ablation pressure was
measured by the thin-foil acceleration technique with the shifted X-ray emission
method. The principle is shown schematically in Fig.2. One laser beam was
irradiated onto the foil target for acceleration, and the second beam, with a certain
time delay, was irradiated onto the rear surface of the target. These two X-ray
images show the moving distance of the ablatively accelerated foil during the
delay time. Typical X-ray images are shown in Fig.2.
The hot-electron-driven ablation was analysed using the self-regulated flow
model [5]. According to the theoretical estimation, the ablation mass rate Am
and the ablation pressure P a are as follows:
Am= 1.4 X 10s t~2'3 (l-fj)7?Oi,s9Xi;o4(g-s"1-cm-3)
and

Pa = 10.9 I" 1 ' 3 (l-tOvlf

It 9 3 A£52(Mbar)
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FIG.2. Principle of shifted X-ray emission method of measuring foil acceleration and its image.
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FIG.3. Ablation pressure as a function of absorbed intensity
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FIG.4. Ablation mass rate as a function of absorbed intensity.

where t is the laser pulse duration in ns; 7jab the absorption efficiency; XL the
laser wavelength in jum; I L the laser intensity in 1014 Wxm' 2 ; and fj is the energy
loss factor due to fast ions, which is assumed to be 0.5. Substituting the experimental parameters into the equations, the ablation pressure and the ablation mass
rate were obtained as shown in Figs 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the ablation pressure as a function of absorbed laser intensity.
The closed circles are measured ablation pressure of the (CH2)n target using a target
pendulum. The open circles and double open circles are measured by using shifted
X-ray emission image data and X-ray back-lighting, respectively. The solid line is
the theoretical prediction assuming hot-electron-driven ablation in the 10-//m
wavelength. The shaded region denotes the predicted ablation pressure driven
by the thermal electrons with flux limitation factor between 0.03 and 0.6.
Figure 4 shows the ablation mass rate as a function of absorbed laser
intensity. The solid circles are data calculated from the momentum of the pendulum.
The open circles are derived from the penetration depth of the hot electrons
using K a line emission of aluminium in the 10-jum wavelength [7]. The open
circles in parentheses, open triangles and open squares are derived from the
penetration depth of thermal electrons using the resonance line emission of
aluminium in the W.6-(im, 1.06-jum and O.53-/um wavelengths, respectively.
The solid line is the theoretical prediction of the hot-electron-driven ablation in
the 10-joim wavelength. The measured ablation pressure and the mass ablation
rate were lOMbarand 106g-cm~2-s~1 at absorbed laser intensity of 5 X 1013W-cm~2.
The capability of a long-wavelength laser of obtaining high compression by
ablative acceleration was thus shown with the hot-electron-driven mechanism.
The contribution of hot electrons to the generation of ablation pressure was also
clearly shown by computer simulation with the ID hydrocode HIMICO [6] for
spherical implosion, which was consistent with these experimental results.
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FIG.5. Time history of rear surface temperature of Al foils of different thicknesses for
(a) the experimental data and (b) HIMICO calculation, (c) temperature versus target thickness
at 1.5 ns after laser incidence.

5.

LATERAL ENERGY TRANSPORT

Spatial extension of hot electrons and their coupling with the target were
extensively studied by observing, for example, (a) heating at the rear surface
of a plane target [8]; (b) the X-ray pinhole image of different spectra; and
(c) sub-keV X-ray conversion efficiency as a function of target radius of a
gold microdisc.
Figure 5 (a) shows the time variation of the rear-surface temperature as a function
of target thickness, which was derived from the blackbody spectrum observed by
narrow interference band filters and streak camera for time resolution. Figure 6 shows
the spatial extent of the heated region on the rear surface of a 0.75-jum-thick Al
foil as a function of time. A region of 500 Aim in radius is seen to be heated
uniformly up to 8 eV. Throughout these experiments the laser intensity was kept
at (3 ± 0.7) X 1014W-cm~2 with focal spot 100 jum in diameter.
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The experimental results were analysed by numerical simulation as shown in
Fig.5(b). To obtain agreement between experimental and simulation results, hot
electron temperature of 15 keV corresponds to laser intensity of 3 X 1014W-cmT2,
but two orders of magnitude lower, laser intensity of 3 X 1012W:cm~2 as an
incident flux had to be given. This may show the generation of hot electrons
at the focal region and its expansion to the wider region one order of magnitude
larger in linear scale for energy deposition on the target.
X-ray images photographed by pinhole cameras of different energy response
also showed expansion of hot electrons along the target surface to the larger
area by one order of magnitude greater than the focal spot size. Assuming that
the drift occurred during the pulse width, the mean drift velocity was estimated
to be (7 ± 3) X 107 cnrs" 1 . Similar behaviour of hot electrons was also observed
in the spherical target irradiation by one beam.
The lateral drift of hot electrons can be attributed to a similar mechanism
analogous to the parapotential flow model in the pinch REB ion diode for a
light-ion beam generator, where high-efficiency ion generation is observed.

6.

HOT ELECTRON PREHEATING AND SHIELDING

Coupling efficiency and uniformity are now found to be good enough for a
CO2 laser. The last and most crucial point of CO2 laser fusion is fuel preheating
by energetic electrons.
According to Kidder's scaling law [9] on preheating, the required driver
energy is estimated with the requirement that the hot electron preheat (per gram
of DT) q <J 1CT2 q k , where qk = U2/2 is the specific kinetic energy of an accelerated

Al foil 0.75 jum
(rear surface)

0
200
400
600
Distance from laser axis

800

FIG. 6. Spatial extent of the heated region of the rear surface for 0.75-\lm Al foil versus time.
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FIG. 7. Reduction of normalized hot-electron preheating with increase of driver energy and
ablation pressure scaling dependence.

shell. We took into account our scaling laws for hot-electron-driven ablation in
Kidder's scaling to find the hydrodynamic efficiency. The amount of preheating is
then scaled for a given laser energy, W L , and the final shell velocity, U = 2 X 107 cnrs" 1 ,
as follows:
q/q k = 8.5 X lCT4fH X{;2 (pun) (T0/4keV)4-8 (P/10 Mbar)-4/WL (MJ)
Here, the absorption efficiency is assumed to be 30%; fH is the fraction of absorbed
laser energy converted to hot electrons; and the assumed scaling laws are the
ablation pressure [4, 9], P a b = P ( I L X L / 9 ) 0 " 9 ; the hot electron temperature,
T h = T o (I L X£,) 1/3 ; and the curvilinear electron range, L h = 1.9 X 10"s E1>6 (keV),
g-cnf2, where I L and \ L a r e normalized by 1014W-cnf2 and 1 fim respectively.
Previous experimental and theoretical work indicates that P <; 10 Mbar and
T o = 4 keV typically. In such a case, the low-adiabatic high-density compression
(q/Q]c ~ 10~2 and U ^ 2 X 107 cnvs"1) becomes possible with a 10-jitm laser of
output energy less than 1 MJ (see Fig. 7). Since the driver energy for the high-gain
experiment is required to be more than 1 MJ, this result enables the CO2 laser
to be used for future high-gain experiments. However, we note that the above
result is very sensitive to the ablation pressure scaling (see Fig.7), which is not
accurate enough at present, particularly in spherical geometry.
Some experiments for measuring the amount of preheat have been made
by Lekko II, where the space and time dependences of the rear-surface temperature
of accelerated foils were measured. From these experiments we derived some
information about the hot electron range and rear-surface temperature which
depends on the thickness of the gold shielding layer (Fig.5). These experiments,
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together with those on lateral heat transport (see Fig.7), seem to suggest that
a spherical target experiment must be undertaken to obtain quantitative information
on preheating, since the two-dimensional effects are almost always crucial in
CO2 planar experiments even for a large spot size experiment. We are therefore
concentrating on the spherical target case in future experiments.

7.

CONCLUSION

Construction of the high-power CO2 laser Lekko VIII and related technical
and physical investigation showed the scalability to a MJ laser system with high
efficiency (more than 10%).
The physical process for pellet implosion by a 10-jum laser was clarified
experimentally and theoretically, showing the possibility of efficient implosion
by hot-electron-driven ablation. Good lateral energy transport and pellet design
with efficient preheating shield, together with efficient hot-electron-driven
ablation, could make CO2 laser fusion feasible, especially on reactor scale. The
generation of hot electrons and fast ions may provide variety in pellet design not
only for direct implosion but also for indirect implosion such as "cannonball" or
modified exploding-pusher-type compressions.
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DISCUSSION
J.P. WATTEAU: How will you avoid pre-heating in the cannon-ball target?
H. NISHIMURA: The principle of pre-heating protection is similar to that of
direct illumination: targets with a vacuum layer and/or a layer doped with high-Z
material will be available.
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B.H. RIPIN: What is the hydrodynamic efficiency of targets which are thick
enough to shield all but 1% of the pre-heat energy?
H. NISHIMURA: Basically, the target consists of the cryogenic fuel layer,
the high-Z pre-heating protection layer and the low-Z ablator. Use of low-intensity
irradiation (10 14 -10 ls W-cm" 2 ) and a high-aspect-ratio target will enable us to
achieve a hydrodynamic efficiency of 10—20%.
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Abstract

TMX TANDEM MIRROR EXPERIMENTS AND THERMAL-BARRIER THEORETICAL
STUDIES.
This paper describes a recent analysis of energy confinement in the Tandem Mirror
Experiment (TMX). TMX data also indicate that warm plasma limits the amplitude of the
anisotropy-driven Alfven ion cyclotron (AIC) mode. Theoretical calculations show strong
AIC stabilization with off-normal beam injection as planned in TMX-U and MFTF-B. This
paper reports results of a theoretical analysis of hot electrons in thermal barriers, including
electron-heating calculations by Monte-Carlo and Fokker-Planck codes and analysis of hotelectron MHD and microinstability. Initial results from the TMX-U experiment are presented
which show the presence of sloshing ions.

1.

ANALYSIS OF TMX ENERGY CONFINEMENT

At the previous IAEA conference [1], we reported early results from
the TMX experiment. Subsequent experiments confirmed and extended our
early conclusions. This paper reports recent analysis of energy confinement experiments.
TMX experiments demonstrated that central-cell ion and electron confinement were improved a hundred-fold over previous single mirror experiments at comparable temperatures. In the core of the plasma, central-cell
particle and energy losses were mainly along the magnetic field. The best
central-cell particle confinement product was 10^- cm" . s. At the plasma
edge, radial particle transport and charge exchange were important processes. A summary of a typical global power balance is given in Table I,
showing that we are able to account for about 87% of the trapped neutralbeam power.
A detailed analysis of the flow of power between the different
particle species and regions of TMX is shown in Fig. 1. The hot end-cell
ions, injected by neutral beams, heat end-cell electrons that in turn
heat the electrostatically confined central-cell electrons penetrating
the end plugs. These electrons both ionize the gas that fuels the central
cell and heat the central-cell ions. Our experiments show that in addition to these Coulomb interactions other important processes and effects
include: (1) instability heating of the central-cell ions both in the
central cell and during their escape through the plugs, (2) higher electron temperatures in the plugs than in the central cell or near the end
walls, (3) a halo of cool plasma that reduces end-cell ion losses due to
charge exchange on background gas, and (4) central-cell ion radial
transport at levels predicted by resonant neoclassical and ion-neutral
transport.
TMX experiments also demonstrated isolation of the electrons from
the end walls such that the main axial power loss at the end walls was
measured to be by central-cell ions escaping the potential barriers. We
were able to demonstrate recovery of 67 watts of electrical power at the
expected 47% efficiency from a small (12-cm diameter) single stage directenergy-conversion module. This isolation was achieved by reducing the
plasma density near the end walls to 'VIO' cm"3 as compared to over
10 1 3 cm~3 in the end plugs.
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TABLE I. GLOBAL POWER BALANCE.
NET INPUT TRAPPED POWER 100% (420 kW)
Loss mechanism

Power, %

Axial power loss
Plug-ion charge exchange on gas
Fueling losses
Impurity radiation

35
30
15
7

± 10
± 15
± 5
± 2

Total

87 + 27

Axial particle loss -10 kW
rf heating - 55 kW

Charge exchange
on background
gas - 140 kW

Charge exchange
on fueling gas
5-35 kW

Neutral
beam
heating

Radial
transport
15-30 kW

particle loss
105-135k

n p = 1.5 X 10 13 cm- 3

FranckCondon
neutrals5kW
Ionize fueling
gas 30 kW
End-cell
^ .. •
->->/» • •.. ,
Central-cell
Coll,s1ons-230kWf'
e,ecuons
electrons
13
n p = 1.5 X 10 cm"
n = 2 . 7 X 10 1 2 cm- 3
3/2 kT . = 0.13 keV

Impurity
radiation
5kW

Reduced axial
energy transport
FIG.l.

3/2 kT

Impurity and
L radiation
35 kW

Axial particle loss 1 ——^
= 0.08 keV/ Secondary electron •;

onize and heat'wall gas 5 kW

TMX power flow derived from measured plasma

parameters.
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FIG.2. End-cell diamagnetism versus end-loss current.

2.

ION MICROSTABILITY

The Drift Cyclotron Loss Cone (DCLC) mode was successfully
stabilized under many conditions in TMX. The measured fluctuations [2]
usually had the characteristics of the Alfven ion cyclotron (AIC) at the
plug ion cyclotron frequency. There were some occasions when the fluctuations appeared DCLC-like or when fluctuations were absent. The ioncyclotron fluctuations were usually due to AIC in TMX, rather than DCLC
as in 2XIIB, because the DCLC drive was weaker in TMX with its radius
(measured in gyroradii) twice the radius of 2XIIB. The TMX observations
revealed that the warm plasma that stabilized the DCLC mode also limited
the amplitude of the AIC mode. Instead of spreading the angular distribution of hot ions, the end plug fluctuations interacted with central-cell
ions to damp the instability and produce a source of warm end-plug ions
which were subsequently lost along field lines. Figure 2 shows the correlation between the plug diamagnetism (AIC drive) versus the axial ion
end loss current (AIC stabilization). This correlation was observed over
a wide range of neutral-beam and gas inputs.
TMX end-cell plasmas were produced by injecting neutral beams nearly
perpendicularly to magnetic-field lines. The next generation of tandemmirror experiments has oblique injection of neutral beams, producing
"sloshing-ion" distributions. Earlier work [3] described calculations of
stability to DCLC and streaming-ion modes for sloshing ion injection. We
have recently completed analysis of stability of sloshing ions to the AIC
mode.
A simple sloshing-ion distribution is f(v) = F(v)G(<(>), where v is
the ion speed, <fc is the velocity pitch angle with respect to the magnetic
field, and G(<t>) = exp[-(<(> - <j)g)2/2A2] + exp [-(u - <J> - <j>0)2 / 2A2 ].
In this pitch-angle distribution G, 4>Q gives the neutral-beam injection
angle, and A gives the pitch-angular width. We take F(v) = Cv 2 ^exp(-Ov 2 ),
A = 0, 1, 2
Figure 3 gives numerical solutions of the AIC dispersion
relation [4] for a uniform plasma with cold electrons, showing the stabilizing effect of oblique neutral-beam injection (<J>o < 90°). The effect is
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FIG.3a. The maximum growth rate of AIC instability, in units of the ion cyclotron frequency,
as a function of the neutral-beam injection angle <j>0 and pitch-angular spread A. The uniform
10 keV deuterium plasma has density 4 X ;0 I2 em~ 3 and 8 = 1, and the magnetic field strength
islOkG.
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FIG.3b. Convective-absolute boundaries for AIC instability in a uniform 10-ke V hydrogen
plasma with $. = 2 in a 5 kG field.

illustrated in Fig. 3(a) by the plots of the instability growth rate,
maximized over real wave numbers k, for various pitch-angular widths A.
The A = 0 result indicates that AIC instability is sensitive to
<WL /W||> = tan2 <J>Q, the average over the ion distribution of the ratio of
perpendicular to parallel energies, and is strongly stabilized for
<w w >
l/ ll i 1> even for a very narrow pitch-angular distribution. The
A J* 0 results show that further stabilization occurs when we introduce a
spread of pitch angles.
Figure 3(b) shows convective/absolute boundaries on the plane of
width A versus injection angle $Q. Higher 8 expands the absolute
region at the expense of the convective region. For fixed 6 the curves
in Fig. 3(b) illustrate the stabilizing effect of oblique injection: the
width A decreases as <)>Q decreases.
3.

PROPERTIES OF HOT ELECTRONS IN THERMAL BARRIERS

A component of magnetically trapped, energetic e l e c t r o n s sharply
increases the effectiveness of a thermal b a r r i e r in a tandem mirror by
accentuating the b a r r i e r - p o t e n t i a l dip [ 3 ] . To be e f f e c t i v e , the hot
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electron density at the barrier midplane must approach the local ion
density. Description of the steady-state generation of these electrons
by electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) required us to consider
many topics: (1) ray tracing calculations of the microwave access to the
resonance zones, (2) the conditions for stochastic absorption of the
microwave power, (3) the fueling of the hot-electron population from the
colder electrons including the effects of plasma potentials, (A) the
velocity-space evolution of the distribution function and avoidance of
runaway electrons, (5) the required ECRH power, (6) the microstability of
the resulting distribution functions, and (7) the effect of the hotelectron pressure on the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability of the
system as a whole.
3.1.

Electron heating

We have used analytic techniques, numerical solutions of mapping
equations, and a Monte Carlo simulation code to investigate conditions
for stochastic absorption of ECRH power using single and multiple
frequencies. For small machines, we find heating to be improved by two
waves having a difference frequency equal to the bounce frequency of
electrons near the stochastic boundary; this is in agreement with observations in SM-1 [5]. For large machines such as TMX-U and MFTF-B,
heating is completely stochastic without requiring multiple frequencies.
Because the heating is stochastic, we use a time—dependent, bounceaveraged Fokker-Flanck code with quasilinear diffusion at the fundamental
and second harmonic frequencies to model the fueling of a hot-electron
group from a cold thermal background and the subsequent velocity-space
evolution of the distribution function. The code, which is nonrelativistic in the ion and electron Coulomb scattering, includes relativistic
mass shift of the resonance in the microwave diffusion but does not have
Doppler broadening of the absorption. It can model heating for localized
(strong single-pass absorption) or nonlocalized (cavity) microwave fields.
Variation of assumed microwave characteristics controls buildup time
scales, the hot-to-cold electron density ratio, and hot-electron
anisotropy. For the start—up problem, strong trapping of central cell
electrons occurs when the microwave diffusion at the fundamental resonance
is large compared to collisional scattering each into the loss cone. This
condition can be written as

,
fn (101 cni ) f (GHz)l
.
|
(keV)
>
M
s—5
=
—
^
-2 5 |2 TT
s
2 25
5
2

s

I

A9 2 e 2 (V/cm)

JJ (XA6
(XA6)

(1)

where T 3 and n s are source temperature, f is the microwave frequency, e±
is the electric field strength, and density and A6 is the angular distance
in radians between the mirror loss cone angle and the velocity space pitch
angle at the magnetic minimum for electrons just turning at the resonance
point.
The goals of these calculations are to aid experiments to control
electron distribution in thermal barriers and to calculate the selfconsistent axial potential profile. In tandem mirrors the plug plasma
beta needs to be carried by the bulk of the electrons, rather than by a
small runaway population as is adequate for EBT-type devices. Energy
control is to be produced by localizing the rf field energy so that energetic electrons have their resonant cyclotron frequency moved out of the
high microwave field region by their relativistic mass shift. This process has been included in Fokker-Planck calculations. Figure 4 shows
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FIG.4. Contour plot of the electron distribution function in midplane phase space showing
that localized ECRH inhibits resonant runaway as evidenced by the rapid decrease in electron
density at high energy. The distribution function decreases by a factor 0.58 between contours.

that runaway is inhibited, and that a fairly broad electron distribution
can be generated.
We studied hot-electron distributions as a function of the heating
at fundamental and second harmonic resonance for several values of
plasma-source temperature, neglecting ambipolar potential. The TMX-U
vacuum magnetic geometry was used. The assumed rf-electric fields were
Ej «* 100 V/cm and the index N, = 1 at both fundamental and second harmonic
resonance was assumed.
The dependence on X» a s defined by Eq. (1), of the density, mean
energy, required rf power, and the fraction of hot electrons is shown in
Figs. 5(a) to 5(d). The hot-electron fraction is defined as the number
of electrons with energies exceeding 2 keV, the approximate depth of the
thermal barrier expected in the TMX-U experiment. Electrons with lower
energy would be expelled by the potential.
The plasma energy and density are seen to be increasing functions
of X a n ^ central-cell electron temperature, as expected, since rf diffusion becomes strong compared to collisional losses. The saturation in
mean-electron energy shown in Fig. 5(b) results from the relativistic
detuning of the rf diffusion. The dashed curves are a plot of the strong
trapping condition, given by Eq. (1), where V r f is the rf velocity diffusion rate and Vc is the 90° pitch angle scattering frequency.
The rf electric field is an input parameter for the calculation. A
value of 100 V/cm produces hot electron density and energy for TMX-U.
This value of field is consistent with the available microwave power.
The microwave absorption is expected to be strong for Maxwellian plasmas.
The localized heating, which limits the energy, should adjust the absorption coefficient, as is manifested in the distortion of the electron
velocity distribution, so that absorption and electron losses are in
balance.
These calculations do not include the axial potential which is
important for the low-energy electrons and provides the thermal barrier.
Both a multi-region, finite-element Fokker-Planck code and a Monte-Carlo
code have been recently developed and show that the potential decreases
the electron trapping rate.
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FIG.6. Convective-absolute instability boundaries for the whistler mode (solid curve) and the
upper-hybride loss-cone mode (dashed curve). TMX-U can obtain over a range of parameters
crossing the convective-absolute boundary.

3.2

Hot electron stability

The hot electrons have magnetic drift frequencies that exceed
typical MHD growth rates. As a result, they contribute to the MHD motion
only if the 3-value omitting hot electrons exceeds the Van Dam-Lee
condition [6]. This situation opens options for controlling the system's
overall MHD stability by choosing parameters relative to this critical
value, depending on whether the hot electrons are in a good- or badcurvature region.
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TABLE II. COMPARISON OF MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
TMXAND TMX-UPGRADE
System

TMX

TMX-Upgrade

Magnet
End-plug midplane field (T)
Plug-mirror ratio
Plug length (m)
Central-cell length (m)
Central-cell field strength (T)

1.0
2:1
0.9
5.5
0.1

0.5
4:1
3.0
8.0
0.3

Neutral beam
Maximum power (MW)
Plug injection angles (deg.)
Central-cell injection angles (deg.)
Duration (ms)
ECRH
Number of 200 kW 28-GHz gyrotrons
ICRH
Central-cell power (kW)

5

10

90
90
25

47, 18
70, 58.5

0

4

—

75

200

Adapting the Van Dam-Lee analysis for minimum-B wells, as in TMX-U
and MFTF-B, we find that we can use conventional MHD stability anaylsis
provided we modify the hot electron beta (&he)
o
effective

o
w
Tie 6 + 2r /R
w
p c

where $ w is the beta of the warm non-rigid electrons and ions, r p is the
plug radius, and Rc is the plug radius of curvature.
Microinstabilities with frequencies in the neighborhood of the electron gyrofrequency fie determine the stable operating regime of hotelectron cells. We solve a fully electromagnetic dispersion relation
governing longitudinal and transverse waves in a uniform plasma, allowing
for oblique propagation. Electron distribution functions are chosen to
model the Fokker-Planck code results.
Both the whistler and the upper-hybrid loss-cone (UHLC) modes are
found to be potentially unstable. Figure 6 shows the convective-absolute
instability boundary of both modes. For TMX-U parameters, hot-electron
cells can be free from absolutely unstable whistler and UHLC modes if the
temperature anisotropy <T||>/<T|> ^ 0 . 4 and Wptot/^e < 1-55.
However, both modes are convectively unstable with the maximum temporal
growth rates greater than 0.004 fie if tOptot/^e £.0.55. Along the
convective-absolute instability boundary, the whistler mode propagates in
the parallel direction with a spatial growth rate on the order of
(5 Pe)~l. The spatial growth of the upper-hybrid loss-cone mode is
predominantly in the perpendicular direction with a growth rate

M0.5 Pe)"1.
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Startup calculations

We have evaluated scenarios for the startup of a thermal barrier
tandem mirror based on satisfying the following global constraints:
particle and power balance for each species in each cell, MUD stability,
microstability of both hot ions and hot electrons, and stability to
trapped-particle modes. Our startup scenario differs from previous TMX
procedures where the plasma was built-up to high density (MO'-' cm"-*) as
rapidly as possible in order to be able to maintain the plasma boundary
against charge exchange on neutral gas. The hot electron power balance
requires that start-up begin at lower density [<10^ cm~^] when electron
temperatures are low. Then the electrons build-up to full temperature and
density over a period of a few tens of milliseconds. Now, rather than
sustaining the plasma boundary with neutral beams as previously, it is
sustained by warm ions streaming from the central cell and by hot electrons that are mirror trapped in the plugs, much as in the Elmo Bumpy
Torus.
Central cell heating with ICRH [7] is planned during thermal
barrier startup and operation. Its purpose is to reduce the collisional
filling of the barrier due to passing ions from the central cell to a low
enough level to be pumped. The major advantage of ICRH is that at S2C£,
the bulk of the ion distribution is directly heated. Neutral beams or
ICRH at 2flc£, on the other hand, indirectly heat the bulk ions through
collisions with hot ions. This is less effective at low densities during
startup before the formation of a thermal barrier and when the central
cell plasma depends on only magnetic confinement with little or no electrostatic enhancement. After thermal barrier formation, we continue the
buildup to steady state.
4.

INITIAL TMX-U RESULTS

In this section we describe our first results from TMX-U after a
few weeks of operation. Machine parameters are listed in Table II. The
initial experiments are carried out with 1 MW incident neutral beam power
in each end plug and in the central cell. We also carried out experiments
with 50 kW ECRH power. The objective of these experiments is to operate
in the conventional tandem mirror mode without thermal barriers to get an
early assessment of the system performance. In these early experiments
we have generated and measured the angular distribution of hot sloshing
ions in the end cells with two arrays of secondary emission detectors
which viewed the plasma at the midplane of each plug at various angles.
These measurements, shown in Fig. 7(a), show the energetic plasma ions to
be peaked in velocity space at 47°, the beam injection angle. The hot
ion density increases rapidly with increased beam current. Figure 7(b)
shows the axial density profile of hot ions resulting from inverting the
angular distribution shown in Fig. 7(a). The absolute hot ion density is
several times 1 0 l z cm" .
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DISCUSSION
H.L. BERK: Are you using the long-mean-free-path regime to test electrostatic stoppering of the central-cell ions?
T.C. SIMONEN: In our initial TMX Upgrade, the mean free path is in the
intermediate regime; it exceeds the central-cell length, but is less than the centralcell length times the central-cell mirror ratio.
R.S. POST: Did your central-cell j3 exceed what you would expect from flute
stability theory?
T.C. SIMONEN: We observe that the central-cell jS continues to increase up
to 10% with increasing central-cell beam injection power, which indicates that we
have not encountered an MHD stability limit. In general, the central-cell (3 does
not exceed the theoretical limits for a non-isotropic beam-injected pressure profile.
In some experiments, after the end plugs were turned off, we did exceed the theoretical limits in a slowly decaying plasma.
R.S. PEASE: In previous experiments, the ions were slowed down on the
electrons: what is the slowing-down time in the present experiments?
T.C. SIMONEN: It is approximately 5 ms.
M. THUMM: You started the ECRH experiments with a view to producing
hot-electron ion thermal barriers with one 200-kW 28-GHz gyrotron. Why were
you able to launch only 50 kW of ECRH power into the plasma?
T.C. SIMONEN: The waveguide transmission efficiency to the plasma is
approximately 50%. In our first experiments, we experienced breakdown in one
waveguide when we increased the gyrotron output above 100 kW. In future experiments, we expect to be able to deliver 100 kW to the plasma from each of four
gyrotrons.
R.A. BREUN: What was the extent of the hot-electron distribution in the
ECRH experiments, and did you observe any associated high-frequency instabilities?
T.C. SIMONEN: We do not have a good measurement of the length of the
hot electrons, but we know that it was substantially less than 2 m. We monitored
emissions from 10 to 17 GHz and observed short bursts of radiation above the
thermal level.
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Abstract
GYROKINETIC EQUILIBRIUM AND STABILITY IN QUADRUPOLE TANDEM MIRRORS.
Recent theoretical work on the equilibrium and stability of quadrupole tandem mirrors
in the paraxial limit is discussed. Calculations of three-dimensional equilibria by means of a
^-expansion technique are reviewed, which lead to an understanding of the important role
played by parallel currents and the corollary importance of careful design of the structure of
the vacuum geodesic curvature. The previously predicted scaling with central-cell length of the
finite-/? distortion of vacuum flux surfaces is shown to saturate because of finite-orbit effects.
An adaptation to tandem geometries of the reduced MHD technique for calculating high-j3
three-dimensional equilibria is described. This approach uses the paraxial expansion to resolve
the time-dependent relaxation to equilibrium into three distinct timescales on which the motion
can be followed independently. Regarding stability, it is shown that kinetic effects suppress
ballooning modes of short-to-moderate perpendicular wavelength; in the limit that such effects
are dominant only rigid modes are possible. The stability of the latter modes is investigated
within the context of the energy principle. Results of equilibrium and stability calculations
for the TMX-Uand MFTF-B experiments at Livermore are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
Present tandem mirror configurations consist of an
axisymmetric central cell, which serves as the principal
531
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confinement region, flanked by quadrupole end cells, which
provide magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stabilization as well as
electrostatic plugging. The quadrupole anchors render the
guiding-center equilibrium and stability problems threedimensional. Fortunately, however, tandem mirrors are
large-aspect-ratio devices: magnetic field components and
scale lengths parallel to the magnetic axis are large compared
to those perpendicular to the axis. This ordering allows an
important simplification of the equilibrium and stability
problems. This simplification—commonly referred to as the
paraxial or long-thin approximation—is achieved by expanding
the equations that determine guiding-center equilibrium and
stability in powers of the inverse aspect ratio, X [1].
We report here equilibrium and stability calculations
for tandem mirrors carried out within the context of the
paraxial expansion, and their application to the magnet design
of the two tandem configurations at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory—the Tandem Mirror Experiment (TMX-U), and the
Mirror Fusion Test Facility (MFTF-B), which is now under
construction.
2.

EQUILIBRIUM

2.1. Zero-Gyroradius, Low-B Limit
^

We first discuss equilibrium. If terms of relative
are neglected, the relevant equations reduce to [2]:

Pi + I B2 = ] BJJU)

(1)

• - *z I f <r>

<2>

i) 1

(4)

+ a(y'.y)l

(5)

PI

9\ Y> *w _l

Here we have used a flux coordinate system (i|>, 0, z) in terms
of which the magnetic field is B = BID = Vip x V0, and the flux
line curvature vector is i? = 6 • vfi =flv\(>+ *°V9. The
covariant components fl and ra will be called the normal and
geodesic curvatures, respectively. Also, we have used a prime
to denote differentiation along the field, 6 • v = 3/3z;
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Pi,ll(B»'i') = v (^)Pi, n(B) for thg plasma pressure components
perpendicular and parallel to B; x(ip, 9, z ) , y(i|;, 0, z) for
flux lines; i = 6 • V x 6 for the parallel current per unit
magnetic flux; B v (z) for the vacuum field strength; and Q
= B^ + p^ - P||. The boundary conditions used to close the
equations are i = 0 at the ends of the system and § •*• B v
laterally.
Equations (1) - (5) are still a very complicated set of
coupled, nonlinear, third-order partial differential equations
for the unknowns x and y. To solve, we further expand in
powers of B = plasma energy density/vacuum field energy
density. To 0(3) we find that the solution reduces to quadratures over known vacuum field quantities (functions of z) and
over prescribed pressure profiles (functions of ty and B ) .
We emphasize that the only ordering assumed is X^ << 3 < 1;
the mirror ratio and flux surface ellipticity are arbitrary.
The constraint 0 » }? is necessary because the vacuum field
drifts of particles trapped in the quadrupole end cells do not
coincide with their drifts in the equilibrium
field, with the
result that isorrhopic [1] [PIJI = Pj.,||(^P» B )l pressure
profiles may not exist for 3 <*A .
As is clear from Eq. (4), it is a general feature of
these equilibria that plasma currents flowing parallel to t
are generated by pressure gradients in the presence of nonvanishing geodesic curvature. If these currents flow through
the central cell they distort the flux surfaces that are
circular at low 3. If the currents are large or the central
cell long, the distortions can be large enough to force flux
surfaces to intersect material structures or, worse, to
preclude the existence of equilibrium.
Fortunately, however, central-cell parallel currents can
be greatly reduced or even eliminated, and the flux surface
deformation concomitantly reduced, by proper iteration of
magnet design with equilibrium calculations. We illustrate
this in the case of a very long central cell. To 0(3) the
central-cell midplane flux-surface distortion assuming v(ijj) =
is

?•'»>

cos46

(6)

dz "> .
B-P h

Here rg is the midplane radius of the surface; i> = to marks
the plasma boundary; p = (pL + p M )/2; and g(z) and h(z) are,
respectively, the odd and even parts of the vacuum curvature
components: 51v = h(z) + g(z) cos26, » v = -2ipg(z) sin2e. The
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vacuum field is taken as axisymmetric for IzI < % and nonax i symmetric for I <_ izi <_ L, and terms of 0(1 - SL/l) have been
neglected.
The equilibrium distortion of the vacuum surface as given by
Eq. (6) consists of an axisymmetric component that arises from the
well-digging effect of diamagnetic currents, and an octupole part
arising from parallel currents. The axisymmetric component is
proportional to 3 in the central cell; the octupole component
has contributions from both the transition region and the
anchor, each scaling with the appropriate B, as well as a
cross term which scales as /Bcg/\. To the same accuracy as
Eq. (6), the parallel current throughout the axisymmetric
region is
^ ^ g

sin29

(7)

Comparison of Eqs (6) and (7) shows that on a given flux
surface the octupole component is proportional to the square of
the parallel current amplitude, which itself is proportional to
the pressure-gradient-weighted flux tube average of the geodesic
curvature over the non-axisymmetric region.
In an isolated quadrupole mirror cell, g(z) is an odd
function. When such a cell is connected to the solenoidal
central cell of a tandem, however, this symmetry tends to be
unbalanced by recircularizing coils in the transition region.
Consequently, parallel current flows from the end cell through
the transition region (where it can be enhanced by additional
locally unbalanced geodesic curvature) to the central cell,
where it causes flux surface deformation. The key to reducing
the distortions, therefore, lies in reducing the pressureweighted integral of g, that is, in optimally designing the
structure of the vacuum geodesic curvature. In practice this
is accomplished by alternating coil design changes with
equilibrium calculations until the central-cell parallel
current is as small as possible, consistent with other design
constraints. An example of the result of this process is
shown in Fig. 1. Plotted are the magnetic field strength B,
the geodesic curvature KI, and the parallel current i, for the
MFTF-B experiment. Also shown are several flux-surface crosssections at the midplane of the central cell. The vacuum
surfaces are shown dotted, while the equilibrium surfaces into
which they are deformed are depicted with solid lines. (In [2]
an algebraic error led to the opposite sign for the second term
on the right side of Eq. (6), with the result that equilibrium
flux surfaces had a "square" shape rather than the "diamonds"
shown in Fig. Id.)
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FIG. 1. Several functions characterizing equilibrium in MFTF-B.
fa) Vacuum magnetic field strength as a function of distance along magnetic axis z. The
central cell, centred at z — 0, is flanked by the axicell, transition region and MHD anchor.
(b) Geodesic curvature on a flux line \l/ = 4/%, 9 = TT/4. Vertical dotted lines mark extrema
ofBy(z).
(c) Parallel current on a flux line with 6 = n/4. Note that current leaving anchor is effectively
zero, while that leaving transition region is nearly so.
(d) Flux-surface cross-sections at z = 0. Equilibrium surfaces (solid lines) show octupole
distortion, while vacuum surfaces (dotted lines) are circular.
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2.2, Finite-Orbit Corrections
According to Eq. (6) the octupole component of the flux
surface distortion scales with the length of the axisymmetric
region. Therefore, if the central cell is very long, even a
small parallel current can lead to appreciable deformation [2,3],
For very large values of I, the analysis has to be
modified by inclusion of finite-orbit effects, and of £ x t
drifts. Equation (4) is generalized to

7

= Y i. te. i*.
s_ j"Y/ax afx. ^ a2y \ 1

W IV

962

ae J? ) \

where (for low 3)

$ = ambipolar electrostatic potential; p = density of mass;
M = density of gyrational angular momentum, summed over species.
(The contribution to M of any given species is -2mp /eB, where
m = mass, e = charge, p^ = partial pressure, 1 component.)
If Y > 0, then the effect of the new term is to give
the flux surfaces an additional degree of rigidity. Let us
assume Y(\p) = constant, for simplicity. Formula (6),
implying linear growth of the octupole term as a function of
I, is valid for I « SLC, where

4^ p h
For I » Hf., on the other hand, the octupole distortion
saturates at a finite level. If the simplest possible
boundary condition is assumed (rigid wall at the lateral
plasma boundary), then the result for SL » Hc is

'0
If Y < 0, then a rotational instability sets in.

do)
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2.3. Arbitrary 3
Equilibria computed by means of the 0-expansion technique
are reliable only so long as the distortions of the vacuum flux
surfaces are small. Furthermore, to quantify their accuracy it
would be necessary to compute to next order in 3, an apparently
intractable problem. As an alternative, we have adapted to
tandem-mirror geometry the reduced MHD technique used for
calculating toroidal equilibria [4]. In this approach, the
tensor-pressure MHD equations are expanded in powers of the
paraxial parameter X to yield a set of coupled nonlinear
equations of motion valid for arbitrary 0. Equations for the
flux coordinates ip and 9 and a velocity stream function U are
solved numerically as an initial-value problem.
The paraxial expansion naturally separates the motion into
three disparate timescales. On the fastest, compressionalAlfve"n-wave timescale, the plasma is brought to perpendicular
pressure balance, in which the equilibrium equations (1) and
(3) are satisfied. On the intermediate sound-wave timescale,
parallel pressure balance, described by Eq. (2), is reached.
Finally, on the slowest, shear-Alfven-wave timescale, the
plasma responds to flux-line curvature, while maintaining the
lower-order pressure-balance equilibrium. When equilibrium is
attained on the slow timescale, Eqs (4) and (5) are satisfied.
In our computations, we first obtain pressure balance
perpendicular and parallel toiL Perpendicular balance is
found by solving the leading-order equations of motion,
removing kinetic energy until equilibrium is reached.
Parallel balance is then obtained trivially from Eq. (2).
Using the pressure-balance equilibrium as an initial
condition, we then solve the higher-order shear-Alfven-wave
equations of motion [4]:
p 4j- (v^U) = - B^b • V (-Sj i) + K • VQ x b

= vu x 7* • b v ,

| £ = vu x ve • b v

(12)

(13)

where U is a^stream function jn terms of which the flow
velocity is V = VU x b v , and b v is a unit vector parallel to
the vacuum field. Note that the vanishing of the right side
of Eq. (12) at equilibrium is equivalent to Eq. (4).
We solve the equations numerically in finitedifference form on a fixed rectangular grid. We assume
appropriate symmetry, so that the grid needs to cover only
one-eighth of the plasma volume. The lateral boundary
conditions are those appropriate at a rigid wall, viz.
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FIG. 2. Ellipticity parameter e in model quadrupole-mirror cell as a function of marginally
stable Qfor two different mirror ratios. The equilibrium is unstable to ballooning interchange
modes below the curves.

p = p|| = 0 and U = 0. At the axial boundaries we set
p. = pn = 0 and (B V U)' = 0, the latter condition being
equivalent to insulated ends. Kinetic energy is removed to
obtain a minimum-potential-energy state.
We have performed equilibrium calculations for two types
of mirror configurations. In one, we considered a model
quadrupole mirror similar to the end-cells of a tandem [4].
We found that if the plasma was interchange or ballooning
unstable, exponentially growing modes with a predominantly
m = 4 structure rose nonlinearly to large amplitude [4]. When
the plasma was MHD stable, on the other hand, we obtained wellconverged equilibria.
The model quadrupole vacuum field can be parametrized by
R, the mirror ratio, and e = L[d(£nx)/dz]z=o (L = half-length
of mirror, x = symmetry-plane flux line), which measures the
ellipticity of the vacuum flux surfaces. Numerical stability
results are shown in Fig. 2, which gives the critical value of
e as a function of B for two different mirror ratios. If e
is less than the critical value, for a given R and g, then the
plasma is unstable. The 6 = 0 limits of the curves agree well
with the low-0 interchange criterion. Finite 8 is mildly
destabilizing, but it is not difficult to find high-6 stable
equilibria.
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Tandem-mirror computations using the TMX-U vacuum field
were performed in the same way. The p, n(B) profiles
were of
the form given in [2], with v(ip) = ( 1 - W W • *n an e c 1 u 1 "
librium with 3 C =0.45 (central cell) and 3 A =0.60 (anchor),
constant-pressure contours were similar in structure to those
in Fig. Id, with significant m = 4 distortion. In the
transition region, the ellipticity of vacuum flux surfaces was
increased by an m = 2 distortion.
To study the stability of tandems to low-m ballooning
modes by this technique, it is necessary to relax the
symmetry. The results of such computations will be given
elsewhere.
3. STABILITY
Quadrupole-stabilized tandem mirrors rely for MHD
stability on high pressure-weighting of the regions of
favorable curvature (the quadrupole end cells) relative to
those of unfavorable curvature. This guarantees stability to
curvature-driven modes when the value of 3 in the region of
unfavorable curvature, 3c» is less than some critical
value that depends on the value of 3 in the end cells, 3A> and
on the details of the magnetic geometry. To determine the
critical value of 3 C it is necessary to formulate and solve the
equation of motion for the modes of interest. At low 3, the
characteristic perturbations are electrostatic flute modes
whose stability criterion is simple and well-known [5], At
higher values of 3 magnetic-field perturbations make line
bending possible; this allows modes to localize in regions of
unfavorable curvature. It is the stability properties of such
ballooning modes that ultimately determine the critical
3-values achievable in tandem mirrors.
3.1. Moderate-m ballooning
The analysis of ballooning modes is greatly simplified
when the scale leqgth for the variation of the perturbation
perpendicular to B is very much shorter than the scale length
for variations along ft, as this assumption leads to a decoupling of the equation describing the parallel variation of
the stream function <ji from those describing the perpendicular
variation of #. Writing. <|>(ip, 6, z) = $(z) exp iS(e, tp),
one obtains a s^econd-order ordinary differential equation to
be solved for $ on each field line [6]. In the ideal MHD
equations, the most unstable modes occur in the limit iVSl •*•«>.
In this limit, the perturbation is localized to a single field
line, so it is only necessary to search for the first field
line on which ballooning modes become unstable as 3c is
increased [7],
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Stability boundaries and mean azimuthal mode number, <S$), for an axicell MFTF-B
The value offi in the MHD anchor cell is held fixed at (3^ = 0.55. Note the substantial
in 0C with a-JRv until the calculation begins to break down at a-JRv =
3X10'3.
mirror experiments typically have a-JRp = 0.1.

The introduction of finite-ion-Larmor-radius effects into
the MHD equation [8] limits the values of IVSI for the most
unstable perturbations. At finite values of IVSI the perturbation is no longer localized to a single field line. Hence, it
is necessary to "sew" the solutions <|>(z) from neighboring field
lines together in a self-consistent way to obtain both the mode
structure in the (\|>, 6) plane and the global dispersion relation. We accomplish this by using the theory of semi-classical
mechanics [9], essentially WKB theory generalized to many
dimensions. The problem is tjjen reduced to quantizing the two
independent actions, j> VS • dq, associated with the motion of a
ballooning mode "ray" in the (\p, 0) plane.
A numerical computation of the ray orbits and quantization of the associated actions yields the stability boundary
shown in Fig. 3. Note that as the ion gyroradius, aj, divided
by the pressure-gradient scale length, R p , is increased, the
critical value of g c increases substantially. The figure also
shows that the value of S0 (for axisymmetric systems S0 = m)
characteristic of the most unstable perturbation plummets to
such small values, S Q <,5, that our large-m expansion fails
well before we reach realistic values of a-j/Rp (a^/Rp = 8.0 x 10" 2
for MFTF-B). This indicates that large-m ballooning modes will
be suppressed by finite-Larmor-radius effects in tandem-mirror
experiments, and suggests that the most unstable modes will
have \/ery little structure in the (iji, 6) plane.
3.2. Rigid Modes
In the limit in which FLR effects completely dominate
the energetics, only rigid displacements are possible. We
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analyze the stability of such modes by considering the energy
principle in the paraxial limit [1]. The displacement is
conveniently represented in terms of its Cartesian components
as
I = u(z)ax + V ( Z ) T y
(14)
where x and y are unit vectors, /B v (0) a(z) - x{vjj,9,z)/
x(i|;,9,0), /Bv(0) T ( Z ) = y(\p,e,z)/y(vj>,0,0), and u and v are
arbitrary. The perturbed magnetic field inside the plasma
corresponding to (14) is
SBx = — x + — y

(15)

In evaluating the energy integral, we use the geometry
of the vacuum field. We can then obtain the perturbed field
in the vacuum region between the plasma and a conducting wall
by solving Laplace's equation in confocal elliptic _^
coordinates, requiring that the normal component of 6B± be
continuous across the plasma boundary and vanish at the wall.
After integration over 0 and VJJ, the energy integral takes
the form
6W = TTI|JB I

dz | <p>(aa"u2 + T T " V 2 ) + ( - ^ p a 2 + n j u ' 2

where <p> = }Q

pd\|//i|>B, <Q> = J Q

Q di(i/4>B

B 2 (a 2 - T 2 ) 2 + B(a
n =
, ) 2 + B2(a2 - T 2 ) 2 - B(a

and vp|j, \pg are the axial magnetic flux at the wall and plasma
boundary, respectively. In Eq. (16), the term proportional to
<p> comes from the curvature drive, while the others represent
the perturbed magnetic energy, with the individual terms
multiplied by <Q> arising inside the plasma and those
multiplied by n coming from the vacuum region.
We obtain Euler-Lagrange equations by varying 6W with
respect to u and v independently. The result is

[

]
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FIG, 4. Marginal stability boundaries for rigid modes in TMX-Upgrade.
(aj (ji/J as a function of((lc)for two different wall positions, with the low-fi flute limit shown
for comparison. The equilibrium is stable to the left of the curves.
(bj <(3C> as a function of wall position for three values of <|3A>. The equilibrium is stable below
the curves.

and v(z) = u(-z), by symmetry. Eq. (17) is identical to the
"infinite-m" ballooning-mode equation at marginal stability,
except for the presence of the n-term and the substitution of
<Q> and <p> for Q and p. Since 1 <_ n ± °°» therefore, rigid
modes are inherently more stable than "infinite-m" modes. As
the wall approaches the plasma (n •+• °°) the mode becomes
flute-like, and the interchange limit is recovered. An
illustration of this behavior in the case of TMX-Upgrade is
given in Fig. 4. Shown are marginal-stability boundaries for
two different wall positions, and the dependence of the
critical <g c > on wall position for several values of
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DISCUSSION
C.W. HORTON: You mention that the finite-Larmor-radius (FLR) stability
of the system is favourable because the bad-curvature drive is localized in the transition region, whereas the FLR stabilization extends throughout the plasma volume.
Have you considered the destabilization from the centrifugal force due to plasma
rotation, which extends throughout the plasma volume and may therefore be the
dominant destabilization mechanism?
T.B. KAISER: It is quite true that plasma rotation may be an important
destabilizing mechanism but we have not yet studied it in a systematic way.
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Abstract
STUDIES ON IMPROVEMENT OF PLASMA CONFINEMENT IN AXISYMMETRIZED
TANDEM MIRROR.
Several physics issues in improved confinement of a tandem mirror are studied
experimentally and numerically. Production of sloshing-ion distribution was demonstrated
by injecting neutral beams obliquely into a minimum-B mirror of Gamma 6, and an associated
potential change was observed. This result strongly supports the concept of forming a thermal
barrier by sloshing-ion distribution. Newly developed computer codes have been used to
examine confinement properties of Gamma 10 with the following results: (1) Drift surfaces
of central-cell ions are sure to be almost circular when no reflection occurs at minimum-B
anchors, so that resonant diffusion does not occur; (2) Undesirable potential hills at the anchors
can be depressed by producing hot electrons; (3) Scaling formulae have been obtained for
density profile and confinement time of sloshing ions. Mode-controlled RF field is applied for
dynamic stabilization of an axisymmetric mirror plasma in a wide range of parameters. The
required strength of RF field scales as n 0 - 3 (Ti/R c ) 0 - 5 , predicting a reasonable value of
1.1 kV'cm" 1 for plasma of n = 5 X 10 13 cm" 3 ,T; = 20 keVand radius of curvature of magnetic
field Rc = 4.3 m.

* Present address: Nihon University, Tokyo 101, Japan.
** Present address: IPP, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464, Japan.
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INTRODUCTION

Plug potential formation and confinement of a tandem mirror have been
demonstrated in several devices such as Gamma 6 [1, 2], TMX [3] and Phaedrus [4].
Key issues on further improvement of a tandem mirror are efficient formation of
plug potential by a thermal barrier [5], suppression of resonant diffusion [6] by
axisymmetrization of the magnetic field [7, 8] and enhancement of central-cell
beta by additional MHD stabilization. This paper reports experimental and
numerical investigations on several features of these issues.

2.

SLOSHING-ION FORMATION AND AMBIPOLAR POTENTIAL

Sloshing-ion experiments have been carried out in one of the minimum-B
mirrors of Gamma 6, as shown in Fig. 1. The upper diagram shows the magnetic
field strength (broken line) along the magnetic axis (z-axis) and the sloshing-ion
density distribution (solid line) predicted by MONTE-CARLO simulation code.
A hydrogen-loaded titanium washer gun produces a target plasma with
density 5 X 10 13 cm" 3 , ion and electron temperatures 20 eV and 5 eV for 0.5 ms.
The plasma diameter at half maximum is 3 cm at the midplane (m) and 1 cm in
the minor axis direction of the elliptical cross-section near the sloshing-ion turning
point (t). The sloshing-ions are created by injecting neutral beams (11 keV,
4 A X 2) at 62° to the axis. The pitch-angle distribution of hot ions has been
determined from Faraday cup measurement and from measurement of chargeexchanged fast neutral fluxes with secondary emission detector (SED) arrays.
The SED arrays are placed at positions m and t.
The distributions at the midplane measured by Faraday cup and SED agree,
showing two peaks at 60° and 120° (Fig.2(a)). At the predicted turning point t
the observed distribution shows a single peak at 90°. These observations indicate
that sloshing-ions are produced with midplane pitch angle of 60°, which is close
to the injection angle of the neutral beams. From the measured distribution, the
axial density profile is calculated as shown in Fig.2(b) by use of conservation laws
of energy and magnetic moment. The axial profile of hot ion density has a dip at
the midplane. Although, on the axis, the density of the hot ions is several per cent
of the target plasma density, they are almost equal at the plasma periphery. This
is because the diameter of hot plasma is twice as large as the target plasma, owing
to a large difference in Larmor radii. The hot ions strongly influence the potential
at the periphery. Langmuir and emissive probes are used to determine the plasma
potential profile in this region. The results obtained on the field line which
threads the midplane at a radius of 8 cm are plotted in Fig.2(b). The large potential increase at the turning point, compared to that at the midplane, is concluded
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to be associated with the sloshing-ion density distribution. These results demonstrate the effectiveness of oblique injection of neutral beams as a means of
producing a sloshing-ion distribution for thermal barrier formation.

3.

NUMERICAL STUDIES OF CONFINEMENT IN GAMMA 10

Gamma 10, completed in March 1982 and coming into full operation in
March 1983, is a minimum-B-anchored tandem mirror with an outboard thermal
barrier. This is effectively axisymmetric in the sense that any ion reflections are
designed to occur only at axisymmetric regions. Drift surfaces in the actual vacuum
field of Gamma 10 (Fig.3(a)) are obtained numerically by using guiding-centre
drift equations. Ions that are magnetically trapped by an axisymmetric ramp
field have completely circular drift surfaces. Those that pass through the anchor
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minimum-B region should be reflected by the axisymmetric mirror field or plug
potential. Drift surfaces of the passing ions with various pitch angles are shown
for the cases with and without radial potential (Fig.3(b)). Without the azimuthal
drift due to the electric field, the drift surfaces lie on the circular flux surfaces in
the central solenoid. This demonstrates that the effect of the non-axisymmetric
anchor field on the drift orbit is cancelled out and radial loss is suppressed. Even
with the radial electric field, the drift surfaces are almost circular. The anchor
minimum-B field is designed to be symmetric about the midplane so that
parallel current due to geodesic curvature is completely localized in the nonaxisymmetric region. This ensures that drift orbits remain circular even with
finite-/? plasma in the central cell of Gamma 10.
The Multi-Region Bounce-Averaged Fokker-Planck code was recently
developed to study the interactions between trapped and passing particles over
all regions of a tandem mirror. Ambipolar potential as well as density profiles in
a mirror can be predicted self-consistently by this code with and without hot
electrons. This shows that the undesirable potential hill at the non-axisymmetric
anchor region can be depressed in Gamma 10 by producing mirror-trapped hot
electrons, leading to suppression of resonant radial diffusion.
The Fokker-Planck code is used to study the sloshing-ion density profile and
confinement time rc as functions of injection angle 0; n j, electron temperature
T e , and mirror ratio R. The results are summarized as follows for the chargeexchange ionization-time ratio r c x /ri O n = 0.3:
(i) There exists a critical injection angle 0 c r of 67° above which no doublehumped density profile can be formed. Plug-barrier density ratio n p /nb scales as
n p /n b = 2.1 X 10" 3 (0 c r - 0 in j) 2 + 1
forR£3(Fig.3(c)).
(ii) The total number of sloshing-ions / dzn (z) = <n> L is proportional to
(0inj"~ 0Lc) 2 (Fig.3(d)). Here, 0LC is'the loss-cone angle and L is the mirror
length.
(iii) The sloshing-ion lifetime r p scales as
<n>7p = 1.3 X 10 8 E^. 2 (0 i n j - 0 L c ) 3 / l n ^ii
Here Ejnj is the injection energy in keV and In A;J is the ion-ion Coulomb
logarithm. This scaling for oblique injection reproduces the confinement time
obtained for 90° injection in the square-well mirror [9].
(iv) In the electron-drag-dominated limit, (n)r p is proportional to T e 2 but
not to T e 3 / 2 .
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FIG.4. Results of RF-stabilization of flute mode: (a), (b) and (c) are typical oscillograms
(0.1 ms/div) of diamagnetic signal, ion saturation current at r = 1.5 cm, and radial loss flux,
(dj RF current and electric field required for suppression ratio of 0.2 versus plasma energy
density, (e) Normalized RF current for suppression ratio of 0.2 versus effective gravity G

4.

DYNAMIC STABILIZATION BY MODE-CONTROLLED RF FIELD

The experiment was carried out in an axisymmetric mirror machine HI El
in which the hydrogen or helium plasma of density n = 1010 to 1014 cm" 3 is
produced by TPD and MPD plasma guns in a static magnetic field up to 1.1 T at
the throat. The mirror ratio R can be varied from 1.4 to 4. The azimuthal mode
m and the frequency f of the RF field, which is excited electromagnetically only
in the bad curvature region, are chosen to be m = ±2 and f/fc; > 2 with fc{ being
the local ion*cyclotron frequency, so that the ponderomotive force is directed
radially inward [10].
A typical example of dynamic stabilization is shown in Fig.4: (a) diamagnetic
signal, (b) ion saturation current to a single probe located near the plasma surface;
and (c) radial loss flux at the midplane for a plasma of n = 5 X 1011 cm" 3 in a
magnetic field with R = 2.3, where the RF pulse duration is indicated by arrows.
It should be noted that there arises a low-frequency, large-amplitude fluctuation
in probe signal (b) just after the plasma injection. Comparing the measured dis-
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persion relation of this fluctuation with the theoretical one, we find that the
observed fluctuation is caused by flute instability for a density ranging from
10 10 cm~ 3 to 1014 cm" 3 . As is clearly seen, the amplitude of the flute oscillation
decreases significantly during the RF pulse. As a consequence, the radial loss
flux reduces to about 25% of the initial value and the plasma energy increases at
the same time.
The antenna current IRF required for reducing the amplitude of the flute
fluctuation to two-tenths of that without RF is plotted as a function of plasma
energy density in Fig. 4(d). In this measurement T; + T e is kept almost constant
to be 20-30 eV. The strength of the RF electric field ERF at the plasma surface,
which is calculated from measured IRF, is also shown in the right ordinate. For
n = 3 X 1013 cm" 3 , the value of ERF was 30 V'cm" 1 , and the net RF power into
the plasma was 12 kW. From Fig.4(d) we obtain a scaling law that the ERF required for flute stabilization is proportional to n 0 ' 3 for a density up to 10 14 cm" 3 .
Theory predicts that ERF is proportional to the effective gravity G, which is
equal to Tj/R c , with Rc being a radius of curvature of the magnetic field line.
The antenna current IRF necessary for flute suppression was measured for
different values of G and plotted in Fig.4(e) after normalization by n Ot3 . The
experimental data for different densities fall on the theoretically predicted line.
By combining the results in Figs 4(d) and 4(e), the scaling ERF a n°- 3 G 0 - 5
is obtained, predicting the reasonable value of 1.1 kV-cm" 1 for n = 5 X 1013 cm" 3 ,
Ti = 20 keV and Rc = 4.3 m. In a hot plasma the required RF field strength
should be smaller by additional effects of finite Larmor radius and thin RF-field
penetration depth. This method of stabilization will be effective for increasing
the central-cell 0 of a tandem mirror and could be an alternative for nonaxisymmetric MHD anchors.
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F.L. RIBE: Could you, please, explain how you measured the electrostatic
potential of the sloshing-ion distribution?
K. YATSU: We determined the plasma potential from the floating potential
and also by emissive probe measurement. The agreement between the two results
is fairly good.
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Abstract
RECENT EXPERIMENTS IN THE PHAEDRUS TANDEM MIRROR.
A stable, steady tandem mirror plasma is sustained by RF alone in the Phaedrus tandem
mirror experiment. RF trapping of central-cell stream provides plug fuelling and Monte-Carlo
simulations predict many of its characteristics. The MHD stability of the Phaedrus tandem mirror
plasma is shown to be in agreement with predictions of pressure-weighted minimum-IB | stability
theory. Reduction of the ion end loss flux due to electrostatic confinement of central-cell ions
is observed both statically and dynamically. Direct fuelling of the plugs by gas puffing and RF
trapping has also been demonstrated. - In addition, neutral-beam injection into RF-sustained
plasmas is described; significant increases in diamagnetism and density have been obtained.
Preliminary experiments with breakdown and heating with ECRF are also described.
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INTRODUCTION

Phaedrus has been operated as a true tandem mirror, with
no line tying to the end walls, since April 1981. It consists
of a solenoidal central cell (with magnetic field |B| = 600 G)
bounded by quadrupole minimum |B| mirror cells (with |B| =
2.6 kG at the plug midplanes (see Fig. 1 ) ) . The minimum |B|
fields are produced with loffe coils. The experiment is exploring possible roles of RF heating and fueling of tandem
mirror plasmas by making use of up to 200 kW of RF power at
the ion cyclotron fundamental (OJ C [) and second harmonic (2wci)
in the end cells and oici in the central cell. Although most
experiments during the last year have been carried out with RF
sustained plasmas [1], we have recently achieved significant
increases to the end cell diamagnetism and density with neutral beams.
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In Phaedrus, the mirror end cells serve a dual purpose.
They provide MHD stability [2] for the system by confining
high plasma pressure in regions of good magnetic curvature.
They also can provide electrostatic confinement of central
cell ions [3]; hence they are known as "plugs". The two functions of the plug plasmas are distinct. For example, MHD stability was readily achieved when no electrostatic confinement
was present.
Results reported here will concentrate on data from RF
sustained plasmas. We will begin by a discussion of that mode
of operation. This is followed by a brief description of
Monte-Carlo simulations of RF trapping, which is the important physics needed for this mode of operation. Next we
briefly describe experiments which demonstrate that the
stability of the Phaedrus tandem mirror is in agreement with
the predictions of pressure weighted minimum | B | stability
theory. Data is also discussed which demonstrate that the
plugs can provide electrostatic confinement. We also show
that the plugs can be fueled by direct gas puffing and discuss asymmetries associated with the RF antenna positions.
Next, recent experiments using neutral beam injection into
RF sustained plasmas in the plugs are described. Finally,
preliminary ECRH breakdown and heating experiments are
described.

2.

RF SUSTAINED PLASMA

We have sustained the Phaedrus plasma using only RF for
as long as 22 msec. This is more than 20 times the central
cell confinement time, so an essentially steady state plasma
has been produced. Plug plasma densities ranging from 0.7 x
10' 2 cm"3 to 1.4 x 10^3 cm"3 have been achieved with plug to
central cell density ratios n p / n c <_ 2. Typical electron
temperatures T e and central cell ion temperatures T j c are
T
e ^ T i c ^ 2 0 e V wn '' e plug ion temperatures T; p can be as
high as 1 keV. The sequence of events in the sustained mode
of operation is shown in Fig. 2. Plasma is initiated by
short bursts (<_ 2 msec) from on axis hydrogenated titanium
washer stream guns. Only one stream gun, which can be
located at either end, is found to be sufficient. RF at the
fundamental ion cyclotron frequency, turned on during the
gun pulse, traps and heats a portion of the initial stream
gun plasma in the plugs. The initial density in the central
cell is determined by the stream gun plasma and by the
stream gun ionization of H2 puffed into the central cell.
The initial relative density thus depends on the amount and
timing of the central cell gas puff and on the plug RF field
strength. After the stream guns are turned off the plug
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FIG.2. Time evolution of experimental parameters during RF-sustained operation. Reading
from the top: plasma gun pulse, RF heating pulses in plugs and central cell, plug line density,
plug energy content, central-cell line density, central-cell energy content, plug electron temperature, and end-loss current density out of one end near the axis, scaled to plug centre.

density is determined by RF trapping of central cell ions
which stream into the plugs. The central cell density is
determined by ionization of the gas puff by central cell
plasma electrons. Central cell RF with & < coci is turned on
at gun turnoff and maintains the electron temperature for
ionization in the central cell. Plugs are fueled and heated
by the application of ICRH which traps and heats the central
cell loss stream.

3.

MONTE CARLO

Monte-Carlo simulations of the trapping of central cell
ions which stream into the plugs show that the trapping is
very efficient. The change in perpendicular energy in a
single pass through the ion cyclotron resonance can be
greater than the initial ion energy and can be on the order
of the plug ambipolar potential. The Monte-Carlo simulation
of this single-pass trapping process for Phaedrus conditions
shows that greater than 50% of the ions may be trapped. A
central cell ion confining potential <f>c, up to 1/2 Tj c /e
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improves the trapping efficiency to greater than 80% by slowing down the ions as they pass through the resonance. As <J>C
approaches T i c /e, the trapping efficiency decreases strongly
and an asymmetry develops depending on at which resonance
(toward the central cell or toward the end wall) the trapping
is taking place.
A Monte-Carlo simulation of end plug mirror confinement
with central cell fueling agrees well with the experiment.
The simulation predicts that for E + = 3.3 V/cm at the resonance, T| c = 20 eV, and (f>c = 0, a plasma with n = 5 x 10'^
cm~3, T; p = 500 eV, T = 20 eV, and an ion loss current of
12 amps can be maintained in an end plug with 9 kW of RF
power. The simulation predicts that the achievable plug density increases approximately linearly with increasing E + ,
pointing toward higher RF power to improve RF-sustained tandem mirror operation.
k.

STABILITY

Measurements reported at the last IAEA conference [k] were
carried out on stream gun sustained plasmas. This mode had
the undesirable feature that MHD stability was provided by
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line tying to the stream guns and T e and density profiles
were determined largely by the stream guns. This line tying
did however have the advantage of allowing ICRH in the central cell to produce central cell betas as high as 30%. In
the RF sustained mode MHD interchange stability has been
studied by separately varying the plug and central cell
betas and by varying the magnetic well depth in the plugs.
Pressure weighted minimum | B| stability theory predicts that
the ratio of the central cell beta to the plug beta in Phaedrus must be less than 1 to 3 depending on the details of
the magnetic fields. When the beta limit is exceeded the
plasma becomes flute unstable and can no longer be sustained.
Fig. 3a shows the ion current fluctuation level detected at
the edge of the central cell plasma as the ratio $c/f3p is increased. The beta ratio limit at 3 is apparent. Data indicating the stability limit (for conditions where the theoretical limit was 2.0) are shown in Fig. 3b.

5. ELECTROSTATIC CONFINEMENT
We have demonstrated that central cell ions are electrostatically confined in Phaedrus by making direct measurements
of the plasma potential in the plug and central cell and by
making comparisons between central cell density and ion end
loss data. These measurements all show that the confining
potentials are not static and are not one dimensional during
a shot, and from shot to shot, and the radial and axial potential profiles can interact. Plasma potentials were determined from the floating potential of Langmuir probes in the
centra] cell and self-emissive probes [5] in the plugs. Simultaneous data were taken with three probes mounted on a
common stalk at the plug midplane and three probes at the
central cell midplane located on the same flux tubes as the
plug probes.
The behavior of the ion confining potential <f>c = <J> <f> is the plug plasma potential and <J>e the central cell potential, was found to be sensitive to the conditions that
were present when the stream guns initiating the shot were
turned off. If the central cell density is too high and
<f>e > $p> central cell ions fall through the plugs with too
much parallel energy to be efficiently RF trapped and the
shot does not RF sustain. If the initial n >> n c or equivalently if <j> » <J)e, central cell ions are reflected by the
plug potential barriers and are prevented from reaching the
RF resonance so that no trapping can occur. This results in
a decrease in plug density and an increase in central cell
density. Depending on the conditions, an equilibrium can
sometimes be reached, with typically np/n c < _ 2 , which can
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FIG.4. (a) Line density in central cell and plug (multiplied by two);
(bj plasma potentials at three radii in plug and central cell during stable shot.

last for up to 22 msec. It is important to note that we do
not necessarily find the same situation on every flux tube
connecting the central cell and the plugs. While the potential is ion confining at a given radius, it may not be at
another radius and these conditions can change in time.
In Fig. k, we give data for a stable shot which did
not fluctuate strongly. Near the axis (at r = 1) the central
cell potential was more positive than the plug (and not ion
confining) except for the last 2 msec of the shot while at
r = 3-5 and 6 cm the plug potential was always ion confining.
Even though the ratio n p /n c was close to unity throughout
most of the shot, significant ion confinement was still present (off axis) with <J>C as high as 30 V. Figure 4 illustrates another feature that is common to much of the data.
The potential profiles in both the central cell and the
plugs are found to be hollow. The potentials are everywhere
positive but have minimum values on axis.
By choosing different initial conditions we obtain a
more unstable shot. Data for such a shot is given in Fig. 5The central cell density exhibits a staircase-like structure.
Examination of the plasma potentials in the plug and central
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cell shows that initially the potential was ion confining at
r = 0 and 2.5 cm. While the overall central cell potential
<J>e decreases slowly for the first 8 msec, the plug potential
<j)p undergoes large fluctuations. The abrupt changes in density seen in Fig. 5a can be accounted for by enhanced ion
end loss shown in Fig. 5c. The ion dumps correspond to minima in <j> indicating that reduction in ion confining potential
result in increased end loss.
The increase in end loss current gives another measure
of <J)C. Assuming that the maximum current I] corresponds to
§c = 0, the ratio of enhanced to steady state current can be
expressed l ] / ' o = exp(e<(>c/T ! c ) . Since l ] / l o ^ 3, we have
e<j>c/T- % 1.1. This indicates that the plug potential barrier was providing a factor of 3 reduction in the end loss.
We can make estimates of the central cell ion confinement
time from the decay rate of the density drop in Fig. 5a and
from the magnitude of the end loss current. Both approaches

IAEA-CN^l/G-4-1
give T j o ^ O.k msec where T ; 0 is the confinement time when
4> = 0. When the ion potential barrier was present in the
plugs TJ ^ 1.2 msec. This estimate is in agreement with
theoretical estimates of the central cell confinement
time [6].
6.

ASYMMETRIES IN PLUG OPERATION

There is an asymmetry in the plug antenna axial positions (see Fig. I ) . In the east plug the antenna is
mounted on the end wall side of the plug while in the west
plug the antenna is mounted on the central cell side. Since
the ICRH in the end plugs is due to evanescent penetration
of the electromagnetic near fields of the antenna [b] only
the resonance closest to each antenna produces effective
trapping and heating. Here we report two alternative modes
of achieving RF sustained operation. These are: (1) RF in
only one plug and (2) plug fueling by gas puffing in one
plug. Each technique has an east-west asymmetry related to
the details of RF trapping.
MHD stability is achieved in the Phaedrus tandem mirror
by providing a sufficiently high 3 in the plugs, which have
good magnetic curvature. The increase in g is obtained by
ion heating with ICRH rather than by increasing the density.
Since the stability does not require electrostatic ion confinement it can be achieved by providing the 3 in only one
plug. We have sustained such a plasma for 18 msec with RF
in the central cell and only the west plug. However, we have
been unable to sustain the plasma for even 1 msec with RF in
only the east plug (and central cell). We believe that this
asymmetry occurs during the start up of sustained operation
when the stream gun is just turning off. The density ratio
n p / n c can be quite high at that time. If the density ratio
is high, the plugs can provide significant potential barriers
to the central cell ion stream. This prevents central cell
ions from reaching the resonance located near the coci antenna in the east plug because that resonance is located on the
end wall side of the plug midplane. The potential barrier
is less effective in preventing ions from reaching the resonance located near the antenna in the west plug because that
resonance is on the central cell side of the plug midplane.
During steady state operation this asymmetry is not apparent.
Under those conditions the average potential barriers are not
as high.
In the normal RF sustained mode we initiate two central
cell gas puffs, separated by 6 msec. Gas from each slowly
increases the central cell neutral pressure after the puffs
are initiated. When the second puff was not provided, the
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FIG.6. Plug line densities with gas puffing in only west plug (a) or east plug (b).

central cell density could not be mafntained beyond 5 msec
with the plasma decaying away at that time with a characteristic decay time of approximately 0.5 msec. RF trapping
appears to limit the ratio n / n c to approximately two. We
have been able to improve the ratio n p /n c by fueling the
plugs by ionization and RF trapping of gas puffed directly
into the plugs. In this mode, the second puff was eliminated and the gas in the first puff was also reduced. Gas
was fed directly into the plugs from pipes located about 10
cm outside the midplane, 12 cm from the axis. Density
ratios as high as 3 have been obtained in this mode of
operation.
Figure 6a shows the effect of gas puffing into the west
plug, 6 msec after the stream gun was turned off. The line
density increases by about a factor of 3 immediately after
the gas puff but the density increase could not be sustained.
Similar gas puff measurements were also carried out in the
east plug. In Fig. 6b we compare the line densities in the
west and east plugs with gas puffing in the east plug alone
(approximately 5 msec after the stream gun pulse). The east
plug maintains an almost uniform line density of 3 x 10^3
cm~3 for 5 msec after the puff while the west plug (where
there was no puff) is maintained at very low density by RF
trapping of the central cell stream. In this case we believe
the asymmetry exists because cold ions which are born in the
west plug and are moving toward the end wall can leave the
plasma without having to pass through the resonance closest
to the RF antenna. In the east plug ions which are directed
toward the end wall must pass through the resonance close to
the RF antenna where RF trapping is very effective for these
3 eV ions. Ions directed towards the central cell are not
trapped but are not lost from the system.
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FIG. 7. Diamagnetism in east plug showing build-up when neutral beams are on. Secondaryemission detectors (SED) indicate presence of beam.

7.

NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTION

Neutral beam injection experiments with RF sustained
plasmas have begun. The Phaedrus neutral beam system consists of four injectors (two per plug) of the Berkeley
field-free type with 10 cm x 33 cm extraction grids. The
sources are designed to operate in the strong accel-decel
mode at a peak injection energy of 6 keV. Although the design current drain of 75 A per source has been achieved on a
test stand, the experiments reported here are limited to
30 A per source by a number of system constraints which are
currently being overcome.
Recent improvements in the beamline vacuum system have
allowed us to achieve significant increases in the plug density and diamagnetism during beam injection. In Fig. 7 we
show the increase of plug diamagnetism of an RF sustained
plasma due to the injection of 60 A (atomic) of hydrogen at
an extraction energy of 6 keV (average beam energy of 3-2
keV). The measured hot ion lifetime (160+^20 ysec) and the
increase in plug diamagnetism (AE/E % ^0-50%) are in agreement with point model calculations of the beam trapping
coupled with a one dimensional calculation of radial transport of cold gas. The plug line density has been increased
by approximately 15% by beam injection during stream gun
operation. Smaller increases in line density are observed
after stream gun turn off.
Charge exchange interactions with the beamline gas remain
a dominant loss mechanism for the trapped beam. Further improvements in the beam line vacuum system and in source pei—
formance are expected to increase the beam trapping efficiency to a level at which the plug density of RF sustained
plasmas can be further increased.
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ECRH STARTUP AND HEATING

For startup without stream guns, preliminary electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) breakdown and heating experiments at 1-1.3 GHz were performed in the central cell of the
Phaedrus tandem mirror. It was found that the best heating
was obtained when the second harmonic resonance was near the
bottom of the magnetic well with the fundamental closer to
the mirror throat. Betas as high as 5% were observed at J x
10
Torr, the lowest breakdown pressure. At higher pressures {k x 10"-' Torr) density build up in the hot electron
decay resulted in plasma densities five times microwave
cut-of (^5 x 10'0 cm~3). A 7 us, 30 kW microwave pulse at
17-5 GHz has been found to double the electron temperature in
a single end plug during stream gun sustained operation. A
source at 16 GHz capable of up to 100 kW output for 1 msec
will soon be available to continue electron heating
experiments.
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DISCUSSION
D.E. BALDWIN: The time dependence of your configuration may be due
to the RF-nature of its sustenance, with changes in the central-cell density changing
the source of plug ions. The rate equations which model your build-up would
contain such mechanisms. Have you made any attempt to model the time
dependence?
N. HERSHKOWITZ: We believe that the time dependence is a result of the
RF-nature of the sustenance combined with the initial conditions that are present
when the stream gun is turned off. We have not yet attempted to model it.
F.L. RIBE: You have A0's without An's. Does this mean ATe's?
N. HERSHKOWITZ: Yes, in recent experiments we have found a hot electron
tail with T e ~ 400 eV which contains a significant fraction of the electrons at large
radii.
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Abstract
RF CONFINEMENT EXPERIMENTS IN RFC-XX.
A radio-frequency plugging experiment was carried out on RFC-XX for plasmas produced
by two methods. An injected plasma was heated by ion-cyclotron resonance heating (ICRH).
For this hot plasma, RF plugging was applied on both line cusps. Energy confinement time was
improved. For the plasma internally produced by ICRH with gas puffing, RF plugging was
applied on all cusp ends. Stored plasma energy increased to more than double. Some instability
was found when the plugging RF was strong. A preliminary experiment of mirror confinement
in the central section was carried out and a high-(J plasma was obtained.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Radio-frequency (RF) plugging of cusp ends has been investigated as a
method of improving confinement in the RFC-XX device at the Institute of Plasma
Physics, Nagoya University. The device has a magnetic field configuration of a longuniform or a simple-mirror field (central section) terminated by spindle cusp fields
(plug section). This configuration is completely axisymmetric and has the character
of absolute or average minimum-B.
RF plugging experiments were performed in the case of uniform magnetic
field in the central section. Two-line and two-point cusps were plugged by RF
field in the ion-cyclotron frequency range. At the last Conference in this series [ 1 ]
we reported that the energy confinement time was derived as a ratio of stored
energy and heating power, where heating efficiency is left ambiguous, and was
found to be 50 ;us with RF plugging for a warm plasma (T; ««60 eV). In the
present experiments, a low-temperature plasma injected from an external plasma
* Tokai University, Hiratsuka 259-12, Japan.
** Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan.
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source (TPD) is heated to about 500 eV and is plugged at both line cusps. The
energy confinement time rg for such high-temperature plasma is derived, more
rigorously, from the decay time of the diamagnetic signal just after the heating
power is turned off. Modification of the magnetic field configuration in the
central section to a simple mirror gives a plasma of high temperature, high density
and long confinement time even without RF plugging. Plasma is also produced by
ICRH by gas puffing directly in the uniform-field central section for more than 10
ms. This plasma is isolated from the external plasma source and the chamber wall.
By applying RF plugs to all the cusp ends, stored energy and plasma density can
be increased.

2.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

Figure 1 is a schematic drawing of RFC-XX with its diagnostics.
The magnetic field strengths in full excitation are 2.1 T at the line cusp, 3.9 T at
the point cusp, and 1.0 T at the central section. When the configuration in the
central section is changed to a simple mirror, the magnetic field strengths are
0.55 T at the midplane and 0.88 T at the mirror throat.
To produce plasmas, a TPD- or an MPD-type plasma source is set up outside
the point cusp, and a gas box (inner diameter 11 cm) with piezoelectric valve is
equipped to feed hydrogen gas at the central section (shown in Fig. 1). For ICRH,
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a rotating type-Ill coil is used which consists of four-element antennas arranged
in the azimuthal direction. By controlling the phase difference among the RF
voltages applied to the elements, we can select the azimuthal modes. It is excited
by two 0.4-MW RF oscillators.
For plugging, each line cusp is equipped with a pair of ring electrodes of
1.6 m outer diameter and 1.26 m inner diameter excited by a 1-MW oscillator.
Each point cusp is equipped with a rotating type-Ill coil of 21 cm axial length
excited by a 0.2-MW oscillator.
We refer to the line cusp region as L, the point cusp region as P, the external
plasma source side as S and the other side as B.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. Plasma production
3.1.1. Plasma heating during external plasma injection
Hydrogen plasma produced by a TPD- or an MPD-type plasma source is
injected through one of the point cusps. Typical plasma parameters in the central
section are as follows: n « 2 X 1012 cm" 3 ; T; * 30 eV; T e « 8 eV. To heat the
ions, ion-cyclotron waves are excited by a rotating type-Ill coil, with frequency
13.7 MHz. We chose the m = - 1 mode (left-hand rotating) [2]. Typical parameters of the heated plasma in the central section are as follows: n « 2 X 1012 cm" 3 ;
Ti ~ 1 keV; T e *> 20 eV.
We performed a mirror plasma experiment in the central section. The mirror
configuration (mirror ratio 1.6) is obtained by no current excitation of a pair of
central magnetic coils. The MHD stability of this mirror plasma must be obtained
by the existence of cusp plasmas at both ends which contribute to the average
minimum-B effect. The density range is from 1012 to 2 X 10 13 cm" 3 . The plasma
is also heated by ICRH with frequency 7.0 MHz. In this series of experiments we
obtained the plasma successfully without macro-instability, where n «* 2 X 10 13 cm" 3 ;
Ti ~ 1 keV; 0 «* 4%.
3.1.2. Plasma sustenance by ICRH power
The experiment of internal plasma production by ICRH was performed in
order to isolate a confined plasma from the external source. The internal production
is also effective in achieving an equal condition for the two cusp regions. This
method needs a low-density initial seed plasma supplied from the external plasma
source but, once started up, the external plasma is no longer necessary. The antenna
for this method is also the rotating type-Ill coil and the frequency is 13.7 MHz.
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To obtain azimuthal uniformity, we use a gas box (Fig. 1) from which hydrogen gas
is fed through its slit round the plasma column. Figure 2 shows the time sequence
and the key parameters of this experiment. After the decay of the external plasma
source, RF heating is applied and then the plasma density increases again to its
stationary value, 1 to 4 X 1012 cm" 3 . Net RF power input is 40 kW and the ion
temperature is about 100 eV. The radial density profile is flat within the diameter
of the gas box. Azimuthal uniformity is checked by the five multigrid energy
analysers set round the line cusp and they show that the deviation is within 20%.
As shown in Fig. 2, the electron temperature and the energy confinement
time TE increase gradually through the duration of the RF production, but it is
not yet understood what causes this slow change of confinement characteristics.
3.2. RF plugging
3.2.1.

Plugging of RF-heated TPD-plasma

To confine the RF-heated TPD-plasma, RF plugging is applied to the line
cusps. To illustrate the plugging effect, time histories of end losses and diamagnetic
signal are shown in Fig. 3. When the RF plug is applied at one of the line cusps,
the end loss through the unplugged cusp ends increases greatly, while the end loss
through the plugged line cusp decreases to give a loss reduction factor of 0.3. This
value of 0.3 implies that an effective plugging potential of the order of 400 eV is
formed. Immediately the RF heating pulse is turned off, the diamagnetic signal
decays with the energy confinement time, which is improved by a factor of
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1.25 compared to the case of no RF plug. The absolute value of T£ is 120 /us for
the plasma with n <=» 2 X 1012 cm" 3 , Ti « 320 eV and T e ** 15 eV. Increasing the
plugging voltage of a line cusp (VLS) with a constant plugging voltage of the other
line cusp ( V L B X TE increases and reaches the maximum value and then begins to
decrease gradually (Fig. 4). The reason for the decrease in energy confinement
time is not yet clear, but we may conjecture that the density under the RF
electrode increases by the plugging of the other line cusp, so the optimum frequency
shifts from the applied frequency, which is adjusted for the density in the case of
single-line cusp plugging.
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3.2.2. Plugging of in ternally produced plasma
The internally produced plasma gives the same number of diamagnetic signals
for three diamagnetic loops (their positions are seen in Fig. 1), showing that the
plasma column is uniform through the central section. The densities at the two
cusp regions observed by microwave interferometers are almost the same. Then,
even if the optimum frequency for plugging depends on the plasma density, we
can choose the same frequency for both line cusps (31 MHz) and for both point
cusps (51 MHz). The plugging RF was applied, at the first step, to each open end
one by one and it was ascertained that the RF plugging effect is quite the same for
both line cusps.
We apply the same plugging RF voltages at both line cusps (VLS, VLB) and
at both point cusps (Vps, VPB). Plugging RFs are applied during the time from
0.5 ms before the end of ICRH to 0.5 ms afterwards, so that the effect of plugging
in both stationary and decaying states can be observed. When plugging RFs are
applied to all the open ends, both diamagnetic signal and line density of the central
section are increased, indicating an improvement in energy confinement and
particle confinement. The improvement factor of the diamagnetic signal D/D o
is shown in Fig. 5 as a function of (VLS, VLB) and (Vps, VPB). AS the plugging
voltages are increased, a relaxation-like oscillation appears and increases in the
diamagnetic signal above a certain threshold of the values of (VLS, VLB) as shown
in Figs 6 and 7. The oscillations are found not only in the signals of three
diamagnetic loops but also in the signals of loss flux, Langmuir probe and microwave
interferometer. The increase in amplitude of the oscillation is followed by saturation of the diamagnetic signal and the line density. The oscillation does not appear
when RF plugging is applied only to the point cusps.
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CONCLUSION

In RFC-XX, RF plugging at both line cusps enhances the confinement time
by a factor of 1.7 for the plasma that is injected and heated by ICRH
( n « 2 X 1012 cm" 3 ; Tj * 400 eV). In this case, the effective potential is about
400 eV. For the internally produced plasma by ICRH with gas puffing
(n «* 1012 cm" 3 ; Tj » 100 eV), all the cusp ends are plugged. Stored plasma
energy increases to more than double but some instability appears and limits
further increase for extensive RF plugging. If the instability is well stabilized by
some method, the confinement would increase still more because the effective
potential is larger than the ion energy to be confined.
In the preliminary mirror experiment, a high-/? plasma (n « 2 X 10 13 cm" 3 ;
T, « 1 keV; 0 «s 4%) was obtained without any instabilities.
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Abstract
EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES OF REVERSED-FIELD PINCH ON
TPE-IR(M).
Recent experimental and computational results of reversed-field pinch plasmas on TPE-IR(M)
are presented. High current density («* 500 A-cm"2 on average) plasmas with low fluctuation
levels are studied by varying the toroidal plasma current and the filling-gas pressure. Plasma parameters obtained at Ip « 130 kAareT e * 600 eV, n , * 6 X 1013 cm"3 and/3p «7%. Analyses of
toroidal flux behaviour, temperature and density variations, soft X-ray spectrum and toroidal
loop voltages during the improved stability period are described in detail. Scalings are also
discussed briefly. In the second part of the paper, the time evolutions of TPE-1 R(M) plasma are
discussed by using a 1-D equilibrium-transport code and the partially relaxed state model.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The improved stability period and setting-up phase of reversed-field pinch
(RFP) configuration on TPE-1 R(M) are investigated experimentally and
computationally. The TPE-1 R(M) device [ 1 ] is a small (a/R = 9/50 cm) RFP
experiment with high plasma current capability Jt "* 500 A-cm" 2 (more than
1 kA-cm~2 at the plasma centre). The vacuum chamber is a metal liner (YUS-170,
86 M^-cm), which maintains a base pressure of 2 X 10~8 torr. The bellows are
0.4 mm thick, and the flat parts are 0.8 mm thick. The penetration times in the
poloidal and the toroidal directions are both 50 us. Unlike other RFP machines,
the liner has 32 fixed limiters (SUS-316L), four equidistant poloidally at eight
toroidal locations. Under typical experimental conditions, stable RFP configurations with plasma current 40-140 kA, risetime 0.5 ms and duration about 1 ms
are normally set up in the controlled mode with a constant 6 (= B p w /B t ) value.
* Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxon., UK.
** Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.
*** Department of Electronic Engineering, Gunma University, Gunma, Japan.
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The filling-gas pressure is in the range 2 to 7 mtorr of D2 gas. The negative
toroidal field at the wall is -0.2 kG to -0.5 kG, which is about 1/5 to 1/10 of the
poloidal field. The improved stability period is characterized by remarkably
reduced fluctuation levels in the plasma current 6I p /I p (« 10~4RMS), and of the
local poloidal field at the wall, 5B p w /B p w ( « 10"2 RMS), and the steady improvement of plasma confinement [2, 3].

2.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2.1. Toroidal flux behaviour
The behaviour of the toroidal flux <E>t contained in the plasma in the sustainment phase is investigated in connection with the toroidal plasma current I p ,
the reversed toroidal field at the wall B t w , and the toroidal bias field Bto- Figure 1
shows the dependence of 4>t on I p at 0.55 ms when I p has its peak, where Bto and
the negative peak value of the reversed toroidal field at the wall B t w are fixed.
However, Btw in the sustainment phase is not constant but linearly decreases with
Ip in the TPE-IR(M) experiment even if B t w is fixed at the same value. The
toroidal flux is proportional to I p with a constant 6 value of 1.6. Figure 1 also
shows the dependence of <J>t on Btw> where Bto and the peak plasma current I p are

t = 0.55 ms
PD,= 2.8 mtorr
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PIG.l. Dependence of toroidal flux $ t »'" tne plasma on plasma current Ip and reversed
toroidal field Btv/ at the wall at time t = 0.55 ms.
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at time t = 0.55 ms, obtained from Fig. 1.

fixed. The toroidal flux increases with increasing B t w , since B t w may change the F
( = Btw/Bt) value and consequently the d value, and $t is inversely proportional
to the 6 value when I p is fixed. The toroidal flux in the sustainment phase has no
dependence on Bto, as expected. Figure 2 shows the F and 6 values calculated from
Fig. 1. Typical F and 0 values in the sustainment phase are -0.18 and 1.6
respectively and both independent of I p . A model whose magnetic fields are Besselfunction distributions with vacuum region between the limiter and the plasma
surface is adopted to explain the experimental values of <$t and F/0. Constant
plasma radius of 7.4 cm and F/0 value of-0.11/1.25 at the plasma surface are
obtained from the result of 4>t dependence on I p . This may suggest that
TPE-IR(M) plasmas are not in the fully relaxed state. When B t w increases,
9 values decrease. The 0 value can be changed only by varying B t w in TPE-IR(M).
An explanation of the result of <J>t dependence on B t w by the model shows that
the radius of the plasma decreases from 7.5 cm to 7.0 cm when Btw decreases
from -0.14 kG to -0.32 kG, in which case the F/0 value changes from -0.11/1.51
to -0.3/1.84. The amount of toroidal flux required by the stability of the RFP
plasma through the relaxation processes seems to be close to that of the Besselfunction model determined by the extent of the relaxation, the boundary conditions such as Ip and Bj w , and the plasma pressure.
2.2. Electron temperature and density
The electron temperature Teo and density neo at the plasma centre are
measured by Thomson scattering. The electron temperature and density in the
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FIG.5. Radial distribution of electron temperature at time t = 0.6 ms in 90-kA discharges.

sustainment phase range from 200 eV to 600 eV and from 2 X 10 13 cm 3 to
6 X 10 13 cm" 3 respectively for plasma current of 50 kA to 140 kA. The highest
electron temperature reaches about 600 eV at plasma current of 130 kA with
electron density of 6 X 10 13 cm" 3 . Time evolution of the electron temperature
and density during a typical 90-kA discharge with and without active clamp is
shown in Fig. 3. The electron temperature rises quickly by Joule heating after
the electron density pump-out; it then reaches the steady-state value of about
370 eV and drops later at about 0.1 ms before the plasma current termination.
The electron density has a peak initially at 0.1 ms after discharge initiation and
then decays rapidly. After the pump-out, the electron density reaches the steady
state and seems to remain constant as long as the plasma current is maintained.
Application of active clamp maintains temperature and slows density decay, which
is seen in Fig. 3. Dependence of Teo and neo on the plasma current in the sustainment phase is shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The electron temperature and density
are both proportional to I p , except at the highest plasma current; these values
agree in general with the results of the conductivity temperature and the chordaveraged density measured by a CO2 laser interferometer. At the highest plasma
current of 140 kA the electron temperature drops, as seen in Fig. 4(a), and the
toroidal loop voltage increases. The optimizations of the discharges such as
programming the setting up of the RFP configuration in relation to reduction of
the fluctuation levels have been done generally in the 90-kA discharge case. Much
better programming or more precise trimming of the fields may be required for
higher current discharges. We ignore this data point in the discussions that follow.
The ion temperature as measured by D a Doppler broadening is about 40-150 eV;
/3p then becomes «* 7%. The TPE-IR(M) device has no measuring port with
spatial resolution. Measurement of the radial distribution of electron temperature
by Thomson scattering has been done by putting a prism into the re-entrant
window close to the limiter. The scattering light off the plasma centre is then
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refracted to the axis of the re-entrant window by the prism. The measured radial
distribution of the electron temperature in 90-kA discharges, which is not
inconsistent with a parabolic distribution, is shown in Fig. 5.
2.3. Soft X-ray spectrum
The soft X-ray spectrum of TPE-IR(M) plasma is measured by a Si(Li)
detector with an 8-/um Be window. The spectrum, which is smoothed, of a 90-kA
discharge is shown in Fig. 6. It is taken by using an additional Be absorber 100 /am
thick, which makes it possible to measure high-energy tails and impurity lines,
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free from the pile-up problems posed by low-energy photons. The slope of the
thermal continuum of the spectrum gives about 770 eV. A high-energy tail
produced by runaway electrons that originate from high toroidal electric field is
seen in the spectrum. Their energy and population density are estimated as
«s 2.0 keV and «* 5% of the total electron density respectively. The streaming
parameter £ is about 13% in this case. Taking into account the existence of highenergy electrons, the electron temperature calculated from the spectrum becomes
about 500 eV. On the spectrum, impurity lines such as Cr K a , Fe K a , Ni K a and
Ti K a seem to appear, which might be excited by the high-energy electrons. The
spectrum in the region of E < 1.2 keV seems to be strongly enhanced by many
impurity lines.
2.4. Toroidal loop voltage
The toroidal loop voltages Vt at the time of the plasma current peak I p are
measured. To know the real plasma current and the exact time of I p , the linear
current Ig is subtracted electronically from the signal of I p , with Ig measured by
a Rogowski coil. The dependence of the toroidal loop voltages on the plasma
currents is shown in Fig. 7. The loop voltages are approximately proportional to
Ip 1 / 2 . From the result of Fig. 7, plasma resistance R p (= V t /I p ) and input power
Pin (= Vt -I p ) are calculated on the assumption of steady state. R p and Pjn are
proportional to I p 3 / 2 and I p /2 respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. Provided that the
resistivity is classical, with effective charge Zeff, and that the distributions of the
plasma current and the temperature are independent of I p , Zeff is constant on
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Ip since the electron temperature is proportional to I p . Here we use the plasma
resistance defined by Joule heating power as R p = Pj/Ip and

Pj = 2TTR
/

A comparison between the experimentally measured resistivity and its Spitzer
value results in Zeff of about 3 - 4 .
The Joule input power is proportional to I p / 2 , and both the central electron
temperature and density are approximately proportional to I p . The electron
confinement time 7£e roughly scales to I p /2 in our experimental region with the
assumption that the pressure distributions are independent of J p . The particle
confinement time has similar scaling on I p as TEe, where the measured Da line
intensities are roughly proportional to I p 1 / 2 . This is almost linearly correlated
to the charged particle influx in our experimental conditions and the distributions
of electron density and charged particle influx are assumed to be independent of I p .

3.

COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES

3.1. 1 -D equilibrium transport simulation
To understand theoretically the detailed plasma behaviour in the sustainment
phase, we have developed a 1-D equilibrium transport code similar to the ATHENE-1
code [4]. It includes the effects of recycling neutrals and impurities (carbon,
oxygen and iron). The results of the simulation are compared with the experiments
of TPE-IR(M). We assume that the particle diffusion coefficient D and the electron
thermal conductivity /ce are described by D = k X 5 X 10 17 /n e + DMHD a n d
Ke = 5 X n e D, where n e is the electron density and DMHD is associated with the
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Suydam condition [4]. The value k is chosen so as to fit the experiment. Experimental data of Teo and neo are shown in Fig. 3 and the averaged electron density
(ne> remains constant. When k = 4 for D, the simulated Teo increases sharply at
the start of the discharge and reaches 300-450 eV at t = 0.4 ms to 0.6 ms. The
values of neo and (ne> are about constant with neo — (2.5 to 3.0) X 10 13 cm" 3
and (ne> = 1.2 X 10 13 cm" 3 during 0.4 ms to 0.5 ms. When impurity contents of
5% oxygen and 0.5% iron are assumed, the impurity radiation loss PRAD is 10% of
the Ohmic heating power during 0.3 ms to 0.4 ms, but during 0.4 ms to 0.7 ms
PRAD can be almost neglected. Figure 9 shows the profiles of (a) magnetic fields
B t and B p , and (b) electron density n e and temperature T e at different times.
Radial profiles of B t and B p become narrower with time. The electron density n e
decreases with time and at 0.7 ms becomes flat with 2.2 X 10 13 cm"3. To summarize,
calculations, which use D and ne of the Alcator scaling type, give time evolution
of Teo and neo which agree well with the experimental results when k = 4. It is
also found that impurity radiation loss can be almost neglected during the sustainment phase.
3.2. Partially relaxed state model
It is shown in Ref. [5] that the condition of j p = aBp/ju0, which is used in
the partially relaxed state model (PRSM) [6], is derived from the Euler-Lagrange
equations to minimize the energy integral of the magnetic energy and the internal
energy of the plasma under the K-invariant. We have extended previous works
[6] on the PRSM to account for the experimental results on TPE-IR(M). We use
here an extended condition of the PRSM written as j p = aBp//n0 in which
a= a0 [1—(i///0 a ) n ]. Here, t^a is the poloidal magnetic flux at the plasma surface.
Higher n value gives a closer to a constant a0 and expresses a state where the
relaxation has developed more to the surface of the plasma.

BFM

PRSMtm) ( H M D

FIG. 10. F-d curves of three marginally Suydam-stable cases of the PRSM(I), the PRSM(II) and
the PRSM(III). The dashed line shows the F-6 curve of the Bessel-function model (BFM).
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Figure 10 shows F-0 curves of three marginally stable cases, with respect to
the Suydam criterion, of PRSM(I) with n = 2, PRSM(II) with n = 4, and PRSM(III)
with <x = a 0 . The /3 values at the magnetic axis j3ax are shown on each F-0 curve
with a scale of 0.02. The dotted-and-dashed line connects points of /3ax = 0.10 on
each F-0 curve. An experimental F-0 curve on TPE-IR(M) is also shown
qualitatively by a bold line with arrows, where the thicker part of the line
corresponds to the improved stability period. We see from Fig. 10 that with the
changes from the PRSM(III) to the PRSM(I) the F-0 curve deviates further from
that of the Bessel-function model, i.e. the more incomplete partially relaxed state
deviates further from the BFM on the F-0 diagram. It is also recognized from
Fig. 10 that the experimental F-0 curve tends to evolve almost parallel to the
slope of the constant (3ax line (the dotted-and-dashed line) after the turning point,
while it tends to evolve parallel to the F-0 curve of the PRSM, for example the
PRSM(I), before the turning point.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The improved stability period of RFP configuration with high current density
("» 500 A • cm"2 on average) on TPE-1 R(M) has been studied varying the plasma
current (40-140 kA) and the filling-gas pressure (2-10 mtorr, D 2 ). The observed
behaviour of the toroidal flux contained in the plasma in the sustainment phase
shows to what extent the pinch plasma relaxes to the fully relaxed state of RFP
configuration under the given boundary conditions. Temperature and density
have been measured over a wide range of plasma current. The plasma parameters
obtained in the improved stability period are Teo ** 600 eV; T; =» 150 eV;
n e O * 6 X 10 13 cm" 3 ; and/3 p *> 7% at I p =» 130 kA in p 0 « 2.6 mtorr. The soft
X-ray spectrum shows the evidence of the existence of high-energy electrons and
high-Z impurities (Fe, Ni and Cr). The analyses of the observed toroidal loop
voltages with Spitzer conductivity indicate a constant Zeff of about 3 - 4 . To explain
the experimental results on TPE-1 R(M) theoretically, the 1-D equilibrium-transport
simulation code and the partially relaxed state model have been used.
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DISCUSSION
J.A. PHILLIPS: What is the average (3 in your experiment?
Y. MAEJIMA: We can expect about 4% for <j3), as (3p in the TPE-IR(M)
experiment is about 8%.
L.M. GOLDMAN: Do you have an explanation for the high-energy tail in
the electron distribution?
Y. MAEJIMA: The high-energy tail seems to be produced by runaway
electrons at the plasma centre originating from the high toroidal electric field.
J.D. CALLEN: You mentioned comparisons between your energy confinement time scaling and one used in tokamaks (Coppi-Mazzucato scaling). Could you
also indicate how the magnitude of T£ compares?
Y. MAEJIMA: The experimental electron energy confinement time is about
an order of magnitude smaller than the Coppi-Mazzucato scaling.
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Abstract
PERFORMANCE OF THE ZT-40M REVERSED-FIELD PINCH WITH AN INCONEL LINER.
Modifications made to ZT-40 have substantially improved plasma parameters: pinch
resistance has decreased by more than an order of magnitude, T e has exceeded 300 eV, and
with power crowbar operation >20-ms steady-state discharges have been obtained. With a 0
of ~ 0 . 1 , and the assumptions of modified Bessel function magnetic-field profiles and classical
Ohmic heating, the energy confinement time, ~0.2 ms, is close to that expected for the
measured temperatures and discharge currents. A relaxation process ('dynamo') sustains RFP
profiles extending discharge life-times beyond the limit predicted by classical resistive diffusion.
If the process continues to operate, a steady-state RFP is possible. Extension of the toroidal
current rise-time to the experiment's design limit (1.5 ms) indicates that RFPs can be formed
at still longer rise-times with reasonable volt-second and energy inputs facilitating the design
of future experiments. These results represent a significant advance for the RFP concept toward
a viable Ohmic-heated magnetic-fusion system.

1. INTRODUCTION

ZT-40, one of several present reversed field pinch (RFP)
experiments [1,2,3], has been modified (ZT-40M) since the 1980
IAEA meeting [4,5] and, as a result, has obtained substantially
improved plasma parameters. The pinch resistance has decreased
by a factor of =30, and the electron temperature has exceeded
300 eV. The major changes were (a) replacing the alumina liner
with an Inconel bellows-type liner and (b) providing external
poloidal field primary windings, so that the aluminum shell is
now passive. The liner dimensions are R/a = 1.14m/0.198 m.
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(ms)

FIG.l. Waveforms for a typical 120-kA discharge (time in ms): (a) plasma current (kA);
(bj theta = Bg^nj/iB^;
(cj toroidal field at the liner (T); (d) F = Bewail)/(B^>;
(e) toroidal loop voltage (V); (f) average toroidal field (T).

The impurity radiation barrier is now overcome for all peak
currents used (2*100kA).
The fluctuation level in both the
toroidal current and the chord-averaged density has fallen by
more than an order of magnitude relative to ceramic-liner
discharges. The resistance is =0.2 mft (compared to > 6 mfi in
ceramic-liner ZT-40), resulting in passive crowbarred discharges
lasting over 2.5 ms.
Power crowbars (on both I, and IQ
circuits) sustain reversal in B, and result in much longer
discharges.
Parameters from a typical discharge with power
crowbar are shown in Fig. 1 for I, = 120 kA. Even longer (12
ms) discharges are obtained at a higher pressure.
This report is divided into three sections: (1) the
formation phase, during which the pinch evolves into an RFP
(roughly the first 0.5 ms of Fig. 1 ) , (2) the sustainment phase
(1-5 ms in Fig. 1), and (3)
the current termination phase,
during which the effective plasma resistivity increases.

2. FORMATION PHASE

The RFP formation phase in ZT-40M has been studied for
three risetimes, x r = 0.25, 0.75, and 1.5 m s , of the toroidal
current.
Of
particular
interest
in this
study
is the
determination of (1) the limits of initial gas filling pressure,
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P Q , and toroidal bias field, <B.(t=0)>, for which RFPs can be
formed, (2) the volt-second consumption due to resistive losses,
and (3) the electron temperatures on axis. The shapes of the
toroidal and poloidal current waveforms for the three risetimes
are roughly the same, with the toroidal field at the wall,
B,(a), reversing at about one-half the time to peak toroidal
current I, .
2.1. Operating range of P o and <B0(t=O)>
These experiments have been performed in the matched mode,
in which <B,(t=0)> = <B. (t=I(j)p)>. Results show that there is an
optimum filling pressure at wnich RFPs are formed with a minimum
volt-second consumption.
At pressures above this value the
volt-second consumption increases, mainly because of increased
radiation losses.
At low fill pressures the volt-second
consumption increase is sometimes accompanied by an increase in
magnetic field fluctuations. In some cases an increase in hard
X-ray emission is observed.
An operating window can then be defined where the
volt-second consumption is within =10% of this minimum. As x r
increases, the window in P becomes narrower and the optimum
pressure increases. At I, = 180 kA, for example, these fill
pressures are 1.8, 2.3, and 3.1 mTorr for x r =0.25, 0.75, and 1.5
ms respectively.
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FIG.2. (a) Time behaviour of toroidal current (top), toroidal field at wall (middle), and average
toroidal field (bottom) for two discharges with different toroidal bias fields, Tr=1.5 ms,
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FIG.2. (b) Boundary in filling pressure and bias toroidal field which defines 'RFP-no RFP'
formation with rr = 1.5 ms.
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However, with the 1.5 ms risetime, the lower end of the
window occurs at a critical pressure, below which the pinch no
longer reverses. This effect has been explored by running the
experiment in a non-matched mode. This inability to reverse is
found to depend on both P Q and the initial B ,. As the initial
bias field <B,(t=O)> is increased, a value is reached above
which an RFP does not form. This is illustrated by the two
discharges shown in Fig. 2a. The boundary in P Q and <B,(t=0)>
is shown in Fig. 2b. It is nearly independent of I, in the
range 100-180 kA.
With the two faster risetimes a critical
pressure preventing RFP formation has not been observed.
The P
<B.(t=O)> transition appears to be closely related
to the plasma density. It is observed that the line integral
density just prior to field reversal is inversely related to the
initial bias field. There also appears to be a lower bound at
this
time
on
the
central-chord
average
plasma
density
=2xl0 19 m~ 3 needed for reliable RFP formation at I. =180kA. At
densities below this bound RFP formation becomes irreproducible.
The combination of these two effects, the density controlled by
bias field and the lower bound on the density, may be the
factors which lead to the existence of a critical bias field for
formation at each fill pressure.

2.2. Volt-second consumption and electron temperature
When run in the matched mode at the optimum pressures for
the three risetimes the normalized volt-second input to peak
current rises linearly with T r according to the empirical
relation

L

P + R e f f < V TrV~s/A

where L is the inductance associated with the poloidal field at
t=T r , and R e ff is an effective discharge resistance averaged
over the current rise. &eff varies with Ij,p» and, for the 1.5
ms risetime, falls from 0.9 mfi at 100 kA to 0.6 mfi at 180 kA.
The linear dependence of volt-second input with risetime
suggests that with still longer risetimes, such as Tr=10 ms, the
volt-second requirement of larger experiments can be met.
It is remarkable that in some types of discharges (Fig. 2a)
the total toroidal flux continues to increase after B , / a l l j
reverses.
One might expect the total flux to decrease as
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DISCHARGE TIME (ms)

FIG.3. Measured axial electron temperature versus time for three current rise-times (I<pp = 180 kA).
Toroidal current begins at t = 0 in all cases.

negative flux diffuses into the plasma. Before reversal the
poloidal current circuit is introducing positive flux into the
plasma. After reversal it is taking negative flux out of the
plasma, but up to this time in the discharge the poloidal
current circuit has not introduced any negative flux into the
plasma.
Any negative flux must have been produced by some
internal mechanism which we will refer to as a "dynamo" [6],
driven by the toroidal current circuit.
Electron temperatures on the axis have been measured with
the three risetimes and I, =180 kA. Approximately the same peak
temperatures (Fig. 3) are reached with all three risetimes.
Energy-loss and spectroscopic measurements
show that
the
impurity radiation barrier is successfully burned through as the
risetime is raised from 0.25 ms to 1.5 ms.

3. SUSTAINMENT PHASE
During the sustainment phase, using matched mode operation,
the toroidal plasma current, toroidal loop voltage, and toroidal
flux stay approximately constant or increase slightly (Fig. 1 ) .
In non-matched mode both the positive flux and negative
<i>(wall) c a n i n c r e a s e b v a s much as 40% during the sustainment
phase.
This implies that the "dynamo" effect continues to
operate during this phase. Persistence of the "dynamo" effect
supports the concept [7] that the RFP is a minimum energy state
configuration, and may allow steady-state operation of an RFP.
B
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The effect of equilibrium control on sustainment of ZT-40M
has been examined. Because the discharge durations are longer
than those for which the machine was designed (-2 m s ) , a
trimming vertical field winding has been installed to assist the
shell in maintaining equilibrium. We find that a trimming field
of only 1.4 mT (the poloidal field windings produce 33 mT of
vertical field) can extend current duration by 2 ms at 120 kA.
This trimming field reduces the outward drift of the toroidally
averaged position of the center of the outermost flux surface
during the discharge from 6 mm to less than 2 mm, and also
appears to decrease the rate of density decay. Field errors
have been reduced by replacing the windings and improving the
conductivity
between
shell segments.
These changes have
extended the discharge duration to ~ 20 ms with a ~ 30%
reduction in discharge resistance.
Interferometric measurements show that with a D2 fill
pressure of 1.3 mTorr, <n £ > peaks at 5 x 10^m"^ (Fig. 4 ) , then
drops rapidly to a plateau of about 0.8 x 1 0 ^ m~^. At later
times Thomson scattering and a far infrared interferometer show
<n g > decaying slowly. The lower plots in Fig. 4 show that the
shape of the profile remains peaked although the central density
drops by a factor of about 3.

IAEA-CN-41/H-2-1
For discharges like those of
by Thomson scattering) peaks above
about 200 eV at 5 i s . At a minor
indications are that T g is roughly
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Fig. 1, T on axis (measured
300 eV at 2 is, dropping to
radius of 0.14 m preliminary
2/3 the central temperature.

An estimate of the particle confinement time has been made
by observing D^ radiation and assuming a wall temperature of a
few eV.
This calculation yields T Z 0.5 ms within about a
factor of two.
Bolometric measurements show that radiation accounts for
less than 20% of the input power at optimum operating pressures.
Spectroscopic measurements in the range 550-1220 A of oxygen,
nitrogen, and carbon line radiation account for less than 10% of
the radiated power seen by the bolometer. This discrepancy may
be due to significant particle energy impinging on the bolometer
or to substantial radiated power from other sources. Analysis
of measurements of 0VI radiation implies that the oxygen
contribution to Z g f f is 1.6 at 2 ms. Carbon and nitrogen do not
appear to contribute significantly to Z
An energy confinement time T E is estimated by dividing the
plasma energy by the power input to the plasma. The measured
n e (r) is combined with a T e profile consistent with the Thomson
scattering data and T g = 0 at the wall.
We assume T,=Te
everywhere.
For
the
discharge
of
Fig. 1,
with
these
assumptions, T E = 0.2 ms at 2 ms.
The ratio of volume-average plasma pressure
magnetic field pressure at the wall is Z 0.1 at 2 ms.

to

total

Power balance calculations, which are more sensitive to the
Tfi profile, show that bhmic heating with Spitzer [8] resistivity
and Zeff = 1.6 with jg and j^ given by a modified Bessel
function model [9] can predict tne measured power input closely.
With a 3 of ~ 0.1, and the assumptions of modified Bessel
function magnetic-field profiles and classical ohmic heating the
energy confinement time, ~ 0.2 ms, is close to that expected for
the measured temperatures and discharge currents.

4. TERMINATION PHASE
For the discharge of Fig. 1, the termination phase begins
at about 5 ms. At that time the loop voltage (Fig. le) begins
to rise, and the plasma current (Fig. la) drops.
A few
milliseconds after this occurs all discharges suffer an abrupt
termination. The causes of the termination are not completely
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understood, but field errors are known to play a role.
Reduction of field errors has been seen to retard onset of the
termination phase.
Penetration of remaining field errors
through the metal shell is suspected to enhance plasma-wall
interactions because nickel line radiation becomes stronger
during this phase.
Electron density starvation is a possible cause of the
abrupt termination.
Discharges terminate when I/N reaches
(1-2) x 10~13 A-m, at which point a runaway condition may be
produced, or the streaming parameter (vdrift/vthermal) m a v
become too large, causing excessive resistance through streaming
instabilities.

5. CONCLUSIONS
These results make an important contribution to the
assessment of the RFP as a fusion reactor: (1) Existence of a
"dynamo" effect removes one obstacle to steady-state operation
of an RFP. (2) Plasma resistivity may be within a factor of two
of classical. (3) Impurity burnthrough and high temperatures
are still observed as risetime increases to 1.5 ms. (4) Flux
consumption during start-up is not an obstacle to a larger
machine.
Remaining questions include energy and particle
transport which will be addressed as the toroidal current is
raised.
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Abstract
DYNAMICAL PROCESSES IN THE REVERSED-FIELD PINCH.
Recent theoretical work on the Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP) at Los Alamos National
Laboratory is presented. A wide variety of topics are discussed. These include: non-linear,
two-dimensional, helical, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations of current-driven modes;
a statistical model of plasma turbulence in the RFP; analytic and numerical calculations of
resistive ballooning modes in toroidal geometry; work on coherent m = 0 excitations observed
in the ZT-40M device; finite Larmor radius effects on the tearing mode; destabilization of
MHD modes by kinetic effects; and possible plasma heating by means of magnetoacoustic
oscillations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP) is a toroidal magnetic
fusion device whose magnetic field structure is determined
largely by its internal currents. It has many attractive
*
Work performed under the auspices of the USDOE.
** Present address: Fusion Research Center, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
*** Present address: Science Applications Inc., La Jolla, CA 92038, USA.
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features from a reactor standpoint.
Among
these
are:
1) operation at a relatively high value of beta; 2) high Ohmic
heating power densities requiring little or no auxiliary
heating; 3) low magnetic fields near the external current
windings and thus low magnetic stresses. However, many of the
basic physics properties of the RFP (such as the self-reversal
mechanism) need further experimental and theoretical study.
This paper presents a summary of recent theoretical work on
the RFP performed at, or in conjunction with, the Los Alamos
National Laboratory.
Its organization is as follows: In
Section 2 results of helically symmetric, nonlinear, MHD
simulations of current-driven instabilities are presented.
These results indicate that the RFP may undergo a "sawtooth"
behavior such as that seen in the tokamak. A statistical model
of plasma turbulence is discussed in Section 3. A striking
feature of this model is that as the pinch parameter 9
approaches 1.6 the "temperature" of the fluctuations approaches
zero and the spectrum narrows to a helical m = 1 component.
Section 4 presents results on resistive ballooning in the RFP.
The combined effect of toroidicity and high magnetic shear is
shown to localize the unstable modes strongly in the outside
region of the torus. In the last four sections the results of
various kinetic effects of possible importance in the RFP are
discussed.

2. NONLINEAR MAGNETIC RECONNECTION IN THE RFP
Although tearing mode stable profiles exist in the RFP,
such profiles are found not to persist due to resistive
diffusion.
If the electrical
conductivity
follows
the
temperature, the current density will diffuse towards the axis
where the temperature is peaked.
One-dimensional transport
calculations
indicate
this
process can occur on short
timescales.
Peaking the current on-axis
lowers
the
on-axis
q
(q = rB z /RBg) and decreases magnetic shear. Either of these
effects can lead to tearing mode instability.
The most
dangerous modes are those with poloidal mode number m = 1.
Unlike the tokamak (m=l; n=l) resistive kink (n is toroidal
mode number), the RFP m = 1 rational surfaces are initially
stable and in the plasma, but become destabilized due to the
decrease in q and magnetic shear near the axis.
Using an unstable profile generated by the transport code,
two-dimensional
helically-symmetric
calculations
were
performed, utilizing the single-fluid MHD model, to follow the
nonlinear evolution of an instability in a cylinder (the
independent variables are r, <|> = m6 + nz). Helical flux plots
for an (m=l; n=10) mode are shown in Fig. 1 (a-f).
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FIG.l. Helical flux at various times: (a-c) first reconnection; (d-fj second reconnection.
The time t is in units of the Alfven time.
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Parts (a-c) of Fig. 1 show helical flux patterns for an
m = 1 reconnection where flux tubes with the same value of
helical flux inside and outside the rational surface are
combined at an X-point.
The reconnection time until this
point scales like S ^ (S = magnetic Reynolds number).
This
reconnection removes the rational surface from the plasma but
leaves it in a highly nonsymmetric state.
However, the
reconnection does not end here but proceeds to a second phase.
As seen in Fig. 1 (d-f), the flux surfaces distort even more
and undergo a second reconnection. This reconnection takes
flux tubes from the outside to the inside and divides them,
leaving part on the outside and creating a new inner region
containing plasma from the outer surfaces. The net result is a
decrease in the current peak, an increase in the q on-axis and
restoration of the resonant surface in the plasma. Unlike the
first reconnection, the reconnection time for the second
reconnection scales like S and is a form of rapid diffusion.
The final state contains a large saturated island, as shown
in Fig. 1 (f). From this state the plasma slowly diffuses
until the profile again becomes unstable and the process
repeats.
This cyclic process of profile destabilization by
diffusion followed by instability and reconnection that results
in stability is directly analogous to the tokamak "sawtooth"
behavior [1],

3. STATISTICAL MHD AND RFP QUIESCENCE
Certain phenomena appear to occur often in RFP experiments
such as ZT-40M and HBTX-1A.
After an initial turbulent
setting-up
phase,
the
plasma
relaxes
to
a
quieter
Reversed-Field Configuration, with a G value of approximately
1.5-1.6 and with low-m modal activity evident.
In peripheral
magnetic-field data obtained from HBTX-1A, coherent m = 1
activity is observed only during quiet periods.
(Private
communication, M. R. C. Watts.)
A
rigorous
treatment
of three-dimensional turbulent
dynamics of a bounded, driven, dissipative plasma is well
beyond current analytical and numerical capabilities. This
treatment will ignore the effects
of
dissipation
and
therefore
will
be unable to portray realistically the
high-wavenumber spectrum
or
the
equivalent
short-range
correlations.
This model[2] is rooted in Taylor's pioneering
work on the RFP[3] as well as in earlier collaborations with
Montgomery[4] and Christiansen [5].
In an attempt to gain some understanding of the turbulent
relaxation process that is observed
to
occur
in
RFP
experiments, we have developed a statistical model of a
three-dimensional, incompressible, bounded,
current-bearing
magnetofluid.
By performing a spectral expansion of the
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velocity and magnetic fields in terms of a complete set of
toroidal and poloidal basis vectors satisfying the customary
boundary conditions at a cylindrically symmetric, perfectly
conducting wall, we are able to define an infinite-dimensional
"phase-space" spanned by the linearly independent, real and
imaginary parts of the spectral coefficients. A point in this
phase space therefore defines a magnetofluid configuration.
Using the MHD evolution equation, we are able to verify that
the flow of an ensemble of such points (configurations)
satisfies the Liouville theorem. As a result, we invoke the
standard formalism of statistical mechanics to write down an
absolute equilibrium ensemble that incorporates the constraints
of energy, magnetic helicity and magnetic flux.
We find that our model yields magnetic fluctuations about a
cylindrically symmetric
Bessel-function-model
mean
field:
)
B0[j,(jir)8 + Jp(iir)2].
We are able to calculate the two-point autocorrelation
tensor, <<SB(r) 6B(r')>.
Because of an analogy between vi~* and
the Debye length," we are motivated to suggest that this
autocorrelation tensor may provide reasonable agreement with
experimental
data
taken
from
RFP
experiments
having
sufficiently low dissipation, if |r - r*| ^ u""1.
A remarkable feature of our model is that as Taylor's 0
parameter of the mean field increases towards al.6, the
"temperature" of the fluctuations approaches zero and the
fluctuation spectrum narrows down to a single helical m = 1
component.
This component provides fluctuations that are in a
plane whose normal is always less than about 8° from the local
direction of the mean field, in qualitative harmony with RFP
data.

4. RESISTIVE BALLOONING IN THE RFP
One of the attractive features of the RFP device is its
ability to operate at rather high values of beta. It is
precisely in such regimes that one worries about pressure
driven instabilities.
The presence of high shear in the RFP
has been shown to be quite effective in stabilizing ideal
pressure
driven
interchanges and recently, in a simple
model [6], ideal ballooning in spite of the absence of a
magnetic well in such devices. However, resistive instabilites
driven by adverse field line curvature and pressure still pose
a threat to confinement as they are known to be insensitive to
the effects of magnetic shear. The problem has been studied on
two fronts. First, an analytical model based on simple geometry
was built to address the physics involved.
Second, the
complicated machinery of toroidal ballooning codes developed at
Princeton has been employed for the study of realistic RFP
configurations.
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FIG.2. The ballooning eigenfunction with n2/S as the parameter. For large n2/S the modes
tend to be very peaked round bad curvature spots along magnetic field lines.

On the analytic front, we have studied[7] a magnetized
plasma slab with strong shear and a gravity periodically
modulated along field lines to simulate the effects of normal
field line curvature in a torus. The novelty in this work is
the inclusion of the full collisional Braginskii viscous tensor
in the theory of resistive ballooning. It is found that in
contrast to the purely resistive model, both thresholds and
cut-offs exist for instability, which are roughly dependent on
the magnitude of the parallel and perpendicular viscosity
coefficients present in the plasma.
The most significant
result, however, is the determination of a dimensionless number
Q ~ Pap[7] (p is the plasma density; a
is the pressure
gradient length), which plays a key role in the suppression of
instability. High-density regimes of RFP operation should be
only minimally or not at all affected by resistive ballooning.
The theory described above has enabled us to make contact with
experimental observations and interpret some of the density
fluctuations observed in the ZT-40M as due to resistive
ballooning.
Most of the features of the density "turbules"
described in Refs 8 and 9 can be explained, within the
limitations of uncertainty in experimental measurement. In
particular, the occurrence of a "preferred" wavelength is a
feature that arises only when viscosity is also included.
Initial
results from work now in progress involving
realistic toroidal geometry seem to verify our claims stemming
from studies with the simple model.
The Princeton flux
equilibrium and stability codes have been adapted to handle
toroidal field reversal within the plasma boundary. Finite
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beta toroidal equilibria are then sought, for which the pressure
profile p and the safety factor q are prescribed as functions
of the poloidal flux. As an example, for aspect ratio of 5,
P<¥> s ( I - * 2 ) 2 , qOfO = 0.17 - 0.215*
an equilibrium results that is stable to Mercier modes and
ideal ballooning at an average B « 6% peak g » 12%. However,
this equilibrium exhibits resistive ballooning when studied
with the Princeton inviscid resistive ballooning code; modes
are fastest growing near the field-reversal region.
Figure 2
shows
typical
eigenfunctions along magnetic field lines
slightly outside the field-reversal surface for two different
values of the parameter n 2 /S, where n is the toroidal mode
number and S is the magnetic Reynolds number.

5. THEORY ON COHERENT m = 0 EXCITATIONS ON ZT-40M
Diamagnetic loop and line density measurements in ZT-40M
have
shown
the
existence
of
coherent electromagnetic
excitations with zero poloidal mode number, traveling at
velocities of about 10 cm/ps anti-parallel to the toroidal
plasma current [10]. In an effort to understand this phenomenon,
typically
occurring
late
in
the
discharge precursing
termination, an R-Z hybrid simulation model (kinetic ions,
massless electron thermal fluid) is used to study the temporal
behavior of RFP equilibria.
Starting from a tearing-mode
stable profile with finite beta added (=15%) and with the pinch
parameter 9 = 1 . 6 , m = 0
electromagnetic perturbations are
observed to grow in about 10 us. Preliminary indications are
that the modes saturate and begin to dissipate at about 25 ys.
Their sense and speed of propagation agree with experiment,
although the numerically observed amount of
acceleration
towards the end of the discharge is not found experimentally.
The apparent sharpness of the diamagnetic loop compared with
the line density oscillations as found experimentally is not
confirmed. For the toroidal flux contours after the mode has
fully developed see Fig. 3. The numerically found mode appears
to depend strongly on ion kinetic effects, because identical
runs with a fluid code exhibit no activity.

6. FINITE LARMOR RADIUS THEORY OF THE TEARING MODE
Since for tearing modes in ZT-40M the diamagnetic drift
frequency is roughly comparable to the linear MHD growth rate
^ ° ' 1 < ^ h d ^ d < 10 )» i c i s o f
interest to determine the
influence of finite Larmor radius on tearing growth.
Recently
a hybrid-kinetic master equation[ll] was derived that applies
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to conditions pertinent to ZT-40M (V?/c 2 ) « r L i /l|.
Subject
to the commonly made assumptions of low beta and slab geometry
across the tearing layer, two coupled second - order ordinary
differential
equations
between the radial components of
C = B x 6A/B 2 and 8B/B were derived—for tearing layers in the
interior "of the RFP ( B | « B ? ) . Numerically, the ratio of
growth rate divided by MHD growth rate was found to be a
monotonically
decreasing function of the ratio of drift
frequency divided by the MHD growth rate, having decayed to
0.67 for W^/YJ^CI = 4. For large values of the drift parameter,
the growth rate y was found to scale like

whereas the width of the tearing layer scales like
1/4
In conclusion, tearing modes are only slightly modified
finite Larmor radius effects.

by

7. DESTABILIZATION OF MHD MODES BY PARALLEL
ELECTRON DRIFT
Large force-free currents in RFPs will produce large
parallel electron drifts for
sufficiently
low
density.
Resonant destabilization of the magnetosonic mode occurs when
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u

d ^ V A* F o r t h e ZT-40M experiment this happens when the
density falls below 2xl0 1 3 cm" 3 . Typically this occurs well
before the termination of the discharge and consequently any
unstable modes will have sufficient time to grow to measurable
amplitudes. The growth time for these modes is on the order of
Y~ ^ 10 \is for
densities n = 5xlO 1 2 cm" 3 , and decreases
rapidly with decreasing density. There is evidence of enhanced
magnetic fluctuations near termination. These may well lead to
anomalous particle transport, which will subsequently increase
ud
and
thus
further
drive the fluctuations, possibly
culminating in an abrupt termination of the discharge.

8. FINITE LARMOR RADIUS THEORY OF MAGNETO ACOUSTIC
OSCILLATIONS
It is well known that ion transit time damping provides a
viable rf heating mechanism for high-beta plasmas. Recently,
effects of finite gyroradius have been included within the
context of the Vlasov-fluid model (kinetic ions, massless cold
electrons) for the case of a sharp-boundary plasma [12]. The
present
work
generalizes
that
treatment to include a
diffuse-profile screw-pinch. Some preliminary applications to
a cylindrical screw-pinch configuration have yielded absorption
time for the m = 0 magnetoacoustic mode as a function of beta.
For
example,
for
a Bessel function model RFP reactor
equilibrium with p = 2.7, and an ion Larmor radius of 3 mm, the
absorption time equals 1 second for beta = 20% and B = 4 tesla.

9. CONCLUSION
The RFP is a promising magnetic fusion device whose basic
physics properties are extremely intriguing. Several different
ideas concerned with various facets of this device have been
presented. As more experimental results become available, the
theoretical development should rapidly accelerate.
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DISCUSSION
ON PAPERS IAEA-CN-41/H-2-1 AND H-2-2
R.J. GOLDSTON: Could you comment on the loop voltage and plasma
resistivity in ZT40M? How does one calculate the plasma conductivity in order
to compare it with the Spitzer resistivity?
J.N. DIMARCO: The comparison with Spitzer resistivity is accomplished by
integrating T? f2 over the entire volume of the plasma and comparing the result with
the experimentally measured power input to the discharge. The electron temperature distribution is taken to be (1 — r 4 /a 4 ) in this calculation. Noting that Zeff
is at least 1.6, the calculated result is close to that measured on ZT-40M.
With regard to the toroidal loop voltage, it must be noted that RFPs have
poloidal current densities comparable to the toroidal current density. However,
it is found experimentally that the component of the Poynting vector which can
be associated with the toroidal field circuit, Eg X BA at the wall, is very small.
Therefore, all the energy that is necessary to sustain these discharges against
resistive dissipation enters the discharge through the poloidal field circuit, i.e.
E^ X Bg. The coupling between the toroidal and poloidal components in the
plasma can be referred to as a 'dynamo effect'. Since the energy enters the discharge tube through the poloidal field circuit, the toroidal voltage is increased,
resulting in what might be called an enhanced toroidal resistivity. The enhancement factor is in the range 2—4 for the various experiments.
H.A.B. BODIN: I wish to ask about the current termination, which is not
yet well understood. You have been very successful in affecting its onset delaying it to get longer-than-20 ms pulses - by improving the magnetic field
geometry. Does the fact that it is affected in this way give any clues to what
causes it? What effect does reducing field errors have on the plasma which
delays termination?
J.N. DIMARCO: The modifications to ZT-40M have just been completed
and we have not yet re-installed all our diagnostics on the machine. However, I
can report some observations which may give a few clues to the improved performance. Sine-cosine coils detected helical structure in the equilibrium, which
has been eliminated by improving the magnetic field geometry. Moreover., before
the modifications, the electron temperature peaked at about 3 ms and then
decreased. There are indications, from soft-X-ray measurements, that the electron
temperature is now being maintained relatively constant for most of the duration
of the discharge. Therefore, ^ d r i f t over *>thermal w ^ ' ^ e maintained at a low value
for a longer period of time.
R.J. TAYLOR: How does the ZT-40M respond to density puffing, e.g. in
the 1014 cm' 3 range? I take it you have not departed from the original goals
of pinches in order to operate at higher density?
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J.N. DIMARCO: The ZT-40M is at present obtaining densities, by means
of gas puffing, which meet its specified goals. We want to conduct the experiment
at densities that will result in a value for I/N that is the same as in the Compact
Reversed-Field Pinch Reactor (CRFPR) design. The specific value is ~4 X 10' 14 A-m.
The range in density over which the experiment can operate, for a specific value
of the current, can vary around this operating value within certain bounds. Increasing the density will eventually cause impurity radiation to be the dominant loss
mechanism. Decreasing the density will result in the drift velocity becoming too
large. As we increase the current in ZT-40M, gas puffing will be used to increase
the density and thereby maintain I/N at a specified value.
Y.-K.M. PENG: Taking into account both experimental and theoretical work,
would you venture some comments on confinement scaling in RFPs?
J.N. DIMARCO: As far as the theoretical work is concerned, a number of
physical models are being developed. The scaling predictions at present cover a
wide range, from optimistic to pessimistic, with respect to the ultimate goals for
the RFP. The theoretical work must be developed further and its assumptions and
predictions must be tested against experiments. Recent experimental results show
both the electron temperature and the density scaling in proportion to the current.
There is experimental evidence that the plasma resistivity is scaling as I' 3 / 2 and
that the energy confinement time scales as n eO T e o/I x , with x in the range 0.5-1.0.
It should be noted that an energy confinement time that scales as la2 would be
sufficient to achieve the parameters required by the CRFPR design.
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PINCH EXPERIMENTS IN OHTE
T. TAMANO, T. CARLSTROM, C. CHU, R. GOFORTH,
G. JACKSON, R. LA HA YE, T. OHKAWA, M. SCHAFFER,
P. TAYLOR, N. BROOKS, R. CHASE
General Atomic Company, San Diego, California,
United States of America
Abstract
PINCH EXPERIMENTS IN OHTE.
High-density and high-0 plasmas are obtained in OHTE discharges. Confinement does
not seem to be impaired by high plasma pressure. Studies of plasma equilibria and stability
by use of magnetic probes inside the plasmas indicate that the Suydam stability criterion is
violated in the middle of the high-/? plasmas. Relative magnetic-fluctuation amplitudes seem
to scale as S*"I/2, where S is the magnetic Reynolds number.

The OHTE configuration proposed by Ohkawa [1] is a
helically symmetric toroidal pinch with pitch reversal. Plasma
stability is given by magnetic shear produced by a plasma current and a nearby conducting wall as in a reversed field pinch;
however, the OHTE configuration provides an additional pitch
reversal due to translational transform generated by helical
windings when combined with the poloidal field produced by the
plasma current. A potential advantage of the OHTE configuration
is reduction of plasma-dynamo required in a reversed field
pinch, which may provide improved confinement. The OHTE configuration also has a separatrix which acts as an inherent magnetic
limiter. More details of the OHTE concept are given elsewhere
[1].
Experiments were carried out in an OHTE device at General
Atomic. The torus consists of a stainless steel liner enclosed
with a conducting aluminum shell. The Z = 3 helical windings
are wound around the torus. These windings also serve as
toroidal field coils. The device has air-core ohmic heating
coils and vertical field coils. The major radius of the torus
is 124 cm and the minor radii of the liner and the shell are
18.7 cm and 20 cm, respectively.
The conducting shell has a single electrical break in the
toroidal direction and no breaks in the poloidal direction, conserving a toroidal flux and helical fields with decay times of
about 30 ms and 10 ms, respectively. The toroidal and helical
fields are produced at least 100 ms prior to a discharge to
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allow a sufficient soak-in time. Closed flux surfaces of a
stellarator type are formed within the liner, helping initial
gas breakdown. Field-line tracing calculations indicate that
the three separatrices are not exactly on the same flux surface
under the present experimental conditions [2], Accordingly, the
translational transform is about one-third of the best theoretically achievable value. This problem will be rectified late
in 1982.
Reversed field pinches were also produced for comparison
with OHTE mode discharges. In this case the helical winding
currents were turned off prior to the discharges, allowing the
helical fields to vanish while leaving a substantial toroidal
field due to its longer decay time.
The initial toroidal fields employed are 150~550 G for OHTE
mode discharges and up to 1.4 kG for RFP mode discharges.
(Hereafter, "OHTE" and "RFP" will simply be used to represent
the discharge modes.) After the toroidal and helical fluxes are
established, a plasma current is induced by the ohmic heating
coil current powered by capacitor banks. The initial plasma
current rapidly increases while q-value reduces through unity.
The rate of the current rise decreases when toroidal field
reversal is approached around 0.5 ms after the current initiation. Once the field reversal is established, the current
increases again and peaks at 1.5~2 ms. It decreases afterwards
as the one-turn voltage drops. The discharge terminates around
2~3 ms as the plasma current decreases unless sustained by additional capacitor banks. More details of termination will be
described later.

1000
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ffl10l4crtr3)

F/G.l. (a) Ratio of power received by bolometer to Ohmic-heating power at plasma current
peak for both OHTE and RFP discharges, fbj Relationship between plasma current and plasma
line density for OHTE discharges.
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FIG.2. Example of plasma characteristics of OHTE discharges (current, central density,
temperature and effective Z) as a function of fill pressure.

The maximum plasma currents produced to date are 130 kA for
OHTE and 250 kA for RFP. These are limited by the volt-second
capability of the present power supplies. Although most of the
discharges described in this paper are nonsustained current discharges, some sustained discharges were also produced. OHTE
discharges were sustained for 5 ms at 50 kA. Reversed field
pinch discharges were sustained for 10 ms at 60 kA and for 9 ms
at 100 kA. These sustainment times are much longer than the
classical configuration decay time (a fraction of resistive
decay time).
Plasma diagnostics include single-point Thomson scattering,
2-mm microwave interferometer, soft X-ray PIN diodes and Si(Li)
spectrometer, bolometer, visible spectrometer and framing camera
photography. A number of magnetic diagnostics are also
employed.
Initial plasma densities of OHTE's are approximately equal
to fill-pressure densities in contrast of RFP's much
higher than fill-pressure densities. This seems to be attributed to the fact that an OHTE plasma radius bounded by separatrices grows as a plasma current increases while an RFP radius
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FIG.3. Conductivity temperature versus plasma current.

pinches. In both OHTE and RFP the plasma density rapidly decays
during the initial period for about 1 ms and it decays more
slowly afterwards. Plasma temperature rises during the initial
period and it stays nearly constant later in nonsustained
discharges.
Bolometer measurements indicate that the upper limit for
the plasma density is determined by radiations. Figure la shows
the ratio of power received by the bolometer to the ohmic heating power at plasma current peak. The ratio increases as the
plasma density increases. At higher densities a substantial
amount of ohmic heating power is received by the bolometer and
finally the plasma becomes so resistive that field reversal does
not take place. The power ratio for OHTE at a given density is
much lower than for RFP, which is also indicated from impurity
light intensities. Accordingly, higher plasma densities are
achieved in OHTE than in RFP. This is probably a consequence of
the existence of magnetic limiters, together with the existence
of closed magnetic surfaces during the OHTE start-up.
The upper density limit for reversed field pinch plasmas
seems to be well characterized by I/N [3], where I and N are
plasma current and plasma line density, respectively. A cleaner
plasma tends to operate down to lower I/N, and I/N values of all
reversed field pinch plasmas in the world, including RFP's in
the OHTE device, stay above lO""** A # m. However, I/N values corresponding to the best OHTE are slightly lower than 1 0 " ^ A*m as
shown in Fig. lb. It should be noted that the limit I/N > 1 0 ~ 1 4
A'm is precisely equivalent to the tokamak density limit known
as the Murakami limit.
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Typical OHTE high density discharges [n(0) Z 1 0 1 4 cm" 3 ]
provide an effective Z between 1 and 2, allowing for an anomalous factor of 2.5 over Spitzer resistivity due to the dynamo
effect [4]. However, under certain conditions high effective Z
OHTE plasmas were also observed. Figure 2 shows results of a
fill-pressure scan of OHTE at the initial toroidal field of
250 G. At low fill-pressures the electron temperatures reach
over 200 eV and are about four times higher than the conductivity temperatures, which correspond to effective Z's over 10.
The effective Z sharply reduces as the fill-pressure increases.
Figure 3 shows the conductivity temperature T a at plasma
current peak as a function of plasma current. The conductivity
temperature is approximately proportional to plasma current.
These data were obtained for OHTE at initial toroidal field
between 250 G and 550 G. The slope corresponds to about 0.5
eV/kA. However, a sustained OHTE discharge with a flattop current of about 50 kA for 5 ms had a conductivity temperature of
70 eV compared to 25 eV for the nonsustained OHTE. The same
trend is observed for sustained RFP's. This suggests that in a
true steady-state the ratio could be as high as 1 eV/kA or even
more.
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Poloidal beta values (3p, defined as (3p = 2 u 0 <p>/Bg2(a),
are calculated from measured central temperatures and densities.
It is assumed that the volume averaged pressure <p> is equal to
a quarter of the central pressure p(0) and T^ = T e . The poloidal beta values stay nearly constant during the discharge after
the initial density decay as shown in Fig. 4. The f3p value
increases as plasma density increases, and p p up to about onehalf has been observed in OHTE. Figure 5 indicates that confinement time, defined as plasma energy divided by ohmic heating
power, increases with (3p and no severe deterioration of the confinement time due to high betas is observed, except for the very
high density cases [n(0) > 2 x 1 0 ^ cm~3] in which plasmas are
extremely resistive due to radiation losses.
In order to study characteristics of high-f3 equilibria and
stability, magnetic probes were employed inside a low current
plasma. Figure 6a shows measured magnetic field profiles for an
RFP with an initial toroidal field of 257 G. The central toroidal field is built up to 1.3 kG while the edge toroidal field
is reversed. The vertical bars attached to the data points
indicate the magnitude of magnetic fluctuations. Magnetic field
profiles very similar to Fig. 6a are observed for OHTE discharges. Since analyses of an axisymmetric configuration (RFP)
are more straightforward, detailed analyses were made for RFP's.
Figure 6b presents toroidal and poloidal plasma current densities computed from the smooth fit to the data. A slight
reversal of the toroidal current density near the edge of the
plasma is definitely observed. Both toroidal and poloidal current densities vanish at the liner wall. The \i value, defined
as a ratio of a parallel current density to a magnetic field
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FIG. 6. (a) Toroidal and poloidal magnetic fields measured by set of probes. Vertical bars
indicate magnitude of magnetic fluctuations; (bj plasma current densities computed from
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(d) q-profile computed from data; (e) pressure profile from data; ffj Suydam stability
criterion as a function of plasma radius.
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strength, is nearly constant within the half radius, as for a
force-free minimum energy state, but it decreases near the edge
(Fig. 6c). A typical q-value at the center is slightly less
than 0.1 (Fig. 6d).
The pressure profile calculated by integrating the equilibrium equation Vp = j x B is shown in Fig. 6e. Uncertainties in
the magnetic probe data could result in various pressure profiles; however, constraints considered in the process of choosing a best fit to the probe data eliminate most of the flexibilities. Those constraints are (1) both toroidal and poloidal
fluxes inside the plasma must be conserved and (2) the calculated central pressure must be consistent with the measured central pressure. In this example the average and central pressures are 174 Newton/m2 and 537 Newton/m2, respectively. This
suggests that the assumption used in the pp calculations in the
previous section may be conservative. The betas given by the
magnetic measurements are 16% for f3p, 8% for 0(0) and 5% for
<p>. The engineering beta, defined as a ratio of average plasma
pressure to maximum magnetic pressure at the plasma produced by
an external coil (J3 = 2|A0 < p > / B e x t 2 ) , is 66% which may be
compared to <p> in a tokamak as an engineering figure of merit.
In Fig. 6f Suydam stability criteria are plotted as a
function of plasma minor radius in metres. These criteria are
defined as (B z 2 /B 2 )(rP'/P) 2 + 8n o rp'(l-q 2 )/B 2 where P is the
pitch of magnetic field lines. It indicates that the high-p
plasma is weakly unstable in the middle of the plasma.
Fluctuations were also studied by use of the magnetic
probes. The dominant mode for the fluctuations is an m = 1 mode
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for a small negative F OHTE (or RFP) as shown in Fig. 7a. The
toroidal mode number is between 15 and 20, likely resonating
with 1/q in the middle of the plasma. (See Fig. 6d) Theoretical
calculations of the spatial mode structure indicate that an
m = 1 kink mode driven by either pressure or current peaking is
a likely candidate. For a large negative F an m = 0 mode dominates experimentally.
The rms fluctuation amplitude relative to the magnetic
field B/B at the edge of plasmas is plotted against a magnetic
Reynolds' number S = T R / T ^ where T R and T A are resistive
decay time and Alfven time of the plasma. [ T R = L/R;
T A = a// BQ2(a)/|iOnm". ] The relative amplitude is approximately
proportional to S" 1 / 2 . The fluctuation level of OHTE at a given
S is about equal to or slightly smaller than that of RFP.
It is observed that the termination of RFP's at a high initial toroidal field (£ 1 kG) is very soft; that is, the plasma
current decays over a period of 1 ms and an increase in one-turn
voltage during the decay is much less than the initially applied
one-turn voltage. Softer termination is also observed for 550 G
OHTE's compared to that for 250 G OHTE's.
In summary, high density and high (3 plasmas are obtained in
both OHTE and RFP discharges. The values obtained so far are
higher for OHTE than for RFP. This is probably attributed to
the existence of separatrices (magnetic limiters) in OHTE.
Confinement does not seem to be impaired by the high betas.
Preliminary implication for scalings of plasma temperature and
magnetic fluctuations Is encouraging; however, a definitive test
of OHTE confinement is to be performed with a higher plasma
current and with a larger translational transform.
This work was supported by Phillips Petroleum Company and
General Atomic Company under Joint Research and Development
Agreement (GA Reference No. 01341).
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DISCUSSION

B. COPPI: Given the fact that the highest temperatures in RFP experiments
have been obtained by those with the highest current densities, have you considered developing a line of high-current-density devices?
T. TAMANO: All we are sure of at present is the importance of a large plasma
current; whether the importance of the current derives from current density or
from size must be decided in further studies.
H.A.B. BODIN: Your results indicate high values of 0p> up to ~50% at early
times, falling to ~20% and remaining at about this value. Did you see evidence
of increased MHD activity while 0 p was high, and what caused it to fall?
T. TAMANO: There were large oscillations before the reversal; however,
once the reversal was established, the only parameter controlling the relative
oscillation amplitude seemed to be the magnetic Reynolds number. The decrease
in 0 p at early discharge times is due partly to increase in plasma current and partly
to decrease in plasma density.
R.S. PEASE: You quoted energy confinement times of about 100 jis. Are
these before or after correction for radiation, and is there any difference in confinement times between OHTE and RFP?
T. TAMANO: The energy confinement times are for plasmas in which radiation losses are not dominant and, therefore, they are not corrected for radiation
(confinement time = total plasma energy/total Ohmic heating power). Confinement times for OHTE and RFP are similar for a given density; however, further
detailed studies need to be done in order to determine the relevant physics parameters and transport coefficients.
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Abstract
STUDIES ON HIGH-DENSITY RFP PLASMAS IN THE ETA-BETA II EXPERIMENT.
A new series of experiments with optimized matching of the 1^ and B^ waveforms
has been performed. The fast initial density drop (pump-out) observed in previous experiments
is avoided and a gradual density decay throughout the current pulse is obtained, with higher
density values for a given filling density. A clearer picture of plasma behaviour is obtained
by improved diagnostics which allow a more careful analysis. Experiments at various filling
densities confirm the existence of an optimum I/N range outside which colder plasmas are
obtained. A comparison between the results of ETA-BETA II and TPE-IR(M) is attempted
and the key difference appears to be the Zeff value (much lower in ETA-BETA II than in TPE).
An active clamp applied on both the poloidal and toroidal circuits (although too small to allow
full current sustainment) increases the current duration by a factor up to two and shows the
different roles of field and current controls. Some preliminary analysis of the current termination
phase is also reported.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the Reversed Field Pinch (RFP), which is a q < 1 configuration, it is
possible to obtain (1= 10% by using only Ohmic heating at moderate values
of the toroidal field. This has been obtained experimentally with plasma currents
in the range of 50-400 kA [ 1 ] . Whether or not the RFP will be an interesting
scheme for heating and confining a plasma close to reactor conditions depends
on the parameter scaling at high current [2]. The equilibrium and stability of a
pinch and the associated j3-limits (in the RFP, p *» |3fl) are different from those
*
Culham Laboratory, Abingdon (Euratom-UKAEA Fusion Association), Oxon.,
United Kingdom.
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of a tokamak and therefore different scaling laws are obtained, particularly at
low currents [2, 3]. The trend in present devices is to study conditions in which
heating and confinement of RPF plasmas are optimized and to understand the
processes that determine the dominant energy losses.
At the last IAEA conference [4] we discussed the ETA-BETA II behaviour
at various filling densities and plasma currents. It was found that, for a given
current, both a high and low filling density limit exist beyond which lowertemperature, high-resistance plasmas are obtained. These limits were discussed
in terms of the parameter I/No (peak current divided by the filling gas line density).
In those experiments, immediately after peak current, the particle density usually
dropped by a factor 4 to 6 in a few tens of us (pump-out), while the further decay
was much slower. Pump-out has more recently been overcome by adjusting the
matching of the 1^, and B 0 waveforms. Therefore higher densities, for a given
filling pressure, are maintained during the current pulse, and more accurate
temperature and density measurements as a function of time have been made
possible up to the current termination. Systematic measurements of magnetic
field and particle density fluctuations have been performed and the total radiation
observations have been supplemented by bolometric measurements. A more
detailed analysis of the dominant energy loss mechanisms has thus become possible.
Spectroscopic measurements both in the visible and vacuum u.v. ranges,
besides allowing an independent temperature evaluation, give the basis for the
Z eff estimates. The observed values are always between 1 and 2 (as indicated
also by the voltage drop measurements) and represent the key difference when
comparing the low-pressure regimes of ETA-BETA II and TPE-IR(M) [5].
Recently the first section of an active clamp system has been applied to both
circuits. Even if inadequate to fully sustain the current, it allows its duration to
be increased and a number of interesting properties of the discharge to be observed.

2.

EFFECT OF TOROIDAL FIELD PROGRAMMING ON CURRENT
WAVEFORM AND ON DENSITY VERSUS TIME BEHAVIOUR

By varying the circuit time programming for forming the RFP configuration,
high-density ( > 1020 m~3) plasmas have been obtained in which the initial fast
drop of the density, sometimes reported as pump-out, is not observed. These
high-density configurations have a measured electron temperature on axis of
about 80 eV (with 1^ «» 200 kA) corresponding to pe = 10% and global energy
confinement times of «* 100 /us. The plasmas obtained are characterized during
most of the discharge by comparatively low values of the I/N parameter
( * 2 X 10~14 A-m) and of the streaming parameter % = V D /V th> e ( « 4%). The
density decay, faster than the current decay, eventually causes the discharge to migrate
out of this regime before current termination.
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FIG.2. Electron temperature on axis (from Thomson scattering) as a function of time
(measured from the current start), for various filling densities. The data are averaged over
several shots (5 to 10); typical error bars (standard deviation) are also shown.

Typical waveforms for the toroidal plasma current 1^, the toroidal magnetic
field at the wall B ^ w , the radial component of the Poynting vector P r , and the
line-of-sight density < n >, are reported in Figs l(a) and (b) for the old and new
programming case respectively. The waveforms indicate that, in the new case,
the toroidal field programming is completed before the end of the current rise
(or, more precisely, before the zero of the toroidal voltage, when the clamp is
applied). The rapid drop of the plasma current after current peak is thus completely
avoided. This effect is entirely due to the interaction between the 1^ and lg circuits
and can be simulated by a model which includes this interaction by specifying the
magnetic field profile to be BFM-like [6]. Examples of the computed waveforms
are also shown in Figs l(a) and (b).
High-density discharges have been produced with various current risetimes
by carefully choosing the relative phase of the toroidal and poloidal currents.
Figures l(b), (c) and (d) show similar results with three different RFP formation
times obtained by varying the turns ratio of both the toroidal and poloidal
circuits [7].

3.

PLASMA PROPERTIES AS A FUNCTION OF DENSITY

In this section we describe a series of experiments performed at various
filling pressures of deuterium with currents reaching a peak value of « 200 kA
in » 150 MS, as in Fig. l(c). After the peak, the plasma current slowly decays
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FIG. 3. Time behaviour of electron density on axis (from Thomson scattering) at various
filling densities. The particle density (m~3 j approximately corresponds to the arbitrary
units (a.u.) multiplied by 1020.
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the average streaming parameter % at various filling densities.
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FIG.5. Electron temperature on axis as a function of the filling density, measured by Thomson
scattering at two different times.
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FIG. 6. Electron density on axis as a function of the filling density, measured by Thomson
scattering at two different times.
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FIG. 7. Electron temperature on axis as a function of the filling density at various times. The
dashed line shows the ratio between radiated energy and total input energy.

until it is abruptly terminated; the current waveform during the decay depends
on the filling density [4, 8 ] .
Basic measurements are the electron temperature and density on axis from
Thomson scattering. A first systematic scanning in time has been carried out at
four different filling densities, the lowest being near the minimum compatible
with a reproducible breakdown and the highest above the high-density limit indicated by previous experiments [4, 8 ] . The results are reported in Figs 2 and 3. The
time behaviour of the parameter I(t)/N(t) is shown in Fig. 4 together with the
average streaming parameter £ = V D /V t j, e . These have been obtained from the
measured quantities, assuming parabolic profiles for n e and T e and calibrating
the absolute value of the density from interferometric measurements. A second
systematic scanning has been made, firing the laser at two fixed times after the
current start, and varying the filling pressure. The results are shown in Figs 5
and 6. Figure 7 is a combination of the above results.
In the experiments starting with lower filling densities, higher temperatures
are reached in shorter times. This can be explained by the fast density decay and
agrees with the temperature dependence on the density (Figs 5 and 7), showing
that the filling pressures associated with the highest temperatures are lower at the
earlier times of observation. The subsequent fast temperature decay indicates
that enhanced losses occur when the continuous reduction of the density in time
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FIG.8. Time behaviour of the r.m.s. level of the density fluctuations (from Langmuir probe)
for various filling densities.

drives the plasma into a density regime that is too low. This loss phase is
characterized by high values of £ ( « 10%), which correspond in macroscopic
terms to values of the ratio I(t)/N(t) larger than 5 X 10"14 A-m (Fig. 4).
With increasing filling density the temperature rise decreases, but the
temperature remains high for longer times. The best behaviour is obtained with a
filling density of 4.0 X 1020 m~3, where the energy confinement time is longer
than 100 /us. These indications, coming from Fig. 2, are better shown by displaying the temperatures against the density (Figs 5 and 7): there is a systematic
trend for the maximum temperatures to move towards higher filling densities at
later times, but this shift ends at the high-density limit of *» 4 X 1020 m~3. The
I(t)/N(t) and £ (t), corresponding to filling pressures near the high-density limit,
slowly increase with time, remaining at moderate values.
A broad conclusion can be inferred: optimum heating and confinement
require accurate control of the parameter I(t)/N(t) during the entire life of the
discharge.
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TABLE I. PARAMETERS OF ETA-BETA II AND TPE-1 R(M) EXPERIMENTS
(TYPICAL VALUES)
ETA-BETA II

TPE-1 R(M)

I(kA)

150

130

a(m)

0.125

0.09

R (m)
<n>(10 2O nf 3 )

0.65
2

0.5
0.3

<Te> (eV)

40

300

&e

0.1

0.08

100

80

!. 5

17

1"E

(Ms)

I/N(10-'4Am)
% {%)

3

15

rj(p.D,'m)

4

2

V l o o p (V)

50

30

Z

1

10

eff

To obtain more direct information on the loss mechanisms determining the
optimum operating range, a number of auxiliary diagnostics have been applied.
A Langmuir probe located at the plasma edge was used to evaluate the
density fluctuations. The time variation of the r.m.s. fluctuation level (normalized
to the density on axis) is shown in Fig. 8 for different values of the filling density.
Steep increases in time of the relative fluctuation levels are observed at the lowest
filling density, which corresponds to the larger values of I/N and % shown in Fig. 4.
These conditions are therefore affected by larger fluctuations of density, similarlyto those of the magnetic field, previously observed [4, 9]. Figure 9(a) shows
the r.m.s. value of the magnetic field fluctuations averaged during the current
decay phase as a function of the filling density. For comparison the results of
a similar analysis for the density fluctuations are shown in Fig. 9(b).
The radiation losses have been demonstrated in previous experiments [10]
to be the main loss mechanism limiting the temperature achievable at high
filling density. Absolute measurements of the total radiated energy were recently
carried out by means of a calibrated germanium Thermistor bolometer; the results
(Fig. 10) are in substantial agreement with the previous indications obtained with
a photomultiplier and a scintillator. Figure 7 shows the bolometer measurements
corresponding to the discharges discussed in this section. It is evident that the
relative weight of the radiated energy shows a steep rise near the high-density limit.
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FIG. 11. Plasma resistance during the slow curren t decay phase as a function of filling density.
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FIG.13. Experimental and computed time behaviour of O V and 0 VI lines, at filling density
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FIG.14. Comparison of current and toroidal field time behaviour with (Shot 51523) and
without (Shot 51563) active clamp circuits.
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FIG.15. Comparison between two discharges: without (Shot 51563) and with (Shot 51556),
active clamp on the poloidal circuit only.

The plasma resistance during the slow current decay phase, calculated from
the measured loop voltage and dl/dt signals, is shown in Fig. 11 and indicates
a dependence on the filling density in agreement with the measured electron
temperature behaviour. Despite the uncertainties in the resistance evaluation and
in profile factors, the experimental values are in agreement with a classical,
Z ef f = 1, resistivity deduced from the temperature.
These results are different from those obtained in TPE-1 R(M) [5], where,
when the filling density is reduced, the electron temperature continuously
increases (down to the gas breakdown limit), but a large ( ^ 1 0 ) resistance anomaly
factor is measured. A comparison between typical plasma parameters of TPE-1 R(M)
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and ETA-BETA II (see Table I) suggests that the different behaviour of
the two experiments can be due to the difference in the resistance anomaly
factor, which can account [ 1 ] for the high temperature not associated with an
improvement in the energy confinement time observed in TPE-IR(M).
Spectroscopic measurements were made in the visible (2500 A < X < 7500 A) and
in the u.v. range (20 A < A < 1100 A). The spectrum measured in the range 100-630 A
is given in Fig. 12. The most intense lines are emitted from oxygen ions, whose concentration in the discharge is estimated to be about 4 X 1018 m"3 (i.e. « 1 % of the typical
filling density value), both from experimental measurements, by adding known quantities of oxygen, and from comparison with a zero-dimensional model [ 10]. From the
relative intensity of the iron lines it can be deduced that the iron concentration is lower
by an order of magnitude. High ionization stages are also not observed and the
plasma effective charge, Z e f f , is certainly < 2. Time-resolved space-integrated
measurements have also been performed and the observed time history of the
oxygen lines is in agreement with the measured time evolution of the density
and temperature; an example of the measured and computed line intensity is
shown in Fig. 13.

4.

OPERATION WITH ACTIVE CLAMP CIRCUITS

The first moduli of two active clamp banks have been installed on ETA-BETA
II to study the sustainment of both toroidal and poloidal currents [11]. The
complete banks are necessary for proper sustainment. Figure 14 compares the
current with and without active clamps. In the sustained discharge the current
pulse duration is doubled ( « 2 ms) and the current derivative is nearly constant
during the decay ( ^6 X 107 A-s"1). The measured loop voltage is also nearly
constant and equal to ^ 2 0 V. The value of plasma resistance which can be
deduced is the same as already discussed and shown in Fig. 11 as a function of
filling pressure. The values of F = B0W/<B^> and of 0 = Bgw/(B0> are also almost
constant during the sustainment phase.
Both the poloidal and toroidal clamp circuits are important but produce
quite different effects. In Fig. 15 typical waveforms with passive clamp are
compared with those obtained by using the active bank only on the poloidal
circuit: the effects are reduction of the current derivative and sustainment of the
toroidal field at the wall, whereas the average toroidal field and current duration
are only slightly affected. The effects of the toroidal field active clamp alone are
shown in Fig. 16. In this case the current decay phase is prolonged substantially
without, however, appreciably affecting the derivative. The average field decreases
in this case more rapidly owing to the sustainment of the negative toroidal field
outside the liner. In Fig. 17 the effect of adding the active clamp also to the
poloidal circuit is shown; again the current derivative is reduced and the average
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FIG.19. Time behaviour of currents, voltages and magnetic fields at current termination.

toroidal field enhanced,which is interpreted as due to generation of positive flux
inside the plasma.
In Fig. 18, the time behaviour of the measured temperature and density on
axis, with active clamp, is shown for a discharge at 4.0 X 1020 m"3 filling density.
Comparison with the results reported in Section 3 shows that the active clamp,
at the optimum filling density, further sustains the temperature but does not
affect density decay. Therefore stationary plasma conditions are not reached,
and both I/N and £ increase with time.

5.

CURRENT TERMINATION

Normally the discharge ends with a rapid reduction of the current to zero in
a few tens of /is. The mechanism that triggers this phenomenon has not yet been
explained. However, because stationary conditions are not reached during the
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discharges, there is an increase in time of the parameters I/N and £ (see Figs 4
and 18) and of the magnetic field fluctuations b/B [9] .
In Fig. 19 typical waveforms of the total 1^ + I L current in the vessel
(plasma + liner) and of the plasma current alone, 1^, are shown. The toroidal
fields at the wall, both external and internal to the liner, are reported.
It seems worth noting that the current termination corresponds to a sudden
redistribution of the toroidal field inside the liner, which becomes uniform. A
jump between the values inside and outside the liner therefore arises and decays
with the liner time constant. A strong pulse of liner current is therefore generated
in the poloidal direction. However, the fast decay of the toroidal plasma current
(in a time comparable to the liner time constant) does not produce a large liner
current: a smooth plasma channel appears to be maintained during the termination
phase. The toroidal and poloidal loop voltages on the liner surface are also shown
in Fig. 19.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of aspects of the plasma confinement in the RFP configuration have
been studied in the ETA-BETA II experiment. In particular, we have shown that
by varying the toroidal field programming it is possible to control the initial fast
drop of the current and density previously reported.
The dependence on the filling density of plasma parameters such as temperature,
density, fluctuation level, total radiation, plasma resistance and Z eff has been
studied in some detail.
The existence, previously established, of both a high-and a low-density limit,
beyond which cold, highly resistive plasmas are obtained, has been confirmed.
However, because stationary conditions are not reached, the discharge, even if started
at sufficiently high density (<n>« 2 X 1020 m" 3 ; I/N « 10"14 A-m), evolves to a
lower density regime characterized by increased values of I/N (^5 X 10~14 A - m)
and £ (^10%), associated with increased magnetic field and electron density
fluctuations.
These observations emphasize the need for an active density control in the
absence of which it is essential to operate as close as possible to the high-density,
radiation-dominated limit, in order to sustain the plasma temperature.
Comparison of the ETA-BETA II results with those obtained on TPE-1 R(M)
is of particular interest because the two experiments have very similar geometrical
parameters and plasma currents. On TPE-1 R(M) the temperature steadily increases
with decreasing densities, but high values of Z eff are observed. In ETA-BETA II
this regime has not been found and the resistance remains close to classical.
Furthermore, from spectroscopic measurements, heavy impurities, such as iron,
do not appear to contribute substantially to Zeff.
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Recent operation with active clamp circuits has allowed us to double the
current pulse duration and to show how the control of both the toroidal field
and the plasma current improve the plasma behaviour.
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DISCUSSION
H.P. FURTH: If I understood Dr. Tamano correctly, he states (paper
CN-41/H-3) that the magnetic fluctuation level decreases with rising magnetic
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Reynolds number S. It seems to me that you make the opposite point, i.e. that
the fluctuation level increases at high T e and low n. Would you care to comment
on this apparent contradiction?
A. BUFFA: I cannot comment on this because I do not know the details of
the OHTE results reported here.
M.J. SCHAFFER: I think the reason for the contradiction referred to by
Dr, Furth is that the OHTE B/B0-versus-S data are from discharges within the
favourable I/N range, but covering a wide range of S, whereas the ETA-BETA II
fluctuation data are for variation of I/N, during which, I believe, the variation of S
is relatively limited.
R.J. TAYLOR: I think that when one is faced with an apparent contradiction
one is not looking at the controlling variable. We find that while the magnetics
control the force balance, the confinement is controlled by electrostatic effects
and not by the magnetics, although some weak coupling is not excluded (see paper
CN-41/S-3).
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Abstract
RESULTS FROM THE HBTX1A REVERSED FIELD PINCH EXPERIMENT.
Results from the HBTX1A Reversed Field Pinch experiment are presented and
discussed. The apparatus has a thin bellows liner (R/a = 0.8 m/0.26 m) and has operated at
plasma currents up to 0.5 MA. Reversed-field distributions are set up by self-reversal and
B^ control, and the volts-seconds input is analysed. In the sustainment phase, pulses up to
7 ms duration are produced by power crowbar and gas puffing and the toroidal field at the
wall remains reversed by plasma action. Electron temperatures (Thomson scattering and Si (Li)
detector) on axis are proportional to the current (max. 170 eV) and Zeff < 3 , due principally
to oxygen. Fluctuations in soft-X-ray emission at 10-100 kHz are measured with surface
barrier diodes and show radial correlation lengths of 2—10 cm. After the ionization stage the
electron density falls by pump-out to typically 2 X 1019 m"3 (I/N *v> 5 X 10"14 A.m). The
plasma terminates with I/N generally rising to values 2 or 3 times higher with the streaming
parameter % ^ 10%. Values of j39 ^ 2-3% are obtained (assuming T e = T;).

1.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper measurements carried out on the HBTX1A
reversed field pinch (RFP)l3j apparatus'•*•' are presented and
discussed. The metal walled toroidal vessel has major and minor
radii of 0.8/0.26 m. The plasma current rises to its peak value
of typically 0.2 - 0.3 MA (up to 0.5 MA has been used) in 0.5 4 ms, with pulse lengths up to 7 ms.
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The configuration is set up using the plasma self reversal
effect which can be assisted by field control and in Section 2,
the self reversal and relaxation processes are briefly discussed.
In Section 3, the different modes of field control used to set
up and sustain distributions in the experiment are described with
an account of measurements of the poloidal flux consumption (voltsseconds), and its dependence on current risetime.
In Section 4, the main properties of the plasma during the
"sustainment phase" are described, The time variation of the
density and the effect of varying filling pressure and of gas puffing are presented. Temperature measurements from scattering
(which indicates T e up to 170 eV) and soft X-rays are given. Impurities radiate about 10% of the ohmic input.
Fluctuations in
density and magnetic field and the motion of the plasma centroid
determined from an array of surface barrier diodes are presented.
The effect on the pulse length of poloidal field errors is
described in Section 5. The paper concludes with the discussion
of the main results obtained.

2.

SELF REVERSAL, HELICAL RECONNECTION AND RELAXATION

In all discharges, the plasma evolution in F and 6 (reversal
ratio F = B^ail/B^, 6 = Bg w _n/B^) follows approximately the
trajectory found previously [3J[5J, to the right of that for the
Bessel function model (BFM) predicted by Taylor^}- It follows
more closely the locus of a modified BFM which incorporates a
finite width region of low current density at the edge of the
plasma, as is often observed.
The toroidal field reverses
(F = 0) at 6 = 1.3 ± 0.1 (6 = 1.2 in the BFM) and the plasma can
be driven to 6 ^ 3, which is above the theoretical limit (6 = 1.6)
for cylindrical equilibria. These high values are not sustained
and 6 decays; typically, for peak value of 6 = 2 and a toroidal
current I = 0.2 MA, 6 falls to 1.5 - 1.6 in about 1 ms.
In discharges where the current is sustained the self reversal process maintains the reversed BQ keeping the plasma on the
modified BFM F-0 trajectory. This is attributed to dynamo action
in the plasma (e.g. ref [3,5])whereby the poloidal circuit sustains the toroidal field against dissipation and was observed
previously e.g. on Zeta^J and HBTX ^ ] _
The self reversal mechanism may be due to the reconnection
of helical disturbances in the plasma and this has been investigated theoretically'•°1 using the model proposed by KadomtsevL9]
for tokamak "sawteeth". In the RFP the toroidal field enters the
energetics so that the tokamak ordering must be dropped with the
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FIG.l. Waveforms of 0.5 MA passively crowbarred discharge. Upper: loop voltage and
current; middle: toroidal field average and at the wall; lower: outward toroidal displacement
from a cosine coil.

result that "inverse" reconnections become possible. Various
forms of the evolution of magnetic topology are then possible and
energetically favoured under various circumstances. One important
result is that inverse reconnections can lead directly to axisytnmetric RFP configurations through single helicity events only.
These processes may involve complete reconnection of the magnetic
axis or reconnection of only a limited radial extent.
3.

SETTING-UP PHASE AND FIELD CONTROL

3.1

Setting-up

For most experiments reported here, the magnetic configuration is set up by self reversal with the B^ circuit crowbarred
before the start of the plasma current. Waveforms are shown
in Fig. 1. It is found that volts-seconds input to the plasma,
A<f> = / •*• Vdt (where V is the toroidal loop voltage at the liner
and Tj is the duration of the setting up phase which is usually
to peak current) can be normalised, TA = A<j)/I6R which includes
the major radius, R, for comparison with results from other
experiments.
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FIG.2. Normalized flux input, 1$ = J Vdt/I9R, versus rise-time T\ for setting up by selfreversal only. Points are experimental data for p0 = 1.5 to 2 mtorr, I = 0.15 to 0.25 MA and
B = 1.55 to 1.9. The line is fitted for 6 = 1.7.
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FIG.3. Normalized flux input 1^, versus change of toroidal flux inside the liner A0/0 for
discharges showing the effect of programming. Experimental data +; 0-D code calculations
A. Also indicated is the mode of setting-up.
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The normalised flux input
consists of a constant component plus small contributions, the largest of which is proportional to T J . The value of T§ as a function of risetime has been
studied over the range of Tj = 0.5 - 4.5 ms by changing the bank
capacity and the results (Fig. 2) show that it rises linearly with
Tj. At the usual filling pressure p o "x. 1 . 5 - 2 mtorr D2, the
data fits the relationship r^ = A + B0 + C T X where A = 0.73 ± 0.07
Vs/MA-m, B =
0.25 + 0.05 Vs/MA-m, and C = 0.3 + 0.06 Vs/MA-m-ms.
The increase with risetime is observed in other machines and a comparison with data from Zeta'-11-' and Eta-Beta II'-12-' gives a scaling
with minor radius, a, of Ca 2 = 0.02 Vs-m/MA-ms, which suggests that
the plasmas on these machines have the same average conductivity
during the setting up phase, with conductivity temperature T a ^ 1 5 20 eV; onHBTXIA this agrees with spectroscopic estimates of T e .
Also, TQ increases slowly with filling pressure p o in the operating
range 1.5 - 4.5 mtorr deuterium and with impurities. The contribution from impurities is less at higher currents due to more rapid
burn through.
Other modes of setting up are obtained by programming the BA
and these are defined here by the change of toroidal flux inside
the liner, A$, relative to its value, $, at the end of the setting
up phase. Fig. 3 shows that T^ has a minimum when the reversal is
matched i.e. A$ = 0. These results for self and.matched reversal
agree with those (see also Fig. 3) from a code ' ^ , in which plasma
and the IA, and I Q circuits are coupled, and the plasma resistance
is assumed to be independent of programming.
The observed rise of T^ with aided reversal is not reproduced
by the code and this difference suggests that increased plasma
dissipation occurs as A$/$ becomes more negative.

3.2

Sustainment Phase

The sustainment phase of the discharge follows peak current and the configuration has been maintained by three different types of circuit drive. For most experiments, the I and B,
circuits are passively crowbarred to produce decaying current
pulses of 2 - 3 ms duration. Longer pulses are produced when
I is power crowbarred by employing up to three sequentially
switched power crowbar units which have extended the plasma
duration to ^ 7 ms. Preliminary experiments on field control
demonstrate that ^^wan
can also be maintained by an external
circuit. This has the advantage of keeping 6 and therefore the
magnetic configuration approximately constant during the pulse,
which reduces the need for dynamo action. A few experiments
were carried out at currents in excess of 0.3 MA but at the
highest value plasma wall interactions resulted in a liner
puncture. L '^ J
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Time (ms)

FIG.4. Average line-oj"sight density versus time from 10.6-jim interferometer at three filling
pressures. Ip = 0.18 MA.

The discharge ends with current termination in typically
O.I - 0.3 ms, accompanied by positive voltage excursions and an
increase in the fluctuations of density and magnetic field. In
a few cases, termination is very rapid, occurring in tens of ys,
and there is a large voltage spike. Rapid terminations are not
observed when the plasma is contaminated (e.g. before cleaning).
4.

PLASMA MEASUREMENTS

4.1

Electron Density

Electron density measurements have been made using interferometers at 10.6 inn (CO2 laser with 40 MHz heterodyne freJ
quency generated by an acousto-optic modulator
)and 337 um
(HCN laser using polarisation modulation ^ 1 MHz L ' ^ J ) . Both
record the average line of sight density along a vertical minor
diameter of the torus and although separated in major azimuth by
160° show good agreement. Fig. 4 shows that the average density
rises with the current to a peak value approximately equal to that
corresponding to the filling pressure. It then decays rapidly
(pump-out) to a value ^ 2 x 10 19 ™-3
Thereafter, the density
decays more slowly with a time constant ^ 5 ms for passively crowbarred discharges and remains approximately constant for power
crowbarred discharges.
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FIG.5. Ratio of plasma current to electron line density versus time for 1= 0.2 MA and
p 0 = 2 mtorr. Passive crowbar discharge.
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FIG.6. Average line-of-sight density versus time showing effect of gas puffing at 3 ms, with
power crowbar. Current waveforms are shown in the upper part of the figure.
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TABLE I. DENSITY DECAY AND I/N CHARACTERISTICS OF
DISCHARGES IN THE SUSTAINMENT AND TERMINATION PHASES
I = 0.15 TO 0.2 MA AND p 0 = 2 mtorr
Type

Passively crowbarred
Actively crowbarred
Actively crowbarred
with gas puffing

Density
decay time
(ms)
5
"v °°
-..

I/N
typical
(Am)
( 4 - 5)X 10 14
14
( 5 - 6)X 10"
14
( 1 - 2 ) X 10"

I/N at
termination
(Am)
( 1 0 - 15) X 10" 14
14
( 1 0 - IS) X 10"
(1-

14
2) X 10"

Fluctuation
level n e /n e
(% rms)
1--1 .5
2
2 .5

The ratio of plasma current to line density (I/N) is shown
in Fig. 5 for a passively crowbarred discharge. In the sustainment phase I/N is generally maintained at ^ 5 x lO" 14 A.m. for
a period of 0.5 - 1.0 ms. Subsequently it rises rapidly to 10 15 x lO" 14 A.m. just prior to termination. In power crowbarred
discharges, similar behaviour is observed and I/N is maintained
at about 5 x 10 ^ A.m. for several ms, rising rapidly in about
0.5 ms just before termination.
The current pulse length has been extended from ^ 5 . 5 ms
by about 1 ms when gas is puffed in at 1 ktorr-lt/s through a
single port at about 3.5 ms (see Fig. 6 ) . The results of density measurements from three types of discharges are summarised
in Table I.
U .2
4.2.1

Electron Temperature
Thomson Scattering and Resistivity Temperature

The variation of electron temperature on axis measured just
after peak current with pressure and current is summarised in
Figs. 7 & 8. The temperature rises with current and is inversely proportional to the filling pressure. In a typical discharge
at 0.2 MA the temperature rises to 70 eV in 0.7 ms and thereafter
remains approximately constant.
The streaming parameter, £,, which is the ratio of electron
drift to thermal speeds was obtained from the temperature on the
axis and the measured value of I/N. It is found that £ ^ 5%
in passively crowbarred discharges, rising to about 10% just before current termination. Typically, 3g is 2 - 3% assuming T e =
T^, which is lower than in most comparable devices. Several
methods of deriving the plasma resistance have been used and the
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FIG. 7. Electron temperatures measured by Thomson scattering, X, soft X-rays, O, and
resistivity, o, versus peak current. Conditions: p 0 = 3 mtorr and passive crowbar.

results generally agree giving lowest values in the range 150 300 ufi. The resistivity temperature, T a , averaged over crossaection, is also shown in Fig. 7 where it is seen to be
about 50% of the Thomson scattering temperature on axis over the
range of currents investigated.
A.2.2

Soft X-rays

Soft X-ray spectra have been measured by a Si(Li) detector,
through an 8 urn Be window sampling over ^ 3 ms and several tens
of powered crowbarred discharges. The spectrum has a two component shape (see Fig. 9) that is also found in other RFP experiments
. The low energy region corresponds to a temperature in
reasonable agreement with Thomson scattering (see Fig. 7 ) . The
high energy tail has an effective temperature of about 5 times
that of the thermal region.

A.3

Impurities

A visible/quartz UV spectrometer was used to monitor the behaviour of the low ionisation state impurities. Low Z impurities
are seen at the start of the current pulse. Increased turbulence
during the sustainment phase is always accompanied by further injection of impurities. Sodium salicylate scintillator measurements
can be interpreted when OV is burnt through. Assuming OVI dominates
about 1 - 2 MH is radiated in 0.26 MA discharges, compared with
1 5 - 2 0 MW of ohmic input.
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FIG.8. Measurements of electron temperatures on axis by Thomson scattering, X , at 1.1 ms
after current start versusfillingpressure. Also, resistivity temperatures, o, are shown (1= 0.2 MA,
passive crowbar).

predict
Calculations using a time dependent coronal model
this level of radiation for an oxygen density of 1.3 x 10J
an electron density of 2.6 x 10 1 9 m" 3 plasma with a density-time
product of 10 1 6 m~^ s. The quantity of iron required to give the
same radiated power is 0.7 x 10 1 8 m~ 3 which is more than that
believed to be present and we conclude that oxygen is the
dominant radiating impurity. It was generally found that an
increase in the level of .fluctuation was accompanied by injection of iron and could be suppressed by increasing the filling
pressure or by gas puffing.
The above quantities of impurity
give an electrical resistivity about 1 . 5 - 2 times larger than
that calculated for pure hydrogen and an average ion charge,
z
eff ^ 2 - 3 . The impurity radiation does not contribute significantly to the power loss.

4.4
4.4.1

Surface Barrier Diodes and Fluctuations
Soft X-rays

Surface barrier diodes have been used to measure the soft
X-ray emission (hv X 100 eV) and a typical trace from one diode
is shown in Fig. 10. There is initially a sharp rise in emission
during the setting up phase with low frequency oscillations. The
peak intensity is near current peak after which the emission decays rapidly to about 10% of the peak value by termination.
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FIG. 9. Si(Li) detector spectrum (log scale) corrected for window characteristic. Conditions:
1= 0.3 MA, po = 2 mtorr.

The intensity is larger by a factor of about 10 3 than that
expected from pure hydrogen plasma and the spectral distribution
(checked by using filters) is non Maxwellian . Also the signal is
a strong function of temperature (^ n e 2 T e 5 ) .
It is probable
that the radiation is dominated by impurity lines.
A pinhole camera array of eight diodes has been used to image
the centre part of the plasma viewing chords 1 cm diameter and
2.2 cm apart on the equatorial plane. The centroid of the X-ray
emission shows significant displacements ± 10 mm during the setting
up and termination phases. During the sustainment phase fluctuations are smaller and the emission is centred within a few mm of
the vessel axis and shows an outward toroidal drift of 2 - 4 mm/ms
similar to that found from the cosine coil (see Fig. 1).
Statistical analysis of the diode signals gives the power spectrum of fluctuations between 10 and 100 kHz « exp( - v/20 kHz).
During the setting up phase, the coherence spectrum shows largescale perturbations of about 10 kHz and during the main phase coherence extends up to frequencies of 50 kHz. The cross correlations
in Fig. 11 show that, in the setting-up phase, low frequencies have
a correlation length of about 6 cm and high frequencies about 2 cm.
During the sustained phase, the low frequencies are dominated by
long scale lengths ^ 10 cm with the higher frequencies showing both
the short scale length and also a positive correlation at very large
scale lengths. Time delay correlations show some evidence of wavelike propagation.
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FIG.12. Current waveforms with different primary-winding configurations. Insert defines
the windings positions:
(a) normal connection with three parallel groups of four windings in series: (1, 2, 12, 11);
(3, 4, 10, 9); (5, 6, 8, 7)
(b) mismatch; only two groups connected: (3, 4, 10, 9); (5, 6, 8, 7)
(c) cross-connected: (1, 2, 5, 6); (3, 4, 10, 9); (7, 8, 11, 12).

4.A.2

Density and Magnetic Fluctuations

Fluctuations in density and magnetic fields are generally low
in the sustainment phase and high in the setting up and termination. Lowest levels of fluctuations in the line of sight
density are n e /n e ^ 1% rms in passively crowbarred discharges
and if transverse scale lengths are ^ 2 cm the local value
n e /n e - 5% rms. The fluctuations are dominated by low frequencies "u 30 kHz with some contribution up to 150 kHz. With
the power crowbar, the fluctuations are about twice as large
and when gas puffing is used the level rises slightly.

Magnetic fluctuations at the wall 6 B Q / B Q are ^ 1 - 2 % in the
sustainment phase and increase when a power crowbar is used and
6B^ ^ SB 6 .
The reductions of density and magnetic fluctuations in the
sustainment phase are not correlated systematically with each
other or qualitative changes of plasma behaviour.
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FIELD ERRORS

A study has been made of field errors in the I windings system. The windings are normally connected in parallel groups, located at small, medium and large major radius and equal currents are
produced inductively. (This scheme gives automatic redistribution
of the current when the core saturates). On times approaching the
windings L/R ^ 15 ms the current distribution is modified by the
unequal windings resistances (± 25%) leading to a vertical field
through the shell gap. Correction by either (a) running the core
slightly into saturation (magnetising and plasma currents roughly
equal), or (b) cross connecting to equalise the resistances gives
an increase in plasma pulse length (see Fig. 12). Grossly mismatching the windings, e.g. by omitting one section, significantly
reduces the plasma pulse duration (see Fig. 12).

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The main plasma parameters have now been established for
currents up to 0.3 MA (and a few discharges at 0.5 MA) with pulse
lengths extending to 7 ms. The electron temperature, measured by
scattering and soft X-rays is ^ 100 - 200 eV, and increases approximately linearly with current. The X-ray spectra show a high
energy component at about 5 times the mean energy in addition
to the thermal part. The density is typically 2 x 10 1 9 m~ 3 during much of the sustainment phase after the initial rapid pumpout,
corresponding to I/N % 5 x 10~1'*A.m. and E, ^ 5 - 10%, compared
with the initial value I/N ^ lO" 14 A.m. The density (at a fixed
filling pressure) increases with current so that I/N is approximately constant over the range where the temperature current variation was studied. Oxygen (5% of n e ) gives an average ion charge
Z e ff, typically 2 - 3 , but radiation is not a major loss process
(10% of total) in the density range usually used. If T e = T^ the
value of Bg ^ 0.03 and is smaller than in most comparable experiments where values ^ 0.1 are typical, possibly due to the presence of a leak when scattering measurements were made.
The setting up phase has been studied and a theoretical mechanism for self reversal involving inverse helical
reconnection has been analysed, which can lead to an axisymmetric reversed field pinch state. The poloidal flux consumption during the setting up phase decreases as the self
reversal effect is aided by a B<j, field control, as predicted,
and reaches a minimum for the matched mode (no B^ flux crossing the liner) but the flux consumption increases again for
strongly aided reversal which indicates increased dissipation.
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Fluctuations have been studied, including the use of a
surface barrier diode array which indicates a lateral motion
of the plasma centroid interpreted with the help of cosine
coils as an m = 1 internal mode. Analysis of the signals with
frequencies between 10 and 100 kHz indicates larger fluctuations and shorter correlation lengths during the setting up
phase compared with the sustainment phase. A complex picture
not yet interpreted has emerged from the study of density and
magnetic field fluctuations, and periods of considerably reduced fluctuations have been observed. Typically, 6B9/B0 %
2 S B ^ / B A ^ 1 - 2 % and are lowest in discharges with passive
crowbar i.e. E<f, % 0.
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DISCUSSION
G.R. HASTE: Could you give more quantitative information about the
field errors? In particular, do you know the integrated error around the toroidal
direction?
A.A. NEWTON: The field error I discussed is due to leakage of vertical flux
(Bv) into the torus, estimated at ~ 0 . 3 mWb, which compares with poloidal and
toroidal fluxes in the plasma of about 300 and 30 mWb. Toroidal-field errors
have not been specifically investigated.
J.A. PHILLIPS: In your equation for volt-second consumption in the set-up
phase, how does the volt-second needed for the creation (or loss) of toroidal
flux enter to give the flux needed for the final 0-value?
A.A. NEWTON: All the volt-second terms are included in the data shown.
In addition to 6 and rise-time variations, which are the strongest, there are also
small variations with filling pressure, current and impurity. I featured the risetime variation because of its importance in future large machines.
H.L. BERK: Is there any consistency of scaling of the magnetic fluctuations
with electron temperature, such as is found on OHTE?
A.A. NEWTON: We did not present data on scaling of fluctuations because
their level is not repeatable and does not vary consistently as plasma conditions
change.
Y.-K.M. PENG: Do you have an estimate of the energy confinement time
for the 0.5 MA discharges in HBTX1 A? If so, is it consistent with the scaling
suggested in other papers, i.e. that it should scale favourably with plasma current?
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A.A. NEWTON: We gave no estimates because there are no measurements of
radial distributions of pressure and none of ion temperature. Probably
T£ ~ 0.1 ms and increases with current.
S.E. WALKER: Have any measurements been made with soft-X-ray diode
cameras relating to the impurity content across different chords of the minor
plasma cross-section?
A.A. NEWTON: Although I pointed out that the diodes are sensitive to
lines of carbon, we have not yet used various filters to distinguish other impurities.
Certainly we get distributions of emission.
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The following conversion table is provided for the convenience of readers
FACTORS FOR CONVERTING SOME OF THE MORE COMMON UNITS
TO INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS (SI) EQUIVALENTS
NOTES:
(1) SI base units are the metre (m), kilogram (kg), second (s), ampere (A), kelvin (K), candela (cd) and mole (moll.
12) ^ indicates SI derived units and those accepted for use with SI;
t> indicates additional units accepted for use with SI for a limited time.
[For further information see the current edition of The international System of Units (SI), published in English by HMSO,
London, and National Bureau of Standards. Washington, DC, and International Standards ISO-1000 and the
several parts of ISO-31, published by ISO, Geneva.]
(3) The correct symbol for the unit in column 1 is given in column 2.
(4) -fc indicates conversion factors given exactly; other factors are given rounded, mostly to 4 significant figures:
= indicates a definition of an SI derived unit: [ ] in columns 3+4 enclose factors given for the sake of completeness.
Column 1

Column 2

Multiply data given in:
Radiation units
^ becquerel
disintegrations per second (= dis/s)
> curie
> roentgen
• gray
> rad
• sievert (radiation protection only)
> rem (radiation protection only)

1 Bq
1s" 1
1 Ci
1 R
1 Gy
1 rad
1 Sv
1 rem

=
=
[=
[=
=
[^
=

Column 3

Columr

by:

to obtain data in:

(has dimensions of s"')
1.00 X 10°
Bq
3.70 X 10'°
Bq
4
2.58 X 10"
C/kgl
1.00 X 10°
J/kg]
1.00 X 10~2
Gy
1.00 X 10°
J/kg]
2
1.00 X 10"
Sv

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Mass
• unified atomic mass unit {-fa of the mass of 12C)
• tonne (= metric ton)
pound mass (avoirdupois)
ounce mass (avoirdupois)
ton (long) (= 2240 Ibm)
ton (short) (= 2000 Ibm)

1=
1 u
[=
1t
=
1 Ibm
=
1 ozm
=
1 ton
1 short tori =

Length
statute mile
> nautical mile (international)
yard
foot
inch
mil (= 10" 3 in)

1
1
1
1
1
1

Area
> hectare
> barn (effective cross-section, nuclear physics)
square mile, (statute mile) 2
acre
square yard
square foot
square inch

1 ha
1 b
1 mile 2
1 acre
1 yd 2
1ft2
1 in 2

mile
n mile
yd
ft
in
mil

=
=
=
=
=

1.660 57 X 10" 27
1.00 X 103
4.536 X 10"'
2.835 X 10'
1.016 X 103
9.072 X 102

1.609
1.852
9.144
3.048
2.54

X
X
X
X
X

10°
10°
10"'
10"'
10'

= 2.54 X 10~ 2

[=
[=
=
=
=
=
=

1.00
1.00
2.590
4.047
8.361
9.290
6.452

X 10"
X 1O~28
X 10°
X 103
X 10"'
X 10" 2
X 102

(=
1 I or 1 L
1 yd 3
=
3
=
1ft
1 in 3
=
1 gal (UK) =
1 gal I US) =

1.00
7.646
2.832
1.639
4.546
3.785

X 10" 3
X 10"'
X 10" 2
X 10*
X 10~3
X 10" 3

kg.approx. ]
*
kg]
kg
g
kg
kg

km
km

m
m
mm
mm

m2]
m2]

*
*
*
*

*
*

km2
m2
m2
m2
mm2

Volume
• litre
cubic yard
cubic foot
cubic inch
gallon (imperial)
gallon (US liquid)

m3]

*

m3
m

3

mm3
m3
m3

This table has been prepared bv E.R.A. Beck for use bv the Oivision of Publications of the IAEA. While every effort has

Column 1

Column 2

Column 3
by:

Multiply data given in:

Columni

4

to obtain data in

Velocity, acceleration
foot per second (= fps)
foot per minute

1 ft/s
1 ft/min

mile per hour (= mph)

1 mile/h

1 ft/s 2

= 3.048 X
= 5.08 X
_ [4.470 X
\i.609X
= 1.852 X
= 9.807 X
= 3.048 X

1 Ibm/in 3
1 Ibm/ft 3
1 ft 3 /s
1 ft 3 /min

=
=
=
=

2.768 X
1.602 X
2.832 X
4.719 X

10 4

io-"

kg/m3
kg/m3
m3/s
m3/s

[=
=
=
=
=
=

1.00 X
1.00 X
9.807 X
1.383 X
4.448 X
2.780 X

10°

nvkg-

10- 5

N

10°
io10°
io-

N

I knot

> knot (international!
free fall, standard, g
foot per second squared

10"'
10"3
10"'
10°

10°
10°
10"'

m/s

m/s
m/s
km/h
km/h
m/s5
m/s2

*

*

*

Density, volumetric rate
pound mass per cubic inch
pound mass per cubic foot
cubic feet per second
cubic feet per minute

10'

10'2

Force
• newton
dyne
kilogram force (= kilopond (kp))
poundal
pound force (avoirdupois)
ounce force (avoirdupois)

1N
1 dyn
1 kgf
1 pdl
1 Ibf
1 ozf

#

N
N

H

Pressure, stress
•

pascal*

atmosphere13, standard
> bar
centimetres of mercury (0°C)
dyne per square centimetre
feet of water (4°C)
inches of mercury (0°C)
inches of water (4°C)
kilogram force per square centimetre
pound force per square foot
pound force per square inch (= psi) c
torr (0°C) (= mmHg)

1 Pa
[=
1 atm
=
1 bar
=
1 cmHg
=
1 dyn/cm' =
1 ftH 2 O
=
1 inHg
=
1 inH2O
=
2
1 kgf/cm =
1 Ibf/ft*
=
1 Ibf/in 2
=
1 torr
=

1.00
1.013
1.00
1.333
1.00
2.989
3.386
2.491
9.807
4.788
6.895
1.333

X 10°
25 X 10s
X 105
X 103
X 10X 103
X 103
X 102
X 10"
X 10'
X 103
X 102

N/m2] *
Pa
Pa

*

Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa
Pa

Energy, work, quantity of heat
• joule ( = W s )
• eJectronvolt
British thermal unit (International Table)
calorie (thermochemical)
calorie (International Table)
erg
footpound force
kilowatt-hour
kiloton explosive yield (PNE) {= 1012 g-cal)

a

Pa (g): pascals gauge
Pa abs: pascals absolute

1 J
[= 1.00 X 10°
1 eV
J= 1.602 19 X 10~"
1 Btu
= 1.055 X 103
1 cal
= 4.184 X 10°
1 cal IT
= 4.187 X 10°
1 erg
= 1.00 X 10" 7
1 ft Ibf
= 1.356 X 10°
1 kWh
= 3.60 X 106
1 kt yield => 4.2 X 1012

atm (g) (= atu): atmospheres gauge
atm abs (= ata): atmospheres absolute

c

N-m]
*
J,approx.]
J
J
*
J
J
*
J
J
*
J

Ibf/in 2 (g) (= psig): gauge pressure
Ibf/in 2 abs (= psia): absolute pressure

Column 1

Column 4

Multiply data given in:

to obtain data in:

by:

Power, radiant flux
• watt
British thermal unit (International Table) per second
calorie (International Table) per second
footpound force/second
horsepower (electric)
horsepower (metric) (= ps)
horsepower (550 fflbf/s)

1w
[ = 1.00 X 10°
3
1 Btu/s
= 1.055 X 10
1 cal|T/s
= 4.187 X 10°
1 fflbf/s = 1.356 X 10°
2
1 hp
= 7.46 X 10
2
1 ps
= 7.355 X 10
1 hp
= 7.457 X 102

J/sl
W

w
w
w
w
w

Temperature
• kelvin
• degrees Celsius, t
where T is the thermodynamic temperature in kelvin
and T o is defined as 273.15 K
degree Fahrenheit
degree Rankine
temperature difference

K
t = T- T o

t.

F

-

32

ToR

AT. R (= At

*

h \ 1 gives

Y1

\<]

V /

t (in degrees Celsius) -XT (in kelvin)
*
AT (= At)
*

Thermal conductivity

1 Btu-in/(ft2-s°F)
1 Btu/(ffs-°F)

= 5.192 X 102
= 6.231 X 10'
= 4.187 X 102

(International Table Btu)
(International Table Btu)

1

1

W rn-'K"
W m^KW m-'-K"'

Miscellaneous quantities
litre per mole per centimetre

(1M/cm=) 1 L-mor'-cm" 1

1.00 X 10"' mVmol

Imotar extinction coefficient or molar absorption coefficient)
G-value, traditionally quoted per 100 eV
of energy absorbed
(radiation yield of a chemical substance)
mass per unit area

1 X 10~2 eV" 1 = 6.24 X 1 0 "
1 g/cm2

[= 1.00 X 10'

kg/m2 ] *

(absorber thickness and mean mass range)

A temperature interval or a Celsius temperature difference can be expressed in degrees Celsius as well as in kelvins.
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